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INTRODUCTION
Foreword
This Clinical Practice Guideline presents recommendations, good practice statements, implementation considerations
for pressure injury prevention and treatment. This International Clinical Practice Guideline (2019 edition) was developed
as a collaboration between the Partner Organizations—European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (EPUAP), National
Pressure Injury Advisory Panel (NPIAP) and the Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance (PPPIA). Additionally, 14 wound
organizations from 12 countries joined the project as Associate Organizations contributing to the development, under
the direction and oversight of the Partner Organization Guideline Governance Group (GGG) and a methodologist.
The full development team consisted of 181 academic and clinical experts in the pressure injury field, including the
12-member GGG, the methodologist and 168 small working group members.
This edition of the guideline used the most recent methodological standards in guideline development. The
methodology has been pre-published and peer reviewed. An updated literature search identified research published
up to August 2018 that was critically appraised and analysed. New research has been combined with research from
previous editions to extend the guideline scope and produce recommendations reflecting the most recent evidence.
This third edition provides 114 evidence-based recommendations supported by an overview of the underpinning
research. Implementation considerations providing practical guidance are provided to assist health professionals to
implement the recommendations in clinical practice. A detailed analysis and discussion of available research, and a
critical evaluation of the assumptions and knowledge in the field is included to provide further context. A consensus
voting process was used to assign a strength to each recommendation. The strength of recommendation identifies
the importance of the recommendation based on potential to improve patient outcomes. It provides an indication
of the confidence one can have that the recommended practice will do more good than harm, and can be used to
assist in prioritizing pressure injury related interventions. Many topics of relevance to pressure injury prevention and
treatment have not been researched extensively. To address gaps in care, the GGG has also developed 62 good practice
statements intended to further assist health professionals to deliver quality pressure injury prevention and treatment.
Engagement of patients, informal caregivers (families and friends) and other stakeholders has been extensive
throughout the guideline development. An online survey of patient consumers and informal caregivers was conducted
to identify care goals, priorities and education needs. Responses from 1,233 patients and their families from around
the world were incorporated into the guideline development. Drafts of the recommendations and supporting
evidence were made available to 699 stakeholders (individuals and organizations) around the world who registered
and reviewed the documents.
A Quick Reference Guide presenting an abridged version of this guideline is also available. The Quick Reference Guide
is intended for busy health professionals who require a quick reference in the clinical setting. Because the full Clinical
Practice Guideline contains greater context and critical analysis, users should not rely on the Quick Reference Guide
alone in implementing pressure injury prevention and treatment.

Abstract
This guideline is a collaborative effort from Partner Organizations, the European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel
(EPUAP), National Pressure Injury Advisory Panel (NPIAP), and Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance (PPPIA), and 14
additional wound organizations around the world. A comprehensive literature review was conducted on pressure
injury prevention and treatment and a rigorous methodology was used to appraise the research and make evidencebased recommendations. This work builds on the work of the previous two editions of this guideline (2009 and
2014). Further, an international survey of patient consumers and their informal caregivers was undertaken to capture
the perspectives of these individuals in the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries. The research evidence
was summarized and evaluated using evidence-to-decision frameworks. Where sufficient research evidence was
available, recommendations to guide clinical practice were developed. In areas without sufficient research, good
practice statements were developed to promote comprehensive care. Both the recommendations and good practice
statements are accompanied by implementation considerations supported by the research and/or expert opinion.
The draft recommendations were made available to stakeholders for feedback. There were 699 health professionals,
industry representatives, peak body organizations, researchers, policy makers, patient consumers and informal
caregivers who reviewed and/or commented on the document. After refining the content, the final stage of the
guideline development consisted of a consensus voting process to assign strengths of recommendations. Strength of
recommendations indicate the extent to which one can be confident that adherence to a recommendation will do more
good than harm, and are intended to assist health professionals to prioritize interventions. The guideline includes
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discussion of the science, followed by 114 recommendations and 62 good practice statements to guide practice in risk
assessment, pressure injury prevention and treatment, and issues in implementing best practice. The needs of specific
population groups are discussed, including individuals with obesity, critically ill individuals, older adults, neonates and
children, and individuals in palliative care, operating room and community settings. The guideline also discusses the
patient perspective of pressure injuries, and covers topics of importance to individuals, including pain and quality of
life. Recommendations on supporting and engaging the patient consumer in their care are made. Finally, 20 quality
indicators are provided to assist in monitoring implementation of the guideline.

Limitations and Appropriate Use of This Guideline
•

G
 uidelines assist health professionals, patient consumers and informal caregivers to make decisions about
healthcare for specific clinical conditions. The evidence-based recommendations and good practice statements
may not be appropriate for use in all circumstances.

•

T
 he decision to adopt any recommendation must be made by the multidisciplinary healthcare team, in collaboration
with patients and informal caregivers, and with consideration of available resources and circumstances. Nothing
contained in this guideline replaces medical advice for specific cases.

•

B
 ecause of the rigorous methodology used to develop this guideline, the Guideline Governance Group members
believe that the research supporting the recommendations is accurate. Every effort has been made to critically
appraise the research contained within this document. However, we do not guarantee the reliability of individual
studies referenced in this document.

•

This guideline is intended for education and information purposes only.

•

T
 his guideline contains information that was accurate at the time of publication. Research and technology change
rapidly, and the evidence-based recommendations and good practice statements contained in this guideline may
be inconsistent with future advances. The health professional is responsible for maintaining a working knowledge
of research and technology advances that may affect their clinical decision making.

•

G
 eneric names of products have been used, with descriptions of products taken from the research. Nothing in this
guideline is intended as endorsement of a specific product.

•

N
 othing in this guideline is intended as advice regarding credentialing standards, coding standards or reimbursement
regulations.

•

T
 he guideline does not seek to provide full safety and usage information for products and devices; however,
commonly available safety and usage tips have been included. All products should be used according to
manufacturer’s directions.

Strengths of Evidence and Strengths of Recommendations
Individual studies were assigned a level of evidence based on study design. The body of evidence supporting each
recommendation was given a strength of evidence based on evidence quantity, levels and consistency. A consensus
voting process was used to assign a strength of recommendation that indicates the confidence the health professional
can have that the recommended practice will improve outcomes (i.e., do more good than harm). The strength of
recommendation can be used by health professionals to prioritize interventions. Full details are available in Appendix
One.
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Strengths of Evidence
A

• More than one high quality Level I study providing direct evidence
• Consistent body of evidence

B1

• Level 1 studies of moderate or low quality providing direct evidence
• Level 2 studies of high or moderate quality providing direct evidence
• Most studies have consistent outcomes and inconsistencies can be explained

B2

• Level 2 studies of low quality providing direct evidence
• Level 3 or 4 studies (regardless of quality) providing direct evidence
• Most studies have consistent outcomes and inconsistencies can be explained

C

• Level 5 studies (indirect evidence) e.g., studies in normal human subjects, humans with other types
of chronic wounds, animal models
• A body of evidence with inconsistencies that cannot be explained, reflecting genuine uncertainty
surrounding the topic

GPS

Good Practice Statement
• Statements that are not supported by a body of evidence as listed above but considered by the
GGG to be significant for clinical practice.

Strengths of Recommendation

↑↑

Strong positive recommendation: Definitely do it

↑

Weak positive recommendation: Probably do it

↔

No specific recommendation

↓

Weak negative recommendation: Probably don’t do it

↓↓

Strong negative recommendation: Definitely don’t it

Accessing the Guideline and Support Material
Access to digital and print copies of the Clinical Practice Guideline are available on the following websites:

NPIAP website

www.npiap.com

EPUAP website

www.epuap.org

PPPIA website

www.pppia.org

International Pressure Injury Guideline website

www.internationalguideline.com

The International Pressure Injury Guideline website (www.internationalguideline.com) is accessible until the next
guideline revision. The website hosts additional supportive material including:
•

The Quick Reference Guide

•

Detailed methodology

•

Evidence to Decision frameworks

•

Future research needs

•

Companion resources

•

Sponsor acknowledgement

•

Announcements and news from the GGG.

Translations of the Quick Reference Guide and information about the translation process are available from the
EPUAP website. For more information contact translation@internationalguideline.com.
For enquiries regarding use of the guideline, review the Permissions of Use statement on the guideline website. For
more information contact admin@internationalguideline.com.
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GUIDELINE BACKGROUND
Significance
Pressure injuries are a frequently occurring health problem throughout the world. They are a painful, costly, and often
preventable complication for which many individuals are at risk.
Around the world, pressure injury prevalence in healthcare settings ranges from 0%1 to 72.5%,2-4 with large variations
observed between different geographic and clinical settings. A recent systematic review reported global point
prevalence of pressure injuries in acute hospitals at 14.8% and period prevalence at 11.6%, with a mean incidence of
6.3%.4 In general acute care, there appears to be a gradual and ongoing decline in pressure injury prevalence over the
two decades,5 driven in part by growing international health policy focus on pressure injury prevention. Prevalence
and incidence rates are generally higher in unique populations who are at elevated risk, such as those receiving
palliative care,6 those with spinal cord injuries,7 neonates and children,8,9 and individuals in critical care10-12 or palliative
care.13 Although direct comparisons between prevalence studies are confounded by different methodologies and
clinical contexts, the evidence indicates that pressure injuries are a commonly occurring health concern globally.12
Pressure injuries represent a major burden of sickness and reduced quality of life for patient consumers and their care
givers.14-22 Increased morbidity and mortality associated with pressure injury development in hospitalized individuals is
documented in multiple studies.16,23-25 Hospital lengths of stay, readmission rates, and financial costs of care are greater
in individuals who develop a pressure injury than in those remaining pressure injury free.26-28 Additionally, the personal
burden associated with a chronic wound, includes pain and discomfort,20,29 stress, anxiety and depression,16,23,24 and
declines in autonomy,14 security and spiritual wellbeing14and social functioning,24 Further, individuals at risk or having
pressure injuries identify pain as one of their most significant concerns.30,31
Pressure injuries increase hospital costs significantly. However, there is a paucity of robust data on costs of pressure
injury care. The available evidence presents health economic reports that use different methodologies and currencies,
and represent costs associated with care in different clinical settings, and geographic locations and healthcare systems.
In the US, pressure injury care is estimated to approach $11.6 billion annually (USD in the period 2000 to 2012).32-36
Cost of individual patient care ranged between $500 (USD) and $152,000 (USD).32,33,35,37 In Australia, the mean hospital
stay for pressure injuries is 4.3 days, at a financial cost of $699 to $840 (AUD) per hospital bed day,38 suggesting mean
costs of $3,600 (AUD) for inpatient care for a pressure injury. Costs per pressure injury were similar in a Canadian
cost analysis conducted in the community that reported estimated costs of treating one pressure injury at $4,745
(Canadian dollars, 2013).39 Reports from Singapore show costs of treating one pressure injury between S$4,546 and
$13,138 (Singapore dollars in 2016) depending on wound severity.40,41 European economic models suggest the cost
of illness associated with pressure injuries consumes up to 1.4% of healthcare expenditure in the Netherlands42,43 or
between $362 million and $2.8 billion annually (USD in 2009).43 Proportional costs are higher in the United Kingdom
(UK) where pressure injuries are reported to cost up to 4% of the annual healthcare budget.44,45 When community
healthcare costs are added to hospital costs, pressure injury treatment consumes up to £2.1 billion of the National
Health Service (NHS) budget.46 In New Zealand, total cost of pressure injury treatment is estimated at $694 million
annually (New Zealand dollars, 2015).47 Although direct comparison is not possible due to the different cost outcomes
reported, these studies demonstrate the high economic burden of pressure injuries around the world, that is likely to
continue increasing as populations age.48

Purpose and Scope
The goal of this guideline is to provide evidence-based recommendations for the prevention and treatment of pressure
injuries that can be used by health professionals, patient consumers and informal caregivers throughout the world.
The guideline is intended for the use of all health professionals, regardless of clinical discipline, who are involved
in the care of individuals who are at risk of developing pressure injuries, or those with an existing pressure injury.
The guideline is intended to apply to all clinical settings, including acute care, rehabilitation care, long term care,
assisted living at home, and unless specifically stated, can be considered appropriate for all individuals with or at risk
of pressure injuries. The guideline includes further guidance for population groups with additional needs, including
those in palliative care, critical care, community, or operating room settings, individuals with obesity, individuals
with spinal cord injury, and neonates and children. When applicable, the specific needs of older adults are addressed,
although it is acknowledged that much of the research on prevention and treatment of pressure injuries is conducted
with older adults. Classification of mucosal membrane pressure ulcers is beyond the scope of this guideline.
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Guideline Development
The European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (EPUAP), the National Pressure Injury Advisory Panel (NPIAP), and the
Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance (PPPIA) collaborated to produce this evidence-based guideline on the prevention
and treatment of pressure injuries. This International Guideline edition builds on the evidence presented in the two
previous editions of this guideline.
The guideline was produced by an interprofessional Guideline Governance Group (GGG) and numerous Small Working
Groups (SWGs), each consisting of representatives of the partner and associate organizations. The GGG determined
and monitored the guideline development process with the assistance and management of a guideline methodologist.
The first step in the guideline development process was refining the methodology. The GGG reviewed recent
approaches to clinical guideline development to ensure that recognized international standards were met in the
guideline development. The methodology from the previous editions of the guideline was reviewed, updated and
published in a peer-reviewed journal.49 Next, the GGG commissioned a comprehensive review of the literature on
pressure injury prevention and treatment in several electronic databases, using a sensitive search strategy to identify
research published since the previous guideline edition. All retrieved references were screened on pre-determined
inclusion criteria and preliminary data extraction tables were completed. In a second step, the retrieved evidence
was evaluated, and thereafter the full texts were divided according to specific topic of interest related to pressure
injuries. With the assistance of the methodologist, the SWG members conducted critical appraisal of the evidence,
assigned a level of evidence to each study using a pre-determined scale and refined the evidence tables. The evidence
was then combined in evidence-to-decision frameworks addressing the pre-determined clinical questions. Each SWG
formulated conclusions about the body of available evidence and developed recommendations that emerged from
the evidence. Recommendations from the second edition of the guideline were reviewed and revised based on
insights from new evidence and an analysis of the current cumulative body of evidence. The strength of the body
of evidence was determined based on the volume, level and consistency of the evidence. This rating identifies the
strength of cumulative evidence supporting a recommendation. Evidence to decision frameworks, recommendations
and evidence summaries were reviewed by the GGG. For important areas of practice in which evidence was lacking,
the GGG made good practice statements to guide clinical practice. The guideline was made available to registered
stakeholders on the guideline website for further input and feedback.
The GGG also conducted an international survey of patient consumers and informal caregivers to gain insight on
priority issues for patients.30,31 The project, which included development of a survey designed with attention to the
needs of the target population, received approval from the Australian National University Human Research Ethics
Committee (Protocol 2018/066). The survey was promoted internationally by pressure injury organizations and the
SWG members.
The final stage involved determining the strength of each recommendation statement. The body of evidence
underpinning each recommendation was ranked by the SWG based on volume, consistency and level of evidence,
resource implications, acceptability and priority to stakeholder and feasibility to implement. Each member of the
guideline development team was invited to review this data for every recommendation and to participate in a webbased consensus process to assign the strength of recommendations. The recommendation strength represents the
confidence a health professional can place in each recommendation, with consideration to the strength of supporting
evidence; clinical risks versus benefits; cost effectiveness; and systems implications.
More detail on the methodological process is outlined in Appendix 1: Guideline Methodology, and available from the
guideline website and the peer-reviewed publication.49

Guideline Recommendations and Good Practice Statements
Recommendations are systematically developed statements to assist health professionals, patient consumers and
informal caregiver to make decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical conditions. The recommendations
and good practice statements may not be appropriate for use in all contexts, settings and circumstances. The guidance
provided should not be considered medical advice for specific cases.
The recommendations and good practice statements in this guideline are a general guide to appropriate clinical
practice, to be implemented by qualified health professionals subject to their clinical judgment of each individual
case, and in consideration of the patient consumer’s preferences and available resources. The guideline should be
implemented in a culturally aware and respectful manner in accordance with the principles of protection, participation
and partnership.
This guideline, and any recommendations within, are intended for educational and informational purposes only.
Generic names of products are provided. Nothing in this guideline is intended as an endorsement of a specific product.
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The guideline consists of five main sections: background material, prevention of pressure injuries, topics relevant to
prevention and treatment of pressure injuries, treatment of pressure injuries and implementing the guideline.
The Background chapters provide an introductory section to the guideline. The etiology chapter focuses on basic
science. The needs of specific patient populations is identified in the Purpose and Scope also outlined in the
Background chapters. The specific risks faced by specific population groups are discussed, with reference to sections
of the guideline that are of particular significance to different population groups.
The Prevention chapters of the guideline comprises four topics: pressure injury risk and assessment, assessment of skin
and tissue and preventive skin care. Risk assessment is an essential component of clinical practice that aims to identify
individuals who are susceptible to pressure injury development, in order to plan and implement care that addresses
the individual’s risks. Skin assessment is crucial in pressure injury prevention because skin status is a significant risk
factor for pressure injury development. Further, the skin can serve as an indicator of early pressure damage and guides
evaluation of preventive care. The identification and differentiation of erythema and considerations when assessing
individuals with darkly pigmented skin are discussed throughout this chapter. Preventive skin care, which focuses on
promotion of skin integrity and protecting the skin from damage, is a key component of pressure injury prevention
discussed in the Prevention guideline chapters.
The guideline chapters making up the section on Interventions for Prevention and Treatment of Pressure Injuries focus
on five areas of care (nutrition, repositioning and early mobilization, heel pressure injuries, support surfaces and device
related pressure injuries) that are important in both prevention and treatment of pressure injuries. Comprehensive
recommendations on strategies to promote nutritional status, thereby reducing pressure injury risk and/or promoting
wound healing are provided. The importance of ensuring adequate caloric, protein, vitamin, mineral and water/fluid
intake is highlighted. Repositioning and its frequency should be considered for all at risk individuals and must take
into consideration the clinical condition of the individual and the support surface in use. The importance of correct
manual handling technique, pressure relief schedules and early mobilization is discussed. Heel pressure injuries are a
challenge to prevent and manage. The small surface area of the heel is covered by a small volume of subcutaneous
tissue that can be exposed to high mechanical load in individuals on bedrest. The recommendations in this section
of the guideline address the importance of assessment, positioning and heel protection, while avoiding potential
complications. The recommendations in the support surfaces chapter address mattress/overlay and bed use, seats and
cushions, and other forms of support surface. Guidance on product selection, use safety and maintenance is provided;
however, manufacturers’ information should always be followed. Devices (both medically related and general objects/
furniture) are associated with a high risk of pressure injuries. These pressure injuries often conform to the pattern or
shape of the device/object and develop due to prolonged, unrelieved pressure on the skin. The recommendations in
this section address assessment, device selection, strategies to redistribute pressure, and skin protection.
The guideline chapters on Treatment of Pressure Injuries discuss assessment and treatment once a pressure injury
has occurred. The importance of accurate diagnosis, classification and assessment of pressure injuries is highlighted.
Pressure injury assessment and monitoring of healing provides an evaluation of care that informs the development of
a comprehensive, ongoing treatment plan. Pressure injuries are painful; however, pain is often under-recognized and
under-treated. Recommendations in the guideline chapter on pain focus on assessment and treatment of pain in the
context of providing quality care that addresses the individuals care goals. The treatment chapters of the guideline
discuss the overarching principle of wound bed preparation and research evidence specific to providing wound
care for pressure injuries. Critical approaches necessary to prepare the wound bed for healing including cleansing,
debridement, selection of the most appropriate wound dressings, infection management and other treatments for
the wound bed (e.g. biophysical agents) are discussed. These topics are relevant to the management of all chronic
wounds; however, the intention of this guideline is to discuss the research specific to pressure injuries. Finally, the
treatment chapters also include discussion of the management of an individual undergoing pressure injury surgery,
which may be required for non-healing pressure injuries and/or when the individual has clinical signs of severe
worsening infection or sepsis.
The guideline chapters on Implementing the Guideline address organization and professional level strategies for
effective implementation of the clinical recommendations in this guideline. This includes implementation strategy
(including facilitators and barriers), health professional education, supporting the patient consumers and their
caregivers, measurement on monitoring pressure injuries within a facility/organization, and quality indicators for
monitoring guideline implementation. Finally, the guideline includes discussion of ongoing research needs. The
paucity of high quality research on prevention and treatment of pressure injuries was highlighted in this guideline
update. And areas for which there is a strong need of good quality evidence attained from well-designed studies are
identified.
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THE ETIOLOGY OF PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
A pressure injury is defined as localized damage to the skin and/or underlying tissue, as a result of pressure or
pressure in combination with shear. Pressure injuries usually occur over a bony prominence but may also be related
to a medical device or other object.
A pressure injury can occur due to the forces of a patient’s bodyweight, or as a result of externally exerted forces such
as those applied by a medical device or other object, or by a combination of these. The injury can present as intact
(or unbroken) skin or an open wound and may be painful. The tissue damage occurs as a result of intense and/or
prolonged exposure to sustained deformations in compression (perpendicular to the tissue surface), tension or shear
(parallel to the tissue surface), or a combination of these loading modes. The tolerance of soft tissue for sustained
deformations differs by tissue type and may also be affected by microclimate, perfusion, age, health status (either
chronic or acute), comorbidities, and conditions of the soft tissues.
It is important to note that pressure injuries affecting the surface of a patient’s body are not limited to the skin.
For example, pressure injuries can occur on, within or underneath a mucous membrane, which is the moist lining
of body cavities including the respiratory, gastrointestinal and genitourinary tracts.1 Mucosal pressure injuries are
primarily related to medical devices, typically caused by tubes and/or their stabilization equipment exerting sustained
compressive and shear forces on these vulnerable mucosa and underlying tissues.1
A number of contributing or confounding factors are also associated with pressure injuries; the primary of which is
impaired mobility.
Different injury mechanisms impact various tissues, including cell deformation damage (in single cells), inflammationrelated damage (in cells and tissues), and ischemia and reperfusion injury (also at cell and tissue levels). Sustained
deformation of cells, vasculature and tissues are the driving force for all these damage pathways, from integrity and
function of cell organelles to destruction of tissues and organs. For example, deformations may cause direct damage
to the structures of cells, but also trigger inflammation and development of edema, distort the capillary network and
reduce supply of nutrients to tissues, or cause lymphatic obstructions which will compromise clearance of metabolic
waste products. Hence, the exposure to sustained cell and tissue deformations directly and indirectly cause formation
and progression of cell and tissue damage in these multiple, interacting and escalating pathways.

Pressure Ulcer or Pressure Injury?
Since the first description of such injuries there has been debate regarding terminology. The oldest term is decubitus,
originally described as gangraena per decubitum by Wohlleben (1777), which means ‘dead tissue due to lying down’,
thus referring to wounds developed by patients while in bed. Etiological research started with the work of Groth2 and a
number of seminal studies and papers by Kosiak3 and Reichel.4 Groth2 used the term decubitus, Reichel4 used decubitus
ulcers and Kosiak3 used several terms including ischemic ulcers. None of these terms are accurately descriptive and
Kosiak’s3 ‘ischemic ulcer’ implies the limited etiological pathway that was assumed at that time.
The term bedsore was documented by Florence Nightingale in 1859,5 and became more commonly used following
publication of Bedsore Biomechanics,6 an edited book that followed the first international conference on pressure
ulcer etiology held in 1975 in Glasgow. This term maintains the association with the bed, despite knowledge at the
time that pressure ulcers could be acquired whenever soft tissues are in contact with supporting surfaces, and of the
major role played by shear forces and shear deformation. The addition of sore implies a raw or painful place on the
body.
In the 1980s the term pressure sore became more popular, losing the apparent relation between the injury and a bed.
Since the early 1990s the term pressure ulcer, has been commonly used; however, the term ulcer describes an open
wound at the skin surface. This omits both deep tissue injury, an internal wound under intact/unbroken skin (see
Classification section of this guideline) and Category/Stage I pressure injuries in which skin remains intact.
All the above terms are still in use by clinicians and/or patients. In Europe the term pressure ulcer is widely used,
whilst in South-East Asia, Australia and New Zealand the term pressure injury has been adopted. The United States is
transitioning to the term pressure injury; this is currently recommended by the US National Pressure Injury Advisory
Panel and supported by many wound care organizations and regulatory bodies; however, discussions regarding
terminology continue.7 Although none of these terms comprehensively describes the full etiology of these wounds,
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they all refer to the same phenomenon described in the introduction to this guideline section. The terminology
remains the subject of ongoing discussion and debate. In this version of the guideline the term pressure injury is used.

Factors That Influence Susceptibility to Pressure Injuries
A number of factors that may influence an individual’s risk of developing pressure injuries have been described in
relevant research and are discussed in the Risk Factors and Risk Assessment chapter of this guideline. The work of
Coleman and colleagues (2014)8 has classified the relevant risk factors into two groups (Figure 2.1):
1.	Mechanical boundary conditions, including magnitudes and time durations of the applied mechanical loads, and
their mode of action, such as compressive or shear.
2.	Tolerance of the individual (internal anatomy including the prominence of bony structures, tissue morphology,
mechanical properties of tissues, tissue repair capacity and transport and thermal properties of tissues).

Figure 2.1: Factors influencing the susceptibility of an individual for developing pressure injuries (Adapted from Oomens (1985)9 by
Coleman et. al. (2014)8 and reproduced with permission)

The first group of factors dictates the internal deformations, strains and stresses within soft tissues as well as the
quality of vascular perfusion and lymphatic drainage under the applied loads. The latter set of factors determines
the tissue injury threshold of the individual. Acting together, the two factor groups determine the time taken for a
pressure injury to develop in the individual, and the extent and severity to which it will develop if that individual or
an affected body part of the individual is immobile and/or insensate.

Mechanical Boundary Conditions
Magnitude and Duration of the Mechanical Load
This section defines a number of commonly used mechanical terms.
Mechanical load comprises all types of force that are applied to the soft tissues of an individual as a result of contact
between the skin and a solid surface (including air-filled or water-filled support surfaces, medical devices and other
types of surfaces). It includes bodyweight forces transferred through bony structures which are transmitted through
the soft tissue to the supporting surface. External mechanical loads are often characterized as being a normal force (a
force perpendicular to the skin surface) or a shear force (a force parallel to the skin surface). In almost all real-world
scenarios, the interacting force is a combination of a normal and a shear force.
Pressure is defined as normal force per unit surface area (of skin or underlying tissue).
When two surfaces are in contact with each other, they can either be fixed (no sliding occurs between the surfaces) or
they can slide over each other (in technical literature, referred to as slip). The occurrence of fixation or slip depends on
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surface properties such is the micro-roughness and wetness level and mechanical loading conditions (a combination
of normal and shear forces).
In the technical literature, the term friction is used to describe all phenomena that relate to interface properties
and sliding of surfaces with respect to each other. In literature related specifically to pressure injuries, including
this guideline, friction is used to define the contact force parallel to the skin surface due to internal bodyweight
loads or forces exerted by a medical device. In either case, the applied frictional forces may be static (if there is no
relative movement between the skin and the contacting surface/material) or dynamic (when such relative movement
occurs).10,11
Continuous or repetitive movement, rubbing or sliding of a material (e.g., a textile) or another body part along
the skin (i.e. including skin-to-skin contact e.g., where the lower extremities lie on top of each other) can result in
redness, inflammation or a lesion referred to as a friction blister. These blisters are not considered to be pressure
injuries. However, when the body is in contact with a supporting surface, such as a wheelchair cushion or mattress,
both normal forces and shear forces are generated between the body and the support. As a result, the loaded soft
tissues, including skin and deeper tissues (e.g., adipose tissue, connective tissues, and muscle) will distort and deform,
resulting in a strain (a measure of the relative deformation) and stress (force transferred per unit area) within the
tissues. Excessive internal strains and stresses in tissues may impair transport phenomena in cells by causing damage
to cell structures such as the cytoskeleton or plasma membrane and may also hinder transport processes within the
tissues (e.g., by reducing blood perfusion, impairing lymphatic function and affecting transport in interstitial spaces).
Cell death, in turn, triggers an inflammatory response that causes increased permeability of the vasculature as gaps
develop between endothelial cells, resulting in inflammatory edema12,13 that further increase the mechanical loads on
cells and tissues through a rise in interstitial pressures (see Figure 2.2).
The specific ways by which cells and tissues are affected by mechanical loads are a complex process that depends
on anatomical structure and morphology (the size and shape of the different tissue layers) and the biophysical and
mechanical properties of the tissues involved (e.g., density and composition, water contents, stiffness, strength and
diffusion properties), as well as the magnitudes and distributions of the mechanical forces that are applied to the
tissue at the regions of contact with the supporting surface or medical device.
Morphology, mechanical properties and tissue tolerance can all change over time as a result of aging, lifestyle, chronic
injury, or disease.14,15 In general, external mechanical loading, even of a uniform nature, will lead to a highly irregular
internal tissue response (i.e., different responses at different locations). This can also be referred to as a heterogeneous
or nonhomogeneous response.
Normal forces will be highly non-uniform across the supported areas in the presence of clinical conditions (e.g., a
human body supported by a mattress or cushion or an oxygen mask pushing against the face), and some shear force
will always exist. Accordingly, considerable deformations and strains may occur within the skin and deeper tissues in
weight-bearing postures such as when lying in bed or sitting on a chair.
Techniques available for assessment of internal deformation are magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), elastography,
and ultrasound. These imaging modalities can be used in combination with subject-specific theoretical computational
(finite element) models (a method of solving mechanical problems by means of a powerful computer and dedicated
software) to estimate deformations, strains and stresses throughout the tissue structures, and predict the risk of cell
and tissue damage.
Pressure injuries develop as a result of the internal response to bodyweight forces or external mechanical load.
Understanding the etiology of pressure injuries relies on a knowledge concerning the internal cell and tissue responses
to mechanical loads and not just what is apparent on the outside of the body or on the skin surface.16
Figure 2.2 presents a schematic description of the process of cell damage due to bodyweight forces and the resulting
pressure and shear on skin that cause sustained mechanical deformations in tissues, including the contribution of
inflammatory edema to the damage cascade. Pressure and shear loads can also originate from a medical device or
other object that is in contact with the skin. Frictional forces (bodyweight-related shear) can be either static (when
the body or a body part is stationary) or dynamic (such as during spontaneous or repetitive movements/rubbing,
sliding in bed due to gravity or while repositioning the patient). Noteworthy is that this schematic description depicts
the immediate and short-term damage factors; however, ischemia is also a factor which may be involved later in
the damage cascade. Ischemic conditions may be caused by sustained vascular deformations. There is continuous
interaction between ischemia and the inflammatory process described here, as inflammation affects the function of
endothelial cells which comprise the capillary walls. The ischemic conditions may be further exacerbated by the buildup of localized edema and the associated increased interstitial pressures, as shown.
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Type of loading and the tissue response
The primary cause of pressure injuries is sustained mechanical loads that are applied to soft biological tissues, generally
but not necessarily near a bony prominence. The said mechanical loads can originate from bodyweight forces (body
mass pulled by gravity) or from the environment, for example delivered by a medical device (e.g., a ventilation mask or
a pulse oximeter which apply sustained forces and deformations to tissues that are in contact with these devices). Such
medical devices are typically considerably stiffer than the skin, and the mismatch in mechanical properties between
device and skin as well as underlying soft tissues causes focal deformations and mechanical stress concentrations in
tissues near the contact sites with the device.17,18 Deformations of skin and/or deeper tissues due to bodyweight loads
or exerted from the environment (e.g. a medical device) must be sustained for the tissue damage that characterizes
a pressure injury to occur.

Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of the process of cell damage (Reproduced with permission from Gefen19)

The magnitude of the internal mechanical load required to lead to tissue damage depends on the duration of time
for which the load is applied, as well as on the specific biomechanical tolerance of the tissue subjected to the loading
(which is a function of age, morphology, health conditions, and body system function including the tissue repair
capacity). Application of both a high load for a short period or a low load for a prolonged period can lead to tissue
damage.2,3,20-29
Sustained loading refers to a load that is applied for a long duration (minutes to hours or even days). In technical
terms this is called a quasi-static mechanical loading. At high tissue deformations resulting from pressure and shear,
damage to the cells is visible on a microscopic level within minutes in a cell culture and tissue engineering models,
although it may take hours of sustained loading before this is clinically visible as a pressure injury.30,31
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By contrast, impact damage resulting from rapid, high magnitude loading such as would occur as a result of an
accident or trauma, does not fall under the definition of pressure injuries (although it similarly injures cells and tissues
by application of mechanical loads). The etiological difference is essentially the time of exposure to the mechanical
loads. With impact damage, a very high mechanical load is applied to the tissues and organs within a fraction of
a second. The mass of the objects plays an important role and inertia effects leading to shock/pressure waves in
the tissue may cause high external and internal damage, all within a fraction of a second.32 Impact damage is not
considered a pressure injury because the primary damage occurs within fractions of a second.
The historical threshold function for damage developed by Reswick et. al.29 depends on pressure applied to the skin
and duration of applied pressures. Its development was based on observations of superficial (skin) damage in humans.
Although Reswick et. al.29 indicated that the function becomes asymptotic (meaning that it goes to infinity) for short
durations of applied pressure, we now understand that the absolute limit on pressure magnitude is finite as shown
in Figure 2.3. The Reswick curve29 is therefore incorrect in the sense that it does not reflect the risk of tissue damage
at the extremes, particularly for very short loading times.33,34 Sufficiently high loads can almost instantaneously cause
(traumatic) damage to tissues at a microscopic level, which can be made visible with MRI or histological techniques.
High loads applied for durations in the order of minutes can also cause cell death and tissue damage events, as
known from clinical experience and as also supported by MRI and histological data from living model systems (animals
and tissue engineering models). High loads are not necessarily traumatic impact loads but can be intense tissue
deformation episodes that may occur in common clinical conditions (e.g., when using transfer boards, toilet seats,
shower stools, overtightening oxygen masks, leaning against the rails of the bed etc.).17,28,30,35 Conversely, it is known
empirically that low loads such as those experienced by healthy individuals daily (e.g., from the weight of clothing,
or from wearing glasses, watches or jewelry) will not lead to damaged tissues even if applied for extended periods of
time.33,34
Due to variability in individual anatomies, tissue tolerances and confounding factors, it is not possible to determine
generic quantitative values for tissue damage thresholds as a function of the pressure and exposure time; therefore,
the axes of Figure 2.3 are not scaled.26,29,35 Temperature, for example, has been shown to have a profound effect on
the tolerance of tissue to pressure damage, and this plays an important role in interactions with support surfaces and
medical devices.36,37 Other intrinsic confounding factors include macrovascular and microvascular diseases.

Figure 2.3: Tolerance behavior of soft tissues subjected to sustained mechanical loads
Model formulated by Linder-Ganz et al. (2006)38 and based on experimental data from animal and tissue engineered models, respectively (marked “Gefen curve”), compared to the historic Reswick & Rogers pressure-based damage threshold proposed in the 1970s.
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Minimizing compressive (pressure) and shear loads at the interface between the body and the supporting surface or
between the body and a medical device are valid clinical interventions for reducing the risk of developing pressure
injuries.39 However, pressure measurements alone are not a reliable measure for risk of tissue breakdown, given
that similar interface pressure magnitudes will translate to different internal tissue loads in different individuals
depending on their internal anatomy (curvature of bony prominences, masses and composition of soft tissues, and
soft tissue mechanics properties).40 It is therefore not appropriate to judge an individual’s risk of tissue damage based
on interface pressure alone, or even exposure to interface pressures over time.16,41-49
Elevated shear forces at the interface between the body and a support surface or medical device can exacerbate the
damaging deformation caused by normal stresses (pressures) alone.4,23,49,50 Internal strains and stresses adjacent to
bony prominences are substantially higher than those near the surface, and rise with the level of sharpness of the
bony prominence, due to stress concentration effects.51-53 These stress concentrations have the potential to cause
damage in deep tissues before the superficial tissue is damaged, and before damage is visible to the naked eye.42-44,4648,54-56

Friction injuries such as blisters and abrasions may disturb the barrier function of the epidermis. Consequently, support
surfaces characterized by high coefficients of friction, or for which the coefficient of friction increases substantially
due to wetness (perspiration, exudate and body fluids), represent an extra danger for skin tears, skin breakdown and
for infection to occur concurrently with pressure injuries.11,23,57 Sustained weight-bearing, by itself or in combination
with moisture and wetness, may affect the skin micro-topography (roughness) features, which in turn affects the
coefficient of friction of skin with the contacting surface.58 These biomechanical interactions are complex and are
beyond the scope of this chapter, though it is worth noting that these interactions help explain why moisture associated
skin damage is commonly confused with pressure injury.59 Moisture associated skin damage may compromise the
epidermis barrier function and hence predispose tissue to pressure injury. Detailed review is available of the behavior
of skin subjected to frictional forces in a moist environment and the associated risk for skin breakdown.10,11,60

Susceptibility and Tolerance of the Individual
The current understanding is that there are fundamental differences in etiology of superficial pressure injuries
compared to pressure injuries in deeper tissue layers.61 Superficial pressure injuries are primarily caused by high shear
at the skin surface, while deeper pressure injuries predominantly result from high pressure in combination with shear
at the surface over bony prominences.53,62-72 The characteristics of the individual will determine the magnitudes of
tissue mechanical loads, the distributions of loads in tissues, the exposure time of tissues to the sustained loads and
the tolerance of the affected tissues to the loads. Two physiologically-relevant deformation thresholds exist. One is
a lower threshold leading to occlusion of blood vessels resulting in ischemia-induced damage; the other is a higher
threshold leading to direct deformation-induced cell damage.31,73-78
Ischemia as a result of sustained deformation of soft tissues will lead to hypoxia, reduced nutrient supply, and
impaired removal of metabolic waste products. Deprivation of nutrients and decrease in the pH level towards a more
acidic extracellular environment due to accumulation of waste products will eventually lead to cell death and tissue
damage.22-25,79,80 Bodyweight forces and sustained deformations may alter the stiffness properties of skin even if no
injury has been caused, e.g. due to changes in skin hydration.58 If an injury has been formed due to the sustained
deformations, soft tissue properties may abnormally change. For example, skeletal muscle may exhibit localized ‘rigormortis’ sites of stiffening (i.e., localized pathological contractions due to destruction of muscle fiber membranes) that
adds inhomogeneity to the load patterns and promotes intramuscular stress concentrations that endanger adjacent
tissues.66,81 Sustained deformations may also obstruct lymphatic vessels and reduce the lymphatic flow during and after
periods of sustained loading, which further contributes to the biochemical stress at the distorted tissues.82 Exposure to
ischemic conditions including an acidic extracellular environment (low pH) have shown to slow cell migration in cell
culture models, particularly of fibroblasts,83 which may compromise the body’s attempts to repair micro damage and
hence contribute to an overall accelerated rate of tissue damage in pressure injuries.19 In elderly patients and those
with a central nervous system injury, the capillary density is reduced which typically compromises tissue perfusion,
and often, in addition, chronic tissue inflammation is present.14,19 Both these factors reduce tissue tolerance as well as
repair capacity (e.g. recruitment rate of tissue-repairing cells), in addition to the biomechanical contribution of lowstrength atrophied skin and subdermal tissues to the risk of tissue breakdown.14
The time duration during which cells and tissues can endure ischemia without occurrence of irreversible damage differ
for the various tissues that are potentially involved in pressure injuries (i.e., muscle, fat, and skin), with temperature
and absorbed moisture for skin. Muscle tissues are more susceptible to damage than skin tissues.22,27,84 Skin is much
stiffer than muscle and fat and therefore deforms to a lesser degree in most clinically-relevant scenarios, such as
bodyweight forces during prolonged sitting or lying in bed. In animal experiments, the first signs of ischemic damage
are found in skeletal muscle after two to four hours of sustained deformation.22-25,38,75,76,79,80 Muscle deformation at
strains greater than 50% will almost immediately (within minutes) lead to tissue damage at a microscopic scale.30 At
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this degree of strain there is a strong correlation between magnitude of the strain and the amount of damage to
muscle cells/fibers. This direct deformation-inflicted damage to cells is very likely the result of loss of integrity and
structural support provided to the cell body by the cytoskeleton. It is probably also related to stretching of the plasma
membrane, which increases when the structural support provided to the membrane by the cytoskeleton diminishes,
and internal signaling pathways related to these excessive deformations causing apoptotic cell death.20,21,28,35,73,85-88
Recent work is applying findings from the rapidly growing field of mechanobiology to pressure injury etiology.

Ongoing Research: Current and Future Perspectives
The rapidly growing field of mechanobiology provides important new insights in how direct deformation results in cell
injury and death. First, mechanobiology generates new basic understanding of the mechanisms leading to apoptotic
cell death in pressure injury formation and progression as a result of the gradual degradation of cell structures
subjected to bodyweight or external forces.86 Second, mechanobiological work cited above has a strong translational
aspect, in offering a new avenues for interventions at the cell level to eventually increase the tolerance of cellular
structures and organelles to sustained mechanical loads. Third, mechanobiology work has recently indicated that
stimulating cells mechanically by applying low-level, non-damaging mechanical deformations/strains, accelerates cell
migration into damage sites (in laboratory cell cultures).89 Given that a pressure injury forms when the rate of cell and
tissue death is greater than their rate of regeneration (i.e., through cell proliferation, migration and differentiation),
mechanobiology research may reveal optimal stimuli to promote these repair processes, particularly migration of cells
at different tissue depths into a micro-damage site at the onset of a pressure injury.89
Another recent focus of work is the balance in the interstitial space, where transport of nutrients and waste products
that is critical for healthy tissue homeostasis takes place. In a forming pressure injury, that balance is influenced by
the interactions of direct deformation damage, inflammatory damage and ischemic damage. Specifically, diffusion of
nutrients, clearance of waste products, and hormones that regulate muscle metabolism may be hindered by mechanical
loading.31,90-94 Recent laboratory (e.g. cell culture and tissue engineering) and computational (e.g. finite modelling)
modeling work suggest that the localized sustained large deformations in weight-bearing soft tissues under bony
prominences translate to large cellular deformations at the micro-scale and cause distortion of cellular organelles,
for example considerable stretching of cellular plasma membranes.93-99 The prolonged exposure to large tensional
plasma membrane strains may interfere with normal cellular homeostasis, primarily by affecting transport through
the plasma membrane that could become more permeable when it is highly stretched. This has been visualized and
quantified in cell cultures subjected to physiologically-relevant deformations for periods of two to three hours, using
biomolecular fluorescent markers.86,100,101
The progression of cell death and tissue necrosis cause gradual local alterations of the mechanical properties of the
injured tissues that can in turn distort the distribution of strain and stress, and are likely to exacerbate the injury, e.g.,
through the development of inflammatory edema and localized rigor mortis in skeletal muscles.19,55,56,66,102 Localized
inflammatory edema, one of the earliest signs of cell death in pressure injuries, is detectable via measurement of a
biophysical marker called the biocapacitance of tissues.12,13 Reperfusion that follows a period of prolonged ischemia
may increase the degree of tissue damage because it involves release of harmful oxygen free radicals and proinflammatory cytokines.103-108
An increasing body of evidence suggests that the microclimate between skin and the supporting surface plays a role
in the development of pressure injuries. Microclimate refers to the temperature, humidity and airflow next to the skin
surface. Skin microclimate influences the temperature and hydration of the skin. With an increase in temperature and
humidity, the skin becomes weaker (more vulnerable) and less stiff. Excessively dry skin is also undesirable as dry skin
becomes more brittle and liable to cracks (fissures). The skin microclimate affects the skin structure and function and
the response to mechanical loading, and is relevant for all pressure injuries, not just the superficial ones. Microclimate
conditions at the skin affect, for example, the load transfer from the skin to deep tissue and hence the risk for a deep
tissue injury.
The characteristics of an optimal microclimate are still a matter of debate and ongoing research.109 Wetness of the
interface plays an important role in the mechanical interactions between the skin and a support surface, a medical
device or clothing. Materials with a higher wettability generally show a larger increase in friction coefficient when
exposed to warm and moist conditions.110 The temperature of the body influences the production of perspiration.
Given that the evaporation of perspiration from the body depends on the local and ambient humidity as well as
interactions with contacting materials (e.g., clothing, bedsheets, wheelchair cushion cover and wound dressings),111
microclimate eventually impacts:
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•

The frictional properties of skin

•

The magnitudes of frictional forces acting on the body

•

T
 issue deformations resulting from any frictional sliding movement and shear force between the skin and a support
surface or a medical device.

This is discussed by Gefen and colleagues.10,11,37,60 Overall, there are strong connections between microclimate and
friction, and hence surface and internal tissue loads, and the exposure of living cells to these mechanical loads.
The damage cascade in pressure injuries, illustrated in Figure 2.4, includes the sequential damage associated with
direct deformation, inflammatory response, and ischemia.19 The additive nature of these damages highlights the
importance of minimization of exposure to sustained tissue deformations and early detection of cell and tissue damage
for effective pressure injury prevention. The risks associated with prolonged surgery (sustained soft tissue deformations
in the immobile individual’s body), and certain medications that affect the functions of the inflammatory system (e.g.,
steroids and chemotherapy) or vascular system (e.g., vasopressors) should also be interpreted in light of the abovedescribed damage cascade and its three main constituents; namely, deformation, inflammation and ischemia. Examples
of current pressure injury prevention technologies can be classified into those that minimize exposure to sustained
tissue deformations and those that target the biomarkers of early cell death to prevent progression of the damage.
The translation of basic science findings to medical technologies is based on understanding the etiology of pressure
injuries. This then facilitates the development of better devices and protocols for pressure injury prevention. The
review of such relevant medical technologies and devices is outside the scope of this chapter. The connections between
pressure injury etiology and preventive strategies is explored in other chapters of this guideline.

Figure 2.4: Contributors to cell damage and tissue necrosis in pressure injuries1¥
There are three major contributors to cell damage and tissue necrosis that have been identified in pressure injuries in cell culture
models, animal models, tissue engineering work and computational modeling:
(i) 	Direct deformation, inflammatory response, and ischemia. Direct deformation is the initial factor that begins to inflict cell and
tissue damage at time point tdeform and progresses at a rate α.
(ii)	Inflammatory response-related damage occurs second at time point tinflam and develops at a rate β.
(iii) Ischemic damage is the next to appear at time point tischaem and evolves at a rateγ.
The combined contributions of these three contributors to damage at sequential time points explains the non-linear nature of the
cumulative cell and tissue damage in pressure injuries. This damage will accelerate from the micro-scale to the macro-scale and
eventually exacerbate at a rate of α+β+γ. Reproduced with permission.
¥

There are also complex interactions (not shown here) which may occur between the above three damage components. For
example ischemia may be produced by vascular deformations as the direct cause, but ischemia is then further influenced by the
evolving inflammatory process as endothelial cells (which make the walls of capillaries) are developing cell-cell gaps, in response to
inflammatory signaling.
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POPULATIONS WITH SPECIFIC PRESSURE INJURY RELATED
NEEDS
Introduction
While most of the recommendations included throughout this guideline are relevant to all individuals with or at risk
of pressure injuries, it is acknowledged that some individuals have specific pressure injury-related needs, due to their
clinical condition, age or care setting. The previous edition of this guideline included chapters specific to a range of
special populations. However, in most cases specific pressure injury-related needs for special populations are in addition
to, rather than a replacement for, more general evidence-based care practices. Evidence arising from studies in one
population are frequently relevant to other groups at risk or have pressure injuries, and many care recommendations
are extrapolated from evidence in a range of special populations. In this edition of the guideline, recommendations
specific to special populations have been incorporated into the relevant guideline chapters. Where specific and unique
evidence exists for prevention and treatment of pressure injuries in a special population, recommendations specific to
that population are presented in the relevant chapter. The implementation considerations in this guideline also note
any variation to implementing the recommendation when caring for special populations. The special populations that
have been specifically considered include:
•

Critically ill individuals

•

Individuals with spinal cord injury

•

Individuals receiving palliative care

•

Individuals with obesity

•

Neonates and children

•

Individuals in community, aged care and rehabilitation settings

•

Individuals in the operating room

•

Individuals in transit.

This chapter will provide a background on issues of significance to the special populations that have been considered
in the development of this guideline.

Critically Ill Individuals
Critically ill people, cared for in intensive care units (ICUs), are a unique subset of hospitalized individuals and represent
the sickest patients in the health care system. Critical illness can render an individual physiologically unstable requiring
treatment with invasive modalities such as mechanical ventilation, vasopressor agents, extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, intraaortic balloon pump, left ventricular assist devices, or continuous renal replacement therapy.1
Clinical parameters such as hypotension, tachypnea, tachycardia or bradycardia, hypoxemia, hypo or hyperthermia,
prolonged capillary refill time, oliguria, and altered mental status are all indicators of physiologic and hemodynamic
instability,2 and may be the result of conditions such as acute blood loss, shock states or decreased systemic vascular
resistance from sepsis. The development of a pressure injury presents an additional comorbid threat for an already
severely compromised person.
Pressure injury rates in the critical care population are reported as one of the highest among hospitalized individuals.3-5
A comprehensive review of pressure injury prevalence studies up to 2013 reported a range of 13.1%6 to 45.5%.7 More
recently, a state-wide prevalence survey (18 facilities) conducted in Australian Level I to III ICUs reported prevalence of
Category/State II or greater pressure injuries at 11%, which was 3.8 times (relative risk [RR] 95% confidence interval
[CI] 2.7 to 5.4 higher than for non-intensive care units in the same facilities.8 Another recent survey conducted over
8.5 years in an Australian hospital (n = 5,280) reported a 10-fold higher incidence of facility-acquired pressure injuries
in ICU settings compared to general hospital wards.9
The higher rate of pressure injuries in critical care settings is attributed to the high level of disease/illness burden;
hemodynamic instability requiring the use of vasoactive medications; poor tissue perfusion and oxygenation;
coagulopathy and repeated confrontations with multiple, concomitant risk factors for pressure injury development
experienced by this population.10,11 Additionally, implementation of some preventive measures may be limited or even
contraindicated. For critically ill individuals experiencing multi-organ system failure, impaired tissue oxygenation and
perfusion can contribute to ‘skin failure’, thus the development of a pressure related injury may be an unavoidable
outcome and skin damage may occur independent of external pressure on non-loading surfaces.
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Critically ill individuals at-risk for pressure injuries should be provided with preventive measures described throughout
this guideline. However, due to the additional (and often non-modifiable) risk factors faced by this special population,
risk-based interventions often need to be intensified, and interventions specific to the unique needs of critically ill
individuals must be provided. In particular, the Repositioning and Early Mobilization chapter outlines recommendations
that are specific to critically ill individuals.
Several preventive interventions have been studied in critical care populations, and this research underpins general
recommendations throughout the guideline. Notably, current research on the clinical efficacy and cost effectiveness
of prophylactic sacral and heel dressings in critically ill individuals is presented in the Preventive Skin Care chapter. The
chapter on Device Related Pressure Injuries includes discussion of current research on prevention of pressure injuries
under devices commonly found in critically ill populations (e.g., endotracheal tubes, tracheostomy tubes). While the
recommendations are considered relevant to all people with or at risk of pressure injuries, they are particularly
relevant to critical care settings.

Individuals with Spinal Cord Injury
Individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) are at an increased risk of pressure injuries due to immobility, decreased
sensation and altered pathophysiology that predisposes the skin to breakdown.12 Duration of time since experiencing
the SCI also influences pressure injury risk, with pressure injuries significantly more likely to occur within twelve months
of the SCI than in individuals with long-standing SCI.13 Lifestyle factors including smoking, alcohol and medication
use,14 level of physical activity, compliance with a pressure injury prevention plan,15 knowledge of pressure injury
prevention strategies,15,16 and access to appropriate support surfaces15 have all been associated with pressure injury
incidence and healing outcomes in individuals with SCI.
During the stage of hospitalization, prevalence rates vary. In a large US database study, prevalence of hospitalacquired Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries was reported as 1.48% (95% CI 1.14% to 1.92%).17 In a seven-year
study conducted in six trauma centers in the US (n = 411), pressure injuries were reported as a complication for 2.6% of
individuals with SCI.18 In a point prevalence study that also relied on database entries, prevalence of pressure injuries
in an SCI-specialized facility in the US was 12%.19 These prevalence rates are all location specific, and interpretation is
complicated by the population selection and various different methods for identifying pressure injuries and calculating
prevalence rates. After discharge, prevalence of pressure injuries in the community is harder to ascertain. In a cohort
study set in Thailand, 42% of wheelchair-bound participants (n = 50) had experienced a pressure injury within six
months of their discharge from a rehabilitation center.20 A second study conducted in individuals with SCI in Thailand
(n = 129) reported a prevalence rate of 26.4% based on a self-reported survey.21 However, the wide variety of care
models and access to resources reduces the generalizability of prevalence rates.
The risk of pressure injuries affects individuals with SCI at every stage of their care. Ploumis et al. (2011)19 found that
receiving acute care in an SCI-specific facility at the time of spinal injury significantly decreased the risk of having a
pressure injury by the time the individual reached the rehabilitative stage of their care (12% versus 34% for individuals
cared for in a non-SCI acute care facility, p < 0.001). However, Richard-Denis et al. (2016)22 did not observe the type
of care facility to have an impact on pressure injury risk. In their five year study of individuals in rehabilitative care
(n = 123), the odds ratio [OR] of experiencing a pressure injury in a specialized facility compared to a non-specialized
facility was 0.059 (95% CI 0.01 to 0.27).22
In the acute stages, management strategies for suspected SCI increase risks of many adverse outcomes, one of which is
skin breakdown associated with pressure and shear. Recommendations on back board use for reducing spinal mobility
in the acute care phase are included in the guideline chapter on Support Surfaces. Recommendations on the use of
cervical collars for stabilizing the spine are included in the guideline chapter on Device Related Pressure Injuries.
During the recovery and rehabilitation stages, having a shorter length of stay in acute care reduces the risk of
developing a pressure injury,13,19,23,24 if an individual does develop a pressure injury, the length of stay in acute care
becomes significantly longer, lengthening the recovery period.18,23 A large observation study of individuals at least
one year post traumatic SCI (n = 1871) demonstrated that individuals with more severe SCI have a trend towards
worse pressure injury-related outcomes than those with less severe SCI.14 More severe immobility and limitations in
performing activities of daily living (ADLs) has also been associated with higher rates of pressure injury16 and pressure
injury infection25 in other studies.
Unlike many other individuals for whom pressure injuries are no longer a risk following their discharge from a health
care facility, individuals with SCI face a life-long risk that impacts on their daily living. In a longitudinal study in which
in-depth interviewing was conducted with 30 individuals with SCI in the US, Jackson et al. (2010)26 identified that the
risk of pressure injuries was perceived as a perpetual danger, and individuals often faced tension between living a
full life and avoiding situations that put them at higher risk. Being motivated, initiating positive lifestyle changes,
identifying goals and understanding pressure injury risk were all associated with a more positive pressure injury risk
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status for individuals with SCI in both Jackson et al.’s study26 and others.27-29 However, individuals with SCI frequently
report barriers to accessing care, services, resources and support.26-28
Mathew (2013)16 found that 65% of all pressure injuries could be attributed to poor pressure relief practices in a cohort
of individuals (n = 108) with SCI receiving rehabilitation. Promoting the use of appropriate equipment, particularly
wheelchairs and pressure redistribution cushions, and use of regular and effective repositioning are basic requirements
for individuals living with SCI. The guideline chapters Support Surfaces and Repositioning and Early Mobilization
provide recommendations of particular relevance to individuals with SCI, including recommendations on equipment
selection, repositioning in seated positions and pressure relief maneuvers. Addressing education and lifestyle needs
are also an ongoing requirement in order to promote self-efficacy in pressure injury prevention. The guideline chapter
on Quality of Life, Self Care and Education includes recommendations that are pertinent to individuals with SCI. The
recommendations included in other sections of the guideline are also generally appropriate to individuals with SCI.
Up to 95% of individuals with SCI will experience a pressure injury at some stage during their life.12 The experience of
having a pressure injury is described by individuals with SCI (n = 19) in a qualitative exploration conducted by Dunn et
al. (2009).29 Participants described underestimating the danger of pressure injuries and a lack of knowledge regarding
prevention and management. They described avoiding social discomfort as a contributing factor to pressure injury
development, as well as inadequate medical assistance, and the competing demand of managing comorbidities.29 In a
Canadian study,30 the high financial cost associated with management of community-based individuals with SCI who
experience a full thickness pressure injury was reported. Monthly costs of approximately $4,700 (Canadian dollars in
2010) were reported, of which 59% were attributed to the cost of health professional care and hospital admissions.30
Making care decisions to promote healing, particularly addressing the difficulty of healing ischial and sacral pressure
injuries, is discussed in the guideline chapter on Repositioning and Early Mobilization.

Individuals Receiving Palliative Care
Both palliative care and hospice care offer a multidisciplinary approach providing comfort and support to individuals
with a serious or chronic illness. The Word Health Organization (WHO) defines palliative care as “an approach that
improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness,
through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and
treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual.”31 Palliative care can begin at diagnosis,
and at the same time as treatment for serious illness. Hospice care offers supportive care to individuals in the final
phase of a terminal illness and focuses on comfort and quality of life, rather than cure. The goal is to enable patients
to be comfortable and free of pain, so that they live each day as fully as possible. End-of-life/hospice care begins after
treatment of the disease is stopped and when it is clear that the person is not going to survive the illness (usually when
the person is expected to live 6 months or less).
Hospice care is a high risk setting for pressure injury development, as individuals at the end of life experience organ
system failure. Skin is the largest organ of the body, and it is subject to failure like any organ. Because of this, skin
breakdown is inevitable for many individuals at the end of life,32-40 and healing is often not a realistic goal.38,41-44 In
addition, new pressure injuries may occur in this vulnerable population.45
Areas of pressure injury prevention and treatment with notable relevance to individuals in palliative care settings
include establishing the individual and/or informal caregivers’ goals of care, which are discussed in the guideline
chapter Pressure Injury Assessment and Monitoring of Healing. The chapter on Pain Assessment and Treatment is also
particularly relevant to individuals receiving palliative care.

Individuals with Obesity
Obesity has increased dramatically in the last few decades.46 Currently 65% of the global population live in countries
in which being overweight or obese is associated with greater mortality than being underweight.47 The World Health
Organization (WHO) defines overweight and obesity as abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health.47
In clinical settings, obesity is defined by body mass index (BMI), body composition assessment or another validated
approach. Three classifications of overweight severity are identified by the WHO when using BMI to define obesity: 47
•

Obese I: BMI 30.0 to 34.9 kg/m2

•

Obese II: BMI of 35.0 to 39.9 kg/m2

•

Obese III: BMI ≥ 40.0 kg/m2.

Caring for the individual with obesity can be challenging for both patients and primary caregivers. These patients have
specific health care requirements different to those of standard sized individuals. These challenges are influenced by the
patient’s altered integumentary system, mobility status, body shape, weight and other health-related comorbidities.
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Limited or lack of availability of equipment such as type-specific bed, support surfaces, and mobility devices are
additional challenges for the primary caregivers.
A lack or limited availability of equipment for individuals with obesity lead to difficulty in management of existing
pressure injuries and in preventing further skin breakdown. In addition, occupational health risk consideration should
be provided to primary caregivers in choosing equipment for these individuals.
Being aware of the specific needs of the individual with obesity will ensure a proactive approach is embraced to
prevent harm to skin and improve the quality of care for this specific patient group.
Obesity is associated with various skin and tissue health problems and diseases;48 however, precise causal relationships
between obesity and pressure injury development are unclear. Based on finite element modeling,49 epidemiological
data,50 and clinical experience, there appears to be a U-shaped relationship between BMI and pressure injury occurrence.
Both very thin individuals and those who are overweight to obese are at higher pressure injury risk compared to
individuals within a normal BMI range. However, while the association between underweight and increased pressure
injury risk is established, evidence supporting the relationship with obesity seems to be less clear.
Epidemiological studies have demonstrated strong, weak or no relationship between obesity and pressure injuries.51-53
Compher et. al.54 conducted a secondary analysis of a cohort study (n = 3214) on risk factors for pressure injuries and
found a reduced odds ratio (OR) for pressure injuries in obese individuals (adjusted OR = 0.70, 95% CI 0.40 to 1.0),
indicating that obesity might be a protective factor. Possible explanations for these findings are that non-comparable
skin areas, non-comparable pressure injury Categories/Stages, and use of different BMI cut-offs and categories.
Shear and friction are often increased as the individual with obesity is inclined to drag their heels and sacrum when
getting out of bed. The increased pressure on the bowel and bladder from abdominal weight increases the risk
of stress incontinence and diaphoresis, which increases the risk of skin maceration. Obesity can also compromise
respiration due to impaired diaphragmatic movement and subsequent impaired tissue perfusion.
There is a small but growing body of research on pressure injury prevention and treatment in obese populations
that has informed general recommendations and implementations considerations throughout the guideline. The
chapter on Support Surfaces includes good practice statements and recommendations on selecting support surfaces
for individuals with obesity.

Neonates and Children
Pressure injuries are a signficant concern for the pediatric population. Recognition of the risk of pressure injuries in
neonates and children is important. A lack of awareness of the risk or a perception that pressure injuries are not of
concern to this special population can lead health profesisonals and informal caregivers to overlook the importance
of skin assessment and preventive care.56
Pressure injury incidence rates of 0.29% to 27% have been reported in the literature.57 Pediatric pressure injury
prevalence rates reported in the international literature since 2000 range from 0.47%58 to as high as 75%,59 with the
highest prevalence reported in neonates and children with chronic illness.57 For example, Habiballah et al. (2016)60
reported that 90.9% of pressure injuries identified in a prevalence study across two pediatric hospitals were in children
in critical care wards. Pediatric individuals with medical devices are also at higher risk of pressure injuries.61
Skin in fullterm neonates generally has a well developed epidermis and statum corneum, although it is still
developing.62 Premature neonates have underveloped skin that has fewer stratum corneum layers and therefore
performs an immature barrier function and increased fragility.62,63 Immature skin has impaired thermal properties and
increased permeability, leading to water and electrolyte imbalance.62 The skin’s protective and absorption properties
are of particular concern in gestational ages under 32 weeks. Skin may be more dry and scaly, which is generally
addressed through humidity management in the neonate intensive care setting. Immature skin places the neonate at
higher risk of skin damage from pressure and shear.62,63 Neonates and children are also at risk of pressure injuries due
to their relatively larger skin surface area, and their larger head circumference, which increases the risk of occiput
pressure injuries.56,60,64
Risk factors for pressure injuries specific to neonates and children, particularly those in the intensive care setting,
are discussed in the guideline chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment. That chapter of the guideline also discusses
assessing pressure injury risk, presenting general principles that apply to both adults and neonates and children,
as well pediatric-specific pressure injury risk assessment tools. The particular risk to neonates and younger children
presented by medical devices is discussed in the chapter Device Related Injuries.
Neonates and children are at higher risk of nutritional deficiencies due to having an increased nutritional requirement
per unit weight to meet normal growth needs, as well as having smaller appetites and dietary intake. Additionally,
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children with or at risk of a pressure injury for the most part have other severe acute or chronic comorbidities that
influence both nutritional needs and the ability to meet these needs.65 The guideline chapter Nutrition Assessment
and Treatment addresses the nutritional issues to consider in the care of neonates and young children in the context
of pressure injury prevention and treatment.
Immatural skin is also at increased risk of damage due to epidermal stripping from wound dressings or toxicity from
exposure to topical agents.62,63 These risks should always be considered when managing skin care and applying products
to the skin of neonates and young children.63 This context should be considered when applying the recommendations
in the guideline chapter on Wound Dressings, and those relating to prophylactic dressings discussed in the guideline
chapters, Preventive Skin Care, Device Related Injuries and Heel Pressure Injuries. Suitability of products for application
to vulnerable immature skin should also be considered when applying the recommendations in the guideline chapter
Infection and Biofilm.
Informal caregivers (e.g., parents and other family members) play a significant role in establishing care goals, care
planning and, particularly when the child is community-based, in delivering care to prevent and treat pressure injuries.
Engagement of the child’s family or legal guardian in all aspects of care is crucial. The guideline chapter addressing
patient and informal caregiver education, Quality of Life, Self-care and Education, is of particular significance to this
population group.

Individuals in Community, Aged Care and Rehabilitation Settings
Community settings refer to individuals who are being cared for within the community. The term ‘community setting’
covers a wide range of settings that vary between geographic regions. In different geographic contexts, the term
community setting can include home-based care, supported accommodation, residential aged or disability care,
general practice, palliative care units, rehabilitation care and visiting medical/nursing services.66 Much of the research
on individuals in the community includes older adults living in aged care providing various levels of clinical support,
and individuals in rehabilitation. In many of these community settings, pressure injuries are complex to prevent, assess
and treat due to the wide range of both contributing factors and demographics of individuals who may be at risk or
experience a pressure injury. Throughout the discussion in this section of the guideline, descriptions of the setting as
reported in the literature has been used.
Community-based populations identified as having a higher risk of pressure injuries include older adults,67 individuals
living with a spinal cord injury (SCI),15,29,30,68-72 and people with an intellectual or physical disability.73 Prevalence and
incidence surveys report highly varied statistics on individuals living in the community. Variations in prevalence and
incidence rates relate to the type of community-based population studied, the methods of identifying pressure
injuries (e.g., patient surveys versus clinical inspection) and the timing of surveys (e.g., screening community-based
individuals on admission to hospital versus an ad-hoc survey of community-based home care services), among other
with methodological variations. Accurate prevalence and incidence rates for pressure injuries in the community are
impossible to establish because not all cases will be known to health professionals; however, the following studies
report recent prevalence and/or incidence surveys and provide an indication of the extent of pressure injuries in
different community contexts.
In a community-based pressure injury prevalence study conducted in the UK (n = 1,680), Stevenson et. al.66 reported
0.77 per 1,000 individuals in residential homes, palliative care units, nursing homes and rehabilitation facilities had
a Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury. For individuals living in their own home, the pressure injury prevalence
rate was 0.40 per 1,000.66 Another study74 reported point prevalence of pressure injuries in one UK district (population
254,000). Participants were those known to aged care facilities, general practices, walk-in clinics and community
nursing services, with additional participants identified through a wound dressing scheme operating in the region.
Prevalence of any wound was 1.07 per 1,000 district residents, with pressure injuries accounting for 13% of these
wounds. In this study, 38% of identified pressure injuries were Category/Stage III or IV.74 In a study75 set in one
hospital in the US, pressure injury inspections were conducted for all admissions over a 12-month period (n = 44,202).
There were 1,435 (3.04%) pressure injuries identified, of which 71% were in individuals admitted from a community
dwelling (as compared to an institutional dwelling). While this provides an indication of the prevalence of pressure
injuries in that community,75 only individuals requiring acute hospital care (for any reason) were included in the
survey. In Taiwan, a clinical audit of individuals receiving care in their home reported an incidence of new pressure
injuries of 14.3% during the 4-6-week follow-up period. 20.8% of the new pressure injuries were Category/Stage I
pressure injuries, 75% were Category/Stage II pressure injuries, and 4.2% were Category/Stage III.76 In this study,76
individuals who were readmitted to hospital for any reason were excluded from the survey, resulting in potential
under-reporting.
One of the challenges in addressing pressure injury prevention and treatment in the community setting is understanding
the health care environment in which the person was receiving care when the pressure injury developed.75,77 While
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some individuals develop a pressure injury in the community setting, many others return to the community with a
pressure injury that developed in another health care setting.
When a pressure injury develops, a community-based individual could receive ongoing pressure injury assessment
and treatment in a wide range of clinical settings including wound care clinics, urgent care/emergency departments,
geriatric or rehabilitation units, home-based care and convalescence care.66,78 Regardless of where the pressure
injury is acquired, treatment of pressure injuries until complete resolution is rarely achieved in acute, emergency
or rehabilitation care, meaning individuals often receive ongoing management in their usual home environment.
Readmission to hospital is not uncommon, particularly for older adults. In one cross sectional survey (n = 1,038),67
individuals with a pressure injury were almost three times more likely to require readmission to hospital from a
community dwelling (odds ratio [OR] 2.9, 95% CI 1.5 to 5.7), and about 1.5 times more likely to be readmitted from a
nursing home (OR 1.6, 95% CI 1.2 to 2.1). A significant pressure injury (or injuries) may take many months to heal in
the community; and for some individuals complete healing might never occur. A cohort trial conducted over four years
in Korea (n = 184) found that the probability of a Category/Stage I or II pressure injury healing each month was 5.12%,
and only 10% of community-based pressure injuries completely healed within 12 months.79 A second communitybased cohort study, conducted in the UK, reported complete healing within 12 months of 69% of Category/Stage II
pressure injuries, 41% of Category/Stage III pressure injuries and 21% of Category/Stage IV pressure injuries, with a
mean time to healing of 5.4 months.80 Transitioning between health care settings for treatment was identified in one
qualitative study (n = 12) as a time when individuals with a pressure injury feel more vulnerable and lacking control,
and concerns about continuity of care arise.77,81
Individuals at risk of or living with a pressure injury in the community face specific challenges. Access to health services
in the community is not always easy or possible and varies widely across geographic regions. In some regions a wide
range of different community-based care options are available, introducing variation in the type of care delivered and
increased transition between care services. In one UK survey, 60% of individuals requiring management of a pressure
injury had initial contact with a general practitioner, 14% initially consulted a practice nurse and 8% were managed
by another type of health professional.80 Another UK-based study reported pressure injuries being managed in aged
care, rehabilitation care, general practice, walk-in clinics, community nursing services and by individuals and their
informal caregivers, indicating the wide range of care models available in some locations.74 However, the individual’s
knowledge of available care options, local referral requirements, caseloads and appropriate transportation to a service
all influence accessibility, if local care or support services exist at all.
Use of appropriate equipment (including support surfaces and heel off-loading devices) is a major challenge. For many
individuals, access to equipment is limited due to financial cost or availability. In a mixed-methods study conducted
in the UK (n = 90),77,81 only 31% of participants had used the equipment they had been recommended. In interviews
(n = 12), participants reported that unsuitability to the home environment and discomfort were responsible for their
poor uptake of equipment.77,81 For those individuals with a pressure injury, health professional services and wound
dressings represent another significant challenge. Being available for community-nurse visits or accessing a wound
service on a regular basis for wound management while maintaining a normal lifestyle routine can be a problem.
The financial cost of both health professional services and wound dressings is substantial, and this is met by the
patient in many geographic settings. A recent cost analysis reported a mean cost of £8,720 (UK, 2018) for treating
a pressure injury in the community, of which nursing services accounted for 80% of the costs.80 In Canada, the total
average cost for an individual with SCI and a Category/Stage II, III or IV pressure injury was reported at $4,748 per
month (Canada, 2013), with 59% of costs attributed to health professional services and hospital admissions.30 While
community-based funding packages are available in some geographic regions, these are often limited to individuals
with specific medical diagnoses or care needs, and the vast majority of community-based individuals at risk of pressure
injury have no access to funding support.
Throughout the guideline, implementation considerations specific to individuals in community settings have been
provided when applicable. The Nutrition in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment chapter includes tools appropriate
for assessing nutritional status in community-based older individuals. The Repositioning and Early Mobilization chapter
includes implementation considerations for individuals in the community, particularly those spending prolonged time
in seated positions. The importance of weight shift and pressure relief maneuers is highlighted. These interventions
should be implemented in conjunction with selection of appropriate chairs/wheelchairs and pressure redistribution
cushions, as discussed in the Support Surfaces chapter. The Support Surfaces chapter also includes implementation
considerations when selecting beds, mattresses and cushions for use in community settings. The guideline chapter on
Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education is of particular significance to community-based individuals, as this chapter
outlines strategies to assess and promote self-care skills, which are essential for many individuals in the community who
have lower levels of contact with health professionals. The chapter discusses education needs of patient individuals,
and includes data collected from an international survey of patients and informal caregivers on their knowledge
needs. The recommendations throughout the guideline are generally of particular relevance to older adults living in
aged care settings. In most chapters of the guideline, research supporting recommendations has been undertaken in
aged care settings, particularly high level care.
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Individuals in the Operating Room
Pressure injuries frequently occur in individuals in surgical units or wards. Pressure injury incidence directly attributable
to the operating room ranges between 4% and 45%.57,82,83 It is generally assumed that pressure injuries that become
visible during the early postoperative period began during the intraoperative (surgical) period.83 The pressure injury
incidence data should be interpreted with some caution, as attribution related to causation can be nebulous. The time
between development of a pressure injury and the point when a pressure injury becomes visible at the skin varies
between several hours to three-to-five days.84 However, some lesions are so clearly related to restraints, devices or
posture during surgery, or occur so shortly after surgery, that there can be little doubt about the causation. Research
also shows that pressure injuries caused during surgery can be misdiagnosed as burns.85 There is a need for heightened
vigilance in all care units where pressure injuries develop. The care unit discovering a pressure injury should not bear
sole responsibility for prevention or sole attribution of causation. Prior to visualization of the pressure injury at the
skin level, the duration and intensity of pressure that occurred in the prior 48 to 72 hours needs to be explored. At all
levels there is a need for transparency and understanding that facility acquired pressure injuries are a system problem
that is shared by all care units and disciplines.
During surgery, patients are immobile, positioned on a relatively hard surface, are not able to feel the pain or
discomfort caused by pressure and shearing forces, and are unable to change their position in order to relieve pressure.
The duration of immobility is generally not limited to the duration of the surgery; individuals are already immobile
during the preoperative period and often remain in the same position until their arrival in the recovery room. The
clinical circumstances surrounding the pre, intra and post-operative experience of the individual give rise to additional
pressure injury risk factors to consider in individuals undergoing surgery. As with other care delivery settings, risk
assessment tools and care bundles are being developed specifically for the operating room. The guideline chapter on
Risk Factors and Risk Assessment includes evidence-based recommendations specific to individuals in the operating
room.
Given the individual’s immobility during the operative period, consideration given to positioning, the opportunity
to reposition, the support surface and use of additional positioning aids (e.g., facial pillows) is crucial. The guideline
chapters on Repositioning and Early Mobilization and Support Surfaces include recommendations specific to individuals
in the operating room. Of particular significance to individuals in the operating room is prevention of heel pressure
injuries, and the guideline chapter Heel Pressure Injuries details pertinent evidence-based recommendations relevant
to the operating room setting.

Individuals in Transit
Individuals in transit to or between clinical care settings (e.g., in an ambulance or awaiting admission in emergency
department) are often at high risk of pressure injuries due to immobility or higher morbidity. During the time spent
being transported and awaiting admission individuals can spend extended periods of time immobilized, and this
duration frequently preceeds care in a clinical setting that is associated with high risk of pressure injuries, such as the
operating room or critical care. Research focused on the risks of pressure injuries during transporation is sparse. One
study86 conducted in Sweden reported an audit of care provided in the ambulance, emergency department and ward
for 183 older adults (aged more than 70 years) requiring emergency transporation to hospital due to neurological
symptoms or a reduced general condition. Using a skin inspection protocol that was being explored in this study,
during their stay in the emergency department, 60% of individuals were identified to be at risk for pressure injuries.
Despite being admitted to the study with no pressure injury present, 8.2% of indivdiuals developed a heel pressure
injury during their time in the emergency department, after a median ambulance time of 25 minutes (median duration
of emergency department stay was not reported).86 Although all these individuals had received a standard hospital
trolley in the ambulance and emergency department, this was not found to be statistically significantly related to
developing a heel pressure injury (only 1.6% of all participants received a bed rather than a trolley). In an Australian
study,87 a random sample of adults (n = 212) arriving to the emergency department by ambulance received a skin
inspection within one hour of triage. Prevalence of pressure injuries on presentation to the emergency department
was 5.2% (95% CI 2.6% to 9.1%). The pressure injuries were primarily Category/Stage I (42.8%) and occurred most
often on the sacrum, buttock and ear. The time spent in the ambulance was statistically significantly longer for
individuals who developed a pressure injury, although the effect size was small (r = 0.14, p = 0.046).87 These prevalence
studies highlight the importance of early risk identification and preventive care for vulnerable populations during
transit.
Some evidence on the advantages of initiating preventive pressure injury care earlier in the care journey is available;88-90
however, this population has received minimal research focus. Following stabilization, initiating a pressure injury risk
assessment and a skin inspection is important. The Risk Factors and Risk Assessment chapter discusses risk screening,
which is important in promptly identifying individuals who require more a rapid comprehensive assessment and
preventive pressure injury care, concurrent with managing critical morbidity.86,88,89 The Support Surfaces chapter
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includes recommendations for individuals in transporation, including individuals who require immobilization due
to suspected spinal injury. The guideline chapter on Device Related Pressure Injuries includes recommendations on
use of immobilization devices. The Heel Pressure Injuries and Preventive Skin Care guideline chapters are also of
particular relevance to individuals in transit, as recent research supports the early implementation of preventive care,
particularly for the heels.86,88
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RISK FACTORS AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Risk assessment is a central component of clinical practice and a necessary first step aimed at identifying individuals
who are susceptible to pressure injuries. Assessment of pressure injury risk should then inform the second step—
the development and implementation of an individualized management plan to mitigate modifiable risk factors
and prevent pressure injury development. Both modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors should be included in an
overall assessment of pressure injury risk; however, pressure injury prevention focuses on modifiable risk.
Risk assessment aims to identify individuals with characteristics that increase the probability of pressure injury
development (see Figure 4.1). Individuals who are at high risk are those characterized by multiple risk factors that
affect:
• Exposure to damaging mechanical boundary conditions (i.e., the type, magnitude, time and duration of the
mechanical load)
• The susceptibility and tolerance of the individual (i.e., mechanical properties, geometry, physiology and repair, and
transport and thermal properties of the skin and tissues).

Figure 4.1: Factors influencing the susceptibility of an individual for developing pressure injuries (Adapted from Oomens1 by
Coleman et. al.2 and reproduced with permission)

Examples of populations potentially characterized by multiple risk factors include those who:
•

Are acutely ill and/or in critical care

•

Have sustained a fractured hip

•

Have spinal-cord injuries (SCI)

•

Have chronic neurological conditions

•

Have diabetes mellitus

•

Are older

•

Are in long-term care homes or community care

•

Experience trauma and/or prolonged surgery.

The challenge in clinical practice is to identify individuals within clinical populations who have characteristics that
increase the probability of pressure injury development. The epidemiological literature contains many risk factors
related to pressure injury development. A rigorous methodology was used to identify the independent predictors
of pressure injury development at the individual level (i.e., not organizational factors). However, “independent”
is a statistical determination that does not imply causality. Independent factors were categorized into domains,
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analyzed for congruence with the conceptual framework and examined for plausible physiological linkages to
pressure injury development. This evidence and analysis have informed the guideline recommendations that follow.
The recommendations on risk factors are presented according to the strength of supporting evidence at three levels:
•

C
 onsider to be at risk: there is a high likelihood that the presence of this risk factor influences the individual’s
susceptibility to pressure injury.

•

C
 onsider the impact: there is a moderate likelihood that the presence of this risk factor influences the individual’s
susceptibility to pressure injury. Clinical judgment is required to determine the importance of this factor to
individuals.

•

C
 onsider the potential impact: there is a weak likelihood that the presence of this risk factor influences the
individual’s susceptibility to pressure injuries. Clinical judgment is required to determine the importance of this
factor to individuals.

Where there is a moderate statistical association in heterogeneous risk factor sub-domains or a lack of epidemiological
evidence, but the importance of a risk factor is supported by expert opinion and the conceptual framework, good
practice statements have been made.

Clinical questions
•

What factors put individuals at risk for pressure injury development?

•

What are the unique pressure injury risk factors to consider for special populations (if any)?

•

What are accurate and effective methods for pressure injury risk assessment?

Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries
Literature for evidence on factors that put an individual at risk of pressure injuries used multivariable modelling to
identify independent pressure injury risk factors. Individual factors have been synthesized into categories that influence
the two key components of the conceptual framework—mechanical boundary conditions (MBC) or susceptibility and
tolerance of the individual (ST).
Table 4.1: Major risk factor categories and their influence on components of the conceptual framework
Risk factor categories
Activity and mobility limitations

Mechanical boundary conditions
(MBC)



Skin status
Perfusion, circulation and oxygenation factors
Nutrition indicators
Moisture



Body temperature
Older age
Sensory perception limitations




Blood markers
General and mental health status

Additional risk factors for specific populations
Individuals in the operating room
Critically ill individuals
Neonates and children

Susceptibility and tolerance of the
individual (ST)













MBC

ST
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Activity and Mobility Limitations as Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries in Adults
1.1: C
 onsider individuals with limited mobility, limited activity and a high potential for friction and shear to be at
risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Fifty prognostic studies included factors associated with immobility in a multivariable analysis of risk factors. A large
volume of evidence reported measures of mobility/activity limitations as significant in multivariable analyses, including
one high3 and five moderate quality4-8 Level 1 studies, and one high quality,9 four moderate quality10-13 and 27 low/
very low quality14-40 Level 3 studies. Overall, 76% (38/50) of the prognostic studies reported at least one measure of
mobility and activity limitation was a significant risk factor for pressure injuries.
Twelve studies (24%) were unable to establish any measure of mobility/activity as a significant risk factor, including
two high quality41,42 and one moderate quality43 Level 1 studies and nine low/very low quality 44-52 Level 3 studies.
The wide range of clinical settings and types of participants, selection of different risk factors for modeling and
range of assessment strategies explain the varied results between studies. Overall, a large body of evidence supports
a recommendation to consider the impact of mobility/activity/friction and shear when assessing pressure injury risk.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider mobility and activity limitations to be a necessary condition for pressure injury development (Expert
opinion).

•

R
 isk assessment subscales for mobility,3,11,19-25 friction and shear,3,7,11,35,36 and activity11,25 may be used as clinical
indicators of mobility and activity limitations (Levels 1 and 3).

•

C
 onsider bedfast/chairfast4,14,26-32 individuals to be at pressure injury risk, especially when mobility is also impaired
and the potential for friction and shear with movement is increased3,7,11,35,36 (Levels 1 and 3).

•

C
 onsider the requirement to assess population-specific criteria to fully evaluate the individual’s types and degree
of mobility and activity impairment (e.g., SCI) (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider the duration of mobility limitations on pressure injury risk. Mobility may be impaired on a temporary
basis (e.g., sedation,4,53 surgery,39,54-58 limb fractures,5 restraints, guarding with pain, etc.) or permanent basis (e.g.,
SCI,38,40 other paralysis, etc.) (Levels 1 and 3).

•

R
 efer to the guideline chapter on Repositioning and Early Mobilization for discussion on the use of pressure
mapping to evaluate interface pressure.

Evidence Discussion
The recommendations are underpinned by epidemiological evidence (see Table 4.2), bioengineering principles/research
and the etiological framework. Immobility descriptors emerge consistently in multivariable modeling, demonstrating
a strong statistical association between activity and mobility limitations and the development of new pressure injuries.
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Table 4.2: Summary of evidence for measures of mobility and activity as risk factors for pressure injuries

Risk factor variables

Conceptual
framework
component

Mobility/activity
related activities of
daily living (ADLs)

MBC

Mobility subscale of a
risk assessment tool

MBC

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

70% (7 of 10 studies)

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model9,10,14-18
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model12,20,48

52.9% (9 of 17 studies)

9 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model 3,11,19-25
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model13,28,34-36,45,46,50

Descriptors of activity
(e.g., bed/chairfast,
immobile)

MBC

Other factors affecting
mobility

MBC

56.2% (9 of 16 studies)

9 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model4,14,26-32
7 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model6,7,18,20,44,48,49

45.5% (5 of 11 studies)

5 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model5,12,20,33,34
6 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model7,17,27,36,38,41

General ADLs

MBC

42.8%% (3 of 7 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model6,18,20
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model9,27,28,51

Friction and/or shear
subscale of a risk
assessment tool

MBC

Activity subscale of a
risk assessment tool

MBC

33.3% (5 of 15 studies)

5 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model3,7,11,35,36
10 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model19-23,28,34,41,45,47

11.8% (2 of 17 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model11,25
15 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model3,13,19-24,34-36,41,42,45,50

Interface pressure

MBC

66.6% (2 of 3 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model8,37
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in the
model52

Factors affecting
mobility related to SCI

MBC

66.6% (4 of 6 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model13,38-40
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model43,49

Activity and mobility are specific components of functioning.59 Activity refers to the execution of a task or action by
an individual.59 An activity impairment refers to problems with body function or structure that leads to a reduction
or deviation in the individual’s type or frequency of activity.59 Mobility refers to the ability to change and control
one’s body position.60 A mobility impairment refers to a reduction or deviation in type of frequency of movement.
This includes moving in the bed and chair, and ability to maintain specific body positions (e.g. 30° side lying position).
In the absence of mobility and activity limitations, other risk factors should not result in a pressure injury. Clinical
indicators of limitations to activity and mobility reported in the literature include, but are not limited to:
•

General activities of daily living (ADL) function6,18,20 (Levels 1 and 3)

•

Activity/mobility related ADLs9,10,14-18 (Level 3)

•

Spinal cord classification38,40 (Level 3)

•

L imb fracture5 (Level 1)

•

Length of surgery39,54-58 (see Recommendation 1.17) (Level 3).

In terms of the underlying conceptual framework, mobility and activity limitations directly impact upon MBC (see
Figure 4.1) and increase the individual’s exposure to pressure, shear and resulting frictional forces.
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Skin Status as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.2: C
 onsider individuals with a Category/Stage I pressure injury to be at risk of developing a Category/Stage II or
greater pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

1.3: Consider the potential impact of an existing pressure injury of any Category/Stage on development of
additional pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

1.4: Consider the potential impact of a previous pressure injury on additional pressure injury development
(Good Practice Statement)

1.5: Consider the potential impact of alterations to skin status over pressure points on pressure injury risk.
(Good Practice Statement)

1.6: Consider the potential impact of pain at pressure points on pressure injury risk.
(Good Practice Statement)

Evidence Summary
Twenty-four prognostic studies included factors associated with skin status in multivariable analysis of risk factors. Six
prognostic studies provided evidence that Category/Stage I pressure injuries are a prognostic factor for Category/Stage
II or greater pressure injuries and no studies found this factor to be non-significant. Evidence from two high quality
Level 1 studies42,61 and one high quality62 and three low quality26,47,63 Level 3 studies supported the recommendation.
Odds ratio of experiencing a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury after experiencing a Category/Stage I pressure
injury ranged from 1.95 to 7.02.
Of eight studies which included existing pressure injury in multivariable modelling, only three report this variable
as significant, including one high quality and one moderate quality Level 1 studies,6,41 and a very low quality Level 3
study.18 The remaining five studies, including one high quality Level 1 prognostic study42 and four low/very low quality
Level 3 studies,36,44,64,65 did not find existing pressure injury to be a significant predictor of a new pressure injury. This
measure emerges less consistently than other measures of skin status. An existing pressure injury is de facto evidence
that the individual can develop a pressure injury. If the risk factors contributing to the initial pressure injury are still
present, the individual should be considered at risk for additional pressure injuries.
Twelve of fourteen (85.7%) prognostic studies that reported variations in skin condition as a significant variable in
multivariable modelling of pressure injury risk including three high quality Level 1 studies41,42,61 and nine low/very low
Level 3 prognostic studies.16,26,30,39,46,50,66-68 Reported alterations in skin integrity were varied and often poorly defined
(e.g., ‘unhealthy skin’, ‘skin type’, ‘having previous skin problems’). Only two low quality studies33,47 did not find an
alteration in skin condition to be a significant risk factor.

Implementation Considerations
•

42
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addressed with preventive interventions. If these risk factors are still present, the individual is at risk of additional
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•

R
 e-evaluate risk factors and the adequacy of preventive measures when additional pressure injuries develop
(Expert opinion).

•

U
 se clinical judgment to evaluate the potential clinical significance to the individual of alterations to intact skin,
including localized erythema over pressure points (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider individuals with a history of pressure injuries to be at risk for breakdown of scar tissue (pressure injury
recurrence) in anatomical locations with evidence of a healed Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury69,70 (Expert
opinion).

•

R
 eassess skin at pressure points or other loading surfaces (including those under medical devices) if the individual
reports pain.61 Consider the recommendations included in the guideline chapter Pain Assessment and Treatment
when assessing and managing pain at pressure points (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The literature identifies that skin/pressure injury status emerges consistently in multivariable modeling and
demonstrates a strong statistical association with the development of new pressure injuries where there is an existing
Category/Stage I pressure injury (see Table 4.3). There is a weak statistical association between the presence of a
previous pressure injury and only one study61 has explored the association between localized skin pain and pressure
injuries. Both risk factors require additional research exploration, but are considered clinically important; therefore,
a good practice statement has been made. In terms of the underlying conceptual framework, skin status is associated
with the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin, indicating that physiology and repair and transport properties of the
skin have been disrupted. Skin status is a specific risk factor relevant to neonate populations (see Recommendation
1.19).
There is a strong statistical association between various descriptors and pressure injury development (e.g., mottled
skin, dry skin, alterations to intact skin, skin quality and previous skin problems). However, the reported outcome
measures were varied and poorly defined. Measures of skin status included alterations to intact skin, variations to
skin condition, skin type, skin quality, having previous skin problems, skin redness, sub-epidermal moisture, dry skin
and mottled skin. For many of the descriptors of variation in skin status the physiological mechanism through which
pressure injury risk is increased is unclear; therefore, a good practice statement is made regarding the impact of
variations in skin status on pressure injury risk.
Table 4.3: Summary of evidence for measures of skin status as risk factors for pressure injuries

Risk factor variables

Conceptual
framework
component

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

Existing Category/
Stage I pressure injury

ST

100% (6 of 6 studies)

6 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model26,42,47,61-63

Existing pressure injury
of any Category/Stage

ST

37.5% (3 of 8 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model6,18,41
5 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model36,42,44,64,65

Alterations in skin
status

ST

85.7% (12 of 14 studies)

12 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model16,26,30,39,41,42,46,50,61,66-68
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model33,47

Previous pressure
injury

ST

33.3% (1 of 3 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model70
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model26,35

Skin pain

ST

100% (1 of 1 study)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model61
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Perfusion, Circulation and Oxygenation as Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries
1.7: Consider the impact of diabetes mellitus on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

1.8: Consider the impact of perfusion and circulation deficits on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

1.9: Consider the potential impact of oxygenation deficits on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Overall 49 prognostic studies reported a risk factor relating to perfusion, circulation and oxygenation as a significant
risk factor for pressure injuries in multivariable modelling. Eight of nineteen (42%) prognostic studies reported a
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus was a significant risk factor for pressure injuries including two high quality Level 1
studies,42,71 one high quality Level 3 study9 and three moderate10,12,57 and two low/very low72,73 quality Level 3 studies.
Eleven studies reported the diabetes variable as non-significant in multivariable modelling including one high quality
Level 1 study61 and ten low/very low quality Level 3 studies.15,27,34,35,48,65,67,74-76
Of 34 prognostic studies which included a perfusion/circulation variable in multivariable modelling, 22 (64.7%)
reported one or more perfusion and circulation variables as significant including three moderate quality Level 1
studies.4,8,77 and 19 low quality27-29,32-34,37,50,51,58,63,64,67,72,73,76,78-80 Level 3 studies. Twelve prognostic studies reported no
variables of perfusion and circulation to be significant in multivariable analyses including one high quality Level 1
study,41 three moderate quality Level 3 studies11,12,81 and eight low/very low quality Level 3 studies.20,22 ,31,36,48,49,82,83
Of 12 prognostic studies that included an oxygenation variable in multivariable modelling, six of the studies20,73,74,78,80,84
reported that a measure of oxygenation was significant. All these six studies were Level 3 low/very low prognostic
studies.20,73,74,78,80,84 The other studies, including a moderate quality Level 1 study4 and five moderate and low/very low
Level 3 studies,20,31,38,40,67 reported an oxygenation variable to be non-significant. The outcome measures varied, with
some representing more long term oxygenation impairment and others representing short and medium term deficits,
and studies demonstrating significance tended to have larger sample sizes.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider diabetic individuals with associated macro- or microvascular disease to be at risk. Both sensory perception
deficits (e.g., peripheral neuropathy) and perfusion deficits associated with diabetes can increase risk of pressure
injuries (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider the relevance of medical history of vascular disease (e.g., cerebrovascular accident, cardiac disease, vascular
disease and/or peripheral vascular disease)4,27,28,34,73,76,78 or respiratory disease80 when assessing an individual’s
pressure injury risk (Level 1 and 3).

•

U
 se clinical judgment to determine the relevance measures of circulatory status (e.g. skin circulation, pulse pressure
and ankle or toe brachial pressure index and blood pressure)29,32-34,50,51,58,63,64,67,77-80 to assessing the individual’s
pressure injury risk (Level 3)

•

C
 onsider the impact of peripheral vascular disease when assessing skin on the heels (see the guideline chapter Heel
Pressure Injuries).

•

U
 se clinical judgment to assess the impact of cigarette smoking8,37,72 with vasoconstrictive effects of nicotine on the
individual’s pressure injury risk (Level 1 and 3)

•

U
 se clinical judgment to assess the impact on the individual’s pressure injury risk of edema67 with changes in
interstitial transmural pressure that affect tissue perfusion (Level 3)

•

U
 se clinical judgment to assess the impact of mechanical ventilation73,74,78,84 and oxygen use20 on pressure injury
risk (Level 3).
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Evidence Discussion
The literature identifies that perfusion and circulation status, and most particularly a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus,
emerge as risk factors in epidemiological studies on pressure injury risk. High quality studies demonstrate a strong
statistical association between diabetes and the development of new pressure injuries (Levels 1 and 3). It is likely that
diabetes is a surrogate indicator of the presence of circulatory disease affecting perfusion (i.e., impacts susceptibility
and tolerance of the skin). Presence of neuropathy affects exposure to adverse mechanical boundary conditions. Both
aspects require consideration in risk assessment.
Moderate and low quality studies demonstrate a moderate statistical association between perfusion and circulation
status and the development of new pressure injuries (see Table 4.4). However, translation into practice, (i.e., how tissue
perfusion and oxygenation can be assessed) is complicated by the wide range of direct and indirect outcome measures
examined by researchers. Given the large number of potential measures of perfusion and circulation status, clinical
judgment is required when assessing risk associated with factors affecting central (e.g., cerebrovascular accident,
cardiac disease, blood pressure, etc.) and peripheral circulation (e.g., peripheral vascular/arterial disease).
Moderate and low quality studies demonstrate a weak statistical association between surrogate measures of
oxygenation and pressure injury development. The surrogate measures did not include precise measurement of
oxygenation status and may be confounded with other key risk factors, including activity/mobility limitations and
illness severity.
In terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1), perfusion, circulation and oxygenation factors
are associated with the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin, with consideration given to the potential impact
upon individual physiology and repair; and transport and thermal properties. In the context of poor perfusion (e.g.
peripheral vascular disease), some tissue may already be injured as a result of hypoperfusion, rendering the tissue
more susceptible to the injurious effects of pressure.
Perfusion and oxygenation specific risk factors are also particularly relevant to critically ill individuals (see
Recommendation 1.18) and neonates and children (see Recommendation 1.19).

Table 4.4: Summary of evidence for measures of perfusion, circulation and oxygenation as risk factors for pressure injuries

Risk factor variables
Diabetes

Conceptual
framework
component
ST

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

42.0% (8 of 19 studies)

8 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model9,10,12,42,57,71-73
11 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model15,27,34,35,48,61,65,67,74-76

Vascular disease

ST

46.6% (7 of 15 studies)

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model4,27,28,34,73,76,78
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model11,12,31,36,48,49,64,81

Alterations to blood
pressure

ST

57.9% (11 of 19 studies)

11 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model33,34,50,51,58,63,64,77-80
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model22,32,37,48,49,51,73,83

Circulation (e.g. skin
circulation, pulse pressure,
ankle-brachial pulse index,
etc.)

ST

Smoking

ST

37.5% (3 of 8 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model29,32,67
5 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model36,41,64,76,78

50% (3 of 6 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model8,37,72
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model48,76,82
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Conceptual
framework
component
ST

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

25% (1 of 4 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model67
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model4,20,48

Mechanical ventilation

ST

50% (4 of 8 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model73,74,78,84
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model4,31,40,67

Oxygen use

ST

100% (1 of 1 study)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model20

Respiratory disease

ST

25% (1 of 4 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model80
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model13,20,38

Nutrition Indicators as Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries
1.10: Consider the impact of impaired nutritional status on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
A total of 50 prognostic studies explored the relationship between one or more nutrition related variable and pressure
injury development. In only 20 (40%) studies including three of high quality (Level 1 and 3),9,62,71 three of moderate
quality (Level 1 and 3),5,57,77 and 14 of low/very low quality (all Level 3)22,25-27,46,49,50,53,63,79,83,85-87 was a nutritional variable
reported as a significant predictor in multivariable modelling. In 30 studies no measure of nutrition was found to be a
significant risk factor. This included three high3,41,42 and one moderate7 Level 1 studies and one moderate11 and 25 low/
very low19-21,23,24,28,32-36,39,44,45,47,48,51,54,58,67,76,82,84,88,89 Level 3 studies. There are several limitations associated with measures
used to estimate nutritional status and study quality.

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 he guideline chapter Nutrition in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment includes comprehensive discussion on
strategies for assessing nutritional status.

Evidence Discussion
Indicators of nutritional deficits considered in multivariable models included a range of descriptors, scales and
tools (see Table 4.5). The literature demonstrates a moderate statistical association between nutritional status and
the development of new pressure injuries. However, translation into practice is complicated by the large range of
descriptors used, some of which have stronger physiological links to pressure injury development than others. The
insufficient numbers of participants with extremes of weight or body mass index (BMI) in the study populations, and
variations in the quality of the evidence also contribute to inconsistencies in the evidence.
In terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1), nutritional deficits are associated with, and may
impact upon all four components of the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin, including mechanical properties of
the tissue; the geometry (morphology) of the tissues; physiology and repair; and transport and thermal properties.
In patients characterized by extremes of weight/BMI this may also affect exposure to adverse mechanical boundary
conditions.
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Table 4.5: Summary of evidence for measures of nutritional status as a risk factor for pressure injury development

Risk factor variables

Conceptual
framework
component

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

Food intake

ST

46.6% (7 of 15 studies)

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model5,9,25,27,77,83,85
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model7,20,23,28,41,53,67,86

Malnutrition

ST

33.3% (1 of 3 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model62
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model48,54

Arm measurements
(skin fold
thickness and arm
circumference)

ST

Weight

ST

33.3% (1 of 3 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model50
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model26,86

20.7% (4 of 13 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model22,26,63,79
9 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model21,23,32,33,67,77,84,88,89

BMI

ST

23.5% (4 of 17 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model49,53,57,71
13 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model9,11,22,34,35,41,44,58,67,76,82,83,86

Nutrition assessment
scales

ST

6.3% (1 of 16 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model86
15 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model3,11,19,21-24,34-36,41,42,45,47,50

Other measures of
nutrition status

ST

22.2% (2 of 9 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model46,87
7 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model23,39,44,51,67,88,89

Moisture as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.11: Consider the potential impact of moist skin on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Of a total of 33 prognostic studies that included one or more measure of moisture in a multivariable analysis of
pressure injury risk factors, 18 studies (54.5%) reported a measure of moisture as significant in multivariable analysis
including two high,9,62 four moderate,10,11,13,55 and 12 low/very low quality 14,18-20,34-37,50,66,67,72 Level 3 studies. The reported
factors included various measures related to incontinence or catheterization, moisture and assessment on a moisture
subscale of a risk assessment tool. In 15 studies no measure of moisture was found to be significant. This included
two high quality3,41 and two moderate quality6,7 Level 1 studies and 11 low/very low quality studies21,23,24,26,27,32,33,45,47-49
Level 3 studies.
The conflicting findings on the prognostic value of measures of moisture could relate to the diverse range of study
participants, differences in methodology and the range of variables included in the modelling (i.e. urinary incontinence,
fecal incontinence, dual incontinence, other incontinence, urinary catheter, skin moisture and moisture subscales).

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 ssess individuals who have urinary, fecal, dual or unspecified incontinence for pressure injury risk in the presence
of mobility and activity impairments10,18,20,34,50,66,72 (Level 3).
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Risk assessment subscales for skin moisture could be used as clinical indicators of skin moisture19,35,36 (Level 3).

•

Evidence Discussion
The literature demonstrates a moderate statistical association between excess skin moisture and the development of
new pressure injuries (see Table 4.6). It is suggested that incontinence is a likely confounding factor in populations
characterized by immobility and poor skin status. It is also likely that as well as moisture, there is a skin irritant
component to many of the factors where moisture is present. In terms of the underlying conceptual framework, (see
Figure 4.1) the presence of moisture may impact both the mechanical boundary condition (type of load) and the
susceptibility and tolerance of the skin (mechanical properties of the tissues). The coefficient of friction is shown to
be greater over moist skin.90-92
Table 4.6: Summary of evidence for measures of skin moisture as a risk factor for pressure injury development

Risk factor variables
Dual incontinence

Conceptual
framework
component
MBC

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

60.0% (3 of 5 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model10,20,34

ST

2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model6,36
Skin moisture

MBC

66.7% (4 of 6 studies)

ST

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model20,37,55,67
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model7,35

Moisture subscale of a
risk assessment tool

MBC

38.5% (5 of 13 studies)

ST

5 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model11,13,19,35,36
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model3,20,21,23,24,34,41,45

Fecal incontinence

MBC

30.7% (4 of 13 studies)

ST

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model9,18,66,72
9 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model6,26,32,33,35,37,48,49,62

Urinary catheter in situ

MBC

40.0% (2 of 5 studies)

ST

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model14,62
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model27,47,67

Urinary incontinence

MBC

14.3% (1 of 7 studies)

ST

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model34
6 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model6,9,13,20,35,48

Incontinence (type
unspecified)

MBC
ST

100% (2 of 2 study)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model14,50

Body Temperature as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.12: Consider the impact of increased body temperature on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Seven of 12 studies (58.3%) reported that raised body temperature is a prognostic factor for pressure injuries in
multivariable modelling. Two moderate quality level 1 studies,8,77 a moderate quality Level 3 study55 and four low/
very low Level 3 studies16,37,47,52 found body temperature to be a risk factor in multivariable modelling. The odds ratios
for higher body temperature ranged from 1.4452 to 8.45.55 Conversely, a moderate quality Level 1 study4 reported
a significant negative association between high body temperature (≥38.5°C) and pressure injuries in multivariable
modelling. The remaining four studies, all low quality Level 324,34,76,85 reported body temperature as a nonsignificant
prognostic factor.
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Implementation Considerations
•

A
 ssess pressure injury risk in individuals with increased body temperature in the presence of mobility and activity
impairments8,16,37,47,52,77 (Levels 1 and 3).

•

C
 onsider the impact of an increased body temperature on other pressure injury risk factors, for example, increased
perspiration leading to skin moisture (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The literature demonstrates a moderate statistical association between body temperature and the development of
new pressure injuries (see Table 4.7). In terms of the underlying conceptual framework, body temperature may impact
upon the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin by affecting physiology and repair; and transport and thermal
properties.
Table 4.7: Summary of evidence for increased body temperature as a risk factor for pressure injury development
Conceptual
framework
component

Risk factor variables
Increased body
temperature

ST

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

58.3% (7 of 12 studies)

7 studies in which higher body temperature was
significant in the model8,16,18,37,44,47,77
1 study in which higher body temperature significantly
reduced risk4
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model24,34,76,85

Older Age as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.13: Consider the potential impact of older age on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
In total, 51 prognostic studies included age as a factor in multivariable analyses. Of these, 19 studies (37.3%) reported
that increasing age was a significant prognostic factor for pressure injuries. Studies that reported a significant
relationship included four high quality Level 1 studies,3,42,71,93 and one moderate quality Level 1 study.77 Two moderate10,94
and 12 low/very low studies14,22,31,35,72,73,83,84,86,87,95,96 supported the findings.
Conversely, one low quality Level 3 study34 reported a significant negative association between increased age and
pressure injuries in multivariable models. The remaining 31 studies reported age as a non-significant factor including
one was a high quality Level 1 study41 and two were moderate quality Level 1 studies.6,7 and one high quality,9 two
moderate quality,11,57 and 25 low/very low quality.6,15,20,21,23,26,27,32,36,40,49,58,63,64,67,74,76,79,82,85,88,89,97-99 Level 3 studies. The studies
used either categorical or continuous measures of age and were conducted in a range of different populations.

Evidence Discussion
The literature demonstrates a weak statistical association between advanced age and the development of new pressure
injuries (see Table 4.8). It is suggested that age is a confounding factor and a general indicator of likely deficits in
the main areas of risk including mobility/activity; skin status; perfusion, circulation and oxygenation; nutrition; and
skin moisture. Therefore, in terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1), at an individual level age
may impact upon both the mechanical boundary conditions and all four components of susceptibility and tolerance
of the skin: mechanical properties of the tissue; the geometry (morphology) of the tissue; physiology and repair; and
transport and thermal properties.
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Table 4.8: Summary of evidence for measures of older age as a risk factor for pressure injury development
Risk factor
variables

Conceptual
framework
component

Percent studies
significant in
multivariable model

Older age

MBC

39.2% (20 of 51 studies) 20 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model3,10,14,22,31,34,35,42,71-73,77,83,84,86,87,93-96

ST

Risk factor significant and non-significant in multivariable model

31 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model6,7,9,11,15,20,21,23,26,27,32,36,40,41,44,49,57,58,63,64,67,74,76,79,82,85,88,89,97-99

Sensory Perception as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.14: Consider the potential impact of impaired sensory perception on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Of the 12 prognostic studies that included sensory perception as a factor in multivariable analyses, only four (25%)
reported that this measure was a significant factor in the model including one high quality Level 1 study,41 and one
moderate quality11 and two low/very low quality35,46 Level 3 studies. The remaining eight studies consisted of a
high quality3 Level 1 study and low/very low19,21,23,28,34,36,45 Level 3 studies. All studies used the Braden Scale sensory
perception subscale to measure this variable.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider sensory perception in individuals with diagnoses associated with local sensory impairment11,35,41,46 or the
ability to perceive pressure-related discomfort (e.g., diabetes, SCI and peripheral arterial disease) (Levels 1 and 3).

•

C
 onsider assessing sensory perception in individuals with diagnoses associated with central sensory impairment or
the ability to respond to pressure-related discomfort (e.g., coma, sedation, anesthesia, paralysis). (Level 1 and 3).

•

C
 onsider the use of sensory perception risk assessment tool subscales for assessing sensory perception
impairment.11,35,41,46 (Levels 1 and 3).

Evidence Discussion
The literature demonstrates a weak statistical association between sensory perception deficits and the development
of new pressure injuries (see Table 4.9). It is likely that sensory perception deficits are confounded with other key risk
factors, including activity/mobility limitations, diabetes and illness severity, and these factors dominate in statistical
modeling. In terms of the underlying conceptual framework, sensory perception deficits affect exposure to adverse
mechanical boundary conditions.
Table 4.9: Summary of evidence for measures of sensory perception as a risk factor for pressure injury development
Risk factor variables

Sensory perception
subscale of the Braden
Scale

50

Conceptual framework
component
MBC

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in multivariable model

33.3% (4 of 12 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model11,35,41,46
8 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model3,19,21,23,28,34,36,45
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Blood Markers as a Risk Factor for Pressure Injuries
1.15: Consider the potential impact of laboratory blood test results on the risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Twenty-eight prognostic studies included one or more blood test variables in their multivariable model. Of these
studies, 17 (60.7%) reported a variable as significant in the model, including one high quality42 and one moderate
quality5 Level 1 prognostic studies and one high quality,62 one moderate quality13 and thirteen low/very low Level
3 20,25,26,32,50,51,63,65,66,72,85,86,95 prognostic studies. The largest body of evidence relates to albumin and hemoglobin. The
remaining 11 studies, including one moderate quality level 1 prognostic study77 and one moderate94 and nine low/
very low quality 17,21,22,27,29,44,75,76,83 Level 3 prognostic studies did not find any variable to be important in multivariable
modelling.

Evidence Discussion
The literature demonstrates a moderate statistical association between serum albumin and hemoglobin levels and the
development of new pressure injuries (see Table 4.10). Direct interpretation and application to practice is complicated
by the availability of test results and the diversity of causes for abnormality in measures ranging from severe
malnutrition to blood loss during surgery. The impact upon the tolerance of the tissues may be multi-factorial. In
terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1), blood test results may impact upon the susceptibility
and tolerance of the skin by affecting physiology and repair; and transport and thermal properties as follows:
•

L ow hemoglobin20,32,42,50,51,65,72,85,95 (reduces oxygen carrying capacity of the blood and the health of tissues) (Levels
1 and 3).

•

Elevated C-reactive protein95 (an indicator of inflammation that may affect the health of tissues) (Level 3).

•

L ow serum albumin5,25,62,63,66,86,95 (creates interstitial edema that decreases transmural pressure and perfusion to
tissues) (Levels 1 and 3).

Table 4.10: Summary of evidence for hematological measures as risk factors for pressure injuries
Risk factor
variables

Conceptual
framework
component

Percent studies
significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

Lymphopenia

ST

100% (2 of 2 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model26,50

Albumin

ST

50% (7 of 14 studies)

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model5,25,62,63,66,86,95
7 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model13,21,22,44,75,77,85

Hemoglobin (Hb)

ST

56.3% (9 of 16 studies)

9 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model20,32,42,50,51,65,72,85,95
7 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model29,63,75,76,83,86,94

Urea and
Electrolytes (U&Es)

ST

50% (2 of 4 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model13,86
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model27,29

Inflammatory
marker (C-reactive
protein)

ST

33.3% (1 of 3 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model95
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model17,66
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General and Mental Health Status as Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries
1.16: Consider the potential impact of general and mental health status on pressure injury risk.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

W
 here available in clinical records consider the use of population-specific on general health assessment tools and
scores when considering the impact of the individual’s general and mental health status (e.g. American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status Classification, Risk of Mortality score, Simplified Acute Physiology Score,
Glasgow Coma Scale, Injury Severity Scale, the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) score,
etc.)12,15,57,83,84,89,98,100 (Level 3).

•

I n individuals with mobility and activity limitations, consider the impact of mental health status upon sensory
perception and ability to independently reposition (Expert opinion).

Discussion
The literature demonstrates moderate statistical association between some measures of general health status and
a very weak statistical association between mental health status and pressure injury risk (see Table 4.11). Variables
considered as measures of general health status were wide-ranging and included health status scales, presence of
urinary tract or respiratory infection, having a chronic wound, number of nursing interventions, duration of hospital
stay, specific medical diagnoses (e.g., cardiac arrest, pulmonary disease, and malignancy) and taking medications
(e.g., steroids, vasopressors and sedatives). The wide range of variables used as an indicator of general health status
likely contributes to the overall conflicting findings on significance of general health status as a predictor of pressure
injuries. A good practice statement has been made because it is likely that general health and mental health status
are confounding factors and general indicators of likely deficits in the main areas of risk including mobility/activity,
skin status and perfusion, nutrition, skin moisture and sensory perception. Therefore, in terms of the underlying
conceptual framework, at an individual level, general health and mental health status may impact upon both the
mechanical boundary conditions and all four components of the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin.
Table 4.11: Summary of evidence for mental and general health status measures as risk factors for pressure injuries
Risk factor variables

Chronic wounds

Conceptual
framework
component

Percent studies
significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

ST

50% (1 of 2 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model42
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in the
model63

Medication

MBC

35% (7 of 20 studies)

ST

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model4,20,53,57,65,78,80
13 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model9,32,34,40,47,48,54,67,73,74,81,89

Norton Scale
measures (general
physical condition,
social activity)
Infection

MBC

0% (0 of 3 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model3,24,41

44.4% (4 of 9 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model12,38,40,89

ST

ST

5 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model28,67,73,74,84
Length of hospital
stay

MBC
ST

28.5% (4 of 14 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model22,44,50,64
10 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model7,36,65,78,83,84,86,87,97,98
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Conceptual
framework
component
MBC

Percent studies
significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

40% (16 of 40 studies)

16 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model4,7,14,15,42,47,62,64,66,71-73,78,80,96,98

ST

24 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model9,12,13,20,23,28,29,31,35,38,39,41,48,49,51,54,67,68,74,76,83-85,97
Other health scales

MBC

50% (5 of 10 studies)

ST

5 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model15,57,83,84,98
5 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model4,23,44,67,73

Mental status study
specific measures

MBC

18.2% (2 of 12 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model18,62
10 2tudies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model6,9,17,20,28,35,44,48,50,51

Mental status
subscale of a risk
assessment tool

MBC

20% (1 of 5 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model3
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model24,41,48,50

Demographic Characteristics as Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries
Prognostic studies have investigated demographic factors as risk factors for pressure injuries (see Table 4.12).
The findings do not demonstrate a relationship between race and gender and pressure injury risk; therefore, no
recommendations have been made. Although prevalence data indicates the rate of pressure injuries is higher in
people with darkly pigmented skin,101-106 only one of seven epidemiological studies demonstrated an increased risk
in people with darker skin tones. It is suggested that the observed increased prevalence rate may be due to delayed
detection rather than to a true increase in risk (see the guideline chapter Skin and Tissue Assessment for further
discussion). In relation to gender, there is no evidence that it is a pressure injury risk factor.
Table 4.12: Summary of evidence for demographic characteristics as risk factors for pressure injuries
Risk factor variables

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in multivariable
model

1 study identified increased
risk for Caucasian skin, 1 study
identified increased risk for dark
skin tones

28.6% (2 of 7 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the model6,93

5 studies identified increased risk
for males, 2 studies identified
increased risk for females

26.9% (7 of 26 studies)

5 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model9,68,82,83,97
7 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model20,29,67,70,73,95,98
19 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model6,9,15,22,33,40,44,48,49,64,82,83,85,86,88,93,96,97,99

Additional Risk Factors for Individuals in the Operating Room
The pressure injury risk factor domains already presented in this chapter of the guideline are relevant to all adults,
including those undergoing surgery. In addition to the previously presented domains, additional risk factors have
been identified in individuals in the operating room setting, particularly timing of surgery, duration of surgery, and
the individual’s clinical severity as determined by ASA classification.
1.17: Consider the impact of time spent immobilized before surgery, the duration of surgery and the American
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status Classification on surgery-related pressure injury risk.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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Evidence Summary
Duration of time from admission to surgery
One moderate quality Level 1 study44 and two moderate quality Level 3 prognostic studies11,12 reported the duration
of time prior to surgery was a significant risk factor for development of a pressure injury following surgery. Individuals
who were immobile before surgery and had their surgical procedure delayed beyond 12 hours were 1.6 to 1.7 times
more likely to develop a pressure injury.11,12 Two additional low quality cohort studies107,108 indicated that individuals
who had delayed surgery were more likely to develop a pressure injury. However, a much smaller moderate quality
Level 3 study94 found the time between an emergency department admission and having hip surgery was not a
significant risk factor.
Duration of surgery
Six low quality Level 3 prognostics studies39,54-58 reported multivariable analyses that found the duration of surgery to
be a significant prognostic factor for development of a Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury in adults. The studies
reported that risk of developing a pressure injury was up to eight times greater for surgeries of longer duration.55
Studies with higher odds ratio used categorical outcome of surgery over 5 or 6 hours in duration,39,55 and studies with
lower odds ratio used surgery/anesthesia length as a continuous outcome measure.54,56-58 One additional low quality
Level 3 prognostic study56 conducted with both adults and children also found surgery duration was a significant risk
factor. Although one low quality Level 2 study76 and five moderate57 and low/very quality Level 3 studies44,52,58,75 found
duration of surgery was not significant, these studies were generally smaller than those with significant findings.
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status Classification
One moderate quality Level 3 prognostic study12 reported that the individual’s classification on the ASA (American
Society of Anesthesiologists) Physical Status Classification System was a significant risk factor for development of a
pressure injury following surgery. Individuals with a Classification of III (severe systemic disease) or IV (severe systemic
disease that is a constant threat to life) on the ASA were more than four times more likely to develop a pressure injury.
A smaller, low quality Level 2 study48 found ASA Classifications of II, III or IV were not associated with significantly
higher pressure injury risk.

Implementation Considerations
•

S urgery-specific risk factors should be considered in light of all other risk factors discussed in this guideline chapter
(Expert opinion).

•

I dentify individuals with planned lengthy operative times in advance to enable the use of support surfaces,
positioning devices, positioning strategies and prophylactic dressings to reduce pressure injury risk. Refer to the
relevant chapters of the guideline.

•

W
 here possible, minimize the time of immobilization before and after surgery (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The pressure injury risk factor domains already presented in this chapter of the guideline are relevant to all adults,
including those undergoing surgery. In addition to the previously presented domains, additional risk factors have
been identified in individuals in the operating room setting (see Table 4.13), particularly timing of surgery, duration of
surgery, and the individual’s clinical severity as determined by ASA classification. In terms of the underlying conceptual
framework (see Figure 4.1), factors associated with undergoing surgery may impact upon both the mechanical
boundary conditions and all the susceptibility and tolerance of the skin.
A long duration of time spent immobilized prior to undergoing surgery is an identified additional risk factor for
individuals in the operating room. Studies on the association between delay in surgery and pressure injury risk have
been conducted in older adults with hip fractures,12 and also in mixed surgical populations admitted to intensive care
following surgery.11,44 (Level 3). Essentially, the duration between admission and surgery reflects the length of time
an individual has a mobility/activity limitation, which is discussed as a distinct risk factor earlier in this chapter. Using
duration of time to surgery as a measure of mobility/activity limitation is relevant for individuals in the operating
room.
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Table 4.13: Summary of evidence for factors specific to adults in the operating room
Risk factor variables

Time to surgery

Conceptual framework
component

Percent studies
significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

MBC

75% (3 of 4 studies)

3 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model11,12,44
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in
the model94

Duration of surgery/
anesthetic

MBC

60% (6 of 10 studies)

6 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model39,54,55,57,58,66
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant in
the model44,52,75,76

American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA)
score

ST

Other surgical factors
(e.g., anesthesia type,
positioning, number of
surgeries)

MBC

50% (1 of 2 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model12
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in
the model48

ST

25% (4 of 16 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model22,44,57,96
12 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model7,38,52,54,63,73,75,76,78,85,86,94

The longer the surgical procedure, the greater the risk of developing a pressure injury. Two prognostic studies measured
surgical duration as a continuous measure and found a statistically significant association between developing a
pressure injury and more hours on the operating table. For adults undergoing spinal surgery (n = 209) the risk of
developing a Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury was over eight times greater for operations over five hours
in duration (OR = 8.12, p = 0.005) (Level 3).39 Yoshimura et al. (2015)55 reported similar results in a prognostic study
exploring risk factors in adults (n = 277) undergoing neurosurgery. For individuals spending six hours or greater in the
operating room, the OR of developing a Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury was 8.45 (95% CI 3.04 to 27.46 p
< 0.001) (Level 3).
Six prognostic studies (all Level 3) reported that a surgery duration over five or six hours was a risk factor for pressure
injury. The largest odds ratio (OR = 8.45, 95% CI 3.04 to 27.46 p<0.001) was reported for surgery duration over 360
minutes/core temperature >38.1°C as a composite factor in individuals undergoing neurosurgery (n = 277).55 Lin et al.
(2017)39 reported a similar result (OR 8.12, p = 0.005) for surgery duration over 300 minutes in adults undergoing spinal
surgery (n=209). Schoonhoven et al. (2002)54 followed 208 individuals undergoing surgery of four hours or longer and
reported an OR of 1.0006 (95% CI 1.0037 to 1.0087) for developing a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury. Chen
et al. (2013)56 reported similar results (OR = 1.005, 95% CI 1.000 to 2.022, p = 0.036) with an analysis that included
both adults and children (n = 286), as did Connor et al. (2010) 58 (OR = 1.005, 95% CI 1.000 to 1.010, p = 0.038) in an
analysis of a larger population of adults (n = 538) undergoing urology surgery. The largest study, conducted in 3,225
adults in intensive care who had undergone surgery, also reported a similar OR (1.07, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.11, p < 0.001).57
The ASA Physical Status Classification is a measure of clinical severity. Therefore the significance of this classification
score as a predictive risk factor for pressure injuries, as reported by Rademakers et al. (2007)12 in an analysis of adults
undergoing hip fracture surgery (n = 722), is consistent with the data from other studies indicating that overall clinical
status is significant to pressure injury risk (Level 3).

Additional Risk Factors for Individuals in Critical Care
1.18: C
 onsider the following factors to be population specific pressure injury risk factors for critically ill
individuals:
		 • Duration of critical care unit stay
		 • Mechanical ventilation
		 • Use of vasopressors
		 • Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) score.
(Good Practice Statement)
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Evidence Summary
Duration of intensive care unit admission
Length of ICU stay was included in 13 multivariable analyses. Seven prognostic (53.8% of studies) Level 3 studies of
low17,31,89 and very low72,88,98,100 quality found that a longer length of time in the ICU was a significant risk factor for
development of pressure injuries. The studies reported OR between 1.1 and 1.831. However, five low49,54,65,67,81 and one
very low84 quality Level 3 studies found ICU duration to be non-significant.
Mechanical ventilation
Eight prognostic studies included mechanical ventilation in a multivariable analysis. Of these, four level 3 prognostic
studies73,74,78,84 of low or very low quality reported mechanical ventilation was a significant risk factor, with odds ratio
ranging from 1.042 to 23.604. However, one moderate quality Level 1 study4 and four low and very low quality Level
3 studies31,40,67,84 found mechanical ventilation was not a significant risk factor.
Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) score
Five prognostic studies4,67,88,89,100 included APACHE II score as a potential risk factor for pressure injuries in a multivariable
analysis. Two of these studies, low89 and very low100 Level 3 studies, found the APACHE II score was a significant
prognostic factor, with OR ranging from 1.06 to 16.19. However, a moderate quality level 1 study4 and low67 and very
low88 Level 3 studies found the APACHE II score was not a significant prognostic factor for pressure injuries in critically
ill individuals.
Vasopressor Use
Eight studies included use of vasopressors in a multivariable analysis. Of these, four Level 4 prognostic studies of
moderate57 or low/very low quality53,78,80 reported use of vasopressors was a significant risk factor, with odds ratio
ranging from 1.33 to 4.816. However, one moderate quality Level 3 study81 and three low/very low quality Level 3
studies67,73,89 found vasopressor use was not a significant risk factor.

Implementation Considerations
C
 onsider risk factors specific to individuals in critical care in light of all other risk factors discussed in this guideline
chapter (Expert opinion).

•

Evidence Discussion
The pressure injury risk factor domains already presented in this chapter of the guideline are relevant to all adults,
including those who are critically ill. In addition to the previously presented domains, additional risk factors have been
identified in individuals in critical care (see Table 4.14), particularly duration of intensive care (ICU) admission, being
mechanically ventilated, using vasopressors, and the individual’s clinical severity as determined by Acute Physiology
and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) score. In terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1),
risk factors specific to critically ill individuals impact both the mechanical boundary conditions and the susceptibility
and tolerance of the skin.
Table 4:14: Summary of evidence for factors specific to individuals in critical care
Risk factor
variables

Conceptual framework
component

Length of ICU stay

MBC

Percent studies significant
in multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

53.8% (7 of 13 studies)

7 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model17,31,72,88,89,98,100

ST

6 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model49,54,65,67,81,84
Mechanical
ventilation

ST

50% (4 of 8 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model73,74,78,84
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model4,31,40,67

Acute Physiology
and Chronic
Health Evaluation
(APACHE II) score
Vasopressors

MBC

40% (2 of 5 studies)

ST

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model89,100
3 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model4,67,88

ST

50% (4 of 8 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model53,57,78,80
4 studies in which risk factors were not significant
in the model67,73,81,89
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Additional Risk Factors Specific for Neonates and Children
Many of the risk factors reported throughout this chapter are likely to be relevant to neonates and children as well
as adult populations. However, there is a lack of research from high quality prognostic studies available on pressure
injury risk in neonates and children. The conceptual model presented in Figure 4.1 is relevant to all populations at risk
of pressure injury and can be assumed to reflect the etiology in neonates and children. Some prognostic studies are
available that report multivariable analyses conducted in younger populations and support recommendations specific
to neonates and children that can be considered in addition to risk factors discussed throughout this chapter.
1.19: C
 onsider the impact of skin maturity, perfusion and oxygenation, and presence of a medical device on
pressure injury risk in neonates and children.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

1.20: C
 onsider the impact of illness severity and the duration of critical care unit stay on pressure injury risk in
neonates and children.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from a high quality Level 1 prognostic study109 indicated that skin texture/maturity is a risk factor for pressure
injuries in neonates. Two moderate quality studies providing Level 1109 and Level 3110 evidence indicated that birth
weight was not a significant risk factor for either neonates109 or children.110 Evidence from a moderate quality Level
1 prognostic study109 and a moderate quality Level 3 prognostic study110 demonstrated in multivariable analyses the
significance of measures of perfusion and oxygenation as a risk factor for pressure injuries in children. The outcome
measures for oxygenation and perfusion included the presence of a wide range of oxygen delivery systems, which also
increase pressure injury risk due to presence of medical devices.110 Evidence from a moderate quality Level 3 prognostic
study110 demonstrated in multivariable analyses the significance of severity of illness and duration of hospital stay as
risk factors for pressure injuries in children and neonates.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 isk factors specific to neonates and children should be considered in light of all other risk factors discussed in this
guideline chapter (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider the impact of respiratory support devices (e.g., endotracheal tube, continuous positive airway pressure
etc.) in relation to pressure injury risk factors of perfusion and oxygenation status and presence of a medical
device109 (Level 1).

•

T
 he Dubowitz Neonatal Maturity Assessment Scale provides a measure of skin texture/maturity in neonates.109
(Level 1).

Evidence Discussion
In neonates, skin texture/maturity was identified as a significant pressure injury risk factor109 (Level 1). Skin maturity
is directly related to a neonate’s age. At 23 to 24 weeks gestation, the stratum cornuem is not developed, and by
30 weeks gestation it has only two to three cell layers. The skin appears as transparent, and is particularly fragile.111
Thus, the skin of younger infants provides an inadequate barrier and, as indicated in risk studies, is highly susceptible
to breakdown (Level 3). In terms of the underlying conceptual framework (see Figure 4.1), both skin texture and
measures of oxygen and perfusion are indicators of susceptibility and tolerance of the skin and reflects mechanical
properties of the tissue; the geometry (morphology) of the tissues; physiology and repair; and transport and thermal
properties.
The included studies109,110 used of a range of respiratory support interventions that can be considered measures of
perfusion and oxygenation in neonates and children. Presence of a medical device is a risk factor of specific consequence
to neonates and children, who may have an increased risk due to their size, weight, and skin immaturity. Further
discussion of the risks associated with medical devices is in the guideline chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries.
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Table 4.15: Summary of evidence for factors specific to neonates and children
Risk factor
variables

Conceptual framework
component

Percent studies significant
in multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in
multivariable model

Skin texture/
maturity

ST

50% (1 of 2 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model109
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in
the model110

Perfusion and
oxygenation
measures

ST

100% (2 of 2 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model109,110

Presence of a
medical device

MBC

100% (2 of 2 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in
the model109,110

Severity of illness

MBC

100% (1 of 1 study)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model110

100% (1 of 1 study)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model110

ST
Length if ICU stay

MBC
ST

Pressure Injury Risk Screening and Assessment
1.21: C
 onduct a pressure injury risk screening as soon as possible after admission to the care service and
periodically thereafter to identify individuals at risk of developing pressure injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

1.22: C
 onduct a full pressure injury risk assessment as guided by the screening outcome after admission and after
any change in status.
(Good Practice Statement)

1.23: D
 evelop and implement a risk-based prevention plan for individuals identified as being at risk of developing
pressure injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 screening should be undertaken at first contact with a health professional after admission to the care service,
noting that this also includes individuals admitted to community care. (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen conducting pressure injury risk screening, follow a structured approach that considers major risk factors
for pressure injury development in the target population and can be rapidly conducted in all individuals of this
population112 (Expert opinion).

•

F or individuals screened as being (very likely) at pressure injury risk, undertake a full pressure injury risk assessment.112
A full pressure injury risk assessment should include an in-depth evaluation of major risk factors and additional
condition-specific risk factors for pressure injury development (Expert opinion).

•

I f the full pressure injury risk assessment confirms the ‘at risk’ status, develop an individualized prevention care
plan taking into account the risk factors identified (Expert opinion).

•

D
 iscuss risk status with the individual and recommended prevention strategies. Modify the pressure injury
prevention plan according to individual goals and preferences (Expert opinion).

•

R
 epeat the risk assessment as often as required by the individual’s acuity. Undertake a reassessment if there is any
significant change in the individual’s condition (Expert opinion).

•

D
 epending on the patient population and clinical setting, develop local standards and policies to address how and
by whom the risk assessment is to be conducted. Expert opinion).

•

Document all risk assessments (Expert opinion).
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Discussion
Due to the burden and impact of pressure injury development on both the individual and the health service, it is
accepted practice that risk assessment should be undertaken on individuals, with the aim of identifying those who
are at potential risk, in order that individualized preventive interventions can be planned and initiated. For practical
reasons, it is recommended that a risk assessment is organized into two stages:
(i) Screening to identify individuals who are (very likely) at risk of getting a pressure injury, followed by
(ii) A full pressure injury risk assessment in those individuals screened as being (very likely) at risk.
Screening for pressure injury risk
The first step, pressure injury risk screening, aims to identify very rapidly and with a minimum of diagnostic effort, those
individuals admitted to hospital or any other care service (e.g., aged care facility, home care agency, rehabilitation
facility, etc.) who are very likely at risk of developing a pressure injury.113 Thus, the main purpose of screening is to
identify those individuals for whom a certain level of pressure injury risk cannot be ruled out instantly and for whom
a full risk assessment is required. Undertaking risk screening should help target resources to those individuals actually
in need of a full risk assessment and preventive interventions but should also safeguard that all of individuals who are
at risk are identified early and accurately detected.
The pressure injury risk screening should follow a structured and replicable approach, which considers relevant
pressure injury risk factors in the target population, local health care infrastructure and procedures, and the training
and scope of practice of health professionals in the facility. Conducting a risk assessment should be included in health
professional pressure injury education (see the guideline chapter Health Professional Education).
To satisfy the screening purposes, screening has to rely on only a few but highly predictive risk factors for pressure
injuries. The major risk factors recommended for risk assessment in this guideline chapter provide a theoretically and
empirically justified reference framework for pressure injury risk screening (see Table 4.1 and Recommendations 1.1
to 1.20). However, not all of the identified risk factors are equally predictive in all target populations. Risk factors
that are highly prevalent in a particular population of interest (e.g., older adult nursing home residents) do not
help distinguish between older individuals likely to be at risk of developing a pressure injury and those likely not at
risk. The screening should only consider those factors which have the potential to accurately identify those at risk in
the population of interest. However, it should always include risk factors such as mobility or activity limitations and
measures of impaired skin status (especially the presence of a Category/ Stage I pressure injury) that directly indicate
a currently increased and/or insufficiently tolerated exposure towards mechanical loads,112,114 and are supported by a
high level of evidence.
There are also target populations who may not require any formal screening stage because the presence of major
pressure injury risk factors is associated with their reason for admission. For example, in geriatric populations, critically
ill individuals, premature/critically ill neonates, or individuals with SCI, several major risk factors are so obviously
present and highly prevalent, that any formal screening is superfluous or can be regarded as being automatically
completed, indicating ‘at risk’ status, at admission.
As the pressure injury risk screening must be conducted rapidly, the process should rely on easily accessible information
related to the individuals’ health history and current health status, either from the individual themselves, their
relatives or informal caregivers, other health professionals or health records. For example, existing mobility and activity
limitations may be observable directly at the first contact or inferred from existing information on the individual’s
needs for assistance. Information on the individual’s skin status and other major risk categories may be taken from
health records or admission papers. Furthermore, the outcome of screening is usually dichotomous (i.e., it indicates
that a risk factor of interest is (very likely) present or that risk factor is not present). Individuals should be assumed
as being (very likely) at pressure injury risk if the screening results indicate that any of the risk factors included in the
screening are (very likely) present.114 Existing mobility or activity limitations or existing pressure injuries should always
be regarded as an indication to “at risk” status.112,114
A pressure injury risk screening should be conducted as soon as possible (i.e., at first contact with the health
professional) or at first visit in community settings. In individuals screened as having a low risk of developing a
pressure injury, the screening should be repeated as soon as the risk exposure has increased or is likely to increase due
to changes in the health condition or treatment (e.g., surgery). In individuals screened as being (very likely) at risk, a
full pressure injury risk assessment should be undertaken immediately.
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Full risk assessment, care planning, and re-assessment
A full risk assessment aims to thoroughly examine an individual’s risk exposure as indicated by the screening outcome,
resulting in either confirmation and nearer qualification of the assumed ‘at risk’ status and underlying risk factors,
or non-confirmation of this assumption. For this in-depth evaluation, all of the major risk factors recommended in
this guideline chapter (Table 4.1, Recommendations 1.1 to 1.19), as well as consideration to additional conditionspecific risk factors, e.g. risk factors for heels (see the guide chapter Heel Pressure Injuries) or risk factors associated
with devices (see the guide chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries) should be taken into account. A risk assessment
identifies both modifiable and non-modifiable pressure injury risk factors to provide an overall indication of the
individual’s risk status. The presence and impact of each factor on the individual’s risk exposure should be evaluated
by means of deliberate, comprehensive risk assessment methods as recommended below (see Recommendation 1.23).
Once individuals are confirmed as being at risk of pressure injury development, a prevention program that aims to
minimize the impact of modifiable risk factors identified as increasing the individual’s pressure injury risk should
be developed. The rationale and measures of care should be explained to and agreed with the individual, and the
agreed plan of care should be documented. Although a risk assessment identifies both modifiable and non-modifiable
risk factors, prevention interventions only address modifiable risks. An individual’s level of pressure injury risk may
change with alterations in health status. These changes may occur over time and should be monitored regularly.
Sudden changes in the individual’s condition may result in increased risk and vulnerability to pressure damage. Health
professionals must be alert and identify changes in the level of risk, as prevention strategies may need to be modified
accordingly. If the full assessment does not confirm the ‘at risk’ assumption indicated by the screening, respective
individuals should be screened again if the risk exposure has likely increased or is going to increase due to changes in
the health conditions or treatment (e.g. surgery).
Documentation
Accurate documentation of risk assessments and prevention plans is essential. Documentation of risk assessments
ensures communication within the multidisciplinary team, provides evidence that care planning is appropriate, and
serves as a benchmark for monitoring the individual’s progress.115-117
1.24: When conducting a pressure injury risk assessment:
		 • Use a structured approach
		 • Include a comprehensive skin assessment
		 • Supplement use of a risk assessment tool with assessment of additional risk factors
		 • Interpret the assessment outcomes using clinical judgment.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

W
 hen using a risk assessment tool, select a tool that is appropriate to the population, is valid and is reliable.
(Expert opinion)

•

D
 o not rely on a total risk assessment tool score alone as a basis for risk based prevention. Risk assessment tool
subscale scores and other risk factors should also be examined to guide risk-based planning (Expert opinion).

Discussion
As noted in the guideline chapter Skin and Tissue Assessment, a comprehensive skin assessment should be part of
every risk assessment. Skin and risk assessment are inextricably linked. As noted earlier in this chapter, there is some
epidemiological evidence that alterations in skin status, specifically the presence of an existing pressure injury, are
associated with development of new pressure injuries, making skin assessment an essential component of any risk
assessment. Additionally, pressure injury risk factors such as skin moisture and pain at pressure points can be identified
in a skin assessment. Results of a comprehensive skin assessment are also essential in developing an individualized
plan for prevention.
Structured approach
There is no universally agreed best approach for conducting a risk assessment; however, expert consensus118 suggests
that the approach be ‘structured’ in order to facilitate consideration of all relevant risk factors. This guideline
provides a summary of key considerations in a structured risk assessment. The first approach involves consideration
of characteristics of the individual that increase the probability of pressure injury development that have been
identified through a comprehensive review of current epidemiological evidence. The second involves consideration
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of risk assessment tools that incorporate many, but not all, relevant risk factors. However, regardless of how the risk
assessment is structured, clinical judgment is essential.
Clinical judgment
Regardless of the structured approach used, clinical judgment is a necessary component of any risk assessment. Clinical
judgment has been defined as an overarching concept integrating all reasoning tasks and actions performed by health
professionals to describe and assess a health condition of interest.119 Related to pressure injury risk assessment, clinical
judgment is therefore be viewed in this guideline as the sum of cognitive actions carried out by health professionals
to interpret and synthesize information on the health status of individuals in order to derive a diagnosis about their
pressure injury risk and needs for prevention.
This reasoning may be undertaken explicitly or implicitly in clinical practice, and it usually comprises various types of
health information, irrespective of the source and the methods of data collection. Thus, it can consider information
self-reported by the individual or reported by relatives as well as the health professional’s own assessment findings
and/or that by other professionals. Likewise, it may draw on:
•

Natural health metrics (e.g. body mass index, body temperature or laboratory parameters)

•

S cales or scores used to quantify and qualify pressure injury risk or single risk factors (e.g., mobility, pain, nutritional
status, etc.)

•

The professionals’ own observation and examination of the individual without use of any tool.

Clinical judgment is a key ability of health professionals. Clinical judgment should be rooted in up-to-date knowledge
on the subject of interest (i.e., pressure injury development), careful and repeated diagnostic inquiries using
several information sources and methods, team collaboration and constant evaluation and critical reflection of the
professionals’ performance.
Thus, clinical judgment, as understood in this guideline, is not limited to the pressure injury risk assessment. Instead,
it refers to the entirety of the health professional’s diagnostic reasoning actions carried out to interpret and integrate
available information on an individual’s pressure injury risk and is indivisibly inherent to any risk assessment task.
Risk assessment tools
As noted above, a risk assessment tool offers a structured approach to assessment but does not replace a comprehensive
assessment conducted by an appropriately qualified health professional, using a structured approach to inform the
clinical judgment. A risk assessment tool is one form of assessment on which a health professional draws when using
their clinical judgment.
The majority of the currently available risk assessment tools were developed based on literature review, expert opinion,
and/or adaptation of an existing scale. A small number of tools are underpinned by conceptual frameworks.8,60,112,120
The three most commonly used scales – the Norton Scale© (1962),120 Waterlow Score© (1985),121 and the Braden Scale
for Predicting Pressure Sore Risk© (1987)122 – were developed more than 30 years ago without the insight from more
recent epidemiological studies. Additionally, numerous lesser known risk tools some of which are designed for use
in specific clinical settings and/or patient populations are available, including but not limited to, the Ramstadius Risk
Screening Tool, Suriadi and Sanada Scale,8 Risk Assessment Pressure Sore Scale,123 The Modified Norton Scale,124 the
PURPOSE T,112 EVARUCI Scale,125,126 COMHON,126,127 Perioperative Risk Assessment Measure for Skin (PRAMS),128 Spinal
Cord Injury Pressure Ulcer Scale (SCIPUS),129,130 Braden Q131 and the Cubbin-Jackson Scale.132,133
Risk assessment tools do not necessarily include assessment of all key factors that can increase the risk of pressure
injury development. Specifically, most risk assessment tools do not include an assessment of tissue perfusion or skin
status. As presented under Risk Factors for Pressure injuries (see above), epidemiological studies identify these factors
as strong indicators of pressure injury risk. It is important to consider tissue perfusion and skin status in conjunction
with an assessment conducted with a formalized risk assessment tool.
Additionally, most risk assessment tools use a simple ordinal system to score risk. They are limited in their ability to
assess any potential differences in the contribution or importance of one risk factor versus another, or to assess the
cumulative effect of two or more risk factors. In an attempt to create a simple screening tool for clinical use, the
complex interplay of individual and environmental factors has been reduced to a simple score. Therefore, clinical
judgment must be exercised to interpret these scores with consideration of the impact of other risk factors and within
the context of often-complex individual and clinical factors.
Total scores on standardized risk assessment tools (e.g., Braden Scale, Norton Scale and Waterlow Score) provide
general information on risk status and level of risk.5,11,46,49,65,68,71,77,93,134 Total scores on standardized risk assessment tools
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do not provide sufficient information for developing individualized risk-based prevention plans and do not assess all
relevant risk factors. Subscale scores and other risk factors should also be examined to guide risk-based planning and
more effective utilization of resources (see Selecting and Using a Risk Assessment Tool below).
Risk assessment tools versus clinical judgment
A large number of risk assessment tools have been developed to provide a structured approach for risk assessment in
practice, yet the results of studies comparing risk assessment tools to clinical judgment are mixed.
Risk assessment tools provide some advantages over clinical judgment alone. For example, they provide:
•

A practical framework

•

Operational definitions of risk factors that have clinical utility and can be reliably measured

•

Focus on modifiable risk factors

•

Subscale scores that can be used as a basis for risk-based intervention planning

•

Clinical reminders (especially for novice nurses)

•

A minimum auditable standard.

A meta-analysis conducted by García-Fernández et al. (2014)135 reported relatively poor pooled predictive capacity
indicators for clinical judgment alone as measured by relative risk. For clinical judgment, relative risk was 1.95 (95%
confidence interval [CI] 0.94 to 4.04). In comparison the relative risk for risk assessment tools ranged between relative
risk of 2.66 to 8.63 (see Table 4.18). When 1.0 (null value, i.e. equal odds) is included in the confidence interval (see
clinical judgment results), results are considered less than conclusive. In this review, the definition and description of
clinical judgment is lacking, and the process used for risk assessment that did not include a risk assessment tool is not
precisely clear.
Moore and Patton (2019)136 conducted a systematic review to determine if using structured systematic pressure injury
risk assessment tools reduced the incidence of pressure injuries. Finding only two studies meeting their inclusion
criteria,87,137 they concluded that the low, or very low certainty of evidence available from the included studies is
not sufficiently reliable to suggest that the use of structured and systematic pressure injury risk assessment tools
reduces the incidence, or severity of pressure injuries. As previously discussed, an assessment tool alone cannot reduce
the incidence of pressure injuries; use of the risk assessment tool to develop and implement risk-based preventive
interventions is an essential step in achieving a positive outcome. In this review, clinical judgment was considered to
be a health professional’s judgment made with no aid of a risk assessment tool, which differs from the definition of
clinical judgment used throughout this clinical guideline.
One of the trials included in the above review was a large, blinded randomized controlled trial (RCT) conducted
by Webster et al. (2011)87 that compared use of a Waterlow Score (n = 410), the Ramstadius tool (n = 411) and risk
assessment based on the nurse’s clinical judgment (n = 410) for reducing pressure injury occurrence in participants
located in medical and oncology wards. Based on the data from the study by Webster et al. (2011),87 Moore and Patton
(2019)136 determined that risk assessment using the Waterlow Score may make little or no difference to pressure injury
incidence, or to pressure injury severity, when compared to risk assessment using clinical judgment alone (pressure
injuries of all stages: RR 1.10, 95% CI 0.68 to 1.81; 821 participants), or risk assessment using the Ramstadius tool
(pressure injuries of all stages: RR 1.41, 95% CI 0.83 to 2.39; 821 participants). Similarly, risk assessment using the
Ramstadius tool may make little or no difference to pressure injury incidence, or to pressure injury severity, when
compared to risk assessment using clinical judgment (pressure injuries of all stages: RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.35;
820 participants). Moore and Patton (2019)136 assessed the certainty of this evidence as low due to methodological
limitations and lack of precision (Level 1).
In the second of the trials reported in the systematic review136, Saleh et al. (2009)137 conducted a cluster RCT in a military
hospital. Participants were at risk of pressure injuries (Braden Scale score ≤ 18). The trial, which had three groups,
compared the use of the Braden Scale (group A; n = 74); risk assessment based on clinical judgment of a nurse who
had received education on the Braden Scale (group B; n = 76) and clinical judgment without accompanying education
(group C; n = 74). Based on the result of this study, Moore and Patton (2019)136 concluded that it was uncertain
whether use of the Braden Scale makes any difference to pressure injury incidence, compared to risk assessment using
clinical judgment and training (risk ratio (RR) 0.97, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.53 to 1.77; 150 participants), or
compared to risk assessment using clinical judgment alone (RR 1.43, 95% CI 0.77 to 2.68; 180 participants). However,
this study was also considered to provide very low certainty of the evidence due to methodological limitations and
lack of precision136 (Level 1).
An additional clinical trial designed primarily to assess the effectiveness of different repositioning regimens reported
on different strategies to assess pressure injury risk. Participants (n = 1,772) were assessed using the Norton Scale,
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the Braden Scale and by nurses using their own clinical judgment.41 Sensitivity of clinical judgment was 25% to 28%
lower than assessment using the risk assessment tools. However, specificity was 20% to 30% higher with clinical
judgment. Fewer individuals who developed a pressure injury were identified as being at risk when clinical judgment
was used, but of those individuals identified at risk, more actually developed a pressure injury. The two risk assessment
tools were essentially equivalent in predicting development of pressure injuries. Education background and clinical
experience of the nurses participating in the study were not reported (Level 1).
There are limitations to the current research that prevent a clear comparison between risk assessment tools and
clinical judgment alone.136 In the majority of studies investigating risk assessment strategies, preventive interventions
are initiated on the basis of the risk assessment. These interventions will impact upon pressure injury incidence,
confounding the evaluation of the risk assessment strategy. Defloor et al. (2005)138 highlight that development of a
pressure injury in an individual assessed as being at risk is primarily an indication that preventive management was
insufficient, rather than an indication that the risk assessment strategy was reliable. In the studies conducted by
Saleh et al. (2009)137 and Defloor et al. (2005)138, there was non-equivalent use of pressure injury prevention strategies
between individuals identified at risk and not at risk (in particular, the types of support surfaces used) and this
confounded the findings. In the study conducted by Webster et al. (2011)87, non-significant differences in pressure
injury prevention interventions initiated following the risk assessment is reported.

Selecting and Using a Risk Assessment Tool
Most risk assessment tools incorporate many of the risk factors discussed above (e.g., activity, mobility, nutrition,
moisture, sensory perception, friction and shear, and general health condition). However, the volume of epidemiological
research has increased considerably in recent years, providing for a better understanding of the risk factors important
in the development of pressure injuries. Many risk assessment tools do not incorporate these advances in knowledge.
Total Braden Scale scores46,49,65,68,71,73,75,77,82,93 (Levels 1 and 3) Norton Scale scores5,100 (Levels 1 and 3), Waterlow Score51
(Level 3) and scores on the Cubbin-Jackson Scale74 (Level 3) have emerged as statistically significant factors in some
multivariable models (see Table 4.16). Pressure injury incidence progressively increased with increasing level of risk
based on Braden Scale total scores in a number of studies.11,134 However, in other Level 1 and 3 studies commonly
used risk assessment tools were not significant in predicting the development of a pressure injury. Total scores may
not always emerge as significant factors in multivariable models; however, the subscale scores identifying specific risk
factors (e.g., mobility, activity, moisture etc.) have provided support for analysis of individual risk factors, as previously
discussed in this chapter.
As discussed, appropriate application of a risk tool requires the findings to inform the development and implementation
of a risk prevention plan, and this likely influences the results of multivariable modelling. Other factors, including the
knowledge and experience of the health professional using the tool, may also contribute to the mixed findings on
significance of risk assessment tools in predicting pressure injuries.
Table 4.16: Summary of evidence for risk assessment tools
Risk factor variables

Percent studies significant in
multivariable model

Risk factor significant and non-significant in multivariable
model

Braden Scale score

39% (11 of 28 studies)

11 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model49,57,65,68,71,73,75,77,82,93,97
17 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model11,19-21,23,31,36,39,47,48,58,78,81,86,89,98,99

Norton Scale score

66.6% (2 of 3 studies)

2 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model5,100
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in the
model65

Waterlow Score

33.3% (1 of 3 studies)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model51
2 studies in which risk factors were not significant in the
model17,67

Cubbin-Jackson Scale score

100% (1 of 1 study)

1 study in which risk factors were significant in the
model74

Other risk scale scores

83.3%% (5 of 6 studies)

4 studies in which risk factors were significant in the
model5,50,53,88
1 study in which risk factors were not significant in the
model22
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When using a risk assessment tool, also consider the risk factors not measured by the tool. For example, the Braden
Scale subscale scores address risk factors related to mobility, activity, friction and shear, nutrition, moisture and
sensory perception. Many facilities use the subscale scores to identify modifiable risk factors as a basis for risk-based
prevention planning. However, a comprehensive risk assessment should also include risk factors (both modifiable
and non-modifiable) that are not represented in risk assessment tool. In the case of the Braden Scale, this would also
include consideration of skin status, diabetes, perfusion and oxygenation, increased body temperature, advanced age,
relevant laboratory blood tests and general health status.139 Table 4.17 compares risk factors supported by current
epidemiological studies (as presented above under Risk Factors for Pressure Injuries) with the risk factors that are
included on commonly used risk assessment tools and those for specific populations. The Table identifies gaps in the
risk assessment that health professionals should be aware of when using these risk tools, indicating factors that should
be considered in a risk assessment in addition to those included on the tool.

Psychometric Properties of Risk Assessment Tools
Reliability
Reliability refers to the consistency and reproducibility of scores when performed by different reviewers. Reliability is
widely regarded as a necessary condition for validity. There are a large number of studies that specifically address the
interrater reliability of risk assessment tools and reports of early tool development usually contain some measure of
reliability. Reported measures typically are a kappa value or intraclass correlation coefficient. There are generally high
levels of reliability in terms of total scores for the Modified Norton Scale (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] = 0.821,
95% CI 0.715 to 0.926)124 and Braden Scale (ICC range = 0.72 to 0.95).140-144 Interrater reliability for the Waterlow Score
was reported as 0.36 (95% CI 0.09 to 0.63) in one study.140 Interrater reliability for subscale scores varied depending
on the subscale and the clarity of the operational definition.124,140-144 Ongoing education and competency testing for
health professionals administering risk assessment tools are important to support reliability.
Validity
Validity refers to the degree to which a tool measures what it claims to measure. Of the many types of validity (e.g.,
content, construct and criterion), ‘predictive validity’ has received the most attention in relation to risk assessment
tools. Rather than focus on the degree to which these tools accurately measure risk factors such as mobility, activity and
skin moisture, we have focused on the degree to which they predict a future event (i.e., pressure injury development).
A major problem identified in the literature41 in establishing predictive validity of risk assessment tools is that preventive
interventions are initiated in the majority of studies, and these will impact upon the performance of the tool. Studies
of predictive validity are prognostic (estimating the likelihood of a future problem) rather than diagnostic (identifying
an existing problem). Despite these constraints, most studies of predictive validity report some statistical estimates of
likelihood associated with each prognostic method. These include:
•

Sensitivity

•

Specificity

•

Positive likelihood ratio (PLR)

•

Negative likelihood ratio (NLR)

•

A
 rea under receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curves (as an indication of discrimination or the best balance
between sensitivity and specificity)

•

Relative risk.

Although these measures are imperfect, they provide some insight into the predictive validity of risk assessment tools,
especially when considered in light of the intervening preventive strategies. Table 4.18 summarizes the estimates from
meta-analyses118,135 or when unavailable, the largest most recent studies,130,145 for commonly used risk assessment tools
and tools for specific population. Most risk assessment tools have received minimal psychometric testing.
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• Hematocrit
• Respiratory disease

Nutrition

Moisture*

Not included

Not included

Sensory perception*

Not included

Not included

Poor nutritional status

Increased skin moisture

Increased body
temperature

Advanced age

Sensory perception

Abnormal laboratory
blood results

General health status

• Past medical
condition

• Medications

• Mental condition*

Not included

Not included

Age

Not included

• Major Surgery/Trauma • Mental condition

Not included

Neurological Deficit

Gender/Age

Not included

Incontinence

• Nutrition

• Weight/tissue viability

• Physical condition

Not included

Not included

Not included

Not included

Incontinence

Continence

• Build (weight for
height)

(modified scale)

• Appetite

• Fluid intake

• Impaired cognitive
function

• Renal disease

• Albumin

Not included

Age

Not included

Urine incontinence or
constant moistness

Not included

• Cardiac disease

• Respiration

(partial measure of
perfusion)

• Hemodynamics

• Tobacco use

• Oxygen requirements

Special Risk

• Food intake

Not included

Blood glucose levels

Not included

Not included

Not included

Perfusion and
oxygenation

Not included

Not included

(in visual areas, partial
measure of skin status)

Not included

• Autonomic
dysreflexia/ severe
spasticity

• Complete SCI

• Level of activity

• Mobility

SCIPUS150
(individuals with SCI)

Diabetes

General skin condition

• Hygiene

• Mobility

Cubbin-Jackson Scale149
(critically ill
individuals)

Not included

Skin type

Mobility

Waterlow Score148

Skin status

Not included

• Activity*

• Activity*

• Friction-shear*

• Mobility*

• Mobility*

Activity and mobility
limitations

Norton Scale147

Braden Scale146

Epidemiological study
risk factors

“Not included” indicates the risk factor is not included on the risk assessment tool.

• Not included

• Not included

Sensory perception*

Not included

Not included

Moisture*

Nutrition

• Tissue perfusion
oxygenation

Not included

Not included

Friction-shear*

• Activity*

• Mobility*

Braden Q Scale151
(children)

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates that the actual risk tool subscale was significant in multivariable modeling in one or more epidemiological study. Lack of an asterisk may indicate non-significance in multivariable
modeling but may also indicate that the subscale was not entered in any multivariable modeling studies.

Table 4.17: Comparison of risk factors identified in epidemiological studies and commonly used risk assessment tools
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Table 4.18: Psychometric qualities of major risk assessment tools
Scales
(cut-off)
Braden
(≤ 18)

118,135

Norton

Sensitivity
Median
(range)

Specificity
Median
(range)

Positive
likelihood ratio

Negative
likelihood ratio

AUROC
Median
(range)

Relative Risk
(95% CI)

0.74a

0.68 a

2.31 a

0.38 a

0.77b

4.26f

(0.33 to 1)

(0.34 to 0.86)

(0.55 to 0.88)

(3.27 to 5.55)

0.75c

0.68 c

(≤ 14)118,135

(0 to 0.89)

(0.59 to 0.95)

Waterlow

1.00, 0.88d

0.13, 0.29 d

(≥ 10)

0.68j

0.0, 0.41 d

d

—

—

3.69g
(2.64 to 5.16)

0.61e

2.66h

(0.54 to 0.66)

(1.76 to 4.01)

0.763j

8.63k
(3.02 to 24.66)

0.85m

0.38m

1.4m

—

Braden Q
152

0.64m

—

(0.59 to 0.70)

130

(≤ 13)

0.74c
(0.56 to 0.75)

135,145

SCIPUS
(≥ 8)

1. 24
0.72j

0.37 c

1.15,

118,135

Cubbin-Jackson
(≤ 24)

2.34 c

0.86p

0.59p

2.09p

(0.76 to 0.96)

(0.55 to 0.63)

(0.95 to4.58)

a

—

16 studies, n=5,462
2 studies, n=419

e

g

15 studies, n=4,935
k

2 studies, n=151

h

—

(0.76 to 0.78)

b

d

0.72p

7 studies, n=4,811

4 studies, n=2,559

12 studies, n=2,408
m

1 study (n=759)

c
f

5 studies, n=2,809

31 studies, n=7,137
j 1 study, n=829
p

1 study, n= 625

T

Comparison of Risk Tools
The systematic comparative effectiveness review completed by Chou et al. (2013)118 compared the ability of different
risk assessment tools in predicting pressure injury incidence. Fourteen studies that directly compared two or more risk
assessment tools in the same population were identified. Six studies3,33,41,153-155 reported that the AUROCs within each
study were comparable. AUROCs ranged between 0.66 and 0.90 with the exception of one study153 in which AUROCs
ranged between 0.55 and 0.61 which is slightly better than chance (0.50). A high AUROC indicates that the risk
assessment tool is better able to discriminate among individuals who will and those who will not develop a pressure
injury.
Seven studies33,41,153,154,156-158 examining sensitivity and specificity reported very similar findings for comparisons of tools
within the same population(s). Sensitivity and specificity vary by the cut-off score used for the tool. Most cutoff
scores are selected to optimize sensitivity and specificity; however, clinical judgment is important when considering
trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity. A higher sensitivity (but lower specificity) will facilitate identification
of more true-positive at-risk individuals but will also require greater resource utilization as both true-positive and
false-positive individuals receive preventive interventions. A higher specificity (but lower sensitivity) will facilitate
more efficient utilization of resources as those not developing pressure injuries are more clearly identified during risk
assessment; however, some individuals who may have benefited from prevention will not be identified.
The systematic review conducted by Chou et. al.159 also examined whether the predictive validity of risk assessment
tools differ across clinical settings or according to individual patient characteristics. Few studies addressed these issues
and results were inconclusive.

Risk Assessment Based on Decision Support Systems
Data from electronic health records (EHRs) have been used over the past decade to identify risk factors for pressure
injury development. More recently, advances in data mining, machine learning and Bayesian networking strategies
have facilitated the analysis of multiple risk factors in thousands of patients to develop more sophisticated models for
predicting pressure injuries.160-165 After testing and validation, these predictive models can be integrated into EHRs to
provide real-time analysis of patient-level data to screen for pressure injury risk status. Advantages of these decision
support systems include:
•

Ability to analyze a greater number of risk factors

•

Ability to use data already available in the EHR
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•

Real-time analysis of risk status on admission and when the individual’s clinical condition changes

•

P
 otentially improved discrimination of risk status in high risk populations than possible with general risk assessment
scales.165

As with all risk assessment methods, clinical judgment is critical. Risk factors that are statistically significant in a
computer-generated model may not be clinically significant. The algorithms used in the design of such systems should
be explicit or periodically validated in the case of machine learning. There should be a plausible physiological link
between risk factors identified in the model and what is known about the etiology of pressure injuries. Consideration
should be given to how the analysis is presented to the clinician and how it integrates with clinical workflow. A
global risk score is of limited benefit. Modifiable risk factors should be identified as a basis for planning preventive
interventions.

Conclusions
Amid these discussions, one must remember that ‘prediction is not destiny’. The outcome for an at-risk individual can
often be altered by carefully selecting and consistently implementing risk-based prevention strategies. Although the
best method for identifying risk has not been determined, the available evidence presented above provides a guide
to clinical decision making.
Risk assessment tools provide a structure to guide a pressure injury risk assessment. Currently there is no single risk
assessment tool that reflects all relevant risk factors, and the true predictive validity of tools is unclear. Thus, total and
subscale scores provide limited information about risk factors. The degree of risk exposure for a specific individual
must be interpreted in light of the clinical judgment of the individual’s medical condition and history.
Having a strong understanding of relevant pressure injury risk factors is crucial to identifying individuals who are at
risk. The risk assessment must draw on various information sources and assessment methods, including standardised
measurements (when available), to capture all individually relevant risk factors. The health professional must evaluate
all the available data to make the best possible clinical judgment on those risk factors that are of significance to
the individual, and then develop an individualized pressure injury prevention plan to address those factors that are
modifiable. Addressing these factors using the evidence-based interventions outlined throughout this guideline is key
to effective pressure injury prevention.
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SKIN AND TISSUE ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Skin and soft tissue assessment is a key component of pressure injury prevention, classification, diagnosis, and
treatment. The condition of the skin and underlying tissue can serve as an indicator of early signs of pressure damage.1
Routine skin and tissue assessment provides an opportunity for early identification and treatment of skin alterations,
especially pressure injuries.
As discussed in the guideline chapter on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment, various skin alterations (e.g., dryness,
moisture, thinning or inflammation) appear to be associated with pressure injury development. Variation in skin status
weakens the skin barrier and increases susceptibility to a wide range of skin problems, including pressure injuries.
Advanced age, medications (e.g., steroids) or chronic disease (e.g., diabetes mellitus) all impact on both mechanical
boundary conditions and the susceptibility and tolerance of the individual’s skin to conditions that increase the risk of
damage. Excess moisture on the skin surface (e.g., due to increased perspiration or incontinence) also increases skin
vulnerability to damage related to skin maceration, pressure and shear forces.2

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

Are scale/ tools effective methods to assess the skin and soft tissue?

•

What are effective methods of assessing erythema?

•

Is ultrasound an effective method for assessing the skin and soft tissue?

•

Is evaluation of skin and tissue moisture an effective method of assessing the skin and soft tissue?

•

Is evaluation of skin and tissue temperature an effective method of assessing the skin and soft tissue?

•

What additional technologies are accurate and effective methods of assessing skin and soft tissue?

•

What methods are effective for assessing skin and soft tissue in individuals with darkly pigmented skin?

Conducting Skin and Tissue Assessment
2.1: Conduct a comprehensive skin and tissue assessment for all individuals at risk of pressure injuries:
		 • As soon as possible after admission/transfer to the healthcare service
		 • As a part of every risk assessment
		 • Periodically as indicated by the individual’s degree of pressure injury risk
		 • Prior to discharge from the care service.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

S
 kin inspection should be a high priority and performed as soon as possible following admission to a healthcare
service (Expert opinion).

•

A
 t the organizational level, ensure that a complete skin assessment is part of the risk assessment screening policy
in the care service (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onduct a head-to-toe assessment with particular focus on skin overlying bony prominences, including the sacrum,
heels, hip, pubis, thighs and torso.3,4 Include the occiput in a head-to-toe skin assessment for neonates and young
children (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess the skin for signs of maceration, paying attention to skin folds, especially in individuals who have obesity
(Expert opinion).

•

I nspect the skin for erythema before repositioning. Avoid positioning the individual on an area of erythema
wherever possible (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess the skin and soft tissues underneath medical devices as a part of routine skin assessment (Expert opinion).
See the guideline chapter on Device Related Pressure Injuries for more information about assessing skin under and
around devices
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•

A
 ssess the skin underneath prophylactic dressings (Expert opinion). See the guideline chapter on Preventive Skin
Care for more discussion.

•

I ncrease the frequency of skin assessments in response to deterioration in the individual’s overall condition (Expert
opinion).

•

A
 ssess localized pain at every skin assessment. Localized pain at pressure points is a risk factor for pressure injuries.5
See the guideline chapter on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment for more discussion (Level 1).

•

Document the findings of all skin assessments (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Skin and soft tissue assessment is the basis of pressure injury prevention and treatment. Skin and tissue assessment
is an essential component of any pressure injury risk assessment and should be conducted as soon as possible after
admission, as a component of a full risk assessment (see the guideline chapter on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment).
Each time the individual’s clinical condition changes, a comprehensive skin and tissue assessment should be conducted
to identify any alterations to skin characteristics or integrity, and to identify any new pressure injury risk factors. Finally,
a comprehensive skin and soft tissue assessment should be conducted on discharge, to ensure that an appropriate
pressure injury prevention and treatment plan is in place.
A comprehensive skin and soft tissue assessment consists of a head-to-toe assessment with particular focus on skin
overlying bony prominences including the sacrum, ischial tuberosities, greater trochanters and heels.6,7 Include the
occiput in a skin assessment for neonates and young children because their comparatively larger head circumference
places them at higher risk for occipital pressure injuries than older children and adults.8,9 Strategies to use when
performing the head-to-toe skin assessment are discussed throughout this chapter. Additionally, several studies also
offer some indication that pain over the site was a precursor to tissue breakdown.5,10-12 Strategies for evaluating
pain are discussed in the guideline chapter Pain Assessment and Treatment. There was no evidence available on the
effectiveness of formal tools or scales to assess the skin and soft tissues.
Performing skin and tissue assessment in the individual with obesity is similar to that for standard sized individuals;
however, there are additional considerations and challenges.13 Increased body weight and skin folds of the obese
individual makes it difficult to view bony prominences and the skin. The weight of the pannus (the abdominal fat and
the skin fold apron) can cause pressure injuries to develop in areas such as the sacrum, heels, hip, pubis, thighs and
torso.14 In obese individuals, pressure injuries may also result from tissue pressure across the buttocks and other areas
of high adipose tissue concentration, in addition to the bony prominences. Pressure injuries may develop in unique
locations, such as underneath folds of skin and in locations where tubes and other devices have been compressed
between skin folds. A particular feature of severe obesity is maceration, inflammation, and tissue/skin necrosis,
especially in large and deep skin folds. An increased tissue weight exerts additional load on dependent tissues and
causes vascular occlusion and tissue deformation. This, in conjunction with a fragile vascular and lymphatic framework
and increased diaphoresis, is responsible for additional skin and tissue complications in individuals who are obese.14,15
The combination of moisture trapped under skin folds, pressure of skin folds on the underlying skin, and friction and
shear between the skin surfaces are all factors that contribute to pressure injury formation underneath folds of skin.
Therefore, care should be made to perform inspection of the full skin surface when undertaking a comprehensive skin
and soft tissue assessment.
In addition to comprehensive skin assessment, a brief skin assessment of the pressure points should be undertaken
during repositioning. Check the pressure points on which the individual has been positioned to identify any alterations
in condition and to evaluate the effectiveness of the repositioning regimen. Presence of persistent erythema can
indicate a need to increase frequency of repositioning. Check pressure points onto which the individual will be
repositioned to ensure that the skin and tissue has fully recovered from previous loading.
A policy outlining a structured skin and tissue assessment approach relevant to the clinical setting should be
implemented at the organizational level to promote the performance of regular assessment, including as a component
of risk assessments. The policy should include the timing of assessment and reassessments and include anatomical
locations to target. Accurate documentation is essential for monitoring the progress of the individual and aiding
communication between health professionals,3 and organizational policy and health professional education should
address documentation requirements.
2.2: Inspect the skin of individuals at risk of pressure injuries to identify presence of erythema.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)
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2.3: Differentiate blanchable from non-blanchable erythema using either finger pressure or the transparent disk
method and evaluate the extent of erythema.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Ongoing skin assessment is necessary to detect early signs of pressure injury. Evidence from three Level 1 studies, one
Level 2 study and a Level 3 study indicates that the presence of non-blanching erythema, a Category/Stage I pressure
injury is predictive of development of a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury.5,16-19 Evidence from three Level
3 studies20-22 indicates that the presence of reddened skin other than blanchable erythema is associated with Stage/
Category II pressure injury development. Identifying presence of erythema alerts health professionals to the need for
further assessment and potential development of a pressure injury prevention and/or treatment plan. Identification
of erythema is a component of a skin inspection.
Evidence from a high quality Level 1 study indicates that presence of non-blanching erythema is predictive of
development of a Category/Stage II pressure injury.5,16-19 Evidence from high quality Level 2 and 3 studies indicated
that the finger pressure method has strong psychometric properties for differentiating blanching and non-blanching
erythema.23,24 25 A low quality Level 4 study indicated that using the finger pressure method may be more reliable than
the transparent disk method.25

Implementation Considerations
•

I nspection of the skin should include a visual inspection in conjuction with other skin assessment techniques such
as touch and palpation for differences in temperature and tissue consistency26 (Level 2).

•

Ensure adequate tangential lighting during visual inspection of the skin26 (Level 2).

•

T
 o perform the finger pressure method, a finger is pressed on the erythema for three seconds and blanching is
assessed following removal of the finger on intact skin23,25 (Levels 2 and 4).

•

T
 o perform the transparent disk method, a transparent disk is used to apply pressure equally over an area of
erythema and blanching can be observed underneath the disk during its application23,25 (Levels 2 and 4).

•

I f there is difficulty in differentiating between a Category/Stage I pressure injury and reactive hyperemia, relieve
the pressure area for 30 minutes, then repeat the skin inspection (Expert opinion).

•

Large skin areas require several measurement points (Expert opinion).

•

Document the findings of all skin assessments (Expert opinion).

•

I t is not always possible to identify erythema on darkly pigmented skin (Expert opinion). Further guidance on
assessing darkly pigmented skin in which detection of erythema is more difficult is provided throughout this
chapter.

Evidence Discussion
Skin redness is known as erythema. The redness is classified as either blanchable or non-blanchable. Blanchable
erythema is visible skin redness that becomes white when light pressure is applied and reddens when pressure is
relieved. Blanchable erythema may result from normal reactive hyperemia that should disappear within several
hours, or it may result from inflammatory erythema with an intact capillary bed.23,27 Non-blanchable erythema is
visible skin redness that persists with the application of pressure. It indicates structural damage to the capillary bed/
microcirculation.
Initial and ongoing assessment of the skin is necessary to detect early signs of pressure damage. A visual assessment
for erythema is the first component of every skin inspection. Skin redness, in conjunction with tissue edema resulting
from capillary occlusion, is a response to pressure, especially over bony prominences.
Presence of non-blanchable erythema is an indication for a Category/Stage I pressure injury.27 As discussed in the
guideline chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment, when a Category/Stage I pressure injury forms the individual
is at risk of developing a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury. Across five prognostic studies,5,16-19 the risk of
developing a more severe pressure injury was between three and five times’ higher once a Category/Stage I pressure
injury had been identified (odds ratio [OR] ranged from 3.1 to 7.98) (Level 1, 2 and 3 evidence).
Presence of blanchable erythema has also been identified as a predictor for development of a pressure injury. In a
large (n = 698) prognostic study in acute care, critical care and non-surgical care, presence of erythema was associated
with a more than two-fold increase in the risk of pressure injuries of Category/Stage II or greater. However, in the same
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study, presence of hyperemic skin showed no significant associations20 (Level 3). In an aged care setting, severity of
blanchable erythema was associated with an increased incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries,22 and
the same findings were noted for identification of erythema on individuals in acute, critical and surgical care settings21
(both Level 3). The prognostic studies5,16-22 that reported blanchable and non-blanchable erythema as predictors were
conducted in acute care, chronic care and aged care settings, suggesting skin status influences the susceptibility and
tolerance to strains and stresses that may cause pressure injury of individuals in a wide range of clinical settings.
Therefore, identifying erythema is an imperative, so that an appropriate prevention and treatment plan can be
developed and initiated.
Assessing Erythema
Inspection of the skin should include a visual inspection in conjuction with other skin assessment techniques, performed
under good lighting conditions. A visual inspection for erythema at bony prominences should be performed when
repositioning the individual, so positioning on an area of erythema can be avoided. There are two commonly used
methods to assess erythema:23,25
•

F inger pressure method — a finger is pressed on the erythema for three seconds and blanching is assessed following
removal of the finger

•

T
 ransparent disk method — a transparent disk is used to apply pressure equally over an area of erythema and
blanching can be observed underneath the disk during its application.

Vanderwee et al. (2006)23 investigated the reliability of both the finger press and the transparent disk methods of
assessing erythema in a cohort of participants from an acute care geriatric ward (n = 265). Assessments were conducted
by a researcher and nurses, all of whom were provided with training at the commencement of the study. Participants
were assessed independently by a researcher and a nurse within 30 minutes of each other and using both assessment
methods. Both assessment techniques had high interrater reliability between nurses and researchers. Sensitivity and
specificity ranged based on the anatomical location being assessed, as noted in Table 5.1. The researchers noted that
the transparent disk method has some advantages over the finger press method because the level of pressure applied
to the skin is less variable between assessors, and blanching is observable immediately on application of pressure,
which increases ease of assessment in individuals with rapid vascular refill (Level 2).
Kottner et al. (2009)25 compared prevalence of Category/Stage I pressure injuries in hospitals and nursing homes using
two different identification methods. Facilities involved in the prevalence survey were randomly assigned to use either
the finger press method (n = 5,095 assessments) or to using the transparent disk method (n = 4,657 assessments). The
finger method was more likely to identify a Category/Stage I pressure injury (OR = 1.80, 95% confidence interval [CI]
1.49 to 2.18, p < 0.001) (Level 4).
Table 5.1: Psychometric properties of techniques to assess erythema
Positive
Predictive
Value

Negative
Predictive
Value

93.9% to 95.5%
depending on
anatomical
location23,24

75%23

95.1%23

95.6%23

79.5%23

Sensitivity

Specificity

Finger
Pressure
Method

65.3% to 73.1%
depending on
anatomical
location23,24

Transparent
Disk Method

74.5%23

Interrater Reliability
• κ = 0.20 performed by independent assessors
with unreported qualifications27
• κ = 0.62 to κ = 0.72 performed by nurses and
related to their level of experience23

94.2%23

• κ = 0.88 to 0. 89 performed by researchers and
nurses and related to their qualifications24
• κ = 0.68 to κ = 0.76 performed by nurses and
related to their level of experience23

Using both visual identification of erythema and a physical assessment of the type of erythema is the most reliable
method by which to discriminate between blanching and non-blanching erythema. Sterner et al. (2011)27 noted the
importance of performing a physical assessment of erythema in their study conducted with older individuals with hip
fractures (n = 78). Both a visual inspection and a finger press test of sacral skin were conducted daily for up to five
days. Interrater reliability was lower on day one for the finger press test (k = 0.44, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.67) than for visual
inspection alone (k = 0.67, 95% CI 0.5 to 0.82) By day five, interrater reliability for the finger press test decreased to
0.20 (95% CI –0.06 to 0.46), while interrater reliability increased slightly for the visual inspections (k = 0.76, 95% CI
0.61 to 0.91) (Level 3). However, type of erythema cannot be established by a visual assessment alone.
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2.4: Assess the temperature of skin and soft tissue.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from a high quality Level 1 study28 indicated that cooler temperature in the center of an area of skin
discoloration was predictive of pressure injury development. A moderate quality Level 3 study29 supported this
finding. The research was primarily conducted in Caucasian women.28 The evidence on feasibility and acceptability of
implementing routine skin and soft tissue temperature assessment was mixed and evidence on resource requirements
for various methods of skin temperature measurement in different clinical settings is also lacking.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider the findings of skin and tissue assessment in the context of the individual’s overall presentation and
pressure injury risk profile. Relative skin temperature changes over areas of inflammation can present as warmer
than surrounding skin and tissue. Relative skin temperature changes over areas of ischemia can present as colder
than surrounding skin and tissue (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide health professionals with education and experience in assessing skin temperature with the hand to increase
their skills in identifying small temperature differences26 (Level 2).

•

C
 onsider using an infrared thermographic imaging device28,29 (Levels 1 and 3) or an infrared thermometer as an
adjunct to clinical examination of the skin30 (Level 3).

•

H
 ealth professionals should undertake appropriate education and training before using infrared thermal imaging
to monitor the temperature of skin and soft tissues (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Localized heat, edema and change in tissue consistency in relation to surrounding tissue (e.g., induration/hardness)
have all been identified as warning signs for pressure injury development.23,31 Early identification of changes in skin
and tissue color, temperature and consistency enables implementation of an appropriate prevention and treatment
plan.
Inspection, touch and palpation are the most commonly used techniques to assess temperature and turgor/consistency
of the skin and soft tissue. Palpation of the skin and soft tissues to detect changes in temperature requires skilled
examination. One study demonstrated that use of palpation and touch can detect between 1°C and 3°C differences
in temperature, with higher accuracy in trained health professionals.32 This suggests that providing education and
skills reinforcement for health professionals is important to developing and maintaining their practical skills. Rosen
et al. (2006)26 demonstrated that conducting a comprehensive assessment of skin color, texture and warmth can lead
to significant improvements in pressure injury rates in an aged care setting. In this study, health professionals were
provided education on conducting a skin assessment and identifying subtle differences in skin characteristics. The skin
assessment protocol that was initiated emphasized the use of touch to perceive skin warmth at pressure points, and
the use of adequate lighting (using a penlight) to detect changes in skin texture and color. Within 12 weeks, there was
a significant reduction in pressure injuries compared to baseline (p < 0.05) (Level 2).
More recently, objective measures of skin temperature using infrared imaging have become more accessible to
health professionals in some geographic and clinical settings. These techniques can be used as an adjunct to clinical
examination skills to assess skin temperature.
Cox et al. (2016)28 investigated the prognostic value of infrared thermography in a prospective study set in skilled
nursing facilities (n = 67 participants). Discolored skin was observed for between 7 and 14 days. At 14-day follow up,
45% of discolored skin completely resolved and 32% had become an area of necrosis. Discolored skin that was cooler
in the center at the initial observation was significantly more likely to be classified as necrosis within seven days (OR
= 18.8, 95% CI 1.04 to 342.44). This suggests that the initial infrared thermography was successful in identifying areas
of deep tissue injury28 (Level 1). However, there were wide confidence intervals in this study, and the participants were
primarily Caucasian. This reduces the certainty and generalizability of the findings.
Farid et al. (2012)29 reviewed records for individuals (n = 85) with intact pressure-related skin discoloration for
whom skin temperature was measured during skin assessment. All temperature assessments were conducted using a
handheld infrared thermographic device. Skin temperature was measured at both pressure-related discolored areas
and adjacent normal skin. At the time of the initial skin assessment, approximately 65% of participants had a lower
skin temperature in the pressure-related discolored skin region compared to the adjacent skin. The pressure-related
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discolored region was significantly more likely to progress to skin necrosis within seven days than in participants with
higher skin temperature in the discolored skin region (OR = 31.8, 95% CI 3.8 to 263.1, p = 0.001)29 (Level 3). The wide
confidence interval suggests that there is some uncertainty in these findings; however, the findings are consistent with
the more recent study by Cox et al. (2016) establishing that changes in skin temperature are associated with areas of
deep tissue injury.28
Judy et al. (2011)30 used an infrared thermal imaging device to evaluate skin temperature as an objective measure of
pressure injury risk. In a repeated-measures study, infrared scans of the sacrum and heels were conducted daily (n =
100 participants). Infrared imaging results were able to predict the development of 100% (n = 5) of pressure injuries
that developed during the study period using a variance of 1.5°C in skin temperature as the predictor. In comparison,
the Braden Scale score predicted 60% of pressure injuries.30 The less than ideal interrater reliability achieved in this
study (k = 0.40 to k = 0.42)30 supports the suggestion that education and ongoing experience in using infrared devices
is important to achieving accurate results (Level 3).
2.5: Assess edema and assess for change in tissue consistency in relation to surrounding tissues.
(Good Practice Statement)

2.6: C
 onsider using a sub-epidermal moisture/edema measurement device as an adjunct to routine clinical skin
assessment.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from a high quality Level 2 study,33 moderate and low quality Level 3 studies34-38 and a moderate quality
Level 4 study39 indicated that a sub-epidermal moisture (SEM) measurement can be used as a measure for tissue
edema. In a high quality Level 2 study,33 SEM measurements strongly correlated to a visual skin assessment at the
sacrum, but measures taken at the heel had a moderate to low correlations with the visual assessment. Some evidence
from moderate quality Level 3 studies34,35 suggested that SEM measurements are predictive of Category/Stage I
or greater pressure injuries occurring within one week. Studies showed high sensitivity and specificity, and high
interrater reliability for SEM measurements,39,40 but low quality and indirect evidence on repeat-measure reliability
was conflicting.36,40 There was no evidence on the correlation between SEM measurements and palpation.

Implementation Considerations
•

P
 rovide health professionals with education and experience in assessing edema and changes in skin consistency
with the hand to increase their skills in identifying clinically significant changes26 (Level 2).

•

H
 ealth professionals require training in using a device that measures SEM/edema to facilitate consistency in
measurement method over time and between users (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
As previously noted, inspection and palpation of the skin are used most often to detect edema and changes to skin
texture and consistency. Ongoing education has been shown to increase clinical skills in skin assessment, leading to
reduction in pressure injury incidence26 (Level 2).
Bates-Jensen et al.34,35 introduced the concept of SEM as a tissue parameter. Sub-epidermal moisture is a measure
of soft tissue edema below the skin surface. Hydration of sub-epidermal tissues is normal. However, inflammatory
processes associated with tissue damage lead to increases in SEM in soft tissues.41 Change in SEM is therefore a marker
for inflammation and tissue damage.41
Numerous small studies have explored the use of SEM measurement in predicting the incidence of blanchable erythema
and Category/Stage I pressure injuries, primarily in older adults. In the earliest study conducted by Bates-Jensen et
al. (2008), higher SEM measurements were established in older adults (n = 31) with skin that was visually assessed
as being damaged. Odds ratio of developing a Category/Stage I pressure injury within one week after a predictive
SEM measurement was 1.003 (95% CI 1.000 to 1.006). Likewise, the risk of developing a Category/Stage II pressure
injury was also statistically significantly increased (OR = 1.32) after a high SEM reading (Level 3). In a follow-up study,
SEM measurements predicted the incidence within one week of both Category/Stage I pressure injuries (OR ranged
from 2.11 to 5.31 depending on skin tone) and Category/Stage II pressure injuries (OR ranged from 4.30 to 8.51
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depending on skin tone)35 (Level 3). More recent studies conducted in older adults37 and individuals with jaundice38
have demonstrated that SEM readings increase by statistically significant amounts as the extent of skin damage
increases37,38 (Level 3).
A number of studies36,42-44 have reported psychometric properties of different devices for SEM measurements performed
by nurses or other trained operators at a range of anatomical locations, including the sacrum, trochanters and heels
(see Table 5.2).
There is limited information on the resource impact of using SEM to assess soft tissues. The National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (2019)45 reported the cost of one device as £5,835 (UK pound, 2019). In one study, putting
in place appropriate pressure injury prevention plans based on SEM data was estimated to save 1,420 nursing hours,
with an estimated revenue increase of £53,000 based on admissions saved.46 However, costs vary widely based on
clinical and geographic location and there is insufficient data on resource implications of using SEM measurements.
Table 5.2: Psychometric properties of different devices for SEM/edema measurements

SEM/edema
Measurements

Sensitivity

Specificity

Interrater Reliability

100% (95% CI 83.89%
to 100%)44

83% (95% CI 75.44% to
89.51%)44

• ICC = 0.80 (trained operators)42
• r=0.86 to r=0.92 (observers with unspecified
qualifications)43

Assessing Darkly Pigmented Skin and Soft Tissue
There is evidence that Category/Stage I pressure injuries are under-detected in individuals with darkly pigmented
skin.47 It appears that this is related to areas of redness being more difficult to see on darker skin tones.
In a large study48 conducted in 59 nursing homes (n = 1,938 participants) the rate of Category/Stage II to IV pressure
injuries was statistically significantly higher in individuals with darker skin tones when compared to individuals with
lighter skin (0.56 versus 0.35 per person per year, p < 0.001). This translated to a higher pressure injury risk for individuals
with darker skin (hazard ratio [HR] = 1.31, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.66, p = 0.032) when controlling for other characteristics.
Other studies have also suggested this racial disparity in pressure injury incidence. Rosen et al. (2006)26 reported a
baseline prevalence of pressure injuries in an aged care facility prior to introducing a preventive intervention focused
on skin assessment. The baseline prevalence of Category/Stage I to IV pressure injuries was 0.47 per 100 bed days in
individuals with dark skin tones compared to 0.28 per 100 bed days for those with light skin (p = 0.098). However,
VanGilder et al. (2008)47 noted more subtleties when examining the relationship between pressure injuries and skin
tone in an international pressure injury prevalence study. As noted in other studies, individuals with darker skin tones
experienced higher rates of Category/Stage III and Category/Stage IV pressure injuries. However, Category/Stage I
pressure injuries were proportionately lower in individuals with dark skin tones (13%) compared with individuals who
had medium skin tones (32%) and light skin tones (38%).47
It is likely that Category/Stage I pressure injuries are under-reported in individuals of darker skin tone due to failure
to identify early differences in skin color. Delayed identification of early skin damage prolongs implementation of
preventive care, which may explain the higher incidence of more severe pressure injuries in dark skin individuals
reported in the above studies.47,48 Astute assessment of intact skin in dark-skinned individuals is critical in reversing
this trend.
2.7: W
 hen assessing darkly pigmented skin, consider assessment of skin temperature and sub-epidermal moisture
as important adjunct assessment strategies.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

2.8: E
 valuate the relevance of performing an objective assessment of skin tone using a color chart when
conducting a skin assessment.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)
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Evidence Summary
One small, moderate quality Level 3 study29 identified that cooler pressure injury related intact skin was more likely
to develop into skin necrosis within seven days; and darker skinned individuals had 3.8 times higher likelihood of
developing skin necrosis.29 One moderate quality Level 2 study26 identified that an intervention focused on educating
health professionals in conducting a comprehensive skin assessment that included using touch to identify changes in
skin temperature was associated with a significant reduction in pressure injuries in dark skinned individuals.
There is evidence from one, small, moderate quality Level 3 study35 indicating that SEM measurements are able to
identify tissue edema one week prior to pressure injury development in individuals with dark skin tone. No evidence
was available on the resource requirements for implementing SEM scanning for all dark-skinned individuals.
Evidence from a logistic regression reported in a moderate quality Level 3 study showed that skin tone classification
on a Munsell color chart was a significant predictor of Category/Stage I pressure injuries (but not more severe pressure
injuries). Ethnicity/race was not a significant predictor of pressure injuries. Interrater and intrarater reliability was
high for Munsell-based skin tone classifications, especially in individuals with dark skin tones.49

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 arefully inspect any discoloration over pressure areas in individual with darkly pigmented skin. Areas of
discoloration in relation to surrounding skin should be assessed more closely for temperature changes, edema,
changes in tissue consistency and pain (Expert opinion).

•

T
 angential light and slightly moistening the skin may aid in the detection of early pressure injury in darker skinned
individuals (Expert opinion).

•

To achieve a reliable visual assessment of skin tone, the skin should be clean and free of skin products49 (Level 3).

Evidence Discussion
Although the importance of comprehensive skin and soft tissue assessment in dark skinned individuals is acknowledged,47
it is also recognized that assessment in dark skinned individuals can be more complex due to difficulty observing
subtle changes in skin color. As it is not always possible to identify erythema on darkly pigmented skin, localized heat,
edema, and change in tissue consistency in relation to surrounding tissue (e.g., induration/hardness) are important
indicators of early pressure damage in skin of darker tones. As reported above, there is evidence to support inclusion
of these criteria in all comprehensive skin assessments.
In the skin assessment intervention initiated by Rosen et al. (2006) in an aged care setting (see above), providing
education to health professionals to improve their clinical examination skills in identifying changes in skin temperature
by hand was effective in reducing pressure injury incidence after 12 weeks. The results of this study specifically
indicated that increasing assessment of skin temperature was associated with a significant reduction in Category/
Stage I to IV pressure injuries for individuals with dark skin tones (p < 0.004) (Level 2).
Also noted above, the record review by Farid et al. (2012)29 identified that temperature assessments conducted using a
handheld infrared thermographic device were able to detect skin temperature variations that were outside the norm.
These areas were more likely to progress to skin necrosis within seven days, indicating that infrared thermography can
identify deep tissue injury. Individuals with dark toned skin were 3.8 times more likely than light skinned individuals to
develop skin necrosis after identification of cool skin areas with the handheld infrared thermography device (Level 3).
The study by Bates-Jensen et al. (2009)35 reported above noted that SEM measurement was predictive of pressure injury
incidence, indicating that SEM measurement is effective in identifying areas of inflammation and tissue damage. The
findings were particularly relevant to dark skinned individuals (n = 11) who had an odds ratio of 1.88 (p < 0.005) for
a Category/Stage I pressure injury and 1.02 (95% CI 1.001 to 1.02, at 1 dermal phase unit) for Category/Stage II or
greater pressure injuries (Level 3).
One study reported on the use of skin tone charts to aid the assessment of skin in older adults from a range of ethnic
backgrounds (n = 417). The 5YR Munsell Color Chart was used by assessors to evaluate skin tone at baseline and at
16 weeks. Skin tone categorization using the Munsell Color Chart was more accurate at predicting Category/Stage
I pressure injuries than using ethnicity as a prognostic factor. However, the Munsell Color Chart categorization was
not predictive of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries. For all ethnic groups, interrater reliability for Munsell
Color Chart ratings at the buttocks was high (ICC = 0.97, k = 0.84, p < 0.001), with highest reliability noted in African
American individuals (r = 0.93, p < 0.001)49 (Level 3). Use of color charts appears to augment a visual assessment of the
skin, particularly when assessing darker skin tones.
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Other Skin Assessment Techniques
A smaller body of evidence is available on other adjunct skin assessment techniques including ultrasound,
photoplethysmogram (PPG), laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and measures of transcutaneous oxygen and other
biophysical variables. There was insufficient evidence on any of these skin assessment methods to make specific
recommendations; however, their use in clinical practice is increasingly popular as devices become more accessible.
Ultrasound is an acoustic therapy in which mechanical vibration is transmitted in a wave formation at frequencies
beyond the upper limit of human hearing. Ultrasonic devices are used to detect objects and measure distances.
Ultrasound imaging or sonography is often used for diagnostic purposes. In some studies, ultrasound has been used
as a non-invasive method of detecting deep tissue injury prior to visible appearance of the injury on the skin.50,51 When
the ultrasound waves reaches tissues in the body energy is reflected back or absorbed depending on the different
characteristics of the tissue. It has been proposed that early detection of deep tissue injury could help identify whether
tissue injury was present on admission.50 Because ultrasound is portable and more accessible than magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI, the gold standard method of tissue deformation measurement), exploration of the validity, reliability
and feasibility of its use in early tissue assessment is important.51
There is only a small body of evidence on use of ultrasound for skin and soft tissue assessment that was insufficient
to make a recommendation. Low frequency and high frequency ultrasound examine tissues at different depths,
with low frequency ultrasound detecting deeper tissues. Use of low frequency ultrasound in one diagnostic study50
showed good sensitivity, specificity and accuracy in diagnosing deep tissue injury. The ultrasound assessment was
confirmed with visual assessment and pressure injury classification by a clinician conducted up to seven days after the
ultrasound investigation50 (Level 1). In another study, there was low to moderate correlation between an abnormal
high frequency ultrasound result and being classified as having a pressure injury risk based on visual assessment and
application of the Braden Scale friction/shear subscales. However, this study had insufficient pressure injury events
to evaluate the ability of ultrasound to predict a pressure injury developing52 (Level 3). Indirect evidence suggests
that tissue deformation associated with pressure injury is identifiable, with interrater reliability reported as high
for identifying deformation in muscle, tendon/muscle and skin/fat layers but low for measures in the fat and skin
layers51 (Level 5). Other studies53-55 also showed that ultrasound can detect abnormal tissues, including identification
of edematous tissue under intact skin55 (all Level 5). However, validation against gold standard assessment technique
(i.e., MRI) is lacking. Further work is required to determine how ultrasound findings correlate with various stages of
skin breakdown53,54 (e.g., with validation against the gold standard of MRI assessment) and how to interpret results.52
Measurement of the flow of blood can provide an indication of tissue health. Laser Doppler flowmetry and
photoplethysmography both provide non-invasive methods to assess circulation at different tissue depths. In studies
conducted in healthy volunteers both laser Doppler flowmetry and photoplethysmography were able to measure
changes in blood flow in situations with and without pressure56,57 (Level 5). However, evidence on its use in individuals
with or at risk of pressure injuries is currently lacking.
Transcutaneous oxygen monitoring provides an evaluation of tissue oxygen saturation using a subcutaneous light
beam that penetrates the tissue. This provides an indication of the perfusion of tissues, particularly in response to
loading However, in studies conducted in healthy volunteer assessment of skin and tissue using tissue oxygenation
showed mixed results. Transcutaneous tissue oxygenation failed to identify any significant difference during four
hours in supine position on a pressure redistribution support surface in one study.58 A second study59 showed significant
increases in tissue oxygenation at the sacrum (p > 0.05) and the ischial tuberosity (p < 0.01) after 15 minutes. However,
in the second study transcutaneous tissue oxygenation measures failed to identify significant differences in perfusion
after 15 minutes in a sitting position59 (Level 5). The mixed results indicate that more research is required on the use
of transcutaneous oxygenation monitoring in the assessment of the skin and soft tissues.
One study reported on biophysical measures for assessing epidermal lipids and melanin. Melanin contributes to skin
color and epidermal lipids contribute to the barrier function of the stratum corneum, therefore are a marker of skin
hydration. In the study population of older adults (n = 38) there was a strong positive correlation between visual
assessment of the skin and measure of skin wetness at sacrum, ischia and trochanters (p < 0.01) using the diagnostic
tool. There was also a strong positive correlation between visual assessment and measures of skin pigmentation
(melanin) (p = 0.01) and erythema (p = 0.01) taken using the diagnostic tool60 (Level 5). However, this was a small
study and the relationship between the skin assessment criteria and development of pressure injuries requires further
investigation to ascertain the diagnostic tool’s reliability, validity and role in predicting pressure injuries.
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PREVENTIVE SKIN CARE
Introduction
Maintaining skin integrity is essential in the prevention of pressure injures. Maintaining healthy skin requires
comprehensive assessment and care planning. Nutrition and hydration, addressed in the Nutrition chapter of this
guideline, play an important role in skin health. Appropriate management of other skin conditions (e.g., eczema,
incontinence-associated dermatitis) is also an imperative in maintaining skin integrity and ability to protect underlying
tissues.
This chapter addresses direct care of the skin to reduce the risk of pressure injuries. Preventive skin care not only
protects the skin and promotes comfort, but also provides an opportunity to conduct a skin assessment and identify
areas at risk that may require further preventive care and/or changes to the individual’s overall pressure injury
prevention plan.

Clinical Question
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

Is massage effective in preventing pressure injuries?

•

Are topical products effective in preventing pressure injuries?

•

Are prophylactic dressings effective for preventing pressure injuries?

•

Are continence management strategies effective in preventing and treating pressure injuries?

•

Are low friction or microclimate control fabrics effective for preventing pressure injuries?

Skin Hygiene
3.1: Implement a skin care regimen that includes:
		 • Keeping the skin clean and appropriately hydrated
		 • Cleansing the skin promptly after episodes of incontinence
		 • Avoiding use of alkaline soaps and cleansers
		 • Protecting the skin from moisture with a barrier product.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Two studies1,2 provided evidence to support a recommendation to implement structured skin care regimen that includes
regular cleansing (particularly after episodes of incontinence). A low quality Level 2 study1 found that a structured
hygiene program was associated with a lower incidence of pressure injuries than standard care. A low quality level
4 observational study2 noted that skin was assessed as being healed or healing when a structured skin care regimen
was implemented. A moderate quality Level 1 study3 reported significant reductions in erythema and broken skin
when a pH-balanced (pH 5.5) foam cleanser was used, as compared to standard hospital soap. The structured skin care
regimen reported in the low quality level 2 study1 also included replacing soap with a pH balanced (pH not reported)
foam cleanser.

Implementation Considerations
•

Frequency of cleansing should be individualized (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen washing, drying and applying a barrier product, avoid vigorous massage or rubbing of the skin that can
damage the skin due to friction4,5 (Level 1 and Level 5).

•

Consider using a non-rinse skin cleanser (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Cleansing the skin removes dirt, sebum and other unwanted substances from the skin’s surface. Frequency of cleansing
should be individualized; over-cleansing can cause the skin to become dry due to impairment of the skin’s natural
moisturizing factor and barrier function.6
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Ensure the skin is dry after cleansing, paying particular attention to skin folds and select soft fabrics for washers
and towels to prevent damage from friction during drying. It is important to note that skin damage from moisture
is not a pressure injury, but that presence of skin damage from moisture may increase the risk of pressure injuries.
The mechanical properties of the stratum corneum are changed by the presence of moisture and as a function of
temperature. The stiffness of the stratum corneum strongly depends on the stratum corneum hydration. The strain
at which the stratum corneum breaks is approximately four times higher at 100% humidity, compared to dry skin.
Humidity also increases the friction coefficient between the skin and supporting surface, thus enhancing the risk of
shear damage.7-14
Structured skin hygiene programs
Two studies1,2 explored the effectiveness of structured skin hygiene programs in preventing pressure injuries. In the
first study,1 individuals in critical care who had fecal incontinence (n = 76) received either a structured skin care
regimen that included use of mild washing with minimal friction, use of wet tissue cloth, regular perineal cleansing
with a foaming cleanser followed by a barrier cream and moisturizing or standard care (details not reported). Over
seven days, there was a a significantly lower incidence of pressure injuries in the group receiving the structured skin
hygiene protocol (13.2% versus 50%, p = 0.001). There was no blinded assessment and the nurses delivering the
intervention were responsible for assessing outcomes1 (Level 2).
Additional evidence comes from a case series study conducted in individuals with a moderate or high pressure injury
risk on the Braden Scale (n = 20). The participants received one of two different structured skin hygiene regimens
based on the assessment of their skin condition (erythema versus moisture lesion versus combination). All regimens
included washing, use of a foam cleansing spray, a barrier product and fecal incontinence management based on type
on the Bristol Stool Chart. Individuals with an existing moisture lesion received a prophylactic dressing. After between
3 to 28 days, all individuals had skin classified as healed (80%) or healing (20%)2 (Level 4).
Skin cleansers
The pH of the skin at the surface measured when refraining from washing or using cleansers ranges from 4.0 to 7.0
(slightly acidic to neutral).15 Avoiding use of an alkaline soap or cleanser reduces potential dryness, erythema and
irritation that can arise due to interaction between high pH soap products and the proteins and lipids on the skin’s
surface.6
As noted above, the study by Park et al. (2014)1 demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in pressure injuries
associated with a skin hygiene regimen that included a pH balanced (pH 5.5) foam cleanser (Level 2). Cooper et al.
(2001)3 investigated standard hospital soap (1% aqueous solution with a pH of 9.5 to 10.5; n = 49) compared to a foam
no-rinse cleanser (combination of an emollient, water-repellant deodorant and water-repellant barrier with a pH of 5.5;
n = 44). The study was conducted over 14 days and participants all had some form of incontinence or catheterization.
Skin was assessed using the Stirling Pressure Severity Scale and classified as broken skin (Category/Stage II or greater
pressure injury), erythematous (Category/Stage I pressure injury) or healthy (no alterations to skin integrity). Overall,
skin condition was maintained or improved for more participants receiving the skin cleanser compared with soap
(66% versus 37%, p = 0.05). Participants who were classified as having healthy skin at commencement of the trial
experienced more erythema (30.3% versus 15.1%, p = not reported) and more broken skin (12.1% versus 0%, p = not
reported) when their skin was cleansed with soap and water. Although the median lengths of stay in care facilities
were significantly different between the groups, the condition of skin was not significantly different between the
groups on entry to the study3 (Level 1).
Skin moisturizing
The small body of evidence on products to moisturize and protect the skin primarily compares different products. One
randomized controlled trial (RCT) found that a hyperoxygenated fatty acid moisturizer was not more effective than
a placebo product for reducing pressure injuries16 (Level 1). Three RCTs17-19 indicated that there is also no statistically
significant difference between different moisturizer or emollient products in preventing pressure injuries in individuals
at moderate to high risk (Level 1).
However, the evidence comparing moisturizing the skin to not moisturizing the skin as a strategy to prevent pressure
injuries is conflicting. One study conducted with individuals in a medical ward found that application of a siliconebased dermal nourishing moisturizer was more effective in reducing the pressure injury incidence than no emollient or
moisturizer (7% versus 31%, p = 0.008)20 (Level 3). A second study conducted in a community hospital with individuals
at high risk of pressure injuries (Braden Scale score ≤ 15) compared a hyperoxygenated fatty acid moisturizer to placebo
cream for preventing pressure injuries. There was no statistically significant difference between the hyperoxygenated
fatty acid moisturizer and placebo cream (6.1% versus 7.4%, p = 0.94)16 (Level 1). However, the research is difficult to
interpret due to the range of different products used, as well as methodological limitations of the studies.
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Although research directly linking skin moisturizing to reduction in pressure injury incidence is lacking, one
epidemiological study in hospitalized individuals with limited mobility (n = 286) noted that dry skin was a significant
and independent risk factor for pressure injuries in a multivariate analysis21 (Level 3 prognostic). Regular application
of a moisturizer in a skin hygiene regimen is suggested for promoting skin hydration and preventing other adverse
skin conditions, including dry skin and skin tears.
3.2: Avoid vigorously rubbing skin that is at risk of pressure injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

Discussion
In the past, massage has been used as a method of pressure injury prevention.4,22,23 Vigorous massage has the potential
to damage tissue. Various types of massage use combinations of different stroke types including:24
•

Effleurage – slow, gentle gliding strokes that use firm pressure

•

Pertissage – forceful kneading and skin rolling used on fleshy body regions

•

Tapotement – striking and percussive movements

•

Friction – compressive, penetrating pressure

•

Vibration – shaking or vibrating motions.

Friction massage involves the use of penetrating pressure and is a vigorous type of rubbing described in older nursing
texts.25 As well as being painful, it can cause mild tissue destruction or provoke inflammatory reactions, particularly
in frail older adults. Early work by Dyson et al. (1978)5 examining skin biopsies taken at post-mortem found cellular
damage in areas where the skin had been rubbed more vigorously compared to biopsies taken from individuals who
had not had their skin rubbed (Level 5). However, even less vigorous massage techniques are contraindicated in the
presence of acute inflammation and where there is the possibility of damaged blood vessels or fragile skin.24,26
In a randomized crossover trial,4,27 older adults (n = 79) were assigned to three study groups. One group received
massage with a placebo cream, another group received massage with 5% dimethyl sulfoxide cream (DMSO), and the
control group received no massage or cream application. The massage was conducted using soft, circular motions
with a gloved hand (effleurage) to the coccyx, heels and ankles. No significant difference in overall pressure injury
incidence was found between the three regimens. The researchers found no benefit from the use of massage; and
there may have been some advantage to not massaging the individual.27 There was a statistically significantly higher
incidence of heel and ankle (but not coccyx) pressure injuries in the group that received massage with 5% DMSO
cream (odds ratio [OR] 8.80, 95% confidence interval [CI] 2.61 to 29.6)4 (Level 1).

Continence Management
3.3: U
 se high absorbency incontinence products to protect the skin in individuals with or at risk of pressure
injuries who have urinary incontinence.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
A low quality Level 1 study28 provided evidence that highly absorbent disposable continence devices that lock moisture
away from the skin are associated with a lower incidence of pressure injuries than reusable quilted incontinence pads.
A low quality Level 3 study29 reported a 67% reduction in risk of a pressure injury associated with using a highly
absorbent incontinence diaper for ten weeks.

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 ogether with the individual and their informal caregivers, develop a continence management plan that facilitates
individualized toileting and/or regular skin care and change of continence pads to protect the skin from the impact
of excess moisture and chemical irritants (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen barrier products (e.g., zinc and petrolatum) are applied excessively moisture wicking and absorbency
properties of incontinence products may be inhibited. Review and follow the manufacturer information on
incontinence products (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
Incontinence can lead to prolonged skin exposure to excess moisture and chemical irritants in urine and feces. In
addition, occlusion resulting from the use of an incontinence aid can alter the microclimate of the skin. The overall
result can be inflammation, erythema, erosion, and denudation with decreased tolerance to other forms of skin
damage, such as that associated with prolonged exposure to pressure or shear.30 The relationship between skin moisture
(and potentially skin pH from exposure to urine and feces) from incontinence is discussed in the guideline chapter
on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment. An incontinence management plan aims to reduce the incidence of incontinent
episodes. Together with prompt cleansing (see Recommendation 3.1), use of high absorbency incontinence products
reduces the duration of skin exposure to irritants. Two studies28,29 provide evidence to suggest this also translates to
a reduction in pressure injury incidence.
In a large trial, individuals in medical and surgical wards (n = 462) who had fecal and/or urinary incontinence were
randomized to receive either disposable waterproof super-absorbent incontinence products or a reusable quilted
underpad made from moderately absorptive fabric and a waterproof back.28 The participants were older adults
(mean age around 79 years) and all had incontinence associated dermatitis at the commencement of the study. The
pressure injury incidence was statistically significantly lower in the group receiving the highly absorbent disposable
incontinence product (4.8% versus 11.5%, p = 0.02). However, the findings were confounded by the large betweengroup differences in the use of other continence management interventions (e.g., toileting program, indwelling
catheters and fecal incontinence devices), the significantly shorter mean hospital stay in the disposable product group
(6 days versus 8 days, p = 0.02) and the lower incidence of pressure injuries in the disposable product group at baseline
(33% versus 44%, p = 0.03)28 (Level 1).
Teerawattananon et al. (2015)29 conducted a small cohort study in incontinent adults in a rehabilitation setting (n =
71). High absorption disposable incontinence products were used over a period of ten weeks. Over time, the risk that
a pressure injury would be present significantly decreased compared to baseline by week six (58% reduction in risk,
95% CI 8% to 75%) and week ten (67% reduction in risk, 95% CI 16% to 78%). By ten weeks, the mean difference
compared to baseline in Braden Scale score was 0.19 (95% CI –0.42 to 0.79). The confidence intervals were wide, and
one spanned the null value,29 and the researchers noted that the high cost of the intervention (approximately $650
million US in Thailand in 2015) was not sustainable (Level 3).
In individuals with significant incontinence, catheterization is sometimes implemented to promote skin hygiene.
However, indwelling catheters (IDCs) are associated with increased risk of medical device related pressure injuries31
and urinary tract infections,32 so the benefits versus the risk of harm should be considered carefully according to
the individual’s clinical condition. If an IDC is used, the recommendations in the chapter on Device Related Pressure
Injuries provide guidance on minimizing the risk of medical device related pressure injuries.

Fecal Incontinence
Two studies provided evidence on management of fecal incontinence; however, neither provided sufficient evidence
that any specific intervention is more effective in preventing pressure injuries than standard care consisting of regular
hygiene. In one RCT conducted in acutely ill individuals with neurogenic fecal incontinence (n = 100),33 a significant
reduction in Category/Stage I pressure injuries was associated with use of a suspension positioning device that elevates
the perianal region, thereby reducing exposure to urinary and fecal material. There was no statistically significant
reduction in Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries. Although this strategy was somewhat effective, the feasibility
and acceptability of the intervention was not explored (Level 1).
In a second RCT, Pittman et al. (2012)34 explored the use of two fecal management devices, a bowel management
system catheter (BMS group, n = 21) and a rectal trumpet utilized as a fecal incontinence device (RT group, n = 20)
compared with usual care (n = 18). The study was conducted until the end-point of device failure (three or more
incontinent stools in a 24 hour period), device complications (including rectal bleeding) or discharge from the critical
care unit. There was no significant difference in the number of pressure injuries present in any of the groups (BMS
42.9% versus RT 35% versus usual care 27.8%, p = 0.63). The relatively high rate of pressure injuries was contributed
to by the high level of pressure injuries present on entry to the study (32% of participants). There was also a wide
variation in time spent in the study (from 2 days to 60 days), which may have influenced the findings (Level 1)
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Bed Linen
3.4: Consider using textiles with low friction coefficients for individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Implementation Considerations
•

I ntroduction of low co-efficient linen may require facility-level inventory change that should be accompanied by
education for health professionals, patient consumers and informal caregivers35 (Level 1).

Evidence Summary
The evidence for the recommendation to consider using a low friction coefficient textile is primarily based on studies
exploring the effectiveness of silk-like fabrics that reduce shear stress, minimizes skin irritation and dries quickly
when compared to a cotton or cotton-blend fabric. One moderate quality Level 1 study reported a hazard ratio of
0.23 (with wide confidence intervals) for Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries associated with silk-like fabric
compared to cotton blend fabric.35 A moderate quality Level 2 study36 also found that silk-like fabric is associated
with lower pressure injury incidence than standard cotton sheets. One moderate quality Level 3 study reported that
a synthetic fiber was associated with a lower pressure injury risk due to its management of moisture compared to
cotton sheets.37 Three additional Level 3 studies (two moderate quality38 and two of low quality39,40) reported lower
incidence of pressure injuries (both Category/Stage I and Category/Stage II and greater) in cohorts that were cared for
on silk-like fabric sheets compared to standard linen. The range of effect varied between the studies but favored the
low coefficient silk-like product. One cohort study reported that silk-like sheets cost more than double that of cottonblend sheets, but lasted more than three times as long40 A low quality cost analysis indicated there was a small cost
saving associated with using silk-like fabrics.39

Evidence Discussion
Six studies35-40 reported on the relationship between low friction coefficient textiles and pressure injuries in acute
care,36-38 critical care39,40 and aged care settings.35 Low friction coefficient textiles are synthetic silk-like fiber fabrics
manufactured to create a smooth, quick-drying fabric interface. Used for either bed linen or clothing (or both), the
individual using low friction fabrics experiences a reduction in friction force and shear stress as they move or slide
on the bed linen surface.38 The synthetic clothing, fiber sheets and underpads and clothing can have more than one
layer that absorbs moisture from perspiration away from the skin, reducing heat insulation and influencing that
microclimate.37 This is important because the coefficient of friction has been shown to be greater over moist skin.4143
Although concern has been expressed regarding a risk of slips or falls from a low friction coefficient fabric, the
available evidence has shown no increase in adverse events related to falling or sliding.35,38
In a multivariable analysis from a prognostic study (n = 71),37 the type of sheeting the individual received was one
of two significant factors for experiencing a pressure injury (the other being Braden Scale score). Individuals who
received 100% cotton sheeting were more likely to develop a pressure injury than those who had a synthetic fiber
sheet (OR 0.11, 95% CI 0.012 to 1.032, p = 0.00).37 However, the confidence interval spans the null value, suggesting
caution in considering the results (Level 3).
Five comparative studies35,36,38-40 provided evidence for the effectiveness of low friction coefficient bed linen and
clothing. In a randomized trial (n = 46) conducted in older adults in a nursing home setting,35 individuals were assigned
to either low coefficient, silk-like linen (i.e., bed sheets, under pads and pillowcases) or to usual care that consisted
of plain weave linen. Incontinent individuals also received incontinence undergarments that differed in construction
between the two groups, with a higher absorbency product used in the intervention group. At the 20-week followup the intervention group had experienced significantly fewer pressure injuries of any Category/Stage (hazard ratio
[HR] = 0.31, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.78, p = 0.0125). The low coefficient fabric group also experienced fewer Category/Stage
II or greater pressure injuries (HR = 0.23, 95% CI 0.078 to 0.69, p = 0.0084).35 The confidence intervals for both these
results were wide. Use of higher absorbency incontinence products may have contributed to the effect of the fabric,
as this product would contributed to the microclimate changes at the skin-surface interface. Consideration to the
type of continence product used might be important in maximizing the impact of specialist fabrics.35 Additionally,
the intervention included an extensive education program for health professionals and patient consumers, and
required changes to inventory and customized sheets for individuals in the intervention group who required specialty
beds.35 These factors are considerations in generalizing the effectiveness of the intervention and feasibility in its
implementation in other settings.
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In a second study,36 an eight-week, controlled trial, silk-like linen was associated with a lower incidence of pressure
injuries among individuals in medical/surgical wards, as compared to cotton-blend linen. In the medical unit, the
incidence of new pressure injuries was statistically significantly lower (4.6% versus 12.3%, p = 0.01) and there was a
non-significant reduction in the average length of stay (5.31 versus 5.97 days, p = 0.07) in the group receiving silk-like
sheets. The surgical ICU unit showed similar results with a statistically significant decrease in pressure injury incidence
(0% versus 7.5%, p = 0.01), and a non-significant reduction in the average length of stay (p = 0.33) (Level 2).
A cohort study39 specifically explored the use of low friction coefficient fabric undergarments or bootees (n = 165)
compared to regular hospital garments (n = 204). The incidence of hospital acquired pressure injuries was significantly
lower in the second cohort (25% versus 41%, p = 0.02). There was also a lower rate of wound deterioration in the low
friction fabric cohort for individuals with a pre-existing pressure injury (6% versus 25%, p = 0.001)39 (Level 3).
Two cohort studies compared silk-like fabrics to a cotton blend fabric. In the first of these cohort studies (n = 1,427)38
individuals in an historical cohort receiving usual cotton blend linen experienced a higher incidence of hospitalacquired Category/Stage I pressure injuries than individuals on the silk-like bed linen (5.6% versus 2.3%, p < 0.001).
The silk-like bed linen was also associated with a statistically significantly lower rate of Category/Stage II pressure
injuries (0.8% versus 5.95%, p < 0.001)(Level 3). In the second of these cohort studies (n = 1,647),40 individuals in
intensive care receiving low coefficient fabric sheets and underpads experienced fewer pressure injuries over 20 weeks
compared to individuals who received cotton blend linen (5.26% versus 7.71%, p = 0.002). The incidence of Category/
Stage II or greater pressure injuries was also lower for the cohort receiving low coefficient fabric (2.82% versus 5.25%,
p < 0.001) (Level 3). This cohort study reported that the intervention was associated with a $3.9 million (USD in 2015)
cost saving due to the shorter hospitalization duration achieved by preventing pressure injuries.40 However, this cost
analysis included no details of the costs considered in the analysis. A more detailed cost analysis39 that considered
community hospital costs, support surfaces and wound dressings estimated a cost savings £63,000 per 100 at risk
patients (UK pounds in 2010) from using a low friction coefficient linen. Therefore, potential cost savings could vary
across clinical and geographic settings.

Prophylactic Dressings
3.5: Use a soft silicone multi-layered foam dressing to protect the skin for individuals at risk of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence supporting the effectiveness of a multi-layer silicone foam dressing in protecting the skin and preventing
pressure injuries comes from one high quality,44 and four moderate quality18,45-47 Level 1 studies, a high quality Level
2 study,48 high49 and low quality50,51 Level 3 studies, all of which reported statistically significantly lower pressure
injury incidence compared to using no prophylactic dressing in individuals who were at moderate to very high risk
of pressure injury. In one of the moderate quality Level 1 studies,18 the results were only significant in individuals
with a Braden Scale score below 12 (i.e., high risk of pressure injuries). Another low quality Level 3 study51 reported
a reduction in sacral pressure injuries (particularly Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries) when a multi-layer
silicone foam dressing was used, although the difference compared to no prophylactic dressing was not statistically
significant. The highest quality study reported an 88% reduction in pressure injury incidence associated with including
a multi-layer silicone foam dressing in a skin care bundle.44 Two studies (Level 252 and Level 353) reported reductions
in pressure injury incidence using a multi-layer silicone foam dressing that were not statistically significant compared
to no prophylactic dressing, and both were low quality. Only one study54 offered a comparison between a multilayer silicone foam dressing and other prophylactic dressings; this high quality Level 2 study54 found a multi-layer
silicone foam dressing was associated with a statistically significantly lower pressure injury incidence compared to a
polyurethane film dressing. Two economic analyses conducted in the US50 and Australia55,56 suggested that introduction
of a multi-layer silicone foam dressing to preventive care could be associated with substantial cost savings.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ontinue to implement other measures (e.g., regular repositioning and support surfaces) to prevent pressure
injuries when using a prophylactic dressing (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ontinue to assess the skin under a prophylactic dressing at least daily to evaluate the effectiveness of the
preventive care regimen. Many dressings have features that facilitate regular skin assessment (e.g. transparency,57
silicone borders,46,49 non-adhesive edges,58,59 etc.) (Levels 1 and 3).
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When selecting a prophylactic dressing consider:
o

Potential benefit of using a dressing

o

Appropriateness of the size and design of the dressing

o

Ability to manage the microclimate

o

Ease of application and removal

o

Ability to maintain the dressing in situ

o

Ability to regularly assess the skin under the dressing

o

The individual’s preferences, comfort and any allergies

o

Coefficient of friction at the skin-dressing interface

o

Cost-effectiveness and accessibility of dressings (Expert opinion).

•

R
 eplace the prophylactic dressing if it becomes dislodged, loosened or excessively moist,46,49 if the dressing or skin
underneath become soiled, and according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Levels 1 and 3).

•

F or individuals at high risk of pressure injuries, application of a prophylactic dressing should be initiated as early as
possible in the care pathway when feasible (e.g., applied in the ambulance or emergency room) 46 (Level 1).Use of
a prophylactic dressing on the heels is discussed in more detail in the chapter Heel Pressure Injuries and the chapter
Device Related Injuries discusses use of a prophylactic dressing to prevent pressure injuries associated with devices.

Evidence Discussion
Ohura et al. (2005)60 used an in vitro porcine model to measure pressure and shear forces on skin and subcutaneous
tissue. Shear forces on both layers of tissue were lower when various prophylactic dressings were applied to the skin.
The results of this study60 were supported in a study with healthy volunteers.61 The study61 showed that ten different
prophylactic dressings made from a variety of products including multi-layer foam and hydrocolloid, all contributed
to a lower interface pressure compared to no prophylactic dressing. Characteristics of prophylactic dressings were
further explored in laboratory studies that explored specific qualities that contributed to their ability to absorb shear
and friction force.62,63 In their laboratory based study of prophylactic dressings, Call et al. (2013, 2015)62,63 reported
that features such as an elastic-type adhesive (e.g., silicone), multiple layer construction and the size of the dressing
all contribute to its ability to protect the skin62,63 (all Level 5). Research also indicates that application of a prophylactic
dressing can influence the microclimate. Call et al. (2013)63 noted that the construction of prophylactic dressings
significantly influences moisture trapping and humidity close to the skin. Accumulation of moisture at the skin surface
decreased the ability of some dressings to transpire. Although skin surface temperature was shown to increase with
the application of prophylactic dressings, the heat rise was considered insufficient to place the skin at additional risk
of injury63 (Level 5). Prophylactic dressings differ in their qualities; therefore, it is important to select a dressing that is
appropriate to the individual and the clinical use. Foam dressings have superior absorptive capacity than other types
of prophylactic dressings, and most are designed to be easy to lift31,46,49 in order to assess the skin without causing
trauma.45,64 This is of particular significance to older adults with fragile skin and neonates with immature skin, as
discussed in the guideline chapter on Special Populations, which notes the risk of epidermal stripping from dressing
products.
Clinical evidence on effectiveness of adding prophylactic dressings to prevention injury prevention regimens that
include appropriate support surfaces and repositioning continues to grow. Most studies exploring prophylactic
dressings for general use (i.e., applied to the heels, coccyx and sacrum) have compared multi-layered silicone foam
dressings to no prophylactic dressing. Evidence on other types of prophylactic dressings, for example hydrocolloid or
film dressings, specifically addresses prevention of heel pressure injuries or use to prevent pressure injuries associated
with medical devices (particularly film dressings, which are thinner and can be more easily applied under devices).
This evidence is discussed in the guideline chapters Heel Pressure Injuries and Device Related Injuries. However, in
the single comparative study currently available, a multilayered silicone foam dressing was more effective than a
film dressing in reducing the incidence of Category/Stage I pressure injuries (3% versus 11%, p = 0.027) in individuals
undergoing surgery (n = 100)54 (Level 2). The evidence discussed below relates to multi-layered silicone foam products
compared to no prophylactic dressing.
The most studied population is immobile critically ill individuals in intensive care, in which six studies have
demonstrated an association between prophylactic dressings and a lower incidence of pressure injuries compared to
no dressing44-46,48,49,52 Kalowes et al. (2016) 44 reported an 88% reduction in risk of developing a pressure injury (hazard
ratio [HR] = 0.12, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.98, p = 0.048) when a multi-layered silicone foam dressing was added to the critical
care unit’s pressure injury prevention bundle (Level 1). In a study in which a prophylactic dressing was applied to heels
and sacrum on admission to the emergency department and use continued in the critical care unit (n = 440),46 there
was a significant reduction compared to usual care in overall pressure injury incidence (4.3% versus 17.8%, p = 0.002),
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as well as significant decreases in sacral pressure injuries (1.2% versus 5.2%, p = 0.05) and heel pressure injuries (3.1%
versus 12.5%, p = 0.002). The number-needed-to-treat (NNT) was 10 to prevent any pressure injury46 (Level 1). Park
(2014)48 showed a lower pressure injury incidence for multi-layered foam dressing compared to no dressing (6% versus
46%, p < 0.001)48 (Level 2) and in a cohort study (n = 302), Santamaria et al. (2015) noted that a multi-layer silicone
foam dressing completely prevented heel pressure injuries in critically ill individuals (0% versus 9.2%, p < 0.001) (Level
3).
Only a few studies failed to demonstrate a significant effect for a multi-layered silicone foam dressing. In a study
by Brindle and Wegelin (2012),45 there was a reduction in sacral pressure injuries associated with application of the
prophylactic dressings, but the finding was not statistically significant (2% versus 11.7%, p > 0.05). However, the
trend indicated a positive effect, and the small study (n = 85) was underpowered to measure significance45 (Level 1).
Another study52 failed to show significant reduction in pressure injuries for critically ill individuals receiving a multilayer silicone foam dressing to the sacrum, buttock and coccyx (incident rate ratio [IRR] ranged from 0.41 to 0.54, p >
0.05). However, this study was of lower quality52 (Level 2).
Acutely ill individuals in medical or surgical wards also appear to achieve benefit from a multi-layered silicone foam
dressing. Padula et al. (2017)50 reported a significant reduction in Category/Stage III, IV or unstageable pressure injuries
for a multi-layered silicone foam dressings compared to no dressing (1.2 ± 0.045 versus 1.5 ± 0.125, p = 0.0063)50 (Level
3). No individuals undergoing trauma surgery who received a prophylactic dressing experienced a Category/Stage III
or IV pressure injuries compared to rates of 2.5% and 5% specifically in cohorts not receiving a dressing (Level 3).
However, it might be that benefit is only achieved for individuals who are assessed as having a high risk of pressure
injuries (Level 3).18 In a study by Aloweni et al. (2017),18 a comparison between a multi-layered foam prophylactic
dressing and no dressing was only significant upon restricting the analysis to individuals with a Braden Scale score
indicative of high pressure injury risk (Braden Scale score ≤ 12, 0% versus 4.8%, p = 0.048)18 (Level 1). Cubit et al.
(2013)53 failed to demonstrate a reduction in sacral pressure injuries for hospitalized individuals (n = 109) treated
with a multi-layer silicone foam dressing compared to no dressing. However, there was a non-significant trend toward
reduction (1.96% versus 10.3%, p < 0.08) and level of pressure injury risk for participants was unclear53 (Level 3).
Finally, in older adults (n = 1,888) there also appears to be a place for using prophylactic dressings.47 There was a
statistically significantly lower incidence of Category/Stage I or greater pressure injuries of the sacrum or heels
compared to no dressing (2.1% versus 10.6%, p = 0.004). However, when the analysis was restricted to specific
anatomical locations, there was a significant reduction in sacral pressure injuries (1.45% versus 8.67%, p = 0.007) but
not pressure injuries of the heels only (p > 0.05)47 (Level 1). This suggests that further research on refining the use
of prophylactic dressings to both population groups and anatomic locations to determine who will achieve the most
benefit is required.
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NUTRITION IN PRESSURE INJURY PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
Introduction
Nutrition plays a vital role in the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries because all organ systems require macro
and micronutrients to meet nutrient requirements for growth, development, maintenance, and repair of body tissues.
Well-nourished individuals are at lower risk for developing pressure injuries than malnourished individuals, however
both well-nourished and undernourished individuals may develop skin integrity issues under certain circumstances.1
Malnutrition is a condition in which a nutritional deficiency or an excess or imbalance of energy, protein, and other
nutrients causes measurable adverse effects on tissue, body structure, body function, and clinical outcomes. Adult
malnutrition usually occurs along a continuum of inadequate intake and/or increased nutrition requirements, impaired
absorption, altered transport, and compromised nutrient utilization. Individuals may also have hypermetabolic and/or
hypercatabolic and inflammatory conditions. The Academy and ASPEN2 defines adult malnutrition as the presence of
two or more of the following characteristics:
•

Insufficient energy intake

•

Unintended weight loss

•

Loss of muscle mass

•

Loss of subcutaneous fat

•

Localized or generalized fluid accumulation

•

Decreased functional status.

Unintended weight loss is a marker for malnutrition. One of the hallmarks of declining nutritional status is unplanned
weight loss, which has been linked with increased risk for mortality in older adults.4,5,7,8 Moreover, anorexia of aging,
a syndrome defined by a reduction in appetite and/or food consumption, weight loss, and altered metabolic state
in older adults, can increase the risk for malnutrition and negative health outcomes.3 However, despite the frequent
association of malnutrition with underweight, it is important to note that adults with obesity may also be poorly
nourished.
The Academy and ASPEN4 defines pediatric malnutrition as the presence of one or more of the following characteristics
when only one data point is available:
•

Weight-for-height z score

•

BMI-for-age z score

•

Length/height-for -age z score

•

Mid-upper arm circumference.

Primary indicators to use for pediatric individuals when two or more data points are available:
•

Weight gain velocity (< 2 yr age)

•

Weight loss (2-20 yrs of age)

•

Deceleration in weight for length/height z score

•

Inadequate nutrient intake.

Malnutrition and Pressure Injuries
Malnutrition can impact pressure injury development and healing. Both inadequate nutritional intake and
undernutrition have been linked to the development of pressure injuries, pressure injury severity, and protracted
healing.5-8 9-11
As discussed in detail in the guideline section Risk Factors and Risk Assessment, poor nutritional status (malnutrition)
and variables that indicate potential malnutrition (e.g., low body weight and poor oral food intake) are independent
risk factors for the development of pressure injuries.12-14 Moreover, it appears that many individuals who are at risk
of developing pressure injuries or have an established pressure injury suffer from unintended weight loss.5,12,14-16
International research identifies the association between nutritional status and pressure injuries. A study in the US
evaluating the care process for hospitalized older adults at risk for pressure injuries (n = 2,425) noted that 76% were
malnourished.17 In an Australian study, Banks et al. (2010)18 reported the odds ratio (OR) of having a pressure injury
was 2.6 (95% confidence interval [CI] 1.8 to 3.5) for adults with malnutrition in acute care and 2.0 (95% CI 1.5 to 2.7)
for adults with malnutrition in aged care. Iizaka et al. (2010)6 reported that the rate of malnutrition in older adults
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receiving home care in Japan was significantly higher in those with a pressure injury (58.7% versus 32.6%, p < 0.001).
From a large study (n = 1,188) in Belgium, the OR of an older adult with a pressure injury being malnourished was
5.02(95% CI 1.69 to 14.92, p < 0.01).11

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

W
 hat are accurate and effective methods for assessing nutritional status of individuals with or at risk of pressure
injuries?

•

What nutritional interventions are effective in preventing pressure injuries?

•

Is there an ideal nutritional regimen to reduce the risk of pressure injuries, and if so, what should it include?

•

A
 re any nutritional supplements (e.g. formulas, specific vitamins/minerals) effective in reducing risk of pressure
injury development?

•

What nutritional interventions are effective in supporting pressure injury healing?

•

Is there an optimal nutritional regimen to promote healing of pressure injuries, and if so, what should it include?

•

Are any specific oral nutritional supplements or formula effective in promoting healing of pressure injuries?

Nutrition Screening
4.1: Conduct nutritional screening for individuals at risk of a pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Direct evidence from a moderate quality Level 1 prognostic study19 and two Level 3 prognostic studies20,21 indicates
that being identified as malnourished or at risk for malnutrition through nutritional screening is associated with
being more likely to be at pressure injury risk and more likely to develop a pressure injury. Evidence from a low quality
Level 3 study22 suggests that implementation of nutritional interventions occurs faster in individuals identified at
nutritional risk through nutritional screening, and this is associated with up to 50% reduction in pressure injury rates,
decreased length of hospital stay, which could lead to decreased healthcare costs.

Implementation Considerations
•

Use a simple, valid and reliable nutritional screening tool23 (Level 5).

•

T
 he standards of practice for the registered dietitian/nutritionist, through the nutrition care process, recommend
for individuals to be screened on admission to a health care setting. It is advised to re-screen individuals with
each significant change in their clinical condition; and/or if pressure injury healing trajectory is not as expected2,24
(Expert opinion).

•

Any qualified member of the health care team may complete nutrition screening

•

T
 he Mini Nutritional Assessment full version (MNA®) and the Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST)
screening tools have good psychometric properties when used to screen nutritional status of individuals with or at
risk of pressure injuries19,20 (Levels 1 and 4).

•

T
 he Nutrition Risk Screening (NRS) 2002, Rapid Screen and the Short Nutrition Assessment Questionnaire (SNAQ)
have good psychometric properties when used to screen nutritional status of older adults23,25-27 (Level 5).

•

T
 he Seniors in the Community: Risk Evaluation for Eating and Nutrition (SCREEN-II AB) has good psychometric
properties when used to screen nutritional status of older adults in community settings23,28 (Level 5).

•

T
 he Canadian Nutrition Screening Tool (CNST) has good psychometric properties when used to screen nutritional
status of adults in acute care29 (Level 5).

•

I ndividuals identified as malnourished, with pressure injuries, at risk for developing pressure injuries, or with
significant change in condition should be referred to the registered dietitian/nutritionist for an in-depth nutrition
assessment2,24 (Expert opinion).

23

(Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
Poor outcomes, including the risk of morbidity and mortality, are associated with malnutrition, hence the need to
quickly identify and treat malnutrition when pressure injuries are present. Nutrition screening identifies individuals
who require a comprehensive nutrition assessment due to characteristics that put them at potential nutritional risk.
The nutrition screening tool should be valid, reliable, and relevant to the patient group being assessed. The screening
tool must be appropriate for establishing nutritional risk in all types of individuals, including those with fluid
disturbances and those in whom weight and height cannot be easily measured.30,31 Any qualified member of the
health care team may complete nutrition screening, and it should be conducted on admission to the facility, or at
first visit in community settings. Commonly used screening tools to assess risk for malnutrition in adults include the
MNA®19,26,32-35, MUST26 NRS,30,31 and SNAQ,25 SCREEN©,28,36 and CNST37 all of which have been explored in validation
studies (see Table 7.1). Additional discussion on nutrition screening in neonates and children, including screening tools
for different child populations, is discussed in the section on Nutrition Management in Neonates and Children at the
end of this chapter.
Table 7.1: Summary of nutrition screening tool validation studies

Nutrition Screening Tool

Evidence for
identifying
pressure injury
risk status

Evidence for
identifying factors
associated with
pressure injury risk

Yes

Yes

Mini Nutritional Assessment
full version (MNA®)38

Clinical setting and level of evidence

Older adults in community settings19 (Level 1)
Older adults in long term care

33

(Level 4)

Older adults with pressure injuries and multiple
comorbidities32 (Level 4)
Older adults at nutritional risk in long term care and
community settings35 (Level 5)
Older adults in acute care, long term care and
community settings26 (Level 5)
Malnutrition Universal
Screening Tool (MUST)39

No

Yes

Older adults in acute care, long term care and
community settings26 (Level 5)

Nutrition Risk Screening (NRS)
200240

No

No

Adults in acute care30 (Level 5)

Short Nutrition Assessment
Questionnaire (SNAQ)41,42

No

Seniors in the Community:
Risk Evaluation for Eating and
Nutrition (SCREEN©)28,36

No

No

Older adults in community settings28 (Level 5)

Canadian Nutrition Screening
Tool (CNST)37

No

No

Adults in acute care29 (Level 5)

Older adults in acute care, long term care and
community settings26 (Level 5)
No

Adults in acute care25 (Level 5)
Older adults in residential care25 (Level 5)

Nutrition Assessment
4.2: C
 onduct a comprehensive nutrition assessment for adults at risk of a pressure injury who are screened to be
at risk of malnutrition and for all adults with a pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 2 study43 provided evidence that a nutrition assessment, as one component of a complex
nutritional intervention program, contributed to increased pressure injury healing as measured on the Bates-Jensen
Wound Assessment Tool. Recognized standards of practice suggest that a comprehensive nutrition assessment involves
a systematic process of collecting, verifying, and interpreting data related to nutritional status.44
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Implementation Considerations
•

I t is recommended that nutrition assessment is performed by a registered dietitian/nutritionist in collaboration
with an interprofessional nutrition team43 (Level 2).

•

Include the following in a comprehensive nutrition assessment:
o

Food history and adequacy of nutritional intake

o

Anthropometric measures (height, weight and body mass index [BMI])

o

Weight history

o

Biochemical data (based on patient’s diagnosis/conditions)

o

Medical tests and procedures

o	Nutrition focused physical assessment that includes muscle wasting, edema, micronutrient deficiencies, and
functional status (e.g., handgrip)
o
•

Ability to eat independently45 (Level 3).

The following items are not recommended for establishing sensitive indicators/markers of nutritional status:
o	Serum albumin, prealbumin and other laboratory values may be useful in establishing overall prognosis but
do not correlate well with clinical observation of nutritional status2,24,46-50 (Level 5 and expert opinion).
o	Serum protein levels may be affected by inflammation, renal function, hydration, and other factors so are not
a good indicator of nutritional status2,24,49-51 (Indirect evidence and expert opinion).

•

Inflammatory biomarkers are not recommended for diagnosis of malnutrition2,52 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
All adults screened to be at risk of malnutrition, as well as all individuals with a pressure injury should be referred to a
registered dietitian/nutritionist or an interprofessional nutrition team (including, but not limited to, a physician, nurse,
speech pathologist, occupational therapist, physical therapist and dentist), for a comprehensive nutrition assessment.53
A comprehensive nutrition assessment is defined as a systematic process of collecting, verifying, and interpreting data
related to nutritional status, and forms the basis for all nutrition interventions.44 Research investigating the use of an
interprofessional nutritional protocol for adults in aged care (n = 100) with Category/Stage II or III pressure injuries
demonstrated that nutrition assessment is associated with improved pressure injury healing 43 (Level 2).
Serum albumin and prealbumin are generally not considered reliable indicators of nutritional status. Research
demonstrates that changes in acute phase proteins do not consistently or predictably change with weight loss, calorie
restriction or nitrogen balance.44 They appear to reflect severity of inflammatory response rather than nutritional
status. Marked inflammation increases the risk of malnutrition by increasing or altering the metabolism and utilization
of protein. Thus the relevance of laboratory values as indicators of malnutrition is limited.2 Additional discussion on
nutrition assessment of neonates and children is discussed in the section on Nutrition Management in Neonates and
Children at the end of this chapter.

Nutrition Care Planning
4.3: D
 evelop and implement an individualized nutrition care plan for individuals with or at risk of a pressure
injury who are malnourished or who are at risk of malnutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 2 study43 provided evidence that a multidisciplinary nutritional intervention that included
individualized care planning contributed to increased pressure injury healing as measured on the Bates-Jensen Wound
Assessment Tool. The standards of practice for the registered dietitian/nutritionist, through the nutrition care process,
recommend the development of individualized care plan for individuals with compromised nutritional status needing
specific interventions to resolve nutrition diagnosis.2

Implementation Considerations
•

W
 hen developing an individualized nutrition care plan, follow relevant and evidence-based guidelines on nutrition
and hydration for individuals who exhibit nutritional risk and who are at risk of pressure injuries or have an
existing pressure injury54-62 (Level 5).
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•

M
 onitoring and evaluation of nutritional status is an ongoing process.63 Weigh the individual weekly37 or according
to local policy. (Expert opinion).

•

The individual’s management plan should be adjusted with each change in clinical condition63 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
A registered dietitian/nutritionist, in consultation with the interprofessional team, should develop and document
an individualized nutrition intervention plan based on the individual’s nutritional needs, feeding route and clinical
goals of care, as determined by the nutrition assessment and the individual’s goals. Allen (2013)43 demonstrated that
individualized nutrition assessment and care planning for older adults with Category/Stage II or III pressure injuries
(n = 100) is associated with improved wound healing compared with standardized nutrition plans (37% versus 23.4%,
p<0.05)43 (Level 2).

Energy and Protein Intake for Individuals at Risk of Pressure Injuries
4.4: O
 ptimize energy intake for individuals at risk of pressure injuries who are malnourished or at risk of
malnutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

4.5: Adjust protein intake for individuals at risk of pressure injuries who are malnourished or at risk of
malnutrition.
(Good Practice Statement)

Evidence Summary
Indirect evidence suggests that individuals at risk of pressure injuries and with malnutrition who receive nutritional
supplementation have improved energy intake.64,65 One low quality level 3 study66 in which individuals were provided
with individualized energy intake calculated using the Harris-Benedict equation, there was a reduced incidence of
pressure injuries. Analyses indicate that this intervention is cost effective in some geographic locations.67-69
Additional provision of protein is recommended for individuals with acute and chronic disease,70 and older adults.71
There is currently no research evidence to indicate if higher protein intake reduces the incidence of pressure injuries
in individuals at risk. Reputable guidelines56-60,70,71 suggest that increasing protein intake in individuals with or at risk
of malnutrition who may be at pressure injury risk due to illness and/or older age represents good clinical practice.

Implementation Considerations
Energy intake
•

R
 efer to reputable nutritional guidelines for recommended dietary intake (e.g., relevant guidelines produced by
The Institute of Medicine (now known as The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine[NASEM]),62
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,72 European Food Safety Authority,55 The European Society for Clinical
Nutrition and Metabolism [ESPEN],57,58 The American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition [ASPEN],59,60,73 and
The Australian National Health and Medical Research Council [NHMRC] together with the New Zealand Ministry
of Health.56 These guidelines recommend calculating energy intake based on individualized circumstances (e.g.,
medical condition, lifestyle, BMI, etc.) (Level 5 and expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide and encourage individuals at risk of pressure injuries to consume a balanced diet that includes nutrient
dense foods using the recommended dietary intake for that individual as outlined in reputable nutritional
guidelines.62,7255-60,73 (Level 5 and expert opinion).

•

W
 hen dietary intake is inadequate, or deficiencies are suspected or confirmed, provide a vitamin and mineral
supplement74 (Expert opinion).

•

I ndividualized energy intake should be based on underlying medical conditions (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ietary restrictions should be revised or modified/liberalized when limitations result in decreased food and water/
fluid intake. These adjustments should be made in consultation with a medical professional and managed by a
registered dietitian whenever possible75 (Expert opinion).

•

E
 nergy intake should be adjusted based on weight change or level of obesity or the individual’s diagnosis/conditions
(Expert opinion).
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•

I n individuals who are underweight or who have had significant unintended weight loss, additional energy intake
may be required (Expert opinion).

•

I n end-of-life/hospice and palliative care settings, strive to maintain adequate nutrition and hydration compatible
with the individual’s condition and wishes. Adequate nutritional support is often not attainable when the individual
is unable or refuses to eat, based on certain disease states54,76,77 (Expert opinion).

Protein intake
•

R
 efer to reputable nutritional guidelines for recommended dietary intake (e.g. relevant guidelines produced by
The PROT-AGE Study Group,70 The Society for Sarcopenia, Cachexia and Wasting Disease;71 The NASEM,62 The
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,72European Food Safety Authority,55 The ESPEN,57,58 The ASPEN,59,60,73 and The
Australian NHMRC and New Zealand Ministry of Health56 (see Table 7.3 for guidance) (Level 5 and expert opinion).

•

Protein intake should be 1 to 1.5 g/kg body weight/day for older adults71 (Expert opinion).

•

 rotein intake of 1.2 to 1.5 g/kg body weight/day is recommended for older adults with acute or chronic disease70
P
(Level 5).

•

Provide adequate protein for positive nitrogen balance for adults at risk of a pressure injury63 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess renal function to ensure that high levels of protein are appropriate for the individual, and reassess when
the individual’s clinical condition changes78 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Numerous studies have examined the benefits of providing a higher energy and protein intake to adults at risk of
pressure injuries who have or are at risk of malnutrition as a strategy to prevent pressure injury development. The
studies, conducted with adults in palliative care,66 aged care64 and acute care,65 used a variety of modalities including
encouraging eating,66 supplemental snacks,66 oral nutritional supplements,65,66 tubefeeding,64 peripheral nutrition,66
and parenteral nutrition.66 However, the nutritional regimens and interventions were poorly characterized and no
firm conclusion could be derived.
There is currently no high quality research evidence to indicate if a higher protein and higher energy intakes reduces
the incidence of pressure injuries in people at risk. However, evidenced based clinical guidelines have been published
for adults who do not have a chronic wound. These guidelines recommend protein intake for an adult of at least 1 g/
kg body weight/day56,57,71 (Level 5). These recommendations are summarized in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3.
Although adequate water/fluid intake and maintenance of serum protein levels are needed for wound healing, this is
not always achievable in the frail elderly or an individual at end of life.79,80 Additional assistance at mealtimes is often
required by adults and children to prevent weight loss that may increase the risk of pressure injury and poor healing.81
Table 7.2: Recommendations on energy requirements for populations at pressure injury risk (all Level 5)
Guideline

Target Population

Energy Recommendation

Trans-Tasman Pressure
Injury guideline (2011)34

Adults with pressure injuries at
moderate to high risk for delayed
healing34

30 to 35 kcalories/ body weight/day

PROT-AGE Study Group
guideline (2013)70

Older adults with kidney disease
who are at risk of protein-energy
wasting 70

30 to 35 kcalories/kg

Older adults with severe injury or
disease70

Use indirect calorimetry to estimate energy needs, if
unavailable, use an appropriate predictive equation

125 to 145 kjoules/kg body weight/day

For individuals with obesity, refer to the ASPEN standards for
critically ill adults with obesity.
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Guideline

Target Population

Energy Recommendation

ASPEN guidelines (2016
and 2017)59,60

Critically ill adults60

Use indirect calorimetry to estimate energy needs, if
unavailable, use an appropriate predictive equation or weight
based formula 25 to 30 Kcalories/kg/day

Critically ill individuals with
obesity60

Use indirect calorimetry to estimate energy needs, if
unavailable, use weight-based equation
BMI >30 to 50: 11-14 kcalories/kg actual body weight/day
BMI >50: 22-25 kcalories/kg ideal body weight/day

Critically ill children

ESPEN guidelines (2018)57,58

59

Use indirect calorimetry to estimate energy needs, if
unavailable, use Schofield82 weight-height or weight equations
or WHO equations83

Critically ill adults58

Use indirect calorimetry to estimate energy needs, if
unavailable, use weight-based equation of 25 kcalories/kg/day
increasing to target

Older adults57

30 kcalories/kg body weight/day, individually adjusted based on
nutrition assessment

Table 7.3: Recommendations on protein requirements for populations at pressure injury risk (all Level 5)
Guideline

Target Population

Protein Recommendation

Trans-Tasman Pressure
Injury guideline (2011) 34

Adults with pressure injuries at moderate to
high risk for delayed healing34

1.25 to 1.5 g/kg body weight/day

Society for Sarcopenia,
Cachexia and Wasting
Disease (2010)71

Older adults

1 to 1.5 g/kg body weight/day

PROT-AGE Study Group
guideline (2013) 70

Older adults with acute or chronic disease70

1.2 to 1.5 g/kg body weight/day

Older adults with severe injury or disease

2.0 g/kg body weight/day

ASPEN guidelines (2016
and 2017)59,60

Critically ill adults60

1.2 g/kg body weight/day

Critically ill individuals with obesity60

BMI >30 to 40: 2.0 g/kg ideal body weight/day

70

BMI >40: 2.5 g/kg ideal body weight/day
ESPEN guidelines (2018)

57,58

Critically ill children59

1.5 g/kg body weight/day

Critically ill adults

1.3 g/kg body weight/day achieved progressively

Older adults57

58

1.2 g/kg body weight/day

Energy and Protein Intake for Individuals with Pressure Injuries
4.6: P
 rovide 30 to 35 kcalories/kg body weight/day for adults with a pressure injury who are malnourished or at
risk of malnutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

4.7: P
 rovide 1.25 to 1.5 g protein/kg body weight/day for adults with a pressure injury who are malnourished or
at risk of malnutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)
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Evidence Summary
Direct evidence from a low quality Level 1 study84 showed no significant difference in complete healing associated
with increasing caloric and protein intake using the Harris-Benedict equation with a higher stress factor. A moderate
quality Level 1 study84 and low quality level 3 studies showed improvements in some measures of healing (e.g. DESIGN-R
scores).8,85 A moderate quality economic analysis86 indicated that, although substantial resources may be required,
there may be overall cost savings (depending on the geographic and clinical setting) associated with optimizing
energy intake achieved through a reduction in pressure injury days and an increase in quality-adjusted life years.
Individuals and their informal caregivers identified knowing more about dietary requirements associated with healthy
skin as a priority.87,88
A low quality Level 1 study89 reported a significant 12% absolute reduction in pressure injury PUSH scores associated
with protein supplementation compared to placebo. A moderate quality Level 1 study84 noted that high intake of
protein was associated with significant improvements in pressure injury size and depth compared to low protein
intake. A third Level 1 study90 reported reduction in pressure injury size associated with increasing mean protein intake
from 1.2 g/kg body weight to a 1.4 g/kg/bodyweight; however the intervention also included added arginine, zinc
and antioxidants. A high quality level 2 study91 reported a significant correlation between pressure injury surface area
and dietary protein intake. These findings were supported by low quality Level 3 studies8,85 that reported significant
improvements in tissue type rated on DESIGN-R85 and general pressure injury condition8 associated with increasing
protein intake. In these studies, there was no impact on renal function of protein intake up to 1.5 g/kg body weight/
day, although in one Level 1 study a small number of participants experienced minor gastrointestinal intolerance.92
A high quality economic analysis86 indicated that a nutrition intervention that included increased protein intake
delivered for 16 weeks was associated with reduction in pressure injury days, reduction in care costs and increase in
quality-adjusted life years.

Implementation Considerations
Energy intake
•

Individualized energy intake should be based on underlying medical condition and level of activity (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ietary restrictions should be revised or modified/liberalized when limitations result in decreased food and water/
fluid intake. These adjustments should be made in consultation with a medical professional and managed by a
registered dietitian/nutritionist whenever possible (Expert opinion).

•

F ortified foods should be offered when nutritional requirements cannot be achieved by normal dietary intake
(Expert opinion).

•

O
 ral nutritional supplements and artificial nutrition should be considered as strategies for reaching the individual’s
caloric intake goals84 (Level 1).

•

E
 nergy intake should be adjusted based on level of obesity or on the individual’s diagnosis/conditions (Expert
opinion).

•

I n adults who are underweight or who have had significant unintended weight loss, additional energy intake may
be required (Expert opinion).

Protein intake
•

Provide adequate protein for positive nitrogen balance for adults with a pressure injury63 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess renal function to ensure that high levels of protein are appropriate for the individual, and reassess when
the individual’s clinical condition changes78 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In the last three decades, several studies have directly and indirectly addressed the importance of sufficient energy and
protein intake in treating pressure injuries. These studies have generally been conducted in adults of normal weight
range; evidence for nutritional requirements for individual with pressure injuries who are severely underweight,
obese and for neonates and children, is lacking.
Findings demonstrate the interrelationship between meeting energy and protein requirements. For example,
Breslow et al. (1993)91 established that individuals receiving higher protein, higher energy diets achieved statistically
significantly greater reductions in pressure injury surface area compared to baseline than did individuals receiving
a standard diet (p < 0.02). Furthermore, a change in pressure injury surface area was correlated with both dietary
protein (r = 0.50, p < 0.01) and energy intake (r = –0.41, p < 0.03)91 (Level 2). Iizaka et al. (2014)85 observed not only
that meeting energy and protein requirements was associated with changes in weight, arm muscle circumference and
serum albumin level, but also that energy and protein intake was associated with wound healing for deep pressure
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injuries (p = 0.013 for both energy and protein)85 (Level 3). Protein intake varied in these studies from 0.95 g/kg body
weight/day91 to 2.1 ± 0.9 g/kg body weight/day.85
Quantifying requirements for energy and protein has been the focus of numerous studies. Lee (2006)89 reported that
providing concentrated, fortified, collagen protein hydrolysate supplement three times daily (each dose 1.5 fluid
ounce dose unit, with each unit containing 15 g hydrolyzed protein) compared to placebo resulted in a 60% reduction
in PUSH scores after eight weeks of treatment compared to a 48% reduction in the control group (p < 0.05) (Level
1). Yamamoto et al. (2009)8 demonstrated an improvement in healing of pressure injuries when adults consumed
more than 30 kcalories/kg body weight/day, while those consuming no greater than 20 kcalories/kg body weight/day
experienced worsening or no improvement in healing. Furthermore, a significant difference in daily protein intake
was observed between adults achieving improvements in wound condition and the group with unimproved pressure
injuries (always > 45 g/day versus ∼20 g/day, p < 0.005) (Level 3). An RCT84 (n = 60) investigated the effectiveness of
enteral feeding based on a predictive basal energy equation (BEE) combined with a higher intake of protein 1.62 g/kg
body weight/day, compared to a control group receiving a daily protein intake of 1.24 g/kg body weight/day. Pressure
injuries healed within 12 weeks for seven subjects in the intervention group and four subjects in the control group.
Pressure injury depth decreased steadily in the intervention group (p < 0.05). Although the researchers concluded
that calculating nutritional requirements using BEE x activity factor 1.1 x stress factor 1.3 to 1.5 may be associated
with improved pressure injury healing, the results were limited to immobile older adults receiving enteral feeding
(Level 1). Cereda et al. (2009)90 explored a high energy, high protein (30 kcalories/kg body weight/day with protein
1.5 g/kg body weight/day) nutritional approach in a small RCT (n = 28). This regimen resulted in faster pressure injury
healing compared to a high calorie, normal protein diet (30 kcalories/kg body weight/day with protein 1.2 g/kg body
weight/day). Nonetheless, individuals allocated to the high energy, high protein intervention also received additional
micronutrients (arginine, zinc and antioxidants) that may play an active role in wound healing, therefore residual
confounding could not be excluded90 (Level 1).
The findings reported in the studies above and the recommendations made in this guideline are supported by a metaanalysis93 focusing on measured energy needs in adults with pressure injuries, as well as other reputable guidelines.34
In this meta-analysis, Cereda et al. (2011)93 reported that after adjusting measured (indirect calorimetry) resting
energy expenditure for a 1.3 physical activity correction factor (for individuals confined to bed), mean total daily
energy needs are about 30 kcalories/kg body weight/day.
It should be noted that a normal protein diet (16% of total energy) of 30 kcalories/kg body weight/day provides at
least 1.2 grams of protein/kg body weight daily. The amount of protein intake increases to 1.4 g/kg body weight with
a 35 calories/kg body weight/day diet. In a high protein nutritional support (20% of total energy) the amount of
protein provided to individuals would amount to 1.5 to 1.75 g/kg body weight/day.90 Protein intake should be adjusted
according to kidney function and long term high protein intake should be avoided due to potentially detrimental
effects on kidney and liver function. In absence of relevant co-morbidities, a return to an ideal protein intake of about
1.0 to 1.2 g/kg body weight/day could be advised after complete pressure injury healing has occurred. Nevertheless, it
is important to consider that an insufficient intake of energy increases the individual’s protein requirement.57

Nutritional Supplementation
Oral nutritional supplements (ONS), enhanced foods, and food fortifiers can be used to combat unintended weight
loss and malnutrition in individuals who are unable to consume estimated requirements by spontaneous (normal)
food intake. Oral nutritional supplements include products that supply nutrients including protein, carbohydrates,
fat, vitamins, minerals, and/or amino acids. Health professionals are advised to review the nutrition labeling on oral
and enteral supplements, to determine micronutrient adequacy.
Nutrition supplementation for neonates and children is discussed in the section on Nutrition Management in Neonates
and Children at the end of this chapter.
4.8: O
 ffer high calorie, high protein fortified foods and/or nutritional supplements in addition to the usual
diet for adults who are at risk of developing a pressure injury and who are also malnourished or at risk of
malnutrition, if nutritional requirements cannot be achieved by normal dietary intake.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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4.9: O
 ffer high calorie, high protein nutritional supplements in addition to the usual diet for adults with a
pressure injury who are malnourished or at risk of malnutrition, if nutritional requirements cannot be
achieved by normal dietary intake.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

4.10: P
 rovide high-calorie, high-protein, arginine, zinc and antioxidant oral nutritional supplements or enteral
formula for adults with a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury who are malnourished or at risk of
malnutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Nutrition supplements for adults at risk of pressure injuries
One low quality Level 1 study94 found that high-calorie, high-protein supplements were associated with a significant
reduction in the incidence of pressure injuries in individuals at risk. This finding was supported by a large, low quality
Level 3 study45 and favorable but non-significant results from a smaller low quality Level 1 study.95 However, other high
quality96 and low quality5,97 Level 1 studies showed no significant effect in reducing pressure injury incidence for high
calorie, high protein nutritional supplements. The body of evidence is inconsistent, reflecting uncertainty as to the
likelihood that the expected benefits will be achieved. However, there are no known undesired effects, and moderate
quality economic analyses67-69 reported cost-savings, including shorter hospital stays, associated with the intervention.
Individuals and their informal caregivers identified knowing more about dietary requirements associated with healthy
skin as a care priority.87,88
Nutrition supplements for adults with pressure injuries
A large low quality Level 1 study5 reported a mean of approximately 42% pressure injuries reached complete healing
when high calorie, high protein supplements were provided, which was around 10% more than for standard diet.
A high quality Level 1 study92 reported complete healing rate of around 10%. Differences in healing rates reported
in Level 1 studies might be explained by the large variation in intervention duration of between 3 and 26 weeks.
Significant reduction in mean pressure injury surface area and significant improvement in PUSH scores was reported
in a low quality Level 192 and Level 291 studies for high calorie, high protein supplementation compared with standard
diets or placebo supplements. Few adverse events were experienced in studies and an economic analysis86 indicated
that supplementation was associated with reductions in costs per individual and increases in quality-adjusted life years
associated with more pressure injury-free days. More than two thirds of individuals who have experienced a pressure
injury indicated that receiving guidance on diet to promote health was a priority.87
There is evidence from a high quality Level 1 study,92 to suggest that high-calorie, high-protein oral nutritional
supplements containing arginine, zinc and antioxidants are related to significant improvements in measures of
pressure injury healing and are more effective than high-calorie, high-protein oral nutritional supplements without
specific nutrients. The high quality Level 1 study showed more than three times greater likelihood of a pressure injury
healing when a high-calorie, high-protein oral nutritional supplement containing arginine, zinc and antioxidants is
provided for more than four weeks.92 Three moderate quality level 1 studies,90,98,99 a low quality Level 1 study100 and
low quality Level 4 studies101-103 provided evidence for improvements in other wound healing measures including
surface area reduction and improvements on PUSH scale. There are no known adverse events. A high quality cost
analysis104 showed the treatment is associated with cost savings to heal a pressure injury compared with no diseasespecific nutrient supplementation.

Implementation Considerations
•

S upplements should be offered when nutritional requirements cannot be achieved by normal dietary intake89,92
(Level 1).

•

Supplements should be provided between meals105 (Level 5).

•

Supplement dose should be two bottles/day serving an energy density of 1.5 to 2.4 kcalories/mL (Expert opinion).

•

Continue supplementation for at least four weeks (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
Nutritional interventions providing adequate calories and protein are believed to play a pivotal role in reducing the
risk of pressure injuries in individuals with poor nutritional status and/or nutritional deficits. Nonetheless, pressure
injuries themselves are responsible for a deterioration in nutritional status due to increased energy and protein
expenditure and nutrient loss associated with a chronic wound. The provision of extra energy is an important strategy
to improve anabolism. However, individuals with pressure injuries are frequently characterized by impairment in
spontaneous (normal) food intake. Nutritional supplementation is one strategy in satisfying nutritional needs. When
oral feeding is still feasible and safe, ONSs are the first-line strategy to cope with inadequate protein and calorie
intake. Evidence in this area focuses on multi-nutrient supplementation. Limited early evidence106,107 exploring the use
of a single vitamin has failed to demonstrate a benefit for individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries.
A study conducted by Wilson et al. (1986)108 indicated that healthy older adults who consumed high energy, high
protein ONS between meals experienced better absorption of nutrients, with the least interference to meal intake
(Level 5). This suggests that supplementation should be administered between meals. Consistent with this, a systematic
review109 has found that adherence to ONS, commonly provided between meals, is generally good, especially with
higher energy density ONS, resulting in improvements in the total energy intakes of individuals that has been linked
with clinical benefits.109

Nutritional supplements for adults at risk of pressure injuries
Identifying the independent contribution of ONS as a nutrition intervention to reduce the risk of pressure injuries in
high risk and older populations is challenging because of the multifactorial nature of pressure injury risk reduction.
Both retrospective cohort trials45 (Level 3) and RCTs5,94-97 (Level 1) have mixed findings, with uncertainty surrounding
the efficacy of supplementation in the prevention of pressure injuries. Studies with larger population groups (626
participants45 and over 1,500 participants94 reported significant findings (Level 1 and Level 3) compared with nonsignificant findings in studies with smaller population groups (less than 500 participants5,95-97) (all Level 1). In one of
the smaller RCTs,95 the ONS intervention resulted in a significantly higher favorable overall clinical course, but a nonsignificant reduction in incidence of pressure injuries. These studies were all conducted in older adults in acute or
long term care settings and the studies ranged in length from two weeks to six months, with no obvious association
between study length and results.5,45,94-97
However, a quantitative synthesis of the trials reported above has shown that the use of ONS that provides 250 to 500
kcalories for up to 26 weeks is associated with a lower incidence of pressure injuries in individuals at risk of pressure
injuries compared to routine care (OR 0.75, 95% CI 0.62 to 0.89).110 Nonetheless, all studies were consistent for an
increase in protein-calorie intake from this intervention, which is in substantial agreement with available literature
on the use of ONS, particularly when energy dense formula is used.109
It is worth noting that economic modelling conducted in Australia and based on RCTs found that nutritional support
is cost effective in preventing pressure injuries in hospitalized individuals who are at high risk of pressure injuries.
Compared with standard diet, ONS was associated with a predicted mean decrease in length of hospital stay of 0.52%,
leading to cost efficiencies.67-69 (Moderate quality economic analysis).

Nutritional supplements for adults with pressure injuries
Evidence on the efficacy of extra protein and energy provision in the healing of pressure injuries is substantial.
Several RCTs5,89,92 (Level 1) and a non-randomized control trial91 (Level 2) conducted in hospitals, long term care and
community care settings have consistently demonstrated significant improvement in healing of pressure injuries in
individuals receiving high energy, high protein ONS in additional to a usual diet compared to control groups. There
is growing evidence that supports a positive effect on pressure injury healing of adding arginine and micronutrients
(zinc and antioxidants) to high calorie, high protein nutritional supplementation via either ONS or tube-feeding. 99,103
90,98,99,102,111
(Levels 1 and 3).
Two small RCTs (2890 and 43 participants98) investigating a disease specific nutritional approach as a strategy to promote
pressure injury healing reported improved healing as defined by decreasing PUSH scores, in individuals with Category/
Stage II or greater pressure injuries in health care centers, hospitals, and long term care facilities. The intervention
in both trials was a high energy, high protein formula fortified with arginine and other micronutrients.90,98 Not only
was the decrease in PUSH score statistically significantly different between the treatment and control groups in both
studies,90,98 but the van Anholt et al. (2010)98 study reported significantly fewer dressings were required per week in
the ONS group compared with the control (p = 0.045), and less time was spent per week changing the dressings (p =
0.022). The researchers concluded that a high protein nutritional supplement with added arginine and micronutrients
administered for at least eight weeks may be associated with improved pressure injury healing in older adults who do
not have pre-existing malnutrition.90,98 (Level 1).
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To clarify the independent role of specific nutrients in the healing process, the Oligo-Element Sore Trial (OEST),92 a
double-blind RCT with 200 participants, compared a high energy, high protein nutritional formula enriched with
arginine, zinc and antioxidants with an active isocaloric, isonitrogenous control formula (500 kcalories and 40 g
protein). After eight weeks of intervention, malnourished adults with (primarily) Category/Stage III and IV pressure
injuries had a greater mean reduction in wound surface area compared with a high energy, high protein ONS with
no specific nutrients (disease-specific, 60.9%, 95% CI 54.3 to 67.5 versus control, 45.2%, 95% CI 38.4 to 52.0; p =
0.026). This equated to an adjusted treatment effect of 18.7% (95% CI 5.7 to 31.8, p = 0.017). A greater proportion
of complete healing was also observed in the treatment group (16.9%, 95% CI, 8.2 to 25.6 versus 9.7%, 95% CI, 2.1
to 17.3, p = 0.10). This equated to an adjusted treatment effect with odds ratio of 2.16 (95% CI 0.88 to 5.39, p =
0.097). For individuals remaining in the study for at least four weeks, the adjusted odds ratio was 3.71 (95% CI, 1.05
to 13.16, p = 0.042)92 (Level 1). However, a similar smaller study (n = 50) of only two weeks’ duration did not result in
a significant difference in change in total PUSH score100 (Level 1). Overall, based on the studies of arginine, zinc and
antioxidants, there is a moderate-to-high body of evidence supporting the positive effect of using high energy, high
protein supplements with arginine and micronutrients to promote pressure injury healing.
Evidence from trials suggest that the length of intervention should be at least four weeks and administration up
to complete healing is advisable. The duration of supplementation has been examined in community dwelling
individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) resulting in mixed findings. Brewer et al. (2010)101 found that an intervention
group that took 9 g arginine daily experienced superior healing compared to a control group (10.5 ± 1.3 weeks to
complete healing versus 21.1 ± 3.7 weeks, p = 0.006) (Level 4). Another observational study102 examining the effects
of 9 g arginine/day found no statistically significant difference in time to healing between individuals who ceased
treatment early and those who completed when the analysis was confined to the Category/Stage of pressure injury.
However, when combining analysis of Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries, a 2.5-fold greater rate of healing was
observed for individuals who continued supplementation until full healing compared with those who ceased taking
the supplement (8.5 ± 1.1 weeks versus 20.9 ± 7.0 weeks, p = 0.04) (Level 4).
Moreover, dispensable amino acids (i.e., arginine) become conditionally indispensable amino acids during periods
of physiological stress. Quantifying the optimal level of arginine has been explored in a small RCT112 that compared
different doses of arginine for healing pressure injuries in acute inpatient participants. The results indicated there was
no difference in healing outcomes between a 4.5 g/day and a 9 g/day of arginine supplementation (Level 1).
The economic benefits of the disease-specific ONS formula enriched with arginine, zinc, and antioxidants compared
to a high-calorie, high-protein oral support are substantial.92 Although a disease-specific formula cost more money
than a high calorie, high protein ONS without specific nutrients (p < 0.001), in a cost analysis that included direct care
costs (equipment, tests and staffing) administering this ONS resulted in a significant reduction of overall cost of care
(–€74.30, 95% CI –126.1 to –22.5, p = 0.013), with a substantial incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER; ≥ 95% of
points were in the ‘more effective/less expensive’ quadrant)104 (High quality economic analysis).

Artificial Nutrition: Enteral and Parenteral Feeding
There are individuals who cannot meet their nutritional requirements via normal oral intake, even when ONSs are
provided.
4.11: D
 iscuss the benefits and harms of enteral or parenteral feeding to support overall health in light of
preferences and goals of care with individuals at risk of pressure injuries who cannot meet their nutritional
requirements through oral intake despite nutritional interventions.
(Good Practice Statement)

4.12: D
 iscuss the benefits and harms of enteral or parenteral feeding to support pressure injury treatment in light
of preferences and goals of care for individuals with pressure injuries who cannot meet their nutritional
requirements through oral intake despite nutritional interventions.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Due to obvious ethical reasons, there are no randomized trials comparing provision of artificial nutrition (enteral or
parenteral) to no intervention in individuals unable to satisfy requirements by spontaneous (normal) oral feeding. In
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these clinical situations, administering nutrition via other routes (e.g., naso-enteric tube, PEG or parenteral nutrition)
may be discussed with the individual and informal caregivers.
A low quality level 1 study97 and three low quality level 3 studies45,64,113 indicate that enteral or parenteral feeding have
limited impact on pressure injury incidence in individuals at risk. Although current evidence does not support the use
of enteral or parenteral feeding to prevent pressure injuries, consideration should be given to the individual’s care
goals, overall health and clinical needs beyond pressure injury prevention and treatment.
In adults with pressure injuries, two moderate quality level 1 studies showed that high calorie, high protein enteral
or parenteral supplements lead to improvements in some measures of pressure injury healing compared to standard
formulas.84,90 A moderate quality level 3 study had conflicting findings; however, these findings could be because
pressure injuries were often more severe in individuals who received enteral feeding in the clinical studies. For
example, Breslow et al. (1991)114 found a significant positive correlation between amount of enteral formula received
and pressure injury surface area (r = 0.59, p < 0.04).

Implementation Considerations
•

P
 arenteral and enteral feeding should be administered by qualified professionals using a monitoring protocol60
(Expert opinion).

•

T
 olerance of enteral feeding should be evaluated daily through physical examination, regularity of stool and flatus,
and experience of gastrointestinal signs and symptoms (e.g., vomiting, abdominal distension, nausea, discomfort,
etc.)60 (Expert opinion).

•

R
 outine assessment should confirm that individuals are actually receiving the amount of tube-feeding solution
prescribed (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
If oral intake is inadequate, enteral or parenteral nutrition may be recommended if consistent with the individual’s
wishes. Enteral (tube) feeding is the preferred route if the gastrointestinal tract is functioning. The risks and benefits
of nutrition support should be discussed with the individual and informal caregivers early on and should reflect the
individual’s preferences and goals for care.

Special considerations in palliative care settings
The overriding concerns in palliative care and end of life/hospice care are to provide comfort and minimize symptoms.
If providing supplemental nutrition assists in providing comfort to the individual and is mutually agreed upon by the
individual, family caregivers, and health professional, then supplemental nutrition (in any form) is very appropriate
for palliative or end of life/hospice wound care. If the individual’s condition is such that to provide supplemental
nutrition (in any form) increases discomfort and the prognosis is expected to be poor, then providing supplemental
nutrition should not be a concern and is not appropriate for palliative or end of life/hospice wound care. An individual
receiving palliative care who does not have pressure injury healing as a goal can be allowed to consume the type and
amount of food and fluids as desired.79

Parenteral/enteral feeding in individuals at risk of pressure injuries
The limited volume of research evaluating the benefits of utilizing enteral and parenteral nutrition for the prevention
of pressure injuries shows that this modality has no impact on the incidence of pressure injuries45,64,113 (Levels 1 and 3).
The high acuity of the acute care and long term care populations in the trials appears to be a factor that both increases
risk of pressure injuries, and contributes to the decision to trial enteral or parenteral feeding.45,64,113 For example, in
one study,113 individuals who received enteral feeding were at significantly greater risk of pressure injuries and had
significantly lower BMI than individuals who did not receive enteral feeding. The lack of comparable populations
therefore confounded the overall finding that enteral feeding did not contribute to a decrease in incidence of pressure
injuries113 (Level 3).
Other factors might also contribute to the lack of significant findings in the available research. One of the trials was
conducted over only two weeks;97 however, the other trials were of eight weeks,113 twelve weeks45 and four years in
duration.64 In one of the studies, a number of other factors beyond the nutrition intervention were associated with
incidence of pressure injuries in individuals in long term care, including, water/fluids provided, medications, and
staffing patterns45 (Level 3). Comorbidities that may have influenced the results were not reported in another study64
(Level 3).
Due to the quality of the research available, it remains unclear if timely and sufficient parenteral or standard enteral
feedings provided to individuals at risk for pressure injuries would reduce prevalence.
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Parenteral/enteral feeding in individuals with pressure injuries
There is a limited volume of research evaluating the benefits of utilizing enteral and parenteral nutrition for the
treatment of pressure injuries that demonstrates this modality has a positive impact on the healing of pressure
injuries.64,84,90 (Levels 1 and 3). Although small (60 participants84 and 28 participants90), both high level studies
emphasize a link between nutrition support in the form of high protein and disease specific enteral feedings and a
decrease in incidence of pressure injuries in older adults84,90 (Level 1). Although one cohort study failed to identify
a link between PEG supplementation and significant improvements in pressure injury healing compared to an oral
diet, the individuals received PEG feeding had substantially more severe pressure injuries at commencement of the
intervention115 (Level 3).
Using aggressive nutrition support may not be beneficial in all individuals and it is not risk free. Individuals receiving
enteral nutrition via a PEG or nasogastric tube had significantly more major complications (e.g. weight loss, pneumonia
and death) that were deemed to be related to the intervention compared to individuals receiving an oral diet (61%
versus 34%, p<0.01) in one study113 (Level 3). Harvey et al. (2016)116 reported no significant change in mortality rate
when utilizing parenteral nutrition support over enteral nutrition support in critically ill individuals (Level 1). Teno et
al. (2012)115 reported that feeding via PEG tubes that may be related to increased diarrhea, increased immobility or
comorbidities, but this was not investigated (Level 3).

Hydration
Water serves as the solvent for vitamins, minerals, glucose and other nutrients. Water is also needed to transport
nutrients through the body, and to eliminate waste products. In healthy individuals who are adequately hydrated,
water released from food and metabolism accounts for 20% or more of total water intake.117 Total water needs
include the water content of food.117 Note that not all fluids contain water; requirements are based on water needs.
Calculate individual water/fluid requirements. Various formulas have been used to calculate adequate daily water/
fluid needs. Evidence-based guidelines recommend that water requirements be calculated as 1 mL/kcalorie/day.34,118
Individuals with elevated temperature, vomiting, profuse sweating, diarrhea, and/or heavily exuding wounds often
require additional water/fluid intake to replace losses.34 Individuals consuming high levels of protein may also require
additional water intake.
Oral nutritional supplements and enteral feedings normally contain 75% water from its total volume. For the specific
amount of free water in each enteral formula, refer to each product’s nutrition label.
4.13: P
 rovide and encourage adequate water/fluid intake for hydration for an individual with or at risk of a
pressure injury, when compatible with goals of care and clinical condition.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Provision of hydration must be consistent with the individual’s comorbid conditions and goals (Expert opinion).

•

I n healthy people, water/fluid intake should be approximately 30 mL/kg body weight/day or 1 mL/kcalorie/day.34,118
Fluid intake is often restricted for individuals with heart or renal failure (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide additional water/fluid for individuals with dehydration, elevated temperature, vomiting, profuse sweating,
diarrhea, or heavily exuding wounds. Individuals consuming high levels of protein may also require additional
water/fluid (Expert opinion).

•

M
 onitor individuals for signs and symptoms of dehydration including change in weight, skin turgor, urine output,
elevated serum sodium, and/or calculated serum osmolality (Expert opinion).

Nutrition Management in Neonates and Children
Neonates and children (individuals up to the age of 18 years) are at high risk of nutritional deficiencies due to
having an increased nutritional requirement per unit weight to meet normal growth needs, as well as having smaller
appetites and dietary intake. Additionally, children at risk of or with a pressure injury for the most part have other
severe acute or chronic comorbidities (including malnutrition) that influence both nutritional requirements and the
ability to absorb and utilize there nutritients.119,120
Although this section includes recommendations specific to neonates and children, information throughout the rest of
this chapter is also relevant to child populations. The section in this chapter on Nutrition Care Planning is appropriate
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to the care of neonates and children. The section in this chapter on Energy and Protein Intake for Individuals at Risk
of Pressure Injuries includes guidance on intake requirements for children. The discussion and recommendations in
the chapter sections Artificial Nutrition: Enteral and Parenteral Feeding and Hydration are also broadly relevant to
neonates and children.
Nutrition assessment, selection of the appropriate mode of feeding, frequent monitoring, strategies to promote
adequate intake in an appealing manner, and, when required, nutritional supplements or nutritional support, are all
important considerations in the promotion of wound healing in children.121,122
4.14: C
 onduct age appropriate nutritional screening and assessment for neonates and children at risk of pressure
injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se a simple, valid and reliable nutritional screening tool appropriate for the child population group.123 (Expert
opinion).

•

C
 ritically ill children admitted to the intensive care require a comprehensive nutrition assessment within 48 hours
of admission59 (Level 5).

•

R
 egularly reassess the nutritional requirements of critically ill neonates and children who have, or are at risk of, a
pressure injury. Conduct a nutrition assessment at least weekly for critically ill children59,123 (Level 5).

•

F or neonates and children in critical care, measure and document body weight, height/length and (in children
aged less than 3 years) head circumference. Use z-scores for BMI for age to screen for neonates or children at the
extreme59 (Level 5).

•

For premature infants, adjust and correct measurements for gestational age122 (Expert opinion).

Discussion
A pediatrician, dietitian or other qualified health professional should conduct an age appropriate nutritional screening
and assessment to identify nutritional requirements for neonates and children with, or at risk of pressure injuries. Early
identification of neonates and children with or at risk of malnutrition is important to enable prompt intervention.122
The Academy and ASPEN4 definition of pediatric malnutrition is reported in the Introduction to this chapter. Table 7.4
lists commonly used pediatric nutrition screening and assessment tools.
Table 7.4: Pediatric nutrition screening and assessment tools

Nutrition Screening Tool
Subjective Global Nutritional
Assessment for Children (SGNA)124

Evidence for
identifying pressure
injury risk status

Screening (S) or
Assessment (A)
tool

No

S, A

Clinical setting and level of evidence

Hospitalized children aged 1 month to 18 years125
(Level 5)
Children with cerebral palsy aged 1 to 12 years.126
(Level 5)

Paediatric Nutrition Screening
Tool (PNST)127

No

S, A

Hospitalized neonates and children aged birth to
16 years128 (Level 5)

Screening Tool for the Assessment
of Malnutrition in Pediatrics
(STAMP)129

No

S, A

Hospitalized neonates and children aged 2 to 7
years130 (Level 5)

Paediatric Yorkhill Malnutrition
Score (PYMS)132

No

S

Hospitalized children aged 1 to 16 years133 (Level
5)

Screening Tool for the Risk of
Impaired Nutritional Status and
Growth (STRONGkids)134

No

S

Hospitalized children from birth to 17 years135 (Level
5)
Hospitalized children aged ≥ 1 year and not in critical care136 (Level 5)

Children with spinal cord injury131 (Level 5)

When undertaking nutritional screening and assessment in neonates and children, anthropometric measurements and
growth charts can be used to determine if the child is developing within expected growth patterns.119,121 However, also
consider the influence of edema and fluid shifts on measures made in critically ill children.119,124
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4.15: F or neonates and children with or at risk of pressure injuries who have inadequate oral intake, consider
fortified foods, age appropriate nutritional supplements, or enteral or parenteral nutritional support.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

W
 here possible enteral nutrition should be preferred over other methods of providing nutrition requirements59
(Level 5).

•

Ensure all neonates and children maintain adequate hydration122 (Expert opinion).

Discussion
A pediatrician, pediatric dietitian or other qualified health professional should be involved in planning an appropriate,
individualized nutrition plan, and providing caregivers with strategies to promote nutritional intake.121 Energy needs
should be individualized and determined with consideration to energy expenditure in order to avoid overfeeding or
underfeeding. Energy and protein intake should be determined in consideration of:
•

Requirements for normal growth and development

•

Any nutritional deficiency

•

Altered needs associated with critical illness or comorbidities

•

Needs associated with wound healing.121

Critically ill children should have their energy expenditure assessed regularly in order to determine appropriate
energy needs. Consider that standard equations are often unreliable in estimating energy expenditure in children119,137
because they are often derived from measurements in healthy children or adults.122,137 For these reasons, energy
requirements in neonates and children with a chronic wound are often underestimated.138 When direct measurement
cannot be made, ensure that any energy expenditure equation that is used to estimate needs is appropriate to the
child’s age and clinical condition appropriate.137 In a review of cohort studies conducted in critically ill children, the
variability of metabolic state and thus the inappropriate nature of providing recommendations on specific intake
goals was highlighted (Level 5);59,119 however, it has been suggested that oral intake should be sufficient to prevent
weight loss and complications associated with nitrogen wasting.139 Increases in protein and micronutrients might be
appropriate if wound healing does not progress on the expected trajectory138 (Expert opinion). There is insufficient
evidence to make specific recommendations on the macro- and micronutrient requirements for neonates and children
who have a chronic wound.59,119 For individuals with inadequate oral intake, enteral or parenteral nutrition should
be commenced,139 when consistent with the care goals of the child and their informal caregivers Due to insufficient
evidence to support their use in children, supplemental immune-enhancing nutrients (e.g., arginine, glutamine,
antioxidants, etc.) are not recommended for use in critically ill children119 (Expert opinion).
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REPOSITIONING AND EARLY MOBILIZATION
Introduction
Repositioning and mobilizing individuals is an important component in the prevention of pressure injuries.1 The
underlying cause and formation of pressure injuries is multifaceted; however, by definition, pressure injuries cannot
form without loading, or pressure, on tissue. Extended periods of lying or sitting on a particular part of the body
and failure to redistribute the pressure on the body surface can result in sustained deformation of soft tissues and,
ultimately, in tissue damage2 (see the guideline chapter Etiology of Pressure Injuries).
Typically, a painful stimulus caused by the pressure on the tissue will motivate the individual to change position.
Therefore, two primary concerns are the individual’s ability to feel pain, and the person’s actual physical ability
to move or reposition.2 Repositioning involves a change in position of the lying or seated individual undertaken
at regular intervals, with the purpose of relieving or redistributing pressure and enhancing comfort. Mobilization
involves assisting or encouraging a person to move or shift into a new position. Individuals who cannot reposition
themselves will require assistance in this activity.
Recommendations in this section of the guideline address the role of repositioning and early mobilization in both the
prevention and treatment of pressure injuries. The recommendations are relevant to all individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries, unless otherwise stated. Repositioning in relation to heel pressure injuries are discussed in a separate
guideline chapter, Heel Pressure Injuries.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

How often should repositioning be performed to reduce the risk of pressure injuries?

•

What criteria should be used to determine and monitor frequency of turning?

•

What positioning techniques are most effective in redistributing pressure and preventing shear?

•

Do programs of early mobilization affect pressure injury rates?

General Repositioning for All Individuals
5.1: R
 eposition all individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries on an individualized schedule, unless
contraindicated.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from one high quality Level 1 study2 and one moderate quality Level 1 study3 demonstrated that repositioning
individuals more regularly is associated with a lower incidence of pressure injuries. However, the evidence is conflicting
regarding potential differences between different turning frequencies. Evidence from two high4,5 and one moderate6
quality Level 1 studies showed no significant reduction in pressure injury incidence associated with more frequent
repositioning. However, in one of these high quality Level 1 studies,5 all repositioning regimens were associated with
pressure injury incidence below 3.1%. A moderate quality Level 3 study7 reported statistically significant difference
between different repositioning frequencies, reporting an incidence rate ratio of 1.12 (95% confidence interval [CI]
0.52 to 2.42) for frequent repositioning compared with infrequent repositioning.
The Level 1 studies2-6 demonstrated that different repositioning frequencies (e.g. two, three or four hourly) are all
at least somewhat effective. Reported variations in pressure injury incidence for different repositioning frequencies
could be explained by the range of pressure injury risk for individuals in the studies, and the support surfaces used.
Mattresses used in early studies may also be less effective than contemporary support surfaces. Adverse events
associated with repositioning were a possibility of the individual experiencing increased pain during repositioning.8,9
High quality Level 1 evidence and moderate quality Level 3 evidence reported adherence to repositioning regimens
ranging between 53% and 82%.5-7 Two high quality economic analyses demonstrated that costs of implementing
frequent repositioning in aged care facilities were not substantial and were related to improvement in qualityadjusted life years.10,11 Level 5 evidence suggested that patients and informal caregivers place high importance on
understanding more about the role of repositioning in preventing pressure injuries.12
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Optimal offloading maximizes the redistribution of pressure away from bony prominences. However, individual
anatomy may vary. Some positions may offload pressure points in one individual but be inadequate in offloading
pressure for another individual.

Implementation Considerations
•

 he individual’s physical, cognitive and psychological condition, and type of support surface in use should be
T
considered when planning repositioning needs. See recommendations in this guideline chapter on factors
to consider when assessing the need for repositioning and when determining an individualized repositioning
schedule.

•

 ncourage and educate individuals who are able to regularly reposition themselves when in bed and seated.
E
For individuals with SCI, provide education on repositioning during initial rehabilitation and regularly thereafter
(Expert opinion).

•

E
 stablish and document individualized pressure relief schedules that prescribe the frequency and duration of
weight shifts (Expert opinion).

•

R
 econsider the frequency and method of repositioning if the individual is not responding as expected to
the repositioning regimen (Expert opinion). See the guideline chapter on Skin and Soft Tissue Assessment
recommendations on assessments of the skin that can be used to evaluate the skin’s response.

•

R
 ecord when the individual was repositioned, specifying frequency and position adopted, and include an evaluation
of the outcome (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Repositioning is undertaken to reduce the duration and magnitude of pressure over vulnerable areas of the body
and to contribute to comfort, hygiene, dignity, and functional ability. Because repositioning is considered a necessary
intervention to relieve pressure, most studies do not compare repositioning to no repositioning. However, one
randomized controlled trial (RCT)2 (n = 838) has been conducted in a nursing home in which standard repositioning was
not a component of the routine preventive care received by a control group. In this study, the control group (n = 576)
received a range of high specification support surfaces including water mattresses, alternating mattresses, sheepskins
or gel cushions but no standard repositioning. Four intervention groups received preventive regimens that included
a range of repositioning intervals and different support surfaces. Two groups received a standard foam mattress and
were turned either two hourly (n = 65) or three hourly (n = 65). Two groups received a viscoelastic polyurethane foam
mattress and were turned four hourly (n = 67) or six hourly (n = 65). The incidence of Category/Stage II or greater
pressure injuries was significantly lower in the group receiving four hourly repositioning (odds ratio [OR] = 0.12; 95%
CI 0.03 to 0.48), and there was a significant increase in the time to pressure injury development for the four hourly
turning group compared to all other groups (p = 0.001).2 However, there were several confounding factors, including
the large variety of support surfaces used and the possibility that the time spent implementing repositioning regimens
in the intervention groups impacted upon the care of individuals in the control group (Level 1).
In study conducted by Moore et al. (2011)3 among older adults in 12 aged care facilities, a frequent (three hourly)
repositioning regimen was compared to an infrequent repositioning regimen (six-hourly). The experimental group
were repositioned every three hours using the 30° tilt position (left side, back, right side, back) between 8pm and
8am (n = 99). In the control group, participants received routine repositioning every six hours between 8pm and
8am using 90° lateral rotation (n = 114). Day time care remained routine for all participants. Fewer participants in
the experimental group developed a pressure injury (3% versus 11%; p = 0.03, intracluster correlation [ICC] = 0.001;
incidence rate ratio [IRR] = 0.27 (95% CI 0.08 to 0.93, p = 0.038, ICC = 0.001). The OR of a pressure injury in the
experimental group was 0.243 (95% CI 0.067 to 0.879, p = 0.034).3 The six hourly frequency of repositioning in the
control group may not be considered as standard care in many facilities (Level 1).
Numerous studies4-7 have explored the influence of different repositioning frequencies on pressure injury incidence
in aged care, acute care and critical care settings, but report conflicting findings. In the critical care setting, Manzano
et al. (2014)6 compared repositioning two hourly or four hourly among individuals who were mechanically ventilated
(n = 164). Participants were repositioned either two or four hourly in three positions (left and right 30° tilt position
plus supine with 30° elevation). No significant difference was observed in pressure injury incidence between the two
hourly turning group (10.3%) and the four hourly group (13.4%; unadjusted hazard ratio [HR] 0.89, 95 % CI 0.46 to
1.71, p = 0.73). Although repositioning was interrupted for those experiencing hemodynamic or respiratory instability,
compliance with the assigned regimen did not differ significantly between the groups (both approximately 60%). As
with the Vanderwee et al. (2007)4 study, this RCT also lacked statistical power to measure a clinically significant effect
(Level 1).
Vanderwee et al. (2007)4 followed 235 individuals in aged care who all received a viscoelastic foam mattress. In the
intervention group, individuals were repositioned to alternate two hours in a lateral position and four hours in a
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supine position. The control group were repositioned every four hours, first in lateral and then in supine. There was
no statistically significant difference in incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries (16.4% versus 21.2%,
p = 0.40). However, the study did not recruit enough participants to meet the desired power4 (Level 1). Also conducted
in an aged care setting, Bergstrom et al.’s (2013)5 Turning for Ulcer ReductioN (TURN) study sought to determine
optimal repositioning frequency for older adults (n = 942). Residents at moderate or high risk for pressure injuries
according to the Braden Scale were randomly allocated using risk stratification to a repositioning schedule of two,
three or four hourly. All individuals were placed on high density foam mattresses, although the brand of mattress
varied among study sites. There was no significant difference in pressure injury incidence according to repositioning
regimen (2-hourly, 2.5%; 3-hourly, 0.6%; 4-hourly, 3.1%, p = 0.68), nor was there a statistically significant difference
in the incidence of pressure injuries between the high and moderate risk groups (p = 0.79). The study was limited to
three weeks and relied on documentation and monthly fidelity checks to determine if there was compliance with the
assigned regimens (Level 1).
In a cohort study investigating the association between being frequently repositioned and pressure injury incidence in
an acute care setting,7 individuals at high risk based on Braden Scale score had a lower incidence of pressure injuries
if they were frequently turned (IRR = 0.39, 95% CI 0.08 to 1.84). In this three-week study, turning was considered
frequent if there were at least 12 repositionings per day. The investigators relied upon nursing documentation as the
sole indicator that an individual had been repositioned (Level 3).
For a very limited number of medical conditions where movement destabilizes the condition of those who are critically
ill, it may not be safe to turn the individual.13 Recommendations specific to repositioning critically ill individuals are
included in this chapter.
Many individuals may have some mobility limitations but are still able to actively redistribute pressure. For example,
most individuals with SCI can actively participate in pressure redistribution through repositioning, unless they have
comorbidities that interfere with bed and seating mobility. Bed mobility (e.g., rolling, side-lying, prone positioning
and recumbent positioning) and seated weight redistribution (shifting, pelvic and leg repositioning) should be taught
during initial rehabilitation and then retrained and reinforced during ongoing admissions and contacts with health
professionals.14 The guideline chapter Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education includes evidence on education needs
and strategies.

Repositioning Frequency
5.2: D
 etermine repositioning frequency with consideration to the individual’s level of activity and ability to
independently reposition.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
A moderate quality Level 4 study15 provided evidence that when individuals can reposition independently, they
experienced no pressure injuries. The study showed that individuals repositioned themselves within a four-hour
duration.15 Indirect evidence from observational studies16-19 showed that many hospitalized adults are independently
mobile and active. Observed individuals reposition themselves regularly in bed (or in the chair if they are wheelchair
bound). One study classified hospitalized adults as sedentary although they continued to perform self-initiated activity
frequently. Understanding the individual’s level of activity and ability to reposition themselves helps determine the
frequency and amount of assistance they will require in repositioning.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 ndertake an assessment of the individual’s level of activity and ability to reposition independently as a part of
every risk assessment.20-28 Information on indicators of mobility and activity are discussed in the guideline chapter
Risk Factors and Risk Assessment.

•

E
 nsure that self-repositioning is effective in adequately off-loading bony prominences (Expert opinion). Refer to
Recommendation 5.14 for more discussion on pressure relieving maneuvers that can be used by individuals who
are able to self-reposition in a seated position.

•

R
 ecognize that some individuals may be damaging tissues with excessive movement. For example, individuals with
agitation or who regularly drag when self-repositioning can expose the skin and tissue to shear forces (Expert
opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
When planning an individual’s repositioning schedule, it is important to first assess risk of pressure injuries, paying
particular attention to level of activity and mobility, because individuals with reduced activity and mobility are more
prone to pressure injury damage.
A 3-month prospective case series conducted in an acute care setting15 explored whether self-repositioning by
individuals (n = 112) was sufficient to prevent pressure injuries. A continuous pressure mapping system was used to
detect pressure distribution of individuals who had the ability to move in bed without assistance. Only two participants
had a duration of four hours or more with no movement, indicating that self-repositioning occurred regularly. No
individuals experienced a pressure injury. However, 61% percent of participants were aged under 65 years and 75%
had a Braden Scale score above 18, suggesting the study population had relatively low risk for pressure injuries.
Additionally, 84% of participants were followed for 24 hours or less (Level 4).
A number of studies16-19 provide indirect evidence analysing individuals who are able to self-reposition. Although
these studies do not provide evidence on the relationship between pressure injury incidence and activity, they provide
information on the repositioning patterns of individuals in a variety of clinical settings.
McInnes et al. (2013)18 established that hospitalized individuals (n = 26) assessed as being at risk of developing a
pressure injury reposition themselves regularly throughout the day. Movement data collected by trained observers
showed the median number of position changes was 3.0 (IQR 2.50, range 1 to 9) on day shift, 4.0 (IQR 3.0, range 0 to
7) on afternoon shift and 4.0 times (IQR 3.0, range 1 to 8) overnight. Participants primarily assumed the supine (46° to
90°) position or sat out of bed in the early part of the day and were more often observed in the supine position (1° to
45°) in the latter part of the day18 (Level 5). In an analysis of 52 participants in hospitals and nursing homes, Källman,
et al. (2015)29 explored factors associated with repositioning induced by nursing staff, as well as the individual’s
own spontaneous movement frequency. There was a large variation in the frequency of spontaneous movements
during both day (median 16, Q1 5 to Q3 52) and night (median 10, Q1 4 to Q3 33). Analgesics were positively related
to the spontaneous movement frequency and psycholeptics had a negative association with self-repositioning. No
relationship was established between staff induced repositioning and the frequency of spontaneous movement;
however, nurses more often repositioned individuals assessed as having a high risk pressure injury risk29 (Level 5).
Chaboyer et al. (2015)16 observed hospitalized individuals at risk of pressure injury (n = 84) in order to describe physical
activity patterns (duration of activity, repositioning frequency). Participants with reduced mobility wore a physical
activity monitor for a continuous 24-hour period. Data showed that most time was spent in sedentary activity (94%
± 3%), although the median number of position changes (change of posture at least of 10° maintained five minutes
or longer) was 94 times over 24 hours (range 11 to 154).16 These findings indicate that repositioning of individuals
with some degree of restricted mobility occurred regularly; however, it was not known whether this was performed
independently or with assistance (Level 5). Finally, Sonenblum et al. (2016)19 reviewed the pattern of self-positioning
of individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI, n = 28) who were independently mobile in wheelchairs. Individuals weightshifted an average of 2.4 ± 2.2 times per hour and performed pressure reliefs an average of 0.4 ± 0.5 times per hour.
These repositioning patterns represented primarily male individuals with a mean age of 41 years who were active in
their wheelchairs for between four and ten hours per day.19 It was unclear if the extent of repositioning adequately
provided relief to the tissues.
5.3: Determine repositioning frequency with consideration to the individual’s:
		 • Skin and tissue tolerance
		 • General medical condition
		 • Overall treatment objectives
		 • Comfort and pain.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 egularly assess the individual’s skin condition and general comfort. Reconsider the frequency and method of
repositioning if the individual is not responding as expected to the repositioning regime (Expert opinion).

•

R
 efer to the Skin and Tissue Assessment chapter for evidence-based recommendations on assessing skin and tissue
tolerance.

•

E
 valuate the need for analgesia prior to scheduled repositioning. When required, pre-medicate the individual 20
to 30 minutes prior to assisting with repositioning. Refer to the Pain Assessment and Management chapter for
evidence-based recommendations on assessing and managing pain.
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Discussion
No support surface provides complete pressure relief. Pressure is always applied to some area of the skin. Turning and
repositioning for pressure redistribution must therefore occur regularly. The frequency of turning may vary with the
pressure redistribution capacity of the support surface; however, the individual’s response to pressure should always
guide turning frequency. High risk individuals with poor tissue tolerance may require more frequent turning.
Frequent assessment of the individual’s skin condition facilitates timely identification of the early signs of pressure
damage and, as such, their tolerance of the repositioning regimen. A number of Level 1 and Level 2 prognostic
studies30-34 indicate that skin changes are associated with increased risk of pressure injuries. Odds ratio of developing
a Category/Stage II or greater pressure injury when non-blanchable erythema was identified ranged from 3.25 (95% CI
2.17 to 4.86)30 to 7.98 (95% CI 2.36 to 39.97).32 Identifying skin changes early by conducting a skin assessment enables
health professionals to adjust repositioning (and other interventions) to prevent pressure injuries. If changes in skin
condition should occur, the repositioning care plan needs to be re-evaluated.
Ongoing assessment of the skin is necessary in order to detect additional skin damage. Skin that is still reddened
from a previous episode of loading may be damaged and undergoing an inflammatory response or may still be in
the process of tissue reperfusion. Slower and/or diminished reactive hyperemic responses have been demonstrated
in individuals at risk of pressure injuries, including the elderly,35-37 critically ill individuals,38 smokers,39 individuals
with diabetes mellitus,40-42 and individuals with SCI.43-46 The rate of reperfusion is slower after the area is unloaded,
and reperfusion may ultimately be inadequate to offset the oxygen debt created during periods of loading. These
individuals may require either a longer recovery time before reloading a body surface and/or a support surface with
better pressure redistribution.
General medical condition can influence how often it is possible to reposition the individual. Individuals who are critically
ill may experience dyspnea or hemodynamic instability unless a specific position is maintained. It is also important to
take into consideration the individual’s overall treatment objectives. For example, certain medical conditions, such as
respiratory or cardiac disorders, may mean that the individual becomes very dyspneic or hemodynamically unstable
unless cared for in a particular position.
When determining repositioning frequency, consideration should be given to the individual’s experience of pain,
including both comfort and pain lying in one position and any pain experienced during repositioning.8,9 Evidence from
a study in general hospital populations (i.e., individuals without pressure injuries) showed that pain is experienced
during repositioning. The pain mean score on an 11-point numerical rating scale during repositioning was 4.9 ±
3.18 (Level 5). The experience of pain during repositioning was also reported in a qualitative study conducted in
individuals with multiple sclerosis and pressure injuries. Participants reported pain during movement and pain related
to repositioning equipment9 (Level 5). Comfort is of primary importance and may supersede preventive repositioning
for individuals who are actively dying or have conditions causing them to have only a single position of comfort.
5.4: Implement repositioning reminder strategies to promote adherence to repositioning regimens.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two Level 1 studies, one of high quality47 and one of moderate quality48 demonstrated that a facility-based intervention
could improve health professional compliance with repositioning, leading to a reduction in pressure injury incidence.
Auditory or visual feedback systems (in the evidence – wearable patient sensors47 and musical chimes48) can cue health
professionals to round or undertake required repositioning. Health professional compliance with repositioning was
significantly increased by 20% when the intervention was implemented in one of the studies.47 Compliance with
repositioning regimens was sub-optimal, reported at 67% in a study that implemented a facility-wide reminder
system,47 with indirect evidence suggesting the individual’s gender, body mass index (BMI), age and Braden Scale
score influence compliance rates.49 Resource requirements and feasibility are likely to vary widely based on the type
of intervention selected and the facility’s location.

Implementation Considerations
•

S elect a repositioning reminder system (e.g., audio system or visual feedback) that is customized to the care setting.
(Expert opinion)

•

R
 eminder systems have been successfully used as a component in a multi-faceted quality improvement bundle50-53
(see the guideline chapter on Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings).
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Evidence Discussion
A number of studies4,49 indicate that adherence by health professionals to repositioning regimens can be less than
optimal. Pickham et al. (2018)49 conducted a secondary descriptive study of turning data obtained from a RCT
conducted in critical care. Data on turn angle magnitude or depressurization time was obtained for individuals (n
= 555) with a wearable sternal sensor. A turn was categorized as having been performed when an angle above 20°
was attained and maintained for at least one minute after turning. Compliance was recorded as 54%, with 39% of
observed turns reaching the minimum angle threshold and 38% of individuals remaining in position for at least 15
minutes (depressurization). Nurses were less likely to be compliant with the repositioning regimen for individuals with
a high BMI, those with lower Braden Scale score and for males. The findings reported by Pickham et al. (2018)49 were
similar to those of Vanderwee et al. (2007),4 who reported adherence to two and four hourly repositioning regimens
by health professionals in an aged care setting as approximately 60%.
Interventions have been developed to promote compliance of health professionals with repositioning regimens.
Yap et al. (2013)48 trialed an intervention designed to prompt nurses and ancillary staff to reposition or encourage
mobilization for individuals every two hours in a 12-month RCT conducted in ten long-term care facilities (n = 1,928).
The intervention, which consisted of musical cues played over the public announcement system every two hours
during daytime hours, was delivered in four facilities for 12 months. Four control facilities provided standard care
for six months, then delivered the intervention for six months. A further two facilities provided standard care for the
full 12-month study period. Odds ratio of a new pressure injury were lower in the intervention facilities (p = 0.08) for
Minimum Data Set (MDS) 2.0 assessments and were significantly lower (p = 0.05) for MDS 3.0 assessments. Mean odds
ratios suggested individuals in intervention facilities were 45% less likely than individuals in the comparison facilities
to develop a new pressure injury (Level 1).
Cues to undertake repositioning, including a visual turn clock placed at the bedside53 (Level 2), musical cues played
in the facility50,51 (Level 2), and visual note flagging the bed of individuals at high risk of pressure injuries52 (Level
2) have been included as components in comprehensive, multi-faceted quality improvement programs. However,
the contribution to reduction in pressure injuries from these individual interventions is hard to determine due to
numerous prevention initiatives being used in these pressure injury prevention bundles. Further discussion is included
in the guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings.
Two trials47,54 have explored the use of sensors and feedback data to assist health professionals to adhere to a
repositioning regimen. In one study,54 a pressure mapping device was placed under individuals at high risk of pressure
injuries (Braden Scale score ≤ 12) and pressure images were relayed to a monitor. An alarm sounded in the nurses’
station at a time interval set by the facility (in this study, every two hours). When reinforced by regular education
and mandatory staff meetings, the system increased the frequency of repositioning from a mean of 240 minutes to
a mean of 164 minutes. However, the study did not report the intervention’s influence on pressure injury incidence
(Level 5). Pickham et al. (2018)47 conducted a large RCT (n = 1,312) in two intensive care units (ICUs) to assess whether
a wearable sensor promotes optimal turning practices through increasing compliance of health professional with
repositioning regimens, thereby preventing pressure injuries. The intervention group wore a sensor placed on the
sternum that transmitted data regarding the individual’s positioning, allowing analysis of the frequency and extent
of repositioning. The group wearing the sensor experienced significantly fewer pressure injuries than the control
group receiving usual care (0.7% versus 2.3%, OR = 0.33, 95% CI 0.12 to 0.90, p = 0.031). The total time with turning
compliance was statistically significantly higher in the intervention group (67% versus 54%, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.13, p
< 0.001), with the effect being more pronounced in individuals at high risk of pressure injuries (67% versus 47%, p
< 0.001). However, turning magnitude and time with adequate pressure relief to tissues (in this study, at least 15
minutes) were not statistically different between groups (p > 0.05 for both) (Level 1).

Repositioning Techniques
5.5: R
 eposition the individual in such a way that optimal offloading of all bony prominences and maximum
redistribution of pressure is achieved.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 heck all pressure points when repositioning the individual to ensure that pressure has been adequately offloaded
according to repositioning goals (i.e., check that pressure points are receiving the relief that repositioning aims to
provide) (Expert opinion).
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•

 hen repositioning individuals in the lateral side-lying position, offload the sacrococcygeal area without placing
W
pressure on the trochanter (Expert opinion).

•

T
 each individuals who are able to provide some or all of their own pressure relief to reposition correctly and to do
‘pressure relief lifts’ or other pressure relieving maneuvers as appropriate (Expert opinion).

•

P
 ay particular attention to the individual’s heels, which can be inadvertently exposed to continuous pressure even
when the individual is repositioned frequently. The guideline chapter Heel Pressure Injuries provides evidencebased recommendations on repositioning the heels.

•

I n individuals who are sedated and ventilated, particularly neonates and infants, frequently reposition the head
(Expert opinion).

•	Avoid positioning the individual directly onto medical devices, such as tubes, drainage systems or other foreign
objects. The guideline chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries provides evidence-based recommendations relevant
to repositioning.
Additional considerations for individuals with a pressure injury
•

Avoid positioning the individual on bony prominences with existing non-blanchable erythema (Expert opinion).

Discussion
When choosing a position for the individual, it is important to assess whether the pressure is actually relieved or
redistributed. For example, it is possible to inadvertently place the individual in a position such that smaller areas of
the body, such as the heels, are continuously exposed to pressure. Assessment of the individual’s skin condition will
indicate areas of the body that are exposed to sustained pressure. Non-blanchable erythema is an indication of the
early signs of pressure damage. Continued positioning on non-blanchable erythema will worsen the damage and
result in more severe pressure injuries.
It is possible to inadvertently position an individual directly on top of a tube, drainage system or other foreign object
(e.g., eating utensils, remote controls). This will cause a localized area of pressure that, if not corrected early enough,
will result in development of a pressure injury. It is important to check that individuals are not lying directly on a
medical device or foreign object (see the chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries).
5.6: R
 eposition the individual to relieve or redistribute pressure using manual handling techniques and equipment
that reduce friction and shear.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 255 study reported lower rates of pressure injuries associated with low friction turn sheets
compared to a standard turning technique. One moderate quality Level 4 study56 provided evidence that pressure injury
incidence is around 5 to 7% lower in facilities that provide more powered manual handling equipment. Individuals in
facilities with fewer mechanical lifting devices were more likely to be assessed as bedbound, increasing their pressure
injury risk. However, having more powered mechanical lifts was associated with a small but statistically significant
increase in fall incidents, which translated to an increased rate of fractures.56 There was no evidence available on
resource requirements or acceptability to individuals or their caregivers.

Implementation Considerations
•

Avoid dragging when repositioning the individual because this may result in friction and shear (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se moving and handling equipment to reposition the individual. Appropriate equipment assists in lifting the
individual and reduces unintended drag (Expert opinion).

•

P
 romote comfort when repositioning individuals (Expert opinion). Refer to Recommendation 11.3 in the guideline
chapter Pain Assessment and Treatment for further discussion of the role of repositioning in managing pressure
injury pain and in balancing comfort and repositioning at end-of-life.

•

D
 o not leave moving and handling equipment under the individual after use, unless the equipment is specifically
designed for this purpose (Expert opinion).

•

M
 oving and handling equipment manufactured from fabrics designed to reduce the risk of pressure injuries may
be available.57 The guideline chapter on Preventive Skin Care presents evidence on low friction fabrics.

•

Provide individuals with assistive devices to promote bed and seated mobility14 (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
Pressure injuries occur because of sustained mechanical loading and shear forces. Principles of safe manual handling
that prevent exposure of skin to pressure and shear forces should be used to ensure safety of both the individual and
the health professional. Individuals should never be dragged during transfer or repositioning. Rather, use devices and
techniques that reduce risk of friction and shear (e.g., mechanical lifts, transfer sheets, two- to four-person lifts, and
turn-assist features on beds). Use of a low friction turn sheet to reposition individuals in a trauma unit (n = 59) was
associated with a lower rate of pressure injuries compared to positioning using standard manual handling techniques
(20% versus 3.4%, p = 0.04). However, the study results could have been influenced by the use of different positioning
aids (i.e., wedges and pillows of different quality) between the groups55 (Level 2). A cross-sectional survey of 271 long
term care facilities reported a significantly lower prevalence of pressure injuries in individuals at high risk in facilities
with more than eight powered mechanical lifting (PML) aids compared with facilities that had four or less PML aids
(14.94% versus 9.74%, p < 0.001). Methodological limitations of the study included self-selection of participating
facilities and reliance on self-reported data56 (Level 4).
Moving and handling equipment may create areas of localized pressure resulting in additional tissue damage.1
Prolonged sitting on a transfer sling may increase heat, moisture and pressure. Sling material may interfere with
pressure redistributing qualities of a support surface. Thus, transfer devices should not remain under the individual
after use, unless the equipment has been specifically designed for this purpose (e.g., low friction textiles, as discussed
in the Preventive Skin Care chapter).
Many individuals with impaired mobility may still be able to actively participate in repositioning, for example
individuals with SCI. Individuals should be encouraged to lift rather than drag their bodies during repositioning and
transfers. Appropriate assistive devices (e.g., sliding boards, bed rails or trapeze bars) assist in minimizing shear and
friction during repositioning.14
5.7: Consider using continuous bedside pressure mapping as a visual cue to guide repositioning.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
The evidence on effectiveness of continuous bedside pressure mapping in preventing pressure injuries was mixed.
A high quality Level 1 study58 found no significance on the incidence or severity of pressure injuries when pressure
mapping was implemented in a medical ward. However, a high quality Level 2 study59 and a low quality Level 3
study60 both reported significant reductions in pressure injury incidence in medical ICUs when pressure mapping
was used. Patient consumers provided evidence that pressure mapping was not uncomfortable58 on the bed and
health professionals identified the intervention as both helpful in performing repositioning and easy to use,60-62
but highlighted that education and training is required to implement pressure mapping.63 No evidence on resource
requirements was identified.

Implementation Considerations
•

H
 ealth professionals require education, training and coaching when a continuous bedside pressure mapping system
is implemented in the facility.63 An education intervention that included 15 minutes of verbal instruction and hands
on practice over a one week period significantly improved nursing knowledge64 (Level 5).

•

A
 continuous bedside pressure mapping system may inhibit the technical function of low-air-loss, air fluidized and
other specialty beds by impeding air flow and/or the moisture vapor transmission59,60 (Expert opinion). Excess linen
or incontinence padding could interfere with the accuracy of data from a continuous bedside pressure mapping
system59 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
As discussed in detail in the guideline chapter on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment (See Recommendation 1.1), interface
pressure was a significant factor in the majority of studies that included this outcome in multivariable analyses exploring
pressure injury risk factors. Three studies58-60 provided direct evidence on the effectiveness of pressure mapping with
respect to preventing pressure injuries, and two studies63,64 provided additional indirect evidence on acceptability and
use of pressure mapping. All studies used the same continuous bedside pressure mapping system that displays pressure
points in real-time color imagery, visualizing the distribution of pressure at the body–mat interface.58
Gunningberg et al. (2017)58 conducted a pragmatic RCT (n = 190) evaluating the impact of pressure mapping, testing
the hypothesis that using real time feedback would improve staff attention to repositioning. The system gave
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immediate feedback to staff about the individual’s pressure points, facilitating the implementation of repositioning.
Both the intervention and control groups received standard pressure injury prevention care; the intervention group
additionally received the pressure injury mapping system from admission to discharge (or 14 days at most). No
significant difference in the prevalence or incidence of pressure injuries (at any anatomical site) was demonstrated.
The incidence rate ratio between the groups was 1.13 (95% CI 0.34 to 3.79) (Level 1).
However, some studies have demonstrated advantages to using pressure mapping. Behrendt et al. (2014)59 conducted a
prospective controlled study (n = 422) in a medical ICU. Participants were assigned to beds equipped with a continuous
bedside pressure mapping system or to standard care only, which included repositioning every two hours. Pressure
injury incidence was 0.9% in the intervention group and 4.8% in the control group (p = 0.02) (Level 2). A retrospective
chart review,60 also set in a medical ICU, reported similar results. Incidence of pressure injuries in a cohort (n = 307)
placed on a continuous bedside pressure mapping system was 0.3% compared to 5% in a historical control group (n =
320; p = 0.001)60 (Level 3). These studies used less robust designs than the study reported by Gunningberg et al. (2017),
and both confounding factors (e.g., the clinical condition of the participants that was poorly reported) and education
over time may have contributed to the results.
Studies58,60,62,63 reporting the perceptions of health professionals who have used a continuous bedside pressure mapping
system suggest that the technology provides increased awareness for health professionals regarding the importance
of pressure injury prevention. Therefore, the intervention can be used as an adjunct to regular repositioning. Health
professionals in a number of studies reported that continuous bedside pressure mapping was easy to use, and the
real-time feedback assisted in selecting positions that relieved pressure58,60,62,63 (Level 5). Continuous bedside pressure
mapping was demonstrated to contribute to the knowledge of health professionals when used as a component of
an education program. Health professionals showed statistically significantly improvement in knowledge scores (p =
0.002). Attitudes toward pressure injury prevention were unchanged; however, the health professionals scored highly
in this area at the study commencement. After delivery of the training and introduction of bedside pressure mapping,
peak interface pressures were significantly lower (p = 0.016), and health professionals implemented more preventive
interventions (p = 0.012) (Level 5).

Repositioning Individuals in Bed
5.8: Use the 30° side lying position in preference to the 90° side lying position when positioning.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
The evidence comparing side lying positions is mixed. A moderate quality Level 1 study65 reported use of repositioning
regimen that included the 30° side lying position was associated with a significant reduction in pressure injury
incidence. People who were positioned using a 90° side lying position were 3.7 times more likely to experience a
pressure injury than those who were positioned using a 30° side lying position (OR = 0.27).65 A low quality Level 1 study
found no significant difference in pressure injury rates between the two positions. A moderate66 quality Level 4 study
indicated that the 30° side lying position was associated with lower mean skin temperature over the trochanter than
in the 90° side lying position. A low17 quality Level 4 study indicated that the interface pressure was significant lower
in the 30° side lying position compared to the 90° side lying position. A moderate quality economic analysis indicated
that a repositioning intervention that used a 30° side lying position and three hourly repositioning was associated
with lower costs than a repositioning intervention that used a 90° side lying position with six hourly repositioning.65
Individuals and their caregivers rated positioning in bed as a high priority education topic.12

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 ncourage individuals who can reposition themselves to sleep in a 20° to 30° side lying position or flat in bed if not
contraindicated (Expert opinion).

•

Avoid lying positions that increase pressure, such as the 90° side lying position17,67 (Level 5).

•

I nstruct individuals to follow the recommended regimen of repositioning when they are independent with bed
mobility. When the individual is dependent for bed mobility, health professionals and informal caregivers should
be encouraged to follow this regimen (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Two studies reported a possible association between the level of lateral tilt and pressure injury incidence. In one study,
the effectiveness of different positioning in reducing pressure injury incidence was examined in older adults (n = 213)
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residing in long-term care.65 Individuals in a control group were repositioned according to standard care (90° side
lying position with repositioning every six hours over night). The intervention group were positioned three hourly
overnight using 30° tilt (see Figure 8.1) and supine position. The 30° side lying position with three hourly repositioning
was associated with significantly fewer Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries (3% versus 11%, p = 0.03, IRR 0.27,
95% CI 0.08 to 0.93, ICC = 0.001).65 The more frequent repositioning used for the intervention group likely influenced
the findings (Level 1). In the second study,68 acutely ill older adults (n = 46) were randomized to receive three hourly
repositioning overnight in either 30° side lying position or 90° side lying position. At 24 hours’ follow-up, there was
no significant different in the rate of Category/Stage I pressure injuries (9% for the 90° side lying position versus 4%
for the 30° side lying position, p > 0.05). There were two sacral pressure injuries in the 90° side lying position and
one sacral pressure injury in the 30° side lying position. Two trochanter pressure injuries occurred in the 30° side lying
position. However, this study was underpowered and had a short follow-up duration. Greater difficulty in attaining
and remaining in the 30° side lying position and more individuals in that group reported difficulty maintain the
position due to joint stiffness, anxiety or pain68 (Level 1). A Cochrane review69 pooled the findings from these two RCTs
and established that there was no statistically significant difference between using 30° tilt three-hourly overnight or
using 90° lateral rotation overnight (risk ratio [RR] 0.62, 95% CI 0.10 to 3.97, p = 0.62).
In an investigation of six different lying positions (supine 30° tilt, supine 0°, semifowler with 30° head-of-bed elevation, semi-fowler with 30°elevation of head and legs,
lateral 30° and lateral 90°), Källman et al. (2013)66 found that tissue blood flow and
skin temperature over bony prominences was significantly lower in both lateral 30° and
90° side-lying positions compared to supine tilt positions, with neither position showing
superior effect on outcomes66 (Level 4).
Laboratory studies measuring indirect outcomes in healthy volunteers (n = 83),67 showed
that the 30° tilt position and the prone position resulted in lower interface pressure
measurements than 90° side-lying position, which gave the highest interface pressure
measurement (Level 5). A small study,70 also in healthy subjects, showed that a 20° to
30° tilt position is optimal for reducing peak muscle and fat strain, with the ideal angle
varying according to individual factors including BMI70 (Level 5).

Figure 8.1: 30˚ tilt

5.9: Keep the head of bed as flat as possible.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
A small, low quality Level 1 study71 reported no new pressure injuries associated with using a head of bed elevation
of 30° for one day and 45° for the next day. A small, high quality Level 4 study72 reported a rate of new pressure
injuries of 9.1% when the head of bed was limited to 30° elevation for a median duration of ten days. The inconsistent
findings could be related to the study durations.
Indirect evidence reporting interface pressures as an outcome measure were also inconsistent. The largest study
showed no increase in interface pressure at the sacrum or trochanters when the head of bed was elevated, and scapula
interface pressures decreased as elevation increased.73 In other studies, as the angle of head of bed elevation increased
the interface pressure increased at the sacrum74-76 and heels76 and interface pressure decreased at the scapulas.76 In
another study, sacral interface pressure decreased as the angle of head of bed elevation increased.77 Additional factors
to the angle of head of bed elevation, including BMI, alertness and type of support surface, could influence interface
pressures and explain variations in the findings in the literature.
A low quality Level 1 study71 reported that intubated individuals with gastric tubes had better tolerance for a 30°
head of bed elevation compared with a 45° head of bed elevation.71 However, a high quality Level 4 study reported a
compliance rate of only 53.6% with limiting the head of bed to a 30° elevation.72

Implementation Considerations
•

M
 aintaining a flat position should be evaluated with consideration to the individual’s clinical needs and comfort.
When elevating the head of bed, maintain elevations at 30° or lower to minimize soft tissue deformation (Expert
opinion).

•

I nvestigate alternatives to sitting in bed (e.g., sitting out of bed for some duration or during meals or gastric feeds)
(Expert opinion).
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•

Avoid slouched positions that can increase pressure and shear on the sacrum and coccyx78 (Level 5).

•

Consider the individual’s preferences and medical condition when positioning (Expert opinion).

Additional considerations for individuals with a pressure injury
•

Avoid seating an individual with an ischial pressure injury in a fully erect posture in bed (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In supine position with the head-of-bed elevated, the sacrum is subjected to shear stress/strain and pressure. Pressure
and shear are reduced when the head-of-bed is elevated at less than a maximum of 30° (see Figure 8.2).67,74,79-81
Numerous studies56-58,6474,82 provide indirect evidence that interface pressure at the sacrum increases when the headof-bed is raised. This evidence suggests that the head-of-bed should be maintained as flat as possible, or below 30°
elevation. In critically ill individuals at high risk of pressure injuries, Grap et al. (2016)82 established that interface
pressure at the trochanter and sacrum increases as the head-of-bed elevation increases. The extent of interface
pressure increases is also influenced by knee angle, BMI and the individual’s movement (Level 5). In immobile, older
adults at high risk of pressure injuries (n = 42), sacral and tuberosity interface pressures were significantly greater (all
p < 0.001) with the head-of-bed elevated at 30°, 45° and 60° compared with a flat position (0° elevation). Head-of-bed
elevation of 15° resulted in a non-significant increase in sacral and tuberosity interface pressure74 (Level 5).
These findings are supported by laboratory-based studies
conducted with healthy volunteers,75-77,83 all of which
established that there is a significant increase (p < 0.05)
in trochanter,73 sacral73,75-77 and heel73,76 interface pressure
associated with raising the head-of-bed to 30° or higher
when the individual is positioned in either supine75-77 or 30°
tilt positions83 (Level 5).
Further, two studies71,72 set in ICUs have identified a direct
relationship between head-of-bed elevation and pressure
injuries. In one study,71 11 individuals at high risk of pressure
Figure 8.2: Maximum head of bed elevation
injuries were followed for two days to explore the feasibility
of head-of-bed elevation to prevent clinical complications
during ventilation (e.g., pneumonia). Elevation of 30° was compared to 40° head-of-bed elevation.71 No pressure
injuries occurred in the study; however, the small sample size, short trial duration and cross-over trial design with an
insufficient wash out period were significant limitations (Level 1). In a larger (n = 276) observational study,72 the headof-bed elevation was measured three times daily for between three and 28 days (mean 20 days). Approximately 45% of
the 6,894 head-of-bed elevation measurements made in the study were 30° or lower. The incidence of pressure injuries
over the course of the study was 9.1%. The primary reasons cited by nurses for non-compliance with maintaining the
head-of-bed below 30° were care needs and the clinical condition of the individual72 (Level 4).
Elevating the head of the bed may be medically necessary to facilitate breathing and/or prevent aspiration and
ventilator associated pneumonia.71,72 In these cases, semi-Fowler’s position is preferred.67 Individuals should be
positioned and supported to prevent sliding down in the bed and creating shear forces. A reclined or slouched posture
should be avoided, as this causes weight bearing and shear on the sacrum and/or coccyx. Flexing the knees and
positioning with pillows under the arms may prevent some sliding and slouching when the head-of- bed is elevated.
For individuals with a pressure injury on the sacrum and/or coccyx, sitting erect on the side of the bed while eating
may be a preferred option. Some integrated bed systems transform into a chair position; if such a bed is used, ensure
that pressure is not placed directly on the pressure injury in this position, and place pillows under the arms to prevent
slouching and sliding.
One study84 investigated a positioning maneuver designed to decrease interface pressure and increase comfort for
individuals in a high Fowler’s position. The low technology trunk release maneuver was used in healthy, communitydwelling individuals (n = 117). In this maneuver, the individual’s trunk was pulled forward and away from the support
surface without lifting the buttocks from the support surface. There was a significant reduction in the peak pressure
index associated with use of the trunk release maneuver (59.6 mmHg versus 79.9 mmHg, p = 0.002) and no differences
in discomfort as rated by participants. Using the trunk release maneuver may reduce interface pressure for individuals
sitting upright in bed84 (Level 5). However, this repositioning strategy requires further exploration in individuals at
risk of pressure injuries.
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Prone Position
5.10: A
 void extended use of prone positioning unless required for management of the individual’s medical
condition.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 1 study85 reported increases in pressure injury incidence in the prone position. In this study,85
conducted in critically ill individuals, there was higher incidence of pressure injuries in prone position compared to
supine position based on days in intensive care and days using mechanical ventilation; however when controlling
for confounders the difference was not significant. One low quality Level 1 study,86 and two moderate quality Level
4 studies87,88 reported incidence of pressure injuries experienced in the prone position was between 5% and 15% in
critically ill individuals or individuals positioned in prone for surgical interventions. Understanding the influence of
positioning on pressure injuries is considered an important topic by individuals and their informal caregivers. However,
other factors, including medical condition or surgical procedure, influence the need to use prone positioning. Use of
appropriate support surfaces and pillows86 and repositioning as soon as feasible is important when the prone position
cannot be avoided.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se a pressure redistribution support surface or positioning devices to offload pressure points on the face and
body while in the prone position.86 (Level 1) Refer to the Support Surfaces chapter for further recommendations
on effectiveness of different support surfaces.

•

O
 nce positioned check for uneven distribution of pressure and positioning of medical devices if possible. Pay
particular attention to breast region, knees, toes, penis, clavicles, iliac crest and symphysis pubis. (Expert opinion)

•

C
 onsider using additional pressure injury prevention strategies such as prophylactic dressing under devices and over
bony prominences (e.g., the iliac crest, ribs and patella). The guideline chapter on Preventive Skin Care presents
evidence-based recommendations on the use of prophylactic dressings.

•

A
 t each rotation, assess the face and other body areas (i.e., breast region, knees, toes, penis, clavicles, iliac crest
and symphysis pubis) that may be at risk when individuals are in the prone position. Refer to the Skin and Soft
Tissue Assessment chapter for more information on conducting a skin assessment.

Evidence Discussion
For most individuals, limiting time spent in a prone position is a feasible intervention to prevent pressure injuries.
However, some individuals have medical conditions or surgery that require use of prone position. Prone positioning
is used more often in surgical settings and in critical care settings in which individuals may have medical conditions
requiring use of prone positioning. For example, prone positioning is recommended for more than 12 hours/day for
individuals with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome.89
In healthy volunteers (n = 83), Defloor (2000)67 found that average interface pressures were lower in prone position
compared with 30° side lying position and 90° side lying position67 (Level 5). However, individuals placed in the prone
position may be at increased risk for the development of facial pressure injuries. In one small case series report (n =
15) conducted in a critical care setting, 13% (2/15) of participants with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome who
were positioned in a prone position for ventilation (mean time in prone position 55 ± 7 hours) developed a Category/
Stage II pressure injury on the face87 (Level 4). Another study86 conducted in the operating room using different facial
support surfaces reported an incidence of facial pressure injuries of 15.1%. Non-blanchable erythema was found on
75% of the iliac and chest pressure points at the end of surgery, and between 5% and 10% of those pressure injuries
persisted at 30 minutes following surgery86 (Level 1).
An RCT85 comparing early, long standing (≥ 16 hours) prone positioning to supine positioning explored whether
extended positioning in prone was associated with pressure injuries. The study,86 conducted in individuals with severe
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS; n = 466) found the incidence of new pressure injuries was significantly
higher in prone position compared to supine position when measured by days in ICU (13.92 versus 7.72 per 1,000 ICU
days, p = 0.002). After controlling for confounders, pressure injury incidence was statistically significantly different
between groups at day seven (prone 42.5% versus supine 57.1%, p = 0.005), but was not statistically significantly
different when measured as incidence at time of discharge from the ICU (prone 44.4% versus supine 37.8%, p =
0.151)86 (Level 1).
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The use of appropriate support surfaces and pillows is important to reduce pressure injury risk for individuals in the
prone position. The effectiveness of different facial pillows for pressure injury prevention has been explored.86,88
Grisell and Place (2008)86 conducted an RCT comparing three different facial support pillows (n = 66) in individuals
requiring prone positioning for surgery. Time in prone position ranged from one hour to 12 hours. Forty-five percent
of participants who received a disposable polyurethane foam facial pillow developed non-blanchable erythema or
Category II pressure injuries. This compared to no facial pressure injuries experienced by individuals using either
a protective helmet system of polyurethane foam or a neoprene air filled device (p = not reported) (Level 1). An
observational study88 measured presence of pressure injuries both immediately after and 30 minutes following surgery
in prone positioning in individuals undergoing spinal surgery (n = 30). Individuals either received a high density 10 cm
thick foam mattress or a 2 cm thick viscoelastic pad. Regardless of the type of support surface used, 75% of individuals
experienced non-blanchable erythema of the iliac and chest pressure points immediately after surgery88 (Level 4).

Repositioning and Pressure Redistribution for Seated Individuals
Pressure and shear forces are important considerations in the development of pressure injuries in seated individuals.
Although consideration to optimal seated positioning is important for all individuals with or at risk of pressure
injuries, these recommendations are of particular significance to people who spend extended time seated out of bed
and have a high risk of pressure injuries due to reduced mobility and/or reduced sensory perception, such as people
with SCI and older adults.
5.11: Promote seating out of bed in an appropriate chair or wheelchair for limited periods of time.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
A low quality Level 1 study90 showed that limiting the duration of sitting sessions to a maximum of two hours for
individuals at high risk of pressure injuries can reduce the incidence of pressure injuries compared with allowing
individuals to sit out of bed for an unlimited duration. If an individual has an ischial pressure injury, sitting out of bed
should be considered cautiously.

Implementation Considerations
•

Limit time spent sitting out of bed for individuals at high risk of pressure injuries90 (Level 1).

•

T
 ake psychosocial needs into account in balancing periods of bed rest and sitting in a chair or wheelchair (Expert
opinion).

•

E
 ncourage individuals who spend time in seated position to implement weight shifts and pressure relief maneuvers.
See Recommendation 5.14.

•

R
 efer individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries who spend prolonged periods in a chair or wheelchair to a
seating specialist (Expert opinion).

•

Select a seated posture and chair that:
o

Is acceptable for the individual

o

Minimizes the pressures and shear exerted on the skin and soft tissues at high risk areas

o

Provides adequate support

o

Maintains stability

o

Maintains the individual’s full range of activities (Expert opinion).

•

R
 efer to the recommendations on seating position within this guideline for more information about positioning in
a seated posture (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se an appropriate seating support cushion when an individual is seated out of bed. Refer to the Support Surfaces
chapter of the guideline for recommendations on selecting an appropriate support cushion.

•

D
 o not use ring or donut-shaped positioning devices. The edges of these devices create areas of high pressure that
may damage tissue. These devices may also impair circulation and create edema91,92 (Expert opinion).

•

P
 erform regular skin and risk assessments when an individual is seated out of bed to determine the most appropriate
duration of seating sessions. Refer to the guideline chapters on Skin and Soft Tissue Assessment and Risk Factors
and Risk Assessment for more information on performing skin and risk assessments.
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•

A
 void sitting on medical devices if possible. Refer to the Device Related Pressure Injuries chapter of the guideline
for recommendations on preventing device-related pressure injuries.

•

Avoid leaving an individual seated on a bed pan, commode or toilet for longer than necessary (Expert opinion).

Additional considerations for individuals with a pressure injury
•

A
 void seating an individual directly on a pressure injury (Expert opinion). Consider periods of bed rest to promote
healing of ischial and sacral pressure injuries (Refer to Recommendation 5.16 for further discussion).

•

I f sitting in a chair or wheelchair is necessary for an individual with pressure injuries on the sacrum, coccyx or ischia,
limit sitting sessions to three times a day for durations of 60 minutes or less (Expert opinion).

•

M
 odify sitting time schedules and re-evaluate the seating surface and the individual’s posture if the pressure injury
worsens or fails to improve (Expert opinion).

Transferring the individual to seating
•

U
 se appropriate equipment such as a split leg sling mechanical lift when available to transfer an individual into
a chair or wheelchair when the individual needs total assistance to transfer. Remove the sling immediately after
transfer (Expert opinion).

•

D
 o not leave moving and handling equipment under the individual after use, unless the equipment is specifically
designed for this purpose (Expert opinion).

•

Use transfer equipment manufactured from fabrics designed to reduce the risk of pressure injuries57 (Level 5).

Evidence Discussion
Repositioning an individual to allow stability and full range of activities may be complex. For example, in an
armchair that tilts back, the use of a footrest with the heels offloaded may be a suitable position in terms of pressure
redistribution but this position may impede transferring to and from the chair.
A small RCT (n = 57)90 investigated the effect of a sitting protocol restricted to two hours per session for participants
who either had a fracture or had recently had major orthopedic surgery. All participants were placed on large-celled
alternating mattress. Significantly fewer pressure injuries (7%) developed in individuals with fractures who sat for
two hours or less per session than in those sitting in a chair for unlimited periods of time (63%) (p < 0.001) (Level 1).
Pressure and shear forces can cause sustained tissue deformation and reduced perfusion to tissues. While sitting is
important for overall health, every effort should be made to avoid or minimize pressure and static shear force on an
existing pressure injury. Continued pressure on an existing pressure injury will delay healing and may cause additional
deterioration. In situations where positioning on the pressure injury cannot be avoided (e.g., when the individual
has multiple pressure injuries on multiple surfaces), limit the amount of time the individual is positioned on the
pressure injury, change support surfaces to provide better pressure redistribution, and use positioning techniques that
redistribute pressure off the pressure injury as much as possible (e.g., use specially designed contour seating surfaces
or ‘bridging’ areas around the pressure injury with positioning devices that offload the pressure injury and redistribute
pressure to surrounding tissue). Because any intense pressure reduces blood flow and impairs healing, sitting time
must be limited to one hour three times daily; the sitting time should correspond to mealtime. Sitting times can be
increased or decreased based on the improvement or deterioration of the pressure injury. Periodic shifting, tilting
forward, or lift-offs (pressure relief maneuvers) while sitting may also facilitate some reperfusion.
5.12: S
 elect a reclined seated position with the individual’s legs elevated. If reclining is not appropriate or
possible, ensure that the individual’s feet are well-supported on the floor or on footrests when sitting
upright in a chair or wheelchair.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

5.13: Tilt the seat to prevent the individual sliding forward in the chair or wheelchair.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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Evidence Summary
A low quality Level 4 study93 provided evidence that skin perfusion significantly increases when tilt-in-space is combined
with a reclined position. Additional indirect evidence from two studies conducted in individuals with SCI94,95 and two
studies78,96 conducted in healthy volunteers demonstrated that interface pressure at the sacrum is significantly lower
when a reclined seating position is adopted. Supporting the individual’s feet prevents sliding down in the chair and
slouching, which indirect evidence indicated were both associated with increased pressure.78
Indirect evidence94,95 also indicates that interface pressure at the sacrum, ischial tuberosities and coccyx is reduced
when the seating surface is tilted, with more significant reductions in pressure attained with tilts of at least 30°. Shear
forces from sliding forward in the chair or wheelchair are likely to be reduced when the individual is tilted to the rear.

Implementation Considerations
•

Avoid seating an individual with an ischial pressure injury in a fully erect posture in chair/wheelchair78 (Level 5).

•

Do not use seat recline or seat tilt as a method of restraining an individual (Expert opinion).

•

I n most situations, 30° seat tilt is adequate to prevent sliding and to redistribute pressure and reduce shear forces.
Tilt the wheelchair before reclining. (Expert opinion).

•

Develop an individualized plan for repositioning using dynamic weight shifting that is informed by:
o

Pressure mapping

o

Evaluation of the skin’s response to pressure

o

The individual’s functional ability and lifestyle14 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 djust the footrests and armrests to maintain the individual’s posture and to maximize pressure redistribution
(Expert opinion).

•

U
 se a pressure redistribution cushion. Refer to the Support Surfaces chapter for discussion regarding selection of
wheelchairs, seats and cushions.

Evidence Discussion
Dynamic weight shifting uses assistive technologies to relieve pressure when the individual has limited ability to
effectively perform intentional weight shifting due to paralysis. Use of dynamic weight shifting is of particular
significance for individuals with reduced mobility who spend prolonged periods of time in a chair/wheelchair, such as
those with spinal cord injury (SCI).
One study compared center of pressure displacement in individuals with SCI to that of healthy volunteers. The
participants sat in a static position on a hard, backless chair with appropriate foot support while pressure mapping
was performed. Center of pressure displacement was significantly lower in individuals with SCI than healthy volunteers
(p < 0.05), indicating some impairment in dynamic sitting stability. Significant differences were noted in center of
pressure displacements during forward and backward leaning for individuals with SCI who had a past history of
pressure injuries97 (Level 5). Thus, impaired ability to dynamic weight shift appears to contribute to redistribution of
pressure in seated positions.
The ischial tuberosities bear intense pressure when the individual is seated. Indirect evidence conducted in both
healthy volunteers and individuals with SCI reporting interface pressure as an outcome measure has demonstrated
significant reductions in peak pressure at the ischia, sacrum and back associated with both reclined seating,78,94,96,98
and with seat tilt and recline in combination93,94 (all Level 5). In one of these studies conducted with individuals with
SCI (n = 18),94 relative reduction in interface pressure was systematically measured at the ischial tuberosities and
sacrum through 10° increments of tilt in a manual wheelchair. A reduction in sacral pressure did not occur until a 30°
tilt94 (Level 5). A minimum tilt of 30° is needed to achieve a clinically important reduction in pressure at the ischial
tuberosities78,94,96 (Level 5).
However, clinical research showing direct support for the use of reclined seating and, where possible, a rear-tilted
seat, is limited. Evidence demonstrates a positive effect on increasing blood perfusion of the skin compared to seating
without tilt or recline. As discussed in the Etiology chapter of this guideline, reduced vascular flow from occlusion of
blood vessels results in ischemia-induced damage.99 Thus, a measurable increase in skin perfusion plausibly suggests
a reduction in conditions that support development of pressure injuries. Skin perfusion was measured at the ischial
tuberosities in individuals with SCI (n = 11) who used a powered wheelchair in one observational study.93 After trialing
six different protocols with combinations of different angles of tilt-in-space and recline, the evidence showed that
skin perfusion increases when there is a seat tilt of 15°, 25° or 35° combined with a 120° recline, or when a 35° seat
tilt is combined with 100° recline93 (Level 5). A small study in individuals with SCI (n = 13), demonstrated significant
reductions in ischial, sacral and coccygeal interface pressures when tilt and recline were used in combination. Interface
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pressure varied at the different anatomical locations depending on the angles of tilt and recline95 (Level 5). This suggests
that seating position should be adjusted based on the individual’s needs, and that pressure can be redistributed to
some degree by adjusting tilt and recline angles. Pressure mapping, functional ability assessment, evaluation of the
skin response to pressure relief and consideration to the individual’s lifestyle should all contribute to development of
an individualized repositioning plan.14
Maintenance of proper positioning and postural control is important. To avoid shear and friction, select a seat with
an appropriate seat-to-floor height for the individual. When the feet do not rest on the floor, the body slides forward
out of the chair. Defloor et al. (1999)78 established that interface pressure is significantly lower (p < 0.001) when the
feet of an individual seated in an upright position are on the ground compared with supporting the legs with a rest
(Level 5). Miller et al. (2014)96 achieved similar results, demonstrating significant reductions compared to upright
seating in average and maximum sacral interface pressure when the legs of healthy volunteers were elevated with a
support, and the seat was reclined (Level 5). Having the feet unsupported may cause excessive pressure behind the
knee, impeding circulation. An armchair helps maintain posture and is associated with lower pressure than an armless
chair (see Figure 8.3).78
If the individual’s feet cannot be positioned directly on the ground, footrest height should be adjusted so as to slightly
tilt the pelvis forward by positioning the thighs slightly lower than horizontally. This position transfers weight (e.g.,
load) of the upper body onto the posterior thigh. When the footrest is too high, the load is applied to the posterior
pelvic region, placing the stress back onto the ischia and coccyx, which may add stress to the feet. Seat depth should
be sufficient to allow maximum pressure redistribution over the thighs78 (see Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4) (Level 5).

Figure 8.3: Sitting upright in an armchair with the
feet on the ground

Figure 8.4: Sitting back in an armchair with the lower legs
on a rest

Pressure Relieving Maneuvers
5.14: T
 each and encourage individuals who spend prolonged durations in a seated position to perform pressure
relieving maneuvers.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from a moderate quality Level 2100 and 4 studies101 shows that performing intermediate or full leans while
seated in a wheelchair significantly increases ischial blood flow. However, the evidence102,103 on an association
between performing pressure relieving maneuvers and experiencing a pressure injury is mixed and does not include
any comparative intervention studies. In one low quality Level 4 study102 individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) who
did not experienced pressure injuries performed significantly more weight shifts per hour (effect size 0.39) than
individuals who experienced a pressure injury, but in the same study102 there was no significant relationship between
frequency of in-seat movements and experiencing a pressure injury. Additionally, a high quality Level 3 study103 showed
no significant relationship between pressure relief maneuvers and experiencing a pressure injury.

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 o effectively relieve pressure, pressure relieving maneuvers must at least partially unload the buttocks100 This is
of particular importance to individuals who spend prolonged time in a chair or wheelchair (e.g., individuals with
impaired mobility living in the community) (Level 4).
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•

T
 each individuals who spend prolonged periods in a seated position (e.g., wheelchair bound individuals with SCI
and other immobile adults) to incorporate weight shifts into their daily routine as a part of functional activities
(e.g., reaching and leaning),102 as well as performing intentional pressure relief maneuvers on a regular schedule14
(Expert opinion). The guideline chapter on Quality of Life, Self-care and Education discusses factors to consider
when developing and delivering education for patient individuals and their informal caregivers.

•

D
 evelop an individualized pressure relief schedule outlining the frequency and duration of weight shifts based on
the individual’s routine and ability14,100 and on an assessment of the skin’s response14 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Individuals spending prolonged time in a chair or wheelchair, particularly those with SCI, should be encouraged to
regularly relieve pressure. Pressure relieving maneuvers include intentional exercises, as well as weight shifting that
occurs during functional activities (e.g., during leaning, reaching and propelling a wheelchair). Pressure relieving
exercises include: 14,100,101,104
•

Intentional weight shifting (leaning forward or sideward to a small, intermediate or full degree)

•

Intermittent standing using assistive devices or with assistance

•

Arm lifts/ pushups.

One study100 compared the effects of a dynamic sitting protocol to a pushup protocol on tissue perfusion and interface
pressure for individuals with paraplegia (n = 20) and tetraplegia (n = 20), with an additional control group of healthy
individuals (n = 20). The dynamic sitting protocol consisted of upright sitting alternated every ten minutes with an
offloaded seating configuration. The pushup protocol alternated normal sitting with a standard wheelchair pushup
performed once every 20 minutes. Transcutaneous oxygen measured with an oximeter at the buttocks and ischial
tuberosities significantly increased during pushups and increased at the ischial tuberosities in the offloaded sitting
position for all individuals. However, the researchers noted that tissue perfusion recovery time was significantly longer
in individuals with SCI compared with healthy controls (p < 0.001), suggesting efficacy is related to the performance
ability100 (Level 2). This suggests that selection of pressure relieving activities should be individualized according to
strength and skill.
Two observational studies102,103 provide evidence on a possible relationship between performing pressure relief
maneuvers and pressure injury incidence. In one study, participants were individuals with SCI of at least two years’
duration who had either not experienced a history of recurrent pressure injuries (n = 12) or had experienced at least
two pelvic pressure injuries (n = 17). Based on pressure mapping, individuals with a pressure injury history performed
weight shifts significantly less frequently than the group who did not experience pressure injuries (2.5 times [95% CI
1.0 to 3.6] per hour versus 1.0 [95% CI 0.4 to 1.9] time per hour, p = 0.037, effect size [ES] = 0.39). The no pressure
injury group also performed more in-seat movements per hour; however, the difference was not statistically significant
(46.5 times [95% CI 28.7 to 76.7] per hour versus 39.6 [95% CI 24.3 to 49.7] times per hour, p = 0.352, ES = 0.17)102 (Level
4). In the second study,103 comparison was made between individuals with SCI admitted to a rehabilitation center for
treatment of a pressure injury (n = 31) and a cohort with SCI dwelling in the community (n = 30). In this study the
group with pressure injuries spent a longer duration (hours per day) in a wheelchair (p = 0.002), but there was no
significant difference in the number of pressure relief maneuvers performed each hour (pressure injury group 2.2 ±
3.3 versus no pressure injuries 1.8 ± 1.6, p = 0.664). The data collection relied on participant diaries and recall, which
may have influenced the results. This study also found that individuals without pressure injuries were able to identify
significantly more methods to relieve pressure (1.3 ± 0.6 versus 2.4 ± 1.4, p < 0.0001),103 suggesting a relationship
between knowledge, compliance and pressure injury incidence (Level 3).
The duration and frequency of pressure relieving strategies should be individualized. For example, active individuals
with SCI will perform frequent, unintentional weight-shifting throughout the day while engaging in functional
activities and may require less frequent intentional weight shifting maneuvers. Individuals who are less active in their
normal daytime activity should perform intentional pressure relief more frequently. Regular inspection of the skin
should also be used to guide the frequency and intensity of intentional pressure relief maneuvers.14
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Early Mobilization
5.15: Implement an early mobilization program that increases activity and mobility as rapidly as tolerated.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two low quality Level 2 studies105,106 reported significant reduction in unit-acquired pressure injuries associated with
early mobilization programs. In these studies, there was a reduction of about 2-3% in the unit-acquired pressure injury
rates after introduction of the mobility programs. However, a moderate quality Level 2 study107 reported a significant
increase in unit and facility acquired pressure injury rates associated with an early mobilization program, and another
low quality Level 2 study108 reported an early mobilization program had no impact on pressure injury rates. Three of
the reported mobilization programs incorporated individualized, tolerance-based, assisted mobilization and exercise
and were conducted in units with high patient acuity.105-107 The fourth intervention (delivered in a general medical
unit) appeared to focus on providing individuals with encouragement to engage in mobility activities.108 Evaluation
of resources required to deliver an early mobility program in an 18-bed high acuity unit estimated costs of 12 nurse
technician hours/day (plus staff education costs).109 Early mobilization programs were associated with high patient
satisfaction105 and high staff adherence,107 and individuals and their informal caregivers rated receiving information
about positioning as a priority topic.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 valuate the safety of individuals as they commence and increase mobilization and provide adequate supervision
for individuals. Informal care givers and non-clinical staff can assist in reminding individuals to mobilize regularly110
(Expert opinion).

•

Use appropriate mobilization techniques to avoid increased shear forces (Expert opinion).

•

Facilitate access to appropriate mobility aids and footwear to promote safe mobility (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Individuals on bedrest should progress to sitting and ambulation as rapidly as they can tolerate. Ambulation schedules
may help offset the clinical deterioration often seen in patients subjected to prolonged bedrest. Scheduled periods of
ambulation (or supported standing when ambulation is not possible) may be viable alternatives to complete bedrest
for individuals with ischial and sacral pressure injuries who cannot tolerate sitting.
One team of researchers107,109,110 reported on an intervention to increase mobilization in individuals in surgical intensive
care. The intervention, which was facilitated by the employment of an additional health professional and delivery
of education sessions, provided a protocol of increased mobilization from passive range of movement exercises, to
dangling limbs over the side of the bed, sitting out of bed, standing and walking (all three times per day). Three
months following the introduction of the intervention the ICU reported a significant increase in facility-acquired
pressure injuries (6.1% versus 5.45% p = 0.009, adjusting for length of stay). The intervention was also associated with
an increased length of stay in both the unit (p < 0.001) and the hospital (p = 0.002) (Level 2). Wood et al. (2014)108 also
found no impact on rates of pressure injuries for an early mobilization program delivered in a medical intensive care
unit. Individuals in the intervention group participated in either active or passive range of movement, moving from
bed to chair or walking (Level 2).
However, two other studies105,106 also exploring early mobilization programs in intensive care units, did demonstrate
the intervention was associated with a reduction in pressure injuries. Individuals in the study conducted by Klein
et al. (2015)106 were inpatients in a neurological ICU who progressed through mobility milestones with assistance
from a clinical technician. There were significantly fewer pressure injuries in the group exposed to this intervention
(3.8% versus 1.1%, p = 0.026) (Level 2). In the study conducted by Azuh et al. (2016)105 participants from a medical
intensive care unit progressed through a mobility program with assistance from mobility nurses and nursing assistants,
depending on their levels of tolerance. The intervention group had a lower rate of pressure injury occurrence (9.2%
vs 6.1%, p = 0.0405) (Level 2).
The conflicting findings of the evidence should be viewed with consideration to confounding factors. In the early
studies conducted by Dickinson et al. (2013)107 participants exposed to the early mobilization intervention had higher
pressure injury risk and a potential increased acuity compared to the control group. Although there was no statistically
significant difference in Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) scores between the two cohorts,
the group exposed to the intervention had a significantly higher risk of pressure injuries as determined by Braden
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scores (15.66 versus 15.24, p < 0.001). The intervention promoted raising the head-of-bed to 30° to 45°, which may
also have contributed to the increase in pressure injuries. Thus, the results of this study are hard to interpret. In
all the available studies, participant exclusion criteria were limited, and little mention was given to the ability of
the individuals, all of whom were in critical care environments, to participate in the mobilization programs due to
hemodynamic stability. None of the studies presented a comparison of outcomes based on the level of participation
in the program. Due to the study designs, data collectors were not blinded and clinicians facilitating the mobility
programs had different levels of experienced in program delivery.

Repositioning for Individuals with Existing Pressure Injuries
5.16: F or individuals with an ischial or sacral pressure injury, evaluate the benefit of periods of bed rest in
promoting healing versus the risk of new or worsening pressure injuries and the impact on lifestyle,
physical and emotional health.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 void seating an individual with an ischial pressure injury in a fully erect posture in chair or bed. A minimum tilt
of 30° is needed to achieve a clinically significant reduction in pressure at the ischial tuberosities94 (Level 5).

•

F or individuals with an ischial or sacral pressure injury, implement a progressive seating schedule based on the
response of the pressure injury and surrounding skin, and the individual’s tolerance14 (Expert opinion).

•

Where possible, develop a management plan in conjunction with a seating professional (Expert opinion).

•

M
 inimize and redistribute pressure using dynamic weight shifting (tilt and recline), noting that sitting in a nonupright position (e.g., slouching) applies greater pressure to the sacrum while pressure is applied to the ischia
when the individual sits upright94 (Expert opinion).

•

P
 ressure relieving maneuvers can be used to relieve interface pressure and promote tissue perfusion and oxygenation
(see Recommendation 5.14).

•

A
 ssess the skin after each sitting period to evaluate the regimen. Sitting times can be increased or decreased based
on the improvement or deterioration of the pressure injury (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Ideally, ischial pressure injuries should heal in an environment in which the pressure injury is free of pressure and
other mechanical stress. However, prolonged bedrest can have detrimental impact on the individual’s physical, social
and psychological health. Balancing needs of the individual against the need for total pressure offloading (i.e., total
bed rest) creates a challenging dilemma for the individual and the professional. Potential complications associated
with prolonged bed rest include, but are not limited, to:
•

Muscle wasting and joint contracture

•

Loss of bone density

•

Deconditioning

•

Respiratory complications

•

Malnutrition

•

Psychological harm

•

Social isolation

•

Financial challenges for the individual and their family.111

In one RCT,112 it was found that individuals with limited mobility with Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n
= 207), healed faster when they sat out of bed in a tilted wheelchair with a reactive pressure redistribution cushion
for up to four hours daily compared with bed rest on either a foam overlay or low-air-loss bed. Healing, as measured
on the Pressure Sore Status Score at four weeks, was significantly better for the seating protocol (p < 0.0001), and
fewer individuals in the seating protocol group withdrew from the study due to pressure injury deterioration (Level
1). However, these results were obtained under conditions of precise seating surface prescriptions in carefully selected
individuals. Similar results may not be possible in settings without an experienced seating specialist and the availability
of appropriate pressure redistribution surfaces. In a small community-based study that reported an interdisciplinary
pressure management protocol compared with strict bed rest for three months for healing a Category/Stage III or IV
pressure injury, Chan et al. (2013)113 noted no difference in wound healing outcomes between the two management
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options. The study, which was primarily an economic analysis of community-based care, also showed no significant
difference in hours spent in bed or activity levels for the participants (n = 12), all of whom had SCI.
Advanced pressure redistribution support surfaces, ability to use dynamic weight shifting to offload pressure (see
Recommendations 5.12 and 5.13) and the use of pressure relief maneuvers (see Recommendations 5.14) are important
adjuvants to an effective supported sitting regimen. Total bed rest may be required for:
•

Individuals without access to contemporary advanced support surfaces or tilt-in-space seating options

•

Individuals following flap reconstruction surgery (see the guideline chapter Pressure Injury Surgery)

•

Individuals for whom a seated position would disrupt wound healing.114

A progressive sitting protocol should be developed in consideration of the individual’s tolerance and response of the
pressure injury. A seating professional should be involved in assessing the individual, selecting an appropriate chair/
wheelchair and pressure redistribution support cushion and developing an individualized supported sitting plan.
Houghton (2013)14 provides an example plan for progressive wheelchair/chair seating (see Table 8.1). Developed for
individuals with SCI following flap reconstruction surgery to commence at approximately three weeks post-surgery,
the protocol it also appropriate for adapting to the needs of individuals with a pressure injury.
Table 8.1: Example of a progressive seating protocol14
Step#

Activity

Duration

1

Sitting on the edge of bed

10 minutes twice daily

1 to 3

2

Sitting in wheelchair with a pressure
redistribution cushion

5 to 10 minutes twice daily, increasing by 5 minutes
each day

4 to 7

3

Sitting in wheelchair with a pressure
redistribution cushion

30 minutes twice daily, increasing by 10 minutes each
day to a maximum of 60 minutes twice daily

8 to 10

4

Sitting in wheelchair with a pressure
redistribution cushion

Increasing by 15 minutes each day to a maximum of 4
hours twice daily

from day 11

#

Seating Day

Progress to the next step only after a skin assessment confirms no new skin breakdown

Repositioning Individuals in Critical Care
In addition to the recommendations, good practice statements and implementation considerations discussed above,
individuals in critical care have specific care needs. Additional preventive repositioning considerations arise from the
physiological instability of critically ill individuals (see the chapter Populations with Specific Pressure Injury Related
Needs) that increases risk of pressure injuries (See the Risk Factors and Risk Assessment chapter).
5.17: R
 eposition unstable critically ill individuals who can be repositioned using slow, gradual turns to allow time
for stabilization of hemodynamic and oxygenation status.
(Good Practice Statement)

5.18: Initiate frequent small shifts in body position for unstable critically ill individuals who are too unstable to
maintain a regular repositioning schedule, and to supplement regular repositioning.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Implementation Considerations
•

S mall shifts in body position do not replace selection of a more appropriate pressure redistribution support surface
when needed, or regular repositioning (i.e., major shifts in body position) (Expert opinion).

•

A
 sess tolerance to frequent, small, gradual turns on an ongoing basis, allowing the individual at least ten minutes
to attain equilibrium before determining whether the position change is tolerated115 (Expert opinion).
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•

I n critically ill individuals who cannot tolerate slow incremental turns, repositioning strategies that should be
implemented include weight shifts, passive range of motion (ROM), position changes of the extremities, head
rotation, heel floating and lower angle turns. The use of these interventions should be based on individual
tolerance115 (Expert opinion).

•

R
 evise the repositioning schedule in response to assessment of the individual’s tolerance. Perform a trial of
repositioning at least every eight hours or more frequently to determine if a regular repositioning schedule can be
re-established115 (Expert opinion).

•

R
 esume regular repositioning as soon as the individual’s hemodynamic and oxygenation status stabilize (Expert
opinion).

Evidence Summary
The current empirical evidence supporting the evidence-based recommendation consists of studies that support
indirectly the benefit of supplementing regular repositioning with frequent small shifts in body weight. The studies
demonstrated that small weight shifts redistribute pressure in healthy individuals and in the critically ill population.116,117
Improvements in sacral blood flow from small weight shifts were demonstrated in critically ill individuals.117 It is
uncertain if the outcome is sufficient to prevent pressure injuries and the overall low volume of evidence precludes
the ability to determine if this intervention will have an overall effect on pressure injury prevention or reduction.

Evidence Discussion
Oertwich et al. (1995)117 found that small, supplemental shifts in body weight when in the supine position significantly
increased capillary perfusion measured by laser Doppler flow at both the sacrum and trochanter. Small shifts of body
weight were effective in significantly reducing interface pressure at the trochanter and sacrum in both supine position
and lateral oblique position (Level 5). A study in healthy individuals supported the finding that small shifts in posture
are associated with reductions in interface pressure. In this study, statistically significant reductions of between 1.3
mmHg and 1.5 mmHg (p < 0.05) were attained by small weight shifts in 28 different positions.116 There is no direct
evidence supporting this interface pressure reduction as having a clinically significant impact on pressure injury risk
(Level 5).
Hemodynamic instability with mobilization can occur in the critical care population. The critically ill individual often
possesses poor vascular tone, a dysfunctional autonomic feedback loop, and/or low cardiovascular reserve.118 Autonomic
dysfunction may be more pronounced in individuals with diabetes. The individual’s illness and care activities may lead
to an imbalance of oxygen supply and demand if the requirements during mobility and/or care activities exceed
supply.119 Finally, cardiovascular instability is often seen during position change in individuals who have experienced
prolonged bedrest.
Turning the individual more slowly or in small increments that allow adequate time for stabilization of vital signs should
be considered when possible.115,120 Care activities should be planned to allow for sufficient physiological rest to meet
the oxygen demand that mobilization will place on the body. Allow the critically ill individual ten minutes to attain
equilibrium before assessing tolerance to a position change.121,122 If manual turning is not tolerated, as evidenced by
a sustained drop in blood pressure, oxygen saturation, an increase in heart rate, and/or cardiac arrhythmias, return
the individual to the supine position. In addition, for individuals who cannot tolerate incremental repositioning, small
weight shifts every 30 minutes can be implemented, as well as manually lifting the extremities, occiput and hips on
an hourly basis unless contraindicated. Assessment of tolerance to frequent, small weight shifts should be conducted
on an ongoing basis, allowing the individual at least ten minutes to attain equilibrium before determining whether
the position change is tolerated.115 Prolonged periods in a stationary position increase the likelihood of hemodynamic
instability when repositioned.
Few individuals are truly too unstable to turn. However, there may be situations that temporarily preclude turning
and repositioning, which should be clearly documented in the individual’s clinical record and discussed with the
interprofessional team. Assess each clinical situation on an individual basis. Re-establish turning and repositioning as
the individual’s condition allows. For individuals who have been unable to tolerate full repositioning, Brindle et al.
(2013)122 suggest performing a trial of repositioning at least every eight hours or more frequently to determine if a
regular repositioning schedule can be re-established.

Repositioning Individuals in the Operating Room
In addition to the recommendations, good practice statements and implementation considerations discussed above,
individuals in the operating room have specific care needs arising from their immobility during the operative period
(see the chapter Populations with Specific Pressure Injury Related Needs). The increased risk of pressure injuries for
individuals undergoing surgery (see the Risk Factors and Risk Assessment chapter) suggest that additional diligence is
required in positioning in the operating room setting.
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5.19: P
 osition the individual in such a way as to reduce the risk of pressure injury development during surgery by
distributing pressure over a larger body surface area and offloading bony prominences.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 valuate individuals who enter the perioperative setting with medical devices in situ to determine how positioning
and instrumentation may impact the potential risk of pressure injury related to the devices (Expert opinion).

•

Do not position the individual directly on a medical device unless it cannot be avoided (Expert opinion).

•

W
 here possible, reposition the individual during surgery. This need not include a full body movement. This will not
always be possible and will be determined by the type of surgery, the surgical position, the duration of the surgery
and the individual’s clinical condition (Expert opinion).

•

F ollow institutional policies and standard safety practices when positioning an individual for surgery. Select the
appropriate position and positioning strategies given the type of surgery and the need to protect the individual
from any injury (including but not limited to pressure injury)123 (Expert opinion).

•

Document the position in which the individual was placed during surgery (Expert opinion).

•

P
 ay particular attention to pressure points that are unique to the intraoperative position when positioning the
individual for surgery and when assessing the skin post operatively (e.g., forehead, nose, chin, breasts, iliac crest,
genitalia, knees and toes in prone position) (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se pressure redistributing support devices and padding to assist in positioning the individual (e.g., use facial
pillows86 and chest padding124 when in prone position). See the Repositioning and Early Mobilization chapter of
this guideline for evidence-based recommendations on devices and padding.

•

C
 onsider using prophylactic dressings to protect bony prominences. See the chapters on Preventive Skin Care and
Heel Pressure Injuries for evidence-based recommendations on use of prophylactic dressings.

•

U
 se a heel offloading device that provides support for the calves and does not place pressure on the Achilles
tendon.125,126 See the Heel Pressure Injuries chapter of this guideline for evidence-based recommendations on
preventing heel pressure injuries.

•

Pressure mapping may be used as a visual cue to guide repositioning in the operating room (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen possible, position the individual in a different posture preoperatively and postoperatively than the posture
adopted during surgery (Expert opinion).

Discussion
It is usually not possible to reduce the length of time that the skin and tissues are subjected to pressure during
a surgical procedure, therefore, positioning the individual so as to distribute pressure over a larger body surface
area and protecting bony prominences are key strategies to reducing pressure injury risk in the operating room.
Positioning the individual in such a way as to reduce the risk of pressure injuries can be challenging given the need to
ensure a stable, visible and accessible operative field for the surgical procedure. Depending on the requirements of
the surgery, positioning options may be limited. However, start with the appropriate position for the type of surgery,
then use padding and support devices to maximally redistribute pressure and reduce shear.
The position in which the individual is placed on the operating table is generally dictated by surgical needs. In
laboratory studies, both Defloor (2000)67 and Scott et al. (1999)127 demonstrated that interface pressure was lowest
when an individual was positioned in the supine position, compared to other surgical positions (Level 5). When
the surgical position cannot be changed, strategies should be implemented to reduce pressure injury risk. Table 8.2
presents pressure points associated with common surgical positions.
Many individuals will be immobilized for an extended period of time during surgery. This can cause reduced tissue
perfusion at the pressure points.128 Consideration should be given to reducing pressure on bony prominences when
possible. Pressure points for particular consideration in different commonly used surgical positions are presented
in Table 8.2. When accessible, pressure mapping systems can assist in identifying pressure points during positioning
and enable interventions (e.g., adjusting the individual’s position or using support surfaces, pads or pillows) to be
implemented to reduce pressure.
When possible, positioning the individual in a different posture pre-operatively and post-operatively allows for
rotation in pressure points to be loaded. Thus, the length of the period in which tissue is compromised is shortened,
and the risk of developing a pressure injury decreases.67 In order for health professionals working in the post anesthesia
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care unit and hospital ward to monitor the individual’s skin condition and to select appropriate positions following
surgery, documentation of positioning during surgery is required.
Ideally, heels should be free of all pressure in the operating room—a state sometimes called ‘floating heels’. Pressure
can be relieved by elevating the lower leg and calf from the mattress with by using a heel suspension device that
floats the heels or, when unavailable, placement of a pillow under the lower legs. Consequently, the pressure will
instead spread to the lower legs and the heels will no longer be subjected to pressure. When elevating the heels,
careful consideration should be given to the position of the individual’s lower legs. Hyperextension of the knee causes
obstruction of the popliteal vein, and this could predispose an individual to deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Positioning
the knees in slight flexion prevents popliteal vein compression and decreases the risk of perioperative DVT. The
guideline chapter on Heel Pressure Injuries provides evidence-based recommendations on positioning the heels in all
clinical settings and is particularly relevant to individuals being positioned for surgery.
Individuals with medical devices are at an increased risk of pressure injuries. The heavy burden of technology and
equipment utilized in the operating room renders the individual particularly vulnerable to the risk for device related
pressure injuries. Additionally, the individual undergoing surgery may be at risk for medical device related pressure
injuries due to an increase in risk factors, including impaired sensation, moisture under the device, poor perfusion,
altered tissue tolerance, and edema.129 The guideline section on Device Related Pressure Injuries includes additional
recommendations for reducing risk associated with external devices in a variety of clinical settings, including the
operating room.
Table 8.2: Pressure points of concern in different surgical positions (with illustrations)
Note: Straps and positioning pads, pillows or wedges made of various materials (e.g., foam or gel) are often used to secure the
individual, redistribute pressure and prevent nerve injury. Some, but not all of these devices are depicted in the diagrams below.
Securement straps may be a source of medical device-related pressure injuries in all positions.
“Hidden” pressure points on the underside of the individual are marked lighter with dotted outlines

Position and pressure points

Illustrative position noting pressure points

of specific concern
Supine
•

Occipital

•

Shoulder blade (scapula)

•

Elbows

•

Sacrum

•

Coccyx

•

Buttocks

•

Heels

Trendelenburg
As per supine position PLUS:
•

Shoulders
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Reverse Trendelenburg
As per supine position PLUS:
• Soles of the feet

Sitting/modified sitting
As per supine position BUT
ESPECIALLY:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buttocks
Ischium
Coccyx
Sacrum
Back of knees
Heels

Lithotomy
As per supine position BUT
ESPECIALLY:
• Sacrum
• Coccyx
• Back of knees
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Prone
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forehead
Chin
Cheeks
Shoulder (anterior)
Elbow
Chest (breasts)
Genitalia
Anterior pelvic bones
(iliac crests & ischium)
Knees (patella)
Dorsal feet and toes
Nose (if positioned incorrectly)

Lateral
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lateral face and ear
Elbow
Shoulder
Axilla
Superior and dependent arms
Ribs
Hips (trochanter)
Malleoli
Bent lower leg
Knees
Ankles

Kneeling position
(knee/chest position)

As per prone position BUT
ESPECIALLY:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Face and ear
Anterior chest
Elbows
Anterior pelvic bones
(iliac crests and ischium)
Knees
Anterior tibia
Anterior ankle
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Freestyle/swimming position

As per prone position BUT
ESPECIALLY:
•

Lateral face and ear
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HEEL PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
The heel is one of the two most common anatomical sites for pressure injuries. In a European survey on pressure
injury prevalence (n = 5,947),1 almost 80% of all Category/Stage IV pressure injuries were found at the sacrum and
heels (39.9% and 38.5%, respectively). The most severe pressure injury was typically found at the sacrum (44.8%) or
the heels (24.2%).1 In a national pressure injury prevalence study conducted in 2014 in France (n = 21,538),2 the heel
and the sacrum were the two most common anatomical sites affected by pressure injuries in intensive acute care. A
study conducted in Spain from 2012 to 2015 reported the heel was the most common anatomical location for pressure
injuries in children and neonates.3 The heel is not only a frequent anatomical location for pressure injuries, but it
experiences some of the most severe pressure injuries.
Older people, individuals in critical care, children and neonates are at particularly high risk for heel pressure injuries.
The prevalence of heel pressure injuries among individuals in acute care has been reported to be between 21% and
46%.4 The highest rates of heel pressure injuries were found in rehabilitation units in a national prevalence study
conducted in different clinical settings in France.2 In a prospective study conducted in two geriatric rehabilitation
centers, the prevalence of heel pressure injuries was 12%,5 while heel pressure injury prevalence was as high as 28.6%
in children aged between 7 and 12 years attending primary health care consultations.3
The reduction of pressure and shear at the heel is an important point of interest in clinical practice. The posterior
prominence of the heel sustains intense pressure, even when a pressure redistribution surface is used. Because the
heel is covered with a small volume of subcutaneous tissue, mechanical loads are transmitted directly angular to the
bone. Finite element modeling suggests that the shape of the individual’s calcanei influences the strain on muscles
and tissue at the heel.6,7 Given the small surface area of the heel, it is challenging to redistribute load from the heel.
The recommendations and good practice statements in this chapter present evidence specific to preventing and
treating heel pressure injuries. The recommendations discuss heel-specific skin and tissue assessment, positioning the
heels, and prophylactic dressings applied to the heels. Limited evidence on skin care practice specific to the heels was
available. However, the recommendations and studies8,9 on skin care presented in the guideline chapter Preventive
Skin Care are particularly relevant to preventive skin care for heels and should be referred to when developing a care
plan to prevent heel pressure injuries.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What factors put individuals at risk for heel pressure injury development?

•

What are accurate and effective methods for assessing heel skin and tissue?

•

W
 hat are effective local management strategies (e.g., skin care, prophylactic dressings) in preventing heel pressure
injuries?

•

What heel repositioning interventions are effective in preventing heel pressure injuries?

•

What support surfaces and devices are effective in preventing heel pressure injuries?

•

What are effective strategies for treating heel pressure injuries?

•

What factors affect healing of heel pressure injuries?

Assessing the Heels
The heel is considered a vulnerable area to pressure damage as compared to other areas of the body due to factors
such as the heel anatomy, disease burden, comorbid conditions, and the aging process.10 Due to this vulnerability, it
is prudent to regularly assess the heel for pressure damage, especially in individuals who are medically complex.11,12
Heel assessment should include the physical assessment of the heel as well as noting the individual’s past clinical
history, any previous heel pressure injuries, and current physical and medical status. Additionally, risk factors that
can contribute to the development of heel pressure injuries or delay their healing (e.g., peripheral vascular disease)
should be noted and addressed. The guideline chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment identifies key risk factors to
consider in a risk assessment. The guideline chapter Skin and Tissue Assessment contains comprehensive discussion and
recommendation on assessing the skin.
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6.1: A
 ssess the vascular/perfusion status of the lower limbs, heels and feet when performing a skin and tissue
assessment, and as part of a risk assessment.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from one moderate quality Level 3 study13 indicated that having peripheral arterial disease increases the
risk of heel pressure injuries, possibly due to decreased blood flow to the heel. Evidence from a low quality Level
3 prognostic study14 showed that heel pressure injuries were less likely to heal when the individual had peripheral
vascular disease.

Implementation Considerations
•

Inspect the skin of the heels regularly, even if a prophylactic dressing is in situ (Expert opinion).

•

H
 ealth professionals undertaking comprehensive vascular assessment should be trained in using appropriate
assessment techniques and equipment (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen assessing the lower limbs/heels/feet as part of an overall skin assessment, the following parameters should
be included, with a goal of evaluating vascular supply to the heel and differentiating between arterial and venous
disease:

•

o

Skin temperature

o

 resence or absence of peripheral pulses that perfuse the heel (particularly posterior tibial artery that supplies
P
the heel)

o

Skin color (e.g., pale, hemosiderin staining, etc.)

o

Quality and appearance of skin (e.g., shiny, presence or absence of hair, etc.)

o

Sensation to touch or individual reports of diminished sensation (Expert opinion).

Pending the availability of equipment, the following assessments may be considered:
o

Ankle brachial pressure index (ABPI) or toe brachial pressure index (TPBI) as a measure of foot perfusion15

o

Monofilament testing as a measure of sensation (Expert opinion).

•

I n addition to physical inspection of the heel, consider an individual’s clinical condition, medical history and risk
factors for heel pressure injury development, including vascular disease, diabetes mellitus, and having previously
experienced heel pressure injuries (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider referring individuals with a suspected or known compromised vascular status to a vascular specialist as
indicated (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Due to vascular disease and tissue thinning associated with aging, and the presence of avascular fat in the heel, the
heel is at risk of pressure injuries. As noted in the guideline chapter on Risk Factors and Risk Assessment, alterations
to perfusion and circulation (including diabetes mellitus) increases the risk of pressure injuries.Vascular status is
particularly significant to the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries of the heel,10 and should be included
when conducting a comprehensive assessment of the heels.
One study16 indicated that having peripheral arterial disease increases the risk of heel pressure injuries, possibly due
to decreased blood flow to the heel. In individuals in a community hospital (n = 30), peripheral arterial disease was a
significant factor for heel pressure injuries in a multivariable analysis (odds ratio [OR] 11, 95% confidence interval [CI]
1.99 to 60.57)16 (Level 3).
In individuals in acute care who had hospital and community acquired pressure injuries (n = 337),10 diabetes mellitus,
vascular disease, immobility, and an admission Braden Scale score of 18 or less were all significant risk factors for heel
pressure injuries in a univariate analysis (Level 3).
Additionally, a prognostic study14 showed that heel pressure injuries were less likely to heal when the individual had
peripheral vascular disease. In individuals with heel pressure injuries (n = 140 with 183 pressure injuries), presence of
peripheral arterial disease was a significant factor in a multivariable analysis (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.40, 95% CI 0.20 to
0.81, p = 0.010)14 (Level 3).
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Along with other comorbid conditions, research has emphasized how compromised blood flow or disease to the heel
is a risk factor for heel pressure injury occurrence and/or healing. Therefore, it is prudent to consider vascular status
as part of the heel assessment to determine if vascular compromise or disease may be present. A comprehensive heel
assessment will provide a more informed prevention and/or treatment plan that is tailored to the individual.
Health professionals performing vascular assessments require education and training in assessment skills and using
equipment or should make a referral to an experienced health professional. Commonly used non-invasive investigations
for vascular assessment include (but are not limited to) ABPI, TBPI and continuous wave Doppler ultrasound. The
evidence for use of these examinations specifically to assess heel vascularization in relation to pressure injury
prevention and healing is limited. However, there is a strong body of evidence for use of these investigations to assess
lower limb vascularization in other contexts.
The ABPI is commonly used to assess large vessel peripheral vascular disease; however, its use in assessing small vessel
disease of the foot is considered to be limited.15 Additionally, caution is required when interpreting outcomes in
individuals with diseases such as diabetes mellitus.15,17 With respect to assessment in relation to heel pressure injuries,
a retrospective chart review completed for 83 participants with 92 heel pressure injuries18 found that ABPI may not be
an accurate and reliable measure of arterial flow to the heel. Nearly 47% of cases had non-compressible vessels, and
in 50% of cases with compressible vessels, the ABPI did not measure an artery that directly reflected heel perfusion
(i.e., the posterior tibial artery) (Level 4). Therefore, TBPI or Doppler ultrasound may provide a more accurate vascular
assessment of the foot.15

Positioning to Prevent and Treat Heel Pressure Injuries
6.2: F or individuals at risk of heel pressure injuries and/or with Category/Stage I or II pressure injuries, elevate
the heels using a specifically designed heel suspension device or a pillow/ foam cushion. Offload the heel
completely in such a way as to distribute the weight of the leg along the calf without placing pressure on the
Achilles tendon and the popliteal vein.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from moderate19,20 and low21 quality Level 1 studies demonstrates that elevating the heels reduces the risk
of pressure injuries. Incidence of pressure injuries were lower using both a regular foam cushion21 and using a foam
heel suspension boot19,20 than when heels were not elevated. As well as being more effective than normal care with
no heel elevation,19,20 a foam heel suspension boot was also shown to be more effective in reducing pressure injuries in
one high quality Level 1 study,22 and more effective for improving condition of reddened heels in a low quality Level
2 study.23 One low quality Level 4 study showed reductions in any heel pressure injuries of 43.8% and a 67% reduction
in Category/Stage III or IV heel pressure injuries.24 Two low quality Level 4 studies25,26 provided evidence supporting air
filled heel elevation boots25 and low friction fabric heel elevation boots.26

Implementation Considerations
•
•

Ensure the heels are free from the surface of the bed (Expert opinion).
When selecting a heel suspension device consider:
o

 he individual’s clinical condition, including factors that may increase movement of the legs (e.g., agitation
T
and muscles spasms)

o

Skin integrity and presence of edema

o

Anatomical appearance/alignment of the hip, foot and lower leg

o

Plan of care

o

The individual’s tolerance of the device

o

The manufacturer’s guidelines. (Expert opinion).

•

Knee should be in slight (5° to 10°) flexion (Level 5).

•

A
 void areas of high pressure, especially under the Achilles tendon. Distribute pressure along the full length of the
calves (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider selecting a device with a positioning block if the individual’s foot is not aligned in optimal positioning
(e.g., if the foot falls into lateral or external rotation) (Expert opinion).
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•

Apply heel suspension devices according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Expert opinion).

•

R
 emove the heel suspension device periodically (at least twice/day) to assess skin integrity and perfusion status.
Remove the positioning device more frequently if edema or fluid shifting is present (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Heel elevation
Pressure can be relieved by elevating the lower leg and calf from the mattress. Ideally, heels should be free of all
pressure — a state sometimes called ‘floating heels’. Huber et al. (2008)27 documented significant increases in tissue
blood flow to the heels measured using laser Doppler when the heels of non-hospitalized volunteers with and
without peripheral vascular disease were elevated (Level 5). Three studies19-21 provide clinical evidence that elevation
of the heels is more effective at preventing pressure injuries than a care regimen that does not include heel elevation.
A multi-center randomized controlled trial (RCT) conducted by Bååth et al. (2016)19 compared the effect of elevation
of the heel with a foam heel suspension boot applied in the ambulance (intervention group) with normal care (control
group) on the incidence of heel pressure injuries at time of discharge from hospital. A total of 405 older adults (≥
70 years) being transferred to hospital via ambulance were recruited. The assigned heel management protocol was
continued on the ward until discharge. The mean hospital length of stay was 7.9 days for the intervention group
and 10.4 days for the control group. Analysis of 183 participants at study conclusion indicated a significantly lower
incidence of pressure injuries in the intervention group compared to the control group (14.6% versus 30%, p = 0.017).
Inter-rater reliability between assessors was not determined, although all the assessors received standard education.19
The study was significantly powered and the results support the elevation of heels for the prevention of pressure
injuries (Level 1).
Donnelly et al. (2011)20 conducted an RCT comparing complete offloading of the heel using a commercial heel
suspension device to standard care that did not include heel offloading. Older adults who were admitted to a trauma
unit with hip fractures occurring within the previous 48 hours and who were pressure injury free (n = 239) were
recruited. The primary outcome of interest was the occurrence of a new Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury
of the heels (or other sites). The intervention group receiving heel elevation developed no pressure injuries on the
ankles, feet or heels. However, the control group with no heel elevation experienced 29 foot/heel pressure injuries (p
< 0.001). Kaplan-Meier survival curves indicated individuals in the control group were more likely to suffer pressure
damage at all points in time (log rank, p = 0.001). Sensitivity analysis showed that when individuals lost to followup were assigned to the pressure injury outcome, the intervention group was still less likely to develop a pressure
injury than those in the control group (p = 0.0001). The hazard analysis indicated that when considering the effect of
multiple clinical and pathological factors that might be specific risk factors, participants randomized to the treatment
group were five times less likely to develop pressure damage (HR = 0.21, 95% CI 0.008 to 0.54) than the control group
(HR = 1.00). There are some limitations to this study given the frequent protocol violations in relation to support
surface upgrades by the nursing staff (Level 1).
In an RCT, Cadue et al. (2008)21 evaluated the efficacy of placing a foam cushion under the legs to ‘float’ the heels free
from the bed surface. Seventy individuals in intensive care were recruited, with half receiving heel elevation and the
remainder receiving no intervention at the heels. Fewer heel pressure injuries developed among the group receiving
heel elevation (8.5% compared with 54.2% in the control group). There was also a longer heel pressure injury free
time in the heel elevation group (time to development of heel pressure injury was 5.6 days in the heel elevation group
and 2.8 days in the control group). Although small, this study suggests the value of removing all pressure from the
heels (Level 1). Interpretation is constrained by its lack of a formal power calculation and uncertain subject selection
criteria.
Two low quality studies,24,26 both conducted in the UK hospital setting, reported cost analyses suggesting that
elevating the heels with a specifically designed device is associated with cost savings over 12 months26 and longer.24
The studies24,26 reported actual or projected cost savings to facilities when heel suspension boots were included in a
heel pressure prevention regimen. However, cost implications and potential savings are likely to be highly specific
to geographic location, clinical setting and the level of pressure injury risk of the population, as suggested by the
variable cost savings reported between facilities in the studies.24,26
Methods for elevating the heels
Elevation of the heels such that they are completely free of the support surface can be achieved using a pillow or foam
cushion under the lower legs, or by using a heel suspension device that floats the heel. Pressure will be distributed
over the larger surface area of the lower legs and the heels, will no longer be subjected to pressure.
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The most accessible method of floating the heels is using a pillow or foam cushion to elevate the lower legs and
completely free the heels from the mattress surface. Pillows/foam cushions placed under the full length of the calves
to elevate heels are appropriate for short-term use in alert and cooperative individuals who are able to maintain
their legs in the appropriate positioning. Pillows or foam cushions used for heel elevation should extend the length
of the calf to avoid areas of high pressure, particularly under the Achilles tendon. In the RCT by Cadue et al. (2008)
reported above, use of a foam cushion to elevate the heels was associated with significantly fewer facility-acquired
heel pressure injuries than when heels were not elevated (8.5% versus 54.2%). However, the participants were in a
critical care setting and had high rates of sedation and mechanical ventilation. For individuals who are more mobile
or who have agitation or other clinical conditions that increase movement of the lower legs, and for individuals
with dementia, positioning with a pillow or foam cushion may be inadequate. In this case, and for individuals with
Category/Stage III or greater heel pressure injuries (see Good Practice Statement 6.3 below), a heel suspension device
may provide more reliable heel elevation support.
Heel suspension devices are preferable for long term heel elevation, or for individuals who are not likely to keep their
legs on the pillows/foam cushions. Heel suspension devices vary in design and material (e.g., foam heel suspension
boots, air inflated heel suspension boots etc.). An assessment of the individual is required to select the most appropriate
heel suspension device. Consideration should be given to skin integrity, presence of edema, anatomical appearance/
alignment of the foot and lower leg (e.g., deformities or contractures), mobility status, comfort, tolerance of the
device and the manufacturer’s guidelines.
Most studies exploring effectiveness of heel suspension devices for preventing or treating pressure injuries report on
different designs of foam heel suspension boots. The RCT by Bååth et al. (2016)19 that is discussed above demonstrated
significantly fewer pressure injuries with use of a foam heel suspension boot when compared to normal care (14.6%
versus 30%, p = 0.017) (Level 1). The RCT by Donnelly et al. (2011)20 also reported above compared the effectiveness
of a foam heel suspension boot plus pressure redistributing support surface (intervention group) to standard care
that included a pressure redistributing surface (control group). There were significantly fewer pressure injuries on the
ankles, feet or heels in the intervention group compared to the control group (0% versus 24%, p < 0.01)20 (Level 1).
An RCT conducted by Meyers et al. (2017)22 also demonstrated that heel elevation with a foam heel suspension boot
was associated with significantly fewer pressure injuries than with regular pillows in critically ill individuals (0% versus
41%, p < 0.001)22 (Level 1).
Cheneworth et al. (1994) 23 conducted a quasi-experiment comparing the outcomes of Category/Stage I heel pressure
injuries between a foot wrap consisting of gauze pads and undefined dressings wrapped around the heel and a
laminated foam heel suspension boot. Healing and stabilization of the heel pressure injury was seen in 13 of 14
individuals wearing the heel suspension device, while pressure injuries deteriorated or remained the same in the foot
wrap group23 (Level 2).
Bales (2012)28 demonstrated that a foam heel suspension boot was associated with significantly fewer pressure injuries
than use of intravenous bags for elevating the heels (0 versus 40%, p = 0.006) (Level 2).
Meyers et al. (2010)29 reported a foam heel suspension boot was associated with no new heel pressure injuries occurring
and a 55% reduction in heel pressure injuries (described as “abnormal heels” in the study) between admission and
discharge (Level 4). A retrospective analysis conducted by Rajpaul et al. (2016)24 investigated the incidence of pressure
injuries in high-risk individuals in two hospitals. Heel elevation with a foam heel suspension boot was associated with
a 43% reduction in heel pressure injuries in one hospital and a 67% reduction in Category/Stage III or IV heel pressure
injuries in the second hospital24 (Level 4).
Use of air filled25 and low friction fabric26 heel suspension boots has also been explored in small observational studies.
One observational study (n = 17)25 suggested that using a four celled, air inflation heel suspension boot can prevent
pressure injuries in individuals receiving rehabilitation care (Level 4). However, the study was short (two weeks) and
provided no comparison between either not elevating heels, or using a different type of heel suspension device,
limiting the inferences that can be made from the results. A second observational study26 conducted with hospitalized
individuals reported a reduction in the rate of avoidable heel pressure injuries observed in the facility from 32% to
27.3% over four years after the introduction of a low friction fabric suspension boot26 (Level 4).
A variety of heel suspension devices are used in the operating room; however, evidence was limited to a cross-over
quasi experiment30 comparing the use of a protype device to a viscous gel heel block and various support surfaces.
Heel offloading devices (both the protype device and heel blocks) were associated with significant reductions in
interface pressure at the heel than comparator support surfaces30 (Level 5).
Some support surfaces include technologies that allow for reduction of pressure to the heels. For example, some
alternating pressure air mattresses incorporate features that enable reduction of the support surface pressure at the
heels.31 Research is required to evaluate the effectiveness of these support surfaces in preventing heel pressure injuries.
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Heel elevation positioning
Flex the knee slightly to avoid popliteal vein compression and increased risk of deep vein thrombosis (DVT). There
is indirect evidence that hyperextension of the knee may cause obstruction of the popliteal vein, and this could
predispose an individual to DVT. Huber et al. (2009) 32 studied the popliteal veins of 50 individuals under general
anesthesia using heel elevators. Using duplex ultrasonography to examine the incidence of popliteal vein compression
when the knees were flexed and extended, they found a significant reduction in popliteal vein diameter in extension
compared with the diameter in flexion (p < 0.001).32
Heel suspension devices should be applied so as to avoid creating areas of increased pressure under the device. Ensure
that the heel suspension device is not too tight and does not create additional pressure damage, particularly in
individuals with deformities, contractures or other factors influencing positioning.
Evaluating heel elevation
The skin under a heel suspension device should be checked routinely for device-related pressure damage. Check the
skin more frequently and adjust the device in individuals with, or likely to develop, lower extremity edema, individuals
with peripheral vascular disease, individuals with neuropathy/reduced sensation, and individuals with reduced ability
to communicate points of pressure or pain.
Comfort for the individual is an important factor when selecting a heel suspension device. Bååth et al. (2016)19 found
that a foam heel suspension boot was associated with lower ratings of pain compared to standard care that did not
include heel elevation. However, in the same trial individuals described a foam suspension boot as too warm, sweaty,
itchy and uncomfortable in side-lying positions.19 Participants in other studies reported similar concerns23,25 (Levels 1
and 4). This highlights the importance of evaluating the individual’s tolerance to the device and selecting a different
type of device if necessary.
6.3: F or individuals with a Category/Stage III or greater heel pressure injury, elevate the heels using a device
specifically designed for heel suspension, offloading the heel completely in such a way as to distribute the
weight of the leg along the calf without placing pressure on the Achilles tendon and the popliteal vein.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

D
 ue to the time required for healing full thickness pressure injuries, a device that completely offloads the pressure
injury and prevents foot drop is preferred (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Once a pressure injury develops, pressure relief on the heel is needed to promote perfusion and healing. Pressure on
Category/Stage III, IV, and unstageable heel pressure injuries and deep tissue pressure injuries of the heel should be
completely offloaded as much as possible. Heel suspension devices are preferable for long-term use, or for individuals
who are not likely to keep their legs on the pillows; elevation of the heel on a pillow is usually inadequate. Due to
the time required for healing deeper pressure injuries, a device that completely offloads the heel and prevents foot
drop is preferred.

Prophylactic Dressings for the Heels
Prophylactic dressings are dressings that are applied to intact skin over a pressure point with the aim of preventing a
pressure injury. Use of prophylactic dressings should be an adjunct to, rather than a replacement for heel elevation.
Different types of prophylactic dressings are available, including those designed specifically for application to the
heel. In the laboratory setting, prophylactic dressings have been found to reduce the forces of pressure, friction and
shear through multiple layer construction;33-35 protect fragile skin from shear with specially designed adhesives;33
and influence microclimate.36 A full discussion of specific characteristics of prophylactic dressings and the ways they
protect pressure points is presented in the guideline chapter on Preventive Skin Care.
6.4: U
 se a prophylactic dressing as an adjunct to heel offloading and other strategies to prevent heel pressure
injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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Evidence Summary
The recommendation is supported by moderate37 and low38 quality Level 1 studies, and high39 and moderate40 quality
Level 3 studies providing evidence on two different foam dressings designed for application to the heels and one low
quality Level 2 study41 providing evidence for a transparent polyurethane film. The different types of prophylactic foam
dressings, a multi-layered soft silicone foam dressing37,39 and a polyurethane foam dressing38,40 were both associated
with statistically significantly fewer heel pressure injuries than standard care that included either no prophylactic
dressing37,39,40 or gauze padding and bandage.38 In both the Level 1 studies, the heel pressure injury incidence rate was
around 3% when using either type of prophylactic foam dressing,37,38 while the rate of pressure injuries using the
polyurethane film was around 6%.41

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ontinue to implement other measures (e.g., heel offloading and regular repositioning) to prevent heel pressure
injuries when using a prophylactic dressing (Expert opinion).

•

When selecting a prophylactic dressing consider:
o

Appropriateness of the size and design of the dressing to apply to a heel

o

Ability to manage the microclimate

o

Ease of application and removal

o

Ability to maintain the dressing on the heel

o

Ability to regularly assess the skin under the dressing

o

The individual’s preferences, comfort and any allergies

o

Coefficient of friction at the skin-dressing interface

o

Cost and accessibility of devices. (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ontinue to assess the skin under a prophylactic dressing at least daily to evaluate the effectiveness of the
preventive care regimen. Many dressings have features that facilitate regular skin assessment (e.g. transparency,41
silicone borders,37,39 non-adhesive edges,38,40 etc.) (Levels 1 and 3).

•

R
 eplace the prophylactic dressing if it becomes dislodged, loosened or excessively moist,37,39 if the dressing or skin
underneath become soiled, and according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Levels 1 and 3).

•

A
 tubular bandage can assist to keep the prophylactic dressing in place37-39 (Levels 1 and 3).

•

F or individuals at high risk of pressure injuries, application of a prophylactic dressing should be initiated as early
as possible in the care pathway when feasible (e.g., applied in the ambulance or emergency room)37 (Level 1).

•

Follow manufacturers’ instructions for use (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Prophylactic dressings differ in their qualities; therefore, it is important to select a dressing that is appropriate to the
individual and the clinical use. Evidence supporting the application of a prophylactic dressing to the heels of individuals
at risk of developing heel pressure injuries includes reports on multi-layered soft silicone foam dressings,37,39,42
polyurethane foam hydrocellular dressings,38,40 polyurethane film41 and heel silicone pads.43 The available evidence
provides comparison of different heel prophylactic dressings to each other, or to a standard care regimen that explicitly
included heel elevation. There are no studies meeting inclusion criteria comparing the relative effects of applying a
heel prophylactic dressing when the heels are elevated. Prophylactic dressings should be considered an adjunct to
positioning and elevation.
There is indirect evidence indicating that applying a prophylactic dressing reduces the interface pressure at the
heel. Reduction in interface pressure has been demonstrated with a silicone foam border prophylactic dressing in
an observational study42 conducted with healthy volunteers (n = 50) that showed effectiveness in reducing interface
pressure within four minutes, which was significant compared to no dressing in situ42 (Level 5). Other studies
demonstrate that the reduction in interface pressure translates to a reduced risk of pressure injuries.
Foam prophylactic dressings
Effectiveness of the same prophylactic dressing in reducing heel pressure injury incidence has been demonstrated in
critical care settings.37,39 Santamaria et al. (2013)37 conducted an RCT in which adults admitted to an intensive care
unit (ICU) were randomized in the emergency department to receive either a multi-layered soft silicone foam dressing
applied to the heels (and sacrum) or to a control group receiving standard pressure injury prevention (not described).
A tubular bandage was also used to secure and protect the heel prophylactic dressing. After transfer to the ICU, skin
assessments were performed every two to four hours. The prophylactic heel dressing was changed every three days
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or earlier if dislodged or soiled. There was a significant reduction in overall (i.e., heels and sacrum) pressure injury
incidence (4.3% versus 17.8%, p = 0.002) and in heel pressure injury incidence (3.1% vs 12.5%, p = 0.002) associated
with the prophylactic dressing. The study and analysis were non-blinded and the Category/Stage of pressure injuries
that occurred was not reported (Level 1). Additionally, in an historical control cohort study of 302 individuals in trauma
and critical care Santamaria et al. (2015)39 found lower pressure injury incidence among individuals in the intervention
group (n = 150) receiving the same type of prophylactic heel dressing held in place with a tubular bandage, as
compared to the control group receiving standard prevention interventions only (interventions not described) (0% vs.
9.2%; p < 0.001)39 (Level 3).
In a study of a polyurethane foam hydrocellular dressing,38 there was a significant reduction in heel pressure injuries
for a group treated with the foam dressing compared to a group receiving a protective heel bandage that covered
the ankle articulation. Participants (n = 133, n = 111 completed the study) were recruited from three long term
facilities and three home care programs in Spain. Approximately 3% of individuals in the foam prophylactic dressing
group developed pressure injuries compared to 44% in the protective bandaging group. Relative risk of developing a
heel pressure injury was 13.42 (95% CI 3.31 to 54.3) for the bandaging group compared to the prophylactic dressing
group. It should be noted that heel flotation was not used as a preventive management strategy in this study, and the
bandaging intervention used as a control is not considered best practice (Level 1).
In a retrospective cohort study in Italy, Forni and colleagues (2011)40 investigated the effect of a sterile polyurethane
foam pad. Participants were 156 individuals in an orthopedic ward who required the use of a plaster cast to the foot
and who had an existing Category/Stage I pressure injury. The study found that the use of a polyurethane foam pad
in contact with the heel prior to the application of the plaster cast resulted in fewer heel pressure injuries upon
removal of the cast as compared to the control group who did not have a polyurethane foam dressing applied (3.6%
intervention group vs. 42.9% control group). The difference equated to a 92% reduction (95% CI 58% to 97%) in heel
pressure injuries with the use of the foam dressing40 (Level 3).
Film prophylactic dressings
Souza et al. (2013)41 studied the efficacy of a polyurethane film dressing in a study of 100 individuals in an ICU who
acted as their own controls. The overall heel pressure injury rate was 32% for this study. The intervention foot (left
heel), which received a prophylactic polyurethane film dressing in addition to standard care, experienced significantly
lower pressure injury rates as compared to the right heel that received standard treatment only (standard treatment
not defined) (6% vs. 18%; p < 0.001)41 (Level 2).
Silicone pad prophylactic dressings
In a study exploring prevention of heel pressure injuries in 14 long term care residents assessed as being at risk or
at high risk, Knowles et al. (2013)43 investigated the use of a silicone pad held in place with a tubular bandage as a
prophylactic dressing (intervention). The comparator group received an alternative polymer-based heel pad, no pad
or a wool pad. Photography and high definition ultrasound were used to assess dermal water content and the extent
of edema as indicators of tissue inflammation. Comparisons were made between results for the heels compared to
adjacent normal skin. In heels receiving the prophylactic dressing and those in the control group, ultrasound results
indicated high levels of edema were present at the trial commencement, after a six-week run in period in which
standard care (no dressings) was delivered. After four weeks, heels receiving the prophylactic dressing demonstrated
reduction in edema, indicating that sub-dermal inflammation had substantially lessened. The comparator group
showed no change in ultrasound measurements over time43 (Level 2).
The above results indicate that using a prophylactic dressing is likely to reduce the risk of pressure injuries in individuals
at high risk as compared to not using a prophylactic dressing. Selection of prophylactic dressing for use on the heels
requires consideration of factors influencing application of the dressing and maintaining it in place, the ability to
regularly assess the heel by lifting the dressing, the ability to manage microclimate and the comfort of the dressing,
as determined by the individual.

Treatment of Heel Pressure Injuries
Before treating a heel pressure injury, the healing status of the wound (healable, maintenance, or non-healable)
should be considered along with the individual’s care goals.44 Vascular status of the lower limb should be assessed,
and peripheral vascular disease should be addressed before any treatment of heel pressure injuries (see Good Practice
Statement 6.1). Wound bed preparation practices45 that should be adopted when treating heel pressure injuries
include those outlined in the guideline chapters Cleansing and Debridement and Infection and Biofilm.
Of particular significance to treatment of heel pressure injuries is the management of heel eschar. As discussed in the
guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement, stable heel eschars or eschars in the presence of untreated peripheral
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vascular disease should not be debrided. However, if there is high suspicion of infection, heel eschars should be
debrided to reveal the base of heel pressure injury to enable comprehensive assessment and treatment of the heel
pressure injury. Non-viable, necrotic or infected tissue should be removed via appropriate methods of debridement.
Selection of appropriate heel offloading is critical to treating heel pressure injuries (see Recommendation 6.2 and
Good Practice Statement 6.3).
Selection of an appropriate wound dressing for the heel is often complicated by the difficulty in applying wound
dressings to this anatomical location. Some research has explored padded wound dressings designed specifically for
the heels. In one study46 exploring the effectiveness of padded dressings for heel ulcers, there was a significant
difference in healing in a cohort receiving the padded dressing (n = 20) compared to a cohort that did not receive the
padded dressing (n = 20; 100% vs 65%, p < 0.01). The padded heel dressing in this study consisted of a non-adherent
mesh dressing applied beneath two rolls of cast padding. There was also significantly lower nursing cost associated
with using the padded heel dressing ($114,080 CAD versus $245,055, p < 0.001) (Level 3).46 The study did not state
clearly the etiology of the heel ulcers and selection criteria for participants was not reported.
Bateman (2014)47 conducted an observational study evaluating foam cushions in treating heel pressure injuries.
Participants (n = 50) were recruited from aged care, respiratory and orthopedic wards in a UK hospital. In this study,
100% of Category/Stage I pressure injuries, 80% of Category/Stage II pressure injuries, 100% of Category/Stage III
pressure injuries and 66% of Category/Stage IV pressure injuries improved when a foam cushion was used to protect
the heel during healing47 (Level 4). Minimal information on how the foam heel cushion was used was provide in the
report and there was no statistical analysis of the results.
Ultimately as with any wound, treatment should be evidence-based, reflective of the wound bed characteristics, and
be consistent with the patient’s goals of care. Treatment regimens should be re-evaluated on a regular basis and the
treatment plan adjusted accordingly.48
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SUPPORT SURFACES
Introduction
Support surfaces are:
“specialized devices for pressure redistribution designed for management of tissue loads, microclimate, and/or
other therapeutic functions (i.e., any mattress, integrated bed system, mattress replacement, overlay, or seat
cushion, or seat cushion overlay).”1
In this context, pressure refers to distribution of forces on the individual’s body surface that is in contact with the
device. As an individual immerses (sinks) into the support surface, their weight can be redistributed over a larger area.
If the surface also envelops (i.e., conforms to the shape of) the individual, the pressure on the individual’s body will
be more evenly distributed and less concentrated over bony prominences where pressure injuries typically develop.
Periodic recovery from deformation might be achieved if the surface actively reduces tissue loads in vulnerable areas.
In practice, as a person lies or sits on a support surface their weight causes both the support surface and their own soft
tissue to deform. The extent to which forces are concentrated in small areas will determine the degree of potentially
damaging deformation in the underlying skin and soft tissues. Friction is a force resisting an individual’s body from
sliding on the top of the support surface and can contribute to tissue deformation. Friction is in part dependent on
moisture, which might be controlled by targeted support surface features.
Terminology describing types of support surfaces and their features have been developed.2 A reactive support surface
is a powered or non-powered support surface with the ability to change its load distribution properties only in
response to an applied load. An active support surface is a powered support surface that has the ability to change
its load distribution properties with or without an applied load.2 Support surfaces with alternating pressure features;
that is, a feature that provides pressure redistribution via cyclic changes in loading and unloading (i.e. inflation and
deflation of air-filled cells) as characterized by frequency, duration, amplitude, and rate of change parameters are an
example of an active support surface.2
Support surfaces are typically constructed from a range or combination of materials including, but not limited to, air,
foam, gel and fluid and incorporate specific structures (e.g., bladders and modules that may be arranged in zones
corresponding to anatomical locations). Support surfaces can either be powered or non-powered. Power is used in
some devices to alter the immersion and envelopment characteristics of the surface, to control the microclimate or to
periodically redistribute pressure. Powered features designed to influence the microclimate include heating, cooling
and controlling moisture dissipation. A powered feature intended to affect microclimate is low air loss. Low air loss
describes a feature where air is circulated beneath a water vapor permeable cover to control the humidity at the
interface between the individual and the support surface. A low air loss feature might be included on either an active
or reactive support surface. Powered features designed to change load bearing characteristics include air fluidization
of granular materials (e.g., beads). Another example of a powered support surface is a support surface that adjusts air
volume within bladders in response to the weight and/or morphology of the individual.
Support surface characteristics such as immersion, envelopment, and microclimate modification will vary substantially
from device to device both within and across categories (active or reactive), if they are powered or non-powered, or
if they implement such features as alternating pressure and low air loss. Standard tests that quantify performance
characteristics have been developed to assist in matching users’ needs to support surface capabilities. The
Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Association of North America (RESNA) in collaboration with the
American National Standards Institute and the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) has published standard
test methods for quantifying most of these characteristics for mattresses.2 The RESNA standard2 includes methods
to measure immersion, envelopment, heat and water vapor dissipation, and horizontal stiffness. Importantly, the
standard is intended to offer methods of bench testing to identify clinically meaningful metrics of support surfaces
for comparison. A consensus document from The Tissue Viability Society provides guidance on the measurement of
interface pressures applied by active therapy support surfaces.3 International standards have also been published
to describe performance characteristics for seat cushions.4 None of these standards include thresholds to represent
specific levels of performance, as these requirements generally vary from person to person. Standards also serve
manufacturers as a product development guide and to enhance product quality. Refer to the Glossary for selected
terms and definitions associated with support surfaces.
This chapter addresses support surface recommendations for individuals at risk of pressure injuries or with existing
pressure injuries, including individuals with a range of population-specific needs (e.g., neonates and children, obese
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individuals and critically ill individuals). The guideline chapter on Pressure Injury Surgery includes discussion on support
surface use following surgical repair of pressure injuries.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What reactive support surfaces are effective in preventing pressure injuries?

•

What active support surfaces are effective in preventing pressure injuries?

•

When should an active support surface be used to prevent pressure injuries?

•

What is the most effective seating support surface for preventing pressure injuries?

•

What reactive support surfaces are effective in supporting pressure injury healing?

•

What active support surfaces are effective in supporting pressure injury healing?

•

When should an active support surface be used to support pressure injury healing?

•

What is the most effective seating support surface for preventing pressure injuries?

Support Surface Selection and Use
Support surfaces are an important element in pressure injury prevention and treatment because they can prevent
damaging tissue deformation and provide an environment that enhances perfusion of at risk or injured tissue.
Support surfaces alone neither prevent nor heal pressure injuries, but support surfaces play a significant role in an
individualized comprehensive management plan for pressure injury prevention and treatment. Pressure injury risk
factors vary from person to person. Choosing a support surface for an individual should take into account their specific
needs.
7.1: S
 elect a support surface that meets the individual’s need for pressure redistribution based on the following
factors:
		 • Level of immobility and inactivity
		 • Need to influence microclimate control and shear reduction
		 • Size and weight of the individual
		 • Number, severity and location of existing pressure injuries
		 • Risk for developing new pressure injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ontinue to reposition individuals regardless of the type of pressure redistribution support surface being used.
Advise individuals to perform regular offloading and repositioning as much as possible when spending prolonged
periods on any support surface (Expert opinion).

•

C
 hoose a support surface that is compatible with the care setting. For individuals in the community, consider the
impact support surfaces might have on the home environment, sleeping arrangements and safety. Make selections
for support surfaces used in the home in consultation with the individual and their informal caregivers (Expert
opinion).

•

S ome support surfaces can reduce mobility and egress from the bed. Balance the need to prevent pressure injuries
with promotion of early mobilization and activity (Expert opinion).

•

C
 hoose positioning devices, incontinence pads, clothing and bed linen that are compatible with the support surface
(Expert opinion). Bed linen is discussed in more detail in the guideline chapter Preventive Skin Care.

•

Limit the amount of linen and pads placed on the support (Expert opinion).

•

R
 outinely check for ‘bottoming out’ of the support surface. The weight of an individual, as well as weight
distribution and shape, may cause support surface deformation beyond critical immersion whereby effective
pressure redistribution is lost (Expert opinion).

•

E
 xamine the functionality of the support surface on every encounter with the individual and identify potential
complications (Expert opinion).

•

Evaluate the appropriateness of the support surface after every risk or skin assessment (Expert opinion).

•

B
 efore use, verify that the support surface is being used within its functional life span, as indicated by the
manufacturer’s recommended test method (or other industry recognized test method) (Expert opinion).
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Selecting a Support Surface in All Care Settings
Immobility is the key condition that increases risk of pressure injuries. This risk is increased when immobile individuals
are unable to turn or reposition themselves, are experiencing pain and discomfort on movement, or when they are
unaware of the need to move about in bed. The key support surface characteristics to consider when selecting a
support surface are those features and characteristics that affect pressure redistribution, friction and shear force
management, and microclimate. Friction and shear force management are particularly important for individuals using
a support surfaces with the head of the bed raised or who are immobile and may be dragged across the support
surface. Friction and shear can be reduced with a low friction fabric5 (see the guideline chapter Preventive Skin Care).
Individuals with damp skin (e.g., from perspiration, moisture trapping, fever and incontinence) may benefit from
microclimate features. The coefficient of friction is greater over moist skin, potentially resulting in greater tissue
damage.6,7
When selecting a support surface, consideration should be given to where the support surface and/or bed will be
placed. Consider:
•

Weight of the bed

•

Structure of the building, including width of doors

•

Availability of uninterrupted electrical power

•

Safe location for the pump or motor, including its ventilation.

Contingency plans for power failure should be in place.
Powered support surfaces can generate heat, noise and motion. One trial conducted in older women confined to
bed (n = 10) reported that automated tilted beds were associated with a non-significant change in high frequency
components of the heart rate; however, this is an infrequent occurrence8 (Level 5). These factors have varying levels
of acceptability.
Beds that produce air flow at the skin interface (i.e., specifically air fluidized beds) can accelerate the evaporation
of perspiration.9 In some cases this may lead to dehydration; however modern bed systems often have features to
control air flow. This insensible loss should be considered in daily fluid status assessment. Beds that lead to a sensation
of floating may lead to disorientation and confusion; in such cases, reorientation and explanations of the bed’s
function may be helpful.
Individuals should not lie on a pressure injury. However, there are situations in which the individual cannot be
positioned off a pressure injury because there are pressure injuries on multiple anatomical sites. For individuals with
existing full thickness pressure injuries (i.e., Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries, unstageable pressure injuries and
deep tissue pressure injuries), perfusion to injured tissue may benefit from support surfaces with additional features
(e.g., alternating pressure or air fluidized). Other support surfaces may be adequate for partial thickness pressure
injuries (i.e., Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries). See below for recommendations on selecting support surfaces
specifically for individuals with existing pressure injuries.
After selecting a support surface its appropriateness should be verified with the individual using the support surface.
Any support surface can fail, be less than adequate for an individual’s clinical needs, or be uncomfortable.
7.2: Ensure that the bed surface area is sufficiently wide to allow turning of the individual.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is indirect evidence10 to suggest that individuals with obesity require a wider bed to adequately turn/be
repositioned from one side to the other. Although there is no documented research, it is logical that providing a
wider bed surface for individuals with overweight or obesity would reduce the risk of pressure on the skin and tissue
from bed rails. There is no direct evidence to empirically demonstrate that providing a bariatric hospital bed prevents
pressure injuries from occurring.

Implementation Considerations
•

B
 ed sides or rails, bedside furniture and equipment at the bedside can be a source of device related pressure
injuries if there is insufficient clearance between the individual and the edge of the bed (Expert opinion).
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•

B
 e aware of manual handling risk to the caregiver (i.e., staff leaning/reaching further to care for an individual)
when using extra wide beds (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se equipment (e.g., beds, chairs, transfer equipment etc.) that is sufficiently wide and strong to accommodate the
individual’s girth and weight (Expert opinion).

•

E
 nsure the bed is an adequate length to enable correct positioning of the individual on the support surface (Expert
opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Standard beds are 32 to 36 inches (81 to 91 cm) in width. Individuals who fill the width of the bed may be restricted
in their ability to turn side-to-side or into positions that offload the sacral area. Selection of support surfaces should
also consider the individual’s body dimensions, ensuring there is adequate space for repositioning. When selecting
equipment for individuals with obesity, sometimes body weight or body mass index (BMI) can be misleading. Different
body shapes may indicate that equipment is appropriate based on weight; however, there may be inadequate breadth/
width. In a laboratory study with overweight or obese volunteers,10 waist circumference was the best predictor of the
surface width required for the individual to turn from one side to the other. Body mass index (BMI) was correlated
with the surface width required to turn from supine onto one side. The study found that for individuals with a BMI
over 40 kg/m2, a 50 inch (127 cm) bed surface is required for adequate repositioning. Individual with a BMI below 35
kg/m2 required a 36 inch (91 cm) wide bed surface10 (Level 5).The measure of an individual’s hip breadth should also
be considered when selecting the most appropriate equipment for the individual.
Most facilities will require a range of bariatric equipment to accommodate different body shapes, sizes and mobility
status. The equipment needs of a larger, mobile individual are different than those of an individual with obesity who
is immobile or unconscious. Diagnostic equipment (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging) often does not accommodate
the breadth of an individual with obesity. Measure the individual’s physical dimensions prior to proceeding with
imaging procedures.
7.3: For individuals with obesity, select a support surface with enhanced pressure redistribution, shear reduction
and microclimate features.
(Good Practice Statement)

Discussion
Individuals with obesity are at increased risk of pressure injuries. Obese individuals often experience increased shear
and friction, and increased difficulty in redistributing pressure. People with obesity are also at increased risk of stress
incontinence and diaphoresis, as well as heat and moisture trapping between the body and the support surface. A
support surface that optimizes pressure redistribution and microclimate control is required.
In a small observational study (n = 21), Pemberton et al. (2009)11 provided a low air loss, continuous lateral rotation
bed with advanced microclimate technology to individuals with obesity (BMI > 35 kg/m2, mean BMI was 51.4 ± 10.3
kg/m2) and pressure injuries. The individuals spent an average of 4.8 ± 2.5 days (range two to eight days) on the
specialized support surface. Over the study period no new pressure injuries developed, and existing pressure injuries
decreased from an average size of 5.2 ± 2.6 cm2 to an average size of 2.6 ± 5.0 cm2 (p = not reported). Mean participant
comfort rating for the surface was 3.9 out of 4 (Level 4).

Using Support Surfaces in All Care Settings
After selecting a support surface, in all cases, the manufacturer’s recommendations for the use and maintenance
should be followed. It is widely recognized that support surfaces have a finite life span. Determining the condition of
a support surface can be accomplished through contractual support surface performance verification conducted by
the manufacturer, or by staff trained in the use of industry recognized test methods.12,13
Proper selection and operation of support surfaces is the key to preventing complications. Correctly fitting the mattress
to the bed base will mitigate entrapment risks. Overlays placed on top of existing mattresses can elevate the surface
to the level of side rails. The top of the side rail should be more than 8.66 inches (220 mm) above the uncompressed
mattress (International Electrotechnical Commission [IEC] 60601-2-52). The additional height may make it difficult to
transfer onto the bed from a seated position. High beds may be difficult to get in and out of, increasing the risk of
falling and injury.
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Caregivers and users should follow the supplier’s instructions regarding maintenance schedules and care and use of
the support surface. Caregivers and users must monitor for power failure and ‘bottoming out’ (i.e., exceeding the
critical immersion threshold) and implement the contingency plan if needed. To prevent falls, electrical cords should
be kept away from transfer/walk areas. Support surface pumps and motors should not be obstructed by pillows,
bedding, blankets, or clothing. The obstructed motor may overheat and fail to operate. These considerations are
especially important for individuals in the home care setting and should be reviewed with the individual or caregiver.
Safety suggestions for using powered support surfaces include:
•

Avoiding the use of an electric blanket

•

Ensuring hot equipment (e.g., hair dryer, heaters), candles and smoking is not within the vicinity of the mattress

•

Not overloading power sockets

•

Installing smoke detection systems.14,15

Fire retardant properties must meet local standards. However, some materials used to reduce fire risk may compromise
management of tissue loads and microclimate. Comprehensive guidance on safety is included in the international
standard on general requirements for support surfaces.16 Specific guidance on the flammability of seating support
surfaces can be found in the international standards for wheelchairs and wheelchair seating.4
Devices with sharp edges should not be used near support surfaces. Foam positioning wedges can be used to raise
the head of the bed in some air fluidized beds. Bed linen, foam devices, and incontinence pads may be necessary to
manage comfort, positioning, and moisture. Consider the individual’s condition and the types of support surfaces
being utilized in order to determine the type and amount of linen to be used. A general rule of thumb is “less is best.”
In one laboratory study, the impact of adding various combinations of incontinence pads and linen layers to a low-airloss and to a therapeutic foam support surface was investigated using a pelvic indentor model. The findings indicated
statistically significant (p < 0.0001) increases in peak sacral interface pressure for all combinations of additional bed
linen and/or incontinence pads compared with a single fitted sheet. The percentage increase in peak sacral interface
pressure was larger in low-air-loss bed compared to a high specification foam mattress17 (Level 5).
When selecting linen and incontinence pads to place on support surfaces with low air loss features, avoid impeding
airflow as this will interfere with the thermal performance properties of the surface. If plastic-backed incontinence
pads must be used, use them for dignity when the individual is ambulating and remove them when in bed, or place
the pad loosely against the skin to promote as much air flow as possible.18
Repositioning is still required for pressure relief and comfort when a support surface is in use. The Repositioning and
Early Mobilization chapter provides recommendations and discussion on repositioning.

Mattress and Bed Support Surfaces for Individuals at Risk of Pressure Injuries
Support surfaces can mitigate pressure injury risk by redistributing pressure, managing friction and shear, managing the
microclimate. Pressure redistribution is achieved by either increasing the body surface area that comes in contact with
the support surface through immersion and envelopment (to reduce concentrations of weight over bony prominences)
or sequentially altering the parts of the body that bear load, thus reducing the duration of loading at any given
anatomical site. Measures of interface pressure (pressure at the interface between the body and the support surface)
have been frequently reported as surrogate indicators of support surface pressure redistribution efficacy. However,
the relevance of interface pressure measurement on individuals is questionable given wide inter-individual responses
to applied loads and uncertainty of the relationship between surface pressure and potentially damaging stress and
strain in deeper tissues. Recently published US standards2 suggest that immersion and envelopment should be used to
characterize pressure redistribution and provide test methods for these parameters. In addition to tests for immersion
and envelopment, the standards2 provide three methods as options for assessing microclimate management:
•

M
 easurement of evaporative capacity (expressed in units of g/(m2*hr) and resistance to heat (expressed in units of
W/m2)

•

Measurement of the volume of water transferred from a heated water bladder to the surface

•

M
 easurement of relative humidity and temperature after applying a source of water vapor through a simulated
user.

Finally, the standards,2 American National Standard for Support Surfaces - Volume 1: Requirements and Test Methods
for Full Body Support Surfaces (ANSI/RESNA SS-1:2019), provide a test method for assessing the resistance to horizontal
displacement that is representative of those forces that might occur if an individual were tending to slide down the
support surface with the head of the bed raised.
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Single Layer High Specification Foam Mattresses
Characteristics of a high specification single layer foam mattress are presented in Table 10.1.
7.4: U
 se a high specification reactive single layer foam mattress or overlay in preference to a foam mattress
without high specification qualities for individuals at risk of developing pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from six moderate and low quality Level 1 studies19-24 showed that for individuals at risk of pressure injuries,
a high specification foam mattress or overlay is associated with significantly fewer pressure injuries compared with a
standard hospital mattress. While three low quality Level 1 studies25-27 reported there was no significant differences
between a high specification and a standard foam mattress, these studies were of short duration, and one reported
no pressure injuries occurred in the study period.25 Additionally, one of these studies26 showed that individuals on
a high specification mattress had a significantly longer period of time before a pressure injury occurred. Evidence
from two moderate and low quality studies28,29 showed there is no significant differences between different types
of high specification mattresses or overlays. Evidence from one moderate quality Level 2 study30 found no difference
between a high specification foam pad and a foam pad and when pooled, these two reactive support surfaces were
not significantly different to an alternating pressure mattress for preventing pressure injuries. Two low quality
Level 1 studies23,29 reported that individuals rated a high specification mattress as more comfortable than a standard
hospital mattress. No recent cost analyses are available to indicate the resource requirements to implement this
recommendation; however, ensuring high specification foam mattresses are available could have substantial cost
implications in settings or facilities where these support surfaces are not standard.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ontinue to reposition individuals placed on a pressure redistribution support surface. See the guideline chapter
on Repositioning and Early Mobilization for evidence-based recommendations on repositioning.

•

S elect a high specification support surface for premature infants and younger children to prevent occipital pressure
injuries31 (Level 5).

•

Not all foam mattresses meet high specification standards (see Table 10.1) (Expert opinion).

•

A
 udit all support surfaces use for pressure injury prevention in the facility and ensure they are appropriate for use
(Expert opinion). The guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice in Care Settings provides further information
on reviewing facility equipment.

Evidence Discussion
The studies investigating reactive support surfaces that compared standard foam and alternative foam mattresses
provided evidence of varying quality. Generally, the studies fail to adequately describe the “standard hospital
mattress” used as a comparator, and many studies have limited information on the experimental support surfaces
and their mechanisms of action. Some studies excluded Category/Stage I pressure injuries in the reported incidence
rates. The variations in interventions and outcome measures, the diverse range of study participants and limitations
in reporting make comparisons and interpretation of the evidence difficult. However, the evidence suggests that
high specification foam mattresses are associated with a significant reduction in pressure injuries in at-risk individuals
when compared to standard hospital foam mattresses. Standard hospital foam mattresses may be made from inferior
foam that is not highly resilient, has a lower or higher support factor, or together with the cover does not allow for
sufficient moisture vapor transmission.
Studies exploring the effectiveness of high specification foam mattresses have demonstrated large reductions in
pressure injury incidence in populations reported to be at moderate to high risk of pressure injuries. Park et al.
(2017)19 reported that hospitalized individuals at moderate to high pressure injury risk receiving a high specification
viscoelastic foam overlay placed on a standard mattress (n = 55) experienced statistically significantly fewer Category/
Stage I or greater pressure injuries than individuals receiving only a standard hospital foam mattress (n = 55) (3.6%
vs 27.3%, p = 0.001) (Level 1). In another study conducted in hospitalized individuals with moderate to high pressure
injury risk (n = 170), a high specification mattress was associated with significantly lower incidence of Category/
Stage II pressure injuries after ten days compared with a standard hospital mattress (7% versus 34%)23 (Level 1). In
the orthopedic surgery setting, individuals (n = 36) with a high pressure injury risk experienced a significantly lower
incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries with a high specification cubed foam mattress compared to
a standard hospital foam mattress (24% versus 68%).24 (Level 1).
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Although some randomized controlled trials (RCTs)20,26 failed to demonstrate a statistically significant reduction in
pressure injury incidence associated with providing a high specification foam mattress to individuals at moderate to
high risk of pressure injury, these studies did follow up at longer duration or until pressure injury onset. In a large
RCT (n = 1,168), Russell et al. (2003)20 presented a seven-day survival analysis demonstrating a statistically significant
decrease (p = 0.042) in Category/Stage I pressure injuries associated with a high specification viscoelastic polymer foam
mattress compared to a standard hospital foam mattress. However, although there was a decrease in the incidence of
Category/Stage I pressure injuries that occurred in the high specification viscoelastic polymer foam mattress group,
this was not significant (10.9% to 8.5%, p = 0.17)20 (Level 1). Likewise, a large RCT (n = 1,729) by Berthe et al. (2007)26
showed that the time to develop a pressure injury was longer in the individuals receiving a high-specification foam
mattress with block structure compared to those receiving a standard hospital foam mattress (31 days versus 18 days,
p < 0.001),26 although overall pressure injury incidence was not significantly different (p = 0.154) (Level 1).
Some smaller studies with methodological limitations, reported no significant effect on overall pressure injury
incidence. Additionally, the study populations may not have had a moderate to high risk of pressure injuries. In an
RCT, Gray and Smith (2000)27 compared a high specification foam mattress (n = 50) to a standard 5 inch (130 mm) thick
hospital foam mattress (n = 50) in individuals from surgical, orthopedic, and medical wards. There was no significant
difference between the two groups in Category/Stage II to IV pressure injury incidence (2% in both groups).27 (Level
1). A small RCT (n = 90) that appears to be underpowered for the study design failed to demonstrate a statistically
significant difference in Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury incidence for seven different high specification
mattresses each compared to a standard hospital foam mattress. No pressure injuries occurred in the trial.25 (Level 1)
A systematic review32 pooled the results of five RCTs conducted between 1994 and 2003 comparing foam alternatives
with the standard hospital foam mattress. McInnes et al. (2015)32 concluded that high specification foam mattresses
reduced the incidence of pressure injuries in individuals at risk (risk ratio [RR] 0.40).
A number of RCTs28,29,33 have conducted comparisons between different types of high specification foam mattresses
and overlays. The studies, conducted in critically ill,28 orthopedic30 and geriatric29,33 populations, provided evidence that
no type of high specification foam mattress is superior to any other high specification foam mattresses. In a systematic
review, McInnes et. al. (2015)32 pooled RCTs comparing different higher specification foam mattresses and found no
apparent difference in the incidence of pressure injuries. Additionally, studies reported no statistically significant
differences in pressure injury incidence between a high specification foam mattress and either a reactive air mattress
(4.8% versus 17.1%, p = 0.08)22 or an alternating pressure air mattress (risk ratio 0.90, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.58)30 (Level 2).
Characteristics of a single layer high specification foam mattress
Table 10.1 outlines consensus opinion,34 describing characteristics for a single layer foam support surface to be
considered a high specification foam mattress. It cannot be assumed that the support surfaces reported in the studies
outlined above conform to these specifications. We encourage readers to refer to the studies on high specification
foam mattresses, and the relevant manufacturer websites to review the characteristics of the surfaces used in these
studies. This knowledge can guide selection of comparable high specification foam mattress for clinical use.
Table 10.1: Consensus on characteristics that constitute a single layer high specification foam mattress34
Characteristic

Explanation

High specification mattress

Foam type

Polyurethane foams vary in cell structure and density. High resilience (HR)
foam has relatively uniform and dense cell structure that allows it to provide
good support while loaded, and also to maintain its shape when unloaded.27

Type HR35,36- high
resilience26,27,37

Density

Foam density is expressed in units of lb/ft3 or Kg/m3. Density affects many
foam characteristics including resistance to heat flow, durability, resilience,
stiffness and strength, among others.

> 35 kg/m3 (2.18 lb/f3

Hardness

Foam hardness characterizes the ability of foam to ‘push back’ and carry
weight. Foam hardness is expressed as the amount of force in Newtons (N)
required to indent a sample of the foam by a specific percentage of the
original thickness, using a small flat disk indenter. This measure is known
as indentation force deflection (IFD).38 In Australia and Europe, hardness is
characterized by 40% IFD. In the US, stiffness is characterized at 25% IFD.36

40% IFD ≥ 130 N35

35

The cover and bed linens used can affect IFD if they impede immersion and
envelopment.
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Characteristic

Explanation

High specification mattress

Support factor

Support factor (also known as compression modulus) is the ratio of 65%
IFD to 25% IFD. Support factor is used to characterize the foam mattresses
stiffness. Support factor relates to the perceived comfort, where a higher
value usually indicates a softer feel and good base support.38

Support factor in the range
of 1.75 to 2.435

Thickness

Mattress thickness should be sufficiently deep to manage upper body weight
and prevent ‘bottoming out’. Sufficient thickness will depend on patient
weight39 and other characteristics of the foam (e.g., density and hardness).

5.9 inches (150 mm)

Water vapor
permeability

Trans-epidermal water loss (TEWL) and sweating may result in the
accumulation of moisture between the individual and the support surface if
the surface does not allow for transmission or evaporation of the moisture
away from the interface. The combination of a foam mattress cover and the
foam itself creates resistance to moisture transmission. Moisture accumulation
will increase the friction between the individual and the surface.

MVTR ≥ 300 g/m²/24hrs
(equivalent to normal
TEWL)41

A mattress cover with high moisture vapor transmission rate (MVTR)
potentially allows the moisture to transpire through the cover.40 A lower
mattress cover MVTR protects the foam from moisture degradation.
Selecting a cover based on MVTR becomes a compromise between managing
skin microclimate and the individual’s TEWL.

Current foam support surfaces are rarely made of a single type and layer of foam. Multi-layering of various grades or
types of foam alters the design features of the mattress, which might impact effectiveness. An RCT (n = 206) conducted
in older adults with a moderate to high pressure injury risk failed to demonstrate the superiority of a high specification
multilayered foam overlay over a standard hospital mattress. There was a non-statistically significant higher incidence
of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries after 12 weeks for individuals receiving the multilayered foam overlay
(8.7% versus 4.9%, p > 0.05)21 (Level 1). However, most of the available evidence fails to adequately describe the
structure and characteristics of high specification foam mattresses or overlays, particularly when the structure is
complex. The evidence presented above indicates that homogenous high specification foam mattresses are superior to
standard foam mattresses. Translating this evidence to more complex foam mattresses made from multiple layers and
including multiple zones, may be possible by adequately describing foam characteristics and characterizing support
surfaces using standard tests for immersion, envelopment, and microclimate management.
Some alterations in design of mattresses aim to promote bed mobility and safety. For example, inclusion of a border
or stiffener at the mattress edge (side walls) increases firmness, which may assist bed mobility and transfers. Concave
shaping (safety sides) are designed to reduce risk of falls; however, this may reduce bed mobility and be contrary to
a restraint-free policy.
High specification foam mattresses for neonates and children
Occipital pressure injuries are a specific concern for neonates and very young children. The head composes a greater
percentage of the body surface area than in adults and the occiput is a primary pressure point for children in the supine
position.42,43 In a survey of seven neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), Fuji et al. (2010)44 reported that approximately
7% of pressure injuries were in the occipital region. Schindler et al. (2011)45 supported these findings in a survey of
nine pediatric intensive care units (PICUs) that reported 6% of pressure injuries were occipital.
Turnage-Carrier et al. (2008)31 investigated interface pressure at the occipital bony prominence in healthy premature
neonates with no history of pressure injuries and who were close to hospital discharge (n = 11). The neonates were
placed on five different support surfaces and interface pressure was measured under the occiput after five minutes.
The neonates were consecutively placed on a gel mattress, a gel pillow, a water pillow and a standard crib/cot mattress
with 2.75 inches (7 cm) thick foam overlay and a standard (undefined) crib/cot mattress. The high specification foam
overlay was associated with the lowest interface pressure (31 mmHg versus 86.8 mmHg for the standard crib/cot
mattress, p < 0.001), although all the high specification support surfaces were associated with significantly lower
interface pressure (p < 0.001) compared to a standard crib/cot mattress (Level 5).

Reactive Air Pressure Mattresses
Reactive air mattresses redistribute pressure by deforming in response to an individual’s weight on the surface.
Reactive air mattresses may include low air loss features or other cushioning materials (e.g., foam), but they do not
include alternating pressure features.
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7.5: Consider using a reactive air mattress or overlay for individuals at risk for developing pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Four level 1 studies of moderate46 and low quality 22,47,48 found no significant effect for a reactive air mattress compared
to a standard hospital mattress,22,47 other reactive support surfaces,46,48 or an alternating pressure air mattress.48 Risk
ratio for a reactive air mattress compared to an active (alternating pressure) air mattress was 3.08.48 However, a low
quality Level 1 study49 reported a significant reduction in Category/Stage I or greater pressure injuries with a constant
low pressure air mattress compared to a standard foam mattress, with a relative risk of 0.06. One low quality Level
3 study conducted in children50 reported a significant relative reduction in incidence of Category/Stage I or greater
pressure injuries of approximately 17% associated with selecting a reactive air mattress rather than a standard foam
mattress. A moderate quality Level 3 study51 reported an incidence rate for Category/Stage II or greater pressure
injuries of around 5% when using a reactive air mattress, and a low quality Level 4 study reported incidence of 3%,52
but there were no comparators in these two studies.51 A moderate quality Level 1 study reported that a reactive
air overlay was more cost-effective than a microfluid overlay, however the analysis was based on rental of some
products and the relative costs could vary widely based on facility and geographic region.46 Ratings of comfort made
by individuals indicated that reactive air mattresses are as comfortable as other support surfaces.46

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 eactive air mattresses may require a power source. Evaluate accessibility to power and safety of power cords,
especially in home care settings (Expert opinion).

•

R
 eactive air mattresses require regular inspection to ensure the mattress is intact and the inflation mechanism/
electric pump is correctly functioning (Expert opinion).

•

V
 erify that reactive air mattresses are used within their functional life span, as indicated by the manufacturer’s
recommended test method (or other industry recognized test method) (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the individual’s comfort when using a reactive air mattress or overlay. Powered reactive air mattresses and
overlays can be noisy and generate heat or motion that may be uncomfortable (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the safety of reactive air mattresses and overlays when in use. Some individuals may experience difficulty
getting into and out of the bed when a reactive air mattress or overlay is in use (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
After high specification foam mattresses, reactive air mattresses appear to be the second most researched reactive
support surface. These trials used a range of both experimental and comparator mattresses and overlays. A broad
range of participants were represented in the research including hospitalized adults at pressure injury risk,46,52 critically
ill individuals,48,49 older adults,22,47,51 children50 and neonates.50 However, most of these studies were small (less than 100
participants) and follow up periods range from a few days to 12 months.
Only one small RCT49 conducted with individuals at moderate to high risk of pressure injuries provided a comparison
between a reactive air mattress and a standard hospital foam mattress. In the study, individuals in an ICU (n = 40)
received either a reactive air mattress or a standard hospital foam mattress for up to 14 days. The reactive air mattress
was associated with significantly fewer Category/Stage I or greater pressure injuries (0% versus 37%, p < 0.005, relative
risk 0.06, 95% CI 0 to 0.99)49 (Level 1). A third small study (n = 30)50 compared a reactive air mattress consisting of
double air-cell construction in three different compartments to an undefined standard care support surface provided
in an historical cohort; this comparator could be assumed to be a standard hospital foam mattress. Participants were
neonates and children aged up to 10 years. The study mattress was available in two sizes, one for children weighing
1.1 lb/500 g to 13.2 lb/6 kgs (n = 4) and one for children above 13.2 lb/6 kgs (n = 26). The reactive air mattress was
associated with a significant reduction in facility-acquired pressure injuries (3.3% versus 20%, 95% CI 0.08 to 17.2%,
p = 0.021)50 (Level 3).
However, another RCT failed to demonstrate superiority of a reactive air mattress or overlay to a standard hospital
foam mattress. In older adults (n = 66), a reactive air overlay was not statistically significantly different to a standard
foam mattress for reducing incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries (16% versus 15%, p > 0.05)47
(Level 1).
Studies with no comparator groups reported varied pressure injury incidence associated with reactive air mattresses. In
older adults (n = 176), use of air mattresses and seating cushions was associated with a Category/Stage I pressure injury
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incidence of 23.3% and incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries of 5.1%51 (Level 3). In hospitalized
individuals (n = 61), a reactive support surface combining air cells with high specification foam was associated with a
pressure injury incidence of 3%52 (Level 4).
Comparisons between reactive air mattresses/overlays and high specification foam mattresses
Two studies22,48 compared a reactive air mattress to support surfaces that provide superior pressure redistribution than
a standard hospital foam mattress. A small RCT22 compared a high specification polyether foam mattress to a reactive
air overlay in nursing home residents (n = 83). Fewer participants on the air mattress overlay developed Category/Stage
II or greater pressure injuries, but the difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.088)22 (Level 1). In individuals in
a surgical ICU, no statistically signficant difference in pressure injury reduction was established between an alternating
pressure air mattress and the pooled results for two groups receiving reactive support surfaces (one group received a
reactive air mattress and the other received a water mattress) (RR 0.43, 95% CI 0.04 to 4.29).48 (Level 1).
Comparisons between reactive air mattresses/overlays and other reactive or active support surfaces
Finally, two studies provided comparison of a reactive air mattress to other reactive support surfaces.46,48 In the largest
RCT (n = 110), Vermette et. al. (2012)46 compared an air overlay with a microfluid overlay for preventing pressure
injuries in participants at moderate to high risk of pressure injuries in acute care wards (medical, surgical, geriatric
and intensive care). There were no statistically significant differences between the two overlays for pressure injury
incidence (4% for the air inflated overlay versus 11% for the microfluid overlay, p = 0.2706) or participant rated
comfort (p = 0.7129). The micro-fluid overlay was reported to be more expensive (p ≤ 0.001)46 (Level 1). In individuals
in a surgical ICU, no significant difference was established between a reactive air mattress and a water mattress for
preventing pressure injuries (RR 0.43, 95% CI 0.04 to 4.29).48 (Level 1).
Overall, these studies present a conflicting overview of the effectiveness of reactive air mattresses in comparison to
standard foam mattresses, or the comparative effectiveness of different types of reactive mattresses in preventing
pressure injuries. It is possible that the design of the individual product could influence the results; however, the small
size of the trials and the low methodological quality likely contributes to the variation in reported results.

Medical Grade Sheepskins
7.6: A
 ssess the relative benefits of using a medical grade sheepskin for individuals at risk of developing pressure
injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Three Level 1 studies of high,53 moderate54 and low quality55 indicated that a medical grade sheepskin was effective
in reducing the incidence of pressure injuries in individuals at risk. The risk of developing a Category/Stage I or II
sacral pressure injury was approximately 40% less when a medical grade sheepskin was used.54 No adverse events
were reported. However, a small percent of individuals in one trial (4.58%) requested the sheepskin be removed due
to discomfort (primarily feeling too hot).54 In the high quality Level 1 study a minority of individuals reported the
sheepskin was itchy or tickly, and one third (33%) of the individuals reported the sheepskin was too warm, which
accounted for 69% of trial withdrawals.53 Medical grade sheepskins may not be available in all geographic locations,
and the requirement for specialist laundering to disinfect the sheepskin54 might limit their use (e.g., individuals who
are incontinent or with heavily exuding wounds).

Implementation Considerations
•

B
 efore using a medical grade sheepskin to reduce pressure injury risk, ensure the product has been manufactured
to Australian Standard AS4480.1. Not all sheepskins are of an equivalent quality.54 A medical grade sheepskin is
derived from animals (not synthetic). Medical grade sheepskins have a uniform pile, a high density of wool fibers
and greater resilience to laundering (Level 1).

•

C
 onsider potential impact of a medical grade sheepskin on the function of the support surface on which it is placed.
Adding an additional layer between the individual and the support surface can affect the pressure redistribution
properties of the support surface by creating surface tension (sometimes referred to as hammocking) (Expert
opinion).

•

A
 ssess temperature and moisture at the skin-surface interface and evaluate the individual’s comfort. Medical grade
sheepskins have been associated with excess warmth53,54 (Level 1).
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•

M
 edical grade sheepskins require specialist laundering to achieve thermal disinfection. This may reduce their
feasibility in some clinical settings and for some individuals (e.g., individuals who are incontinent)54 (Level 1).

•

N
 atural medical grade sheepskins are an animal-based product and as such may not be acceptable to all individuals
(Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Three RCTs studies53-55 provided evidence on medical grade sheepskins for preventing pressure injuries. Mistiaen et
al. (2010)53 conducted a larger RCT (n = 588) in eight nursing homes comparing a medical grade sheepskin to usual
care. A range of basic mattresses were used for most participants, although some of the intervention group (0.9%)
and the control group (15.1%, p = 0.06) received a pressure redistributing mattress. In the 30-day follow up period,
the intervention group receiving the sheepskin had a statistically significantly lower incidence of sacral pressure
injuries (8.9% versus 14.7%, p =0.035). When adjusting for Braden scale score, age and gender, the odds ratio (OR)
of experiencing a pressure injury for the intervention group was 0.53 (95% CI 0.29 to 0.95). The disproportionate use
of mattresses with high specification characteristics trended toward favoring the intervention group and might have
influenced the outcomes. Jolley et al. (2004)54 reported an RCT (n = 441) involving participants at low to moderate risk
for pressure injury development, comparing the use of an Australian medical grade sheepskin with standard nursing
care (any pressure redistributing strategy decided by a nurse). The pressure injury incidence was 9.6% in the group
receiving a medical grade sheepskin, compared with 16.6% in the comparator group. The relative risk was 0.58 (95% CI
0.35 to 0.96).54 However, these results should be treated with caution, as there were numerous methodological flaws,
and there is a risk of bias (Level 1). McGowan et al. (2000)55 performed a RCT involving 297 individuals in an orthopedic
setting. The experimental group (n = 155) had both an Australian medical sheepskin and a standard hospital mattress,
and the comparator group (n = 142) had a standard hospital mattress with or without other low-technology constant
pressure supports. The pressure injury incidence in the control group was 30.3% and 9% in the experimental group (p
< 0.0001).55 Some methodological limitations should be recognized (Level 1). In the systematic review by McInnes et
al. (2015)32 Australian medical grade sheepskins are suggested for preventing pressure injuries, with a meta-analysis
reporting a risk ratio [RR] of 0.56. In the studies exploring subjective evaluations of the medical grade sheepskin, large
proportions of the participants reported the sheepskin was too warm, leading to study withdrawals and participants
indicating they would not recommend the sheepskin to others53,54 (Level 1). However, the effectiveness of this support
surface might relate to the way in which it influences the microclimate.

Other Reactive Support Surfaces
A small volume of studies provide evidence on other less frequently used reactive support surfaces (e.g., water
mattresses, bean mattresses and gel filled mattresses). There is currently insufficient evidence indicating a strong effect
for other reactive support surfaces in reducing the incidence of pressure injuries; therefore, no recommendations on
the use of these support surfaces can be made.

Alternating Pressure Support Surfaces
7.7: A
 ssess the relative benefits of using an alternating pressure air mattress or overlay for individuals at risk of
pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
The evidence on alternating pressure air mattresses is mixed but could be explained by the range of different
mattresses and the different concurrent interventions implemented in the studies. One moderate quality Level 1
study56 reported that at any given time approximately 7.5 times more people on a standard mattress will experience
a pressure injury compared with an alternating pressure air mattress (hazard ratio 7.57). A larger moderate quality
Level 1 study57 showed no significant difference between an alternating pressure air mattress and a viscoelastic
polyurethane foam mattress in preventing pressure injuries; however, participants were not regularly repositioned
in this trial. A low quality Level 1 study58 found no significant effect for a single cell alternating pressure air mattress
compared to a polyester mattress, but in the same study a double cell alternating pressure air mattress was associated
with significantly reduced pressure injuries. A number of low quality Level 4 studies59-61 reported no pressure injuries
with alternating pressure air mattresses used for up to six months. High quality Level 1 studies showed no differences
between alternating pressure air mattresses and overlays62 or between different cell cycle regimens,63 in terms of
pressure injury incidence. However, one moderate quality Level 2 study64 found an alternating pressure air mattress
was more effective than an alternating pressure air overlay. Evaluations from individuals using alternating pressure air
mattresses and overlays generally indicated satisfaction.56,61,62 A low quality cost analysis59 showed reductions in care
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costs using a hybrid alternating air/foam mattress and a high quality cost analysis65 showed alternating air mattresses
were more cost effective than overlays.65 Adverse events (e.g., falls) were infrequent and reported more often with an
alternating pressure air mattress than with an overlay, although this difference was not significant.66

Implementation Considerations
•

F or many individuals at risk for pressure injuries an alternating support surface may not be applicable because a
high specification foam mattress meets the individual’s clinical and comfort needs (Expert opinion).

•

E
 nsure that the individual’s height, weight and age are consistent with the manufacturer’s recommendations when
placing a child on an alternating pressure support surface. Using a bed designed for an adult presents a safety
hazard and may be ineffective in smaller sized children (Expert opinion).

•

A
 lternating pressure air support surfaces differ with respect to cell size (height and width) and cell cycle patterns
and duration. There is insufficient evidence to recommend any specific design as having greater efficacy in terms
of preventing pressure injuries (Expert opinion).

•

A
 lternating pressure air mattresses and alternating pressure air overlays have similar efficacy in terms of preventing
pressure injuries62 (Level 1).

•

A
 n alternating pressure air mattress overlay requires a quality base mattress. Substandard base mattresses may
affect performance (Expert opinion).

•

W
 here possible, continue a regular turning and repositioning regimen, with frequency based on the needs of the
individual56 (Level 1).

•

A
 ll alternating pressure air mattresses require a power source. Evaluate accessibility to power and backup power,
and safety of power cords, especially in home care settings (Expert opinion).

•

A
 lternating pressure air mattresses require regular inspection to ensure the mattress is intact and the inflation
mechanism/electric pump is correctly functioning (Expert opinion).

•

V
 erify that alternating pressure air mattresses are used within their functional life span, as indicated by the
manufacturer’s recommended test method (or other industry recognized test method) (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the individual’s comfort when using an alternating pressure air mattress or overlay. Powered alternating
pressure air mattresses and overlays can be noisy and generate heat or motion that may be uncomfortable (Expert
opinion).

•

E
 valuate the safety of alternating pressure air mattresses and overlays when in use. Some individuals may experience
difficulty getting into and out of the bed when an alternating pressure air mattress or overlay is in use (Expert
opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Studies investigating alternating air pressure mattresses for preventing pressure injuries have been conducted with
older adults,56-58 critically ill individuals,59 individuals in home care67 and rehabilitation60 and in medical wards.61 These
studies evaluated alternating pressure air mattresses and overlays that used different designs in terms of cell size,
cycles and cell cycle durations, and the preventive care regimens differed across the studies.
Two RCTs56 compared an alternating pressure air mattress to a high specification foam mattress. Sauvage et al.
(2017)56,57 compared an alternating pressure air mattress on a six minute cycle to a high specification foam mattress
for preventing pressure injuries in bed-bound older adults (n = 76). The cumulative risk of developing a pressure injury
over 30 days was significantly higher in viscoelastic group (38.91%, 95% CI 24.66 to 57.59) compared with alternating
pressure air mattress group (6.46%, 95% CI 1.64 to 23.66, p = 0.001). This equated to 7.5 times (95% CI 1.79 to 35.21,
p = 0.006) higher risk of developing a pressure injury when using the high specification foam mattress. However,
repositioning was performed infrequently in both groups (mean repositioning times over 17 hours was 1.42 ± 2.02
times in the air mattress group versus 1.68 ± 2.17 times in the foam mattress group).56 Although the difference was not
statistically significant, failure to regularly reposition may have influenced the findings of this study (Level 1).
Vanderwee et al. (2005)57 compared alternating pressure air mattresses with no turning protocol to high specification
foam mattresses with four-hourly repositioning in surgical, internal medicine, and geriatric settings (n = 447). This
study showed no statistically significant difference in incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries among
individuals cared for on either an alternating pressure air mattress (15.6%) compared to a high specification foam
mattress (15.3%, p = 1.00). However, there were more heel pressure injuries in the group receiving the foam mattress,
but the group receiving the alternating pressure air mattress experienced more severe pressure injuries.57 The high
incidence of pressure injury development and presence of full thickness pressure injuries in both groups must be
acknowledged (Level 1).
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Comparisons between different types of alternating pressure air mattresses and overlays
Alternating pressure air mattresses and overlays have different designs, types of air cells and deflation/inflation cycles.
However, the evidence generally suggests that different active support mattresses and overlays have a similar efficacy
in terms of reducing pressure injury incidence.58,62,63,68 Only one study64 reported a significant difference between
different types of alternating pressure air mattresses, and the delay of five years between trialing the two interventions
may mean that other components of the care regimen contributed to the observed differences between the support
surfaces. The study, conducted in ventilated individuals in the ICU (n = 221), reported an alternating pressure air
mattress was more effective in reducing Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries than a small cell alternating
pressure air overlay (OR 0.44, 95% CI: 0.21 to 0.92, p = 0.038)64 (Level 2).
Nixon et al. (2006)62,66 undertook a large, multicenter RCT (n = 1,971) to compare the effectiveness of alternating
pressure mattresses and alternating pressure air overlays for individuals admitted to vascular, orthopedic, medical,
and geriatric wards. The incidence of Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries for those on an alternating pressure
air overlay was 10.7% compared with 10.3% for those on an alternating pressure air mattress (p = 0.75), showing no
significant difference between the two products for pressure injury incidence. In the mattress group, the mean time to
pressure injury development was 10.64 days longer (p > 0.05). Although this was not statistically significantly different,
there was a non-significant cost saving associated with using the mattress, primarily due to shorter hospitalization.
Although individuals expressed general satisfaction with both the mattress and the overlay, more individuals on
the overlay requested to be changed to another support surface. Adverse events deemed to be associated with the
support surfaces (e.g. falls and incidents associated with bed rails) were very infrequent, and these occurred more
frequently in the mattress group62,66 (Level 1). Another RCT included individuals who had experienced a stroke, were
recovering from surgery or who had a terminal illness and high risk of pressure injuries (n = 82). Participants using a
single cell alternating pressure air mattress had no statistically significant difference in Category/Stage II or greater
pressure injuries than individuals using a double cell alternating pressure overlay (13.8% versus 3.8%, p > 0.05)58
(Level 1).
In an RCT conducted in 25 hospital wards in Belgium, Demarré et al. (2012)63 compared alternating pressure air
mattresses with differing deflation/inflation cycles. The experimental group (n = 298) were cared for on alternating
pressure air mattresses with a multi-stage deflation/inflation cycle of between 10 and 12 minutes. The control group
(n = 312) had alternating pressure air mattresses with a standard 10-minute deflation/inflation cycle. There was no
significant difference between the two groups in the cumulative incidence of Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries
(5.7% versus 5.8%, p = 0.97) or the time to develop a pressure injury (five days versus eight days, p = 0.182).63
There appears to be no benefit of alternating low pressure mattress with multi-stage inflation/deflation cycles over
a standard cycle alternating low pressure air mattress in preventing pressure injuries (Level 1). This work continued
with a meta-analysis68 that pooled results from two RCTs comparing different alternating pressure air mattresses.
The results showed no statistically significant difference between an alternating pressure air overlay and a one-stage
alternating pressure air mattress (OR = 0.40, 95% CI 0.14 to 1.10). Although fewer pressure injuries developed when
using a multi-stage alternating pressure air mattress compared to the alternating pressure air overlay (OR = 0.08, 95%
CI 0.01 to 0.83),68 the low OR suggests the difference has limited clinical significance.
Alternating pressure support surfaces are designed to support the weight of an adult over a larger number of air cells
than will be required to support a child’s surface area, resulting in inappropriate pressures. The child’s smaller limbs
can lodge between alternating pressure air cells, and the sacrum region can rest between cells in the sitting position.69
This results in a need to more regularly reposition the child appropriately on the alternating pressure cells.69
Although powered support surfaces can be noisy and some individuals dislike a moving support surface, the individuals
participating in the above studies generally reported satisfaction with alternating pressure air mattresses.56,61,67 Both
mattresses and overlays were rated positively by older adults with respect to ease of movement, temperature and
sleep disruption56 (Level 1 ).

Low Air Loss Features in Pressure Injury Prevention
The evidence on beds with low air loss features is of low quality and has conflicting findings. One low quality Level
1 study70 showed no difference in incidence of Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries with a bed with low air
loss features compared to a range of standard reactive surfaces and alternating mattresses; however, there was a
statistically significant reduction in Category/Stage I pressure injuries. The bed used in this study was a prototype
design that is no longer available.70 A low quality Level 2 study71 showed similar results, with two analyses finding no
statistically significant difference in pressure injury incidence between a low air loss bed and a variety of mattresses
described as standard. However, in another low quality Level 1 study72 there was an 18% likelihood that individuals
would experience a single pressure injury at the same rate on a low air loss bed as on a standard intensive care
bed. Another low quality Level 2 study73 showed that a low air loss bed was associated with significant reduction
in pressure injury incidence compared to an integrated pressure air distribution mattress. In one Level 1 study70 the
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majority of individuals who completed a rating of a low air loss bed described it as uncomfortable, and nurses rated
the stakeholder acceptability as low, though it should be noted there was no comparison made with the alternate
bed in this study. All these studies were small and of low quality, and the results between studies are conflicting and
at least one used a prototype bed that is not available.
The manufacturer’s weight recommendations for low air loss beds should be followed. Beds with low air loss features
have pressure redistribution configurations that are designed for adults. When children are placed on an adult bed,
their head is frequently positioned in an area with pressures designed for an adult’s trunk.74

Support Surfaces to Prevent Pressure Injuries in the Operating Room
7.8: U
 se a pressure redistribution support surface on the operating table for all individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries who are undergoing surgery.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
One high quality Level 1 study75 indicated that a high specification (reactive) support surface (i.e., a visco-elastic
polymer [VEP] pad) used in the operating room was associated with a lower incidence of surgery-related pressure
injuries when compared to a standard operating mattress. However, a VEP pad was not superior when compared to a
high density foam (HDF) pad in a Level 3, moderate quality study.76 A moderate quality Level 1 study77 found that two
different high specification reactive support surfaces had a similar efficacy in preventing pressure injuries, while two
low quality Level 1 studies78,79 had conflicting results on whether an alternating pressure air mattress was superior to
a high specification reactive support surface in preventing pressure injuries in the operating room.

Implementation Considerations
•

Low profile alternating pressure overlays may be used in the operating room (Expert opinion).

•

R
 eview manufacturer guidelines regarding use of the different support surfaces. Some surgical procedures may
have specific requirements based on duration, positioning, instrumentation and stability of the operative field
(Expert opinion).

•

S upport surfaces used in the perioperative setting require regular maintenance and replacement. Refer to
manufacturer guidelines (Expert opinion).

•

T
 o minimize the time and magnitude of pressure and shear exerted on pressure points, individuals at risk of pressure
injuries should also be placed on a pressure redistributing support surface both preoperatively and postoperatively
(Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In the operating room, the duration of time the individual will spend in one position is generally determined by the
surgical procedure (refer to Recommendation 1.17 in the guideline chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment). This
increases the importance of the support surface in reducing pressure injury risk.80 Interface pressures on an operating
table can be very high. In a laboratory study of interface pressure measurements among healthy volunteers, Defloor et
al. (2000)80 found that in four different surgical positions, maximum interface pressure was lowest on viscoelastic foam
mattresses, compared to foam mattresses and gel mattresses (Level 5). In another laboratory study,81 sacral interface
pressure was measured in healthy volunteers on four foam mattresses with different density, hardness and/or covers.
The foam mattress with lowest density and a neoprene cover resulted in the lowest interface pressure. However,
other factors including positioning (supine versus Lloyd Davies position) and the individual’s body mass index (BMI)
influenced interface pressures as much as the type of support surface (Level 5).
Several operating room support surfaces that encourage pressure redistribution have been developed. Nixon et al,
(1998)75 conducted an RCT (n = 446) in individuals undergoing a range of elective surgeries planned to be at least 1.5
hours in duration. The provision of a warming mattress was standardized for all participants, and the support surface
was randomized to either a viscoelastic polymer pad or a standard table mattress. The pressure injury incidence in the
viscoelastic polymer pad group was significantly lower than in the standard mattress group (11% versus 20%, OR =
0.46, 95% CI 0.26 to 0.82, p = 0.010)75 (Level 1). However, a non-randomized trial in individuals in the prone position
during surgery (n = 30) found that a high specification viscoelastic polymer pad was associated with a lower but not
significantly different rate of iliac pressure injuries compared to high density foam pad (10% versus 5%, OR 0.47, 95%
CI 0.11 to 1.99, p > 0.05). Although over 75% of individuals undergoing surgery experienced non-blanchable erythema
immediately after surgery, this reduced to 10% or fewer cases within 30 minutes76 (Level 2).
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A number of RCTs compared different high specification foam support surfaces for effectiveness in preventing surgeryrelated pressure injuries. The incidence of pressure injuries in these studies ranged from 0% to 17.6%.77-79 Feuchtinger
et al. (2006)77 performed a RCT in individuals undergoing cardiac surgery for a minimum of 1.5 hours (n = 175). The
experimental group were given a thermoactive viscoelastic foam overlay combined with a water-filled warming
mattress while the control group received a water-filled warming mattress. There was a non-significant increase in
pressure injuries in the intervention group compared with the control group (17.6% versus 11.1%, p = 0.22) (Level 1).
Two RCTs evaluated the use of alternating pressure air mattresses (a multi-segmented pad with more than 2,500 air
cells enclosed in a waterproof cover) during and after surgery of at least four hours’ duration. In both control groups
participants were on a gel mattress during surgery and a standard mattress after surgery.78,79 Aronovitch et al. (1999)78
reported a pressure injury incidence of 8.7% in the control group and no pressure injuries in the intervention group
(p < 0.005) (Level 1). Russell and Lichtenstein (2000)79 studied 198 individuals undergoing cardiothoracic surgery,
reporting pressure injury incidence of 7% in the control group and 2% in the intervention group (p = 0.17) (Level 1).
However, from these studies, it cannot be concluded whether the reduction in pressure injuries was related to the
multi-segmented alternating pressure air mattress or to the postoperative pressure redistribution, or to a combination
of both.

Mattress and Bed Support Surfaces for Individuals with Existing Pressure
Injuries
Individuals with an existing pressure injury are at higher risk for developing additional pressure injuries.65,82-86 In many
cases, a small Category/Stage I or II pressure injury can be easily offloaded with repositioning, such as turning side to
side (for sacral pressure injuries) or using heel elevation. However, clinical judgment may lead the health professional
to review the support surface in high risk or hemodynamically unstable individuals with Category/Stage I or II pressure
injuries, particularly if there are multiple injuries at multiple sites or the individual cannot be moved off the pressure
injury.
7.9: For individuals with a pressure injury, consider changing to a specialty support surface when the individual:
• Cannot be positioned off the pressure injury
• 	Has pressure injuries on two or more turning surfaces (e.g., the sacrum and trochanter) that limit
repositioning options
• Has a pressure injury that fails to heal or that deteriorates despite appropriate comprehensive care
• Is at high risk for additional pressure injuries
• Has undergone flap or graft surgery
• Is uncomfortable
• ‘Bottoms out’ on the current support surface.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Wherever possible, do not position an individual on an existing pressure injury (Expert opinion).

•

B
 efore replacing the existing support surface evaluate the effectiveness of previous and current prevention and
treatment plans (Expert opinion).

•

B
 efore replacing the existing support surface set treatment goals consistent with the individual’s goals, values, and
lifestyle (Expert opinion).

•

S pecialty support surfaces to consider for individuals with a pressure injury include alternating pressure air
mattresses, mattresses with a low-air-loss feature and air fluidized beds (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Unless the individual’s clinical condition has changed (e.g., the individual is now mobile, awake, and has adequate
perfusion), the support surface on which the pressure injury developed usually does not provide an appropriate
environment for healing. A different support surface is often required to provide better pressure redistribution,
friction and shear force management and modification of microclimate, thus reducing further ischemia or deformation
induced pressure injuries. ‘Bottoming out’ on a support surface (i.e., when the support surface deformation is beyond
critical immersion whereby effective pressure redistribution is lost) is a clear indication that pressure redistribution is
inadequate, and the support surface must be changed. When pressure injuries deteriorate or fail to heal, the health
professional should consider replacing the existing support surface with one that will provide a properly matched
support surface environment that reduces related risk factors. However, changing the support surface is only one of
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several strategies to consider. More frequent repositioning of the individual may be needed. Preventive interventions
and local wound care should also be intensified as needed. Specialty support surfaces have additional technology
(e.g., alternating pressure, air fluidized or loss air loss features) designed to further redistribute pressure, reduce shear
and influence the microclimate.
When the individual has pressure injuries on two or more sites on the trunk of the body, options for repositioning are
diminished. When pressure injuries are present on two or more turning surfaces (e.g., the sacrum and trochanters)
the individual will need to be repositioned on the pressure injuries, because they cannot continuously lie on the
same turning surface.62,87 The individual will spend relatively more time on unaffected areas of the body therefore
prevention becomes even more crucial in individuals at risk of developing additional pressure injuries.

Non-Powered Reactive Support Surfaces for Individuals with a Pressure Injury
Few studies investigate the effectiveness of reactive support surfaces for individuals with an existing pressure injury.
A low quality Level 1 study88 and a low quality Level 3 study89 provide some evidence that use of reactive support
surfaces increases pressure injury healing rates. However, evidence was presented in a low quality Level 3 study89
that suggested that reactive support surfaces are inferior to alternating pressure air support surfaces with regards
to number of pressure injuries healed. However, in this study the alternating pressure air mattress group had a nonsignificantly higher rate of new pressure injuries, leading the authors89 to conclude that overall, the reactive surface
was superior. High level evidence for effectiveness in pressure injury healing in comparison to active support surfaces,
and comparisons between different reactive support surfaces (e.g., reactive air mattresses, high specification foam
mattresses etc.) is lacking. The reviewed evidence has limitations brought about by other pressure injury risk factors
such as end-of-life care, restrictions in positioning and impact of microclimate that may have confounded results and
led to inconsistencies in the evidence base. Therefore, no specific recommendation is made on using reactive surfaces
for individuals with an existing pressure injury.

Specialty Support Surfaces for Individuals with a Pressure Injury
Numerous studies compare healing rates for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries on a range of different specialty
support surfaces. It is difficult to make definitive recommendations for some of these support surfaces based on the
available studies due to differences in the support surfaces tested, variations in outcome measures (i.e., complete
healing, time to healing, reduction in wound size, or assessment of wound improvement/deterioration), small sample
sizes, and other methodological inconsistencies. Most of these studies were published over 30 years ago. Since that
time, technology has improved for both powered and non-powered surfaces and the support surfaces often used as
comparators.
Use of specialty support surfaces for individuals with suspected deep tissue injury with intact skin has not been
rigorously examined. The true level and degree of tissue damage may be difficult to determine until the deep tissue
injury fully demarcates. At early stages of evolution (when the skin is still intact), offloading and pressure redistribution
may allow injured tissue to repair, limiting the extent of infarcted or dead tissue. Infarcted tissue is not salvageable. For
all practical purposes, evolving deep tissue injury should be provided the same level of support surface intervention as
a Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury. Once the pressure injury has fully demarcated, support surface needs should
be re-evaluated. These surfaces are also used for individuals undergoing surgical reconstruction of a pressure injury
(see the guideline chapter Pressure Injury Surgery).

Alternating pressure air mattresses and low air loss beds for individuals with a pressure injury
Mattresses and overlays with alternating pressure features are recommended and used by health professionals for
individuals with existing pressure injuries. However, the available evidence for these support surfaces is limited and
conflicting.
Evidence for alternating pressure air mattresses is conflicting and limited to studies reporting change in condition of
the pressure injury using poorly described subjective scales, thus no recommendations could be made. A moderate
quality Level 1 study90 showed an alternating pressure air mattress was not significantly different to a reactive
fluid overlay. A high quality Level 1 study62 reporting a comparison between two different alternating pressure air
mattresses reported complete healing for both mattresses in 35% of Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries. Two
Level 1 moderate quality studies79,91 comparing different alternating pressure air mattresses also found no difference
between products and reported complete healing rates ranging from 35.7% (4 week follow-up) to 91.5% (19 month
follow-up). A moderate quality Level 3 study67 reported that approximately one-third of Category/Stage III pressure
injuries improved in condition after 90 days with an alternating pressure air mattress. However, three low quality Level
4 studies92-94 reported between only 50% to 69% of Category/Stage I to III pressure injuries were classified as improved
in condition after between 19 days and 7 months of follow-up. A Cochrane review95 reported a meta-analysis of RCTs
comparing alternating pressure air mattresses to standard hospital mattresses. There was no significant difference
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between the support surfaces for complete pressure injury healing at four weeks (relative 0.57, 95% CI 0.26 to 1.27, p
= 0.17) or for decrease in pressure injury size at four weeks (RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.09, p = 0.31).95
Beds with low-air-loss features are commonly used by health professionals for individuals with existing pressure
injuries; however, the evidence is also conflicting. A moderate quality Level 1 study96 showed no difference in complete
healing after 44 days compared to a foam overlay for Category II pressure injuries, and a Level 4 low quality study11
reported complete healing for Category I pressure injuries of 23.8% after seven days. Moderate quality96 and a low
quality97 Level 1 studies reported significant reduction in surface area for Category/Stage II and greater pressure
injuries compared to baseline, but comparisons to control study groups was not reported. A low quality Level 1 study98
reported no significant difference in reduction in wound size for Category/Stage II pressure injuries on a low air loss
bed compared to a standard foam mattress.
Air fluidized beds for individuals with a pressure injury
Air fluidized beds are characterized by relatively high levels of envelopment and immersion compared to other
support surfaces. As a result of these pressure redistributing characteristics, the users may be more restricted in terms
of their ability to move on the surface while the fluidization feature is active. Some bed designs limit air fluidization
to high risk zones such as sacrum in an effort to facilitate mobility. Transfers on and off the bed can be facilitated by
deactivating the fluidization feature. Air fluidized beds also tend to have relatively high MVTR. These rates need to
be considered relative to the needs of the individual for humidity at the skin and support surface interface.
7.10: A
 ssess the relative benefits of using an air fluidized bed to facilitate healing while reducing skin
temperature and excess hydration for individuals with Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Both a moderate quality99 and a low quality100 Level 1 study reported a significant reductions in surface area for Category/
Stage III and IV pressure injuries compared with an alternating pressure air mattress used for 13 days99 and compared
to an unspecified support surface plus a sheepskin for 15 days.100 A low quality Level 3 study showed statistically
significantly greater healing for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries with an air fluidized bed compared to
reactive support surfaces and compared to active support surfaces.101 In moderate99 and low quality102,103 Level 1 studies
significantly more pressure injuries in individuals with an air fluidized bed were rated as having improved in condition.
In the moderate quality Level 1 study,99 improvements in surface area and wound condition were greater in pressure
injuries that were larger in size (more than 7.8 cm2) at baseline. Compared with the unspecified support surface, the
moderate quality Level 1 study99 showed an air fluidized bed was associated with a statistically significantly lower rate
of pain. A low quality cost analysis102 conducted in 1991 found an air fluidized bed was associated with statistically
significantly lower costs for hospital and physician care, possibly due to a lower rate of hospitalization. Another early
low quality Level 1 study103 also reported statistically significantly shorter hospital stays associated with an air fluidized
bed.

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 support surface with characteristics that redistribute pressure, reduce shear and decrease skin temperature and
hydration are suggested for individuals for whom pressure cannot be relieved by repositioning (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ir fluidized beds have been associated with reductions in pressure injury pain compared with other specialty
support surfaces99 (Level 1, moderate quality).

•

A
 ir fluidized beds have been associated with dry skin102 (Level 1). Individuals might require increased skin
moisturizing (Expert opinion).

•

S ome individuals report feelings of floating and disorientation and some individuals have difficulties repositioning
themselves in an air fluidized bed. These adverse effects have been mitigated by newer air fluidized bed designs
(Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
None of the studies that explored the use of air fluidized beds reported complete healing as an outcome measure;
however, four small studies reported changes in surface area or wound condition.99-103 In adults who had undergone
surgery and who had a pressure injury (primarily Category/Stage III or IV, n = 65), an air fluidized bed was associated
with statistically significantly greater reduction in median wound surface area compared with an alternating pressure
air mattress (–1.2cm2 versus +0.5cm2, 95% CI –9.2cm2 to –0.6cm2, p = 0.01) over a mean of 13 days. The difference
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was greater in pressure injuries that were above 7.8cm2 at baseline (–5.3cm2 versus +4.0cm2, 95% CI –42.2 to –3.2cm2,
p = 0.01)99 (Level 1). In another RCT conducted in hospitalized adults (n = 45), mean percent change in surface area
for Category/Stage II or III pressure injuries at 15 days was a 43.5% reduction with an air fluidized bed versus an
increase of 40% with an unspecified standard mattress plus a sheepskin (p = 0.05)100 (Level 1). Two additional RCTs102,103
reported overall better outcomes with respect to surface area and wound bed characteristics for individuals receiving
an air fluidized bed compared to a standard hospital mattress; however, there was minimal inter-group comparisons
or statistical analysis in these studies (Level 1). The comparator mattresses in these studies were poorly defined and
may not reflect contemporary support surfaces. Finally, a retrospective study conducted in older adults (n = 664)
showed superior rates of healing for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries with an air fluidized bed (mean healing
3.1cm2/week) compared with reactive support surfaces (mean healing 0.6cm2/week) and compared with active support
surfaces (mean healing 0.6cm2/week, p = 0.0211). The support surfaces used in both comparator groups were varied.
For example, individuals in the comparator group received a low air loss bed or an alternating pressure air mattress
or a powered or non-powered overlay. The range of different comparators made the results difficult to interpret
(Level 3).

Seating Support Surfaces for Individuals with or at Risk of Pressure Injuries
When an individual is seated, their body weight is supported by a relatively small surface area (i.e., buttocks, thighs,
and feet), leading to relatively high interface pressures combined with limited opportunities to redistribute body
weight to other anatomical sites. Prolonged sitting results in a strong predisposition to pressure injury development,
particularly in the ischial area.
7.11: S
 elect a seat and seating support surface that meets the individual’s need for pressure redistribution with
consideration to:
• Body size and configuration
• Effects of posture and deformity on pressure distribution
• Mobility and lifestyle needs.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Choose a support surface that is compatible with the care setting (Expert opinion).

•

S ome support surfaces or seating positions (e.g., tilt and recline) can reduce mobility and egress from the chair.
Balance the need to prevent pressure injuries with promotion of early mobilization and activity (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ontinue to reposition individuals regardless of the type of pressure redistribution support surface cushion being
used (Expert opinion).

•

S elect a stretchable/breathable cushion cover that fits loosely on the top surface of the cushion and is capable of
conforming to the body contours (Expert opinion).

•

B
 efore use, inspect and maintain all aspects of a seat and seating support surface to ensure proper functioning
and meeting of the individual’s needs. Regularly inspect other commonly used seating surfaces (e.g., travel seats,
commode, shower bench, etc.) (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess the cushion and cover for heat dissipation. Select a cushion and cover that permit air exchange to minimize
temperature and moisture at the buttock interface (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide training on use and maintenance of a seating support surface (including wheelchairs) and cushion devices
delivered to the individual (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Chairs and wheelchairs
Use of a wheelchair is imperative for some individuals, most particularly those with spinal cord injury (SCI). Selection
of a chair should be based on an individual assessment of functional ability and needs. Chair/wheelchair selection
requires consideration to body size, configuration, posture, deformity, mobility and lifestyle needs, and should be
based on an individualized assessment that includes pressure mapping.104,105 For individuals at risk of pressure injuries
who spend significant periods of time in seated positions (e.g., those with SCI) referral to a seating specialist is
recommended.
The individual’s ability to weight shift in various seated positions should be assessed and considered in selection of
an appropriate wheelchair/seating system. As noted in the chapter on Repositioning and Early Mobilization, impaired
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ability to dynamic weight shift, as observed in individuals with SCI, influences pressure redistribution106 (Level 5). This
should be considered in selection of both a chair/wheelchair and cushion.
Other commonly used seating surfaces (e.g., commodes, toilets, shower bench, travel seats and recreational seating)
should be reviewed to ensure they meet the individual’s pressure redistribution needs (e.g., appropriate padding
and well-fitted cushions). Ensure there is no specific risk to skin (e.g., from broken surfaces). All equipment should
be periodically reassessed as the individual’s posture and deformity, functional ability, comorbidities, preferences and
needs change over time.105
Seating cushions
Cushion construction achieves pressure redistribution in one of two methods: immersion/envelopment or redirection/
off-loading. Envelopment is the capability of a support surface to deform around and encompass the contour of the
body. Cushions that utilize envelopment must deflect and deform to immerse the buttocks in the material. Depending
on the shape of the cushion, some designs will require more deflection than others to achieve the same immersion
(i.e., flat cushions must deflect more than contoured cushions). The anthropometrics of the pelvis require immersion
and/or a precontoured shape for load to be transferred from the inferior position of the ischial tuberosities (assuming
there is no asymmetry in the pelvis) to other load bearing anatomical surfaces (e.g., buttocks and thighs). The depth
of immersion and contour is in the range of 1.6 to 1.7 inches (40 to 45 mm) for most individuals.107 Some cushion
designs that redirect loads like this accomplish the redirection via relief areas in the cushion surface. Some require
customization. Off-loading cushions generally require that the individual sit on the cushion in a specific manner.
Therefore, the clinical assessment must include a determination on the individual’s ability to consistently reproduce
this position and confirmation that no significant functional tradeoffs occur.
A tight, non-stretch cover will adversely affect cushion performance. Covers that fit loosely on the top surface and
those that are manufactured from a stretchable material are better suited to allow the cushion to deform as intended
for body immersion. Evidence suggests that a rise in tissue temperature increases the susceptibility to pressure
injuries.108,109 Evaluating heat dissipation and selecting a cushion and cover that promote air flow can reduce moisture
between the cushion and skin.
Seating cushions should be inspected for signs of wear on a daily basis. The support surface (chairs and wheelchairs)
should be inspected according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
7.12: U
 se a pressure redistribution cushion for preventing pressure injuries in people at high risk who are seated
in a chair/wheelchair for prolonged periods, particularly if the individual is unable to perform pressure
relieving maneuvers.
(Strength of Evidence = B1, Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

7.13: A
 ssess the relative benefits of using an alternating pressure air cushion for supporting pressure injury
healing in individuals who are seated in a chair/wheelchair for prolonged periods, particularly if the
individual is unable to perform pressure relieving maneuvers.
(Strength of Evidence = B1, Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

7.14: Use a bariatric pressure redistribution cushion designed for the individuals with obesity on seated surfaces.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
The desirable effects of pressure redistribution cushions for the prevention of pressure injuries is supported by five
clinical studies of moderate and low quality. A moderate quality Level 1 study110 suggested individuals at high risk of
pressure injuries may experience fewer ischial pressure injuries when seated on either an air cushion, a viscous fluid and
foam cushion or a gel and foam cushion rather than a standard foam cushion, but there was no significant difference
in pressure injury incidence when sacral pressure injuries were included.110 These results were supported by a low
quality Level 1 study comparing a pressure redistribution cushion to a standard foam cushion.111 A low quality Level
2 study reported a statistically significant reduction in overall pressure injury incidence with a pressure redistribution
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cushion compared to standard foam. One Level 4 study comparing outcomes for single- and multi-compartment air
cushions reported low pressure injury incidence rates (less than 5%).112 However, in another low quality Level 4 study
the rate of Category/Stage I pressure injuries in individuals seated on pressure redistributing cushion consisting of
memory foam plus a gel was 33%.113 Variation in the research findings may relate to the quality of the chair on which
the cushion was placed and the frailty of the individuals included in the studies.114
There is direct evidence from one low quality Level 1 study115 that revealed some improvements in measures of
pressure injury healing with an alternating pressure air cushion compared to a standard seating cushion plus using
pressure relieving maneuvers. The improvements included reaching 30% closure of a pressure injury in a mean of 5
days faster as well as faster wound closure, but did not extend to significantly greater rates of complete pressure
injury closure overall. The intervention required a full seating system that was described in the study as potentially
having low cost-effectiveness and accessibility may be limited.
There is indirect evidence to suggest that individuals with obesity experience stresses and forces that increase tissue
loading, particularly on a harder seating surface.116,117 The indirect evidence suggests tissue loading is lower on a softer
seating surface,118 and that an air cell-based cushion reduces the increase in fat/tissue strain experienced by individuals
with obesity. It is feasible that a pressure-redistributing seating surface that reduces tissue loading would lead to a
reduction in risk for pressure injuries; however, there is no direct evidence that demonstrates this empirically.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 efer individuals at high risk of pressure injuries who spend prolonged periods in a chair/wheelchair to a seating
specialist (Expert opinion).

•

A
 dvise individuals who spend prolonged periods in a chair/wheelchair to perform regular off-loading maneuvers
(Expert opinion).

•

P
 erform regular skin and risk assessments for individuals who spend prolonged periods sitting in a chair/wheelchair
(Expert opinion).

•

Regularly inspect air cushions and their covers for signs of wear and tear119 (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the stability of wheelchair users who are seated on air cushions. Weigh the benefits of off-loading against
the potential for instability and shear based on the construction and operation of the cushion (Expert opinion).

•

A
 dvise individuals who spend prolonged periods in a wheelchair with a pressure redistribution cushion to use a
pressure redistribution with other seating, for example when traveling (e.g., in motor vehicle, airplane or train).120

•

I n individuals with a pressure injury, take psychosocial needs into account in balancing periods of bed rest and
sitting in a chair/wheelchair (Expert opinion).

•

I n individuals with a pressure injury, assess the pressure injury for deterioration related to time spent seated in a
chair/wheelchair and adjust the amount of time spent in the chair accordingly (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Two studies110,111 found significant reduction in ischial tuberosity pressure injury incidence associated with pressure
redistribution cushions, although neither study demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in overall (i.e., ischial
tuberosity plus sacral, coccyx and buttock) pressure injury incidence. Brienza et al. (2010)110 conducted an RCT with
individuals living in a nursing home (n = 180) over a six month period. Participants were all provided with a fitted
wheelchair and randomized into skin protection seated on an air, viscous fluid and foam cushion, a gel and foam
cushion or a high specification foam cushion (n = 113) or a control receiving a standard foam cushion (n = 119). The
experimental group experienced a significantly lower incidence of ischial tuberosity pressure injuries (0.0% versus
6.7%, p = 0.04). However, when the analysis combined ischial tuberosity and sacral pressure injuries, the incidence
was not significantly different between groups (17.6% control versus 10.6% experimental, p = 0.14). Kaplan Meier
methods did not demonstrate significant differences in the cumulative incidence of pressure injuries between the
groups.110 There was no control for conditions outside of chair time and frequency of repositioning was not reported
(Level 1). Geyer et al. (2001)111 conducted a small, pilot RCT involving 32 elderly nursing home residents who could
tolerate six hours daily sitting in a wheelchair. The experimental group (n = 15) received a pressure reducing cushion
(type not reported clearly), and the control group (n = 17) received a foam cushion. In total, 50% of study participants
developed pressure injuries, with no significant differences between the groups. However, as with the study by Brienza
et al. (2010),110 the ischial tuberosity pressure injuries incidence was significantly lower in the pressure redistribution
cushion group (p < 0.005)111 (Level 1).
Collins (1999)121 performed a controlled trial involving older adults in acute care (n = 40). The experimental group had
armchairs with pressure redistribution cushions, padded armrests, and side wings to support the head, and the control
group had standard armchairs with foam on the seat. The experimental group developed significantly fewer pressure
injuries (p < 0.0001).121 The importance of adequate postural support to prevent shear in coccyx, sacrum and buttocks
should be noted (Level 2).
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Defloor and Grypdonck (2000)122 investigated different types of cushion including air, water, hollow fiber, foam,
combination gel and foam, and sheepskin (n = 28 cushions) in a laboratory study involving healthy volunteers. Interface
pressure was measured after one hour of immobilization. When cushions were combined according to type, the air
cushion category had the lowest interface pressure (t = –6.40, 95% CI –9.17 to –4.65, p < 0.01 versus armchair with
no cushion). However, water cushions and foam cushions did not differ significantly to air cushions. Within the foam
cushion category (n = 9 cushions) there was a significant difference between the various cushion types, with the two
visco-elastic foam cushions having maximum interface pressures approximately 38% higher than the armchair with
no cushion (p < 0.01). Cushions with the lowest maximum interface pressure were described by the manufacturers as
polyethylene-urethane (7 cm/2.75 inches; 85 kg/m3), polymer (no specifications), vinyl (no specifications) and shock
absorbing polyester foam (60 kg/m3). Many of the gel cushions, combination cushions and the synthetic sheepskin had
negligible impacts on interface pressures (all p = ns versus armchair)122 (Level 5).
Alternating pressure air cushions
Alternating pressure air cushions have been used in many clinical settings.123 A study by Burns and Betz (1999)124
concluded that there is a similar relief in pressure over the ischial tuberosities between a dynamic cushion during
the low pressure phase compared with a tilt-in-space wheelchair with a conventional cushion. However, individual
responses to the high pressure phase may vary (Level 5).
Wheelchairs equipped with an individually adjusted automated seat providing cyclic pressure relief using a protocol
of ten minutes normal sitting and ten minutes offloaded sitting may enhance pressure injury closure and decrease
wound surface area. An RCT (n = 44) conducted by Makhsous et al. (2009)115 found significantly more improvement in
pressure injury area closure and Pressure Scale for Healing (PUSH) score in individuals using an automated, cyclic relief
seat compared with individuals in a standard wheelchair who performed arm push-ups for pressure relief every 20 or
30 minutes. The group using the cyclic pressure relief seating system achieved a mean 45 ± 21% improvement in mean
pressure injury surface area compared with 10.2 ± 34.8% improvement in the control group (p < 0.001).115 As the study
did not address possible differences between groups in preventive measures provided when the individuals were not
seated, differences in wound care/dressings, and pressure injury size at baseline, it was not possible to recommend an
adjusted automated seat above a standard wheelchair with a manual pressure relief regimen (Level 1).
Seating for individuals with obesity
Biomechanical modeling studies suggest an increased risk of suspected deep tissue injury in the seated obese individual.
In a biomechanical modeling investigation, Elsner and Gefen (2008)116 used finite element models to demonstrate that
a higher BMI is associated with an increase in internal muscle tissue load under the ischial tuberosities. Sopher et al.
(2010)117 continued this investigation using finite element models representing the same individual modeled with
BMIs ranging from less than 16.5 kg/m2 up to 40 kg/m2. The study results showed that the percentage volume of muscle
tissue under the ischial tuberosities increased over five times as BMI increased from 19 kg/m2 to 40 kg/m2 (Level 5).
In laboratory modeling, increases on internal muscle load were shown to be of a greater magnitude when sitting on a
hard surface compared with a soft chair.116 116 Levy et al. (2016) 118 established that average strain and stress in fat and
skin tissues were mildly decreased when modeling individuals with normal to obese BMI sitting on an air cell-based
(ACB) cushion. The effect was more pronounced modeling individuals with diabetes and the same range of BMI. The
ACB has the potential to protect tissues of individuals with BMI of 30kg/m2 by preventing strain and stress in fat and
skin tissues from exceeding a 20% increase above individuals with a normal range BMI (Level 5).

Support Surface Use During Transportation
Individuals may be at risk for pressure injury in all circumstances where they are in contact with a support surface and
have a degree of immobility or inactivity. This includes vehicle transportation and while waiting for a clinical review
and/or admission in the emergency department.
7.15: F or individuals with or at risk for a pressure injury, consider using a pressure redistributing support surface
during transit.
(Good Practice Statement)

7.16: Transfer the individual off a spinal hard board/back board as soon as feasible after admission to an acute
care facility in consultation with a qualified health professional.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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Evidence Summary
A high quality Level 4 study125 reported an incidence of pressure injuries for individuals with suspected cervical spine
injuries who remained on a spinal hardboard for a median of four hours as 28.3%. Indirect evidence suggests that
sacral tissue oxygenation is significantly lower after 30 minutes immobilization on a rigid long board.126 Although
indirect evidence127,128 suggests that using a vacuum spine board or a gel overlay is associated with lower interface
pressure than a spinal hardboard, a small high quality Level 3 study found no significant difference in pressure injury
incidence.129

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 ransfer individuals with suspected spinal injury using protective equipment deemed appropriate by local policies
and procedures.130,131 In most instances, an ambulance transport stretcher used in conjunction with straps provides
sufficient spinal protection and adequately restricts the individual’s spinal motion, particular when the individual
is conscious and cooperative130 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Undertaking a comprehensive pressure injury risk assessment during transit is often not possible, particularly in the
emergency vehicle when the care team have competing priorities (e.g., respiratory and cardiac stabilization). Using a
pressure redistributing support surface for all individuals in transit or, if pressure injury risk screening has been possible,
for those screened as having a possible pressure injury risk, is suggested (see Recommendation 1.21 on risk screening).
Initiating other preventive interventions (e.g., prophylactic dressings) as early as possible in the care pathway when
feasible has been demonstrated to contribute to a reduction in pressure injuries132 (see Recommendation 6.4 in the
guideline chapter Heel Pressure Injuries).
Historically, individuals with suspected spinal cord injury (SCI) have been managed prior to hospitalization with an
extrication collar and long spine board or spinal back board to restrict spinal motion. Restriction of spinal motion
(particularly on a long spine board) is associated with increased adverse events, including pressure injuries (also see
Recommendation 8.8 related to cervical collar use in the guideline chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries). A survey
evaluating pressure injury incidence in individuals with suspected SCI (n = 254) admitted to an emergency department
with a backboard and extrication collar had a pressure injury incidence of 28.3% (95% confidence interval [CI] 22.8%
to 34.3%), of which 21.1% were Category/Stage IV pressure injuries. The buttocks (42.1%) and heels (33.4%) were the
most common anatomical locations for pressure injuries125 (Level 4). Another study has shown that restriction of spinal
motion using a back board is associated with a decrease in sacral tissue oxygen saturation (Level 5).
While a number of small studies have made comparisons between a rigid spine back board and alternative support
surfaces, there is insufficient evidence to make specific recommendations. No identified studies made comparisons
between a long spine board and other motion restriction techniques for reducing pressure injuries; however, a recent
position paper of the National Association of Emergency Medical Service (EMS) Physicians130 recommended that a
long spine board be avoided for transportation of most individuals with suspected SCI due to the high risk of adverse
events. The American College of Emergency Physicians131 has recommended judicious use of spinal motion restriction
based on validated indicators. Indirect evidence in healthy volunteers (n = 42) showed that a padded spine board was
as effective as a long spine board for immobilizing the head, and the reduced effectiveness in immobilizing the pelvis
and sternum was not considered to be clinically significant133 (Level 5).
Comparisons between a rigid spine back board and a vacuum spine board used for intercontinental air transportation
of individuals with suspected spinal injuries showed no significant difference in pressure injury incidence (13% on a
rigid board versus 10% on a vacuum board, p = 0.70)129 (Level 3). The presumed longer transportation durations may
reduce the generalizability of these results. Indirect evidence from trials conducted in healthy volunteers has shown
significantly lower interface pressures associated with both a vacuum mattress128 and a viscous gel overlay127 compared
to a rigid spine back board (Level 5). Until further research is available to guide practice in transporting individuals
immobilized due to suspected SCI, ensure individuals admitted on a rigid spinal board are transferred off the board
as soon as an appropriately qualified health professional deems the transfer to be safe.
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DEVICE RELATED PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
Device related pressure injuries result from the use of devices designed and applied for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes. Non-medical devices (e.g., bed clutter, furniture and equipment) can also result in pressure injuries when
they (usually inadvertently) remain in contact with skin and tissues. The resultant pressure injury generally closely
conforms to the pattern or shape of the device.1 Potential sources of device related pressure injuries include, but are
not limited to:2,3
•

•

•

•

Respiratory devices, for example:
o

tracheostomy faceplates and securement devices

o

 asks used to deliver non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (NIV) (e.g., biphasic positive airway pressure
m
[Bi-PAP], continuous positive airway pressure [CPAP])

o

endotracheal (ET) and nasotracheal tubes

o

oximeter probes

o

oxygen tubing/nasal cannulas.

Orthopedic devices, for example:
o

cervical collars

o

halo devices

o

helmets

o

external fixators

o

immobilizers

o

braces

o

plaster casts.

Urinary/fecal collection devices, for example:
o

indwelling urinary catheters

o

fecal containment devices

o

bedpans and bottles.

Repositioning devices, for example:
o

heel lifts

o

slings and transfer boards.

•

Device securements

•

Nasogastric and feeding tubes

•

Extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) cannulas

•

Surgical drains

•

Chest tubes

•

Central venous and dialysis catheters

•

Intravenous catheters and components

•

Arterial lines

•

Intra-aortic balloon pumps

•

Retention sutures

•

Blood pressure cuffs

•

Intermittent pneumatic compression device sleeves

•

Compression stockings and bandaging systems

•

Restraints

•

Devices and objects without a medical function (e.g., mobile phones, objects) left in the bed/chair.
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Prolonged exposure to mechanical loads can lead to device related pressure injuries. Many medical devices that attach
to the skin are based on generic designs employing traditional stiff polymer materials, which are secured via tape
and strapping. The mismatch in mechanical properties between a stiffer device and softer skin and underlying tissues
creates focal deformations and mechanical stress concentrations in tissues near the contact sites with the device.4,5
In addition, a medical device can result in an altered microclimate at the skin-device interface. One large prevalence
study identified that medical device related pressure injuries (MDRPIs) occur more quickly following admission to
a facility than non-MDRPIs (12 days versus 15 days, p < 0.05).3 Risk for MDRPIs may increase as a result of impaired
sensation, moisture under the device, poor perfusion, altered tissue tolerance, poor nutritional status and edema.1
Other factors that contribute to the formation of device related injuries include poor positioning and ill-fitting devices
or incorrect device use.
Diagnostic or therapeutic devices are typically fixed to the skin surface with straps or taping creating high pressure
and shear forces at the device interface.1 In some instances, the generic design of the medical equipment can also
contribute to pressure injury development.6-8 In critical care settings (e.g., adult and pediatric intensive care), the
heavy burden of technology and equipment utilized in the environment renders the individual particularly vulnerable
to the risk for device related pressure injuries. For example, in individuals with serious pathology, the functionality of
the device is critical to life, necessitating its use for prolonged periods.
Mucosal pressure injuries are found on mucous membranes. The mucous membrane is the moist lining of body
cavities that communicates with the exterior. These tissues line the tongue, oral mucosa, gastrointestinal (GI) tract,
nasal passages, urinary tract, tracheal lining and vaginal tract. Pressure applied to this tissue can cause sustained
deformation leading to ischemia. Mucosal tissues are especially vulnerable to pressure from medical devices, such as
oxygen tubing, endotracheal tubes and tube holders, bite blocks, orogastric and nasogastric tubes, urinary catheters,
and fecal containment devices.
Whenever a pressure injury occurs due to a medical device, removal or changing the device should be considered
when clinically feasible. If the device must remain in-situ, strategies to relieve pressure should be implemented.
Assessment and treatment for medical device related pressure injuries follow the current guidelines for pressure injury
management.

Classifying Device Related Pressure Injuries
‘Device related’ refers to pressure injuries arising from devices. It also includes pressure injuries arising from regular
items (e.g., cutlery, pens and phones), furniture or equipment that may have inadvertently applied pressure to the
individual’s skin. Except for those occurring on mucosal membranes, device related pressure injuries should be recorded
as arising from a device and then classified using a pressure injury classification system. The term ‘device related
pressure injury’ describes the etiology of the pressure injury; it should not replace the Category/Stage designation.9,10
Classification systems for pressure injuries of the skin cannot be used to categorize mucosal pressure injuries.11 Where
pressure is a significant factor in the etiology of the mucosal wound, it should still be considered to be a pressure
injury; however, it is inappropriate to use a pressure injury classification system to categorize/stage. Non-blanchable
erythema cannot be seen in mucous membranes. Shallow open mucosal ulcers indicating superficial tissue loss of the
non-keratinized epithelium are so shallow that the naked eye cannot distinguish them from deeper, full thickness
pressure injuries. Soft coagulum seen in mucosal pressure injuries looks like slough that is often present in Category/
Stage III pressure injuries. However, this is actually a soft blood clot. Exposed muscle is rarely visible in mucosal
pressure injuries. These factors render classification systems designed for pressure injuries of the skin inappropriate in
the classification of mucosal pressure injuries.11 Although mucosal membrane pressure injuries are not classified using
a pressure injury classification system, they should still be identified, monitored, reported and tracked in prevalence
and incidence surveys. See the guideline chapter Classification of Pressure Injuries for further discussion.

Prevalence and Risk for Medical Device Related Pressure Injuries
In a survey3 of almost 100,000 individuals with complete medical records from 115 facilities in the US and Canada,
the annual MDRPI prevalence was 0.60% (601/99,876). The rate of MDRPIs present on admission was 0.15%. Nasal
oxygen devices were the most common devices to be associated with a MDRPI (32%), with the MDRPI most often
occurring where the oxygen delivery device touched the ears. Casts and splints (12%), NIV devices (9%), intermittent
compression therapy devices (7.7%), NGT (5%) and ET (7.5%) tubes, tracheostomy plates (5.5%) and cervical collars
(2.4%) were other reported devices associated with MDRPIs. Overall, 51% of MDRPIs occurred on the face/head, with
the ears (29%) being the most common anatomical location. However, there was no significant difference in the
distribution of MDRPIs across anatomical locations (χ2 = 4,800, p < 0.001).3 Although MDRPIs occurred significantly
more often in long term acute care settings (χ2 = 91, p < 0.001) compared with acute care, long term care, hospice care
or rehabilitation, the researchers cautioned that there were fewer records from this setting to include in the analysis
(Level 4).
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Another large prevalence survey2 included 106,722 patient days in an analysis of MDRPI events in three US aged care
facilities. Between 35% and 50% of the pressure injuries observed in these facilities were associated with a medical
device. Consistent with the findings of Kayser et al. (2018),3 MDRPIs occurred most often on the ears (71%) and were
most often caused by casts/splints (20%) or oxygen tubing (15%)2 (Level 4).
Other surveys highlight the risks associated with specific medical devices. Hobson et al. (2017)12 reported 2.2% of
individuals in intensive care settings experienced a compression stocking related pressure injury (Level 4). Schallom
et al. (2018)13 noted a significantly higher rate of MDRPIs associated with oximetry sensors used on the forehead
compared to nasal oximetry sensors (50% versus 9.7%, p = 0.006) in critical care settings (Level 4). From a sample of
2,136 surgical admissions, Asti et al. (2017)14 reported 4.8% of individuals with a NG tube experienced a nasal pressure
injury. The primary factor associated with developing a NG tube-associated pressure injury was surgery duration, with
surgery time of over four hours (12.6%, 95% confidence interval [CI] 9.2 to 17.1) having higher MDRPI rates than
surgeries of less than two hours’ duration (2.3%, 95% CI 9.2 to 17.1). Age, gender, type of NG tube and duration of
tube use were not significantly associated with MDRPIs (Level 4).
A secondary analysis of data from eight quarterly point prevalence studies conducted in a US medical center (n
= 2,500)15 investigated risk factors for facility-acquired pressure injuries. In a sub-population of adults in medical,
surgical and step-down units who did not have a pressure injury on admission (n = 2,079), 1.4% of individuals had a
MDRPI. For individuals in intensive care who had a facility-acquired pressure injury (n = 83 with 113 pressure injuries),
34.5% of the pressure injuries were deemed to be medical device related. Individuals with a medical device were
significantly more likely (χ2 = 6.98, p = 0.008) to develop a pressure injury than those who had no medical device.
Presence of a medical device indicated that the individual would be 2.4 times more likely (95% CI 1.2 to 4.8, p = 0.10)
to develop a pressure injury of any kind15 (Level 4).
Turjanica et al. (2011)16 found a similarly high rate of medical device related pressure injuries in a convenience
sample of individuals receiving oxygen via nasal cannula recruited in a medical/surgical unit (n = 100). In this sample,
37% of individuals experienced skin breakdown, predominantly classified as a Category/Stage I pressure injury. In a
multivariate analysis, lack of oxygen use prior to hospital admission was the only factor significantly associated with
increased likelihood of developing a pressure injury of the ear (χ2 = 6.113, p = 0.013) (Level 4).

Medical Device Related Pressure Injuries in Neonates and Children
Medical device related pressure injuries are an important consideration in children. While MDRPI prevalence and
incidence rates vary according to methodology, clinical population and types of devices on which studies focused,
neonates and children are consistently identified as a population with significant risk of MDRPIs. In a prevalence study
conducted in a Spanish intensive care unit (ICU; n = 47),17 22.7% of neonates experienced a pressure injury related to
NIV masks (Level 4). In an observational study that included all children (n = 61) treated with a pinless halo over a nineyear period, pressure injuries were associated with the device in 4.9% of cases18 (Level 4). Su et al. (2014)19 reported
a MDRPI rate of 6.25% in a sample of 32 children treated with brace fixation for club foot in one facility over four
years (Level 4). In a prospective point prevalence study conducted in children hospitalized for at least 24 hours (n =
412; aged 24 hours to 18 years)20 reported that 40% of 412 children with an external medical device were assessed as
having a pressure injury related to the device (Level 4).
In a retrospective review of children (mean age 45 months ± 8.7 months) who underwent a tracheostomy over a
15-month period in a US pediatric medical center (n = 65), Jaryszak et al. (2011)21 reported the rate of tracheostomy
related pressure injuries as 29.2%. Multivariate analysis found that the type (design) of tracheostomy tube (p = 0.003)
and being in a lower age group (under 12 months versus over 12 months) were significant risk factors for a MDRPI
(Level 4).
In a prospective cohort study conducted in seven neonatal intensive care units (n = 81; mean age 32.5 weeks gestation),
Fujii et al. (2010)22 reported that 86% of pressure injuries were associated with CPAP or nasal direction positive airway
pressure (DPAP). A multivariate analysis showed an odds ratio (OR) of 4.0 (95% CI 1.04 to 15.42, p = 0.047) for pressure
injuries in children undergoing ET intubation. In this study most of the neonates were extremely underweight, which
is also a factor associated with increased pressure injury risk (Level 1).
Schindler et al. (2011)23 conducted a multivariate analysis of risk factors for pressure injuries from retrospective
data collected in seven pediatric intensive care units and trauma centers (n = 5,346). A number of factors associated
with medical devices were significantly associated with an increased risk of pressure injuries including mechanical
ventilation (OR = 1.334, 95% CI 1.031 to 1.726, p = 0.03); Bi-PAP or CPAP (OR = 2.004, 95% CI 1.509 to 2.661, p < 0.001);
high frequency oscillatory ventilation (OR = 2.057, 95% CI 1.208 to 5.134, p = 0.01) and extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (OR = 2.490, 95% CI 1.208 to 5.134, p = 0.01) (Level 3).
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Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What factors should be considered when selecting and fitting a medical device?

•

What local management strategies are effective in preventing MDRPIs?

•

I s a prophylactic dressing effective for preventing MDRPIs? If so, what factors should be considered when selecting
a prophylactic dressing?

Recommendations for Selecting, Fitting and Securing a Medical Device
8.1: T
 o reduce the risk of medical device related pressure injuries, review and select medical devices with
consideration to:
• The device’s ability to minimize tissue damage
• Correct sizing/shape of the device for the individual
• Ability to correctly apply the device according to manufacturer’s instructions
• Ability to correctly secure the device.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
There is direct evidence that medical device design, shape and sizing are associated with MDRPIs. The evidence from
moderate and low quality Level of Evidence 2 to 4 studies reported that adjusting the type of device or securements
used is associated with reduction in MDRPI incidence.21,24-28 Evidence from moderate and low quality Level 3 and 4
studies indicated that devices that were incorrectly sized or shaped were associated with increased MDRPIs in adults
and children.29,30 Recent research indicates that individuals and their informal caregivers consider information on
prevention and treatment of MDRPIs to be an important issue.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 eview the range of medical devices and securements methods available in the facility and select stock to provide
a wide range of devices associated with less skin damage from friction and shear.27-29 The guideline chapter on
Implementing Best Practice in the Clinical Settings has further discussion on reviewing equipment as a part of
organizational level quality improvement.

•

Health professionals who apply and fit medical devices should have appropriate training (Expert opinion).

•

W
 here safe and appropriate, modifying the device by adjusting or removing non-essential components that create
a poor fit might be an option in some cases7 (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide information to individuals and caregivers about the purpose of selecting/changing a medical device to
increase the acceptability to individuals and their caregivers of medical devices that might differ in appearance
from their expectations25 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Medical devices provided within a facility should be selected with the input of health professionals and with
consideration to the device’s ability to minimize the risk of skin damage. This may include selection of softer, more
flexible devices,28 different device designs,25 devices with a low-friction interface, or selecting a device model that has
a smaller skin-device interface.26
In a case series report,21 an audit of tracheostomy use in children identified that the type of tracheostomy tube
in situ was associated with MDRPI rates, suggesting that careful selection of the type of device used could reduce
pressure injury incidence21 (Level 4). Boesch et al. (2012)25 also investigated the influence of tracheostomy device type
in an exploration of a multi-faceted intervention to reduce tracheostomy related pressure injuries in 834 pediatric
individuals. Interventions included the introduction of a hydrophilic foam dressing, in addition to the incorporation
of a moisture and pressure-free device interface and an extended tracheostomy tube. Significant reductions in
tracheostomy related pressure injury rates (p = 0.007) and in the number of days with an existing tracheostomy related
pressure injury (p < 0.0001) were associated with the introduction of the extended tracheostomy tube and changes to
tracheostomy care (Level 2). In one large (n = 6,103) quality improvement study28 conducted in a US trauma center,
similar success in reducing MDRPIs by changing the type of device or securement was demonstrated. In this study, the
number of mucosal pressure injuries associated with ET tubes decreased with introduction of an institutional change
in the brand of ET tube securement device (Level 2). The impact of selecting an appropriate securement method was
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also demonstrated in a quasi-experiment conducted in long term care facilities over 12 months (n = 106,722 patient
days). In this trial, individuals with an ET tube received either a commercial NG tube securement device (n = 115)
or securement with regular adhesive tape wrapped around the NG tube and fixed to the nasal bridge (n = 83). The
commercial device was associated with fewer MDRPIs (4% versus 23%, p < 0.0001)31 (Level 2). In contrast, another
study reported an increase in oral pressure injuries when a commercial ET tube securement device was introduced
in an intensive care unit. Prior to the securement device being introduced, a cloth securement device with six hourly
position adjustment was used in the unit. On its introduction, the commercial securement device was adjusted every
two hours. Incidence of ET tube-associated pressure injury rates increased from 1.98/100 to 4.03/100 (incident rate
ratio [IRR] 2.03, 95% CI 1.17 to 3.51, p = 0.02). These findings may have been related to the new device, the change in
management protocols or increased surveillance as a result of the study32 (Level 2). There is currently minimal evidence
for specific securement devices, and health professionals need to work with facilities to explore securement options
that might reduce pressure injury rates.
Using medical devices with the lowest skin-device interface appears to reduce the incidence of MDRPIs. In a quasiexperiment26 in which CPAP delivered via a facial mask (with a prophylactic dressing in situ) was compared to an
oxygen helmet in babies (aged 3 to 11 months, n = 40), lower MDRPI incidence was associated with the helmet (0%
versus 75%, p = 0.002). Despite wearing the helmet for a significantly longer mean duration than the facial mask
(10.8 ± 2.0 hours versus 6.4 ± 1.8 hours, p = 0.001), the smaller skin-device interface reduced skin injury. This result
was achieved without compromising gas exchange, and with a significantly lower rate of device intolerance requiring
sedation. However, of 97 potential participants, only 20 children met the selection criteria to use the CPAP helmet,
indicating that practical use of the device may be limited (Level 2). In an observational study (n = 74) conducted in an
ICU, adults receiving oxygen therapy who switched early in the course of treatment from a standard facial mask to a
total face mask with lower skin-device contact were less likely to sustain a facial pressure injury (24% versus 87%, p =
0.0002). However, the time spent wearing the different masks was not equivalent27 (Level 4).
Careful selection of a medical device sized correctly for the individual is important because ill-fitting devices
have been shown to contribute to device malfunction and to an increase in pressure at the skin-device interface.
Respiratory masks used to deliver NIV should be fitted sufficiently that air leaks are prevented without creating
pressure injuries. In one retrospective, observational study in 410 children, the presence of an ill-fitting helmet was
reported to be a contributory factor to pressure injury development in 10.5% of children wearing helmets30 (Level 4).
A prospective cohort study (n = 50) conducted over three years showed that the incidence of MDRPIs associated with
facial oxygen masks was higher in children with cranio-facial abnormalities due to ill-fitting masks positioned over
bony prominences.29 Method of participant selection of and their assignment to groups was unclear in the reporting
(Level 3).
In some cases, when it is appropriate and safe, medical devices may need to be adjusted or modified in order to
prevent pressure injuries. In one study of complications associated with halo use in children (n = 68), the researchers
found that cutting or trimming the offending portion of the halo vest reduced discomfort and relieved pressure in
most cases (Level 4).7 However, it is essential that making adjustments to the device or its securements does not alter
the device function.
8.2: R
 egularly monitor the tension of medical device securements and where possible seek the individual’s selfassessment of comfort.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is currently no evidence that reducing the tension in medical device securements decreases pressure injuries.
However, there is evidence from two studies in healthy volunteers that show that increasing the tension of medical
device securements is associated with unfavorable changes in indirect outcome measures, including increased interface
pressure,8,33 increases in some markers of inflammatory response33 and increased discomfort.8,33 Recent research
indicates that patient consumers and their informal caregivers consider information on prevention and treatment of
MDRPIs to be an important issue.34,35

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 he tension of medical device securements may need to be monitored and adjusted more often (greater than twice
daily) in individuals vulnerable to fluid shifts and/or exhibiting signs of localized or generalized edema1 (Expert
opinion).

•

Do not compromise the function of the device when adjusting the device securements (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
In healthy volunteers, increasing oxygen mask strap tension by 5mm and greater was significantly and positively
associated with interface pressure (p < 0.01) and greater discomfort ratings on an unreported subjective scale (p <
0.05).33 However, reducing the tension of oxygen mask straps had no significant impact on either skin temperature
or humidity values (p > 0.05).33 An increase in tension of oxygen mask straps was also associated with an increase
in interleukin 1 alpha (IL-1α) concentrations as measured by a device used to assess skin surface sebum levels at the
nose bridge (median ratio of 1.34 at highest strap tension, p < 0.05).33 There were inconsistent trends in changes in
interleukins (IL-1β, IL-8, IL-2, IL-6 and IL-10) and interferon (IFN-γ) associated with changes in tension of oxygen mask
straps33 (Level 5).
In a second trial in healthy volunteers, increasing interface pressures were associated with greater cervical collar
tension in two different collar models (p < 0.01).8 There was also a significant difference in the comfort scores (p < 0.01),
with the greatest discomfort associated with the highest tension in the cervical collar securement. While the comfort
scores between two different collar designs were not significant (p > 0.05), the ratio of cytokine concentrations from
pre-collar to post-collar increased. However, there was no significant difference between the design or the tension of
the collars being tested (p > 0.05)8 (Level 5).
There was no evidence reported on potential adverse events of reducing the tension of medical device securements.
It is important that adjusting securements does not reduce the efficacy of the medical device or put the individual at
clinical risk.

Recommendations for Assessment of the Skin and Medical Device
8.3: Assess the skin under and around medical devices for signs of pressure related injury as part of routine skin
assessment.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

S afely remove medical devices (if possible) without interfering with medical treatment when conducting a skin
assessment (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ontinue to assess the skin regularly when a prophylactic dressing is in place under the medical device1 (Expert
opinion).

•

C
 onduct more frequent skin assessments (greater than twice daily) at the skin-device interface in individuals
vulnerable to fluid shifts and/or exhibiting signs of localized or generalized edema1 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess under the medical device for moisture from diaphoresis or excessive secretions that can cause tissue
maceration and contribute to development of pressure injuries1 (Expert opinion).

•

B
 e aware of devices that can become entrapped in skin folds resulting in skin damage, especially in the individuals
who are overweight or obese36 (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Conducting frequent skin assessments is considered best practice, although there is no high quality scientific evidence
to support this practice in preventing MDRPIs. Regular assessment of the skin allows prompt detection of pressure
related injury. By identifying risks early, strategies to redistribute pressure can be implemented. Frequently inspect the
skin beneath adjustable medical devices and continue to lift and/or adjust or remove the medical device for pressure
relief where possible. The guideline chapter Skin and Soft Tissue Assessment provides further guidance on when and
how to perform a skin assessment.
Changes in fluid volume status or hypoproteinemic states can result in localized or generalized edema causing a
medical device that initially fits properly to exert external pressure to the skin that leads to pressure injury formation.37
The health professional should apply an interface material that can accommodate expansion and worsening edema
in those individuals at risk of tissue volume changes. Depending on the type/purpose of the device and the extent of
volume changes, loosening, replacing or removing the device may be advised.
Individuals in the home setting fitted with a medical device should continue to perform routine skin assessments on a
regular basis, inspecting under or around the device between health professional appointments.7
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Recommendations for Prevention of Medical Device Related Pressure Injuries
8.4: Reduce and/or redistribute pressure at the skin-device interface by:
• Regularly rotating or repositioning the medical device and/or the individual
• Providing physical support for medical devices in order to minimize pressure and shear
• Removing medical devices as soon as medically feasible.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

S imple changes in posture of the individual and device positioning may be used to minimize pressure and shear
created by medical devices (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen repositioning, do not position the individual directly on a medical device unless it cannot be avoided (Expert
opinion).

•

E
 ndotracheal tubes may be repositioned laterally to prevent a MDRPI. Always validate that the insertion depth of
the ET tube does not change when the tube is repositioned (e.g., using a centimeter marking at the teeth or lips)
(Expert opinion).

Discussion
In order to reduce pressure injury risk associated with the use of a medical device, individuals should be routinely
assessed for the continued need for the device, and the device should be removed as soon as it is no longer clinically
indicated. Hard/rigid extrication cervical collars should be removed and replaced with soft acute care collars as soon
as feasible38,39 (see Recommendation 8.8).
Pressure injuries may develop under medical devices that have been compressed under the individual causing a localized
area of pressure. If positioning an individual on a medical device is unavoidable, regularly reposition the individual
to redistribute pressure away from the device. Repositioning strategies may vary depending on the individual and
the medical device. Simple changes in degree of lateral rotation, head of bed elevation, knee elevation and the
positioning of devices may be used to minimize the magnitude and duration of the pressure and shear at the skindevice interface. For example, ensuring a device is not dependent after repositioning may minimize its gravitational
pull on skin and other tissues.
Wherever possible, a medical device should be regularly repositioned or rotated. Oximetry probes can be rotated to
a different finger/toe or positioned on the hand, ear lobe or forehead, for either constant or periodic monitoring.
Endotracheal tubes can be moved laterally to redistribute pressure over different parts of the oral cavity and lips. Care
should be taken to prevent ET tube migration via reference to documented insertion depth measurement.
8.5: U
 se a prophylactic dressing beneath a medical device to reduce the risk of medical device related pressure
injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is direct evidence in a range of populations that application of a prophylactic dressing at the skin-device
interface reduces the incidence of MDRPIs. The desirable effects of prophylactic dressings used in conjunction with
medical device application is supported by several Level 1, 2 and 3 studies of moderate quality. The evidence included
effectiveness in reducing pressure injury incidence when prophylactic dressings were used with tracheostomies,25,40 ET
tubes,41 ventilation prongs and masks,42,43 and under casts.44 A range of different types of prophylactic dressings were
evaluated in the literature, including hydrocolloid dressings,40,42 foam dressings,25,40,44,45 silicone gel sheeting43 and
transparent films.42 No cost effectiveness studies for prophylactic dressings used in conjunction with a medical device
were identified. Recent research indicates that patient consumers and their informal caregivers consider information
on prevention and treatment of MDRPIs to be an important issue.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 valuate the vulnerability of the individual’s skin and the potential benefit of using a prophylactic dressing.
Consider the increased fragility of neonatal skin and that of older adults. (Expert opinion).
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•

A
 void excessive layering of prophylactic dressings under a medical device because layering may increase pressure
at the skin-device interface1 (Expert opinion).

•

Ensure the functionality of the medical device is not compromised by the prophylactic dressing (Expert opinion).

•

Consider the following factors when selecting a prophylactic dressing:
o

 bility of the prophylactic dressing to manage moisture and microclimate,1 especially when used with a
A
medical device that may be in contact with bodily fluids/drainage (e.g., percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy
tube)

o

Ease of application and removal1

o

Ability to regularly assess the condition of the skin1

o

Thickness of the dressing under tightly-fitting devices1

o

Anatomical location of the medical device

o

Type/purpose of the medical device

o

The individual’s preferences, comfort and any allergies

o

Coefficient of friction at the skin-dressing interface (Expert opinion).

•

R
 eplace the prophylactic dressing if it becomes dislodged, loosened or excessively moist,46,47 if the dressing or skin
underneath become soiled, and according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Levels 1 and 3).

•

Follow manufacturers’ instructions for use (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In one randomized controlled trial (RCT),43 the use of a silicone gel sheeting was found to be effective in reducing the
occurrence of nasal injuries in preterm infants. The study investigated prevention of nasal injuries (described in the
study as bleeding, crusting, excoriation and columella necrosis) using 1.8 mm thick silicone gel sheeting applied to the
nares of premature neonates during nasal CPAP. Compared to no intervention (n = 97), the prophylactic gel sheeting
(n = 92) was associated with significantly fewer nasal injuries (14.9% versus 4.3%, OR = 3.43, 95% CI 1.1 to 10.1, p <
0.05) and fewer cases of columella necrosis at one month follow up (1.08% versus 6.8%, OR = 6.34, 95% CI 0.78 to
51.6, p < 0.05). Infants that developed a nasal injury had a much longer mean duration of ventilation (19.6 ± 10.6 days
versus 4 ± 3.3 days), but injuries developed more rapidly in those without gel sheeting. Methods of randomization,
allocation concealment and blinding were not clearly reported and the variance in therapy duration between groups
confounded the findings (Level 1).
Using a quasi-experiment design, O’Toole et al. (2017)40 compared regular management (no standard protocol, n =
183) of new tracheostomies to a standardized protocol that included consecutive use of two prophylactic dressings
(n = 155). Immediately following surgery, a hydrocolloid dressing was placed under the tracheostomy flare. After one
week, sutures were removed, and the hydrocolloid dressing was replaced with a polyurethane foam dressing, applied
with neck in a neutral position. Following the introduction of this protocol, incidence of tracheostomy related pressure
injuries was significantly lower (1.29% versus 10.93%, p = 0.003). The pressure injuries occurring in the intervention
phase were deemed to be related to non-adherence to the protocol. Although skin assessment was performed daily,
classification of pressure injuries was performed on a monthly basis, which may have confounded the reporting of
some events40 (Level 2).
In a controlled clinical trial, Forni et al. (2011)44 reported a significant difference in the development of Category/
Stage I heel pressure injuries (defined as “sore skin” in the study) between a group receiving a polyurethane foam
dressing applied under the heel pad of a casted limb (n = 71) and a control group receiving no prophylactic dressing
(n = 85). Less than 4% of the participants receiving the foam dressing developed a Category/Stage I heel pressure
injury compared to almost 43% (p < 0.0005) in the control group. This equated to a relative risk of 0.08 (95% CI 0.02
to 0.33) of developing a heel pressure injury when a prophylactic polyurethane foam dressing was applied. However,
the duration for cast wearing was not reported and it was unclear if it was equivalent between the groups (Level 2).
Boesch et al. (2012)25 implemented a quality improvement program in a children’s hospital over 10,132 tracheostomy
days (n = 834) to reduce tracheostomy related pressure injuries. The intervention included application of a hydrophilic
polyurethane foam dressing under the tracheostomy flare. Compared to a pre-intervention period, the quality
improvement intervention was associated with a reduction in the mean rate of tracheostomy related pressure injuries
(from 8.1% to 2.6% over 12 months). There were other components to the intervention, including changing to an
extended tracheostomy device design, conducting staff education on risk and skin assessment, and incorporating
tracheostomy related pressure injury prevention into the electronic workflow of nurses. Therefore, it is unclear
whether the prophylactic dressing specifically influenced the reduction in pressure injury incidence25 (Level 2). In
another pediatric-based quality improvement project,48 introduction of an adhesive foam dressing under CPAP masks
in children requiring non-invasive ventilation or during prone surgery reduced the incidence of facial pressure injuries
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to zero. In this study, nurses and respiratory therapists used a multi-disciplinary approach to development of the care
bundle48 (Level 3).
Whitley et al. (2017) 41 demonstrated a reduction in MDRPI associated with ET tubes in a comparison between a twill
securement used with silicone pressure reducing strip (n = 38) and the twill securement alone (n = 77). The participants
were children and adults recruited in a burn center requiring ventilation (age range 0 to 92 years). Medical device
related pressure injuries reduced after introduction of the prophylactic silicone strips (20.7% versus 5.2% p = 0.032).
(Level 3)
Kuo et al. (2013)45 reported findings from a retrospective cohort study investigating effectiveness of a silver foam
dressing used for preventing skin breakdown. The dressing was applied beneath the tracheostomy and ties. The study
showed that the use of the prophylactic dressing was significantly associated with a reduction in tracheostomy site
pressure injuries in a sample of 134 children undergoing tracheotomies in a tertiary care pediatric hospital. No skin
breakdown developed in the prophylactic dressing group as compared to the 11.8% of the comparison cohort group (p
= 0.02) experiencing skin breakdown. The method of skin assessment and pressure injury classification was not reported
and with a six-year study period, other practice changes may also have influenced the study outcomes. (Level 3).
In a smaller, quasi-experimental study49 conducted in 18 nasally intubated participants undergoing head/neck surgery,
the use of a hydrocolloid dressing in combination with a soft liner made from a composite conformable material
used for denture cushioning was found to be effective in reducing the rate of pressure injuries associated with nasal
intubation (60% versus 100%, p = not reported) (Level 2).
In a comparative study conducted in Taiwan by Weng (2008),42 individuals requiring NIV received either a hydrocolloid
dressing (n = 30), a transparent film dressing (n = 30) or no prophylactic dressing (n = 30). The dressings were placed
on the nasal bridge prior to application of a respiratory face mask. Category/Stage I device related pressure injuries
were significantly reduced in individuals treated prophylactically with the hydrocolloid dressing compared to controls
receiving no prophylactic dressing (40% versus 96.7%, p < 0.01), demonstrating an absolute risk reduction of greater
than 50%. There was also a significant reduction in Category/Stage I pressure injuries with the transparent film
dressing compared to no prophylactic dressing (53.3% versus 96.7%, p < 0.01). The study showed a very high rate of
pressure injuries in the control group, which may have been influenced by the darker skin tone of the participants
that is reported to delay pressure injury identification.50 Time to occurrence of a Category/Stage I pressure injury was
significantly increased (p < 0.01) for both prophylactic dressings (no dressing 1111 ± 2169 minutes versus transparent
film dressing 2628 ± 1655 minutes versus hydrocolloid dressing 3272 ± 2566 minutes). A potential mechanism for this
effect is that the dressing reduced sliding of the mask on the individual’s skin and reduced skin irritation caused by
pressure from tight restraining straps (Level 3).
However, it is of note that prophylactic dressings differ in their qualities;51,52 therefore it is important to select a
dressing that is appropriate to the individual and the clinical use. A transparent film dressing is less able to manage
drainage, and may not adhere to the skin as effectively as a hydrocolloid dressing.42 Foam dressings have greater
ability to absorb moisture than film or hydrocolloid dressings.1 Some dressings are more able to manage humidity
and moisture at the skin surface than others. One laboratory study found that for some dressings, accumulation of
moisture reduced the ability of the dressing to transpire.52 When prophylactic dressings are used, consider the fragility
of the individual’s skin and the ease of removal of the dressing when performing routine skin assessments. Detrimental
effects such as epidermal stripping may occur with frequent removal of adhesive-based dressings,51 particularly in
more vulnerable skin of older adults and immature skin of neonates (see the Special Populations chapter of the
guideline). Some dressings are designed to adhere well to the skin. However, if they are not removed carefully there is
increased risk of damage to fragile skin.51,53,54 Dressings with a soft silicone border may be more easily lifted for regular
skin assessment, and appear to absorb shear forces more efficiently.51
Further discussion on properties of prophylactic dressings is in the guideline chapter Preventive Skin Care.
8.6: If appropriate and safe, alternate the oxygen delivery device between correctly fitting mask and nasal prongs
to reduce the severity of nasal and facial pressure injuries for neonates receiving oxygen therapy.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

8.7: If appropriate and safe, alternate the oxygen delivery device between correctly-fitting mask(s) and nasal
prongs to reduce the severity of nasal and facial pressure injuries for older children and adults receiving
oxygen therapy.
(Good Practice Statement)
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Evidence Summary
There is direct evidence from a high quality Level 1 study55 that rotation between mask and nasal prongs every four
hours reduced nasal and facial pressure injuries (described in the study as skin excoriation and erythema). The evidence
for effectiveness of alternating oxygen delivery methods for reducing MDRPIs was conducted in extremely low birth
weight neonates in critical care. There are no reported adverse events and a cost analysis was not undertaken.
Although there is no direct evidence on the influence on MDRPI incidence of rotating oxygen delivery systems in
older children and adults, evidence can be extrapolated from the studies in neonates, from a Level 2 study comparing
different oxygen delivery systems conducted in babies,26 and from a Level 4 study comparing different oxygen delivery
systems in adults.27 Alternating the type of oxygen delivery device can rotate the anatomical areas in contact with a
medical device, providing skin and soft tissue with intermittent pressure relief.

Implementation Considerations
•

Ensure access to a wide range of mask and nasal prong sizes to allow an optimal fit (Expert opinion).

•

Ensure oxygen delivery devices are well-fitted to the individual and correctly secured (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ontinue to evaluate the skin at frequent time intervals and during each change of the oxygen delivery system
(Expert opinion).

•

M
 onitor oxygen saturation levels to ensure that the individual continues to receive adequate oxygen when the
delivery device is changed (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In an RCT conducted in low birthweight neonates,55 rotating the oxygen therapy delivery option (changing between
mask and nasal prongs) was associated with significantly lower ‘skin excoriation’ scores (as described on the Neonatal
Skin Condition Scale [NSCS], scale of 1 to 3) than receiving oxygen therapy by the same device (1.10 [alternating
regimen] versus 1.18 [prongs alone] versus 1.19 [mask alone], p = 0.007). Rotating oxygen therapy delivery options
between mask and nasal prongs was also associated with significantly lower erythema scores on the NSCS than using
the same oxygen delivery device (1.18 [alternating regimen] versus 1.12 [prongs alone] versus 1.31 [mask alone], p =
0.007), without any adverse events55 (Level 1).
Although there is no direct evidence in older children and adult populations, regular rotation of oxygen delivery
devices may reduce nasal and facial pressure injuries. Two studies in these populations demonstrated that selecting an
oxygen delivery system with a lower skin-device interface was associated with fewer MDRPIs. The first study (reported
above),26 demonstrated that a helmet oxygen delivery system for babies aged 3 to 11 months was associated with a
lower MDRPI incidence than a facial or nasal mask, while attaining adequate oxygen saturation levels (Level 2). In the
second study,27 adults in critical care who switched from a regular oxygen face mask to a total face mask earlier in the
course of treatment experienced fewer facial pressure injuries (24% versus 87%, p = 0.0002) (Level 4). While neither
study explicitly explored rotating between different oxygen delivery systems, it should be considered as a treatment
option for older children and adults who require longer-term oxygen therapy and who have a high risk of developing
pressure injuries.
8.8: In consultation with a qualified health professional, replace an extrication cervical collar with an acute care
rigid collar as soon as feasible and remove cervical collars as soon as possible, as indicate by clinical condition.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from high56,57 and moderate39 quality Level 4 studies indicates that incidence of pressure injuries associated
with extrication collars is high, with one study reporting an incidence rate of over 75%.56 In an observational study
in which an extrication collar was replaced with an acute care collar within eight hours, pressure injury incidence was
around 7%.39 There were no comparative studies demonstrating effects of removing an extrication cervical collar.
Indirect evidence demonstrated no clinically significant differences in interface pressure between different models of
acute care cervical collars.58

Implementation Considerations
•

I n consultation with a qualified health professional, remove cervical collars in adults who are awake and alert
and who have no neurological deficit, no evidence of intoxication, no neck pain/tenderness and demonstrate full
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cervical spine range of motion. Undertake cervical spine screening (e.g., computer tomography) when unstable
cervical spine injury is suspected59-61 (Expert opinion).
•

Follow the manufacturer’s directions when sizing and applying a cervical collar58 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess skin under the cervical collar regularly (e.g., at least twice/day)39 and change collar pads according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Extrication collars are applied to individuals with suspected spinal cord injury (SCI) for reducing spinal range of
motion in the acute phase of injury prior to hospitalization.56,57 Used in conjunction with a spinal back board (see
Recommendation 7.16 in the guideline chapter Support Surfaces) and head blocks, an extrication collar maintains the
spine in straight alignment by preventing rotation at the neck.56 To achieve protection of the spine from (further)
injury, extrication collars are tightly fitted and therefore increase risk of tissue and skin damage due to pressure and
friction.39,56
The available evidence on the relationship between cervical collars used in the acute phase of (suspected) spinal cord
injury (SCI) and pressure injuries is derived from observational studies, which generally report high pressure injury
incidence. In one study conducted in individuals admitted to a trauma unit (n = 342), the incidence of pressure injuries
after removal of the extrication collar was 78.4% (95% CI 73.6% to 82.6%). In a pain assessment that was performed
while undertaking the skin assessment, 38.5% of individuals reported severe pain (rated ≥ 7 on a 10 point scale) that
was deemed to be associated with wearing the extrication collar. In addition, 64.6% (95% CI 59.3% to 69.7%) had
indentation marks that matched the extrication collar location. The pressure injuries reported in this study were
primarily Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries56 (Level 4). A second study57 conducted in individuals (n = 254)
admitted to a trauma unit with a back board, extrication collar and headblocks in situ reported a pressure injury
incidence rate of 28.3% (95% CI 22.8% to 34.3%). Approximately 90% of these pressure injuries were deemed to be
associated with a medical device and of these, 55.7% (95% CI 44.7% to 66.3%) were related to immobilizing devices,
primarily cervical collars. Approximately 40% of the pressure injuries reported in the study were full thickness pressure
injuries57 (Level 4). In a third observation study,39 the incidence of collar-associated pressure injuries in trauma patients
(n = 484) over the full duration of their hospital admission was 6.8%. In this study, all individuals admitted with an
extrication collar had that collar replaced by an acute care collar within eight hours of admission39 (Level 4). Pressure
injuries associated with cervical collars occur most often at the back, shoulders and chest,56 as well as the chin and
occiput57 (Level 4).
Extrication collars are recommended by many paramedic protocols for application until cervical injury has been
ruled out or stabilized, although increasingly their relationship to adverse events including pressure injuries is being
recognized and the benefits of their use re-evaluated.62 Extrication cervical collars should be removed as soon as
feasible and the requirement for a cervical collar should be assessed. When a continuing use of a cervical collar is
deemed necessary, use either an acute care rigid collar or a soft collar.62 One study58 conducted in health volunteers
(n = 48) found no statistically significant difference between four different acute care collars for ability to restrict
movement (p < 0.001). Although one model of collar was associated with statistically significantly lower interface
pressure at the mandible and occiput, the small difference was deemed to have no clinical significance.58 This study
also noted that interface pressures were high in individuals with a higher body mass index (BMI), highlighting the
importance of selecting an appropriately sized collar58 (Level 5).
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CLASSIFICATION OF PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
A pressure injury is defined as localized damage to the skin and/or underlying tissue, as a result of pressure or pressure
in combination with shear. Pressure injuries usually occur over a bony prominence but may also be related to a
device or other object. Open wounds from various etiologies (e.g., venous ulcers, arterial ulcers, neuropathic ulcers,
incontinence associated dermatitis, skin tears and intertrigo) may appear similar to a pressure injury. The treatment
of any wound begins with a comprehensive understanding of its etiology. Therefore, differentiating pressure injuries
from other wounds is the first step in assessing the wound and developing a treatment plan.
As with many other types of wounds, terminology has been developed to describe the severity of pressure injuries.
A pressure injury classification system describes the extent of skin and tissue damage presenting as a pressure injury.
Numerous classification systems have been developed and used over the years, informed by the evolving understanding
of the etiology of pressure injuries. Anatomical knowledge of the skin, subcutaneous fat, fascia and muscle layers
(as well as supporting structures such as tendon, ligament and bone) is essential to accurate classification. The type
(histology) and depth of tissues may vary depending on the anatomical site. Current classifications systems are based
on visual inspection of types of tissue and to some extent palpation for tissue consistency and temperature differences.
Unfortunately, the true extent of tissue injury cannot always be detected with visual and palpable assessment. This
is an inherent limitation of all current classification systems. There are several assessment technologies that may
improve diagnostic accuracy in the future. These are described in the chapter on Skin and Tissue Assessment.
This chapter will discuss differential diagnosis and classification of pressure injuries and provide an overview of
classification systems that are commonly used around the world to identify the extent and type of tissue damage
of presenting pressure injuries. Terminology and classification systems continue to evolve as more research informs
knowledge of pressure injury etiology. Throughout this guideline terminology from the International NPUAP/EPUAP
Pressure Ulcer Classification System (2014)1 is used to describe Category/Stage of pressure injuries. However, the term
‘injury’ has been adopted in place of ‘ulcer’ due increasing international recognition.2,3 Tables 12.5 and 12.6 in this
chapter provide a crosswalk between terminologies used across different geographic and clinical settings.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

W
 hat are the most commonly recognized and used pressure injury classification systems and how do they relate to
one another?

•

W
 hat are the recognized characteristics of each pressure injury category (i.e. Category/Stage I to IV, unstageable
pressure injury and deep tissue pressure injury or suspected deep tissue injury)?

Differential Diagnosis
9.1: Differentiate pressure injuries from other types of wounds.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

I dentify the most likely etiology of the wound. In the case of pressure injuries, the injured area will usually be on
a pressure loading surface in an individual with a history of mobility impairment or will be under a medical device
(Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide education on the etiology and clinical presentation of wounds commonly confused with pressure injuries
to enhance diagnostic accuracy (Expert opinion). Refer to the guideline chapter Health Professional Education for
more information on the role of education in assessment of pressure injuries.

•

C
 onduct a comprehensive assessment of the individual to inform differential diagnosis (Expert opinion). The
guideline chapter Assessment of Pressure Injuries and Monitoring Healing provides recommendations on factors
to consider when assessing the individual with a wound.
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W
 hen applicable (e.g., particularly for lower limb wounds), conduct a vascular assessment to inform differential
diagnosis (Expert opinion). The guideline chapter Heel Pressure Injuries includes recommendations on performing
vascular assessment.

Discussion
Accurate assessment of wound etiology is essential for the development of an appropriate and comprehensive treatment
plan that addresses underlying pressure injury risk factors. Accurate assessment of wounds and identification of their
etiology is also important to inform the development and evaluation of pressure injury quality improvement programs,
track pressure injury incidence and prevalence, evaluate quality indicators and, in some geographic jurisdictions, to
calculate reimbursement and/or fines applied to facilities.4
Assessment of wound etiology is informed by the presentation of the wound, including its anatomical location
and visual appearance. For example, wounds appearing over a bony prominence are more likely to be associated
with pressure and shear, indicating a possible pressure injury.4 Differentiation is also informed by a comprehensive
assessment of the individual to identify comorbidities related to wound development and wound healing (e.g.,
diabetes mellitus, vascular disease or malnutrition) and to evaluate pressure injury risk factors (e.g., mobility and
continence). Environmental factors, particularly the presence of devices or equipment, are also a consideration in
determining the etiology of the wound. It A device related pressure injury usually conforms to the shape of the
device, equipment or furniture that has applied pressure to the skin and tissue.5
Hart et al. (2006)6 reported on a study of the accuracy of nurses’ assessments of the etiology of pressure injuries
and other open wounds. The participants (n = 256) evaluated seven photographs of wounds, including pressure
injuries, arterial ulcers and diabetic foot ulcers. The participants ranged in experience, but only 16% were described
as wound care/skin nurses and 17% were reported to have certification in wound, ostomy and continence care. There
was moderate agreement between the participants on identification of wound type (k = 0.56, standard deviation
(SD) = 0.22). Identification of pressure injuries was more accurate than differentiation of other wound etiologies,
and agreement increased when limiting the analysis to nurses specialized in wound care (k = 0.92, SD = 0.15 for
wound specialist nurses). This study highlights the importance of ensuring access to appropriately trained health
professionals and clinical leaders specialized in wound care (see the guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice
in Clinical Settings). This study was conducted in 2006 and is reported to be one of the earliest studies that utilized
web-based digital photography for testing differential wound diagnosis and pressure injury classification. The quality
and presentation of the images (e.g. the monitors used by nurses in their facilities) may have influenced the findings,
although the researchers attempted to address this potential by providing contextual information (e.g., wound
dimensions and depth) in a narrative (Level 4).
However, Mahoney et al. (2011)4 reported low agreement between nurses in differentiating wounds. In an online
survey delivered to participants recruited through the WOCN Society, nurses (n = 100) classified nine color digital
photographs of gluteal cleft and buttock wounds. Wound photographs presented to the nurse participants included
pressure injuries, moisture lesions, incontinence-associated dermatitis and skin tears. There was an overall lack of
consensus amongst the participants in identifying wound etiology (k = 0.1708, 99% confidence interval [CI] 0.163
to 0.1786). Only one-third of the photographs achieved agreement on etiology above 75%. Although recruitment
was through the WOCN Society, information on the participants was not reported, so the level of experience and
education in wound differentiation is unclear (Level 4).
Two studies that explored the interrater reliability of the EPUAP classification system also included photographs of
moisture-associated dermatitis.7,8 In the first study, photographs of pressure injuries and moisture associated dermatitis
were presented to researchers, staff nurses and pressure injury nurses in order to develop a set of clear photographs for
larger interrater and intrarater studies. In the second study, the 56 photographs that were selected in the earlier study
were presented to 473 nurses to establish interrater reliability and 86 nurses who performed repeat assessments for
the interrater reliability analysis. In both these studies the accuracy and reliability for nurses attempting to distinguish
moisture-associated dermatitis from Category/Stage II pressure injuries was low. Moisture-associated dermatitis was
incorrectly identified as a pressure injury in 44.3% of assessments7,8 (both Level 4). There is evidence that the accuracy
of pressure injury classification can be improved with education, and training (see discussion below).9-14
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Using a Pressure Injury Classification System
9.2: Use a pressure injury classification system to classify and document the level of tissue loss.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Consistently use the same pressure injury classification system to assess the pressure injury (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se a pressure injury classification system to classify and document the level of tissue loss in a device-related
pressure injury (Expert opinion).

•

D
 o not use a pressure injury classification system to describe tissue loss in a mucosal membrane pressure injury
(Expert opinion).

•

Do not use a pressure injury classification system to describe tissue loss in other types of wounds (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen classifying Category/Stage I pressure injuries and suspected deep tissue injury in individuals with darkly
pigmented skin, rely on assessment of skin temperature, sub-epidermal moisture, change in tissue consistency and
presence of skin pain rather than identification of erythema. Assessment of these factors should also be included
when evaluating the severity and extent of Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries in individuals with darkly
pigment skin15,16 (Level 3).

Discussion
Pressure injuries are classified according to the amount of visible tissue loss using a pressure injury classification
system. The use of a pressure injury classification system:
•

Contributes to development of a pressure injury prevention plan

•

Informs the selection of pressure injury treatments

•

Improves communication between health professionals

•

Allows for comparison of data between institutions

•

Improves the methodological quality of pressure injury research.

Pressure injury classification systems describe the extent of tissue involvement of a pressure injury. Table 12.1 presents
illustrations of healthy skin, and tissue in deeper structures, identifying five layers:
•

Epidermis

•

Dermis

•

Adipose tissue

•

Muscle

•

Bone

Table 12.2 presents photographs and illustrations of pressure injury Categories/Stages, demonstrating the extent of
tissue loss indicative of each Category/Stage.
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Table 12.1: Healthy skin (see the guideline Introduction for credits)

Healthy light skin

Healthy dark skin

Pressure injury classification is based on the visual and palpatory identification of tissues including skin, subcutaneous
fat, bone, muscle, tendon, and ligament. Necrotic tissue (slough and eschar) appears in full-thickness pressure injuries.
Granulation tissue becomes present as a full-thickness pressure injury heals. In contrast, Category/Stage II pressure
injuries do not have necrotic tissue and heal with epithelialization rather than granulation tissue. Healing tissues
include scar, granulation tissue, and epithelium.
Pressure injury depth varies by anatomical site and relying on depth alone to determine whether a pressure injury is
Category/Stage III or IV can be misleading. In anatomical locations with little adipose tissue (e.g., the bridge of the
nose, the occiput, behind the ear, the sacrum, and the malleolus) shallow pressure injuries can be Category/Stage IV.
In contrast, in anatomical locations with greater adipose tissue (e.g., buttocks and ischium) a pressure injury may be
deep but not reach the muscle or bone, and therefore would be classified as a Category/Stage III pressure injury.
The description of a pressure injury should be supplemented with other findings. Indicating the exact anatomical
location of the pressure injury is important, including clearly identifying location over a bony prominence as
applicable. Historical information, such as the conditions under which the pressure injury developed, the history of
prior treatment, and the trajectory of healing or non-healing of the pressure injury (if known) should be documented
and considered when evaluating the effectiveness of the treatment plan. Loss of skin integrity over areas of previously
healed full thickness pressure injuries may be difficult to classify. The National Pressure Injury Advisory Panel (NPIAP)
recommends that these injuries be classified as “reopened, recurrent or new” depending on the length of time since
the previous pressure injury closed and the maturation of the scar tissue.17
Classifying pressure injuries in darkly pigmented skin
Visual inspection of the skin and open wound may be augmented with an assessment of skin temperature and subepidermal moisture, especially in dark skinned individuals. As discussed in detail in the guideline chapter Skin and
Tissue Assessment, areas of erythema are more difficult to identify and differentiate in darkly pigmented skin,1825
leading to a failure to detect Category/Stage I pressure injuries in dark skinned individuals.18,19,26 Additionally,
identification of cellulitis might also be delayed or missed. Therefore, localized heat, edema/sub-epidermal moisture,
change in tissue consistency in relation to surrounding tissue (e.g., induration/hardness), and localized skin pain are all
important indicators of pressure damage in skin of darker tones. The guideline chapter on Skin and Tissue Assessment
provides evidence-based recommendations on assessment techniques (e.g., skin temperature,15 sub-epidermal moisture
measurement16 and skin tone color charts27) that should be used when assessing the skin and tissues and classifying
pressure injuries, particularly in darker skin tones. The guideline chapter on Pain Assessment and Treatment includes
recommendations on assessing pain.
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Classification
System
Table 12.2: Pressure injury Category/Stages: photographs and illustrations
(see the guideline Introduction for credits)

ly over a bony prominence, as a result of presfounding factors are also associated
with pres-I Pressure Injury
Category/Stage

Category/Stage II Pressure Injury

Category/Stage III Pressure Injury

Category/Stage IV Pressure Injury

Unstageable Pressure Injury
(covered in eschar or slough)

Suspected Deep Tissue Injury
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Device related pressure injuries
Device related pressure injuries result from medical devices, equipment, furniture and everyday objects that have
applied pressure to the skin, either as an unintended consequence of their therapeutic use or inadvertently due to
unintended skin-device contact. When the pressure injury is the result of a device designed and applied for diagnostic
or therapeutic purposes it is referred to as a medical device related pressure injury (MDRPI). The resultant pressure
injury generally conforms to the pattern or shape of the device.5 The term ‘device related’ describes the etiology of
the pressure injury rather than its severity or extent of tissue loss.28 Medical device related pressure injuries should be
staged using a recognized classification system, as for other pressure injuries.28
Mucosal membrane pressure injuries
Mucosal membrane pressure injuries are pressure injuries of the moist membranes that line the respiratory,
gastrointestinal and genitourinary tracts.29 Mucosal membrane pressure injuries are primarily caused by medical
devices (generally tubing and stabilization equipment) exerting sustained compressive and shear forces on the
mucosa. In the mucosa of the respiratory tract (i.e., lips, mouth, nasal passages, etc.), pressure injuries are typically
caused by ventilation or feeding tubes and/or their stabilization equipment.29 Gastrointestinal tract pressure injuries30
and pressure injuries of the genitourinary tract (i.e., penile, ureteral, etc.)31 are primarily caused by feeding tubes or
ostomy appliances and catheters.
Table 12.3: Mucous membrane pressure injury (see the guideline Introduction for credits)

Mucous Membrane Pressure Injury

Classification systems for pressure injuries of the skin and underlying tissues cannot be used to categorize mucosal
pressure injuries.28,32 Where pressure is a significant factor in the etiology of the mucosal wound, it should still be
considered a pressure injury; however, it is inappropriate to use a pressure injury classification system to categorize/
stage. Non-blanchable erythema cannot be seen in mucous membranes. Shallow open mucosal ulcers indicating
superficial tissue loss of the non-keratinized epithelium are so shallow that the naked eye cannot distinguish them
from deeper, full thickness pressure injuries. Soft coagulum seen in mucosal pressure injuries looks like slough that is
often present in Category/Stage III pressure injuries. However, this is actually a soft blood clot. Exposed muscle is rarely
visible in mucosal pressure injuries. These factors render classification systems designed for pressure injuries of the skin
inappropriate in the classification of mucosal pressure injuries.33 More recently, development of the first classification
system for mucosal membrane pressure injuries has been undertaken, with testing of reliability performed in an
intensive care unit (ICU) setting.34 The Reaper Oral Mucosa Pressure Injury Scale (ROMPIS), which describes three stages
of mucosal membrane pressure injuries, showed moderate interrater reliability (α coefficient = 0.307, 95% CI 0.2000
to 0.409) when tested in 52 ICU nurses. Reliability was slightly higher in more experienced ICU nurses (α coefficient =
0.494). This classification system is still undergoing further validation.34
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9.3: Verify that there is clinical agreement in pressure injury classification amongst the health professionals
responsible for classifying pressure injuries.
(Good practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

I nclude use of a pressure injury classification system in pressure injury related education35 (Level 4). Refer to the
guideline chapter Health Professional Education for more information on the role of education in classification of
pressure injuries.

•

E
 stablish interrater reliability of pressure injury classification determinations for pressure injury prevalence and
incidence studies (Expert opinion). Refer to the guideline chapter Measuring Pressure Injury Prevalence and
Incidence.

•

C
 onsider two-clinician verification of differential diagnosis and classification in both prevalence and incidence
studies and routine clinical practice as needed (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Numerous published studies have examined clinical agreement in pressure injury categorization/staging and reported
interrater reliability for various pressure injury classification systems (see Table 12.4). These studies have either compared
bedside evaluations of wounds or evaluated assessments of pressure injuries based on photographs. Across studies,
interrater reliability varied, but was generally good to excellent for all classification scales. As noted in Table 12.4,
there appears to be limited variation in reliability of assessment based on the observer/rater’s level of experience,8,35
although in most of the reported studies, observers were registered/accredited nurses or health professionals with
specific expertise in wound care and/or pressure injuries.
Table 12.4: Reliability of categorization/staging using various pressure injury classification systems
Classification system

Type of
observation

Observers/raters

Interrater reliability unless otherwise stated

NPUAP classification
system

Clinical
assessment

Nurses (n = 180, n = 591
observations)

ĸ = 0.60 for Category/Stages I to IV36

WOCNs in a hospital setting (n = 3)

ĸ = 0.78, p < 0.39 to 0.58, p < 0.00137

ĸ = 0.61 for Category/Stage II to IV36
Agreement 55% to 62%37

EPUAP classification
system 1999

Pressure Ulcer Card
(PUC) classification
system
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Photograph
assessment

Nurses (n = 180, n = 591
observations)

ĸ = 0.69 for Category/Stages I to IV36

Photograph
assessment

Wound researchers (n = 7; n = 56
photographs)

ĸ = 0.80, p < 0.017

Photograph
assessment

RNs (n = 20; n = 56 photographs)

ĸ = 0.80, p < 0.017

Photograph
assessment

Pressure injury nurses (n = 17;
n = 56 photographs)

ĸ = 0.78, p < 0.017

Photograph
assessment

Nurses (n = 473; n = 56 photograhs)

ĸ = 0.41 to ĸ =0.508

Photograph
assessment

Nurses and physicians in emergency
department (n = 54; n = 20)

ĸ = 0.5812

Photograph
assessment

Nurses working in a spinal cord
injury setting (n = 414; n = 50
photographs)

Agreement varied from 67% to 100% between
Category/Stages38

Photograph
assessment

Registered nurse (RN) pairs (n = 114
assessments)

ĸ = 0.364 to 0.637 by anatomical location35

Photograph
assessment

Enrolled nurse (EN) pairs (n = 114
assessments)

ĸ = 0.322 to 0.607 by anatomical location35

Photograph
assessment

RN and EN pairs (n = 228
assessments)

ĸ = 0.394 to 0.755 by anatomical location35

Average agreement 55.6%8
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Classification system

Type of
observation

Observers/raters

Interrater reliability unless otherwise stated

PRESSURE Trial
classification tool

Clinical
assessment

Research nurses and ward-based
nurse (n = 378 pairs)

21% disagreement, 82% of the disagreements
falling within one Category/Stage of each
other39

Un-named
classification system

Clinical
assessment

Nurses in nusing homes (n = 344
pairs)

ĸ = 0.9740

Clinical
assessment

Nurses in hospitals (n = 674 pairs)

ĸ = 0.8140

Clinical
assessment

Nurses in home healthcare (n =
1,348 pairs

ĸ = 0.4940

N.E. One Can Stage
digital system

Photograph
assessment

Health professionals and students
(n = 101)

intraclass coefficient [ICC] = 0.794, 95% CI 0.697
to 0.86210

N.E.1 Wound
Assessment Tool

Photograph
assessment

Registered nurses (n = 94; n = 30
photographs)

ICC = 0.892, 95% CI 0.840 to 0.92741

Improving the pressure injury classification skills of health professionals
Numerous studies provide evidence that health professional education increases accuracy of pressure injury
classification. For example, Briggs (2006)9 established markedly improved categorization/staging by registered nurses
after participation in an education program consisting of theoretical background information and practice classifying
photographs of pressure injuries. Young et al. (2011)10 also found that participating in an education program was
associated with significant improvements in classification/staging compared with pre-education for both health
professionals (correct responses rates 63.5% versus 70.7%) and nursing students (52.3% versus 67%). Ham et al.
(2015)12 noted significant improvements in use of the EPUAP classification system by emergency department nurses to
identify and categorize/stage pressure injuries (in photographs) following a lecture that included visual illustrations of
pressure injuries.12 Similar results were shown in a study by Lee et al. (2016)13 in which clinical nurses (n = 407) showed
significant improvements in differential diagnostic ability (p < 0.001) and classification (p < 0.001) using pressure
injury photographs. The education in this study consisted of a didactic lecture and case studies13 (all Level 5).
Beeckman et al. (2010)14 reported effectiveness of an education course called the Pressure Ulcer Classification (PUCLAS)
education tool designed to improve differential diagnosis and pressure injury classification. Clinical nurses were
randomly selected to either a control group (n = 559) that received 15 minutes of education on the EPUAP classification
system or to the intervention group (n = 658) receiving the PUCLAS education package. The package included a
60 minute lecture and photographs and video of pressure injuries representing the classification definitions. Both
groups undertook a pre- and post-test in which they classified 40 pressure injury and moisture-associated dermatitis
photographs. There was no significant difference between the two groups in diagnostic and classification skills at
baseline (p = 0.82); however, the intervention group showed superior skills compared to the control group following
the intervention (62.8% versus 53%, p < 0.0001 odds ratio [OR] 1.50, 95% CI 1.40 to 1.61)14 (Level 5). Since this study,
this education program has been further developed as an e-learning package (PuClas4).42
Tschannen et al. (2016)11 suggested that augmenting a standard didactic lecture with participation in a facility’s
monthly pressure injury risk, prevalence and incidence surveillance program significantly improves the ability of
nursing students to correctly identify the Category/Stage of pressure injuries. In a comparative study, nursing students
receiving both the lecture and practical skills education correctly identified pressure injuries (all Category/Stage)
more often than nursing students receiving only the lecture 69.47% versus 60.29%, p < 0.0001). Improvements were
also significant for identification of Category/Stage II pressure injuries (p = 0.001) and suspected deep tissue pressure
injuries (p = 0.006)11 (Level 5).
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Commonly Used Pressure Injury Classification Systems
Little comparative data exists on the accuracy of different pressure injury classification systems. Russell et al. (2001)43
examined the accuracy and precision of classification of 30 photographs of pressure injuries by pressure injury experts,
tissue viability experts and clinical nurse specialists (n = 200). Two classification systems were explored — the EPUAP
system and the full four-digit Stirling classification tool.43 This study43 demonstrated a lack of consensus between
classifications using the two systems, with higher levels of consensus (61.9% versus 30.2%) when using the EPUAP
system. However, this study explored classification systems that are no longer commonly used, and classification of
pressure injuries has advanced considerably since this early 2000s study. Most notably, the study noted that individuals
with specialist training in pressure injuries or tissue viability had higher levels of interest in furthering their knowledge
on classification systems (Level 4).
Generally, a specific healthcare system tends to adopt a single pressure injury classification system. Tables 12.5 and
12.6 present the most commonly used classification systems in Europe, the Pan Pacific and the US. These systems
include those derived from classifications developed by the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP, now
NPIAP) in 1989, 2007 and 2016;28,44,45 the NPUAP-EPUAP International Classification System which was adapted from
the 2007 NPUAP System and published in the 2009 and 2014 international guideline; and those developed by the
World Health Organization (WHO) for international standards of disease reporting. In clinical settings, classification
systems derived from NPIAP systems are most commonly used, while administrative coders usually adopt WHO-ICD
classification systems. As noted in Tables 12.5 and 12.6, there are additional country-specific and setting-specific
variations in terminology between classification systems. As our knowledge of pressure injury etiology and the clinical
assessment has advanced, continuous improvements have been made in pressure injury classification systems. Current
systems are similar, with minor differences in terminology and definitions. These systems are compared and contrasted
below. Clinician are encouraged to use the system adopted by their healthcare system to ensure consistency within
systems and comparability in reporting.
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L89.0 Stage I decubitus ulcer
and pressure area
The ulcer appears as a defined
area of persistent redness
(erythema) in lightly pigmented
skin, whereas in darker skin
tones, the ulcer may appear
with persistent red, blue or
purple hues, without skin loss.
Decubitus [pressure] ulcer
limited to erythema only

L89.1 Stage II decubitus ulcer
Decubitus [pressure] ulcer
with abrasion, blister, partial
thickness skin loss involving
epidermis and/or dermis, skin
loss NOS

Category/Stage I pressure ulcer: Non-blanchable
erythema

Intact skin with non-blanchable redness of a localized
area usually over a bony prominence. Darkly
pigmented skin may not have visible blanching; its
color may differ from the surrounding area. The
area may be painful, firm, soft, warmer or cooler as
compared to adjacent tissue. Category/Stage I may be
difficult to detect in individuals with dark skin tones.
May indicate “at risk” individuals (a heralding sign of
risk).

Category/Stage II pressure ulcer: partial thickness skin
loss

Partial thickness loss of dermis presenting as a shallow
open ulcer with a red pink wound bed, without
slough. May also present as an intact or open/ruptured
serum-filled blister. Presents as a shiny or dry shallow
ulcer without slough or bruising.* This Category/Stage
should not be used to describe skin tears, tape burns,
perineal dermatitis, maceration or excoriation.

L89.2 Stage III decubitus ulcer
Decubitus [pressure] ulcer
with full thickness skin loss
involving damage or necrosis of
subcutaneous tissue extending
to underlying fascia

Category/Stage III: Full thickness skin loss

Full thickness tissue loss. Subcutaneous fat may be
visible, but bone, tendon or muscle are not exposed.
Slough may be present but does not obscure the
depth of tissue loss. May include undermining and
tunneling. The depth of a Category/ Stage III pressure
ulcer varies by anatomical location. The bridge of
the nose, ear, occiput and malleolus do not have
subcutaneous tissue and Category/Stage III ulcers can
be shallow. In contrast, areas of significant adiposity
can develop extremely deep Category/Stage III
pressure ulcers. Bone/tendon is not visible or directly
palpable.

*Bruising indicates suspected deep tissue injury.

WHO ICD-10 (2016)
46

International NPUAP/EPUAP Pressure Ulcer
Classification System (2009, 2014) 1

Pressure ulcer with full thickness skin loss.
Subcutaneous fat may be visible but bone,
tendon or muscle are not exposed. Slough may be
present but does not obscure the depth of tissue
loss. There may be undermining and tunneling
into adjacent structures. The depth varies by
anatomical location: grade 3 pressure ulcers can
be shallow in areas with little or no subcutaneous
fat (e.g. bridge of the nose, ear, occiput and
malleolus). In contrast, grade 3 pressure ulcers can
be extremely deep in areas of significant adiposity.

EH90.2 Pressure ulceration grade 3

Pressure injury with partial thickness loss of
dermis. It presents as a shallow open ulcer with
a red or pink wound bed without slough or as
a serum-filled or serosanguinous blister which
may rupture. This category should not be used
to describe skin tears, tape burns, incontinence
associated dermatitis, maceration or excoriation.

EH90.1 Pressure ulceration grade 2

Pressure ulceration grade 1 is a precursor to skin
ulceration. The skin remains intact but there
is non-blanchable redness of a localized area,
usually over a bony prominence. The area may be
painful, firm, soft, warmer or cooler as compared
to adjacent tissue. It can be difficult to detect
in individuals with dark skin but affected areas
may differ in color from the surrounding skin.
The presence of pressure ulceration grade 1 may
indicate persons at risk of progressing to frank
ulceration.

EH90.0 Pressure ulceration grade 1

WHO ICD-11 (2018)47
Synonyms: pressure ulcer, pressure injury,
decubitus ulcer

Full thickness tissue loss. Subcutaneous
fat may be visible, but bone, tendon or
muscle are not exposed. Slough may be
present but does not obscure the depth
of tissue loss.

L89.2 Pressure injury, stage III

Partial thickness loss of dermis
presenting as a shallow open ulcer with
a red pink wound bed, without slough.
May also present as an intact or open/
ruptured serum-filled blister.

L89.1 Pressure injury, stage II

Intact skin with non-blanchable redness
of a localized area usually over a bony
prominence. Darkly pigmented skin
may not have visible blanching; its
colour may differ from the surrounding
areas. The area may be painful, firm,
soft, warmer or cooler as compared to
adjacent tissue.

L89.0 Pressure injury, stage I

ICD-11-Australian Modified (AM)
(2019)48

Table 12.5: Comparison of pressure injury definitions in classification systems commonly used in Europe and the Pan-Pacific (continues over page)
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WHO ICD-10 (2016)
L89.3 Stage IV decubitus
ulcer
Decubitus [pressure] ulcer
with necrosis of muscle, bone
or supporting structures (i.e.,
tendon or joint capsule)

No comparable classification
—

No comparable classification
—

Category/Stage IV pressure ulcer: Full thickness
tissue loss

Full thickness tissue loss with exposed bone,
tendon or muscle. Slough or eschar may be
present on some parts of the wound bed. Often
include undermining and tunneling. The depth
of a Category/Stage IV pressure ulcer varies by
anatomical location. The bridge of the nose, ear,
occiput and malleolus do not have subcutaneous
tissue and these ulcers can be shallow. Category/
Stage IV ulcers can extend into muscle and/or
supporting structures (e.g., fascia, tendon or
joint capsule) making osteomyelitis possible.
Exposed bone/tendon is visible or directly
palpable.

Unstageable: Depth unknown

Full thickness tissue loss in which the base of the
ulcer is covered by slough (yellow, tan, gray, green
or brown) and/or eschar (tan, brown or black) in
the wound bed. Until enough slough and/or eschar
is removed to expose the base of the wound,
the true depth, and therefore Category/ Stage,
cannot be determined. Stable (dry, adherent,
intact without erythema or fluctuance) eschar on
the heels serves as ‘the body’s natural (biological)
cover’ and should not be removed.

Suspected deep tissue injury: Depth unknown

Purple or maroon localized area of discolored
intact skin or blood-filled blister due to damage of
underlying soft tissue from pressure and/or shear.
The area may be preceded by tissue that is painful,
firm, mushy, boggy, warmer or cooler as compared
to adjacent tissue. Deep tissue injury may be
difficult to detect in individuals with dark skin
tones. Evolution may include a thin blister over a
dark wound bed. The wound may further evolve
and become covered by thin eschar. Evolution may
be rapid exposing additional layers of tissue even
with optimal treatment.

46

International NPUAP/EPUAP Pressure Ulcer
Classification System (2009, 2014) 1
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An area of soft tissue damage due to pressure
or shear which is anticipated to evolve into a
deep pressure ulcer but has not yet done so.
The affected skin is typically discolored purple
or maroon and may display hemorrhagic
blistering. It may be painful and edematous. It
can be either warmer or cooler than adjacent
tissue. Evolution into a deep ulcer may be
rapid even with optimal treatment.

EH90.4 Suspected deep pressure-induced
tissue damage, depth unknown

Pressure ulcer with full thickness skin loss in
which actual depth of the ulcer is completely
obscured by slough (yellow, tan, gray, green
or brown) and/or eschar (tan, brown or black)
in the wound bed. Until enough slough and/
or eschar are removed to expose the base of
the wound, it is not possible to determine
whether the ulcer is grade 3 or grade 4.

EH90.5 Pressure ulceration, ungradable

Pressure ulcer with visible or directly
palpable muscle, tendon or bone as a
result of full thickness loss of skin and
subcutaneous tissue. Slough or eschar may
be present. The depth varies by anatomical
location: grade IV pressure ulcers can
be shallow in areas with little or no
subcutaneous fat (e.g. bridge of the nose,
ear, occiput and malleolus) but are typically
deep and often undermine or tunnel into
adjacent structures.

EH90.3 Pressure ulceration grade 4

WHO ICD-11 (2018)47
Synonyms: pressure ulcer, pressure injury,
decubitus ulcer

Purple or maroon localised area of discolored
intact skin or blood-filled blister due to damage
of underlying soft tissue from pressure and/or
shear. The area may be preceded by tissue that is
painful, firm, mushy, boggy, warmer or cooler as
compared to adjacent tissue. Deep tissue injury
may be difficult to detect in individuals with dark
skin tones. Evolution may include a thin blister
over a dark wound bed. The wound may further
evolve and become covered by thin eschar.
Evolution may be rapid exposing additional layers
of tissue even with optimal treatment. Excludes
pressure injury reclassified to stage I of IV after
exposure/debridement.

L89.5 Suspected deep tissue injury, depth
unknown, so stated

Full-thickness skin and tissue loss in which the
base of the injury is covered by slough (yellow,
tan, grey, green or brown) and/or eschar (tan,
brown or black) in the wound bed. Until enough
slough or eschar is removed to expose the base
of the wound, the stage cannot be determined.
Excludes pressure injury reclassified to stage III of
IV after exposure/debridement.

L89.4 Pressure injury, unstageable, so stated

Full thickness tissue loss with exposed bone,
tendon or muscle. Slough or eschar may be
present on some parts of the wound bed.
Often include undermining and tunneling. The
depth of a stage IV pressure injury varies by
anatomical location.

L89.3 Pressure injury, stage IV

ICD-11-Australian Modified (AM) (2019)48
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U.S. CMS Long-Term Care¥ (October 1, 2019)50
Pressure Ulcer/Injury: A pressure ulcer/injury is localized
injury to the skin and/or underlying tissue, usually over a
bony prominence, as a result of intense and/or prolonged
pressure or pressure in combination with shear. The
pressure ulcer/injury can present as intact skin or an open
ulcer and may be painful. (Page M-4)
Stage 1 Pressure Injury (M0300A)
An observable, pressure- related alteration of intact skin
whose indicators, as compared to an adjacent or opposite
area on the body, may include changes in one or more
of the following parameters: skin temperature (warmth
or coolness); tissue consistency (firm or boggy); sensation
(pain, itching); and/or a defined area of persistent redness
in lightly pigmented skin, whereas in darker skin tones, the
injury may appear with persistent red, blue, or purple hues.
(Page M-11)
Stage 2 Pressure Ulcer (M0300B)
Partial thickness loss of dermis presenting as a shallow
open ulcer with a red-pink wound bed, without slough or
bruising.
May also present as an intact or open/ ruptured blister.
(Page M-12)

Stage 3 Pressure Ulcer (M0300C)
Full thickness tissue loss. Subcutaneous fat may be visible
but bone, tendon or muscle is not exposed. Slough may be
present but does not obscure the depth of tissue loss. May
include undermining or tunneling. (Page M-14)

Stage 4 Pressure Ulcer (M0300D)
Full thickness tissue loss with exposed bone, tendon or
muscle. Slough or eschar may be present on some parts
of the wound bed. Often includes undermining and
tunneling. (Page M-18)

NPUAP Classification Systema (April 2016)28,49

Pressure Injury: A pressure injury is localized damage to the skin and underlying
soft tissue usually over a bony prominence or related to a medical or other
device. The injury can present as intact skin or an open ulcer and may be painful.
The injury occurs as a result of intense and/or prolonged pressure or pressure
in combination with shear. The tolerance of soft tissue for pressure and shear
may also be affected by microclimate, nutrition, perfusion, co-morbidities and
condition of the soft tissue.

Stage 1 Pressure Injury: Non-blanchable erythema of intact skin

Intact skin with a localized area of non-blanchable erythema, which may appear
differently in darkly pigmented skin. Presence of blanchable erythema or changes
in sensation, temperature, or firmness may precede visual changes. Color changes
do not include purple or maroon discoloration; these may indicate deep tissue
pressure injury.

Stage 2 Pressure Injury: Partial-thickness skin loss with exposed dermis

Partial-thickness loss of skin with exposed dermis. The wound bed is viable, pink
or red, moist, and may also present as an intact or ruptured serum-filled blister.
Adipose (fat) is not visible and deeper tissues are not visible. Granulation tissue,
slough and eschar are not present. These injuries commonly result from adverse
microclimate and shear in the skin over the pelvis and shear in the heel. This
stage should not be used to describe moisture associated skin damage (MASD)
including incontinence associated dermatitis (IAD), intertriginous dermatitis (ITD),
medical adhesive related skin injury (MARSI), or traumatic wounds (skin tears,
burns, abrasions).

Stage 3 Pressure Injury: Full-thickness skin loss

Full-thickness loss of skin, in which adipose (fat) is visible in the ulcer and
granulation tissue and epibole (rolled wound edges) are often present. Slough
and/or eschar may be visible. The depth of tissue damage varies by anatomical
location; areas of significant adiposity can develop deep wounds. Undermining
and tunneling may occur. Fascia, muscle, tendon, ligament, cartilage and/or bone
are not exposed. If slough or eschar obscures the extent of tissue loss this is an
Unstageable Pressure Injury.

Stage 4 Pressure Injury: Full-thickness skin and tissue loss

Full-thickness skin and tissue loss with exposed or directly palpable fascia,
muscle, tendon, ligament, cartilage or bone in the ulcer. Slough and/or eschar
may be visible. Epibole (rolled edges), undermining and/or tunneling often occur.
Depth varies by anatomical location. If slough or eschar obscures the extent of
tissue loss this is an Unstageable Pressure Injury.

Table 12.6: Comparison of pressure injury definitions in classification systems commonly used in the US (continues over page)

Definition unchanged from previous
ICD-10 versions.
XX=code for anatomical location.

Stage 4 Pressure Ulcer (L89.XX4)

Definition unchanged from previous
ICD-10 versions.
XX=code for anatomical location.

Stage 3 Pressure Ulcer (L89.XX3)

Definition unchanged from previous
ICD-10 versions.
XX=code for anatomical location.

Stage 2 Pressure Ulcer (L89.XX2)

Definition unchanged from previous
ICD-10 versions.
XX=code for anatomical location.

Stage 1 Pressure Ulcer (L89.XX1)

The ICD-10-CM classifies pressure ulcer
stages based on severity, which is
designated by stages 1-4, deep tissue
pressure injury, unspecified stage, and
unstageable. (Page 55)

U.S. ICD-10-CM (2020 Release)
Oct 1, 2019 -Sept 30, 202051
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Unstageable Pressure Ulcer Related to Slough and/or
Eschar (M0300F)
Known but not stageable due to coverage of wound bed
by slough or eschar. Slough tissue: Non-viable yellow, tan,
gray, green or brown tissue; usually moist, can be soft,
stringy and mucinous in texture. Slough may be adherent
to the base of the wound or present in clumps throughout
the wound bed. Eschar Tissue: Dead or devitalized tissue
that is hard or soft in texture; usually black, brown, or
tan in color, and may appear scab-like. Necrotic tissue
and eschar are usually firmly adherent to the base of the
wound and often the sides/ edges of the wound. (Page
M-21)

Unstageable Pressure Injury Related to Deep Tissue Injury
(M0300G)
Deep Tissue Injury: Purple or maroon area of discolored
intact skin due to damage of underlying soft tissue. The
area may be preceded by tissue that is painful, firm, mushy,
boggy, warmer or cooler as compared to adjacent tissue.
(Page M-24)

Unstageable Pressure Ulcers/ Injuries Related to Nonremoveable Dressing/ Device (M0300E)
Known but not stageable due to non-removable
dressing/device. Non-removable Dressing/Device:
Includes, for example, a primary surgical dressing that
cannot be removed, an orthopedic device, or cast. (Page
M-20)

Unstageable Pressure Injury: Obscured full-thickness skin and tissue loss

Full-thickness skin and tissue loss in which the extent of tissue damage within the
ulcer cannot be confirmed because it is obscured by slough or eschar. If slough
or eschar is removed, a Stage 3 or Stage 4 pressure injury will be revealed. Stable
eschar (i.e. dry, adherent, intact without erythema or fluctuance) on the heel or
ischemic limb should not be softened or removed.

Deep Tissue Pressure Injury: Persistent non-blanchable deep red, maroon or
purple discoloration

Intact or non-intact skin with localized area of persistent non-blanchable deep
red, maroon, purple discoloration or epidermal separation revealing a dark
wound bed or blood-filled blister. Pain and temperature change often precede
skin color changes. Discoloration may appear differently in darkly pigmented
skin. This injury results from intense and/or prolonged pressure and shear
forces at the bone-muscle interface. The wound may evolve rapidly to reveal
the actual extent of tissue injury, or may resolve without tissue loss. If necrotic
tissue, subcutaneous tissue, granulation tissue, fascia, muscle or other underlying
structures are visible, this indicates a full thickness pressure injury (Unstageable,
Stage 3 or Stage 4). Do not use DTPI to describe vascular, traumatic, neuropathic,
or dermatologic conditions.

No comparable classification

—

—

No comparable classification

For pressure-induced deep tissue
damage or deep tissue pressure injury,
assign only the appropriate code for
pressure-induced deep tissue damage
(L89.XX6). (Page 56)

Pressure-induced Deep Tissue Damage
(L89.XX6)

Assignment of the code for unstageable
pressure ulcer (L89.XX0) should be
based on the clinical documentation.
These codes are used for pressure
ulcers whose stage cannot be clinically
determined (e.g., the ulcer is covered
by eschar or has been treated with a
skin or muscle graft). This code should
not be confused with the codes for
unspecified stage (L89.XX9). When
there is no documentation regarding
the stage of the pressure ulcer, assign
the appropriate code for unspecified
stage (L89.XX9). (Page 55)

Unstageable Pressure Ulcer (L89.XX0)

U.S. ICD-10-CM (2020 Release)
Oct 1, 2019 -Sept 30, 202051

Although definitions for long-term care have been provided, CMS has harmonized pressure ulcer/injury definitions across all post-acute care settings

U.S. CMS Long-Term Care¥ (October 1, 2019)50

NPUAP Classification Systema (April 2016)28,49
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ASSESSMENT OF PRESSURE INJURIES
AND MONITORING OF HEALING
Introduction
Comprehensive assessment of the individual and their pressure injury informs the development of the most appropriate
and comprehensive management plan. Ongoing monitoring of wound healing provides an evaluation of the pressure
injury treatment plan, as well as the overall management plan. Effective assessment and monitoring of wound healing
are based on scientific principles, as described in this section of the guideline.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What are accurate and effective strategies for evaluating/assessing pressure injuries?

•

What are accurate and effective strategies for monitoring healing over time?

•

W
 hat are the most commonly recognized and used pressure injury assessment/monitoring tools/scales and how do
they relate to one another?

•

W
 hich pressure injury monitoring tools are most responsive to change over time and most accurately describe the
healing trajectory of the wound (i.e., healing, deteriorating, and stalled)?

Assessment of the Individual with a Pressure Injury
Assessment of the individual, their ability to heal and the risk for developing additional pressure injuries should be
conducted, in addition to assessment of the pressure injury itself (see Recommendations 10.4 to 10.8).
10.1: Conduct a comprehensive initial assessment of the individual with a pressure injury.
(Good practice statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

•

Include the following areas in a comprehensive assessment:
o

A complete health/medical, psychological and social history

o

A focused physical examination

o

Nutritional status

o

Pain related to pressure injuries

o

Risk for developing additional pressure injuries

o

Health related quality of life (HRQoL), self-care skills and knowledge

o

Functional capacity

o

Resources and supports available to the individual and the healing environment

o

Values and goals of care of the individual and their informal caregivers

o

Ability to adhere to a prevention and management plan (Expert opinion).

A
 comprehensive assessment includes patient interview, a focused physical examination and laboratory tests (e.g.,
pathology tests) and radiological imaging as indicated.

Discussion
An assessment of the individual includes identification and assessment of comorbidities and other intrinsic factors that
could contribute to the individual’s ability to heal. This should include medications, nutritional status, vascular status,
mobility and activity, posture, continence status and psychosocial status. Comprehensive guidance on specific areas of
patient assessment are outlined in other chapters of the guideline, including:
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•

Vascular assessment, including perfusion and sensation (see the chapter Heel Pressure Injuries)

•

Pain assessment (see the chapter Pain Assessment and Treatment)

•

Nutritional status assessment (see the chapter Nutrition in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment)

•

Pressure injury risk assessment (see the chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment)

•

Mobility and activity (see the chapter Repositioning and Early Mobilization)

•

H
 ealth-related QoL, psychosocial status and knowledge (see the chapter Quality of Life, Self-care skills and
Education).

Assessment of the individual also includes an assessment of the environment and resources that will influence the
individual’s ability to heal. Consideration to resources available to promote healing is of particular significance
to individuals living in the community who may not have easy access to equipment. The availability of pressure
redistribution support surfaces, mobility aids and appropriate seating all contribute to the individual’s healing
environment. Access to wound care supplies may be limited in some healthcare settings. Considerations for the home
environment are discussed in the guideline chapter on Support Surfaces.
Psychosocial factors, knowledge and beliefs about pressure injuries influence the individual’s ability to adhere to a
treatment plan and engage in self-care skills. For individuals living in the community, the support available from
social networks should be evaluated. These factors are discussed in detail in the guideline chapter Quality of Life,
Self-care Skills and Education.
Determining the wishes, goals and concerns of the individual and their informal caregiver is an important part of the
patient assessment.1-9
10.2: S
 et treatment goals consistent with the value and goals of the individual, with input from the individual’s
informal caregivers, and develop a treatment plan that supports these values and goals.
(Good practice statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 he pressure injury treatment plan should be appropriate to the clinical condition of the pressure injury and
address the goals of care. Local treatment options for pressure injuries are discussed in the guideline chapters on
Wound Care, Wound Dressings for Treatment of Pressure Injuries, Biological Dressings for Treatment of Pressure
Injuries, Growth Factors for Treatment of Pressure Injuries and Biological Agents.

•

F or individuals in end-of-life or palliative care, consider using a population-specific tool that has been tested
for validity and reliability (e.g., Toronto Symptom Assessment System for Wounds) to determine concerns of the
individual that should be addressed, including pain, exudate, odor, itchiness and cosmetic appearance10 (Expert
opinion).

•

I f the pressure injury cannot be healed or treatment does not lead to complete closure/healing, consider other care
goals including reduction in the pressure injury size,11,12 enhancement of quality of life13 and/or limiting the impact
of the wound13 and associated problems (e.g., exudate and odor)11,12 (Level 5).

Discussion
As a part of this guideline development, an international survey of patient consumers and informal caregivers was
undertaken to establish goals of care.11,12 There were 1,233 respondents (n = 383 individuals with or at risk of pressure
injuries; n = 850 caring for such an individual) to the survey. Individuals were asked to select a maximum of three
care goals (see Figure 10.1). Very few respondents identified that they did not have a goal of care; highlighting the
importance of health professionals working with the individual and their informal caregivers to determine needs and
values and to align care goals. The survey results indicated that with respect to treating pressure injuries, individuals
with a pressure injury were more likely to have a goal to reduce the size of a pressure injury than to achieve total
healing of a pressure injury. Managing pain was identified as a care goal as frequently as was reducing the size of a
pressure injury. Significantly more patients than informal caregivers identified pain management as a goal of care (p <
0.0001), suggesting that the experience of pressure injury related pain might be overlooked by caregivers11,12 (Level 5).
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117, 64 of whom had pressure injuries) were followed to evaluate healing and factors that contributed to pressure
injury development.22 This study found that some Category/Stage I, II or III pressure injuries healed before death (46%,
29.8% and 20% respectively); however, no Category/Stage IV or unstageable pressure injuries achieved healing by the
time of death (Level 4).
Thus, while healing remains unlikely for some individuals receiving palliative care, it should not be assumed that
all pressure injuries in people receiving end-of-life care will not heal. For individuals receiving end-of-life care,
monitoring the pressure injury is an important step toward providing comfort, reducing wound pain, and addressing
symptoms such as malodor and exudate. In many cases, the pressure injury may worsen as death approaches and as the
individual’s condition worsens. As the physical condition of the individual deteriorates, less frequent pressure injury
assessment may assist in minimizing pain for the individual.
10.3: C
 onduct a comprehensive reassessment of the individual if the pressure injury does not show some signs of
healing within two weeks despite appropriate local wound care, pressure redistribution, and nutrition.
(Strength of Evidence = B2, Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
There is evidence from two Level 3 studies23,24 that pressure injuries receiving appropriate care will demonstrate signs
of healing within two weeks. One study23 indicated that Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries demonstrate as
much as 45% reduction in size within the first two weeks of treatment.

Implementation Considerations
•

Expect some signs of pressure ulcer healing within two weeks23,24 (Level 3).

•

Adjust expectations for healing in the presence of multiple factors that impair wound healing23,25-34 (Level 4).

Evidence Discussion
If progress toward healing is not seen within two weeks, the individual, the pressure injury, and the plan of care
should be re-evaluated. General signs of healing include decreased length, width, and depth of the pressure injury;
progressively less exudate; and changes in tissue type from less devitalized tissues (e.g., eschar and slough) to healthy
regenerative tissues (e.g., granulation tissue and epithelialization). The health professional should be particularly
alert to these signs when making a clinical judgment regarding the healing progress of the pressure injury.
There are no definitive answers regarding the time it takes a pressure injury to heal because contextual factors
affecting healing vary from study to study, just as they do from individual to individual.33 There is some evidence for
using two weeks as a benchmark for expecting some healing. In a longitudinal study (n = 119 individuals with 153
pressure injuries), van Rijswijk et al. (1993)23 noted that pressure injuries that did not show at least a 45% reduction
in size at two weeks or a 77% reduction at four weeks were less likely to heal within the 15 month study duration. In
this study, pressure injuries were treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide, saline rinse and a hydrocolloid dressing, with
provision of pressure redistribution support surfaces and repositioning only provided to individuals who had received
these interventions prior to study enrollment (Level 3). Although the pressure injury treatment described does not
reflect current best practice, the study provides evidence that failure to show signs of healing within two weeks is an
indicator that the pressure injury has a higher likelihood of taking extensive healing time without treatment review. In
a second study24 including Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n = 48 individuals with 56 pressure injuries), the
percent reduction in pressure injury surface area at two weeks of treatment was statistically significantly associated
with likelihood of reaching complete healing (hazard ratio [HR] = 7.67, 95% CI 2.271 to 25.96. p = 0.01)24 (Level 3).
Studies have noted that the largest increment in healing for pressure injuries occurs during the first three months,
suggesting that signs of improvement should be evident in the early weeks of treatment.24,35 This is supported by a
small analysis of Category/Stage IV pressure injury healing (n = 10), that reported the proportion of healing time taken
to reach a 50% reduction in size was between 26.7% and 42.2% (variations based on initial wound size).25
Variables influencing time taken for a pressure injury to heal
Healing rates and outcomes vary according to a myriad of factors. Some factors that could influence healing rates
include:
•

Category/Stage of the pressure injury32,33

•

Initial size of the pressure injury23,25-31,36
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•

Nutritional status24,30,34

•

Co-morbidities31

•

Presence of wound infection and biofilm (see the guideline chapter Infection and Biofilms)

•

Adequacy of the treatment plan.26,30,33

Category/Stage II pressure injuries take less time to heal than Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries. Table 13.1
summarizes healing times reported in the literature, noting the differences in healing duration based on Category/
Stage. The analysis by Lynn et al. (2007)32 reporting healing times for pressure injuries in nursing home residents only
included pressure injuries that had persisted for at least 30 days (i.e., pressure injuries healing in less than 30 days were
excluded). The researchers noted that Category/Stage II pressure injuries in this study almost universally healed within
a few weeks, leading to their exclusion from analysis and confounding the overall findings (Level 4). In the study by
Bolton et al. (2004),33 mean healing times were derived from those pressure injuries that achieved full healing within
the 12 week study duration, which was 61% of Category/Stage II pressure injuries and 36% of Category/Stage III and
IV pressure injuries (p < 0.001 between Category/Stages)33 (Level 4).
Table 13.1: Pressure injury healing times reported in the literature (median days, unless otherwise stated)
Clinical setting

Category/Stage II

Category/Stage III and IV

Aged care32 (Level 4)

51 – 52

140 – 150

Aged care, acute care and community-based
care33 (Level 4)

31 ± 41

62 ± 54

Aged care31 (Level 3)

46 (95% CI 27 – 36)

Aged care, acute care and community-based
care27 (Level 3)

18

Acute care, aged care and rehabilitation
(Level 4)

24

(Average 22.9 [95% CI 20.47 – 25.37])
69

The initial size of the pressure injury also influences the time it will take to heal. In a retrospective study of 774 older
adults with Category/Stage II pressure injuries (n = 774),31 the median time to healing a Category/Stage II pressure
injury was 46 days (95% confidence interval [CI] 42 to 50). Bivariate survival analysis identified that the initial size
of the pressure injury was significantly associated with time to reach complete healing, with small (≤1 cm2) pressure
injuries taking 33 days (95% CI 27 to 36 days), medium (> 1 to 4 cm2) pressure injuries taking 53 days (95% CI 41 to 66
days) and large (> 4 cm2) pressure injuries taking 73 days (95% CI not established)31 (Level 3). Palese et al. (2015)27 also
noted that healing was associated with pressure injury size, with Category/Stage II pressure injuries of surface areas
less than 3.1cm2 having statistically significantly shorter average healing times than those of higher surfaces areas
(19.2 days, 95% CI 1.6 to 21.8 days versus 31.0 days, 95% CI 26.4 to 35.6 days, p < 0.001)27 (Level 3). In a longitudinal
study by Edsberg et al. (2011)36 investigating strategies to predict wound healing times, Category/Stage III and IV
pressure injuries were assessed daily for ten days then weekly until study end (42 days). Pressure injury size at baseline
was a significant predictor of time to heal (p = 0.023), with smaller pressure injuries taking less time to heal. Average
daily healing was significantly related to with the initial pressure injury size (p = 0.3537)36 (Level 4). Brown et al.
(2000)25 noted a strong association between baseline pressure injury size and healing rates for Category/Stage IV
pressure injuries (correlation co-efficient = 0.806), however with only ten pressure injuries included, no conclusion can
be drawn from this analysis (Level 4).
Studies reporting the influence of comorbidities and nutritional status on healing times report mixed findings.24,27,28,30
In the bivariate survival analysis conducted by Bergstrom et al. (2008),31 comorbidities and nutritional status that
were significantly associated with time to complete healing of Category/Stage II pressure injuries included peripheral
edema (p = 0.006), a temperature above 100°F (37.7°C; p < 0.001), agitation (p < 0.001), having oral eating problems
(p < 0.001) and having obesity (p = 0.03). Other co-morbidities, including cognitive impairment, impaired ability to
perform activities of daily living (ADLs), creatinine and albumin levels, diabetes mellitus or heart failure were not
statistically significantly related to healing times (all p > 0.05)31 (Level 3). Modeling presented by van Rijswijk et al.
(1994)24 that included 56 Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries noted that poor nutritional status at baseline
was significantly related to less likelihood of reaching complete healing (HR = 0.21, 95% CI 0.052 to 0.85, p = 0.02).
Being coherent (mean 54 ± 9.1 days) was also associated with faster healing than having confusion or disorientation
(mean 139 ± 28.7 days, p = 0.047)24 (Level 3). In an aged care setting, Bliss et al. (2017)28 found that ADL deficits
were significantly related to less likelihood of healing in an analysis of Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries (n =
10,861). Additionally, the individual’s racial/ethnic group was identified as being significantly associated with healing.
Individuals with darkly pigmented skin had lower than expected healing rates compared to those with lighter skin28
(Level 3). Palese et al. (2015)27 reported a bivariate analysis including 270 Category/Stage II pressure injuries that found
no statistically significant relationships between healing times and diabetes mellitus, steroid therapy and having two
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or more comorbidities27 (Level 3). Thus, comorbidities identified as influencing healing times differed across studies,
and may be related to the clinical care, the severity of pressure injuries, and the selection of covariates included in
each analysis.

Pressure Ulcer Assessment and Monitoring
10.4: Assess the pressure injury initially and re-assess at least weekly to monitor progress toward healing.
(Good practice statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

W
 ith each wound dressing change, observe the pressure injury for signs that indicate a change in treatment
is required (e.g., wound improvement, wound deterioration, changes in exudate, signs of infection or other
complications) (Expert opinion).

•

Address signs of wound deterioration immediately (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se the findings of pressure injury assessment to develop interventions that will best promote healing, and to
evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions over time (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider further diagnostic investigations of wound bed tissue when healing does not progress according to
expectations (e.g., tissue biopsies) (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ocument pressure injury assessment in a manner that enables ongoing comparison to determine the wound’s
progress towards healing (see Tools for Monitoring Pressure Injury Healing below).

•

T
 each patients and their informal caregivers to monitor the condition of their pressure injury and to identify
signs and symptoms that should be reported to the health professional (e.g., signs of local and systemic infection)
(Expert opinion).

Discussion
A two-week period is recommended for evaluating progress toward healing. However, weekly assessments or more
frequently if clinically indicated, provide an opportunity for the health professional to assess the pressure injury more
regularly, detect complications as early as possible, and adjust the treatment plan accordingly. The health professional
who undertakes the pressure injury assessment should be appropriately trained to undertake wound assessment, be
familiar with the anatomy in the affected area and tissue types and be able to evaluate the progress of the wound
toward healing.
Pressure injury assessment includes an evaluation of the pressure injury size and physical characteristics, both of
which are discussed in more detail throughout this chapter. Infrequently (e.g., in more complex pressure injuries or
those that have failed to heal over an extended time), additional diagnostic investigations may be required. Tissue
biopsies can assist in differential diagnosis (e.g., if malignancy is suspected) and can improve understanding of the
healing process and potential for healing. Differential expression levels of specific wound proteins assayed by mass
spectrometry and multiplexed microassays are predictive of healing in the wound. In a longitudinal study, Edsberg et
al. (2012) 37 identified significant differences in levels of 21 wound proteins in various parts (periphery versus interior)
of the wound tissue between pressure injuries that healed and those that did not. For example, pyruvate kinase
isozymes M1/M2, profilin-1, Ig lambda-1 chain C regions, and Ig gamma-1 chain C region, were in lower levels in the
periphery of pressure injury wound beds compared to the interior of the wound bed. Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 6A
(KRT6A), keratin, type I cytoskeletal 14, S100 calcium binding proteins A7, alpha1-antitrypsin precursor, hemoglobin
subunit alpha, and hemoglobin subunit were seen in higher levels in the wound bed periphery compared to the
interior of the wound bed (Level 5). Similarly, Taverna et al. (2015)38 demonstrated different calcium modulated
protein profiles between Category/Stage IV pressure injuries that did and did not heal. For example, calgranulin A was
more detectable in non-healing wounds but not in healing wounds (Level 5).
Pressure injury status can change rapidly. Improvement or deterioration indicated by change in pressure injury
dimensions, tissue quality or wound exudate levels, signs of infection (see the guideline chapter Infection and
Biofilms) or other complications all provide indications of the effectiveness of the current treatment plan. Signs of
deterioration should be addressed immediately. Individuals with pressure injuries and/or their informal caregivers,
especially those in the community who have less frequent contact with a health professional, should be provided
with information about the expected healing trajectory. Individuals should be made aware of how to identify signs
of healing or deterioration in the pressure injury and alerted to signs and symptoms that should be brought to the
health professional’s attention.39,40
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Assessing and Monitoring the Size of the Pressure Injury
10.5: S
 elect a uniform, consistent method for measuring pressure injury size and surface area to facilitate
meaningful comparisons of wound measurements across time.
(Strength of Evidence = B2, Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from two Level 4 studies of moderate41 and low42 quality indicated that wound tracing methods achieve
similar results to ruler methods for calculating a pressure injury size. Evidence from a low quality Level 4 study43
showed that two different methods of tracing the wound circumference and calculating the wound surface area
achieved significantly different results for the wound surface area; however, both methods were equally effective in
monitoring change in wound size over time. These studies suggest that various wound measurement methods are
acceptable but using the same technique for repeated measures is important.

Implementation Considerations
•

Cleanse the wound before surface measurement or probing for depth, undermining or tunneling (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se standard aseptic technique/clean technique (rather than surgical aseptic technique) for measurement of
most pressure injuries. Rulers that touch the surface of the wound should be clean and single-use to avoid crosscontamination of micro-organisms. Instruments or swabs that probe depth, undermining or tunnelling should be
sterile (Expert opinion). Review the Glossary for definitions of asepsis.

•

U
 se wound tracing in preference to the ruler method if the pressure injury is irregularly shaped42,44,45 (Levels 3 and
4).

•

Position the individual in a consistent neutral position for wound measurement (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ocument the individual’s position during pressure injury measurement to enable replicability during repeated
measurements (Expert opinion).

•

C
 are should be taken to avoid causing tissue damage when probing the depth of the wound bed or determining
the extent of undermining or tunneling (Expert opinion).

•

H
 ealth professionals who perform digital wound measurement and photography for assessment and monitoring
of healing should be appropriately trained in use of equipment (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ocument wound measurements in a manner that enables ongoing comparison to determine the wound’s progress
towards healing. Valid and reliable tools should be used to monitor change in pressure injury size (see Tools for
Monitoring Pressure Injury Healing below).

Evidence Discussion
Quantitative measurement of the pressure injury is the most accurate method to evaluate the wound size, including
surface area and volume. Regular reassessment using the same measurement method allows for an objective evaluation
of progress toward healing. For clinical practice, a method of wound measurement that balances validity, reliability,
and clinical utility should be selected and consistently used. For research purposes, a more labor intensive method of
measuring the wound may be desirable for greater precision.
Evidence comparing different wound measurement techniques suggests that there is good to excellent correlation
between different methods of measuring the wound size and depth. In studies in which there is discrepancy between
single measurements performed using different methods, the estimation of change in wound size over time was
consistent between the methods. Thus, using a uniform and consistent method to measure the pressure injury is a
greater imperative than choosing between different measurement techniques.
It is possible to distort soft tissue with variations in positioning yielding a larger or smaller measurement depending
on position of the individual. Selecting a neutral position based on the anatomical location of the pressure injury
increases accuracy of the measurement. Using the same position for repeated measures increases consistency. For
example, it may be helpful to note that a sacral pressure injury was measured with the individual turned at a 90° angle
on his/her hip with legs extended. Leg flexion and variations in the turning angle can distort tissue and result in very
different measurements.
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Techniques for measuring pressure injury size and/or surface area
Commonly used pressure injury measurement techniques include:
•

M
 anually measuring the length and width of the wound (ruler method) using a consistent method (e.g., head-totoe axis for length and perpendicular at 90° for width)

•

Tracing the circumference of the wound onto transparent acetate film

•

Taking a digital photograph of the wound and tracing the wound circumference

•

C
 omputer-assisted planimetry using a digital photograph and computerized software of the wound to trace or
measure the wound circumference.

Using the ruler method, wound surface area is estimated by multiplying the length by the width of the wound. Using
either tracing method, wound surface area is calculated using manual or digitized planimetry.
The ruler method assumes the wound is a standard shape. Ruler method generally overestimates surface area by 10%
to 44%,46 with accuracy increasing as the wound size increases. The ruler method that yields the least overestimation
for various wound shapes is to measure the longest length of the pressure injury head-to-toe, and longest width
side-to-side, perpendicular (at 90°) to the length.41 Measuring the longest length of the pressure injury (regardless
of orientation) and a perpendicular width is more sensitive in monitoring wounds with changing shapes and
configurations; however, this method increases the risk of overestimation, and potentially introduces variability in the
selection of the longest length41 (Level 4).
Cutler et al. (1993)42 compared ruler method, computer-assisted planimetry from acetate film tracings and computerassisted planimetry from digitized wound photographs. Measurements were made weekly for four weeks on Category/
Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n = 17). There was a strong correlation (correlation co-efficient > 0.94, p = 0.01)
between the measurement methods for determining the wound surface area. The mean difference in surface area
was only 1.5cm2, with the area slightly over-estimated using the ruler method42 (Level 4). Another study found that
there was a range of accuracy for all wound measurement techniques, especially when measuring irregularly-shaped
wounds, suggesting that different measurement methods are better suited to different wound shapes.44 Bilgin et al.
(2013)45 confirmed these findings. In their study,45 80 pressure injuries were classified as larger and irregularly shaped
or smaller and rounder/oval. All the pressure injuries were measured using ruler method, acetate film wound tracing
with manual calculation of the wound area and thirdly, acetate wound tracing with digitized planimetry. There was
a strong correlation between the three methods when measuring the regularly shape wounds (ICC = 0.95) than when
comparing the irregularly shaped wounds (ICC = 0.75)45 (Level 3). Wound tracing and planimetry provides a more
accurate estimation of the surface area when measuring an irregularly shaped pressure injury.42,44,45
An observational study43 compared wound tracing on an acetate transparent film to digitized wound tracings (i.e.,
tracing of a photograph of the pressure injury) for determining the wound surface area of Category/Stage II or
greater pressure injuries (n = 20). With both methods, the same software was used to calculate the wound area.
Calculation of wound area was significantly different between the two measurement methods (p < 0.0001). However,
the results also indicated that both methods were equally accurate in measuring improvement over time, with no
significant difference in the calculation of wound improvement over one week (p = 0.9429). Neither method included
consideration of undermining in calculating wound area43 (Level 4). In the study by Cutler et al (1993), wound tracings
from photographs produced more variable results than both the other measurement techniques42 (Level 4). It should be
noted that this study was conducted in the 1990s, and since then, photography technology has significantly advanced.
Studies have shown that when health professionals receive appropriate training there is high interrater and intrarater
reliability for commercial wound tracing, digital photography and planimetry equipment47-49 (all Level 4).
Techniques for measuring pressure injury depth, tunneling and undermining
Measurement of pressure injury depth and measurement of areas of tunneling and undermining are typically
performed through the very gentle insertion of a pre-moistened (with normal saline or sterile water) cotton-tipped
applicator to the gentle point of resistance. The applicator is then marked off at the point that it meets skin level,
then removed and held alongside a ruler to determine depth measurement. Other methods of measuring depth and
undermining involve filling the wound cavity (e.g., with a malleable impression material or sterile fluid) to determine
the volume.
Cutler et al. (1993) conducted a comparison between two different methods of establishing pressure injury depth—
wound impression using a hydrocolloid material and the standard manual measurement technique. Measurements
were made weekly for four weeks on Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n = 17). There was a strong positive
association between results obtained from the two techniques (r = 0.892). The impression technique generally
produced slightly smaller results for wound volume in larger pressure injuries (≥ 10 cm2)42 (Level 4).
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One study, conducted with 30 individuals with pressure injuries, reported a method of measuring wound undermining.
Undermining was measured with a probe at four points of the wound corresponding to 3, 6, 9 and 12 on a clock face,
with 12 positioned at the patient’s head). Excellent interrater reliability (intraclass coefficient [ICC] = 0.996 (95% CI
0.992 to 0.999) and intrarater reliability (ICC =0.998, 95% 0.996 to 0.999) were reported, with measurements for both
falling within an error margin of 0.3 cm approximately 80% of the time for reliability measures50 (Level 4).
Technological advances have enabled the development of laser or infrared thermography assisted wound measurement
devices for 2- and 3-dimensional wound measurement. Reliability and validity data have been published for some, but
not all of these systems.43,47,51-54 Clinicians should examine available reliability and validity data before adopting any
such system.

Assessing and Monitoring Characteristics of the Pressure Injury
10.6: A
 ssess the physical characteristics of the wound bed and the surrounding skin and soft tissue at each
pressure injury assessment.
(Good practice statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Assess and document physical characteristics of the pressure injury, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Anatomical location
Category/Stage
Size and surface area (see Recommendation 10. 2)
Tissue type(s)
Color
Periwound condition
Wound edges
Sinus tracts, undermining, and tunneling
Exudate
Odor (Expert opinion).

•

F or Category/Stage II to IV and unstageable pressure injuries in individuals with darkly pigmented skin, prioritize
assessment of skin heat, tenderness, changes in surrounding tissue consistency and pain. Strategies to assess skin
and tissue is discussed in detail in the guideline chapter Skin and Tissue Assessment.

•

C
 onsider using valid and reliable wound assessment tools/scales to guide and document the findings and the
assessment of the wound characteristics, and to monitor healing progress (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider using serial digital photography to document the wound’s condition and to monitor healing progress
(Expert opinion).

•

I nclude an assessment of wound pain in every pressure injury assessment. Refer to the guideline chapter Pain
Assessment and Treatment for more guidance in this area.

Discussion
Clinical judgment is used to assess physical characteristics of the pressure injury. These characteristics provide an
indication of the pressure injury condition and its progress towards healing. Signs of healing include decreasing
exudate amount, decreasing wound size, and improvement in wound bed tissue. The assessment of the physical
characteristics of the pressure injury can also identify signs of wound deterioration (e.g., due to infection) that
requires re-evaluation of the treatment plan. Assessment and treatment of infection is discussed in the guideline
chapter Infection and Biofilms.
Inflammatory redness from cellulitis and deeper tissue damage may be difficult to detect in individuals with darkly
pigmented skin. Just as Category/Stage I pressure injuries and deep tissue injury in intact skin may go undetected in
dark skinned individuals,55-62 the full extent and severity of Category/Stage II to IV, and unstageable, pressure injuries
may be overlooked without a comprehensive assessment of the surrounding skin (or where this is not possible or clear,
the skin on the opposite side of the body). Diagnosis and treatment of cellulitis and/or undermining may be delayed or
missed with an assessment of the surrounding skin. Warm, firmer skin that is tender or painful may indicate infection,
cellulitis or undermining/tunneling in the adjacent pressure injury.
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Experienced health professionals are often astute in monitoring progress toward healing in wounds; however, there
is room for variability when multiple health professionals (or those with less experience) are evaluating the pressure
injury over time. Use of a pressure injury assessment tool/scale might achieve a more accurate assessment of the
pressure injury, as discussed below. When relying on clinical judgment to assess progress toward healing, there should
be clear documentation and ongoing communication among the various health professionals providing care for the
individual.

Tools for Monitoring Pressure Injury Healing
10.7: Monitor the pressure injury healing progress.
(Good Practice Statement)

10.8: Consider using a validated tool to monitor pressure injury healing.
(Strength of Evidence = B2, Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from a moderate quality Level 4 study63 showed that assessment of a pressure injury made using a monitoring
tool had only low correlation with clinical judgment. However, another study64 provided indirect evidence showing
a high correlation between the same tool and clinical judgment when assessing acute and chronic wounds. One
moderate quality65 and two low quality66,67 Level 3 studies showed that the score on a pressure injury monitoring tool
is associated with whether the pressure injury eventually heals or otherwise. Scores in weeks 0 to 5 appear to be more
indicative of eventual healing. Level 4 studies68-71 provided evidence for the interrater and intrarater reliability of
various pressure injury monitoring tools.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ompare assessment findings to previous assessments of the pressure injury to monitor progress towards healing
(Expert opinion).

•

U
 se the findings from pressure injury assessments and the trends identified in monitoring over time to guide
treatment (Expert opinion).

•

W
 ith signs of deterioration or stalled healing, conduct a comprehensive reassessment of the individual, the pressure
injury and the healing environment and adjust the pressure injury treatment plan accordingly. With ongoing
failure to heal, consider advanced diagnostic techniques (e.g., tissue biopsy) and the appropriateness of referral
(e.g., referral for a surgical review) (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Pressure injury assessment tools/scales have been designed to aid in assessing the progress of pressure injury healing.
George-Saintilus et al. (2009)63 established poor correlation between clinical judgment of health professionals and
PUSH© scores (κ = 0.11 to 0.32) in the assessment of 48 individuals (370 total assessments) with Category/Stage II
to IV pressure injuries. Considering the strong correlations that have been established between PUSH© scores and
objective outcomes (e.g., wound tracings),67,72 the study suggests caution should be taken when relying on clinical
judgment alone to assess wound progress. However, a more recent study reported a high correlation (κ = 0.97)
between and PUSH© scores and clinical judgment when acute and chronic wounds of mixed etiology (only 2% of
the 541 participants had a pressure injury) were evaluated by experienced wound care nurses64 (Level 5). Therefore,
conclusions on the accuracy of clinical judgment alone are difficult to reach.
Commonly used pressure injury assessment and monitoring tools/scales that have been tested for validity and/or
reliability are reported in Table 13.2. These tools/scales provide the basis for a structured assessment that includes a
range of wound characteristics. All the tools73-76 below include a calculation of an overall assessment score that can be
used to monitor overall progress towards healing.
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Table 13.2: Pressure injury assessment and monitoring tools
Pressure
injury
specific
DESIGN-R73

Yes

Tool
Description

Psychometric
Properties

7 items scored on numeric/
description scales that
combine to produce an overall
severity score

•  Strong correlation with BWAT (correlational co-efficient
= 0.91)70
•  Interrater reliability when assessing clinical wounds, r
= 0.9170
•  Interrater reliability when assessing photographed
wounds, r = 0.9470

Bates-Jensen Wound
Assessment Tool
(BWAT)74

Yes

15 items (13 wound
characteristics scored on a
Likert scale and 2 unscored
items)

•  Interrater reliability when assessing clinical wounds, ICC
= ranged from 0.7868 to 0.9269
•  Intrarater reliability when assessing clinical wounds, ICC
= ranged from 0.8968 to 0.9969
•  Moderate correlation with Category/Stage of pressure
injury (r = 0.55, p = 0.001)77
•  Strong correlation with PUSH©, with correlation
increasing in repeated measures over time (r = 0.72 to
0.95)66

Pressure Ulcer Scale for
Healing (PUSH©)75

Yes

3 items scored on numeric/
description scales that
combine to produce an overall
total healing score

•  Total PUSH© score explains 31% of variation in pressure
injury over time67
•  Good correlation with wound tracings (r = 0.63, p =
0.01)72
•  Strong correlation with BWAT, with correlation
increasing in repeated measures over time (r = 0.72 to
0.95)66

Spinal Cord
Impairment Pressure
Ulcer Monitoring Tool
(SCI-PUMT)76

Yes

7 items scored on numeric/
description scales that
combine to produce an overall
severity score

•  Interrater reliability when assessing clinical wounds, r=
0.7978
•  Intrarater reliability when assessing clinical wounds, r=
0.81 to 0.9978

The DESIGN-R tool was developed by the Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers as a method of accurately distinguishing
pressure injury healing rates. The tool, which is a revised version of the original DESIGN tool, scores the severity of
a pressure injury and monitors its healing process. The DESIGN-R includes seven scales to assess depth, exudate, size,
inflammation/infection, granulation tissue, necrotic tissue and undermining. The original DESIGN tool was developed
using a consensus process. The DESIGN-R revision was developed in a prospective prognostic study that estimated the
probability of healing at 12 months to establish a weighting for each item on DESIGN-R to establish severity ratings for
the tool.79 Interrater reliability has been reported as high for individual subscales of the DESIGN-R71 and for the overall
DESIGN-R severity score,70,71 when used by trained health professionals.70,71 A positive change of at least one point in
DESIGN-R score is significantly associated with complete wound healing within 30 days65 (Levels 3 and 4).
The PUSH© was developed by the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP, now NPIAP) as a method of
monitoring pressure injury healing. Using existing research databases, a principal components analysis was conducted
to determine the factors most predictive of pressure injury healing or deterioration. Three factors (length by width,
exudate amount, and predominant tissue type) explained 39% of the variance at weeks 0 through 6 for one study
sample, and 57% of healing variance from weeks 0 to 12 in a second study sample, with good discrimination between
time points.67 Because there are limited items on the tool, the PUSH© does not provide adequate information to
serve as a basis for a comprehensive treatment plan. However, it does provide an efficient mechanism for monitoring
change over time and evaluating whether the pressure injury is deteriorating or improving32,66,80,81 (Levels 3 and 4).
The BWAT (previously the Pressure Sore Status Tool), is a 15-item tool with 13 wound characteristics scored using a
Likert scale and an additional two unscored items. Items included on the tool include size, depth, edges, undermining,
necrotic tissue type and amount, exudate type and amount, skin color surrounding the pressure injury, peripheral
tissue edema and induration, granulation tissue and epithelialization. The additional unscored item describe the
anatomical location and the shape of the pressure injury.74 The BWAT score correlates with the severity of the
pressure injury, with higher scores indicating more severe pressure injuries according to Category/Stage.77 The BWAT
has undergone extensive validation68,69,77 and reliability testing among health professionals68,69 (all Level 4).
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The SCI-PUMT is specifically designed to evaluate pressure injuries in individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) with a
recognition that pressure injuries can take significantly longer to heal in this populations.82 The tool evaluates seven
items: wound surface area, depth, edges, tunneling, undermining, exudate type, and necrotic tissue amount.78 The
SCI-PUMT was developed by a consensus panel, informed by the content of both the PUSH© and BWAT. Validity and
reliability of SCI-PUMT has been tested in assessment of veterans with SCI and Category II to IV pressure injuries78
(Level 4). Evaluation of the acceptability of the tool to SCI-specialized health professionals indicate it is considered to
be useful, convenient, easy to use, efficient and objective, and there is a strong likelihood that health professionals
who use the tool make clinical decision based on the assessment outcome82 (Level 5).
Serial digital photography
Serial digital photography is more frequently being used to support the clinical assessment and monitoring of pressure
injuries as digital photography becomes more accessible. Digital photography can provide supportive evidence of
the progress towards healing; however, consideration should be given to the accuracy of wound photography. For
example, in a small study (n = 19 pressure injuries),83 the accuracy of digital wound photography was influenced by
angle skew, especially when assessing wound dimensions. Errors of approximately 4% with a 10° angle skew were
noted, but errors were below 2% with no skew83 (Level 4). In a study84 comparing digital photography of Category/
Stage III and IV pressure injuries to a bedside assessment, reliability varied widely across a range of assessment criteria.
For example, interrater reliability for length measurement was only slight (κ =0.075, p = 0.003) but interrater reliability
for presence of undermining was excellent (κ = 0.85, p< 0.001). Intrarater reliability reached statistical significance
for only 55% of the different assessment criteria84 (Level 4). It should be noted that digital photography technology
is rapidly changing, and the finding of these studies may not reflect currently available photography techniques.
However, the underlying principles of using appropriate equipment, standardized technique and ensuring health
professionals are adequately trained are generalizable.

Emerging Pressure Injury Assessment Strategies
A small body of evidence explores the use of thermography, ultrasound and wound bed color assessment as strategies
for assessing pressure injuries and monitoring progress towards healing. The evidence on these assessment methods
is insufficient to make specific recommendations. Use of these strategies require access to appropriate equipment and
training, which is currently limited in most clinical and geographic settings. Additionally, further exploration of the
interpretation of findings is required.
Nakagami et al. (2010)85 utilized thermography to predict pressure injury healing. In this small prognostic study (n
= 33), the relative risk for delayed healing in pressure injuries with a wound temperature above the temperature
of surrounding skin was 2.25 (95% CI 1.13 to 4.47, p = 0.021). The study was of only three weeks duration and the
sensitivity of the thermography in detecting pressure injuries that would be slow to heal was 0.56 (Level 4). In a
second trial,86 thermography was combined with ultrasound to predict healing in Category/Stage I (n = 10) and II (n =
27) pressure injuries. The findings indicated that pressure injuries that displayed an increased temperature compared
to surrounding skin and that also had an unclear layered structure on ultrasound assessment were 6.85 times more
likely to experience delays in healing.86 Although not explicitly used to assess individuals with darkly pigmented
skin, the population was of Asian background, and further development of such thermographic imaging may prove
useful in aiding pressure injury assessment in dark skinned individuals. Thermography use in evaluating pressure
damaged intact skin (i.e., Category/Stage I pressure injuries and deep tissue pressure injuries) is discussed further in
the guideline chapter Skin and Tissue Assessment.
Assessment of wound bed color as a predictor of healing for pressure injuries has been reported in a number of small
prognostic trials.87,88 The studies explore the use of a redness value of wounds, indicative of the percent of granulation
tissue, that is derived from digital imagery of the wound bed. In the most recent and larger trial, evaluation of 68
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries was undertaken using the DESIGN-R, a ranking of wound depth on a 6-point
scale, wound imaging, and evaluation of nutritional status and anemia. A granulation redness index was calculated
from the digital images using image editing software applied by an experienced researcher. This study88 identified
relationships between the granulation redness index and nutritional status, diabetic status and hemoglobin levels
(Level 3). However, further work is required on the practical application of these assessments before the assessment
methods are feasible in clinical settings.
Ultrasound as a strategy to monitor pressure injury healing has also been investigated. Aoi et al.89 undertook
exploration of 20 Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries (n = 12) and suspected deep tissue injuries (n = 8) to
identify loss of dermo-epidermal interface and presence of hypoechoic lesions in subcutaneous fat and/or deep muscle
using intermediate frequency (10MHz) ultrasound. All the pressure injuries exhibited at least one ultrasonic change
indicating pressure damage extending beyond the epidermis. 100% of Category/Stage II and pressure injuries and deep
tissue pressure injuries and 63% of Category/Stage I pressure injuries exhibited disruption of the dermo-epidermal
interface.90 This study indicated that tissue damage beyond that visible to the clinician exhibits sign of damage and
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could be used to evaluate healing progress (Level 3). The previous studies89,91 also indicated that characteristics of the
fascia and deep tissue that are detectable using ultrasound may be predictive of deterioration of a pressure injury
versus its healing. However, the accessibility and feasibility of using ultrasound evaluation in clinician practice requires
exploration, and significant investment in equipment and training is likely required before ultrasonic evaluation is
adopted into standard pressure injury assessment.
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PAIN ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT
Introduction
Pressure injuries are painful. A prevalence study conducted in long term aged care facilities in seven European countries
(n = 4,156) found that presence of a severe pressure injury (odds ratio [OR] = 2.03, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.51
to 2.72, p < 0.01) was a significant correlate in the experience of pain.1
Individuals with pressure injuries experience wound-related pain that can be quantified and differentiated from
other pain, and this pain occurs both during procedures and at rest.2-6 Dallam et al. (1995)7 evaluated pressure injury
pain in hospitalized adults with Category/Stage I or II pressure injuries (n = 132) using two previously validated tools,
a visual analog scale (VAS) and the Wong-Baker FACES® Pain Rating Scale (FRS). Participants in the study who could
respond (n = 44) were able to quantify their pressure injury pain. The average pain level reported by individuals with
Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries was 4 cm and 3.5 cm respectively, on a 10 cm VAS. Individuals with Category/
Stage IV pressure injuries had greater levels of pain. In all, 68% of participants who responded reported some degree
of pressure injury pain. However, only 2% of individuals experiencing pressure injury pain received timely analgesics
after reporting their pain (Level 1). Gorecki et al. (2011)8 concurred with these findings in a systematic review that
included four quantitative studies and six qualitative studies involving participants with pressure injury pain (n = 107).
Participants with Category/Stage II pressure injuries reported lower pain severity than those with Category/Stage III
and IV pressure injuries.
The pain caused by pressure injuries can be constant and severe, and may be the most distressing pressure injury
symptom the individual reports.2-7,9-21 Pain related to pressure injuries can arise from:
•

Pressure, friction, and/or shear

•

Damaged nerve endings

•

Inflammation and/or infection

•

Procedures/treatments

•

Excoriation from incontinence

•

Muscle spasm.22-24

More recently, Kim et al. (2016)25 have proposed a biopsychosocial conceptual framework describing the relationships
between concepts of pain experience. The framework notes that numerous factors influence the individual’s experience
of pressure injury pain, including:
•

Severity of the pressure injury (i.e., Category/Stage)

•

Sociocultural factors (e.g., ethnicity and social support)

•

Psychological factors (e.g., anxiety, depression, fatigue and coping strategies)

•

Biological factors (e.g., inflammation, infection and comorbidity)

•

Environmental factors (e.g., nurse/patient ratio and frequency of wound dressing changes).25

Despite this background, individuals with chronic wounds, especially older adults and those with dementia, continue
to be under-assessed and under-treated.26,27 As noted by Gorecki et al. (2011),8 failure to identify and treat pain can
be exacerbated when the individual has a limited ability to express their problems and pain experience. Additionally,
factors specific to the individual’s experience of pressure injuries that influence and interact with the pain experience
that should be assessed and addressed in holistic management of the individual and their pain are discussed in the
guideline chapter Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What are accurate and effective methods to assess pressure injury pain?

•

What are effective non-pharmacologic interventions for reducing pressure injury pain?

•

What are effective pharmacologic interventions for reducing pressure injury pain?

Pressure Injury Pain Assessment
Data gathered during a pain assessment measures pressure injury pain presence, quality and quantity. These data
should be interpreted to determine the severity of pressure injury pain and to inform the development of an
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appropriate management plan. Pressure injury related pain may be acute (including hyperalgesia), chronic, nociceptive
or neuropathic. Refer to the Glossary for definitions and further explanation.
11.1: Conduct a comprehensive pain assessment for individuals with a pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Managing pain is a priority for people with pressure injury pain. In the US it is mandated that people in hospitals
receive regular, ongoing pain assessment.28 No evidence was identified indicating that conducting a pain assessment
contributes to pressure injury healing or management of pressure injury pain. However one high quality Level 1
diagnostic study7,14 established that pressure injury pain can be identified using two well-established pain assessment
tools, a VAS and FRS. A low quality Level 3 diagnostic study19 and two Level 5 diagnostic studies6,21 suggested that
pressure injury pain can be identified using the well-established pain assessment tool, the McGill Pain Questionnaire
(MPQ). A range of pain assessment tools are easily accessible and feasible to implement in most clinical settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 single pain assessment tool alone may not provide sufficient information to guide selection of pain management
interventions (Expert opinion).

•

I f using a pain assessment tool, select a tool that has been designed and trialed in the relevant population (Expert
opinion).

•

P
 ain assessments should be done prior to and during wound procedures, such as wound dressing changes or
debridement, as well as when no procedures are in progress (Expert opinion).

•

Include the following in a comprehensive pain assessment:
o

Character, intensity and duration of the pressure injury pain21 (Level 5)

o

Change in the severity or quality of pressure injury pain over time29-31 (Expert opinion)

o

Physical examination that includes a neurological component (Expert opinion)

o

Appropriate diagnostic work-up to determine the type and cause of the pain32 (Expert opinion)

o

Severity and duration of the pressure injury21,33,34 (Level 3)

o

Psychosocial assessment (Expert opinion)

o

Activities associated with experiencing pressure injury pain6,21,35,36 (Level 5)

o

Activities associated with reducing pressure injury pain6,21,35,36 (Level 5).

•

P
 ay attention to non-verbal language and body cues, particularly in individuals who cannot express themselves
verbally (e.g., neonates, children and individuals with impaired cognitive and abstract thought ability such as those
with dementia or psychological/psychiatric disorders) (Expert opinion).

•

P
 ain over a pressure area may be an indicator of early pressure injury that should be more fully assessed37 (Level 1).
Assessment of pain as a risk factor for pressure injuries is discussed in the chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment.

•

R
 eports of increasing pressure injury pain over time should prompt a re-assessment of the pressure injury29-31
(Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The most reliable indicator of pain is the individual’s report of pain. Systematic ongoing assessment of pain provides
direction for the pain treatment plan, with modifications based on the response of the individual.22,38,39 The U.S. Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospital Organizations mandates regular and ongoing assessment of pain in all
hospitalized individuals, including neonates and children, in US health facilities.28
Assess for pressure injury related pain using a scale or tool that is valid and reliable, and appropriate to the individual
being assessed. However, a single pain assessment tool may not provide sufficient information to guide interventions.
It is important to investigate other aspects of the pain in order to provide more effective, individualized interventions.
Three pain assessment tools have been tested in individuals with pressure injuries. The FRS score was highly correlated
with pain intensity in individuals (n = 47) with Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries (Pearson’s r = 0.90)39 (Level 5). A
moderate correlation has also been established between VAS and Category/Stage of the pressure injury (r = 0.37) and,
in the same study, pressure injury pain assessed on the VAS was strongly correlated with pain assessment on FACES (r
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= 0.92)7 (Level 1). In addition, the VAS and FACES have also been shown to be highly reliable for pain assessment in
individuals with decreased verbal and abstract thinking.14 Pain assessment on the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ)
is also shown to be valid for identifying pain intensity in individuals with pressure injuries, with pain intensity being
significantly greater for pressure injuries of greater severity and of longer duration (p < 0.05)39 (Level 5). However,
other pain assessment tools are likely to be appropriate for individuals with pressure injury pain. Selection of a tool
should be most appropriate to the individual’s level of development, understanding and communication. Table 14.1
outlines some pain assessment tools that are appropriate for identifying and assessing pressure injury pain; however,
this is not a complete list of the tools available.
Table 14.1: Selection of pain assessment tools appropriate for assessing pressure injury pain

Pain Assessment Tool
Visual Analog Scale (VAS)

Evidence for
Identifying Pressure
Injury Pain

Evidence for
Identifying Other
Types of Pain

Yes

Yes

Clinical Setting and Level of Evidence

Adults7,14 (Level 1, high quality)
Hospitalized adults40 (Level 5, low quality)

McGill Pain Questionnaire
(MPQ)

Yes

Yes

Older adults in long term care settings19 (Level 3,
low quality)
Adults21 (Level 5, moderate quality)
Adults6 (Level 5, moderate quality)

Wong-Baker FACES® Pain
Rating Scale (FRS)

Yes

Yes

Adults with pressure injuries7,14 (Level 1, high
quality)
Cognitively impaired adults with other types of
pain41-46 (Level 5)

Abbey Pain Scale47

No

Yes

Cognitively impaired adults with other types of
pain (Level 5)

FLACC (Face, Leg, Activity,
Cry, and Consolability)

No

Yes

Children 2 months to 7 years of age with
postoperative pain48 (Level 5)

CRIES (Crying; Requires
O2 for Saturation > 95%;
Increasing vital signs;
Expression; Sleepless) Scale

No

Yes

Neonates up to 6 months49,50 (Level 5)

In conducting a pain assessment, consider activities that influence pain frequency, duration or intensity (e.g., wound
dressing changes, debridement or movement/touch). Günes (2008)21 found that individuals with pressure injury pain
reported increased pain intensity at wound dressing changes compared with at rest and individuals with more severe
pressure injuries experienced constant pain. The role of anticipating pain has not been explored in individuals with
pressure injuries.
Evaluate the words used by the individual to express pressure injury pain character. Acute pain is associated with pain
terms such as ‘quick’, ‘sharp’ and ‘short’ while chronic pain is often associated with reports of constant or persistent
pain.7,39 Neuropathic pain is associated with terms such as ‘pins and needles’, ‘stabbing’, ‘shooting’, ‘hot poker’ and
‘electric pulse’.39 In contrast, nociceptive pain is often described as ‘nagging’, ‘throbbing’ or ‘gnawing’.51
Assess the impact of pressure injury pain on the individual’s quality of life. Pressure injuries have measurable and
persistent impact on health-related quality of life (HRQoL) measures. In one study, participants with pressure injuries
were found to have significantly lower overall scores on Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) and EQ-5D™ (p < 0.001) than
participants without pressure injuries. Pressure injuries were also found to impact on measures of physical functioning
(p = 0.001).40 (Level 5). The guideline chapter Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education includes a more extensive
discussion of quality of life and its assessment.
Assess for deterioration of the pressure injury or possible infection if the individual reports increasing intensity of
pain over time. Increasing presence or intensity of pain is an indication that a chronic wound may be infected and a
comprehensive assessment of the pressure injury should be performed.29-31 See the chapter Infection and Biofilms for
recommendations on assessment and management of infection.
Assessing Pain in Non-Verbal Individuals and/or Individuals with Cognitive Impairment
For individuals who are nonverbal including infants and cognitively impaired adults, observe for specific behaviors
during wound procedures and movement (e.g., change in activity, loss of appetite, guarding, grimacing, withdrawal,
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crying out and moaning). Observing for behaviors such as facial expressions, verbalizations or vocalizations, body
movements, changes in interpersonal interactions, and changes in activity patterns or routines is recommended.52
Pain assessment tools should be appropriate to the individual’s development stage and cognitive level. Individuals
with pressure injuries are often older and may have cognitive impairment. Studies investigating the use of FACES
by cognitively impaired adults report that this population sometimes has difficulty using this scale compared with
other self-report pain assessment tools.41-46 Likewise, the VAS has been shown to have limited reliability when used
by cognitively impaired adults with pain associated with a range of conditions41,42,53 (Level 5). The MPQ is considered
to provide a reliable pain assessment for cognitively impaired individuals.54,55 However, the most appropriate pain
assessment tool for use in cognitively impaired older adults has not been determined.56 Consider existing evidencebased guidelines for pain assessment in individuals with cognitive impairment and/or limitations in verbalizing pain.57,58
Some researchers have reported the ability of mildly to moderately cognitively impaired older adults to respond to a
simple direct yes/no question, such as:59-61
•

Do you have pain?

•

Where is your pain?

•

Can you point to or touch the area of pain?

•

Do you have wound pain every day?

•

Does wound pain keep you from sleeping?

•

Does wound pain keep you from doing activities you enjoy?

Non-pharmacologic Interventions for Preventing and Managing Pain
11.2: U
 se non-pharmacologic pain management strategies as a first line strategy and adjuvant therapy to reduce
pain associated with pressure injuries.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

N
 on-pharmacologic strategies can be used in conjunction with pharmacologic interventions, particularly during
wound care procedures (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen choosing non-pharmacologic strategies to reduce pressure injury pain, consider the individual’s development
stage and cognitive ability and overall health status (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide education to individuals and their informal caregivers about non-pharmacologic strategies to manage
pain62 (Level 5).

•

Coordinate care delivery with administration of analgesia (Expert opinion).

•

Encourage the individual to request a ‘time out’ from any procedure that causes pain (Expert opinion).

•

P
 ay attention to nonverbal language and body cues when using non-pharmacologic strategies to evaluate the
effectiveness of the strategy being used (Expert opinion).

Using non-pharmacologic pain management strategies to reduce pain associated with pressure injuries reflects
good practice. There is no direct evidence from the literature search on the effectiveness of non-pharmacologic
pain management strategies for treating pain associated with pressure injuries; however, non-pharmacologic pain
management strategies are well-acknowledged as being useful in pain management.
The individual and their informal caregivers are integral to adequate management of pressure injury pain.63 Educating
the individual and family about the cause and expected duration of pain, as well as what to do to minimize pain can
enhance understanding and compliance, and subsequently reduce pain.2-6,18,20,63-67 Discuss different non-pharmacologic
interventions with the individual and explore strategies that are feasible and acceptable to the individual and the care
setting to promote shared decision-making and the individual’s adherence to plans. Shared decision-making can be
facilitated by consultation decision aids.68
Individuals who experience wound-related pain may also experience anxiety associated with wound care. Anxiety is
influenced by both physiological and psychological factors. Anxiety can be ameliorated, at least to some degree, by:
•

Talking with individuals about their wound-related pain

•

Providing a detailed explanation of each procedure
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Answering questions

•

Allowing active participation

•

Pacing the procedure to the individual’s preferences

•

Allowing time outs as needed.7,69-71
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A large range of non-pharmacologic pain management strategies are used in managing pain including:
•

Position changes

•

Distraction and conversation

•

Healing touch

•

Music therapy

•

Warmth applications

•

Progressive relaxation

•

Meditation and self-hypnosis

•

Guided imagery

•

Electrotherapy (e.g., transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation [TENS])

•

Virtual reality/computer simulation immersion.

Few studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of these non-pharmacologic strategies for managing
pressure injury pain; however, their benefit in treating acute wound pain72,73 and chronic neuropathic pain has been
reported23,69,70,74,75 in both adults and children.
Wound care procedures including wound manipulation, wound cleansing, debridement and dressing changes are
painful. Structure wound care procedures around the analgesia regimen to minimize interruptions to comfort. For
example, wait at least 20 to 30 minutes (up to a maximum of 60 minutes) after applying topical analgesia before
commencing wound treatments.76
11.3: U
 se repositioning techniques and equipment with consideration to preventing and managing pressure injury
pain.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 eposition an individual so that pressure is kept off the pressure injury wherever possible. Continued positioning
on a pressure injury can result in increased pressure, pain and damage to the area64,77 (Level 5).

•

Consider the need for analgesia prior to repositioning an individual with a pressure injury (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se a lift, transfer sheet or slide sheet to minimize friction and/or shear when repositioning an individual (Expert
opinion).

•

W
 hen selecting appropriate repositioning techniques, consider the individual’s development level, conscious state
and cognitive ability. Repositioning (turn procedures) should be made by at least two health professionals, and
when turning unconscious individuals to a prone position there should be at least four health professionals (Expert
opinion).

•

Do not under treat pain in individuals receiving palliative care (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Pressure injuries are caused, at least in part, by unrelieved pressure and the resulting ischemia of tissues that occurs
between an external surface and underlying bone. Continued positioning on a pressure injury can result in increased
pressure, pain and damage to the area. Keeping the individual off the pressure injury will relieve pain and ischemia,
enhance soft tissue viability and promote healing of the pressure injury.64,77 The chapter Repositioning and Early
Mobilization provides detailed recommendations on the role of repositioning to both prevent and treat pressure
injuries. However, there is indirect evidence that repositioning and turning can cause both generalized pain and
pressure injury pain,36,78 especially in individuals with chronic pain, limited cognitive ability or receiving end-of-life
care.
Evidence from an observational study conducted in a general hospital population without pressure injuries (n =
1,395) showed that pain is experienced during repositioning. The mean pain score on an 11-point numerical rating
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scale during repositioning was 4.9 ± 3.1, suggesting that repositioning is associated with moderate pain78 (Level 5).
In a qualitative study conducted in people with multiple sclerosis and pressure injuries, participants described their
experience of pain during movement and related to use of repositioning equipment36 (Level 5). Individuals who are
in pain often do not wish to move, yet repositioning remains a high priority for helping to relieve pain.27 Even small
changes in position are helpful in decreasing pressure.
Despite the relationship between positioning and pressure injury pain, there is insufficient evidence from the literature
search on the most appropriate repositioning techniques to avoid triggering pain. Being aware of care interventions
that cause increased pain and planning to prevent pain through premedication and careful use of equipment, is a
component of good practice. Hyperalgesia is described by individuals as occurring during repositioning and transfer
activities8 and should be addressed prior to commencing movement. Using a lift or transfer sheet can minimize shear
when repositioning an individual in bed. Keeping bed linens smooth and unwrinkled can promote comfort and
decrease pressure. Avoid postures that increase pressure, such as Fowler’s position greater than 30° or 90° side-lying
position, or the semi-recumbent position. Use small adjustments in position and provide positional support to affected
pressure injury area where possible. Move gently and listen to the individual to guide movements.
Balancing comfort with repositioning at end-of-life
Relief of pain is especially important for individuals in palliative or end-of-life care with pressure injuries, as a primary
goal is to provide comfort and improve their quality of life. When an individual is actively dying comfort is of primary
importance. Interventions to prevent and/or treat a pressure injury are often superseded by the need to promote
comfort by minimizing turning and repositioning and allowing the individual to determine frequency of turning and
choice of position.79-83 Many individuals receiving palliative care prefer a single position for comfort, and turning and
positioning may only serve to increase their pain and discomfort.27,79,80,82,83
Work with the individual and their informal caregivers to develop a flexible, individualized patient-directed approach.
A repositioning schedule should be based on the individual’s goals, wishes, comfort and tolerance; their clinical status;
and, the pressure redistribution characteristics of the support surface. Consider the individual’s choices in turning,
including whether they have a position of comfort, after explaining the rationale for repositioning. Document the
individual’s turning and repositioning, as well as the factors influencing these decisions (e.g., individual wishes or
medical needs).
More frequent position changes may be possible for individual’s receiving end-of-life care with the use of opiates and/
or sedatives to control pain. It is important to weigh the pros and cons of medication administration, as it can lead to a
decrease in spontaneous movements, which in turn is often counter to proper pain relief and promotion of comfort.84
11.4: Use the principles of moist wound healing to reduce pressure injury pain.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

Keep the wound bed covered and moist85 (Expert opinion).

•

S elect a wound dressing that is non-adherent, requires less frequent changes, and manages the level of exudate in
the wound85 (Expert opinion).

•

Warm up topical products to room temperature before applying them to the wound bed (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Wounds re-epithelialize more quickly in the presence of a moist environment.86 Pressure injury pain can be minimized
by keeping the wound bed moist and covered.87
Attempt to minimize wound dressing changes as much as possible because dressing removal is the activity most
associated with wound pain.71 Consider using dressings that allow for less frequent change due to higher absorbency
capacity, including but not exclusively, alginates, gelling fiber dressings, polymeric membrane foams, soft silicone
edged wound dressings. Nonadherent and/or moist dressings cause less pain and trauma on removal.71,88-90 A plain
gauze dressing is more likely to cause pain and will require more frequent changing to maintain the moist wound bed.71
See the Wound Dressings for Treatment of Pressure Injuries chapter of the guideline for further recommendations on
dressing selection.
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Pharmacologic Treatment for Managing Pressure Injury Pain
11.5: C
 onsider applying a topical opioid to manage wound-related pressure injury pain, if required and when
there are no contraindications.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
There is evidence from small Level 1 studies12,20 and lower levels of evidence9,91 that use of a topical opioid can decrease
pressure injury pain by at least four points on a VAS at five days,9 which is likely to be a clinically significant reduction
in pain for most individuals. There was insufficient evidence to make recommendations on other topical products that
are used to manage wound-related pressure injury pain (e.g., anti-inflammatory preparations and anaesthetics).

Implementation Considerations
•

Individual who experience significant ongoing pain may require a review by a pain specialist (Expert opinion).

•

T
 opical opioids generally have minimal systemic effect; however, they may be associated with increased systemic
side effects in individuals taking systemic (e.g., oral) opioids. Local itching and irritation have been reported, but
not more frequently than when a placebo gel is applied12 (Level 1).

•

T
 opical opioids and other topical analgesia are more effective when applied 20 to 30 minutes, and up to 60
minutes, prior to wound care76 (Expert opinion).

•

T
 opical opioids and other analgesia might be used prior to performing wound care (particularly when the pressure
injury requires debridement) or other activities associated with pressure injury pain (e.g., repositioning) (Expert
opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Opioid receptors have been found on peripheral nerves and inflamed tissue, suggesting that topically applied opioids
may provide relief of pressure injury pain, with limited to no systemic effect.92 Availability of these preparations varies
between different geographic locations and may require a prescription from a licensed health professional and/or
review from a pain specialist.
Flock (2003)12 conducted a randomized, blinded, placebo-controlled crossover pilot trial of seven hospice patients with
painful Category/Stage II or III pressure injuries to compare pre and post treatment pain between diamorphine gel and
a placebo gel. One hour after application, pain scores had improved significantly more for pressure injuries treated
with diamorphine gel compared with placebo gel and compared with baseline scores (p = 0.003). The significant effect
was still evident 12 hours after application (p = 0.005)12 (Level 1). Zeppetella et al. (2003)20 compared topical morphine
sulphate (10 mg) applied daily to sacral pressure injuries to a placebo gel. After two days of treatment, all participants
(n = 5) reported lower VAS scores with the topical opioid compared to placebo, with no participants experiencing
adverse events attributed to opioid use.20 (Level 1). Both these studies were very small, and both used cross-over
designs that may be inappropriate for assessing pain even when a washout period has been used. A retrospective
observational study of older individuals with Category/Stage II pressure injuries (n = 15) also demonstrated the
effectiveness of diamorphine gel (5 to 10 mg) applied every 12 to 24 hours. Participants showed mean improvement
over time in VAS scores of 4 points (9.4 to 4.6, p < 0.02)9 (Level 4).
Other topical analgesia
Other topical agents are sometimes used in managing wound-related pain, including topical anti-inflammatory
preparations and topical anaesthetics. However, the evidence for these interventions for treating pressure injury pain
is very limited and no recommendations could be made. These products are not universally accessible in all geographic
locations.
One study (n = 30) conducted in a palliative care setting with participants with painful pressure injuries (Category/Stage
not reported) compared topical 3% benzydamine hydrochloride cream to a placebo gel. The topical preparations
were applied to intact peri-wound skin. Over 24 hours, neither the average improvement in pain on a 10 cm VAS
nor the maximum pain reduction were significantly different between the anti-inflammatory cream and the placebo
(mean VAS reduction 23.5mm ± 22.5 versus 15.8 ± 22.5mm, p = 0.41).15 (Level 1) Topical anti-inflammatories can also
be delivered via impregnated wound dressings, although there is no evidence for the effectiveness in managing pain
in pressure injuries. A systematic review conducted in individuals with venous leg ulcers is available,93 but reports
only two randomized controlled trials. In the first study a 40% reduction in pain from baseline was associated with an
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ibuprofen dressing94 and in the second study,95 19% more participants experienced at least a 50% reduction in their
pain levels compared with a foam dressing (Level 5).
11.6: Administer analgesia regularly to control pressure injury pain.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 nalgesia needs to be administered regularly in the appropriate dose to control pain. To maintain analgesic
effects, administer pain medication ‘by the clock’ every 3 to 6 hours according to the individual’s needs, by the
least invasive route96 (Expert opinion).

•

O
 rganize care delivery to ensure that it is coordinated with pain medication administration and that minimal
interruptions follow. Set priorities for treatment (Expert opinion).

•

T
 he World Health Organization (WHO) Pain Dosing Ladder is a valid and effective method for relieving cancer
pain, pain at end-of-life and acute pain.32 However, the WHO Pain Dosing Ladder97-100 may not be appropriate for
individuals with chronic (i.e., more than 12 weeks) pressure injury pain.101 Refer the individual with chronic pain
related to pressure injuries to pain and/or wound specialists and/or clinics. (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider involving a pain specialist in developing the pain management plan for an individual with ongoing
pressure injury pain (Expert opinion).

Discussion
The WHO Pain Dosing Ladder97-100 is a valid and effective method for relieving cancer pain, pain at end-of-life and
acute pain.32 The WHO Pain Dosing Ladder99,100 is based on the goals of minimizing side effects and maximizing pain
relief. After conducting a pain assessment and determining the severity of the individual’s pain, the WHO Pain Dosing
Ladder suggests commencing with non-opioid analgesics, and if pain is not controlled, adding a weak opioid. A step
up to a stronger opioid could be considered if pain remains unrelieved.97-100
Non-opioid analgesics include simple analgesics (e.g., paracetamol or aspirin) and Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDS, e.g., ibuprofen, naproxen and diclofenac). Non-opioids act on peripheral nerves to block painful
impulses.
Opioids act on the central nervous system by altering the pain perception.99,100,102 Weak opioids can be added (not
substituted) to the pain management regimen when a non-opioid option is ineffective.103 For severe pain, a stronger
opioid might be required. However, long term use of opioids is associated with adverse physical, psychological and
social outcomes that may also be exacerbated by polypharmacy.101,104 Additionally, evidence suggests that long term
opioid use (i.e., greater than 12 weeks) is ineffective in managing chronic pain.101,104 For chronic pressure injury
pain, multi-modal management plans that include psychological interventions are suggested, and may require the
involvement of a pain specialist.101,104
Adjuvants enhance the effectiveness of analgesics synergistically; however, adjuvants should be individualized based
on the individual’s concurrent diagnoses and type of pain. Examples of adjuvants include antibiotics to manage
spreading or systemic infection (which indirectly addresses pain associated with inflammation), tricyclic antidepressants
or antiepileptics to manage neuropathic pain or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRIs) to manage concurrent
depression 104,105
A study (n = 34) investigating an innovative pressure injury pain management strategy found that a nitrous oxide/
oxygen mixture administered five minutes prior to, and throughout wound care significantly reduced (p < 0.001) pain
assessed on validated pain tools compared to morphine (1 mg/ 10 kg body weight) administered 30 minutes prior to
wound care106 (Level 1). No significant difference was found with regard to safety or tolerability. Further research on
such pain management strategies is warranted.
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SUPPORTING WOUND HEALING
Wound bed preparation is a clinical concept encompassing a systematic and holistic approach to wound evaluation
and treatment that create a wound environment that will promote normal wound healing. The overall goal of wound
bed preparation is to promote a well-vascularized wound bed, free from non-viable tissue and excess exudate, and
with a reduced bacterial burden and reduced edema, that is optimal for development of healthy granulation tissue.1,2
This section provides a background to the discussion, evidence and recommendations presented in chapters of the
guideline that focus on preparing the wound bed and promoting healing.
Wound bed preparation incorporates four major aspects of wound care, represented by the acronym TIME:1-4
•

Tissue management

•

Infection and inflammation control

•

Moisture balance

•

Epithelial edge advancement.

More recently the TIME acronym has been updated to TIMERS to include:5
•

Repair and regeneration

•

Social factors and factors related to the individual

Evaluating and optimizing each of these components of wound care addresses barriers that are known to delay
normal healing in chronic wounds.

Tissue Management
Removing devitalized or necrotic tissue and its associated bacterial and cellular burden provides a stimulatory wound
environment that promotes healthy tissue growth.1,3 The guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement provides
comprehensive discussion and recommendations on cleansing techniques, appropriate use of debridement, selection
of debridement techniques, and cautions to consider.

Infection and Inflammation Control
Treatment of bacterial burden is a significant consideration in chronic wounds that are often heavily colonized. The
role of biofilm in delaying healing is also a concern. Treatment of infection reduces bacterial counts, inflammatory
cytokines and protease activity; and increases growth factor activity in the wound bed, promoting health healing.1,3
The guideline section Infection and Biofilms provides further discussions and recommendations for clinical practice.

Moisture Balance
Promoting a warm, moist wound bed prevents desiccation, stimulates growth factor activity and promotes accelerated
re-epithelialization, but does not increase infection. Control of excessive moisture prevents maceration of surrounding
tissue.2,4 Appropriate selection of moisture-retentive dressings and use of absorptive dressings in heavily exuding
wounds plays a key role in promoting moisture balance to promote healing.2 The Wound Dressings chapter provides
recommendations to guide practice.

Epithelial Edge Advancement
Failure of the epithelium to advance indicates that barriers to healing have not been adequately removed and further
preparation of wound bed is needed. A non-advancing wound edge, or undermining, can be due to abnormalities in
the cellular matrix, hypoxia of the wound bed or abnormal protease activity.4 Control of infection and inflammation;
removal of cellular burden through debridement; and control of wound moisture are all important considerations in
promoting epithelial advancement.2 Sequential monitoring of the advance of epithelium at the wound edge allows
health professionals to assess the adequacy of wound bed preparation.

Repair and Regeneration
Repair and regeneration addresses support of wound healing through therapies that support and stimulate the wound
healing process. In the absence of infection/biofilm or unaddressed co-morbidities (e.g. vascular disease), therapies
that promote development of the extra-cellular matrix and stimulate the activity of cells involved in healing processes
are an option for some individuals.5 The chapters Biological Dressings and Growth Factors provide recommendations
on wound therapies that are designed to support the repair and regeneration of the tissue and skin, for example
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collagen therapy, topical growth factors and bioengineered dermal substitutes.5 In some individuals with full thickness
pressure injuries, surgical repair of the wound may be required. Recommendations on supporting the individual
through the surgical journey are discussed in the chapter Pressure Injury Surgery.

Social and Individual-related Factors
Social factors and individual factors are acknowledged as making an important contribution to the ability of the
wound to heal.5 A wide range of factors related to the individual are recognized as contributing to the pressure
injury risk, and many of these factors will also influence ability to heal (e.g., skin status, nutrition status, mobility,
hematological status etc.). The Risk Factors and Risk Assessment chapter provides an overview of intrinsic factors that
influence pressure injury risk that also must be addressed to enable existing pressure injuries to heal and to prevent
recurrence. Co-morbidities beyond pressure injury risk factors can also play a part in the ability of the individual to
adhere to a treatment plan and/or for the wound to heal.5
Complex factors related to the individual’s environment, psychological status, sleep, knowledge and education, and
social supports also influence pressure injury prevention and treatment.5 The limited evidence available on strategies
to address social and individual-related factors that can impact both pressure injury prevention and treatment is
discussed in the chapter Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education.
Emerging science is continuously identifying more factors that put individuals at risk of delayed healing, leading to
exploration of other factors that could be addressed to promote faster healing, for example social determinants,
immune-based therapies6 and genetic factors.7
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CLEANSING AND DEBRIDEMENT
Introduction
Cleansing and debridement are important aspects of wound bed preparation and for creating a wound environment
that promotes healing. There is a large volume of evidence on wound cleansing and debridement for chronic wounds
of different etiologies. This chapter specifically focuses on the research available on these aspects of wound care in
the context of managing pressure injuries.

Clinical Question
The clinical question that guided the development of this chapter was:
•

W
 hat local pressure injury treatments are effective for supporting healing (i.e., cleansing, debridement, topical
agents, wound dressings, etc.)?

Wound Cleansing
Wound cleansing is the process of using fluids to remove surface contaminants (debris), remnants of previous dressings
and microorganisms from the wound and peri-wound surface.1 Cleansing does not ‘sterilize’ a wound; instead, it
‘washes’ a wound. If fibrinous material and detritus/debris cannot be removed gently with fluids, then an evaluation
for the appropriateness of debridement (i.e., removal of devitalized tissue) is required.
Research on cleansing of pressure injuries is sparse. Most clinical articles regarding cleansing speak to general cleansing
principles for any type of wound bed preparation. Cleansing is an important first step in preparing the pressure
injury wound bed for healing by removing surface debris and dressing remnants, which facilitates better wound
visualization for assessment.
12.1: Cleanse the pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is only a small body of evidence on cleansing pressure injuries. Two small, moderate2 and low3 quality Level 1
studies provide evidence that cleansing a pressure injury is associated with statistically significant reduction in wound
size and improvements in pressure injury severity than when cleansing is not performed. In one study, low pressure
pulsatile lavage was more effective than no lavage,2 and in the second study cleansing was more effective than
allowing the wound bed to dry.3

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 he type and frequency of cleansing should be based on the wound size, Category/Stage, and wound bed
characteristics (e.g., exudate) (Expert opinion).

•

M
 anage pain before cleansing the pressure injury (Expert opinion). See the guideline chapter Pain Assessment and
Treatment for information on managing pain.

•

C
 leanse most pressure injuries and the peri-wound skin with potable water (i.e., water suitable for drinking) or
normal saline4-7 (Level 5).

•

I n some countries and organizations, individuals with chronic wounds can bath or shower to cleanse the wound,
if there is access to non-shared, appropriately cleaned, bathing facilities.8 In other countries or organizations, the
use of sterile water or cleansing solutions is mandated. Develop a cleansing regimen with consideration to local
standards4 and policies, cleanliness of facilities, the anatomical location of the pressure injury and the individual’s
preferences8 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider using an aseptic technique when the individual, the wound or the wound healing environment is
compromised4,5,8 (Expert opinion).

•

Cleanse pressure injuries with sinus tracts/tunneling/undermining with caution4 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 pply cleansing solution with enough pressure to cleanse the wound bed without damaging tissue or driving
bacteria into the wound, generally between 4 and 15 pounds per square inch (psi) (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Summary
Ho et al. (2012)2 demonstrated the effectiveness of cleansing Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n = 28) using
low pressure (maximum 11psi) pulsatile lavage. Compared with sham lavage, cleansing with normal saline at a low
pressure for 10 to 20 minutes was associated with greater reduction in pressure injury depth, width, length and volume
(all p < 0.01). However, this study was conducted over only three weeks, with weekly pressure injury measurement and
did not follow pressure injuries to complete closure.2 The mean between group differences were small, despite being
statistically significant, and confidence intervals spanned the null value (Level 1). Another study3 (n = 50) comparing a
regimen that included wound cleansing to a regimen that did not include wound cleansing also reported significant
improvements in both pressure injury size and wound bed condition measured as a Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing
(PUSH) score. Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries that received regular cleansing showed significantly greater
reduction in surface area after 28 days compared with pressure injuries that were air-dried to promote scabbing (p <
0.05). There was a 92% improvement in overall PUSH score for the cleansed pressure injuries compared with a 60%
improvement for the air-dried pressure injuries (p < 0.01) (Level 1).
For clean pressure injuries (those with no debris or confirmed bacterial infection), potable (drinkable) tap water
or normal saline is recommended, although some organizations mandate the use of sterile solutions and aseptic
technique. Boiled and cooled water is an effective wound cleansing solution if potable water or normal saline is not
available.4-7 No differences in rates of infection and healing between potable water and normal saline have been noted
in the cleansing of chronic wounds in adults or children6,9,10 (Level 5). Aseptic technique using sterile products should
be considered when the individual is immunocompromised; or if the wound enters a sterile body cavity or when the
wound healing environment is compromised; otherwise, clean wound management technique is appropriate.4,5 When
the wound bed cannot be visualized due to sinus tracts/tunneling/undermining there is a possibility that the cleansing
solution may not be retrieved.4
Pressure injury cleansing can be accomplished by irrigating the wound bed with fluid. Cleansing must be extremely
gentle in re-epithelializing pressure injuries to prevent disruption of the neoepithelium. However, in order to remove
the debris in the wound bed, the force of the irrigation stream has to be greater than the adhesion forces holding
the debris to the wound surface.11 Generally, irrigation pressure between 4 and 15 psi should be adequate to clean
the surface of the pressure injury without causing trauma to the wound bed.4,11,12 Appropriate irrigation can be
achieved with selection of different sized syringes and needles (see Table 16.1) or alternatively, there are also many
commercially available irrigation devices. Wound cleansing should only be performed when clinically indicated.
Frequency of cleansing should be based on the need to remove exudate, debris, wound dressing residue or loosely
adhered necrotic tissue,11,13 and/or the need to better visualize the wound bed.
Table 16.1: Examples of irrigation pressure for wound cleansing1,14,15
Syringe

Needle Gauge

Irrigation Pressure

35 cc (ml)

19-gauge

8 psi

20 cc (ml)

28-gauge angio catheter

12 psi

12 cc (ml)

22-gauge

13 psi

Contain and properly dispose of used irrigation solution to reduce cross-contamination. Environmental contamination
is possible with irrigation devices and fluids, and infection-control precautions should be routinely used.16
12.2: Use cleansing solutions with antimicrobials to clean pressure injuries with suspected or confirmed infection.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

S urfactant antimicrobial cleansing solutions for use on the wound bed include polyhexamethylene biguanide
(PHMB) and octenidine dihydrochloride (OCT).5 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ntiseptic cleansing solutions for use on the wound bed include super oxidised solutions with hypochlorous acid
(HOCl)17 and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) and povidone iodine.5 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 ytotoxicity of cleansing solutions may be concentration-dependent. Select a product with a sustained release of
antimicrobial agent at concentrations sufficiently low to minimise toxicity, and use for the shortest time duration
to reduce bioburden.5 (Expert opinion).
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•

Refer to local antimicrobial resistance policies for guidance when using antiseptics (Expert opinion).

•

Refer to the guideline chapter Infection and Biofilm for more information on using antimicrobial solutions.

Evidence Discussion
Pressure injuries with devitalized tissue or suspected biofilm usually require more aggressive use of irrigating solutions
or debridement. Comprehensive systematic reviews18,19 have identified no direct evidence to support the use of any
specific wound cleansing solutions or wound cleansing techniques.
Cleansers with antimicrobial properties assist in managing bioburden. Some cleansers combine an antimicrobial with
a surfactant that lowers surface tension and promotes the spread of the liquid across the wound bed, facilitating
separation of loose, non-viable tissue and bioburden. For dirty pressure injuries (those with debris and/or confirmed
high bacterial colonization), a cleansing solution with a surfactant and/or antimicrobial agent appropriate for the
wound and consistent with current toxicity/efficacy recommendations should be considered until the wound bed is
clean.4,5
One study comparing an aloe vera, silver chloride and decylglucoside to isotonic saline for pressure injuries (n = 82)
reported the aloe vera spray was superior in achieving improvements on the Pressure Sore Status Tool (PSST) (p = 0.02)
after 14 days20 (Level 1). Another study17 compared use of HOCl to normal saline for irrigation of chronic wounds (n =
17 individuals, n = 12 had pressure injuries). Irrigation was performed in conjunction with ultrasonic debridement and
followed by use of silver dressings for seven days in both groups. Fewer wound complications were observed in the
HOCl group (35% versus 80%). This study had numerous methodological limitations (Level 1).
Some wound cleansers are cytotoxic to fibroblasts if used in high concentrations1 (See Table 16.2). Cleansers that are
formulated to remove fecal material (skin cleansers) are cytotoxic, and should not be used in wounds.1 Avoid products
intended for use only on intact skin. Solutions that are at room temperature when applied to the wound are reported
to be less painful.
For pressure injuries with suspected biofilm, debridement is the most effective management strategy,21,22 as discussed
in the Debridement section of this chapter.
Table 16.2: Topical antimicrobial therapies (Reproduced with permission from the International Wound Infection Institute5)
Solution

Type

Cytotoxicity

Effect on biofilm

Comments

Sterile normal saline

Isotonic23

None

None

•  Sterile, non-antiseptic
solution24

Sterile water

Hypotonic

None

None

•  Sterile, non-antiseptic
solution24

Potable tap water

Varies in content

Unknown/

None

•  Not sterile24

Polyhexamethylene
Biguanide (PHMB)

Surfactant antimicrobial

Surfactant qualities
disrupt biofilm
attachments22

•  Lowers liquid surface tension
allowing greater spread and
facilitating separation of
non-viable tissue22

variable
Low to none22

•  Does not promote bacterial
resistance22
Octenidine
dihydrochloride (OCT)

Surfactant antimicrobial

•  In-vitro tests show
high toxicity25
•  Lack of absorption
suggests no
systemic effects25
•  Not been shown to
disrupt healing

•  Prevents formation
of new biofilm for at
least 3 hours26

•  Comes in a gel and irrigation
preparation that can be used
together or separately25

•  Inhibits planktonic
and bacterial biofilm
growth for up to 72
hours26

•  Lowers liquid surface tension
allowing greater spread and
facilitating separation of
non-viable tissue26
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Solution

Type

Cytotoxicity

Effect on biofilm

Comments

Super oxidised solution
with hypochlorous
acid(HOCL) and Sodium
hypochlorite (NaOCL)

Antiseptic

May vary depending
on concentrations

•  Penetrates biofilm
rapidly, killing
formations from
within24

•  Purported to provide desloughing and antimicrobial
activity

•  Does not promote
resistant bacteria
strains24
Povidone Iodine

Antiseptic

Varies depending on
concentration27

•  Inhibits development
of new biofilm28
•  Eradicates young
biofilm colonies28
•  Significantly reduces
mature biofilm
colonies28

•  Comes in a gel and irrigation
preparation that can be used
together or separately
•  Modulates redox potentials
and enhances angiogenesis
thereby promoting healing29
•  May inhibit excess protease
levels in chronic wounds29

12.3: Cleanse the skin surrounding the pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Research supporting the recommendation to cleanse skin surrounding the pressure injury comes from a low quality
Level 2 study30 that found faster healing was associated with peri-wound cleansing for Category/Stage II pressure
injuries. Additionally, a low quality Level 4 study31 suggested that peri-wound cleansing is associated with a reduction
in skin microbials for up to 24 hours.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 valuate the skin surrounding the pressure injury and determine the risk for damage to peri-wound skin (Expert
opinion).

•

I f the peri-wound skin is vulnerable, consider applying a barrier product to protect the skin from medical adhesive
related skin injury (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In a non-randomized clinical trial in older adults (n = 189), Konya et al. (2005)32 compared cleansing of the peri-wound
skin with normal saline to cleansing with a pH-balanced (pH not specified) skin cleanser. For pressure injuries of all
Category/Stage, healing time was shorter when the peri-wound skin was cleansed with a pH-balanced skin cleanser
and water. However the decreased healing time was only statistically significant for Category/Stage II pressure ulcers
(median healing 15 days versus 20 days, p = 0.002).32 Lack of control for the increased potential for excreta in pressure
injuries of the sacrum, ischial tuberosities and coccyx may have influenced the findings (Level 2). In an observational
study with older adults (n = 5),31 there was a significant reduction in peri-wound skin microbial counts immediately
after cleansing (p < 0.05), but microbial levels returned to baseline within 24 hours31 (Level 4). This suggests that
cleansing the peri-wound skin daily or more often is appropriate for reducing microbes that may colonize the wound
bed.

Debridement
Devitalized tissue is nonviable or necrotic. It is normally moist, yellow, green, tan, or gray and may become thick and
leathery with dry black or brown eschar. Debridement of devitalized tissue is an essential component of wound bed
preparation.22,33-37 Debridement in the presence of adequate wound bed vascularity is believed to hold a key role
in wound bed preparation, addressing not only the barriers to chronic wound healing but also providing potential
stimulatory effects.22,35,36
There are few clinical studies conducted in pressure injuries providing evidence on the use of debridement; the ethics
of such trials are dubious. Prior to Steed et al.’s 199638 pivotal post hoc analysis of a non-randomized comparison
of debridement rates in wound healing centers participating in a recombinant growth factor study, there was
no experimental clinical data to support the commonly accepted view and clinical practice that debridement was
beneficial to wound healing.34,38 Steed’s38 finding that aggressive debridement of diabetic foot ulcers was associated
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with increased wound closure set the stage for investigation into the cascade of benefits afforded by initial and
maintenance debridement.34,38
Despite the lack of research evidence, there is strong informed clinical consensus to support the role of debridement in
wound bed preparation, with a large volume of clinical practice guidelines, care standards and research in other wound
types supporting the concept of debridement as a necessary component of effective wound bed preparation.4,34-36,38-51
12.4: Avoid disturbing stable, hard, dry eschar in ischemic limbs and heels, unless infection is suspected.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 3 study52 supports the recommendation to avoid disturbing stable eschar. When heel eschar was
left intact, 99.3% of heel pressure injuries healed in an average duration of 11 weeks.

Implementation Considerations
•

Assess stable, hard, dry eschar at each wound dressing change and as clinically indicated4 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsult a medical practitioner/vascular surgeon urgently in the presence of erythema, tenderness, edema,
purulence, fluctuance, crepitus, and/or malodor (i.e., signs of infection) in the area around the wound dressing
(Expert opinion).

•

D
 ebride the pressure injury urgently in the presence of, erythema, tenderness, edema, purulence, fluctuance,
crepitus, and/or malodor. Surgical sharp debridement or conservative sharp debridement should be used because
these are the fastest methods to debride the wound4,39-42,53 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Assessment of a pressure injury covered with dry, stable eschar should be performed at each dressing change and as
clinically indicated to detect the first signs of any developing infection. Clinical indications that the dry, stable eschar
requires assessment and intervention include signs of erythema, tenderness, edema, purulence, fluctuance, crepitus,
and/or malodor (i.e., signs of infection) in the area around the dressing.4,39-42,53
Shannon et al. (2013)52 conducted a retrospective review in a nursing home population of heel pressure injuries (n =
179) with entire eschar (67.8% of the sample) or blister coverage (31.8% of the sample). Of the 155 participants not
lost to follow up, 154 of the pressure injuries (99.3%) healed. Of the heel pressure injuries covered with eschar, 100%
of wounds healed within an average healing time of 11 weeks (range 2 to 50 weeks). Complications included one
individual who developed osteomyelitis (with eventual healing) and two cases of cellulitis, one leading to amputation
(Level 3).
12.5: D
 ebride the pressure injury of devitalized tissue and suspected or confirmed biofilm and perform
maintenance debridement until the wound bed is free of devitalized tissue and covered with granulation
tissue.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
There is strong informed clinical consensus to support the role of debridement in wound bed preparation, despite
the ethically understandable lack of randomized controlled trials directly comparing debridement to no debridement
in human subjects.34,36,38,39,41,43-50,53-56 Direct evidence on debridement primarily offers comparisons between different
types of debridement rather than demonstrating that debriding a wound is more effective than not performing
debridement. One study provided indirect evidence that sharp debridement is effective in increasing susceptibility of
wound bacteria in chronic wounds to antibiotic therapy for short periods (up to 72 hours).57 One high quality Level 3
study57 demonstrated improvement in wound condition reported on the Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool (BWAT)
with enzymatic debridement compared to no debridement or sharp debridement (it was unclear how many controls
received no debridement in the study).
Comparisons between different types of debridement generally demonstrate no statistically significant differences
between methods. One low quality Level 1 study,58 and one low quality Level 3 study59 demonstrated that enzymatic
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debridement is as effective as autolytic debridement and sharp debridement in achieving improvements in wound
surface area. Two high quality Level 3 studies57,60 also demonstrated enzymatic debridement is associated with
improvements in wound condition (increase in granulation tissue and improvement in scores on a BWAT). Three low
Level 1 studies61-63 provided evidence that autolytic debridement with different dressings are as effective as each other
and other forms of debridement in achieving improvement in pressure injury condition. A number of small economic
analyses of high,64 moderate58,65 and low66 quality indicated that enzymatic debridement may be a more cost effective
debridement method, but this finding is influenced by geographic location, clinical setting and duration of use.
One study in wounds of different etiologies provided indirect evidence that debridement weekly or more frequently
was associated with increased hazard ratios for healing when compared with less than weekly debridement (HR = 4.26
(95% confidence interval [CI] 4.20 to 4.31).67 Additional indirect evidence indicated that wound bacterial sensitivity
to antibiotics decreases to non-significant levels by 48 hours and returns to pre-debridement levels within 72 hours,21
suggesting maintenance debridement Is required to treat biofilm (Indirect evidence).
Implementation Considerations
•

D
 ebridement should only be performed when there is adequate perfusion to the wound. Perform a vascular
assessment prior to debridement of lower extremity pressure injuries to determine whether arterial status/supply
is sufficient to support healing of the debrided wound.37 See the guideline chapter Heel Pressure Injuries for more
information on vascular assessment of the feet and heels (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onservative sharp debridement, surgical/sharp debridement and ultrasonic debridement must be performed by
specially trained, competent, qualified, and licensed health professionals consistent with local legal and regulatory
statutes37 (Expert opinion).

•

M
 anage pain before commencing wound debridement.4,39-46,53,68 See the guideline chapter Pain Assessment and
Treatment for information on managing pain.

•

Use sterile instruments for conservative sharp, surgical/sharp and ultrasonic debridement37 (Expert opinion).

Selecting the method of debridement
•

S elect the debridement method(s) most appropriate to the individual, the wound bed and the clinical setting
(Expert opinion).

•

P
 erform surgical/sharp debridement in the presence of extensive necrosis, advancing cellulitis, crepitus, fluctuance,
and/or sepsis secondary to ulcer-related infection4,39,41-46,53,68 (Expert opinion).

•

P
 erform conservative sharp or sharp debridement cautiously if the individual has immune incompetency,
compromised vascular supply, or when there is a lack of antibacterial coverage in systemic sepsis. Relative
contraindications include anticoagulant therapy and bleeding disorders4,39-46,53,68 (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se mechanical, autolytic, enzymatic, and/or biological methods of debridement when there is no urgent clinical
need for drainage or removal of devitalized tissue4,39-42,44-46,53,68 (Expert opinion).

•

R
 efer individuals with Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries with undermining, tunneling/sinus tracts, and/or
extensive necrotic tissue that cannot be easily removed by other debridement methods for surgical evaluation as
appropriate to the individual’s condition and goals of care39-45,53,68 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Summary
Necrotic tissue is a nidus for infection, prolonging the inflammatory response, mechanically obstructing contraction,
and impeding re-epithelialization.69 It may mask underlying fluid collections or abscesses and limit full assessment
capability in determining ulcer depth.69 If appropriate to the individual’s condition and consistent with overall goals
of care, a thorough initial debridement of the pressure injury39-45,68 and the hyperproliferative epithelial edge should
be performed to elicit an acute wound-healing response. Maintenance debridement should follow as dictated by the
wound bed condition.33,35,36 Additionally, when a wound has delayed healing (i.e., four weeks or more) and fails to
respond to standard wound care and/or antimicrobial therapy, have a high index of suspicion of the presence of biofilm
and consider debriding the pressure injury. See the guideline chapter Infection and Biofilms for more information.
In cases where individuals are receiving palliative care, their overall quality of life should be taken into consideration
when deciding whether to debride and the most appropriate type of debridement.41,53
Methods of debridement
The most common methods used for debriding pressure injuries are:
•

Sharp debridement (e.g., surgical/sharp or conservative sharp)

•

Autolytic
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Sharp debridement
Sharp debridement includes surgical/sharp debridement and conservative sharp debridement. Surgical/sharp
debridement is rapid wound debridement in which devitalized tissue is removed from the wound using scalpel
and scissors under general or local topical anesthetic.37 Surgical debridement extends into viable tissue, and the
resultant bleeding stimulates the production of bloodborne endogenous growth factors acting as chemo attractants
for inflammatory cells and mitogens for both fibroblasts and epithelial cells.33,50 It is usually confined to specialist
inpatient clinics that have the capacity for anesthesia and the ability to maintain strict asepsis and control bleeding,
and is performed by a surgeon, other qualified medical doctor, podiatrist, or advanced practitioner.37
Surgical debridement is most appropriate when there is an urgent need to remove extensive, devitalized tissue. A
pressure injury should be surgically debrided when there is a clinical need for extensive debridement; the degree of
undermining and sinus tract/tunneling cannot be determined; there is advancing cellulitis; bone and infected hardware
must be removed; and/or the individual is septic secondary to the pressure injury.37,70 Relative contraindications include
anticoagulant therapy and bleeding disorders.
Conservative sharp debridement employs the use of scalpels, curettes, scissors, forceps, and rongeurs to remove
devitalized tissue with limited pain or bleeding.71 This method of debridement decreases wound surface bacterial
burden and removes senescent cells, converting a chronic wound into an acute wound.33
Surgical/sharp and conservative sharp debridement should only be performed in anatomical locations possessing
adequate vascularity to support the ability to heal4,40,46,50 The chapter Heel Pressure Injuries includes information
on conducting a vascular assessment of the lower extremities. When inadequate vascularity is present and vascular
correction is impossible, the decision on whether to debride should be made between the individual, their family and
a vascular or wound specialist, in consideration of risks and benefits.
Knowledge of anatomy and training is vital for a health professional using sharp debridement techniques. Caution
must be exercised with immunocompromised individuals to avoid large open cavities that may serve as portals for
opportunistic infection.33 Additionally, caution must be exerted in those individuals with bleeding disorders and
those taking anticoagulants.33,45,72 Access to conservative sharp debridement may be limited in certain care settings.
Competency and/or certification to perform conservative sharp debridement may be mandated in some geographic
regions.4,40,46
Anvar and Okonkwo (2017)73 reported outcomes for sacral, sacro-coccygeal, and coccygeal, ischial and trochanteric
pressure injuries (n = 190) following conservative sharp debridement performed at the bedside by surgeons and
surgical assistants. Mean surface area debrided was 3.2 inch2 (20.8 cm2). At 12 week follow up, 73% of the pressure
injuries demonstrated an improvement in surface area, with an average reduction in size of 40%73 (Level 3). However,
the severity of the pressure injuries was not reported and visual identification of biofilm was used to determine
debridement requirements, which is not considered a plausible or valid method of biofilm identification5. Golinko
et al. (2009)74 note that surgical debridement should be performed until all devitalized tissue is excised. Their
retrospective study conducted on pressure injuries suggested that histopathological analysis of tissue excised during
surgical debridement can be used to determine the adequacy of the debridement because visual inspection of tissue
alone may be inadequate. Study results demonstrated that using visual assessment alone, hyperkeratotic and fibrotic
tissue and osteomyelitis remained even following surgical debridement undertaken by experienced surgeons (Level 4).
Williams et al. (2005)49 in a non-randomized pilot study of individuals with chronic venous leg ulcers, reported that
wounds receiving sharp circulator curette debridement exhibited significant healing at four weeks post-debridement
when compared to those not receiving conservative sharp debridement, as measured by a decrease in mean ulcer
surface area. There were no differences in infection rates between the two groups or a significant difference in
mean surface area at 20 weeks. It is important to acknowledge that given the use of a less rigorous design, the
groups are less homogenous, which may explain some of the variability. Those in the control group received no sharp
debridement, and at baseline had no slough or devitalized tissue. They presented with 15 to 20% granulation, while
those receiving debridement at baseline had slough and no granulation.
It is vital that health professionals who perform conservative sharp debridement or surgical/sharp debridement
possess knowledge of anatomy and adequate training and experience.4,37,41,44,45 Although clean wound dressings may
be appropriate for pressure ulcer management,39 the instruments being used for conservative sharp or surgical/sharp
debridement should be sterile.4,37,40
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Autolytic debridement
Autolysis is a highly selective form of slow debridement occurring naturally in all wound types.33,37 Macrophages
phagocytize bacteria, and endogenous proteolytic enzymes such as collagenase, elastase, myeloperoxidase, acid
hydrolase, and lysozymes selectively liquefy and separate devitalized tissue and eschar from healthy tissue.33 The aim
is to regulate the wound environment to achieve optimal moisture, pH and humidity in order that autolysis will occur.
Moisture-retentive wound dressings such as hydrocolloids, transparent films, and hydrogels rehydrate dry devitalized
tissue and provide a moist environment for the body’s own proteolytic enzymes and phagocytic cells to debride
necrotic tissue69 In heavily exuding wounds, absorption dressings (e.g., calcium alginate, cellulose fiber) are more
appropriate.
In two small, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing amorphous hydrogels, no difference was noted in rates of
debridement or healing61,63 (Level 1). This suggests that no specific type of amorphous hydrogel is superior to another
for achieving autolysis.
In two small RCTs comparing autolytic debridement using hydrocolloids to enzymatic debridement using a topical
enzyme (collagenase) varying results were reported. Among individuals with Category/Stage III pressure ulcers, Burgos
et al. (2000) reported no difference in healing between collagenase and hydrocolloid use (Level 1), while Müller et
al. (2001)62 found collagenase to be faster in achieving debridement of soft necrotic tissue and wound healing after
removing the hard eschar in Category/Stage IV calcaneal pressure injuries (Level 1). Among individuals with Category/
Stage III pressure injuries, Burgos et al. (2000)62 reported that those treated with collagenase exhibited a positive trend
toward healing (83.3% healed) compared to (73.7%) in those treated with hydrocolloid, but this difference did not
reach significance (p = 0.754). It is important to note that in Müller’s 2001 study,66 surgical debridement was performed
prior to subject randomization. Both these studies were small, non-blinded studies that used subjective evaluations of
wound size, and in the study by Burgos et al. (2000)62 greater than 30% of the participants withdrew from the study.
Autolytic debridement is contraindicated in the presence of untreated infection or extensive necrotic tissue, in large
pressure injuries with undermining and sinus tracts, and in individuals with compromised immunity.39,41-43,45,53,68 Natural
wound healing can be delayed in older adults.75
Enzymatic debridement
Enzymatic debridement is accomplished by the application of exogenous proteolytic or fibrinolytic enzymes to
the ulcer surface that will work synergistically with the body’s own endogenous enzymes.37,69 The availability of
enzymatic debriding agents may vary by country, and their properties and benefits in debridement vary. Fibrinolysin/
deoxyribonuclease (DNAse) breaks down fibrin components of blood clots, inactivates fibrinogen and other clotting
factors, and dilates the blood vessels, allowing macrophages to debride the devitalized tissue.33 Bacterial collagenase
degrades native collagen with great specificity, yet is not active against keratin, fat, or fibrin.33 Papain, a proteolytic
enzyme, is inactive against collagen and digests devitalized tissue through the liquefication of fibrinous debris. Papain
requires an activator to function; urea serving as an activator assists in denaturing nonviable protein, making it
amenable to proteolysis.33 Heavy metals may inactivate some enzymes. Follow manufacturer’s directions when using
enzymatic debriding agents.
A number of RCTs and cohort studies provide evidence on the use of collagenase for enzymatic debridement of pressure
injuries. One retrospective database review59 explored the use of collagenase as an adjunct to selective debridement
for treating Category/Stage IV pressure injuries. It was assumed by the researchers that selective debridement method
used was sharp debridement. Compared to pressure injuries that received only selective debridement, those that also
received enzymatic debridement healed in a statistically significantly faster time frame (mean 456 days for collagenase
versus mean 589 days for no collagenase, p < 0.0001), which translated to a hazard ratio of 1.85 (95% CI 1.28 to 2.68,
p = 0.001). The healing rates overall were low in this study; only 11% of the non-collagenase group and 22% of the
collagenase group achieved complete closure within 12 months59 (Level 3). Another retrospective study compared
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries receiving collagenase as an adjunct to negative pressure wound therapy
(NPWT; n = 67) to those receiving only NPWT (n = 47). All pressure injuries received additional sharp debridement
as required. There was no significant difference between the cohorts for change in wound surface area (p = 0.322;
however, the pressure injuries that received adjunct collagenase treatment had significantly better scores (p = 0.022)
on the Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool that includes evaluation of wound bed characteristics (Level 3).57 Thus
the evidence on the benefits of adding enzymatic debridement with collagenase to a treatment regimen that includes
sharp debridement is mixed.
Comparisons of collagenase to other enzymatic debridement agents (i.e., papain-urea76 and fibrinolysin/
deoxyribonuclease)77 in Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries also provide somewhat mixed evidence. While an
RCT (n = 28) that compared to collagenase papain-urea reported the papain-urea product was superior in achieving
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reduction in devitalized tissue (p < 0.0167) and improvement in granulation (p < 0.0167), overall healing rates were
not different (Level 1). A second RCT (n = 135 included, n = 78 results analyzed) no significant difference (p = 0.164)
was found between the two groups for the reduction of devitalized tissue77 (Level 1). Both studies included small
sample sizes and had methodological limitations (e.g., non-blinded outcomes measurement).
Comparisons have also been made between enzymatic debridement with collagenase and autolytic debridement.
A small RCT (n = 27) demonstrated superior debridement of wounds with collagenase and a semi-occlusive dressing
compared with a hydrogel dressing for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries. Approximately 85% of the pressure
injuries managed with collagenase achieved complete debridement at 42 days compared with 29% of those treated
with hydrogel dressing (p < 0.03). The pressure injuries debrided with collagenase were also statistically more likely
to have achieved complete wound closure within 84 days (69% versus 21%, p = 0.02)58 (Level 1). A larger study60 made
retrospective comparisons between collagenase (n = 446) and medicinal honey (n = 341) for debriding pressure injuries
(primary Category/Stage III) in the outpatient setting. Fewer treatment visits were required for debridement with
collagenase (9.1 ± 9.9 versus 12.6 ± 16.6, p < 0.001). Pressure injuries treated with collagenase were 38% more likely to
be fully granulated after 12 months (odds ratio [OR] 1.384, 95% CI 1.057 to 1.812, p = 0.018). Although the collagenase
treated pressure injuries were statistically significantly more likely to be fully healed (complete epithelialization) at
12 months, the complete healing rate for both groups was low, and the difference might not be clinically significant
(28.2% versus 21.3%, p = 0.009; OR 1.467, 95% CI 1.051 to 2.047, p = 0.024)60 (Level 3).
Numerous economic analyses conducted in the US have reported cost-savings associated with using collagenase for
pressure injury debridement. In a study on the care of 557 pressure injuries, Mearns et al. (2017)64 reported lower
costs over one year for debridement with collagenase compared to honey. Carter et al. (2017)65 found cost savings to
the US health system by performing debridement with collagenase as compared to sharp debridement. Waycaster et
al. (2013)58 found collagenase was a 3.2 times more cost effective method for debridement than a hydrogel dressing.
In the Netherlands, Muller et al. (2001)66 found costs associated with using collagenase were 5% lower than using a
hydrocolloid dressing for autolytic debridement. These findings from the US and the Netherlands may not extrapolate
to other geographic locations. Decision regarding the most appropriate method of debridement should be based
foremost on the clinical condition of the wound and the individual’s preferences, as well as the health professional’s
experience and accessibility of different treatment options.
Mechanical debridement
Mechanical debridement is often a non-selective form of debridement that can result in the removal of both devitalized
as well as viable tissue.4,69 Examples of mechanical debriding agents include:
•

Wet-to-dry dressings

•

Monofilament/microfiber debridement pads

•

Low frequency ultrasound (contact and non-contact)

•

Hydrosurgery.

Wet-to-dry gauze dressings can be painful and may remove healthy tissue.4 Wet-to-dry gauze dressings are being used
less frequently. Research suggests they are associated with slower wound healing and are costly in professional time
due to the need for frequent wound dressing changes.78,79
A monofilament/microfiber debridement pad removes slough and devitalized tissue, and potentially disrupts biofilm
within the wound bed.80,81 Research on the use of monofilament/microfiber debridement pad is limited to its application
in debriding the wound bed (n = 13) to enable better visualization of the wound bed for classifying the pressure
injury81 (Level 4). In that study, the debriding process took no longer than four minutes; however, clinical outcomes
for the wounds and tolerance of the individual were not reported. More research is required on its effectiveness in
promoting wound healing.80
Low frequency ultrasound (LFUS) debridement is increasingly being used to remove devitalized tissue. Low frequency
ultrasonic debridement provides both mechanical and hydrodynamic effects directly in the wound bed due to
cavitation.22 The application of ultrasound causes creation and destruction of small bubbles in irrigation fluid that
expand and rapidly collapse (‘imploding gaps’) resulting in turbulent shockwaves and currents that lead to erosion of
necrotic tissue and fibrin. Devices for both contact LFUS and non-contact LFUS are both used in wound debridement,
with access to and licensing of different types of ultrasonic debridement devices varying across geographic locations.
Evidence is primarily in other wound types, particularly venous leg ulcers and diabetic foot ulcers. Randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) have demonstrated significant improvements in the wound bed status in wounds of other
etiologies associated with both contact82,83 and non-contact84-86 LFUS debridement. The chapter Biophysical Agents has
more information on ultrasound therapies used to promote healing.
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The hydrosurgical water knife is an alternative tool to achieve surgical-type debridement. It can be regulated to
precisely control the depth of debridement through pressure-setting calibration.87,88 Clinical evidence in wounds of
different etiology indicates that hydrosurgery can achieve faster debridement than other methods. For example,
a non-randomized study in chronic venous leg ulcers comparing hydrosurgery to autolytic debridement using a
hydrogel wound dressing reported no difference in healing rates, but the time to achieve complete debridement was
1.3 ± 0.6 days for hydrosurgery, compared to 4.3 ± 3.9 days for hydrogel89 (Level 5). Additionally, a retrospective study
using historical controls of acute and chronic wounds having received hydrosurgery compared to conventional sharp
debridement reported fewer surgical procedures being required in the hydrosurgery group90 (Level 5). More recently,
Ferrer-Sola et al. (2017)88 utilized hydrosurgery to debride 29 chronic wounds (23% of which were pressure injuries)
exhibiting slow wound healing and requiring rapid debridement. Approximately 73% of the chronic wounds required
only one debridement session to stimulate healing, and the researchers noted a correlation between baseline surface
area of the wound and the number of hydrosurgical debridement sessions required (r = 3.07).88 Notably, this study
reported that hydrosurgery was associated with low pain ratings (less than 5 on a 10-point scale) from participants
when local or block anesthetic or systemic analgesia was used (Level 5).
Biological debridement
Biological debridement (larval therapy) consists of application of sterile fly larvae to the devitalized ulcer bed. Sterile
maggots produce a mixture of proteolytic enzymes including collagenase, allantoin, and other agents with broadspectrum antibacterial activity.33,69 Biological therapy should not be used where there are exposed blood vessels; acute
infections that are limb- or life-threatening; ulcers requiring frequent inspections; necrotic bone or tendon tissues; or
circulatory impairment significant enough to impair ability to heal.69,91
In a clinical series of individuals with pressure injuries (n = 103 participants with n = 145 pressure injuries) treated with
larval therapy compared with conventional debridement, faster debridement and granulation tissue formation was
reported in those treated with maggots (0.8cm2 versus 1.2cm2 per week, p = 0.003)91 (Level 3).
Maintenance Debridement
Maintenance debridement is ongoing debridement to help maintain the wound bed in a healing mode. Beyond the
obvious removal of devitalized tissue, research on other chronic wounds has shown that conservative sharp debridement
or surgical debridement in particular effaces the wound bed of excess exudates and disassembles or detaches bacterial
colonies (biofilms) and senescent fibroblasts, allowing a stimulatory environment to be established.33,35,36,50,72 The need
for debridement is determined by both clinical parameters and the need to achieve optimal wound bed preparation.
In pressure injuries that appear healthy but do not show evidence of closure, maintenance debridement is indicated.92
While acute wounds may only require an initial debridement (if at all), chronic wounds often require maintenance
debridement of the base as well as the non-migratory hyperproliferative epithelial edge.33,35,36,50,72,92 In a large
observational study of chronic wounds of various etiologies (n = 312,744, 16% of which were pressure injuries) more
frequent debridement was associated with improved healing. Wounds that were debrided weekly or more frequently
were over four times more likely to heal than wounds receiving debridement less often than weekly (hazard ratio [HR]
4.26, 95% confidence interval [CI] 4.20 to 4.31).67 (Level 5). Wolcott et al. (2010)21 demonstrated in invitro models and
a small scale clinical study (n = 3 chronic wounds) that immature biofilm is more susceptible to topical antimicrobial
treatment. Invitro models demonstrated that biofilm develops tolerance to antimicrobial treatment within 24 to 96
hours. Biofilm samples from venous leg ulcers subjected to conservative sharp debridement showed peak susceptibility
to antibiotic therapy between 24 hours and 48 hours post-debridement. By 72 hours, susceptibility had returned to
that of mature biofilm samples21 (Level 5). This suggests that when biofilm is suspected or confirmed in the pressure
injury, maintenance debridement should be performed at least every 72 hours to promote sensitivity to antiseptic or
antibiotic therapy by removing active cells from the surface of biofilm and exposing dormant bacteria (Level 5).
Continue maintenance debridement until the wound bed is free of devitalized tissue, covered with granulation tissue
and progressing towards healing. Maintenance debridement should be resumed in the case of delayed wound healing
that suggests presence of biofilm5,21,22 or with the return of any devitalized tissue or deteriorating granulation tissue.

Topical Agents for Pressure Injury Healing
There is a small body of evidence on a range of different topical products applied to the wound bed to promote healing
(e.g., through promoting blood flow to the wound bed, reducing inflammation etc.). Topically applied products that
have been explored in the pressure injury research include sildenafil,93 atorvastatin,94 insulin,95 phenytoin,96 nitric
oxide,97 hemoglobin,98 hyaluronate,99 and a range of different herbal/Chinese medicine preparations.100-104 The studies
are small, and few studies make a comparison to contemporary wound care practices. No single product is reported in
more than one study, and most studies are of low quality, therefore evaluation of clinical efficacy of topical products
is not possible and no recommendations could be made.
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INFECTION AND BIOFILMS
Introduction
Microorganisms are present on all skin surfaces. When the primary defense provided by intact skin is lost and a wound
results, the microorganisms will contaminate and colonize the wound. When the microorganisms (by numbers or
virulence in relation to host resistance) cause damage to the body, infection is present. Wound healing is delayed and/
or may be abnormal when a pressure injury has a significant microbial burden or the host has an impaired immune
system.
Pressure injuries have a high susceptibility to the development of infection1 due to the presence of ischemia. Ischemic
tissue does not receive an adequate supply of nutrition, oxygen, immune cells and antibodies, thus limiting the
ability to respond to microorganism contamination. In addition, risk factors for pressure injury development (e.g.,
protein calorie malnutrition) compromise the host’s defenses. Therefore, infection is not uncommon, particularly in
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries and Unstageable pressure injuries.2 A cross-sectional prevalence study set in
nine long term care facilities in Spain reported the prevalence of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
colonization in pressure injuries (n = 1,377) was 59%, highlighting the extent of pressure injury infection.3
Necrotic tissue can increase the risk of infection because it contains high levels of both anaerobic and aerobic bacteria,
in greater density than observed in non-necrotic pressure injuries.4,5 Tarnuzzer and Schultz (1996)6 have suggested that
bacterial colonization in chronic wounds elevates proinflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-1 and tumor necrosis
factor. This in turn increases the levels of matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), decreases the level of tissue inhibitors of
MMPs, and decreases the production of growth factors and fibroblast activity.
It is generally recognized that wound infection gradually increases over time with respect to the number and
virulence of microorganisms. Conceptually, wound infection can be a continuum between a state of contamination to
systemic pervasion of the host. Conceptualization of this continuum and the terminology used to describe the clinical
characteristics continue to advance. Most recently, the International Wound Infection Institute (IWII) undertook a
consensus study7-9 in which wound infection experts reached agreement on the continuum presented in Figure 17.1.
As noted on the continuum, the number of microorganisms and their effect on the host can be categorized in the
following stages:
•

Contamination

•

Colonization

•

Local infection

•

Spreading infection

•

Systemic infection.

Sometimes, microorganisms multiply, invade, and damage tissues, which delays healing, and often causes systemic
responses. Infection is present when there are microorganisms of sufficient numbers or virulence to impair wound
healing and provoke clinical signs and symptoms in the individual.10 The types of microorganism seen in infected
pressure injuries is varied. For example, in a retrospective study of surgical samples taken from infected pressure
injuries, the predominant organisms were Enterobacter (29%), Staphylococci (28%), and Enterococcus faecalis (16%).11
In Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries evaluated in a hospital in Brazil,12 74% contained mixed flora, 49%
were colonized with Enterobacter, 49% had Escherichia coli, and less than 10% had Staphylococcus aureus. In a
hospital setting in Italy, Teseschi et al. (2017)13 reported Staphylococcus aureus, Proteus mirabilis and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa as the most commonly seen pathogen in surgically repaired Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n =
116). Bacterial profiles are influenced by the individual’s geographic and clinical setting, for example, Staphylococcus
aureus occurs more commonly in individuals in hospital settings.
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Figure 17.1: International Wound Infection Institute Wound Infection Continuum
(reproduced with permission)9,14-16

Biofilm may also be present in an infected pressure injury. Bacterial biofilms are extremely common in the natural
environment. 9,17-21 Biofilm are known to cause chronic inflammation that contributes to the molecular pathologies of
many conditions, including periodontal disease, surgical device infections, urinary catheter infections, cystic fibrosis,
chronic otitis media, and contact lens associated corneal infections.22 Compared to planktonic (free-floating) bacteria,
bacteria in biofilms have enhanced resistance to endogenous antibodies and phagocytic cells, as well as to exogenous
antibiotics and certain antiseptics. Approximately 60% of chronic skin wounds contain bacterial biofilms,23,24 which
suggests that biofilms play important roles in chronic inflammation that ultimately leads to the failure of skin wounds
to heal.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What are accurate and effective methods to assess the presence of infection in a pressure injury?

•

What are the accurate and effective methods to assess the presence of biofilm in a pressure injury?

•

What is the role of topical agents in preventing and treating infection?

•

What wound dressings are effective in reducing infection and/or biofilm?

•

How should biofilm be treated?

Assessment of Infection or Biofilm
13.1: Have a high index of suspicion of local infection in a pressure injury in the presence of:
• Delayed healing
• Lack of signs of healing in the preceding two weeks despite appropriate treatment
• Larger size and/or depth
• Wound breakdown/dehiscence
• Necrotic tissue
• Friable granulation tissue
• Pocketing or bridging in the wound bed
• Increased exudate, or change in the nature of the exudate
• Increased warmth in the surrounding tissue
• Increased pain
• Malodor.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)
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13.2: Have a high index of suspicion of biofilm in a pressure injury in the presence of:
• Failure to heal despite appropriate antibiotic therapy
• Recalcitrance to appropriate antimicrobial therapy
• Delayed healing despite optimal treatment
• Increased exudate
• Increased poor granulation or friable hypergranulation
• Low level erythema and/or low level chronic inflammation
• Secondary signs of infection.
(Good Practice Statement)

13.3: C
 onsider a diagnosis of spreading infection if the individual with a pressure injury has local and/or systemic
signs of acute infection including but not limited to:
• Delay in healing
• Erythema extending from the wound edge
• Wound breakdown/dehiscence
• Induration
• Crepitus, fluctuance or discoloration of the surrounding skin
• Lymphangitis
• Malaise/lethargy
• Confusion/delirium and anorexia (particularly in older adults).
(Good Practice Statement)

Evidence Summary
One high quality Level 1 study25 demonstrated the classic signs and symptoms of infection have low sensitivity and
specificity for determining conclusive presence of pressure injury infection when diagnosed with culture of exudate
obtained via percutaneous aspiration. An earlier high quality Level 1 study found secondary signs of infection had
stronger sensitivity and specificity for determining presence of infection than do classic signs of infection.26 These
studies suggest that the classic and secondary signs of infection listed in Recommendation 13.1 indicate possible local
wound infection that should be further investigated and confirmed.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider an individual to be at high risk of developing pressure injury infection if they have comorbidities associated
with poor tissue perfusion and/or they are immunosuppressed9 (Expert opinion).

•

B
 e alert to indirect indicators of infection in older adults (e.g., confusion/delirium and anorexia) who may not
display classic signs of spreading infection27 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider pressure injuries to be at higher risk of infection if they are in anatomical locations with an increased risk
of repeated contamination (e.g., sacral)9,28 (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ssess the environment and mitigate factors that increase risk of wound infection, including but not limited to
unclean surfaces and bathing facilities, presence of dust or mold, poor hand hygiene and delayed management of
incontinence episodes (Expert opinion).

•

I nclude identification of classic and secondary signs and symptoms that increase suspicion of infection or biofilm
in a pressure injury in health professional education (Expert opinion) (refer to the guideline chapter Health
Professional Education).

•

T
 each individuals with pressure injuries and their caregivers to identify signs and symptoms of local and spreading
infection, and ensure they have a plan to inform their health professional and adjust their treatment (Expert
opinion) (refer to the guideline chapter Quality of Life, Self-Care Skills and Education).

Evidence Discussion
Blanco-Blanco et al. (2017)25 undertook a prospective study exploring the concordance between classic signs of
infection (heat, erythema, edema and purulent discharge) and wound infection confirmed via culture of wound
exudate obtained from percutaneous aspiration. Of the 117 chronic wounds, 78% of which were pressure injuries,
58% exhibited at least one classic sign of infection. Signs of infection occurred more often in Category/Stage IV
pressure injuries, and erythema (p = 0.018) and purulent exudate (p = 0.024) were significantly more likely to occur
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in Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries. Amongst these, 50.4% of the pressure injuries were confirmed to be
infected via positive culture. Sensitivity of classic signs of infection to a positive culture was 0.36, specificity was 0.55,
positive likelihood ratio was 0.79 and negative likelihood ratio was 1.17. The positive predictive value of classic signs
of infection had a positive predictive value of 0.45 and a negative predictive value of 0.45.25 These findings suggest
that classic signs and symptoms have a poor ability to determine a true positive or true negative diagnosis of wound
infection. These signs and symptoms should be considered in conjunction with secondary signs and symptoms and
confirmed using wound culture (Level 1).
Gardner et al. (2001)26 established similar results when reporting on the sensitivity of clinical signs and symptoms
of chronic wound infection in chronic wounds, 53% of which were pressure injuries (n = 19). Sensitivities for the
classic signs of infection, edema (0.64), erythema (0.55) and pain (0.36), were moderate to good. Sensitivities for
heat (0.18) and purulent exudate (0.18) were low. Secondary signs of wound infection specific to chronic wounds had
stronger sensitivities, including delayed healing (0.81), presence of friable granulation (0.82), discoloration (0.64),
serous exudate with inflammation (0.55), wound breakdown (0.46), and malodor (0.36). Specificities ranged between
0.56 to 1.00. All (100%) the wounds that displayed increasing pain or wound breakdown/dehiscence were clinically
infected26 (Level 1).
‘Bridging’ is the presence of strands of epithelial tissue that form bridges across the wound bed.29 Pocketing occurs
when granulation tissue deposition is uneven and the undulating pockets of open tissue can harbor bacteria.30
Bridging and pocketing have been confirmed as signs of potential wound infection in other types of chronic wounds
(Level 5),31 and wound infection experts have reached agreement on the relationship of these characteristics to wound
infection in consensus studies.9,32
In a recent consensus study,7-9 wound infection experts reached agreement that the criteria listed in Recommendation
13.2 are indicative of potential presence of biofilm that should be investigated further.
Chronic pressure injuries can develop acute spreading infection with resultant cellulitis and increased infection
markers in the individual.9,33 It should be noted that older adults with infection may develop confusion or delirium,
lose general function and become anorexic.27
Some individuals may be at increased risk of developing pressure injury infection and biofilm. The immune responses
required to combat infection amongst individuals with compromised host defenses are less robust and autoimmune
disease and immunosuppression should be considered when evaluating the possibility of pressure injury infection.9
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries often occur in individuals with co-morbidities that both increase the risk of
pressure injury development and simultaneously impair healing. Co-morbidities including diabetes mellitus, proteincalorie malnutrition, and hypoxia26 all contribute to inadequate supply of nutrition and oxygen to the wound bed.
Additionally, there is an increased risk of infection from environmental contaminants or fecal or urinary contamination.9

Diagnosis of Infection and Biofilm in a Pressure Injury
13.4: D
 etermine presence of microbial burden in the pressure injury by tissue biopsy or semi-quantitative swab
technique and microscopy.
(Good Practice Statement)

13.5: Determine presence of biofilm in the pressure injury by tissue biopsy and high resolution microscopy.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider supplementing clinical assessment of the individual and the pressure injury with wound specimen
collection and microbiological investigation:
o

When there is a high index of suspicion of local infection in an immunocompromised individual

o

When there are signs of spreading or systemic infection

o

 hen a pressure injury showing signs of infection or biofilm fails to respond to antimicrobial therapy or
W
biofilm-based wound care
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•

Use the Levine technique (refer to Table 17.1) to take a wound swab of a pressure injury34,35 (Level 5).

•

I dentification of biofilm requires high resolution microscopy (e.g., fluorescence microscopy, confocal scanning
microscopy, scanning electronic microscopy or transmission electron microscopy) (Level 5 and expert opinion).17,20,36-39

•

M
 icrobiology results should be interpreted by an experienced health professional with consideration to the context
of the individual and their clinical signs and symptoms. Consider consulting a microbiologist or infectious disease
specialist for assistance in interpreting results and guidance in developing a treatment plan.9 (Expert opinion).

Discussion
The quantity of organisms (microbial load) is believed to be the best indicator of wound infection. The gold standard
method for examining microbial load is quantitative culture of viable biopsied wound tissue. Wound tissue is viewed
as the most valid specimen for quantitative tissue culture because tissue biopsies reflect organisms invading the
wound, not those contaminating the wound surface. Surface wound swabs will only reveal colonizing organisms
and may not reflect deeper tissue infection. This was demonstrated in a study by Rudensky et al. (1992)40 in which
72 pressure injuries were evaluated for presence of infection using a range of diagnostic techniques. Wound swabs
were positive for 96% of the pressure injuries tested, whereas the deep tissue aspirates were positive in only 43% of
pressure injuries, and deep tissue biopsies were positive in 63% of the same wounds. Of the 43 pressure injuries that
were assessed using all three methods, 98% screened positive via swab culture, 53% had positive deep tissue aspirate
and 63% screened positive using tissue biopsy40 (Level 2).
An acceptable alternative to quantitative culture of biopsied tissue is a semi-quantitative wound swab. In a small study
(n = 25), Sapico et al. (1986)41 compared quantitative culture results from wound swabs taken using an unspecified
technique and tissue biopsies taken during wound debridement. There was a mean concordance of 74.5% in the
quantitative culture results. The concordance between samples taken from the central and peripheral wound bed was
63%, indicating that there is some variability based on the location in the wound bed from which the sample is taken
(Level 2). Research undertaken in other types of chronic wounds concurs with this finding.42
Research conducted in acute and chronic wounds has compared different swab techniques.34,35 Although studies
comparing swab techniques are not definitive, the Levine technique is recommended for attaining a wound swab
(refer to Table 17.1). This technique recovers microbial samples at and below the wound surface, increasing the ability
to distinguish between wound colonization and local infection.9,34,35,43
Table 17.1: Procedure for using Levine technique for wound swab9,34
•

Inform the individual about the procedure and address pain as required.

•

Cleanse pressure injury with warm normal saline.

•

Remove/debride nonviable tissue.

•

Repeat cleansing of the pressure injury.

•

Wait two to five minutes.

•

If the wound bed is dry, moisten the wound swab tip with sterile normal saline.

•

Culture the healthiest looking tissue in the wound bed.

•

Do not culture exudate, pus, eschar, or heavily fibrous tissue.

•

Place the wound swab into the wound, firmly press and rotate over 1 cm2 of the wound.

•

Apply sufficient pressure to swab to cause tissue fluid to be expressed.

•

Use sterile technique to break tip of swab into a collection device designed for quantitative cultures.

•

Label the specimen, including as much relevant history as appropriate.

•

Apply a wound dressing.

•

Transport the sample to the laboratory for processing within four hours.

While the validity of presence in the wound bed of characteristics indicative of biofilm (e.g., a slimy film) has been
discussed in the literature,44 there is agreement that there is currently no confirmed non-invasive, macroscopic method
through which presence of biofilm can be visibly identified.9,17-21 The current gold standard for confirmation of
presence of biofilm is microscopic examination using fluorescence microscopy, confocal scanning microscopy, scanning
electronic microscopy or transmission electron microscopy.17,20,36-39
The inadequacy of wound swabbing for evaluating the presence of biofilm has been demonstrated in studies of
chronic wounds. In one diagnostic study, wedge tissue biopsies from chronic wounds (n = 15, n = 5 were pressure
injuries) were analyzed using standard culture, gene sequencing and epifluorescence microscopy in order to inform
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a taxonomy classification of biofilm organisms. Standard culture identified an average of three bacterial species in
each sample compared with an average of 17 species identified using gene sequencing. Epifluorescence microscopy
identified biofilm in 60% of samples.45 Similarly, in a study in which culture analysis, light microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy were used to assess 37 chronic wounds of mixed etiology (n = 21 pressure injuries), culture
identified eight frequently observed bacteria species compared with 15 frequently occurring species identified used
microscopy. Sixty percent of the sample contained biofilm46 (both Level 5).
Despite these research findings, the value and cost effectiveness of using tissue biopsy and higher resolution microscopy
in routine clinical evaluation of pressure injuries is yet to be demonstrated. Most geographic and clinical settings have
limited or no access to these diagnostic techniques. Undertaking biofilm-based wound care in the presence of signs
and symptoms indicative of biofilm in the pressure injury represents best clinical practice, despite the absence of
confirmatory microbiology results.
Research continues to be undertaken on non-invasive and bed-side techniques for identifying biofilm in a wound.21,47,48
For example, wound blotting techniques that utilize blotted nitrocellulose membranes have been explored in 23
pressure injuries. The researchers compared the wound blot laboratory analysis with clinical development of slough
in more than 10% of the wound bed at day seven (considered to be a clinical indicator of biofilm). The odds ratio of
pressure injury with a biofilm-positive wound blot developing increased slough was 9.37 (95% confidence interval 2.47
to 35.5, p = 0.001).47 Recent research has also explored the sensitivity and accuracy of bed-side bacterial fluorescence
to assist health professionals in identifying bioburden in the wound bed.48 Both these diagnostic techniques are still
being further researched.

Diagnosing Osteomyelitis
13.6: E
 valuate the pressure injury for presence of osteomyelitis in the presence of exposed bone and/or if the
bone feels rough or soft, or if the pressure injury has failed to heal with appropriate treatment.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two moderate quality Level 4 studies49,50 reported protocols that included pre-operative assessment for osteomyelitis
and deep infection using tissue cultures and radiograms for all pressure injuries scheduled for surgical repair. Seven
moderate and low quality studies reported protocols in which bone samples were taken for culture and sensitivity
when osteomyelitis was suspected;51 when bone was exposed;52 when bone was rough or soft; or for all pressure
injuries.49,53-56
A high quality Level 2 study57 comparing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to bone culture found 86% agreement
on the presence or otherwise of osteomyelitis in the pressure injuries scheduled for surgical repair. Three low quality
Level 4 studies58-60 reported good to excellent agreement on diagnosis of osteomyelitis using MRI scans.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se plain film X-rays, white blood cell counts, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP),
bone scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computer tomography (CT) scan, and/or bone and tissue biopsy to
investigate for osteomyelitis, depending on the clinical situation59-61 Plain film X-rays, MRI and nuclear bone scan
are considered the most useful57-60,62,63 (Level 2, 3 and 4).

•

F or individuals undergoing pressure injury surgery, investigations for osteomyelitis may be undertaken either preoperatively49,50,64 or during the operative procedure49,51-56,64 (Level 3 and 4).

Evidence Discussion
Osteomyelitis has been reported in up to 32% of individuals with pressure injuries.65-67 Diagnostic assessments may
include plain film X-rays, elevated white blood cell counts, elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), bone scans,68
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),57 and biopsy, depending on the clinical situation.
Diagnostic assessment for pressure injury-related osteomyelitis includes clinical signs, laboratory evaluation and
imaging, with selection determined by the clinical situation. Clinical signs include exposed bone, persistent sinus
tracts, tissue necrosis and signs of local and systemic infection. Laboratory evaluation includes positive blood cultures
and elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and/or C-reactive protein (CRP).62,63 It should be noted that bone
biopsy with a culture is the definitive diagnostic tool,62 and most surgical protocols for pressure injury repair include
harvesting bone samples during the surgical procedure when osteomyelitis is suspected49,51-56,64 (Levels 3 and 4). Pre256
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operative imaging may also be utilized to identify soft tissue infection with or without bone involvement. Plain film
X-rays, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and nuclear bone scan are considered the most useful.62,63
Growing research demonstrates effectiveness of using MRI for the diagnosis of osteomyelitis. Brunel et al. (2016)57
compared the accuracy of MRI scans to microbiological and pathological examination of bone samples for 44 pressure
injuries. Histology was positive in 86.4% of pressure injuries (n = 38) and bone culture was positive for 93.2%. There
was a positive MRI scan for 90.9% of the pressure injuries. Agreement between positive microbiology and histology
was good (88.6%, κ = 0.55); however, agreement between MRI and composite criterion was lower (79.5% , κ = 0.20).
Sensitivity for MRI was 94.3%, specificity 22.2%, and negative predictive value 50%.57 A retrospective review of 41 MRI
scans conducted on 37 individuals with pressure injuries showed a significant association between an intermediate
to high probability of osteomyelitis and both cortical bone erosion (Pearson’s r = 0.84) and abnormal bone marrow
edema (Pearson’s r = 0.82) on MRI scan. There was high interrater agreement (κ = 0.92, 95% CI 0.84 to 1.01, p < 0.0001)
between radiographers on the likelihood of osteomyelitis58-60 (Level 4). However, a retrospective case-controlled study
of individuals (n = 65) with osteomyelitis undergoing flap reconstruction determined that a diagnostic preoperative
MRI scan did not significantly alter clinical or surgical management of the individual, nor patient outcomes compared
to diagnosis through bone cultures taken during the surgical procedure64 (Level 4).
Permanent healing of the pressure injury is unlikely until osteomyelitis is controlled. Treatment of osteomyelitis is
beyond the scope of these guidelines.

Treatment for Pressure Injury Infection and Biofilm
13.7: Optimize potential for healing by:
• Evaluating the individual’s nutritional status and addressing deficits
• Evaluating the individual’s comorbidities and promoting disease control
• Reducing the individual’s immunosuppressant therapy if possible
• Preventing contamination of the pressure injury
• Preparing the wound bed through cleansing and debridement.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 ndertake a comprehensive assessment of the individual, the pressure injury and the healing environment to
identify comorbidities that can negatively impact wound healing and increase the risk of infection69 (see the
guideline chapter Assessment of the Pressure Injury and Monitoring of Healing).

•

M
 aintain the pressure injury free of necrotic tissue and slough through regular cleaning and debridement (see the
guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement).

•

F ollow local infection control policies to prevent self-contamination and cross-contamination in individuals with
pressure injuries69 (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Many systemic factors contribute to the development of pressure injuries. If these same factors can be mitigated or
improved, the individual’s intrinsic ability to fight infection can usually increase. Review the individual’s nutritional
intake, modify it if needed and stabilize diabetic glycemic control (see the guideline chapter Nutrition in Pressure
injury Prevention and Treatment). Assess vascular supply to the pressure injury (see the guideline chapter Heel Pressure
Injuries) and instigate appropriate management for peripheral arterial disease (e.g., management of blood pressure
and cholesterol, encouraging the individual to cease smoking and medical or surgical management as appropriate). If
possible, reduce immunosuppressive agents.
Necrotic tissue and slough promote bacterial growth. Cleansing removes loose debris and planktonic (free-floating)
bacteria. Debridement is often required to remove adherent slough, eschar and biofilm. Refer to the guideline chapters
Cleansing and Debridement and Pressure Injury Surgery for recommendations on debridement of the wound bed.
Pressure injuries near the anus are subject to contamination, especially by bacteria from the colon. Predominant
organisms in infected pressure injuries include Enterobacter species, Proteus species, Escherichia coli, and Enterococcus
faecalis.11,13 Meticulous skin cleansing and use of wound dressings or topical agents to prevent exposure to fecal
matter reduces the risk of contamination. At times, bowel management systems and diversion ostomies could be
considered to reduce continuous exposure to feces of the pressure injury (or the surgical site following a surgical
repair).70,71 The Preventive Skin Care section of the guideline provides further recommendations on structured skin
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hygiene programs72,73 to reduce the risk of contamination to the wound bed.
13.8: U
 se topical antiseptics in tissue-appropriate strengths to control microbial burden and to promote healing in
pressure injuries that have delayed healing.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from one moderate74 quality and one low75 quality Level 1 study and three low quality Level 476-78 studies
provides support for microbial effect of various topical antiseptics in reducing microbials of a range of different
topical antiseptics in reducing bioburden in pressure injuries. The effect size is difficult to estimate due to the small
sample sizes in studies and the failure to diagnose wound infection at the outset in studies.75,77 Additional low quality,
older studies conducted in small samples provide support for this recommendation.2,77,79-83 Many topical antiseptics
are toxic to tissues and should be used at the lowest possible concentrations and shortest duration to reduce the risk
of adverse effects. Evidence on resource requirements is lacking. Not all contemporary and emerging antiseptics are
universally available in all geographic or clinical settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 efer to international wound infection management guidelines to select the most appropriate topical antiseptic
for the individual and the pressure injury9 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider the use of topical antiseptics for pressure injuries that are not expected to heal and are critically colonized/
topically infected (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se antiseptics at the lowest effective concentrations to reduce the risk of harm to the wound bed. Some antiseptics
are cytotoxic to skin and tissue cells in higher concentrations.9,84-86

•

U
 se a topical antiseptic for two weeks before evaluating its effectiveness in reducing infection.9,87,88 A two-week
challenge is recommended; however, if the pressure injury deteriorates, re-evaluate the treatment plan earlier
(Expert opinion).

•

S ome antiseptics can be painful on application. Treat pain prior to undertaking the wound care procedure. Pain
management options are discussed in the guideline chapter Pain Assessment and Treatment (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider the individual’s allergies, sensitivities, clinical history and preferences when selecting a topical antiseptic.
Some topical antiseptics have contraindications9,89-95 (see below for an overview and carefully review manufacturers’
instructions before using a topical antiseptic) (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Antiseptics are agents that destroy or inhibit the development and growth of microorganisms in or on living tissue.
Unlike antibiotics that act selectively on a specific target, antiseptics have multiple targets and a broader spectrum
of activity that includes bacteria, fungi, viruses, protozoa, and prions. Antiseptics that are commonly used in wounds
(either for cleansing or infection treatment or both) include:9,84,96,97
•

Iodine (e.g., povidone iodine and slow-release cadexomer iodine)

•

Silver (e.g., salts, metallics, ionic silver combined with antibiofilm agents)

•

Enzyme alginogels

•

Polyhexamethylene biguanide (PHMB)

•

Medical-grade honey

•

Super oxidized solution with hypochlorous acid (HOCL)

•

Surfactants.

Older antiseptics that are commonly used in some geographic and clinical settings include chlorhexidine, sodium
hypochlorite and acetic acid. Table 17.2 includes a summary of the characteristics of antiseptics used for treating
infection. Additionally, Table 16.2 in the guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement includes information on
antiseptics that are primarily used as cleansers (e.g., PHMB and HOCL).
Cytotoxicity is the main concern when applying a topical agent to an open wound. Antiseptics have been found,
primarily using in vitro models, to be cytotoxic to cells essential to the wound healing process, including fibroblasts,
keratinocytes, and leukocytes.9,84,96,97 However, cytotoxicity appears to be concentration dependent, as several
antiseptics in low concentrations are not cytotoxic, although they retain their antibacterial activity in vitro. Newer
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antiseptics do not have the same cytotoxicity concerns. Care should be taken to protect the peri-wound area from
topical antiseptics and to manage pain associated with application. Topical antiseptics should be discontinued when
infection is managed, or the wound starts to heal, or if the patient experiences any adverse reaction to the agent.98
Table 17.2: Topical wound infection therapies (reproduced with permission from IWII)9
Antimicrobial agent

Type

Biofilm Efficacy

Guidance for use

Enzyme alginogel

Alginate gel with two
enzymes:

•  Prevents formation of biofilms at
concentration ≤0.5% (w/v)99,100

•  Lactoperoxidase

•  Inhibits growth of established biofilms
at higher concentrations

•  Concentrations of alginate
of 3% and 5% depending
on level of exudate99,100

•  Glucose oxidase

•  Does not disrupt biofilm biomass99,100

Iodine (povidone and
cadexomer)

•  Solution
•  Impregnated wound
dressings
•  Powder and paste

Honey

Silver

•  Inhibits development of new
biofilm101,102
•  Eradicates young biofilm colonies101,103
•  Significantly reduces mature biofilm
colonies101,102

•  Medical grade

•  Inhibits biofilm growth100,104,105

•  Honey impregnated
dressings

•  Reduces biofilm colony formation

•  Salts (e.g., silver
sulfadiazine, silver nitrate,
silver sulphate, silver CMC)

•  Denatures existing bacterial biofilm in
concentrations ≥5µg/ml

106

•  Contraindicated in
individuals sensitive to
iodine or with thyroid or
renal disorders101
•  Contraindicated in
extensive burns101
•  Select products that have
been gamma irradiated106

•  Leptospermum species is
•  Inhibits quorum sensing of biofilm
107
more effective than other
thereby reducing ability to proliferate
types106

•  Change more frequently in
wounds with heavy exudate
•  Avoid in individuals with
silver sensitivities108

•  Metallic (e.g.
nanocrystalline, silvercoated nylon fibers)
•  Impregnated wound
dressings
Ionic silver combined
ethylenediamin
etetraacetate (EDTA)
and benzethonium
chloride (BEC)
(antibiofilm agents)

•  Carboxymethylcellulose
gelling dressing
impregnated with ionic
silver enhanced with EDTA
and BEC

•  Combines antibiofilm and antimicrobial
components that work in synergy to
disrupt biofilm and expose associated
microorganisms to the broad-spectrum
antimicrobial action of ionic silver109

•  Change more frequently in
wounds with heavy exudate
•  Avoid in individuals with
sensitivities to silver, EDTA
or BEC112

•  Eradicates mature biofilm within 5
days110
•  Prevents biofilm formation110
•  Associated improvement in healing
rates111

Surfactant

Concentrated surfactant
gels with antimicrobial
preservatives

•  Prevents biofilm formation113
•  Increases antibiotic efficacy
•  Eradicates mature biofilm

•  Can be used between
and post-debridement to
prevent re-establishment of
biofilm
•  May require daily
application for the first few
days

The evidence base for most antiseptic products is in wounds of other etiologies (particularly venous leg ulcers and
diabetic foot ulcers) and therefore does not meet the inclusion criteria for this guideline. A recent Cochrane review
also noted a paucity of research on the use of antiseptics in treatment of infection in pressure injuries, noting that
evidence is inconsistent when comparing different treatment regimens. Most studies are small and have methodological
limitations.114 Guideline users are encouraged to review local, national and international9 wound infection guidelines
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and product information when evaluating the effectiveness of antiseptics and their appropriateness for use with
specific individuals. Evidence conducted in pressure injury populations and a broad product overview is provided
below.
Enzyme alginogels
Enzyme alginogels are a newer class of antiseptic that combine hydrogels, alginates and antimicrobial enzymes (e.g.,
lactoperoxidase and glucose oxidase). The enzymes work by destroying bacterial cell walls, therefore these products
are able to prevent formation of new biofilms and inhibit the growth of existing biofilm colonies.99,100
Iodine
Povidone iodine and cadexomer iodine are low cost topical antiseptic options available as solutions, impregnated
wound dressings, powders and pastes. In vitro studies have found povidone iodine to be toxic to granulocytes in
concentrations above 0.05%;84,115 however, animal and clinical studies in mixed etiology wounds have found no
reduction in healing rates for povidone iodine in concentrations up to 10% compared with normal saline.89,115,116
Iodine is effective in inhibiting the development of new biofilm and reducing both young and mature biofilm in the
wound, increasing its usefulness in biofilm-based wound care101-103 (all Level 5). Iodine products should be avoided in
individuals with renal failure, history of thyroid disorders or known iodine sensitivity.93,94
The Cochrane review114 reports a summary of four small trials meeting inclusion for this guideline80-83 that explore use
of iodine products for treating pressure injuries. The review114 reports risk ratios from 0.64 (95% CI 0.43 to 0.97) to
0.81 (95% CI 0.48 to 1.37) when compared to other antiseptics for eradicating infection and a risk ratio of 6.0 (95%
CI 0.80 to 45.20) when compared to not using an antiseptic.82,114 The studies are small and considered to have a high
risk of bias.
Honey
Topical medical-grade honey offers broad antimicrobial coverage. A growing body of literature has shown benefit
to using medical-grade honey for infected wounds of various etiologies.77,117-119 Manuka honey should be rated UMF
(Unique Manuka Factor) +12 or above for topical dressing products. Use medical-grade gamma irradiated honey,
as other sterilizing processes destroy the UMF in the honey.69 Because honey produces an alternative product for
bacterial metabolism that yields lactic acid rather than ammonia, amines, and sulfur (which are odorous) wound odor
can be reduced through its use. Medical-grade honey can be also used in heavily contaminated or infected pressure
injuries until definitive debridement is accomplished.
Yapuca Gunés and Eser120 conducted an RCT that included 26 participants with 68 Category/Stage II and III pressure
injuries. The study compared healing rates in pressure injuries treated with unprocessed honey that had a minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 3.8%, to those treated with ethoxy-diaminoacridine plus nitrofurazone dressing.
Scores on the Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing Tool (PUSH®) showed the honey group healed at four times the rate of
the control group (p < 0.001) (Level 1). A Cochrane review121 identified one small RCT (n = 40)122 comparing medicalgrade honey to saline-soaked gauze for healing Category/Stage I and II pressure injuries. Although mean time to
healing favored the honey treated group (p = not reported), no outcome measures specifically investigated the effect
of honey on controlling infection, and the pressure injuries in this study were described as uninfected at baseline
(Level 1). Biglari et al (2012)77 reported a case series of 20 individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) and Category/Stage
III or IV pressure injuries that were treated with medical-grade honey. After one week of daily cleansing with Ringer’s
solution and application of 3 mm thick honey, 90% of the pressure injuries were void of bacterial growth. However,
baseline clinical infection status was not reported (Level 4).
Silver
Silver comes in a range of different types (e.g., salts, metallics and ionic preparations) and formulas (e.g. impregnated
dressings and pastes). Silver may have toxic properties, especially to keratinocytes and fibroblasts; the extent of the
toxicities is not fully described. Topical silver products should not be used on individuals with silver sensitivities, and
silver sulfadiazine products are not recommended for people with sulfur sensitivities.123 Also consider sensitivities to
other ingredients (e.g., silver is available in combination with antibiofilm agents: ethylenediaminetetraacetate and
benzethonium chloride).
Ionic silver combined with antibiofilms has antibiofilm and antimicrobial components that disrupt biofilm and expose
microorganisms to the broad-spectrum action of silver.109 It is reported to rapidly eradicate mature biofilm and prevent
new biofilm colonies.110 Silver salts, metallics and impregnated dressings are also reported to be active against biofilm.
However, clinical research on the use of silver in pressure injuries is limited. The Cochrane review by Norman et al.
(2016)114 identified one small (n = 26) study81 comparing silver sulfadiazine to povidone iodine, reporting a risk ratio of
0.65 (95% CI 0.41 to 1.01).114 Evidence from a small case study78 (n = 20) exploring a silver-containing dressing indicated
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that a hydrofiber silver dressing is associated with an 80% reduction in bioburden in the wound bed after seven days
of treatment, as evaluated using tissue biopsy (Level 4).
Biofilm-Based Wound Care
Biofilm-based wound care describes treatment in which biofilm growth is disrupted through debridement and, in the
window of opportunity following removal of more mature biofilm, antiseptic treatment is used to prevent reformation
of biofilm.
13.9: U
 se topical antiseptics that are active against biofilm in tissue-appropriate strengths in conjunction with
regular debridement to control and eradicate suspected (or confirmed) biofilm in pressure injuries with
delayed healing.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence summary
A low quality Level 5 study124 conducted in chronic wounds with biofilm showed significant increase in wound bed
granulation after management with debridement and 0.3% PHMB, with 75% of wounds reaching complete healing.
Indirect evidence from Level 5 studies has demonstrated biofilm susceptibility to povidone iodine in concentrations
of 1% to 10%,103,125,126 to cadexomer iodine paste,127 and to a lesser extent, silver sulfadiazine,103,128,129 all in laboratory
studies. A laboratory based comparison between iodophors and silver suggested iodophors are more effective in
decreasing biofilm.130 These findings are supported by international consensus documents.9,10,98

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 efer to Recommendation 12.5 for evidence on the effectiveness of debridement in addressing biofilm in the
pressure injury and implementation considerations in performing debridement.

•

R
 efer to Recommendation 13.8 for evidence on the effectiveness of topical antiseptics in reduction of microbial
burden in pressure injuries with biofilm and implementation considerations in using antiseptics.

•

I n chronic pressure injuries with suspected biofilm (or biofilm diagnosed with high resolution microscopy),
undertake biofilm-based wound care for at least 72 hours or until the pressure injury progresses towards healing131
(Level 5).

•

R
 esume biofilm-based wound care in the case of delayed healing that suggests returned presence of biofilm9,131,132
(Level 5).

Evidence Discussion
Biofilm-based wound care is the current optimal treatment to disrupt the chronic inflammatory phase of a pressure
injury and promote transition to a healing repair phase. However, biofilm tends to redevelop, and maintenance
debridement in conjunction with topical antiseptic therapy must continue until the pressure injury is clear of
biofilm.18,19,88,99,133,134 Indirect evidence from laboratory studies has demonstrated susceptibility of biofilm to a range
of antiseptics, as outlined in Table 17.2; however, in vitro studies support the notion that biofilm develops resistance
to topical antiseptics as it matures (Level 5). Therefore, removing mature biofilm from the wound bed optimizes
the impact of antiseptics on developing and immature biofilm colonies. The guideline chapter on Cleansing and
Debridement includes an extended discussion on the role of maintenance debridement in the ongoing treatment of
biofilm, including the optimal timeframe in which to treat the pressure injury.
Despite consensus on the role of biofilm-based wound care in treating biofilm, there is a paucity of clinical evidence
on its effectiveness. The large body of evidence primarily focuses on laboratory exploration of the response of biofilm
to different antiseptics. However, Eberlein et al. (2012)124 demonstrated effectiveness of biofilm-based wound care
using a 0.3% PHMB impregnated wound dressing and maintenance debridement in 16 chronic wounds with clinical
signs of biofilm. In this study, a significant increase in granulation of the wound bed (p < 0.04) was demonstrated
after 24 weeks of treatment, with 75% of the chronic wounds reaching complete healing in this timeframe124 (Level 5).
Wolcott et. al.19 demonstrated in in vitro models and a small-scale clinical study that less mature biofilm is more
susceptible to topical antimicrobial treatment. In vitro models demonstrated that biofilm develops tolerance to
antibiotic treatment within 24 to 96 hours and suggested that removal of active cells from the surface of biofilm
exposes dormant bacteria that have increased susceptibility to treatment. Biofilm samples from venous leg ulcers
subjected to conservative sharp debridement showed peak susceptibility to topical antibiotics between 24 hours
and 48 hours post debridement. By 72 hours, susceptibility had reduced to that of mature biofilm samples (indirect
evidence).
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Antibiotic Therapy for Pressure Injury Infection
Due to rising rates of antibiotic resistance, antibiotic therapy should only be used when indicated. In general,
topical antibiotics are not recommended for treating pressure injuries. Short courses of topical antibiotic solutions
or topical metronidazole can be useful in some very limited circumstances; for example on pressure injuries that
have been debrided and cleansed, yet still have a high bacterial bioburden and/or the presence of beta hemolytic
Streptococci.9,133,135 However, judicious use of systemic antibiotics remains an important consideration when the
individual shows signs of spreading or systemic infection.
13.10: Use systemic antibiotics to control and eradicate infection in individuals with pressure injuries and clinical
evidence of systemic infection.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider using systemic antibiotics in the presence of positive blood cultures, cellulitis, fasciitis, osteomyelitis,
systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), or sepsis (Expert opinion).

•

L ocal abscesses (the collection of pus) should be incised and drained to prevent local or systemic spread of the
infection (Expert opinion).

•

L imit the use of topical antibiotics on infected pressure injuries, except in special situations where the benefit
outweighs the risk of antibiotic side effects and antibiotic resistance (Expert opinion).

•

Follow local protocols for the selection and commencement of antibiotic therapy (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Pressure injuries are a known cause of sepsis and death.136-139 Abscessed or grossly infected pressure injuries should be
drained and debrided to treat pressure injury related sepsis or advancing cellulitis.
Systemic antibiotics can reach infected tissue in the base of the pressure injury, whereas topically applied agents
cannot penetrate through necrotic tissue to reach the wound bed below. Systemic antibiotics should be chosen
based on confirmed antibiotic susceptibilities of the pathogens. For life-threatening infections, empiric antibiotics
should be based on local antimicrobial susceptibility patterns, and re-evaluated when definitive cultures become
available9,10,140,141 In some instances, the use of antibiotics may be limited by individual preference or advance directives
for end-of-life care.
In a retrospective study142 including primarily Category/Stage IV pressure injuries (56 participants with 115 pressure
injuries) referred for surgical consultation, 4% of participants had clinical signs of infection and 13% of participants
were positive for MRSA colonization, despite 96% of participants undertaking a course of antibiotics in the preceding
two weeks. This study highlighted the issue of over prescription of antibiotics and development of antibiotic-resistant
bacterial strains.142 Cataldo et al. (2011)143 reported a prevalence rate of 15% for MRSA in a convenience sample of
older adults with at least Category/Stage III pressure injury (n = 32) in home care in Italy. Almost 38% of the participants
had received systemic antibiotic therapy in the preceding 90 days. In a retrospective study conducted in participants
(n = 145) in a Brazilian hospital who had Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries, 43.5% of participants had an
MRSA colonized pressure injury and 8.3% had MRSA bacteremia. Approximately 57% of the participants had received
at least two classes of antibiotics in the preceding 30 days.144
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WOUND DRESSINGS FOR TREATMENT OF PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
Wound dressings are a central component of pressure injury care. Since the 1960s, it has been accepted that wound
healing is optimized when the wound is kept in a moist environment rather than air-dried or dried with heat lamps
or topically applied drying agents.1 Occlusive or semi-occlusive wound dressings that maintain wound bed moisture
promote re-epithelialization and wound closure.
The role of dressings in protecting skin at high risk of pressure injuries from shear has received an increased focus
in clinical practice and research. Recommendations on the use of prophylactic dressings are outlined in the chapter
Preventive Skin Care. Recommendations on negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) are found in the Biophysical
Agents chapter of the guideline.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What wound dressings are effective for supporting healing of partial thickness pressure injuries?

•

What wound dressings area effective for supporting healing of full thickness pressure injuries?

•

What wound dressings are effective for pressure injuries with higher levels of exudate?

•

Which wound dressings are the most cost-effective for healing pressure injuries?

Selecting a Wound Dressing
14.1: F or all pressure injuries, select the most appropriate wound dressing based on goals and self-care abilities of
the individual and/or their informal caregiver and based on clinical assessment, including:
• Diameter, shape and depth of the pressure injury
• Need to address bacterial bioburden
• Ability to keep the wound bed moist
• Nature and volume of wound exudate
• Condition of the tissue in the wound bed
• Condition of the peri-wound skin
• Presence of tunneling and/or undermining
• Pain
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

F or older adults, select wound dressings with consideration to the potential impact on fragile skin, especially
related to skin trauma on dressing removal2 (Level 1).

•

A
 ssess pressure injuries every time the wound dressing is changed and confirm the effectiveness and appropriateness
of the dressing regimen (Expert opinion).

•

F ollow the manufacturer’s recommendations when using a wound dressing, especially related to frequency of
dressing change (Expert opinion).

•

T
 he plan of care should guide usual wear times for wound dressings and contain provisional plans for wound
dressing changes as needed (Expert opinion).

•

R
 eplace wound dressings if they are leaking or visibly soiled (Expert opinion).

•

E
 nsure all wound dressing products are completely removed and replaced with each dressing change (Expert
opinion)

•

F or individuals in the community, ensure there is an adequate wound dressing supply to accommodate unplanned
wound dressing changes due to soiling or leakage (Expert opinion).
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Discussion
The goals of wound care are important to consider in selecting a wound dressing, because different wound dressings
have different methods of action. Selecting the right wound dressing for a specific pressure injury requires a
comprehensive evaluation of the pressure injury, the individual and the environment each time the wound dressing is
changed. Wound dressings for pressure injuries are designed to:
•

Improve wound healing time

•

Absorb blood and tissue exudate

•

Minimize pain, including pain associated with application and removal

•

Minimize shear strain

•

Protect the wound and surrounding skin and tissue

•

Absorb and control malodor

•

Reduce injury to peri-wound skin

•

Promote autolytic debridement (if this is a care goal)

•

Address bioburden (see the guideline chapter Infection and Biofilm).

Selection of a wound dressing should be individualized and based on the condition of the wound and the individual’s
goals of care, self-care and preferences. For example, consideration be given to:
•

The care setting (e.g., how long before the wound dressing will be changed?)

•

The location of the pressure injury (e.g., will the dressing be contaminated frequently?)

•

The individual’s mobility (e.g., will the dressing stay in place if the individual is mobile?)

•

S kill required to change the wound dressing (e.g., who will change the dressing, and do they possess the necessary
knowledge and skills?)

•

The individual’s preferences (e.g., will the wound dressing be visible? Is the dressing comfortable?)

•

Accessibility of different wound dressings (e.g., what is available?).

When the pressure injury is clean and granulating, maintenance of a moist wound bed is an important factor in
promoting healing or closure and reducing wound-related pain. The peri-wound skin can be kept dry and free from
maceration using a wound dressing that remains in contact with the wound bed and absorbs the anticipated amount
of exudate, or by using a skin barrier product. As the pressure injury either heals or deteriorates over time, the type
of wound dressing most appropriate for promotion of healing may change. For example, exudate usually decreases as
the pressure injury heals, reducing the requirement for a wound dressing with high absorption.
Potential trauma to the skin and surrounding tissue is another consideration when selecting a wound dressing,
particularly when the peri-wound skin is fragile.3 Wound dressings with strong adhesive properties present a risk
to skin, particularly for individuals with vulnerable and fragile skin (e.g. older adults and premature neonates). This
damage to the epidermis reduces the skin’s barrier function and can lead to inflammation and infection.3 Removal
of wound dressings with strong medical adhesive can cause detachment of the stratum corneum that is exacerbated
with repeated wound dressing removals over time.3,4 Some wound dressings are designed specifically to be atraumatic
to the skin. Wound dressings with a silicone interface are designed to provide a wound contact layer that can be
removed without causing trauma to the tissues or pain to the individual. Silicone is chemically inert, and adverse
effects from its use in wound care are rare. Wound dressings with a silicone interface can also protect friable or newly
healed wound tissue. Meaume et al. (2003)5 conducted an RCT with 38 participants with Category/Stage II pressure
injuries comparing an adherent foam dressing to a foam dressing with a silicone interface. The silicone foam dressing
was found to be less traumatic to the peri-wound tissue (Level 1). Barrier films are also used to protect peri-wound
skin,3 although there were no included studies evaluating their effectiveness in populations with pressure injuries.
Many of the wound dressing types discussed throughout this chapter are manufactured in combinations. Please refer
to the statements about the individual components when considering the use of composite dressings.
14.2: E
 valuate the cost effectiveness of wound dressings at a local level, with consideration to direct and indirect
costs to the health care system and to the individual with a pressure injury. Advanced wound dressings
that promote moist wound healing are more likely to be cost-effective due to faster healing times and less
frequent dressing changes.
(Good Practice Statement)
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Discussion
Evidence of cost effectiveness of wound dressing for healing pressure injuries is reported in low to moderate quality
cost analyses and/or low quality clinical studies.6-9 Costs may have large variations between geographic locations.
Direct costs of a wound dressing vary substantially depending on the geographic and clinical settings and the types of
wound products used. Formal cost benefit analysis compares the financial value of health benefits to financial costs,
requiring a value judgment of different benefits (e.g., cost of disability). To meaningfully inform local clinical practice
and choice of individuals, comparative costs should accurately reflect the local setting.10
Variation in costs between different locations is demonstrated in the recent evidence. A moderate quality cost analysis
conducted in an outpatient setting in Thailand in 2010 reported a mean cost of wound dressings (including staffing
costs, wound debridement and products) for a Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury as $16.13 for a silver dressing
(USD in 2013).8 This compared to average costs of $12.34 (standard deviation [SD] 11.24) (Category/Stage III pressure
injury) and $5.84 (SD 7.02) (Category/Stage IV pressure injury) reported by a low quality cost analysis set in a US
teaching hospital (USD in 2016).7 Another moderate quality cost analyses reported a wound dressing performed in the
intensive care setting in Brazil (mean cost $11.90, SD 7.40, USD in 2015).9 Further, wound dressing costs vary according
to the Category/Stage of the pressure injury. Lima et al. (1999)7 reported cost ranges from $19.18 ± 11.80 for dressing
a Category/Stage I pressure injury to $5.84 (SD 7.02, USD in 1999) for dressing a Category/Stage IV pressure injury.
However as noted, different settings, severity of wounds, ranges of products and analysis techniques prevent direct
comparisons of cost. Cost effectiveness of different dressing options must therefore be evaluated with consideration
to geographic and clinical setting, the severity of the pressure injury, the duration of the wound and the methodology
used to explore cost effectiveness.
Low quality evidence suggests that advanced wound dressings that promote moist wound healing are associated with
lower costs than gauze dressings.6 Lower costs relate to less frequent dressing changes and faster healing rates.6 As
an example, this study showed that advanced moist wound dressings (e.g., foam, silver foam, silver sulfadiazine and
ibuprofen-releasing foam dressings) required a mean 49.5 ± 29.6 dressing changes compared to a mean of 222.6 ±
101.9 (p < 0.0001) dressing changes for a gauze dressing, while achieving significantly faster healing (85.56 ± 52.1 days
versus 121.4 ± 52.2 days, p = 0.0001).6 However, there were inconsistent findings regarding direct costs related to the
severity of pressure injury,7 and costs are likely to have large variations between geographic locations.

Advanced Wound Dressings for Category/Stage I and II Pressure Injuries
14.3: U
 se hydrocolloid dressings for non-infected Category/Stage II pressure injuries as indicated by the clinical
condition of the pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

14.4: U
 se hydrogel dressings for non-infected Category/Stage II pressure injuries as indicated by the clinical
condition of the pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

14.5: U
 se polymeric membrane dressings for non-infected Category/Stage II pressure injuries as indicated by the
clinical condition of the pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence supports the use of different types of advanced wound dressings for Category/Stage II wound dressings based
on the wound bed condition. Evidence from low quality Level 1 studies2,11,12 suggests that pressure injury healing rates
when a hydrocolloid dressing is applied to Category/Stage II pressure injuries do not differ significantly from healing
rates when other contemporary wound dressings are used. There is limited information on current costs for using a
hydrocolloid dressing. Although there is evidence to suggest that hydrocolloid dressings are acceptable options for
health professionals, with a favorable profile for ease of removal, low residue and conformability, individuals with
pressure injuries tended to rate hydrocolloids lower than other wound dressings with respect to comfort during wear
and during removal,2 and higher rates of erythema have been reported.13
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There is evidence from a low quality Level 1 study that Category/Stage II pressure injuries are more likely to heal with
a hydrogel dressing compared to a standard moist gauze dressing, although healing rates may not be substantially
faster.14 A second study had conflicting results.15 Inconsistencies in the findings may relate to the severity of the pressure
injuries (one study15 included full thickness pressure injuries), differing regimens, or different active components in
the dressings (one study15 used an aloe vera-based product). Ratings from people with pressure injuries suggested
a hydrogel dressing is a comfortable wound dressing choice16 and wound dressing changes may be performed less
frequently than with a moistened gauze dressing.14
There is evidence from very small, low quality Level 1 studies17,18 showing that a polymeric membrane dressing is
associated with improvements in some measures of wound healing, including scores on the Pressure Ulcer Scale for
Healing (PUSH) tool. The low level evidence indicated that a Category/Stage I pressure injury could heal within 19
days with a polymeric dressing, and a Category/Stage II pressure injury could heal within 61 days.18 Indirect evidence
from a laboratory study provided support for the capacity of a polymeric membrane to absorb exudate.19 There was
no evidence available on potential adverse effects or resource requirements.

Implementation Considerations
Hydrocolloid dressings
•

Use hydrocolloid dressings on anatomical locations where the dressing will not roll or melt (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se hydrocolloid dressings cautiously in older adults who are at higher risk for skin trauma due to aging skin.
Consider using a barrier film product to protect the peri-wound skin (Expert opinion).

•

R
 emove hydrocolloid dressings carefully from fragile skin to reduce skin trauma and discomfort during removal.
Hydrocolloid wound dressings can deposit residue on the wound bed and/or peri-wound skin, the removal of
which can cause trauma2 (Level I).

•

Hydrocolloid dressings require less frequent dressing changes12 (Level I).

•

Provide a “hydrocolloid window” to the peri-wound skin to prevent further trauma to the skin20 (Expert opinion).

Hydrogel dressings
•

Use amorphous hydrogel for pressure injuries that are not clinically infected and are granulating (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider using a hydrogel dressing for treatment of a dry wound bed when the goal of care is hydration or
autolytic debridement21 (Level 5).

•

W
 hen there are high levels of exudate present, a hydrogel dressing could increase the risk of maceration and
therefore may not be the most appropriate dressing choice (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider use of hydrogel sheets dressings for pressure injuries without depth and contours and/or on body areas
that are at risk for wound dressing migration (Expert opinion).

•

Protect the peri-wound skin (e.g., with a barrier product) to prevent maceration22 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Hydrocolloid dressings are a common treatment for Category/Stage II pressure injuries. The manufacturing of these
dressings has advanced, with improvements in the adhesion and beveling of dressing edges, and development of
different shapes designed for specific anatomical locations (e.g., heel, sacrum).
Graumlich et al. (2003)12 conducted an eight-week single-blinded RCT in 65 participants with Category/Stage II or
III pressure injuries, comparing collagen and hydrocolloid dressings. There was no difference in complete healing
between the two groups. However, there was no stratification based on initial ulcer size (Level 1).
Clinical utility of hydrocolloid dressings has been reported, including indications as to their conformability, adhesion,
and ease of removal. While Bale et al. (1997)11 compared hydrocolloid to foam dressings and concluded that there
was no difference in mean wear time (Level 1). Graumlich et al. (2003)12 found that a hydrocolloid dressing had
longer wear times compared to a collagen dressing (Level 1). Brown-Etris et al. (2008)2 compared a hydrocolloid to a
film dressing containing an absorptive pad and concluded that the hydrocolloid dressing was less easily placed and
removed, and less conformable and comfortable during wearing (Level 1). However, these studies are dated, and the
design and manufacture of hydrocolloid dressings has advanced substantially.
As noted above, medical adhesives such as those used on self-adhesive hydrocolloid dressings have been associated
with skin injury, particularly in individuals with vulnerable skin. Strategies to reduce medical adhesive related skin
injury should be implemented when using hydrocolloid dressings. For example, when wound dressings were taped to
a “hydrocolloid window” around wounds rather than directly to the skin, Milne et al. (1999)20 reported less damage
to peri-wound skin. A hydrocolloid window is created by applying strips of hydrocolloid dressing around the wound
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and affixing the primary wound dressing to the “hydrocolloid window”. The hydrocolloid strips can remain in place
for up to five days while the primary dressing is replaced as required. This reduces skin injury from repeated wound
dressing removal. The guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement also includes discussion on protecting the skin
surrounding the pressure injury.
Hydrogel dressings contain hydrated hydrophilic polymers, which produce a moist environment that promotes wound
healing. The two most common types of hydrogels are amorphous hydrogels and sheet hydrogels. Amorphous gels are
clinically preferred for pressure injuries where the wound dressing is likely to be displaced (e.g., on gravity-dependent
body areas such as the lower leg). Hydrogel sheets are clinically preferred for pressure injuries on non-moving and
non-dependent body surfaces. The increase in moisture in the wound bed facilitates autolytic debridement.
One 10-week RCT reported the effectiveness of an aloe vera-based hydrogel in older adults. Participants (n = 30)
had Category/Stage II, III and IV pressure injuries (47% were Category/Stage II pressure injuries) that had no local
clinical infection, sinus tracts or undermining. Pressure injuries were treated daily with either the hydrogel or a saline
gauze dressing. There was no significant difference between the two groups in percent of pressure injuries reaching
complete healing during the study period (63% vs 64%) odds ratio [OR] 0.93, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.16 to
5.2, p = 0.92)15 (Level 1). However, a second RCT14 reported a hydrogel was superior to povidone-iodine gauze for
promoting healing in non-infected pressure injuries in individuals (n = 27, with n = 49 pressure injuries) with spinal
cord injury (SCI). Significantly more pressure injuries reached complete healing in the hydrogel dressing group (84% vs
54.2%, p = 0.04), although there was no significant difference in the time taken to reach complete healing (p = 0.06)
or in the rate of healing (hydrogel 0.12 ± 0.16 cm2/day versus povidone-iodine gauze 0.09 ± 0.05cm2/day, p = 0.97).
This study also included Category/Stage I pressure injuries for which a hydrogel is generally not indicated14 (Level 1).
Neither of these studies14,15 provided a detailed description of the pressure injuries (e.g., level of exudate), and this
factor may contribute to the studies’ findings.
These RCTs provide low quality evidence from small and under-powered studies suggesting hydrogel dressings are
not inferior to simple wound dressings when used on non-infected pressure injuries. A systematic review of studies
reporting hydrogel dressing used for Category/Stage II or greater pressure injuries concluded that the evidence was
of insufficient quantity or quality to make clear comparisons between hydrogel dressings and other advance dressings
or simple wound dressings.21
Hydrogel dressings generally require less frequent dressing changes14 (Level 1). Amorphous or non-adhesive sheet
hydrogels have been associated with lower levels of wound pain due to the lack of an adherent surface, and have
been rated by individuals with pressure injuries as more comfortable to wear than a saline-soaked gauze dressing16
(Level 1).
Polymeric membrane dressings consist of a hydrophilic, polyurethane matrix that contains wound cleanser, glycerin
and absorbent polymer. This type of wound dressing is designed to manage moisture19,23 and claimed to subdue
activity of nociceptive neuron, thereby preventing the spread inflammation and edema.23,24 In laboratory-based
studies, a polymeric membrane dressing was demonstrated to absorb fluid to an 83% increase in its weight over 24
hours, suggesting ability to manage exudate.19
However, published, peer-reviewed clinical evidence on the effectiveness of polymeric dressings is limited. One very
small study17 reported 67% of three Category/Stage I pressure injuries healed in 19 days or fewer, and 67% of nine
Category/Stage II pressure injuries healed in 61 days or fewer when treated with a polymeric dressing. The older adults
in this study had a range of comorbidities and received unspecified nutritional interventions to promote healing17
(Level 4). There was no comparison group; however, the mean time for healing is within the range that has been
identified as the usual healing time for a Category/Stage II pressure injury (range 33 days to 73 days).25 In older adults
(n = 44) with non-infected Category/Stage II pressure injuries, a polymeric dressing was associated with significantly
greater improvements in score on the PUSH tool compared to antibiotic ointment plus a dry dressing (mean score
improvement 3.24 ± 2.32 vs 1.61 ± 1.61637, p < 0.0001). In this non-blinded RCT, participants received nutritional
supplements, advanced support surfaces and frequent repositioning.18 However, the comparator care regimen was not
considered to be standard wound care (Level 1).

Advanced Wound Dressings for Full Thickness Pressure Injuries
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries are deeper wounds with a cavity. To prevent premature superficial closure,
wounds with a deep cavity, undermining or tunneling usually require packing with a moist filler dressing (e.g., moist
gauze, amorphous gel, alginate etc.) underneath a secondary wound dressing.26 Filler dressings also play a role in
exudate management. Selection of the filler dressing and the secondary dressing is based on the considerations
outlined in Recommendation 14.1.
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14.6: Use hydrogel dressings for non-infected Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries with minimal exudate.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from one low quality Level 1 study16 suggests that over 12 weeks a Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury
treated with a hydrogel is more likely to have reduction in depth and less likely to require regular weekly debridement
than a pressure injury treated with standard wet saline gauze. Ratings from individuals with pressure injuries suggested
a hydrogel dressing is a comfortable wound dressing choice and wound dressing changes might be required less
frequently than with a moistened gauze dressing.16

Implementation Considerations
•

H
 ydrogel dressings can be used for autolytic debridement16 (Level I). Review the guideline chapter Cleansing and
Debridement for guidance on the use of hydrogels for wound debridement.

•

C
 onsider using hydrogel dressing for treatment of a dry wound bed.21 When there are high levels of exudate
present, use of a hydrogel dressing could increase the risk of maceration (Level 5).

•

C
 onsider use of hydrogel sheets dressings for pressure injuries without depth and contours and/or on body areas
that are at risk for wound dressing migration (Expert opinion).

•

Protect the peri-wound skin (e.g., with a barrier product) to prevent maceration22 (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Matzen et al. (1999)16 randomly assigned amorphous hydrogel or a continuously wet dressing in 32 participants with
non-infected Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries on the sacrum or trochanter. Despite a large loss of sample size,
wound volume was significantly smaller in the hydrogel group at 12 weeks (26 ± 20% versus 64 ± 16%, p < 0.02). As
previously discussed in this chapter, hydrogel dressings promote autolytic debridement. In the study by Matzen et al.
(1999),16 fewer Category/Stage III pressure injuries treated with the hydrogel-dressing required weekly debridement
to remove necrotic tissue from the wound bed compared with those treated with the moist saline gauze (21% versus
7%, p < 0.03) (Level 1). These findings are consistent with reports from research conducted in wounds of mixed
etiology. For example, Zoellner et al. (2007)27 found that mean wound surface area covered in slough reduced from
63% to 34% after three wound dressing changes when a hydrogel dressing was used in chronic wounds27 (Level 5).
Individuals with Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries have reported no difference between hydrogel dressing
and saline soaked gauze dressing for management of wound pain or malodor16 (Level 1).
14.7: Use calcium alginate dressings for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries with moderate exudate.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is evidence from low and moderate quality Level 1 studies28,29 plus additional lower level evidence30 indicating
that full thickness pressure injuries treated with an alginate dressing will have greater reduction in surface area and
depth compared with some other contemporary wound dressings. After eight weeks of treatment using a sequential
calcium alginate/hydrocolloid dressing regimen, reduction in wound surface area could be about 26% greater than
using a hydrocolloid dressing alone.28 Individuals with pressure injuries rated alginate dressings as less painful to
remove than a hydrocolloid dressing.28

Implementation Considerations
•

I rrigate the calcium alginate dressing to facilitate full removal of the dressing material.22 Residual alginate material
could cause potential injury if product remains in wound bed. The low tensile strength of a moist calcium alginate
dressing makes it unsuitable for use in narrow sinus tracts. (Expert opinion). Refer to the guideline chapter
Cleansing and Debridement for more discussion on cleansing a pressure injury.

•

C
 alcium alginate dressings are available in rope or sheet form; selection is based on the depth, shape and level of
exudate of the wound bed (Expert opinion).

•

Avoid using calcium alginate dressings if the wound bed is dry22 (Expert opinion).
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Evidence Discussion
Calcium alginate is a highly absorbent alginate dressing derived from seaweed. Alginate dressings maintain a
physiologically moist microenvironment that promotes healing and the formation of granulation tissue. Alginate
dressings can often be left on a pressure injury for several days, thereby decreasing frequency of dressing changes.
Residual alginate fibers should be completely removed from the wound bed.
In an RCT, Belmin et al. (2002) 28 reported that non-infected Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries in older adults
(n = 110) were statistically significantly reduced in size with a dressing regimen that included an alginate dressing
for four weeks followed by a hydrocolloid dressing for four weeks when compared to a regimen of a hydrocolloid
dressing alone for eight weeks. The mean between-group difference in surface area reduction was 26.5% (95% CI
10.62 to 42.38) (Level 1). In a second RCT, Sayag et al. (1996)29 also reported that the mean healing time was reduced
in full thickness pressure injuries (n = 92) treated with a calcium alginate dressing compared to those receiving 3
mm thick dextranomer paste. In the calcium alginate dressing group, 74% of pressure injuries achieved at least 40%
reduction in surface area, compared to 42% of the dextranomer group (p = 0.002). The rate of healing was also
significantly faster for those pressure injuries treated with calcium alginate (2.39 ± 3.54cm2/week vs 0.27 ± 3.21cm2/
week, p = 0.0001). However, this trial did not report an endpoint of complete wound healing, and there was high
attrition in both groups (21% in the alginate group and 49% in the dextranomer group) (Level 1). In an uncontrolled
observational study, individuals with Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries receiving initial treatment of 4 to 6
weeks with a calcium alginate dressing followed by foam dressing experienced a significant reduction in mean surface
area over time. At 12 weeks, the mean absolute surface area reduced from 12.5 ± 7.5cm2 to 3.7 ± 5.2cm2 (p < 0.001). At
4 weeks, 40% of the pressure injuries had achieved a mean surface area reduction of at least 50%, and by the end of
the trial at 12 weeks, 75% of the pressure injuries had a mean surface area of 50% or greater30 (Level 4).
In one of the RCTs above, individuals rated pain during removal of the calcium alginate dressing as significantly
lower compared to removal of a hydrocolloid dressing (p = 0.03) and health professionals rated calcium alginate and
hydrocolloids as equivalent with respect to ease of removal (p = 0.11). However, the study was conducted in 2002 and
the findings may not accurately reflect products on the market today28 (Level 1).

Wound Dressings for Pressure Injuries with High Exudate
14.8: U
 se foam dressings (including hydropolymers) for Category/Stage II and greater pressure injuries with
moderate/heavy exudate.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is evidence from a low quality Level 1 study11 and a number of low quality Level 4 studies6,31,32 suggesting that
foam dressings offer an improvement in measures of pressure injury healing,6,11,31 management of peri-wound skin32
and reduction in wound exudate11,31 in pressure injuries with high levels of exudate. Adverse effects appear to be
minimal. Ratings from both individuals with pressure injuries11 and health professionals31 indicate that foam dressings
are likely to be an acceptable wound dressing choice.

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 gelling foam dressing or hydropolymer can be used for managing pressure injuries with high exudation (Expert
opinion).

•

Avoid using small pieces of foam in cavity pressure injuries (Expert opinion).

•

F iller dressings should be used beneath foam dressings in deep ulcers to fill in dead space and prevent fluid
accumulation. Lightly pack the wound cavity, including tunneling and undermining (Expert opinion).

•

Clinical uses of foam dressings include application as a cover dressing to extend wear time (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Foam dressings absorb wound exudate from the wound bed. Simple foam dressings wick exudate from the wound bed
and translocate it to the surface of the wound dressing. Complex foam dressings absorb wound exudate by dispersing
it throughout the wound dressing for retention away from the skin. Gelling foam dressings manage excess wound
exudate and protect surrounding skin from prolonged exposure to wound or body fluids. Foam dressings also promote
moisture evaporation, thereby allowing more drainage to be wicked away from the wound bed and surrounding skin.
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Bale et al. (1997)11 compared a gelling foam dressing to a hydrocolloid for promoting healing and managing exudate
in Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries of < 11 cm diameter. The researchers concluded that the foam dressing
managed exudate significantly more effectively based on subjective ratings of absorbency from the study participants.
However, there was no significant difference in the percent of pressure injuries in each group that reached complete
wound healing within the 30-day study period (foam 24% versus hydrocolloid 16%) (Level 1).
Souliotis et al. (2016)6 conducted an RCT (n = 100) comparing a range of moist wound healing foam dressings,
including non-medicated foam, silver foam, silver-sulfadiazine foam and ibuprofen foam with gauze dressings in
the management of Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries. Pressure injuries treated with foam dressings had
significantly faster healing times (85.56 ± 52.09 days vs 121.4 ±5 2.21 days, p = 0.0001), and required fewer dressing
changes compared to those treated with plain gauze (p < 0.0001). In this study antiseptic solutions were used on
pressure injuries that showed clinical signs of local wound infection, and some of the foam dressing had antimicrobial
properties; these confounding factors may have influenced the study results (Level 1).
Diehm and Lawall (2005)31 reported a descriptive study of 6,693 participants with chronic exuding ulcers of multiple
etiologies, including 1,793 participants with pressure injuries. 4.5% of the pressure injuries were classified as superficial,
and 49% were described as infected. The pressure injuries were managed with a hydropolymer foam dressing. At four
weeks, there was a 67% reduction in ulcer radius; 39% of the pressure injuries had healed, and 56% were improved.
At 12 weeks, there was an 87.5% reduction in wound radius, with 58% healed and 43.9% improved. At 12 weeks, only
3.8% of the pressure injuries had moderate to large exudate volumes, compared to 42.4% at study commencement
(Level 4).
Parish et al. (2008)32 conducted a small observational study (n = 23) of an adhesive, gelling foam dressing used to treat
Category/Stage II pressure injuries ≥ 2cm2 and Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries. At 28 days, 4% of pressure
injuries were described as healed, 30% had a marked improvement, 26% showed mild improvement, 4% had mild
deterioration and 9% were markedly deteriorated. The gelling foam was associated with 65% improvement in the
peri-wound skin condition, indicating effective management of exudate (Level 4).
In a meta-analysis of three Level 1 studies that were of low quality, Walker et al. (2017)33 identified that foam dressings
were neither inferior nor superior to hydrocolloid dressings for promoting pressure injury healing Relative risk of
healing when a foam dressing was applied was 0.85 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.54 to 1.34, p = 0.77), which was
not statistically significantly different from using a hydrocolloid dressing.33 There was also no different in adverse
events between the two dressing types (RR = 0.88, 95% CI 0.37 to 2.11). The primary inquiry of this review was impact
of foam dressings on healing, and some studies in the meta-analysis included pressure injuries with low exudate
levels. Another Cochrane meta-analysis of low quality Level 1 studies reported foam dressings were superior to saline
gauze dressings for pressure injury healing (RR 1.52, 95% CI 1.03 to 2.26), although there was low certainty for this
evidence.34
Evaluation of the acceptability of foam dressings to individuals with pressure injuries found foam dressings to be
rated significantly better than a hydrocolloid dressing (p = 0.018) for their ability to conform to the body and easier
to remove11 (Level 1).
14.9: U
 se super-absorbent wound dressings with a high capacity for absorption to manage heavily exuding
pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is low level evidence from one moderate quality Level 4 study35 suggesting that a super-absorbent dressing is
associated with healing of heavily exuding pressure injuries. Individuals with pressure injuries reported improvements
in quality of life and reduction of pain by approximately three points on an 11-point scale when a super-absorbent
dressing is used. There is no evidence on possible adverse events or the resource requirements for his wound dressing.

Implementation Considerations
•

D
 o not use super-absorbent dressings for wounds with mild to moderate exudate due to the risk of the wound bed
becoming too dry36 (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the structural integrity of the super-absorbent dressing regularly to ensure the dressing is appropriate for
the volume of exudate.36 (Level 5).
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Evidence Discussion
Super-absorbent dressings are complex multilayer dressings that provide either a semi-adherent quality or a nonadherent layer, combined with highly absorptive fibre layers from various materials that have increased ability to
wick moisture (e.g., cellulose, cotton, rayon or gel particles). Super-absorbent dressings are designed to absorb larger
volumes of wound exudate while locking the fluid away from skin to prevent maceration, skin breakdown, strike
through and leakage.35,36
The body of evidence for super-absorbent dressings for managing pressure injuries is small, although there is a wider
body of evidence for the use of these dressings in other wound types.37,38 In pressure injuries the evidence is limited to
a case study by Van Leen et al. (2014)35 using super-absorbent dressings in a small convenience sample of participants
(n = 11) with Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries and venous leg ulcers (n = 20). Mean PUSH Tool scores decreased
from 11.05 at baseline to 5.0 over eight weeks, and there was a mean reduction in wound surface area from 15.27
cm2 to 7.63 cm2. Participant-rated levels of pain and negative social impact of having a wound also reduced over the
course of the study (Level 4).

Basic Wound Dressings
The types of contemporary wound dressings that are available have rapidly expanded in recent years. Modern wound
dressings have been designed to maximize wound healing while promoting comfort of the individual and reducing
the need for frequent wound dressing changes. However, access to contemporary wound dressing products is limited
in many geographic regions. The recommendations in this section should be considered in the context of geographic
regions that do not have access to modern wound dressings. These recommendations may not represent best practice
in a healthcare system in which modern wound dressings are relatively accessible.
14.10:	Use moist gauze dressings to maintain an appropriately moist wound environment when advanced wound
dressings are not an option.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Two low quality Level 1 studies6,16 indicated that moist gauze dressings are associated with complete pressure injury
healing, although healing took approximately 30% longer than compared to more modern wound dressings (e.g.,
hydrocolloids and foams).6 A low quality Level 1 study reported no significant difference in healing with a moist gauze
dressing compared to a hydrogel, with healing rates of about 66% over 10 weeks in both groups.15 Therefore, moist
wound dressings can achieve healing in the absence of an advanced wound dressing option. Moist gauze dressings
were rated by individuals with pressure injuries as less comfortable than more advanced dressings16 and a low quality
economic analysis suggested that the requirement for more frequent dressing changes was associated with increased
costs for using a moist gauze dressing.6

Implementation Considerations
•

A
 void the use of wet-to-dry gauze dressings. Vigilance is required in maintaining moisture of the dressing and
wound bed when using moist gauze dressings (Expert opinion).

•

Monitor the wound and peri-wound skin for maceration (Expert opinion).

•

Consider using impregnated forms of gauze dressings to prevent evaporation of moisture (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se loosely woven gauze for highly exuding pressure injuries and use more tightly woven gauze for pressure
injuries with minimal exudate (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen filling cavities of deeper pressure injuries, loosely fill (rather than tightly pack) the dead space with salinemoistened gauze, to avoid creating pressure on the wound bed (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se a single gauze strip/roll to fill deep wounds. Do not use multiple gauze dressings because retained gauze in
the wound bed can serve as a source of infection (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Gauze dressings are made of cotton or synthetic fabric that is absorptive and permeable to water, water vapor and
oxygen. Clinical practice varies widely in relation to gauze dressings. Increased infection rates, retained dressing
particles, and pain have led health professionals to avoid the use of gauze dressings for open chronic wounds such as
pressure injuries, in favor of advanced wound dressings.16,39,40 Due to the need for frequent changes, gauze dressings
have been shown to be costly in health professional time and resources6 (Level 1).
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A number of studies used moist gauze as a comparator dressing for Category/Stage II and greater pressure injuries.6,15,16
In one randomized controlled trial (RCT), saline-soaked gauze was not significantly different to a hydrogel for
complete healing rates (p = 0.92)15 (Level 1). However, a second RCT showed that more advanced moist wound healing
foam dressings were associated with faster average healing times (p = 0.0001) for Category/Stage III and IV pressure
injuries compared to a plain gauze dressing6 (Level 1). Another RCT conducted with Category/Stage III and IV pressure
injuries showed that compared to a hydrogel dressing, saline gauze was associated with a need for more frequent
debridement (p < 0.03) and slower reduction in wound volume (p < 0.02)16 (Level 1).
Because studies6,16 indicate they can achieve faster wound healing, the formulary should provide access to modern
moist wound dressing options. However, the use of saline impregnated or moistened gauze is preferable to allowing
the wound bed to desiccate. In the absence of modern wound dressings, gauze may be used dry; moist; or impregnated
with paraffin, petrolatum, antiseptics, or other agents. Gauze is manufactured in varying weaves, and with different
size interstices. Selection of the most appropriate gauze product is important to prevent damage to the wound bed,
minimize wound pain and avoid loss of product in large and deep ulcers.
14.11:	Use a transparent film dressing as a secondary dressing when advanced wound dressings are not an
option.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
One low quality Level 1 study2 provided evidence that healing rates of Category/Stage II pressure injuries with a
transparent film secondary dressing were not significantly different to those when a hydrocolloid dressing was used.
Subjective ratings from individual with pressure injuries and health professionals showed film dressings are preferable
to some other wound dressings for comfort, conformability, ease of removal, residue and ability to assess the wound.
Transparent film dressings are considered a low-cost option for treating pressure injuries that are an appropriate
choice in some clinical situations.

Implementation Considerations
•

T
 ransparent film dressings can be used for autolytic debridement when the individual is not immunocompromised.
Review the guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement for guidance on the use of film dressings in wound
debridement (Expert opinion).

•

T
 ransparent film dressings should not be used as the tissue interface layer for pressure injuries with moderate or
heavy exudate (Expert opinion).

•

Transparent film dressings can be used as a secondary dressing to secure wound fillers (Expert opinion).

•

Remove transparent film dressings carefully from the skin to reduce skin trauma (Expert opinion).

•

Transparent film dressings should not be used over enzymatic debriding agents, gels or ointments (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Film dressings were originally designed to cover intact skin over intravenous puncture sites. The transparency of
these dressings allows inspection of the skin beneath.2 Plain film dressings do not absorb exudate from a wound bed;
generally a transparent film dressing is used as a secondary dressing to secure a primary dressing that fills the wound
bed and absorbs exudate.
In an RCT, Brown-Etris et al. (2008)2 compared hydrocolloids to film dressings containing an absorptive pad for Category/
Stage II pressure injuries and shallow Category/Stage III pressure injuries. There were no significant differences in
pressure injuries that reached complete healing within the 56-day study period (p = 0.96), healing rates (p = 0.65) or periwound skin maceration (p = 0.27) between the two dressing regimens. Subjective ratings from the health professionals
using the products ranked the film dressing as significantly easier to apply (p = 0.005), more conformable (p = 0.026)
and easier to remove (p < 0.001). Individuals with pressure injuries ranked the film dressing as more comfortable (p <
0.001). The researchers concluded that film dressings can be used for shallow pressure injuries2 (Level 1).
The Wound Ostomy and Continence Nurses Society and Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) guidelines
address the role of film dressings for autolytic debridement.41,42 As outlined in the guideline chapter Cleansing and
Debridement, autolytic debridement is commonly performed with film dressings to allow easy wound monitoring.
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14.12:	Consider the available evidence and guidance on using local resource dressings when selecting wound
dressings in geographic regions with limited access to resources.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 vidence on local resource wound dressings can be accessed using a research database established by the World
Health Organization to promote access to health literature in low- and middle-income countries (Hinari, http://
www.who.int/hinari/en/) (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Health professionals practicing in resource limited areas need to evaluate product availability and review the efficacy
and potential risks of locally available products in order to make choices with patient consumers and their informal
caregivers regarding the most appropriate wound management.43 Evidence for efficacy is available for local resource
wound dressings (e.g., banana leaf dressing,44 potato dressing45 etc.) in wounds of different etiologies and could be
extrapolated to pressure injuries (Level 5).
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BIOLOGICAL DRESSINGS FOR TREATMENT OF PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
Biological dressings function as protective wound cover and may be cellular (contain living cells) or acellular
(biologically inert). They can be composed of:
•

Animal (bovine or porcine) material (e.g. collagen)

•

Human (cadaveric skin) cells

•

Plant (cellulose) materials

•

Synthetic (man-made) material

•

Composite of materials (e.g. collagen and oxidized regenerated cellulose [ORC]).1

Biological dressings include skin substitutes, xenografts, allografts or collagen dressings. The majority of research on
biological dressing use in pressure injuries has been conducted on collagen-based dressings.

Clinical Question
The clinical question that guided the development of this chapter was:
•

What biological dressings are effective for supporting healing of pressure injuries?

Collagen Matrix Dressings
Collagen dressings are mostly derived from bovine, porcine, or avian skin made into sheets and pads, as particles,
and as gels. Collagen is a protein produced by fibroblasts that promotes the reduction of protease activity while
encouraging angiogenesis, epithelization and granulation during the wound healing process. Proteases such as
metalloproteinases (MMPs) and elastase are enzymes that break down proteins into peptides and amino acids. An
imbalance of proteases, reactive oxygen species, and protease inhibitors within the wound microenvironment would
delay the wound healing process. During the inflammatory phase, barriers against microorganisms and damaged
tissues will be created via the actions of MMPs.2-4 Excessive proteases can prolong the inflammatory stage, thereby
inhibiting the progression to the proliferative phase and delaying the wound healing process. Furthermore, collagen
promotes dermal fibroblast proliferation, stimulates the migration of the cell, and growth of the capillary bed.3-5
These actions encourage the growth of healthy tissues in the wound environment and aid in the repair process. In
chronic wounds such as pressure injuries, collagen lowers the elastase level, altering the chronicity of the wound and
heightening the healing process.3-5
15.1: C
 onsider applying collagen dressings to nonhealing pressure injuries to improve rate of healing and decrease
signs and symptoms of wound inflammation.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
There is direct evidence from low, moderate and high quality Level 1 studies to suggest that collagen matrix dressings
are as effective as other contemporary wound dressings (e.g. hydrocolloid, hydropolymer and foam) in promoting
healing.6-8 In one low quality Level 1 study,9 a collagen matrix dressing out-performed a hydropolymer dressing in
achieving reduction in pressure injury surface area and in other studies, indicators of wound inflammation were more
favorable in pressure injuries treated with collagen.6,9 Older studies indicated that collagen matrix dressings cost
more with respect to product and labor than other types of wound dressings;8 however, a cost-benefit analysis is not
available. Consideration should be given to resource availability because collagen matrix dressings might be more
costly than other contemporary wound dressings6,8 and/or difficult to access. Consideration should also be given to
patient preferences (collagen is derived from animal products).3-5

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ollagen dressings are animal-based products10 and may not be acceptable to all individuals. Check the product
description for more information on its derivation and discuss the individual’s treatment preferences. (Expert
opinion).

•

Collagen dressings are not appropriate for pressure injuries with dry eschar11,12 (Indirect evidence).
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•

C
 ollagen creates a gel residue in the wound bed. If gel residue is visible, the collagen dressing should remain
untouched until the next dressing review (generally every third day or more frequently for wounds with heavy
exudate)3,11 (Expert opinion and indirect evidence).

•

O
 ptimize the individual’s ability to heal by addressing nutritional status, management of co-morbidities and
pressure offloading through repositioning and use of appropriate support surfaces (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
In a 2016 randomized, controlled trial (RCT), Kloeters et al. (2016)9 recruited 33 people with pressure injuries and
randomly included them into two groups: collagen/ORC matrix (n = 23) or an absorbent hydropolymer foam dressing
(n = 10). Pressure injuries treated with collagen/ORC matrix showed a significant reduction in wound surface area
compared to the hydropolymer dressing group (65 ± 13% versus 41 ± 11%, p < 0.05). Protease activity was also
explored. Compared to baseline, there was a significant reduction in elastase reactivity at days 5, 14, 28, 42 and 56 for
the collagen/ORC dressing group (p < 0.05 for all), and this reduction in elastase activity was significant compared to
the hydropolymer dressing group at day 5 and day 14. Plasmin activity was also significantly reduced at days 5 and 14
for pressure injuries treated with collagen/ORC matrix compared to the control group (p < 0.05 for both)13 (Level 1).
Graumlich et al. (2003)8 presented an RCT comparing collagen wound dressing to a hydrocolloid wound dressing.
Participants (n = 65), who were recruited from 11 nursing homes, (about 80% of participants had Category/Stage II
pressure injuries and 20% of participants had Category/Stage III pressure injuries). The mean duration of pressure
injuries was from 3 to 6.5 weeks. Individuals were randomized to receive the collagen wound dressing that consisted
of application of sterile saline, collagen sprinkled in a thin continuous layer over the wound bed and application of
gauze (n = 35). The comparator group received a hydrocolloid wound dressing (n=35). After eight weeks of treatment,
it appeared that the collagen wound dressing was as effective as the hydrocolloid wound dressing in achieving
complete wound healing (mean difference 1%; 95% confidence interval [CI] 26 to 29%; p = 0.893). However, the
cost analysis showed the collagen wound dressing was more expensive than hydrocolloid wound dressing (average
per patient cost, hydrocolloid $222 USD versus collagen $627 USD in 2003). Collagen wound dressings required seven
nursing interventions per week versus two interventions per week for hydrocolloid wound dressings8 (Level 1).
Eighty individuals with Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries received either a collagen matrix dressing or a viscoserayon dressing in another RCT.7 The pressure injuries were debrided and treated with a topical antimicrobial until
there were no signs of local infection before commencing the dressing trial. There was no significant difference in the
percent of pressure injuries that were completely healed at six months (90% collagen group versus 70% control group,
p = 0.59). Time to healing was reported to be faster for pressure injuries treated with collagen (2 to 6 weeks versus 2
to 8 weeks), and this led to a shorter hospitalization period for the collagen matrix group. The collagen group also
need fewer wound dressing changes. Although this suggests that a collagen matrix dressing may reduce resource use,
no cost analysis was conducted7 (Level 1).
One pilot RCT conducted in individuals with Category/Stage III pressure injuries of at least four weeks duration (n = 10)
demonstrated that a collagen wound dressing was associated with a significant positive effect on angiogenesis (p <
0.05) compared with a foam wound dressing. After 21 days of second-daily dressings, 100% of the pressure injuries
treated with collagen wound dressing were healed, compared with 80% treated with the foam wound dressing.6 In
the same study,6 it was observed that a collagen dressing may have some effect on reducing inflammatory factors.
After seven days of treatment, the concentration of metalloproteinases-9 (MMP-9) was lower in pressure injuries
treated with collagen wound dressing than in pressure injuries treated with foam wound dressing (p < 0.04)6 (Level 2).
Available collagen dressings contain different types of collagen and the dressings come in different formats (e.g. gel
versus dressing sheet versus particles).10 Different collagen types attract different MMPs in the wound, therefore the
biological effect may vary, although the general principles underlying the effect of the collagen on wound healing
are the same.10 Different collagen dressing formats are primarily a choice of ease of application, although larger
size of dressing pores may allow more rapid concentration of MMPs within the dressing.10 Exploration of potential
differences between different collagen types and different collagen dressing formats has not been undertaken in
pressure injuries.

Other Biological Dressings
Some evidence is available on other types of biological dressings for treating pressure injuries, including hyaluronic
acid derivative wound dressing,14 a bi-layered cell therapy wound dressing15 and an amniotic membrane dressing.16
The volume of evidence for these biological dressing interventions is currently insufficient to make any specific
recommendations.
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GROWTH FACTORS FOR TREATMENT OF PRESSURE INJURIES
Introduction
The role of growth factors in the cellular and biochemical events that occur during wound healing includes regulation
of cell proliferation and differentiation. Different types of growth factors have different actions in the wound healing
process. Growth factors commonly stimulate the proliferation of neutrophils, macrophages and keratinocytes, all of
which are active in different stages of wound healing.1 Development of exogenous growth factor products for wound
management is based on expectations that appropriately timed application of these preparations to the wound bed
will increase healing rates. Five families of growth factor have been identified as having significance in wound healing
processes:1,2
•

Epidermal growth factor

•

Transforming growth factor beta

•

Platelet derived growth factor

•

Insulin-like growth factor

•

Fibroblast growth factor.

Clinical Question
The clinical question that guided the development of this chapter was:
•

What growth factors are effective for supporting healing of pressure injuries?

Platelet Rich Plasma
Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is also known as platelet-enriched plasma, platelet-rich concentrate, autogenous platelet
gel, or platelet releasate. Platelet rich plasma is autologous blood that has a high platelet concentration and a high
concentration of growth factors.2 Platelet-rich plasma is used by placing supraphysiologic concentrations of autologous
platelets at the site of tissue damage. To create the PRP, blood is drawn from the individual and centrifuged to
separate the red and white blood cells, creating a plasma that has high concentrations of platelets.3,4 Additional
centrifugation is usually conducted to concentrate the platelets.4 Growth factors are then activated from the platelets
using one of numerous different chemical processes that promote physical lyses through disruption of cell membranes
(platelet agonists).4 The resulting plasma gel is applied to the wound.
16.1: Consider applying platelet-rich plasma for promoting healing in pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Evidence supporting this recommendation comes from two low quality Level 1 studies5,6 that indicate that application
of PRP is effective in supporting healing of pressure injuries. Compared to placebo or standard care, Category/Stage
II and III pressure injuries completely healed at significantly faster rates after between two and seven weeks of
treatment.5,6 When two applications of PRP were applied, complete healing rates were over 30% greater compared to
standard care.5 Low quality level 1 studies5,6 and lower level studies7-10 showed that applying PRP was also associated
with reductions in wound surface area, improvements in tissue type and improvement in scores on the Pressure Ulcer
Scale for Healing (PUSH) after two weeks and one month. The improvements in other outcome measures were less
substantial than those seen for complete pressure injury healing. Relative risk (RR) of an adverse effect occurring
after application of a PRP to any type of wound has been reported as 0.44 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.05 to
3.85, p = 0.46),3 suggesting undesirable effects are probably not substantial. There is no information available on
cost-effectiveness; however, PRPs are usually manufactured in laboratory settings and require skilled technicians and
specialist resources that are likely to be limited in most clinical settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

P
 latelet rich plasma should be prepared using standardized protocols by health professionals who have received
appropriate training4 (Expert opinion).

•

Platelet rich plasma should not be used on infected pressure injuries. (Expert opinion).
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•

Before applying PRP, the wound bed should be prepared using cleansing and debridement5 (Level 1).

•

O
 ptimize the individual’s ability to heal by addressing nutritional status, management of co-morbidities and
pressure offloading through repositioning and use of appropriate support surfaces (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Preparation of PRP can be done using a range of different protocols, including commercially available kits in some
geographic regions.4 The randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and non-randomized trials reported below all used
autologous blood samples, withdrawn with an anticoagulant (e.g., sodium citrate,5,6 or citrate phosphate dextrose
adenine9,10) and centrifuged for 8 minutes5, 10 minutes,9,10 or 15 minutes.6 Only one study specifically reported using
a second centrifugation in the preparation process.9,10 Calcium chloride 10% was used as the activator in all of the
RCTs.5,6,9,10 It has been proposed that method of PRP preparation, including the volume of whole blood used and the
number and speed of centrifugal spins, influences the concentration of the PRP, which may contribute to efficacy of
the final product. However, these factors were not reported in sufficient detail in the PRP pressure injury trials4 to
evaluate.
Because growth factors stimulate different wound healing processes, timing of their application to a wound could
be important. The literature provided limited guidance on selecting an appropriate time to apply PRP. The studies
reporting PRP use were generally conducted in chronic pressure injuries.5-8,10-12 One study focused on pressure injuries
that showed clinical signs of local wound infection.9 Regimens varied widely, from application only once or twice,5
weekly or twice weekly applications,7,9,10 three applications over seven weeks,6 to daily application.12
An RCT (n = 320)6 conducted in chronic (more than six months) pressure injuries that compared two different types of
PRP reported complete healing rates of approximately 50%. In a group receiving PRP plus gelatin hydrogen, complete
wound healing at seven weeks was 51.8%, with 20% completely healed at one week and 30% healed by four weeks.
In the comparator group receiving PRP plus collagen ointment, healing rate at seven weeks was 53.75%, with 35%
healed at one week and 40% healed at four weeks. This study also reported a safety analysis in which no significant
adverse events were attributed to treatment with PRP.6 The study did not include a group receiving a placebo or
standard wound care (Level 1).
In a non-blinded RCT,5 different regimens that included PRP were compared to standard treatment (liquid hydrogel
dressing) on 124 Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries. After cleansing and debridement, PRP gel was applied
either once on day zero or on day zero and day 15 before application of the standard treatment. A third experimental
group received PRP in combination with hyaluronic acid and standard treatment. Compared to standard treatment
(0%), there were significant improvements in percent of pressure injuries that reached complete healing by day 36
in the pressure injuries receiving PRP on day zero (8%, p = 0.023), those receiving two applications of PRP (32%, p
= 0.001) and for PRP plus hyaluronic acid (37.5%, p ≤ 0.001). All the experimental groups also showed significantly
better percent reduction in wound surface area, and no adverse events were experienced5 (Level 1).
The effectiveness of a PRP dressing in reducing infection and promoting healing was compared to a saline gauze
dressing.9,10 Participants (n = 25) in the study had spinal cord injury (SCI) and at least two Category/Stage II to IV
pressure injuries. All pressure injuries in the PRP experimental group were classified as Category/Stage IV, while those
in the control group were Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries. Dressings were changed twice weekly, with a
weekly wound evaluation for five weeks.9,10 At five weeks, the pressure injuries treated with PRP were less likely to
be critically colonized, as measured by wound swab with culture (24% versus 76%, p = 0.006).9 The pressure injuries
treated with PRP showed a mean decrease in wound surface area compared to baseline (p < 0.001) but those in the
control group had no significant change.10 Overall, 96% of PRP-treated pressure injuries were considered to have
improved status, compared to 68% of control group10 (Level 2).
Platelet-rich plasma gel was also used in two case series7,8 that both demonstrated improvements in wound surface
area and wound volume, and reduction in undermining/sinus tracts after two to three weeks of treatment (Level 4). A
third case series reported the use of PRP applied directly to Category/Stage III pressure injury fistulas immediately prior
to surgical closure of the ulcer. Imaging confirmed complete closure of fistulas at three weeks11 (Level 4).
Although the studies reported above did not provide an indication of the cost of treatment or any economic analyses,
commercial PRP kits are considered to be costly;4 preparation time is much longer than other dressings and topical
agents; and specific training is required to prepare and administer PRP. These factors are likely to reduce the feasibility
of using PRP in many clinical settings.

Recombinant Platelet-Derived Growth Factor
Recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) technology has been used to produce a recombinant human plateletderived growth factor (rPDGF, rPDGF-BB, or rhPDGF-BB). Platelet-derived growth factor is available as a commercial
topical wound product, becaplermin gel.
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16.2: C
 onsider applying platelet-derived growth factor for promoting healing in Category/Stage III and IV pressure
injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
A high quality Level 1 study showed 23% more Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries reached complete healing
with application of PDGF gel.12 Low quality Level 1 studies provided evidence for significantly greater reduction in
pressure injury depth associated with PDGF gel,13,14 although results were mixed for measures of wound volume.13-15
One high quality economic analysis16 based on clinical outcomes from a high quality Level 1 study estimated that
treatment of one pressure injury required approximately three tubes of PDGF gel at a cost of $920/tube. Over 12
months, individuals would need to pay $298 USD to gain one additional pressure-injury free week with PDGF gel
compared to placebo.16

Implementation Considerations
•

P
 repare the wound bed with debridement and ensure the pressure injury is infection-free before application13,14
(Level 1).

•

O
 ptimize the individual’s ability to heal by addressing nutritional status, management of co-morbidities and
pressure offloading through repositioning and use of appropriate support surfaces (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Three clinical studies reported significantly improved healing of pressure injuries treated with PDGF.12-15 All the trials
are small studies conducted over 20 years ago; none provide a comparison between PDGF and contemporary wound
dressings. More research has been conducted in wounds of other etiologies.
In a multi-centered, double blinded RCT conducted by Rees et. al.12 participants (n = 124) with Category/Stage III or
IV pressure injuries were treated with becaplermin gel (rPDGF) in doses of either 100 µg/g or 300 µg/g. Two control
groups were treated with a placebo gel (either daily or twice daily). Pressure injuries treated with rPDGF were more
likely to achieve complete healing compared with those treated with placebo gel (placebo gel 0%; 100 µg/g daily
23%, p = 0.005; 300 µg/g daily 19%, p = 0.008). Significant findings were also achieved for other wound healing
end points including median relative pressure injury volume (Level 1). A secondary economic analysis of PDGGF gels
used data from two of the randomized groups in the Rees et al. (1999) study12 (becaplermin gel 100 µg/g daily and
placebo daily). The analysis considered direct treatment costs including gel, saline gauze, nursing time and physician
reimbursements, all calculated in US dollars in 2016. The study found that actual treatments costs were $3,827 USD for
becaplermin gel and $1,297 USD for placebo gel. A Markov model that considered the state of having a pressure injury
or being completely healed or 90% healed over 52 weeks showed that the cost of one additional week with a healed
pressure injury was $298 USD, and the cost of one additional week with a 90% healed pressure injury was $150 USD.16
Another double blind RCT (n = 20) demonstrated superiority of rPDGF-BB 100 µg/g in achieving reduction in wound
depth at 29 day follow up for Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries of up to 67 months duration compared with a
placebo gel (14.1 ± 7.4% of day 0 depth versus 34.9 ± 6.7% of day 0 depth, p ≤ 0.05). However, the findings were not
significant for reduction in wound volume (Level 1).13,14
Mustoe et. al.15 compared 300 µg/ml aqueous rPDGF-BB (n = 12); 100 µg/ml aqueous rPDGF-BB (n = 15) and salinesoaked gauze dressings (n = 14) in a multi-center RCT. The rPDGF-BB was associated with reduction in wound volume
after 29 days compared with saline dressings (p = 0.056). However, this study was small and had a high participant drop
out (n = 11) that may have influenced the findings (Level 1). In a secondary analysis17 of a subset of the participants
in this trial (n = 20), laboratory analyses demonstrated a significant increase in fibroblast content in pressure injuries
treated with rPDGF-BB compared with placebo (2.81 ± 0.17 versus 2.05 ± 0.24, p < 0.01) The process for selection of
participants for this secondary analysis was not reported.

Other Growth Factors
Some studies are available on other types of growth factors for treating pressure injuries. For example, one RCT
(n = 61)18 evaluated the effectiveness of a range of growth factor treatments including granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) alone, basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) alone and sequential GM-CSF/bFGF
for treating Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries and reported favorable, statistically significant findings for some
measures of wound healing (e.g., at least an 85% reduction in wound volume)18 (Level 1). Another small RCT (n = 26)19
investigated interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β) in three doses for healing pressure injuries but found no significant difference
compared with placebo in reducing wound volume (Level 1).19
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The volume of evidence on other growth factors for healing pressure injuries is insufficient to make any specific
recommendations. Growth factors have more research supporting their use in wound types other than pressure
injuries.
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BIOPHYSICAL AGENTS
Introduction
Biophysical agents deliver specific treatment to the wound bed, including oxygen via positive (hyperbaric or
hyperatmospheric) pressure, electromagnetic, acoustic waves and mechanical energy.

Common Forms of Biophysical Agents
Table 21.1: Forms of biophysical agents
Category

Biophysical Agents

Electromagnetic Spectrum

Electrical stimulation (ES)
Electromagnetic fields (EMF)
Pulsed radio frequency energy (PRFE)
Phototherapy: laser, infrared, ultraviolet, light emitting diode

Acoustic

Non-contact low frequency ultrasound (NC-LFUS) KHz
Low frequency ultrasound (LFUS) KHz
High frequency ultrasound (HFUS) MHz

Mechanical/ Kinetic

Subatmospheric: negative pressure wound therapy, suction, tension
Kinetic: whirlpool, pulsatile lavage, vibration
Atmospheric: hyperbaric oxygen therapy topical oxygen

The electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) is an energy source that affects living systems. The EMS comprises infrared (thermal
radiation), ultraviolet light (invisible light), laser (coherent and monochromatic light) and electrical/electromagnetic
stimulation. The various modalities of EMS energy differ from each other only in their wavelength or frequency, and
often overlap with adjacent areas of the EMS.
Electrical and magnetic fields are two component properties of electromagnetic radiation that travel perpendicular
to each other and are always present together. Properties of these two fields may be altered by the device design
so that one is dominant. In vitro studies1,2 indicate that electrical stimulation (ES) and electromagnetic fields (EMF)
induce similar physiological responses that are important for wound healing; however, there are sufficient distinctions
between the two to categorize and evaluate them independently.
Other forms of biophysical energy that have been studied in the management of pressure injuries include acoustic,
mechanical, and kinetic energy. Some delivery devices provide more than one form of biophysical energy. For example,
megahertz (MHz) and kilohertz (kHz) ultrasound devices respectively transmit high and low frequency acoustic (sound)
waves and kinetic energy (pressure waves).
Negative pressure wound therapy is a commonly used wound treatment through which negative pressure (a vacuum)
is applied to the wound bed through a dressing in a closed environment,3 promoting removal of third space edema.
If used, biophysical energies should be delivered using medical devices that meet local technical and legal requirements
and as appropriate to the individual’s health and wound condition. Use of biophysical agents should be directed by
and under the supervision/management of an appropriately licensed health professional educated and trained in safe
and effective selection, application, and monitoring methods.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

Is electrical stimulation an effective intervention for treating pressure injures?

•

Is electromagnetic field therapy an effective intervention for treating pressure injures?

•

Is pulsed radio frequency energy an effective intervention for treating pressure injures?

•

Is phototherapy an effective intervention for treating pressure injures?

•

I s ultrasound therapy (low frequency, high frequency, non-touch) an effective intervention for treating pressure
injures?
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•

I s subatmospheric therapy (e.g negative pressure wound therapy, suction, tension) an effective intervention for
treating pressure injures?

•

Is kinetic therapy (e.g. whirlpool, pulsatile lavage, vibration) an effective intervention for treating pressure injures?

•

I s atmospheric therapy (e.g hyperbaric oxygen therapy, topical oxygen therapy) an effective intervention treating
pressure injures?

•

Are there other biophysical agents that are effective for treating pressure injuries?

•

Are any biophysical agents effective for preventing pressure injuries?

Electrical Stimulation
Direct and Pulsed Current Electrical Stimulation
Electrical stimulation (ES) for treatment of wounds utilizes subsensory amplitudes of direct current (DC) and pulsed
current (PC), or sensory ES at a threshold below muscle contraction. Sensory ES utilizes high-voltage monophasic pulsed
current (HVMPC), low-voltage monophasic pulsed current (LVMPC), or low-voltage biphasic pulsed current (LVBPC).4,5
Direct current is the continuous, unidirectional flow of charged particles. Direct current ES is applied at a subsensory
intensity of not more than 1 mA (usually 20 μA to 600 μA). Although an early trial6 on DC ES at a subsensory level
noted a positive effect on healing of Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries, later trials failed to show an effect
or produced ambiguous results.7-9 Currently there is no scientific evidence to recommend ES at a subsensory level for
treatment of pressure injuries and contemporary research has focused on potential healing benefits achieved using
PC ES at a sensory intensity.

Monophasic and Biphasic Current Electrical Stimulation
Pulsed current is the brief unidirectional (monophasic pulsed current) or bidirectional (biphasic pulsed current) flow of
electrons or ions in which each pulse is separated by a period with no current flow. A monophasic pulse represents a
very brief movement of electric particles away from the isoelectric line, returning to the zero line after a finite period,
which makes up the duration of the pulse. Monophasic pulsed current waveforms include the rectangular or square
waveforms of LVMPC and the twin-peaked waveforms of HVMPC. The duration of low-voltage and high-voltage
pulses used in wound treatment are very short (usually between 50 μs and 200 μs), and they do not cause pH changes
that could be harmful to the tissues.
The biphasic PC waveform is bidirectional and consists of two phases. One phase leaves the isoelectric line, and on its
return to baseline the second phase leaves the isoelectric line in the opposite direction. The biphasic waveforms may
be asymmetric or symmetric about the isoelectric line. When applying biphasic current, the risk of electrochemical
tissue damage is low due to a lack of electrochemical changes in the tissues.

Anodal and Cathodal Electrical Stimulation
Electrodes (anode and cathode) are the conductive elements of an electrical circuit that deliver ES to wound tissues.
The anode is a positive electrode that attracts negatively polarized electrical particles (anions), creating an acid
environment. The cathode is a negative electrode into which positively charged electric particles (cations) flow, forming
an alkaline environment. When using monophasic current ES to treat a pressure injury, the treatment electrode is
placed on the wound surface and the electrode closing the electrical circuit is applied to intact skin at least 15 cm
from the wound edge.
Recent evidence indicates that there is no statistically significant difference in healing outcomes between cathode-only
or cathode-anode ES,4 therefore selection of the therapeutic electrode is based on the phase of wound healing and the
goals of wound care. Studies show that electrical currents increase the synthesis of nitric oxide in the endothelium of
blood vessels, which leads to increased blood flow. Electrical current can also inhibit the activity of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and increase the synthesis of anti-inflammatory cytokines and growth factors. Monophasic electric current
can stimulate the migration of cells important in the healing process. Anodal ES facilitates cells involved in the
inflammatory phase of wound healing, while cathodal ES promotes cellular proliferation.4,5 Both anode and cathode
can stimulate cellular processes that enhance growth of blood vessels.
17.1: A
 dminister pulsed current electrical stimulation to facilitate wound healing in recalcitrant Category/Stage II
pressure injuries and Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)
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Evidence Summary
There was consistent evidence from eight Level 1 studies of high quality,4,5,10 moderate quality11-13 and low quality14,15
that application of electrical stimulation to Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries for between two weeks and
eight weeks is associated with a greater reduction in wound surface area than either sham therapy4,5,15 or standard
wound care.10-13 Studies reported relative wound surface area reduction of 25% to 82%4,5,10-13,15 greater with electrical
stimulation regimens than with comparator treatments. One high quality Level 1 study10 showed that statistically
significantly more pressure injuries healed after six weeks of electrical stimulation compared with standard wound
care. Two small, low quality Level 1 studies15,16 provided evidence that 100% of Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries
treated with high voltage electrical stimulation were able to completely heal in 20 days15 and in seven weeks.16
A low quality Level 3 study17 reported a 23% complete healing rate for Category/Stage II to IV pressure injuries
treated for between two and four weeks. Three moderate18 and low quality16,19 Level 1 studies reported statistically
significantly faster wound healing rates associated with electrical stimulation compared with sham treatment16,18 or
standard wound care.19 No adverse events were reported in the studies. The reported regimens varied with respect
to characteristics of the electrical stimulation, but generally administered using high voltage monophasic electrical
current,4,5,10-17 for between 30 minutes to two hours daily (generally one hour daily), generally for five days per week
for up to eight weeks.4,5,10-20 The treatment was usually administered by physical therapists, physiotherapists or trained
researchers in a range of inpatient and outpatient settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

Electrical stimulation may not be the first-line therapy depending on the clinical care setting (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se of electrical stimulation should be directed by and under the supervision/management of an appropriately
licensed health professional who has been educated and trained in safe and effective selection, application, and
monitoring methods (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
While some earlier studies report on LVBPC,19,21 the majority of studies on ES for improving pressure injury healing
report the effectiveness of HVMPC.4,5,10-17 The highest quality evidence comes from two recent RCTs4,5 comparing ES
to sham/placebo ES for promoting healing in older adults with Category/Stage II to III5 (or to IV4) pressure injuries.
In both studies, the ES regimen consisted of HVMPC (100 pps, 154 μs, 0.25 V) delivered for 50 minutes/day, five days/
week. Placebo ES was delivered on the same regimen. In one of the trials,4 two treatment groups received the ES, one
group receiving cathode-only therapy and the second group receiving a combination of cathode-anode ES. Across
both trials, all groups receiving HVMPC demonstrated statistically significantly greater reductions in wound surface
area compared to placebo (p < 0.05).4,5 In one trial, reduction in wound surface area in pressure injuries receiving
ES was over double that in the placebo at week three of treatment (45% versus 20.32% reduction in wound surface
area, p < 0.032).5 The second study supported these findings, with wound surface area reduction reported at six
weeks being superior in wounds received ES (82.34% cathode only group, 70.77% cathod-anode group versus 40.53%
placebo group, p < 0.05 for treatment groups versus placebo).4 Neither of these studies followed pressure injuries
to complete healing; however, ES is generally used as an adjunct therapy with a primary goal of promoting faster
reductions in wound size in the early stages of healing (Level 1).
Another recent, small RCT14 (n = 35) compared HVMPC ES (100 pps, 100 μs, 50 – 100 V) delivered for 60 minutes three
times per week to 3 MHz high frequency ultrasound for treating Caregory/Stage II to IV pressure injuries. After four
to 12 weeks of treatment, there was a 63% reduction in wound surface area for the ES group (p < 0.001 compared to
baseline) compared to a 43% reduction in the ultrasound group, which was not a statistically significant difference.
Limitations that may have contributed to the lack of significant difference between the two interventions included
the pressure injuries in the ES group being significantly more severe with respect to size and Category/Stage14 (Level
1). However, other evidence suggests that ultrasound at 3 MHz may have insufficient penetration of tissues to deliver
optimal therapuetic effect.22,23
Franek et. al.12 conducted an RCT investigating ES compared with standard wound care for treating Category/Stage
II and III pressure injuries that had persisted for two to three months (n = 50). In the ES group (n = 26), participants
received standard wound care, preventive practices, and HVMPC ES (100 pps, 100 μs, 100 V). The ES was applied for
50 minutes per day, five days a week. Cathodal stimulation was applied for the first one to two weeks, after which
anodal stimulation was used. The comparator group received preventive care and standard wound care only. After
six weeks, mean wound surface area decreased significantly in both groups (p < 0.001 in both groups). Granulation
tissue increased compared with baseline in both groups, but the difference was statistically significant only in the ES
group (p = 0.0006). The mean decrease in surface area was 88.9% in the ES group and 44.4% in the control group (p
< 0.001).12 The limitations of this study included a lack of blinding, and the treatments provided as standard wound
care may not have been consistent (Level 1).
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The results of another RCT (n=29) by Franek et. al.13 also showed significant progress in healing of Category/Stage I
to III pressure injuries treated with HVMPC (100 pps, 100 μs, 100 V, 50 minutes/day, five days/week). All participants
received regular repositioning and topical wound treatment (local bath of potassium permanganate, compression of
fibrolan, colistin and moist saline dressings). After six weeks, the mean wound surface area decreased significantly
compared to baseline in both groups (85.38% reduction, p ≤ 0.001 in ES group and 40.08% reduction, p = 0.002 in
control group). The difference between groups was significant (p ≤ 0.001)13 (Level 1).
An RCT6 (n = 34) was conducted with individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) who had Category/Stage II to IV pressure
injuries compared ES to standard wound care. In the ES group (n = 16), HVMPC (50 µs, 50 to 150 V) was applied for
20 minutes at 100 pps followed by 20 minutes at 10 pps and then 20 minutes off-cycle for eight hours each day, for
at least three months or until complete healing. The polarity of the treatment electrode was initially negative and
then polarity was alternated weekly. All Category/Stage II pressure injuries closed in both groups. In the ES group,
33.3% of Category/Stage III to IV pressure injuries closed compared with 7.1% in the control group (p = 0.550). The
average decrease in wound surface area at conclusion of treatment was statistically significantly greater in the ES
group compared to the standard wound care group (70.0% versus 36%; p = 0.048). A major achievement of this
study was its finding that ES can be effectively delivered in the community or at home, without direct oversight by
health professionals, with ES applied for approximately 5.3 hours per day, typically overnight. However, the study
had limitations. Application of the therapeutic ES protocol was inconsistent because wound care therapies were
individualized and therefore varied, and only the ES group received silver dressings11 (Level 1).

Ultrasound Therapy
Ultrasound is an acoustic therapy in which mechanical vibration is transmitted in a wave formation at frequencies
beyond the upper limit of human hearing. Units of measure for ultrasound are called hertz (Hz). This vibratory
property of the ultrasound waves affects the tissue cells. Different frequencies are used therapeutically to assess and
to treat soft tissues, with therapeutic HFUS delivered at between 0.5 to 3 MHz, and LFUS typically between 20 to
50 kHz. Non-contact low frequency ultrasound uses acoustic waveforms at low frequencies to transmit energy into
the skin and tissues through atomized saline, without contact with the wound or tissues. The transmitted energy is
reported to create bubbles in cell fluids, thereby promoting interstitial movement through the cell membrane that is
thought to promote healing activities at a cellular level.24

Non-Contact Low Frequency Ultrasound Therapy
17.2: C
 onsider using non-contact low frequency ultrasound therapy as an adjunct therapy to facilitate healing in
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries and suspected deep tissue injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
The available evidence is from small studies at high risk of bias. One low quality Level 3 study25 and one low quality
Level 4 study24 provided evidence that treatment with NCLFUS therapy is associated with complete resolution of 18%25
to 23%24 of deep tissue injuries. Three low quality Level 3 and Level 4 studies provided evidence for an association
between NCLFUS therapy and reduction in wound surface area. Two low quality Level 4 studies24,26 reported that two
weeks of treatment with NCLFUS therapy was between 26% reduction26 and 41.4% reduction24 in the mean deep
tissue injury or Category III pressure injury surface. A high quality Level 3 study27 also demonstrated a significantly
greater reduction in deep tissue surface area associated with NCLFUS therapy compared with standard treatment. No
adverse events were reported and no studies reported comparisons of different NCLFUS therapy regimens.

Implementation Considerations
•

N
 oncontact low frequency ultrasound is not recommended for use near prostheses or electronic implanted devices
(e.g., cardiac pacemakers), over the lower back or uterus in pregnant women, over areas of malignancy, or on the
face/head25 (Level 3).

•

U
 se of NCLFUS should be directed by and under the supervision/management of an appropriately licensed health
professional who has been educated and trained in safe and effective selection, application, and monitoring
methods (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The body of evidence on the efficacy of NCLFUS is expanding with its increasing use in clinical practice. The research
on its use for treating pressure injuries is in increasingly larger sample sizes and adds to the larger body of evidence
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on use of NCLUS therapy that includes studies in other wound etiologies, particularly diabetic foot ulcers. In particular,
the body of evidence demonstrating efficacy in treating suspected deep tissue injuriy (SDTI) is increasing, although
current studies provide only a low level of evidence supporting its effectiveness in promoting more rapid healing.
One small observational study26 was conducted in participants (n = 13; n = 11 completed trial) with Category/Stage
III pressure injuries that had >105 bacterial count to determine bacterial reduction associated with NCLFUS. The
participants received a wound biopsy at baseline and at two weeks, after six treatments of NCLFUS (mean duration
of treatment was four minutes). The per-protocol analysis showed a reduction in mean bacterial burden after two
weeks (2 x 107 versus 4 x 107, p = not reported). The study also reported a 26% reduction in mean wound area (p = not
reported) and a 20% reduction mean wound volume (p = not reported)26 (Level 4).
The growing evidence regarding the effect of NCLFUS therapy in treating SDTI consists of three cohort studies.24,25,27
The first retrospective cohort study25 (n = 85 participants with 127 SDTIs) investigated the effect of NCLFUS therapy
administered daily for five days then every other day (mean number of treatments = 10) compared with standard
treatment. A non-validated assessment tool was applied retrospectively to photographs of wounds to assess total
surface area, skin integrity and tissue color. Scores for individual areas of assessment were combined to give a severity
score. The tissue injuries were not comparable at baseline, with the control group having a larger mean total surface
area (p = not reported). There was no difference in scores on the severity scale (p < 0.913). The NCLFUS therapy group
achieved significant reduction in severity score at follow up compared to the control group (t = 5.67, p < 0.0001);
however, the study was insufficiently powered. In the treated participants, 18% of SDTI spontaneously resolved,
compared with 2% of participants who received no NCLFUS25 (Level 3).
Honaker et al. (2016)27 followed this study with a second comparison of NCLFUS therapy compared to standard care
in two cohorts each of 30 individuals with SDTI. Suspected deep tissue injuries treated with NCLFUS therapy showed a
mean decrease in surface area of 8.8 cm2 compared to a mean decrease in surface area of 0.3 cm2 in the standard care
group27 (Level 3).
A retrospective observational study24 was performed to determine the impact of non-contact low-frequency ultrasound
(NCLFU) on SDTI (both hospital acquired, and those present on admission to the hospital). In this study, which included
review of 44 adults, all SDTIs demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in surface area. This study reported
resolution in deep tissue injuries in 23% of all cases, and in 63% of cases where the individual had not been discharged
early from the hospital or expired during hospital course.24 There are noted limitations to this study, including the
retrospective design, relatively small sample size, and lack of a comparison to standard care (e.g., pressure relief and
redistribution, standard wound dressing changes etc). The exclusion of individuals with multiple deep tissue pressure
injuries may have skewed the results of this study (Level 3).

High Frequency Ultrasound Therapy
17.3: C
 onsider using high frequency ultrasound therapy at 1 MHz as an adjunct therapy to facilitate healing in
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↔)

Evidence Summary
Two high quality Level 1 studies10,28 provided evidence supporting the use of high frequency ultrasound (HFUS)
therapy at 1 MHz frequency reducing wound surface area. In both studies,10,28 mean wound surface area reduction
was approximately 30% greater with the use of HFUS therapy (1 MHz), compared with standard therapy alone, which
was a statistically significant improvement in both studies. In one study,10 approximately 46% of Category/Stage II to
IV pressure injuries completely healed with HFUS therapy (1MHz) for six weeks and in the second high quality Level
1 study28 approximately 38% of Category/Stage II or III pressure injuries completely healed; however, neither of these
results was statistically significant compared to standard therapy.
Evidence from three low quality Level 1 studies14,29,30 showed that HFUS therapy at 3MHz is associated with statistically
significant reductions in wound surface area but other studies showed no statistically significant improvements in
wound healing rates31 or complete wound healing.31,32 Ultrasound waves at 3MHz have shallower tissue penetration
compared to ultrasound waves at 1MHz, and may not treat a pressure injury at sufficient tissue depth to achieve
clinically significant outcomes.22,23
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Implementation Considerations
•

H
 igh frequency ultrasound is not recommended for use near prostheses or electronic implanted devices (e.g.,
cardiac pacemakers), or for treating pressure injuries located on the occiput or other areas of the skull (Expert
opinion).

•

I n cases of pressure injuries located directly above the bone (up to 1 cm), use HFUS at 3 MHz frequency, in other
cases use 1 MHz frequency (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se of HFUS should be directed by and under the supervision/management of an appropriately licensed health
professional who has been educated and trained in safe and effective selection, application, and monitoring
methods (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
The evidence for HFUS is somewhat mixed, but when reviewed by frequency, there is a small body of evidence
supporting the use of ultrasound at 1 MHz. Results from some studies failed to demonstrate consistent and statistically
significant improvements for HFUS treatment for pressure injuries.31,32 However, recent hypotheses suggest this may be
related to the frequency at which therapy was delivered.10 The 3 MHz US wave is short and only penetrates the tissues
at shallow depths, and is therefore appropriate for treating surface tissues at a depth of 1cm to 1.5 cm. The 1 MHz
US wave is longer and therefore penetrates tissue at depths above 1cm, suggesting it may be more appropriate for
treating pressure injuries. Studies confirm that even in the case of clinically superficial pressure injuries (i.e., Category/
Stage I and II), deeper tissues may be injured.23 Therefore, the ultrasonic wave with the frequency of 1 MHz may be
more beneficial in the treatment of PUs than the wave with a frequency of 3 MHz.
This hypothesis was supported in two successive RCTs that reported consistent results demonstrating a positive effect
of 1MHz HFUS on pressure injury healing.10,28 The same methodology of sonotherapy was used in both studies, and in
both studies all participants received standard pressure injury care, with the experimental group receiving additional
HFUS. An US frequency of 1 MHz was applied (SATP 0.5 W/cm2, 20% duty cycle, SATA 0.1 W/cm2), for one to three
minutes per cm2 to the wound bed and around the pressure injury.10,28 In the first study (n = 42),28 the HFUS had a
significantly greater change in surface area compared with the control group (68.8 ± 37.23 cm2 versus 37.24 ± 57.04
cm2, p = 0.047) after six weeks of treatment. In the second study (n = 77),10 pressure injury healing was compared
between the control group, the HFUS and a third group receiving ES (HVMPC, 154 μs, 100 pps, 100 V, 250 μC/sec, 50
minutes / day). At 6 months, pressure injury surface area reduction was 77.48% in the US group, 76.19% in the ES
group and 48.87% in the control group. The US and ES groups were not significantly different to each other (p = 0.99),
but the results obtained in the US group were statistically significantly higher than in the control group (p = 0.024).

Negative Pressure Wound Therapy
Negative pressure wound therapy has been in use as a wound treatment modality for decades. Categorized as an
atmospheric therapy intervention, NPWT has been used as a first-line treatment for wounds that could achieve benefit,
and while it did not originate for the treatment of pressure injuries, there is a growing body of evidence that supports
its use. There was no evidence available on the use of other atmospheric therapy interventions for treating pressure
injuries (e.g., suction or tension).
17.4: C
 onsider negative pressure wound therapy as an early adjunct therapy for reducing the size and depth of
Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Most evidence on NPWT focuses on its effectiveness in reducing the wound size, as this is the primary purpose for
applying NPWT. Only a low quality Level 4 study33 provided evidence on complete wound healing, reporting no
difference to standard wound care. Two low quality Level 4 studies had conflicting findings on the association
between NPWT and reduction in wound surface area.33,34 However, high35 and low36,37 quality Level 1 studies provided
evidence suggesting NPWT is associated with reduction in pressure injury dimensions, including depth and volume,
which was supported lower level studies.21,34 Relative reduction in wound depth compared with standard wound care
ranged from 22% to 48% after six to nine weeks of treatment.35-37 Additional evidence21,36,37 suggested NPWT has a
role in promoting reduction in slough and increase in epithelialisation. Significant reductions in wound dimensions
and improvements in wound characteristics (e.g., tissue type and exudate level) were evident early in treatment, with
studies reporting significant effects observable within two to three weeks.21,34,36,37 One moderate quality Level 1 study38
reported significantly faster healing of Category/Stage IV pressure injuries when NPWT was implemented, and a low
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quality Level 1 study suggested NPWT was associated with a significant reduction in inflammatory markers.36 Adverse
events were reported in the literature, including retention of a foam dressing (Level 5), osteomyelitis, calcaneal
fractures, arterial bleeding and clinical infection. Some adverse events may be due to improper use of NPWT devices.
However, when compared to the rate of adverse events occurring with standard wound care in high35 and moderate38
quality Level 1 studies, NPWT was not associated with an increased risk of adverse events. Most studies reported use
of a commercially available NPWT system; some studies reported custom-made systems. In most comparison studies,
comparator groups received saline soaked gauze dressings (in one study,38 sodium hypochlorite dressing was the
comparison) attended twice or three times daily rather than comparison to contemporary wound dressings. In two
limited cost evaluations,21,36,37 NPWT was cheaper to deliver than moist gauze dressings. However, use of NPWT requires
application by a trained health professional, along with specialized medical equipment that may not be accessible in
all clinical or geographic settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

I f active bleeding develops suddenly or in large amounts during NPWT, or if frank (bright red) blood is seen in
the tubing or in the canister stop NPWT (e.g., stop the suction), take measures to stop the bleeding and seek
immediate expert advice (Expert opinion).

•

I f the pressure injury is located on the heel or foot, establish the presence of adequate vascular blood supply to the
lower limb before commencing NPWT39 (Expert opinion).

•

Consider anatomical structures and their location when using NPWT (Expert opinion).

•

Negative pressure wound therapy is not recommended for:
o

malignant wounds

o

use when vital organs or large vascular structures are exposed

o

wounds with no exudate

o

in individuals with untreated osteomyelitis, local or systemic clinical infection40,41 (Expert opinion).

•

C
 autious use by an experienced health professional is recommended for individuals on anticoagulant therapy, in
actively bleeding wounds, or where the wound is near major blood vessels (Expert opinion).

•

D
 ebride the pressure injury of necrotic tissue prior to applying NPWT.34-38,42 Instillation therapy augments
debridement (Levels 1 and 4).

•

U
 se the interface dressing recommended by the manufacturer. Gauze interfaces should be used strictly according
to manufacturer’s guidelines and with equipment designed for use with gauze interfaces (Expert opinion).

•

Avoid placing wound interface dressings on intact skin35 (Level 1).

•

D
 iligently remove the entire tissue interface layer at each wound dressing change to prevent dressing retention35,43
(Levels 1 and 5).

•

P
 ay attention to positioning of the NPWT tubing due to the risk of medical-device related pressure injuries. The
guideline chapter Device Related Pressure Injuries provides relevant additional recommendations (Expert opinion).

•

O
 ptimal negative pressure levels are not well-established, but usually range between 75 and 125 mmHg34,44,45
(Levels 3 and 4)

•

Place the drainage collection system on a level surface (Expert opinion).

•

Record and document the volume and appearance of exudate in the drainage collection system (Expert opinion).

•

If pain is anticipated or reported consider:
o

placing a nonadherent interface dressing on the wound bed underneath the foam dressing, and/or

o

lowering the level of pressure, and/or

o

changing the type of pressure (continuous or intermittent) (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate the pressure injury with each dressing change to determine response of the wound and appropriate
intervals for wound dressing changes (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide the individual and their informal caregivers with instructions for managing the NPWT, especially for those
residing in community settings (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Negative pressure wound therapy has its greatest efficacy in reducing wound volume,34,35,44 therefore it can serve as an
adjuvant therapy when combined with debridement and other treatments that promote healing, such as nutritional
support and pressure redistribution. Negative pressure wound therapy promotes wound healing through removal of
third space edema46 thereby enhancing nutrient and oxygen delivery.47 The intervention also reduces wound exudate,
which is the medium for bacterial colonization;48 promotes granulation tissue47 and angiogenesis, and reduces wound
inhibitory factors.49 Therefore, the intent of NPWT is to facilitate wound closure rather than to fully close or heal a
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pressure injury. Due to these goals of therapy, the research on NPWT has focused on the intermediate outcomes of
ulcer healing including reduction in wound volume,35,44 wound bed preparation for skin grafting or flap closure,44
ability to use a surface dressing rather than wound packing,44 and rate of healing.38
The results of an observational study by Ho et. al.33 conducted with individuals with SCI and Category/Stage III
pressure injuries (n = 86) are the only evidence reporting complete wound healing as the primary outcome measure.
This study did not find a statistically significant difference between the NPWT group and the non-NPWT group for
complete healing or for reduction in wound surface area. However, in the NPWT group the non-healing subgroup
had significantly lower serum albumin levels than the healing subgroup (2.9 ± 0.4 versus 3.3 ± 0.5 mg/dl, p < 0.05),
suggesting nutritional status may be important in the effectiveness on NPWT33 (Level 4).
However, NPWT has been shown to reduce wound dimensions, and particularly the depth of pressure injuries when
compared to traditional forms of topical therapies in numerous other studies.34,35,44 In an RCT,35 NPWT was compared
to wet-to-moist gauze dressings covered with a thin film to simulate closed therapy without suction. Percent change
in wound depth in this study was significantly more rapid (p < 0.00001) in the NPWT group. In this study, a tissue
biopsies also showed more inflammation and fibrosis in the moist gauze dressing group and more granulation tissue
in the NPWT group35 (Level 1). An observational study34 in immobilized individuals with Category/Stage IV pressure
injuries (n = 10) also reported that mean wound surface are was reduced by 55.1% after seven weeks of treatment
with NPWT (Level 4).
A number of other studies also showed NPWT was associated with improvement in pressure injury size and depth.
Srivastava et al. (2014)21 conducted a controlled trial to compare pressure injury healing with negative pressure to
conventional dressings. All Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries (n = 36) were cleaned and packed with saline
gauze, with wound dressings changed twice daily. Participants in intervention group received NPWT for 9 weeks
(mean pressure -80 mm Hg, range -60 to -120 mm Hg). Ulcer size and depth decreased significantly (p = 0.0001) for
pressure injuries treated with NPWT, but there were no statistically significant differences for surface area or depth in
pressure injuries receiving a standard wound dressing. Use of NPWT was ineffective in low sacral pressure injuries in
which the wound bed involved the area close to the natal cleft because the adhesive dressing could not be properly
applied to obtain an airtight seal (Level 2).
Dwivedi’s research team (2016, 2017)36,37 conducted an RCT exploring the effectiveness of negative pressure devices
compared to standard wound dressings for promoting pressure injury closure in individuals with paraplegia. Participants
received either standard care consisting of normal saline and sterile gauze packing changed once or twice daily, or
NPWT using a sterile foam and transparent film dressing changed weekly. Mean wound exudate level was significantly
lower in the NPWT group after the third week of treatment. Conversion of slough into red granulation tissue was
significantly higher in NPWT after week six. By week nine, pressure injuries in the NPWT group had achieved 79.7%
reduction in wound dimensions. This compared with a 54.7% reduction in wound dimensions in the standard wound
dressing comparator group. In this study, conducted in India, nine weeks of NPWT cost $105 USD compared to $200
USD for standard care.36,37 It appears that NPWT is a reasonable treatment for promoting closure of Category/Stage IV
pressure injuries and is cost effective in a low resource setting. However, feasibility of using NPWT will be influenced
by the anatomical location of the pressure injury, and ability to secure NPWT in order to attain adequate seal on the
wound dressing21 (Level 1). Wild et al. (2008)42 also investigated reduction in wound area using a commercial NPWT
system versus non-commercial NPWT delivered using surgical drain bottles. Findings showed an increase in surface
granulation tissue of 54% of pressure injuries receiving a commercial NPWT and a reduction of granulation tissue in
the non-commercial NPWT group (p = 0.001)42 (Level 1).
One of the more notable findings to emerge from a trial conducted by de Laat et. al.38 that investigated the reduction
of wound volume using NPWT versus sodium hypochlorite dressings was a 50% reduction in the median treatment
time (p = 0.001) (Level 1). Wanner et al. (2003)50 found no difference in time to reach a 50% decrease in volume
between NPET therapy and either wet-to dry dressings or wet-to-wet dressings for Category/Stage II or deeper pelvic
pressure injuries in 22 individuals with SCI. Mean time to achieve 50% reduction in size was around 27 days for all
groups. In this very small trial that lacked statistical power, the NPWT group had significantly larger pressure injuries
at baseline,50 which might indicate that the treatment was clinically useful in achieving reduction in size more quickly
for larger pressure injuries (Level 2).
Negative pressure wound therapy is intended for use in pressure injuries free of necrotic tissue. Therefore, NPWT
therapy should begin after debridement. In the research studies reported above, pressure injuries received some form
of debridement before application of the NPWT,34,36-38 generally sharp33,35 or surgical debridement.42,44,50
Clean technique can be used for most NPWT dressing changes. As NPWT is most commonly used in deep wounds, the
health professional must be diligent in removing the entire previous tissue interface layer to prevent retained packing.
One case study reported a retained foam dressing.43 Fill the defect and dead space with wound dressing and record
the number of dressings placed in the wound bed. Most available NPWT wound contact layers are foam or gauze,
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and current research has increased our understanding of how the fillers interact with the wound. Use caution to avoid
placing wound interface dressings on intact skin. Clear film dressings should cover the wound interface dressing and
a 3 to 5 cm border of intact periwound skin. Protect fragile periwound tissue with barrier films or dressings. Position
the dressing tubing on flat body surfaces and away from the perineal areas, bony prominences, or pressure areas.21
Optimal negative pressure levels are not well-established, but usually range between 75 and 125 mm Hg. Negative
pressure wound therapy on intermittent suction settings has been associated with clinical reports of pain. Lower
levels of NPWT (75 to 80 mmHg) have been reported to reduce pain without compromising efficacy.34 Nonadherent
silicon mesh tissue interface dressings have been used effectively to reduce pain with dressing removal. The use of
petrolatum or emulsion based dressings reduces efficacy of wound fluid transfer.
The optimal dressing change interval is not well-established and is ideally based on characteristics of the individual
and the wound. Dressing change intervals can range from every 12 hours (wounds with heavy exudate) to twice
weekly (wounds with light exudate), with the most common frequency being three times a week. A reduction in the
frequency of wound dressing changes compared to standard wound care has been noted in numerous studies,36,37,45
including the additional benefit of reduction in pain and discomfort associated with dressing changes45 (Level 2), as
well as reduction of the socioeconomic burden of dressing changes36,37 (Level 1). If tissue ingrowth into the wound
dressing or tubing is noted, using lower pressures may be sufficient to correct this problem.34 It is expected that
granulation tissue will appear in the pressure injury; if present, monitor for tissue trauma or pain.
It is also expected that the wound bed will decrease in volume,21,36,37 and tunnels and undermining will resolve. If
the pressure injury appears clinically infected (e.g., erythema or purulence) or the individual presents with signs
of infection (e.g., fever, malaise and/or leukocytosis), NPWT should not be reapplied. The individual and pressure
injury need to be fully evaluated with any deterioration (see the guideline chapter Pressure Injury Assessment and
Monitoring of Healing). If there is no change in wound dimensions (1 cm in any dimension) within two weeks, reassess
for continuation of NPWT. If there is no exudate or the wound bed approaches skin level, consider discontinuation of
the NPWT.
When monitoring exudate, consider the type and volume of exudate in both the tubing and canister.The exudate color
may change from serous to serosanguineous and some sanguineous or bloody drainage may also be noted during
NPWT. The change in wound drainage characteristics may be related to disruption of capillary buds of granulation
tissue.
Negative pressure wound therapy systems can be used in outpatient or home settings. Provide adequate education so
that the individual and his/her informal caregivers know what to do if the wound dressing seal loosens; alarms ring;
blood or tissue are seen in the tubing; or local erythema develops. Emergency contacts should be provided.

Other Types of Electromagnetic Spectrum Therapy
Pulsed Electromagnetic Field Therapy
Pulsed, nonthermal, low frequency (usually < 100 Hz) electromagnetic field therapy is the delivery of magnetic field
to the wound bed with a goal of delivering therapeutic effect. Although the precise mechanism of the physiological
effect of PEMF therapy is unclear, increase in keratinocyte growth, reduction in inflammation, increased collagen, and
fibrin deposits in the wound bed are all proposed as possible outcomes.51,52
The evidence on PEMF therapy for treating pressure injuries is at high risk of bias, mode of operation has not been
clearly established and there is a lack of recent research in this field, therefore, no recommendation could be made
on its use. One small, low quality Level 1 study53 provided evidence that Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries have
better rates of complete healing with PEMF therapy compared with sham therapy after up to 12 weeks of treatment.
The study indicated that over 40% more Category/Stage II pressure injuries could achieve complete healing with PEMF
therapy as compared to sham therapy.53 One small, moderate quality Level 1 study53 indicated that PEMF therapy is
associated with larger reduction in Category/Stage II pressure injury surface area than sham treatment after one week
of treatment. Another moderate quality Level 1 study54 indicated that four different PEMF therapy regimens were
associated with statistically significant reductions in Category/Stage II and III pressure injury surface area compared
to baseline after four weeks of treatment, with no differences in outcomes associated with any specific PEMF therapy
regimen. Evidence for PEMF therapy being associated with greater improvements in wound characteristics compared
with sham therapy was provided by two Low quality Level 1 studies55,56 In these studies, no adverse events were
associated with PEMF therapy, although individuals with potential contraindications, including medical device
implants, fever and seizures were excluded from participating.53-56
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Pulsed Radio Frequency Energy Therapy
Pulsed radio frequency energy (PRFE) therapy is a nonthermal, non-invasive, method of delivering electromagnetic
energy in pulsed athermal doses to a wound bed to promote healing.57,58 Invitro cell studies have demonstrated that
waveform energy is associated with optimized fibroblast and epithelial cell proliferation.57 Evidence on PRFE therapy
is limited to retrospective analyses of wound registries maintained by the product manufacturer that are at high
risk of bias, therefore no recommendation can be made on its use. Two low quality Level 4 studies57,58 reported a
mean/median decrease in wound surface area of around 45 to 50% after four weeks of treatment with pulsed radio
frequency energy therapy. The pressure injuries reported in both analyses ranged from 100% healing to increase
in area by almost four times.57,58 Neither study reported adverse events. Pulsed radio frequency energy therapy was
administered either by an individual with a pressure injury or a health professional for two 30-minute sessions each
day, with therapy administered through the wound dressing.57,58

Phototherapy
Phototherapy is therapy that involves exposure of the wound to a source of light, including daylight, low level laser
therapy (LLLT), other laser therapies, light emitting diodes and ultraviolet light. Although the mechanism are unclear,
phototherapy is thought to reduce inflammation, increase lymphatic circulation and increase tissue regeneration.59
The evidence on effectiveness of phototherapy (laser, ultraviolet and infrared light therapies) is conflicting and no
recommendations can be made on the use of any type of phototherapy. Differences may relate to the type of light
therapy used or the regimen implemented. Only one study compared different types of phototherapy and the results
from this low quality Level 1 study29 suggested ultraviolet C light may be superior to laser therapy; however, there was
a high risk of bias.
One high quality Level 1 study60 provided evidence that laser therapy is associated with significantly better rates
of complete healing for Category/Stage II and III pressure injuries compared to a placebo therapy. Approximately
30% more pressure injuries achieved complete healing with one month of treatment and approximately 50% more
pressure injuries were completely healed at three-month follow-up. A low quality Level 1 study supported this
finding.61 However, three low quality Level 1 studies29,61,62 reported that laser therapy was not associated with superior
effects compared to standard wound care when the outcome measure was reduction in wound surface area or healing
rates. The rate of undesirable outcomes did not significantly differ from standard wound care.62
One high quality Level 1 study63 reported no statistically significant effect in achieving complete wound healing for
ultraviolet C light compared to placebo therapy. A low quality Level 1 study64 reported slightly a higher healing rate
in a group receiving infrared light therapy compared to placebo therapy; however, the approximate 4% difference
in complete healing rates did not appear to be clinically significant and statistical significance was not reported.
Evidence from small, low quality Level 129,65 and Level 266 studies suggested that ultraviolet B or C light is associated
with statistically significant superior effects for reduction in wound surface area and healing rates. Evidence from
moderate67 and low quality64 Level 1 studies provided conflicting evidence on the effectiveness of infrared light for
promoting faster wound healing. One study reported adverse events associated with infrared light including tingling,
pain, bleeding and skin redness.64
Phototherapy requires a trained health professional and is generally conducted once or twice daily for five days per
week until the wound heals. This regimen may be inaccessible in many clinical or geographic settings. High attrition
was noted in some studies, suggesting that some phototherapy interventions may not be acceptable to individuals or
may lack feasibility in some settings.29,63,64,67

Oxygen Therapies
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is a therapy in which the individual breathes 100% oxygen at pressures greater
than normal atmospheric (sea level) pressure or more than 1 atmosphere absolute (ATA). Pressures of up to three
times normal atmospheric pressure may be utilized. There was insufficient evidence to make a recommendation on
the use of HBOT to treat pressure injuries. A low quality Level 3 study68 indicated superior outcomes for complete
wound healing and reduction in wound surface area associated with use of a hyperbaric oxygen chamber for two
hours per day compared with frequent wound dressings. There was no comparison to contemporary wound dressings.
No adverse events were reported. The intervention required trained health professionals delivering therapy for 120
minutes daily using specialized equipment,68 which may reduce feasibility in some clinical and geographic settings.
Oxygen-based therapies are hypothesized to stimulate wound healing in hypoxic wounds by improving angiogenesis.
Topical oxygen is a therapy in which 100% oxygen is applied directly to the wound, usually at pressures between
22 mm Hg and 50 mm Hg. There was insufficient evidence to make a recommendation on the use of topical oxygen
therapy to treat pressure injuries. A moderate quality Level 1 study69 indicated that topical oxygen therapy delivered
directly to the wound bed with an oxygen catheter for a total of 60 minutes daily over three sessions is associated with
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significantly better reductions in wound surface area and higher rates of complete healing compared to saline-soaked
gauze dressings. There was no comparison to contemporary wound dressings. No adverse events were reported.
The intervention required trained health professionals delivering therapy for 60 minutes daily using specialized
equipment,69 which may reduce feasibility in some clinical and geographic settings.

Kinetic Therapies
Whirlpool is a form of hydrotherapy in which warm water circulation is used to promote wound cleansing, including
removal of necrotic tissue and debris in the wound bed. Either the individual is submerged in a whirlpool bath, or
the limb is submerged and the water may or may not be agitated.70 Whirlpool has been used in the past for wound
cleansing and reducing bacterial bioburden but is seldom used in contemporary wound care. Due to the high risk from
adverse events and the low certainty of desired effects, no recommendation can be made regarding whirlpool therapy
for the treatment of pressure injuries. One low quality Level 1 study71 reported that whirlpool therapy for two weeks
was associated with faster healing compared to a moist saline wound dressing. This study was at a high risk of bias.
Indirect evidence from a review70 that included outcomes for research conducted in other types of wounds highlighted
the risks of whirlpool therapy including wound infection, cross contamination and increased vascular hypertension
and vascular congestion.
Pulsatile lavage is mechanical hydrotherapy that involves delivering normal saline at between 4 and 15 psi (pressurized
irrigation) through a mechanical apparatus with a goal of removing wound debris using mechanical energy. Usually
suction is used in conjunction with pulsed lavage creating negative pressure that is thought to stimulate granulation.
Due to the very small volume of evidence, no recommendation can be made on the use of pulsatile lavage for treating
pressure injuries. One moderate quality Level 1 study72 suggested that pulsatile lavage for three weeks is associated
with faster reductions in wound length, width, depth and volume than sham treatment. However, all confidence
intervals included the null value, decreasing confidence in the significance of the findings.
Vibration therapy attempts to use vibration to promote blood flow, thereby improving wound healing from
vasodilation. It is proposed that this type of therapy stimulates blood flow due to mechanical stresses of endothelial
cells resulting in vasodilation.73 There is insufficient evidence to make a recommendation on the use of vibration
therapy to treat pressure injuries. One moderate quality Level 2 study74 suggested that vibration therapy for up
to seven days might be associated with superior outcomes for wound healing compared to standard wound care
alone. The study was at a high risk of bias. There were no adverse events reported. Delivery of vibration therapy was
performed three times per day with each session lasting 15 minutes. This regimen may not be feasible in all clinical
settings, and access to equipment may be limited in some geographic regions.

Electrical Stimulation for Prevention of Pressure Injuries
A number of studies75-78 have explored the role of ES in preventing pressure injuries in individuals at high risk (primarily
with SCI). Electrical stimulation induces intermittent tetanic muscle contractions that redistributes the loading and
stiffness of the deformed soft tissues as demonstrated by significant reductions in ischial interface pressure observed
in a number of studies. The intervention appears to be practical in daily life and is well tolerated;75,76 however, the
current evidence is insufficient to make a recommendation.
A number of small clinical experiments,75-78 investigated the effect of ES-induced activation of the gluteal and hamstring
muscles on the sitting interface pressure in individuals with SCI, and a smaller number of studies have explored the
effect of ES on tissue perfusion and oxygenation77,79 and pressure injury incidence.80 The majority of studies explored
surface application of ES in which stimulation is applied to the gluteal and hamstring muscles, generally through
specially designed ES-shorts with built-in electrodes.75-78 or pads applied to the skin.80 The current amplitude across
studies ranged from 70 to 115 mA, with ES applied for 1 to 3 hours/day with a 50 pps current in an intermittent cycle:
3 min of stimulation (including 1-second on: 1-second off or 1-second on: 4-seconds off) and 17 minutes of rest in
most studies.75-78 One study79 compared surface ES with sacral nerve root application of ES, reporting the latter to be
associated with significantly better tissue perfusion and oxygenation outcomes, although both surface and sacral
nerve root ES regimens demonstrated improvements compared to no intervention79 (Level 4).
The above studies concluded that ES-induced tetanic contractions of the gluteal and hamstring muscles in sitting
individuals with SCI causes a temporary decrease in ischial interface pressure and improved pressure distribution75-78
(all Level 5). The evidence on effectiveness in improving tissue perfusion and oxygenation was mixed, with one study
reporting no statistically significant effect,77 and the other finding both surface and deep nerve root ES improving
blood flow79 (both Level 4). In the single study that reported pressure injury incidence, no pressure injuries were
experienced in the study period, although it was unclear if this was associated with the intervention, other preventive
care strategies, of the relatively short study duration80 (Level 3).
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PRESSURE INJURY SURGERY
Introduction
Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries are often difficult to heal using conventional wound healing techniques.
Surgical management includes surgical sharp debridement or pressure injury excision, with or without a split skin
graft or flap closure to cover the wound. Surgical management becomes a treatment option when a pressure injury
does not respond to traditional management strategies including debridement, infection management, and advanced
wound dressings, in conjunction with pressure redistribution. In some cases, surgical management becomes an urgent
necessity, for example due to suspected sepsis or osteomyelitis.
This chapter focuses on preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative recommendations for surgical management of
pressure injuries, particularly reconstruction surgery that involves flap closure. Surgical sharp debridement is discussed
in the guideline chapter Cleansing and Debridement. This chapter does not address specific surgical techniques;
those decisions are more appropriately made by an experienced surgeon who understands the unique needs of the
individual, the pressure injury requiring surgical management and the wound healing environment.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What indicators are appropriate for considering eligibility for surgical intervention for a pressure injury?

•

W
 hat preoperative interventions are effective for supporting the individual undergoing surgical intervention for
a pressure injury?

•

W
 hat intraoperative interventions are effective for supporting the individual undergoing surgical intervention for
a pressure injury?

•

W
 hat postoperative interventions are effective for supporting the individual undergoing surgical intervention for
a pressure injury?

•

What interventions are effective for reducing recurrence of a pressure injury following surgical intervention?

Selection of Individuals for Pressure Injury Surgery
18.1: Obtain a surgical consultation for an individual with a pressure injury that:
• Has advancing cellulitis or is a suspected source of sepsis
• Has undermining, tunneling, sinus tracts and/or extensive necrotic tissue not easily removed by
conservative debridement
• Is Category/Stage III or IV and not closing with conservative treatment.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

When sepsis is suspected, surgical consultation should be obtained urgently (Expert opinion).

•

W
 hen the individual with a pressure injury experiences fever with no obvious other foci of infection, suspect
bacteremia associated with the pressure injury1 (Expert opinion).

•

I n the presence of clinical signs of infection, dry, stable eschar requires assessment by a medical practitioner/
vascular surgeon and possible urgent surgical sharp debridement (Expert opinion).

•

Surgical referrals should be appropriate to the individual’s clinical condition and their goals of care (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Pressure injuries are a known cause of sepsis and death.1-6 For pressure injuries with advancing cellulitis, abscess or
gross infection, a surgical consultation should be made urgently for draining and/or debridement. Bacteremia or
sepsis originating from a pressure injury occurs infrequently—one 32-year cohort study reported an incidence of 1.70
per 10,000 adult discharges in a teaching hospital in Spain1—but should it occur, urgent surgical management may be
required.
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Surgical consultation should be obtained in some clinical presentations that benefit from surgical sharp debridement.
As discussed in the guideline chapter on Cleansing and Debridement (see Recommendation 12.5), stable, hard, dry
eschar should not be debrided when there is insufficient blood supply to support infection control or healing.7
However, urgent surgical sharp debridement of dry, stable eschar may be required in the presence of clinical signs
of infection. In this case, surgical sharp debridement may be appropriate as it is a rapid means of moving non-viable
tissue.8-13 Additionally, pressure injuries with undermining, tunneling/sinus tracts, and/or extensive necrotic tissue that
cannot be easily removed by other debridement methods should be reviewed by the surgical team for possible surgical
sharp debridement.8-13 The rationale for a surgical review includes improved anesthesia, analgesia, clinical monitoring
and access to instrumentation equipment and ancillary staff.
A surgical consultation should also be initiated to evaluate the eligibility for surgical repair of the pressure injury
for individuals with non-healing severe pressure injuries. Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries are missing large
amounts of skin, subcutaneous fat and sometimes muscle. Exposed bone can also be present, increasing the risk of
osteomyelitis. With conservative treatment, Category/Stage III and IV pressure injuries may take months to years to
heal.14,15
18.2: Consider the following factors when assessing the individual’s eligibility for pressure injury surgery:
• Likelihood of healing with conservative treatment versus surgical intervention
• The individual’s goals of care
• The individual’s clinical condition
• Motivation and ability of the individual to comply with the treatment regimen
• Risk of surgery for the individual.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider using a formal assessment tool to evaluate risk of mortality (e.g., American Society of Anesthesiologists
[ASA] classification system, the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II [APACHE II] and the Physiological
and Operative Severity Score for Enumeration of Mortality and Morbidity [POSSUM]16 (Expert opinion).

•

E
 valuate factors that may impair the individual’s ability to heal following surgery including nutritional status,
smoking status, continence, co-morbidities, infection and psychosocial factors (Expert opinion).

•

In planning surgery, discuss with the individual and their informal caregivers:
o

Goals of care

o

Expected outcomes

o

Risks and benefits

o

Pre- and post-operative treatment regimen (Expert opinion).

Discussion
When consistent with the individual’s goal of care, surgical excision and repair of the pressure injury achieves rapid
closure of the defect and establishes durable, thick, soft tissue coverage and revascularization. Surgical excision and
repair also contribute to improved functional capacity and quality of life. In the research reporting pressure injury
surgery, some studies reported using specific selection criteria for selection of surgical candidates. Factors that should
be evaluated include the need for surgery (e.g., likelihood that the wound will heal through conservative treatment),
individual’s clinical condition, goals of care and motivation, as well as surgical risks and potential surgical outcomes.

Healing and recurrence
It is important that the surgeon determines and communicates the potential for healing prior to undertaking surgical
intervention. Most individuals initially heal from pressure injury surgery. In observational studies reported in the
literature, complete healing rates were generally high. Ljung et al. (2017)17 noted that 96% of a cohort undergoing
Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury surgery in Sweden were completely healed within four weeks (Level 3). Huang
et al. (2015)18 reported a 100% complete healing rate by final follow-up (between four months and three years) for
a sample of individuals undergoing surgical reconstruction for a Category/Stage III or IV pressure injury in China
(Level 4). Srivastava et al. (2009)19 reported an 87% total healing rate (mean follow up of 15.4 ± 7.45 months) for
25 individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI) undergoing surgery for Category/Stage III, IV or unstageable pressure
injuries in India (Level 4). The difference in healing rates reported across studies may be due to severity of illness,
duration of follow up, the surgical procedure used in the primarily single center studies or due to differences in how
complete healing was defined. In a multivariate logistic regression of date from individuals undergoing surgery (n =
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137 individuals with n = 231 flap surgeries), having had previous flap surgery at the same anatomical site (OR = 3.84,
95% CI 1.23 to 11.94, p = 0.02), poor diabetes control (OR = 3.84, 95% CI 1.11 to 4.19, p = 0.024) and being aged less
than 45 years at the time of surgery (OR = 4.89, 95% CI 1.19 to 20.08, p = 0.028) were associated with impaired healing
requiring further surgery20 (Level 3).
Although most individuals appear to reach complete healing following pressure injury surgery, recurrence of the
pressure injury is a significant concern, especially for individuals who are at high risk of pressure injuries (e.g.,
individuals with SCI). Individuals who have failed to adhere to a pressure injury prevention program in the past may
be at risk of recurrence, especially if there is no ongoing change in pressure injury prevention behavior following
surgery.21 Thus, the likelihood of a recurring or a new pressure injury should be considered and discussed with the
individual and his or her informal caregivers when discussing surgical eligibility and rehabilitation plan.
A long term cohort study (n = 33)17 conducted in Switzerland reported the three-to-ten year recurrence rate following
pressure injury surgery was 27%, and an additional 18% of individuals had a new pressure injury at a different
anatomical location. Of these, 9% had undergone repeat surgery (Level 3). Other studies reported recurrence rates of
between 0% and 39% over mean follow up periods of between 14 months to 12 years18-29 (Levels 3 and 4).
In a multivariate analysis20 of factors associated with recurrence after pressure injury surgery (137 individuals with
231 pressure injuries), having had surgery on an ischial pressure injury (OR = 2.87, 95% CI 1.5 to 5.6) and having had
previous failed surgery at the same anatomical site (OR = 3.3, 95% CI 1.4 to 7.6) were associated with recurrence over a
mean period of 4.4 years20 (Level 3). Similar findings were noted in another prognostic study29 conducted over 20 years
(n = 276) that analyzed pressure injury recurrence following surgery. Factors that were significant in pressure injury
recurrence included having had surgery on an ischial pressure injury ( RR = 3.46, 95% CI 1.76 to 6.81, p < 0.01), having
a body mass index (BMI) below 18.5 kg/m2 (RR = 3.13, 95% CI 1.34 to 7.27, p < 0.01) and being a smoker (RR =2.33, 95%
CI 1.16 to 4.7, p = 0.0018). Age, diabetic status, size of the pressure injury at time of surgical repair and presence of
osteomyelitis were not significantly related pressure injury recurrence29 (Level 3). A third multivariable analysis30 that
included pressure injury surgery cases with a mean follow up of 55 months (n = 181 individuals) also identified having
had surgery on an ischial pressure injury as a significant risk factor for recurrence (OR = 3.02, 95% CI 1.32 to 6.93, p =
0.009). Other factors that were related to pressure injury recurrence included paraplegia (OR = 2.42, 95% CI 1.29 to
4.56, p = 0.006) and albumin level (OR = 2.09, 95% CI 1.11 to 3.91, p = 0.021) (Level 3).
Surgical risks and complications
Although high rates of complete healing were reported in the studies above,17-19 rates of general surgical complications,
wound dehiscence and pressure injury recurrence have also been reported as high in many studies. These potential
outcomes and the individual’s physical and psychological ability to overcome complications and setbacks during
healing, should be considered and discussed with the individual and their informal caregivers when assessing eligibility
for surgery.
Individuals with wounds who undergo surgery with general anesthetic are reported to have more comorbidities and
greater general surgical risk than an average individual undergoing surgery.31 Individuals with medical conditions that
would be worsened by general anesthesia, blood loss, systemic stress, or immobility following surgery are usually not
candidates for surgical pressure injury repair. General anesthesia is required for T-6 paraplegics and tetraplegics to
control hyperreflexia and autonomic dysfunction. General anesthesia is also required when the individual is positioned
prone for the operation. Operative procedures may last up to three hours and may result in blood loss requiring
transfusion. Time undergoing surgery also places individuals at risk of new pressure injuries, with longer surgical
durations associated with a greater risk.32-37 See the guideline chapter Risk Factors and Risk Assessment for further
discussion on pressure injury risk associated with undergoing any surgery.
In a multivariate analysis of risks for general post-operative complications in individuals undergoing surgical closure
of a pressure injury, Thiessen et al. (2011)24 reported a significantly lower risk for individuals who had no pre-operative
paralysis (odds ratio [OR] = 0.081, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.009 to 0.706, p = 0.02). There was also a lower risk
of general complications for individuals who were not hospitalized when their pressure injury developed (OR = 0.108,
95% CI 0.0021 to 0.563, p = 0.008). There was no relationship between the type of flap closure performed and risk of
post-operative complications (Level 3).
Ljung et al. (2017)17 reported four-week outcomes for individuals with SCI undergoing surgery for Category/Stage IV
pressure injuries (n = 51). In this cohort the general complication rate was 4% and the local complication rate was 6%.
Local complications included local bleeding, minor flap necrosis that healed within three months and delay in healing
beyond two months.17 This study also reported long term outcomes at ten years following surgery for 33 individuals.
Although the pressure injury recurrence rate at ten years was 27%, health scores measured on the EQ-5D® tool38 were
a median of 70 (100 point visual analog scale) compared with the median pre-operative score of 30. This suggests that
despite the risk of complications and the high recurrence rate, overall the individuals undergoing surgery appeared
to have large improvements in health status17 (Level 3).
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In a larger cohort study conducted in the US (n = 276) a complication rate of 58.7% was reported for individuals
undergoing surgery for a pressure injury. In this study, wound dehiscence (31.2%) and flap infection (6.5%) were
commonly reported29 (Level 3). Across the other included studies, complication rates following pressure injury surgery
were variable. Post-surgical wound dehiscence rates from 0 to 49% were reported 18-21,39-44 and flap complications (e.g.,
infection and necrosis) ranged from 0% to 37.5%18,21,24-28,40-42,44-48 (Levels 3 and 4).
Variations in complication rates across the studies above likely relate to the wide range of clinical settings, surgical
procedures, methods of defining and measuring outcomes and the length of follow-up, which varied from weeks to
decades. Tashiro et al. (2016)49 reported a risk-adjusted multi-variable analysis exploring patient factors associated
with flap complications. Records from a national US database for individuals who underwent surgical reconstruction
of a pressure injury site (n = 2,749) were included in the analysis. The study reported that risks of flap complications
significantly increased for females (OR = 1.64, 95% CI 1.10 to 2.44, p = 0.02), individuals with obesity (OR = 1.90,
95% CI 1.02 to 3.55, p = 0.04), individuals from an Asian background (OR = 4.78, 95% CI 1.40 to 16.32, p = 0.01) and
individuals with renal failure (OR = 4.99, 95% CI 2.23 to 11.16, p < 0.001). There was also variations in risk based on
the anatomical location of the surgical repair, with trochanteric flaps (OR = 4.54, 95% CI 2.38 to 8.33, p < 0.001) and
sacrococcygeal flaps (OR = 1.72, 95% CI 1.02 to 2.86, p = 0.04) associated with higher rates of flap complication than
gluteal flaps49 (Level 3). A second, smaller prognostic study (n = 276)29 reported that having a diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus was a significant risk factor for post-operative infection (relative risk [RR] = 4.34, 95% CI 1.15 to 16.43, p =
0.031) and having osteomyelitis was a significant risk factor for wound dehiscence (RR = 2.78, 95% CI 1.51 to 5.13, p <
0.01). However, age, BMI, smoking status were not significant risk factors for either complication29 (Level 3).
Tools for assessing surgical eligibility
Various tools are used by surgeons, anesthetists and anesthesiologists to assist in an assessment of the individual’s
fitness to undergo surgery and general anesthetic. Commonly used tools include (but are not limited to) the ASA
classification system, the APACHE II and the POSSUM.16
Only one study in the included literature investigated the use of a surgical checklist with individuals undergoing
surgical sharp debridement, split skin grafts or flap closures. Kurita et al. (2009) 50 investigated the use of POSSUM and
O-POSSUM (a version of POSSUM adapted for assessing eligibility for orthopedic surgery) for predicting of mortality
risk for those pressure injury surgery. A cohort of individuals undergoing pressure injury surgery (n = 50 individuals; n
= 71 surgeries) was compared to a cohort of individuals undergoing surgery that was not related to chronic wounds
(n = 62 individuals; n = 62 surgeries). The study found that individuals receiving pressure injury surgery had higher
predicted mortality scores than individuals undergoing other types of surgery (p < 0.001 on both the POSSUM and
O-POSSUM). Both scales were considered valid predictive methods. However, the results may have been influenced by
the difference in mean age between the cohorts (72.1 ± 17.5 years in the pressure injury surgery group versus 47.2 ±
20.8 years in the non-pressure injury surgery group) (Level 3).
Motivation to adhere to management plan
While clinical condition, including preparation of the wound bed, infection status and nutritional parameters,24 are
important to determining whether surgery is an option, motivation is also reported as an important consideration.
In one study conducted in individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) undergoing surgery for Category/Stage IV pressure
injuries (n = 51), surgical candidates were selected based on their motivation and ability to follow treatment, as well
as the expectation of failure to heal with conservative treatment.17 (Level 3). In another study, individuals undergoing
pressure injury surgery (n = 158) were selected for the procedure with consideration to their ability to adhere to
the pre and post-operative treatment program23 (Level 4). Willingness to adhere to an ongoing management plan21
including positioning requirements, daily skin inspection, and progressive rehabilitation must be confirmed with the
individual and their informal caregivers. Adequate preoperative education may facilitate to program adherence (see
Recommendation 18.3).

Preparing the Individual for Pressure Injury Surgery
18.3: E
 valuate and mitigate physical and psychosocial factors that may impair surgical wound healing or influence
recurrence of a pressure injury.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Five Level 3 studies of high,29 moderate20,49,51 and low52 quality identified comorbidities, including diabetes,20,29
renal disease,49 obesity,49 prealbumin levels51 and laboratory blood results indicative of clinical condition51,52 as being
significantly related to an increased risk of post-surgical wound/flap complications. Five Level 4 studies of moderate22,25
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and low18,27,28 quality reported interventions that included optimization of the individual’s clinical condition, including
nutritional status18,22,27,28 and continence management,25,28 prior to surgery were associated with wound complication
rates of between 15% and 38% but overall high positive healing rates following surgery. An additional moderate
quality Level 4 study23 reported on nutritional support provided prior to pressure injury surgery, with outcomes of 25%
recurrence rate reported. Three moderate quality Level 4 studies19,22,23 reported providing education to the individual
and their informal caregivers. Moderate quality Level 4 studies reported that assessment of home circumstances,22 and
promotion of access to social support23 were components of management plans.

Implementation Considerations
•

Optimize control of diabetes prior to pressure injury surgery20,29 (Level 3).

•

O
 ptimize nutritional status prior to pressure injury surgery18,22,27,28,51,53-55 (Level 3 and 4). The guideline chapter
on Nutrition in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment provides comprehensive guidance on nutritional
optimization.

•

D
 iagnosis of osteomyelitis could be undertaken preoperatively18,25,56 or intraoperatively22,25,40,44,56-59 depending on
the individual’s clinical course and available resources (Levels 3 and 4). Refer to the guideline chapter Infection and
Biofilms for discussion of diagnostic tests and treatment strategies for osteomyelitis.

•

Manage incontinence prior to pressure injury surgery25,28 (Level 3 and 4).

•

Confirm the individual’s end-of-life preferences if anticipating surgery (Expert opinion).

•

P
 rovide access to preoperative and ongoing education on the surgical procedure, the postoperative regimen and
ongoing pressure injury prevention18,19,22,23,60 (Levels 1 and 4). The guideline chapter on Quality of Life, Self-Care
and Education provides guidance on education interventions.

•

O
 ptimize healthy lifestyle choices and a supportive social network preoperatively and prior to discharge. The
guideline chapter on Quality of Life, Self-Care and Education has more information on psychosocial factors in
pressure injury treatment and prevention.

Evidence Discussion
Expectations of the operation and the ability of the individual to tolerate surgery and surgical recovery should be
discussed and understood. Palliative care can include surgery for the treatment of pain and control of odor when the
risk-benefit ratio is favorable.4
Conducting a pre-operative assessment of factors that may influence the individual’s recovery and risk of recurrence
(see Recommendation 18.2) enables identification and address of potential intraoperative and postoperative
complications.
Management of comorbidities and medication use can promote more rapid healing and reduce the risk of
complications. Assessment and management of diabetes mellitus,20,29 muscular spasms and tobacco use can promote
healing and reduce risk of suture line disruption. Individuals taking cortisone, chemotherapy, antiproliferative, or
immunosuppressive drugs may have a higher complication rate and a longer healing duration. When appropriate,
reducing the dosages of these medications (if feasible) may promote wound healing.
Nutritional status must be optimized to promote healing. Nutritional optimization and support was a component
of comprehensive pressure injury surgery protocols (Levels 3 and 4)17,18,21-25,27,28 and a high calorie, high protein diet
was commenced in the pre-operative period in some reported protocols18,21,27,28 (Level 4). In consultation with the
individual, dietary supplementation or tube feeding may be indicated to achieve nutritional optimization.
Control of factors that may increase the risk of post-operative infection is also important. Continence management
is a significant issue because urine and feces have potential to contaminate the surgical site. Diarrhea should be
controlled to prevent fecal contamination. Control of diarrhea may require fecal containment systems, medication,
or diverting colostomy.61,62 Encourage individuals with SCI preparing for surgery to perform intermittent clean selfcatheterization to prevent urinary contamination of sacral pressure injuries25,28 (Level 3 and 4) or consider insertion of
an indwelling catheter.
Wound infection and osteomyelitis
Management of wound infection and biofilm prior to surgery maximizes the individual’s potential for healing.
Some management protocols reported in the literature included pre-operative assessment for deep infection using
wound cultures and radiograms for all pressure injuries scheduled for a surgical repair18,25 (Level 4). Appropriate
diagnosis and pre-operative wound infection management was reported as a helpful component of numerous surgical
protocols18,19,26,59 (Levels 3 and 4) and a requirement for surgical eligibility in some centers24,63 (Level 3). The guideline
chapter Infection and Biofilm discusses assessment and treatment strategies that can be initiated preoperatively.
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Osteomyelitis has been reported in up to 32% of individuals with pressure injuries.64,65 Analysis of records from
individuals undergoing pressure injury surgery (n = 276) indicated that presence of osteomyelitis in the wound is
associated with an increase in wound dehiscence (RR = 2.78, 95% CI 1.51 to 5.13, p < 0.01), but is not statistically
associated with post-operative wound infection rates or recurrence29 (Level 3).
Some studies have explored the comparative benefits of identifying osteomyelitis pre-operative compared with
waiting to undertake an intra-operative bone sample for culture. In observational studies, both pre-operative
diagnosis (e.g., using plain film X-rays or magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]) and harvesting of bone samples during
the surgical procedure have been used, with no apparent differences in management or outcomes between the two
strategies. For example, in a review of individuals diagnosed for osteomyelitis in conjunction with pressure injury
surgery (n=47), conducting diagnostic preoperative MRI did not lead to a statistically significant difference in the
rate of pre-operative antibiotic therapy compared to individuals who did not receive an MRI (26.9% versus 23.8%,
OR = 1.2, p = 0.81). There was also no statistically significant difference in post-surgical infection between those with
osteomyelitis diagnosed by MRI and those with osteomyelitis diagnosed by bone culture (7.7% versus 14.3%,OR =
0.50, p = 0.44)56 (Level 3). These findings suggest that evaluation and treatment of osteomyelitis could be identified
either pre or intraoperatively depending on the individual’s clinical course and available resources.
Psychosocial and education factors
Prior to the surgical procedure, establishing the psychosocial and educational needs of the individual and their
informal caregivers is essential to optimizing potential for healing.22
Having a strong knowledge about pressure injuries, their prevention and the treatment the individual will need to
engage in is an imperative to achieving adherence to the protocol and instilling behaviors that prevent recurrence.
In one retrospective review (n = 168 individuals), Schryvers et al. (2000)39 reported that most participants undergoing
pressure injury surgery at one center were paraplegic, unemployed men who had a low level of education.39 These
men were primarily undertaking their own care, even if they lived with family. This indicates a cohort with high
educational support needs (Level 4). Some of the surgical management protocols reported in the literature noted
the inclusion of education initiatives for both patient individuals and their informal caregivers, commencing either
preoperatively19,22,23 or postoperatively prior to discharge18 (all Level 4).
One RCT60 compared the effectiveness of an education intervention in preventing pressure injury recurrence following
pressure injury surgery. Individuals (n = 38 analyzed) were randomized to one of three groups in conjunction with
standard preoperative and postoperative care. The different interventions were an enhanced, structured education
program delivered monthly for two years following discharge, monthly consultations for skin assessment but no
education for two years and follow-up by mail every three months for two years. The group receiving structured
education had a significantly lower rate of pressure injury recurrence compared to the other two groups (33% versus
60% versus 90%, p = 0.007), which translated to an odds ratio of 0.228 (95% CI 0.080 to 0.647, p = 0.003)60 (Level
1). However, this study had an insufficient sample size for statistical power and the education intervention was not
described in detail.
A positive psychological status, strong self-care skills, family involvement and good social networks can improve
short- and long-term outcomes. Yarkin et al. (2009)66 investigated psychiatric state and quality of life for individuals
with SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery (n = 17) and their informal family caregivers (n = 18). Prior to surgery,
the individuals with pressure injuries had significantly lower scores (p < 0.05) on all components of the Short Form36 (SF-36) compared with the national (US) average of the general population. Informal caregivers had significantly
lower scores for the SF-36 components of social function, emotional difficulty and mental health, but no statistically
significant difference in physical function, physical role difficulty, pain, general health or energy levels (Level 3). This
suggests that living with a chronic condition (such as SCI) and managing a pressure injury significantly impacts the
quality of life of both individuals and their families. In the six month follow up after surgery, Yarkin et al (2009)66
demonstrated significant improvements in SF-36, Beck Depression Inventory and Trait Anxiety Inventory scores for
both individuals who underwent surgery and their informal caregivers (all p < 0.05) demonstrating that undergoing
surgery itself has potential to improve the individual’s psychosocial status (Level 3). This may be due to relief of
depression, anxiety and the burden of caring for a pressure injury. However, the study also showed an association
between higher levels of anxiety and recurrence, highlighting the importance of providing psychosocial support
throughout the recovery period.
Some of the surgical management protocols described in the literature incorporated interventions to optimize
psychosocial status prior to discharge. Tadiparthi et al. (2016)22 undertook preoperative assessments of the individual’s
home circumstances to enable early address of psychosocial needs prior to discharge22 (Level 4). In a retrospective
review, Kierney, 199823 reported a recurrence rate of 19% through delivery of a surgical management protocol
that included a strong focus optimization of social support that extended beyond the individual’s discharge from
hospital. This was achieved by promoting establishment of a viable social support network through introduction to
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other individuals undergoing similar surgery (Level 4). Srivastava et al. (2009)19 provided ongoing counselling during
hospitalization and after discharge to strengthen the capacity of the individual to adhere to the prevention and
treatment plan (Level 4).

Intraoperative Management of the Individual and the Pressure Injury
The recommendations in this section focus on surgical considerations in repairing a pressure injury. During the
intraoperative period, universal pressure injury prevention is required to prevent new pressure injuries. This includes
conducting risk and skin assessments, attention to positioning, use of appropriate support surfaces and pads (including
facial if in the prone position) and preventing medical device related pressure injuries. Recommendations in other
chapters of this guideline are also appropriate to the intraoperative period.
18.4: F ully excise the pressure injury, including abnormal skin, granulation and necrotic tissue, sinus tracts, bursa
and involved bone to the extent possible.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two moderate quality Level 3 studies17,24 and nine Level 4 studies of moderate22,25,40,44,46,57 and low18,27,47 quality reported
procedures that included full excision of the wound bed, including sinus tracts, necrosis and bursa. One moderate
quality Level 3 study24 reported procedures that included full excision of the wound bed, including sinus tracts, necrosis
and bursa. One moderate quality Level 3 study24 and three moderate and low27,47,59 quality Level 4 studies reported
resection and evening out uneven bony surfaces as a component of the surgical procedure.

Evidence Discussion
Removal of nonviable tissues is key to the surgical procedure to promote healing. Many studies reported that full
excision of the pressure injury defect was part of the surgical procedure used in the centers reporting surgical
outcomes17,18,22,24,25,27,40,44,46,47,57 (Levels 3 and 4). Aggressive removal of nonviable bone down to a level where the bone
bleeds during the surgical procedure is generally advised.59,67
In studies reporting comparisons, healing rates were similar for pressure injury surgeries that used single-stage or
multiple-stage operations.63,68 Laing et al. (2010)45 reported on individuals (n = 41) who underwent surgical debridement
followed by closure using negative pressure wound therapy, approximately 50% of whom required definitive surgical
reconstruction after a mean of 4.3 weeks. Following the surgical debridement, 12% of the individuals experienced
bleeding and required transfusion, leading the researchers to propose that a multi-stage procedure may facilitate
hemostasis and prevent hematoma formation (Level 4).
Osteomyelitis has been reported in up to 32% of individuals with pressure injuries.64,65 Permanent healing of the
pressure injury or successful surgical closure are unlikely until osteomyelitis is controlled because bacterial infection
of the bone has a profoundly detrimental effect on the viability of the flap.59 Analysis of records from individuals
undergoing pressure injury surgery (n = 276) indicated that presence of osteomyelitis in the wound is associated
with an increase in wound dehiscence (RR = 2.78, 95% CI 1.51 to 5.13, p < 0.01), but is not statistically associated
with post-operative wound infection rates or recurrence29 (Level 3). Effective management can be achieved through
aggressive surgical removal of non-viable bone (e.g., bone that feels rough or soft). Bone samples for culture and
sensitivities should be considered for a definitive diagnosis of osteomyelitis and targeted antibiotic therapy. In the
literature, management protocols included taking bone samples when osteomyelitis was “suspected”,22 when bone
was exposed,58 when bone felt soft, or for all pressure injuries.25,40,44,57,59 The guideline chapter on Infection and Biofilm,
discusses treatment of osteomyelitis.
18.5: When designing a flap:
• Select tissue with a good quality blood supply
• Use composite tissues to increase durability
• Use a flap as large as possible
• Minimize violation of adjacent skin and tissue
• Locate the suture line away from areas of direct pressure
• Minimize tension on the incision at closure.
(Good Practice Statement)
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Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider using a hand-held Doppler prior to surgery to detect perforators providing good flap vascularization25,41,47
(Level 4).

Discussion
The most durable wound closure technique fills the pressure injury defect with tissue bulk to provide padding and
protect underlying structures. This is generally achieved using flap repair. A flap consists of tissue that has its own
vascular supply47 and therefore does not require the same level of vascular support from the wound bed for survival as
does a graft. Harvesting a flap requires identification of strong vasculature that will also be dissected with the tissue,
which is usually a more complicated and time-consuming process than a graft. In many clinical situations a flap is the
preferred surgical repair method because the wound bed of a deep pressure injury is generally not sufficiently healthy
to support a graft.21
Flaps used for pressure injury reconstruction can be local flaps or free flaps. A local (pedicled) flap consists of freed
tissue that remains attached to the body at its base and is rotated, maintaining its blood supply intact, to cover the
pressure injury defect. A free flap is tissue that is removed with its blood supply and both the tissue and vascularization
are reconnected over the pressure injury site. A free flap is best used to repair a large pressure injury that has
insufficient local tissue to adequately cover the defect.69 Regardless of whether a local or free flap is used, selection
of the flap tissue should be made with consideration to preserving adjacent tissue for potential future options, while
ensuring the chosen flap is as large as possible and sufficiently covers the defect.
Flaps are also described by the type of tissue they contain. For example, a myocutaneous flap (also called a
musculocutaneous flap) consists of muscle, subcutaneous tissue and skin. A fasciocutaneous flap consists of deep
fascia, subcutaneous tissue and skin.26 Designing a flap from composite tissues improves the durability of the flap and
provides enough tissue to adequately fill the defect.23 Flaps should also be designed to locate the suture line away
from an area of direct pressure to promote post-operative healing, and tension on the incisions at the time of closure
should be minimized.
Selection of the type of tissue to use for a flap will be made with consideration to the individual’s clinical condition,
available tissue for harvest, the anatomical location of the pressure injury and the surgeon’s preference.28 Reports
that compare different types of flaps, many of which were not included for this guideline due to their primary focus
on surgical technique, suggest that clinical outcomes are comparable between different flap types.18,26,28,30,42,69 In a
retrospective cohort study, outcomes for pressure injuries repaired with myocutaneous flaps, fasciocutaneous flaps, or
free perforator-based flaps (n = 181) were reported. At follow up (mean 55 months), the complication rate was similar
between different flap types (ranged between 44.2% and 48.8%). The pressure injury recurrence rate was also similar
between the three flap types (range 15.1% and 18.6%)30 (Level 3). Thiessen et al. (2011) compared myocutaneous
flaps and fasciocutaneous flaps (n = 94), reporting no statistically significant difference based on type of flap for
hospital stay (p = 0.059), wound dehiscence (p = 0.835), infection (p = 0.135), flap necrosis (p = 0.735), requirement
for additional surgical procedures (n = 0.648) or recurrence (p = 0.648)24 (Level 3). Other observational studies have
reported similar outcomes between free and local flaps,69 and between flaps of different tissue types18,26,42 (all Level 4).

Post-operative Management
18.6: Regularly monitor the wound and immediately report signs of flap failure.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•
•

•

Regularly monitor wound drainage systems (Expert opinion).
Report signs of flap failure to the surgeon immediately, including:
o

Pallor of poor arterial supply

o

Slow capillary refill

o

Mottling

o

Bluish-purple tissue of venous engorgement

o

Purple-maroon tissue of deep tissue injury (Expert opinion).

C
 onsider using advanced monitoring devices (e.g., Doppler systems, infrared spectroscopy and surface temperature
monitoring) to evaluate the health of the flap following surgery (Expert opinion).
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Discussion
Flap failure can occur due to loss of arterial blood supply or impairment of venous return. Gold standard technique for
monitoring flaps is the clinical observation of color and capillary refill.70 Arterial inflow appears as pallor or mottling in
the flap. Venous engorgement, which is fairly rare (except in free flaps), presents as a swollen or bluish-purple tissue.
The purple-maroon color typical of deeper tissue injury is a rare but ominous sign of flap failure. Devices may be
used to monitor flaps, including implantable Doppler, infrared spectroscopy and surface temperature monitoring.70,71
However, there was no included evidence that evaluated the use of these monitoring devices in pressure injury
flap surgery, and not all clinical and geographic locations have these advanced technologies available for routine
postoperative use.
Suture line dehiscence is one of the most common complication after pressure injury surgery. Observational studies
reported rates of up to 48.5%, although higher quality studies tended to report higher dehiscence rates18-21,24,25,29,40,41,47,72
(Levels 3 and 4). In one multivariable analysis that included analysis of records for individuals following flap surgery
(n = 227), higher rates of dehiscence occurred in individuals with poorly controlled diabetes mellitus (OR = 15.9, 95%
CI 2.0 to 127), individuals aged below 45 years OR = 4.9, 95% CI 1.2 to 20.1) and individuals who had previously had
failed flap surgery at the same anatomical location (OR = 3.8, 95% CI 1.2 to 11.9)20 (Level 3).
Implement frequent monitoring and early referral of complications to the individual’s treating physician. Protocols
reported in observational studies included regular monitoring of the flap following surgery17,22,28,73 (Level 4).
Drainage systems are placed to remove fluid from dead space and to prevent seroma and hematoma formation in the
surgical site.22,27,58 Collections of blood and serum can become a source of infection, and fluid accumulation can place
tension on the wound. Use of suction drains also help the flap adhere to the underlying wound bed.
Drain tubes should be regularly checked for kinking/clogging or other sources of occlusion. Drainage from wounds
should be recorded, and those records should guide decisions for drain removal. Drains may remain in situ for up
to three weeks.22,27,58 Drain tubes can be a source of pressure and shear forces that increase the risk of new pressure
injuries. The guideline chapter Medical Device Related Pressure Injuries provides comprehensive guidance on reducing
the risk of pressure injuries associated with drain tubes and other devices.
18.7: Use a specialty support surface in the immediate post-operative period.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Most of the evidence on support surfaces following pressure injury surgery report use of an air fluidized bed. One low
quality Level 1 study74 reported post-operative healing rates of 78% for an air fluidized bed and 86% for an alternating
pressure air mattress. These results show similar outcomes between the two types of specialty support surface,
but no statistical comparison was made. Seven moderate and low quality Level 317,63 and 423,25,44,57,58 observational
studies reported management protocols that included use of air fluidized beds, sometimes commencing in the preoperative period. In these studies, use of air fluidized beds was for between two and four weeks. The studies report
a range of different outcome measures including complete healing rates of 61% to 96%,17,44 complication rates of
3% to 26%25,57,58,63 and recurrence rates of 25%.23 Feasibility of using air fluidized beds is influenced by resources and
accessibility.

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider using an alternating pressure air mattress40,74 (Levels 1 and 4), an air fluidized bed17,23,25,44,58,63,74 (Levels 1
and 4) or a bed with a low air loss feature (Expert opinion).

•

Prior to surgery, procure appropriate support surfaces for the postoperative period23,28 (Level 4).

•

P
 reoperatively undertake an assessment of the individual’s living environment and commence procurement of
support surfaces and other equipment that will be required on discharge. This might be facilitated by a referral to
an appropriately trained health professional (e.g., seating specialist, occupational therapist, physiotherapist and/
or other trained professional) (Expert opinion).

•

Use a specialty support surface for at least two to four weeks following surgery17,23,25,44,58,63,74 (Level 4).

•

A
 void transferring the post-surgical individual onto a non-high specification support surface unless clinically
indicated (Expert opinion).
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•

I nspect the bed for hard edges that may increase pressure or shear as the individual transfers or sits on the edge
of the bed. When the individual is ready to sit up consider a support surface that provides easy egress (Expert
opinion).

•

See the guideline chapter on Support Surfaces for more information about support surfaces.

Evidence Discussion
Individuals should be placed on a specialty support surface immediately following surgery. Risks and benefits must
be evaluated. If the individual is placed on hard surfaces such as gurneys, stretchers, and x-ray tables in the early
postoperative period there is a serious risk of flap disruption or necrosis from increased pressure and shear. Any
transfer from the specialty support surface should be carefully managed to prevent injury during transfer. Time spent
on surfaces that lack adequate pressure redistribution characteristics should be avoided or severely limited. Individuals
who have undergone surgical closure of a pressure injury are at higher risk for developing additional pressure injuries.
Their reduced mobility and limited positioning options following surgery increase pressure injury risk. Therefore, the
support surface that is used postoperatively should be appropriate for preventing new pressure injuries, as well as
able to distribute pressure away from the operative site, reduce shear and limit tension on the incision to prevent flap
necrosis or delayed healing.
Air fluidized beds are commonly used after surgical repair. Successful use of air fluidized beds following flap surgery was
reported in a number of observational studies17,23,25,44,58,63 (Level 4). However, there is limited evidence on their relative
effectiveness compared to other support surfaces. In a small pilot study (n = 37) Finnegan et al. (2008)74 compared
healing following pressure injury surgery between an air fluidized bed and an alternating pressure air mattress that
was modified. Individuals received the specialty support surfaces in conjunction with standardized care during the
acute stage of their postoperative recovery and outcome measures were reported on discharge to rehabilitation
(mean duration of eight days). In this time, 98% of the individuals receiving the air fluidized bed were assessed as
having an intact and healthy surgical site compared with 87% of individuals receiving the alternating pressure air
mattress (p = not reported). Patients and health professionals rated both surfaces as comfortable and exceeding
expectations. The air fluidized bed was 52% more expensive to use; however, costs may have related to facility-specific
procurement arrangements. This was a small study with a short follow-up period and subjective outcomes measured
by non-blinded clinical staff (Level 1). Additional research in non-surgical populations with Category/Stage III and IV
pressure injuries has demonstrated superior reduction in wound size with air fluidized beds compared to standard
hospital mattresses75-77 and an alternating pressure air mattress78 (Level 1). However, there was minimal inter-group
comparison in some of these studies, individuals were not followed to complete healing and the generalizability of
the results to postoperative individuals was not demonstrated.
Two studies reported successful use of an alternating pressure air mattress for treating individuals following flap
surgery40,74 (Levels 1 and 4). In one of the studies (results above74) the alternating pressure air mattress was modified
to permanently deflate single mattress cells beneath the surgical site and the alternating pressure function was not
used at the flap site. The method to redistribute pressure at the surgical site was not reported. No data were provided
on methods used to ensure individuals remained aligned with the deflated portion of the bed (Level 1).
Beds with a low-air-loss feature are also commonly used for the post-surgical individual; however, there were no
included studies on their use. A small body of evidence reports effectiveness of low air loss beds for preventing new
pressure injuries and promoting healing in individuals with pressure injuries.

Equipment procurement
Any support surface system for postoperative use should be procured prior to surgery.23,28 Optimally, the individual
should be cared for on the specialty support surface prior to surgery to determine the individual’s tolerance of the
bed (e.g., dyspnea and weightlessness). In one surgical protocol, participants awaiting pressure injury surgery were
encouraged to use prone positioning on a specialty support system during the preoperative period in preparation for
the recovery period28 (Level 4). Appropriate seating support surfaces should also be organized prior to surgery.
Use of appropriate pressure redistribution support surfaces in the home setting or usual living environment is essential
for long term recovery and for reducing the risk of recurrence. Prior to surgery, an assessment should be undertaken
of the individual’s wheelchair, support cushion and other devices (e.g., shower chair). Assistance in attainment of
appropriate equipment and education in its maintenance should be offered. Considerations for equipment in the
home setting are discussed in the guideline chapter Support Surfaces.
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18.8: Position and transfer the individual in such a way as to avoid pressure on, and disruption to, the surgical
site.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
Positioning
•

Avoid placing any pressure or body weight on the surgical site28,30,48,63 (Level 3 and 4).

•

Maintain bed rest in a flat position as much as possible following flap surgery26,40,44,57,58 (Level 4).

•

M
 inimize truncal flexion to 30° to 40° (e.g., raising the head of the bed) until the surgical site is sufficiently healed
to permit progressive sitting44,58 (Level 4).

•

U
 se the prone position or position the individual laterally27,48 (Level 4).

•

W
 hen positioning the individual off the surgical site is not possible, repositioning should be conducted on an
hourly basis63 (Level 3).

•

C
 onsider using pressure mapping to guide positioning the individual in such a way that all pressure from the
surgical site is relieved22 (Level 4).

•

B
 e extremely cautious in positioning an individual on a bedpan and removing the bedpan following flap surgery
(Expert opinion).

Transferring
•

W
 hen transferring the individual from the operating table immediately following surgery, ensure there is adequate
assistance to avoid disruption of the flap. Maintain the same diligence when transferring the individual in the postsurgical healing stages (Expert opinion).

•

E
 nsure that the individual is appropriately clothed/protected when using slide boards to prevent injury to the flap
(Expert opinion).

Discussion
Flaps rely on the blood supply in the tissues that is carried along with the tissues. Blood flow to the flap is provided
through the pedicle. Some flaps have deep blood vessels supplying the overlying tissue (e.g., gluteal flaps) and in
others the blood flow is more superficial (e.g., latissimus dorsi flaps). This blood supply that feeds the flap (classically
called the ‘pedicle’ of the flap) can be damaged by shear forces (e.g., pulling on the skin) and pressure to the skin. It
is important to know where the blood supply is coming and how close to the surface the blood supply is located. The
circulation to parts of the flap distal from the pedicle can also be compromised by pressure and shear. This should also
be anticipated and managed by the treating physician and the multidisciplinary team.
Positioning
Positioning is generally determined by the surgeon’s preferences and the needs of the individual. There was no
research providing experimental comparisons between different postoperative positioning following pressure injury
surgery.
Following surgery the individual should be positioned in such a way as to avoid pressure on the surgical site.28,30,48,63
Numerous observational studies reported that individuals were maintained in a flat position following surgery,
usually until the surgical site was sufficiently healed to permit gradual pressure and stress to the site. Until this point
of healing is reached, minimize truncal flexion44,58 (Level 4). Elevating the head of the bed can have unintended
consequences on flap healing. Head of bed elevation should only be undertaken with a full understanding of the
associated risks and benefits. Many hospitals have initiated evidence-based protocols to limit aspiration pneumonia
and ventilator-associated pneumonia by elevating the head of the bed for individuals confined to bed. However,
following flap surgery, elevating the head of the bed increases tension on the incision from hip flexion, and increases
interface pressure and shear, all of which place the individual at a serious risk of flap disruption or necrosis. It is
important to understand the immediate and long term consequences of both options prior to applying a patient
specific intervention. When head of bed elevation commences, coordinate with meals and selfcare to promote the
individual’s function.
Expert opinion on the use of bedpans for individuals with new pelvic flaps varies. They should be used with extreme
caution, as they create pressure on the pelvic flap and can create shear forces with removal.
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Ongoing repositioning is important to prevent development of new or recurring pressure injuries. Appropriate
repositioning options should be planned by the treating physician, and changes to the regimen should be driven by
the individual’s progress toward healing. Further recommendations on repositioning are provided in the guideline
section Repositioning and Early Mobilization.
Transferring
Immediately following surgery, it is important to avoid manual handling techniques that involve moving individuals
from one surface to another by pulling on the buttocks and hips. Instead, lift the individual from the operating room
table onto the bed rather than sliding or pulling. Immediately following surgery and throughout the postoperative
period, use of proper manual handling techniques and equipment (e.g., turning sheet, adequate turning team) will
limit the need to drag the individual and reduce risk of disrupting the flap from shear and friction. Tension on the
suture lines must be avoided when turning the individual in bed. Holding the individual’s legs and back is preferred
to pulling on the hips and buttocks.
Hospital gowns that are open in the back permit the skin of the thighs and buttocks to drag on transfer devices or
slide boards (i.e., for transfer into wheelchairs). Individuals should be adequately clothed to protect the skin during
transfers. Clothing with zippers, buttons, or snaps should not be used over the surgical site or pressure points.
18.9: When the surgical site is sufficiently healed commence a progressive sitting protocol.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two moderate and low quality Level 3 studies17,63 and four high, moderate and low quality Level 419,22,23,25,26,58 studies
reported post-operative management plans that included initiation of a progressive sitting protocol. The studies
reported healing rates of 87% to 96%,17,19 complication rates of 10 to 26%,19,25,26,58,63 and recurrence rates of between
7% and 25%.22,23,26 In these studies, the progressive sitting was commenced at between ten days and eight weeks postoperatively.17,19,22,23,25,26,58,63

Implementation Considerations
•

M
 aintain upper body strength and prevent hazards of immobility and by engaging the individual in passive and
active upper body exercises during periods of bed rest21,23,25,27 (Level 4).

•

Progressive sitting should be initiated according to the surgeon’s post-operative orders (Expert opinion).

•

I nitiate a progressive sitting protocol at between two and eight weeks post-operatively based on the individual’s
clinical condition and the healing of the surgical site17,19,22,23,25,26,58,63(Level 3 and 4).

•

S elect and use an appropriate pressure redistribution cushion for when the individual is seated out of bed. 17,23,25,28
(Levels 3 and 4). The guideline chapter on Support Surfaces includes more extensive discussion regarding use of
pressure redistribution cushions.

•

C
 onsider using pressure mapping to assist in selection of the most appropriate pressure redistribution cushion for
the individual40 (Level 4).

•

T
 each the individual to initiate pressure relief maneuvers every 15 minutes when engaging in progressive sitting
protocol23,25 (Level 4). More information about pressure relief maneuvers is included in the guideline chapter
Repositioning and Early Mobilization.

Evidence Discussion
As noted above, in the immediate postoperative period the individual should be positioned in a way that prevents
pressure and tension on the surgical site. The hazards of immobility are well reported. Individuals on pressure
redistribution surfaces still require repositioning and skin inspection for new pressure injuries, and the usual
postoperative interventions for pulmonary hygiene and to prevent blood stasis.
Range-of-motion exercises of the arms and upper body can reduce the hazards of immobility and start preparing
the individual for rehabilitation. In observation studies,21,23,25,27 postoperative management protocols were
sometimes reported as important components of the individual’s regimen. These included passive and active limb
mobilization21,23,25,27 and upper body strengthening exercises23,25,27 (Level 4). However, the studies did not report
comparison to other management strategies or provide details of the regimens. Flexion of the hips during upper body
mobilization should be avoided until approved by the surgeon.
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When weight bearing on the operative site is permitted, it should be graduated and progressive.17,63 19,22,23,25,26,58 The
postoperative progressive sitting protocol focuses on gradual increase in both pressure and tension being placed on
the surgical site. Seating should commence only after a comprehensive assessment of seating support surface needs
17,23,25,28
(Levels 3 and 4) and selection of an appropriate seat/chair. A seating professional should be involved in assessing
the individual, selecting an appropriate chair/wheelchair and pressure redistribution support cushion and developing
an individualized supported sitting plan. The guideline chapter on Support Surfaces discusses factors to consider
when selecting chairs and pressure redistribution cushions. In a report on the outcomes of individuals undergoing
flap surgery for Category/Stage IV pressure injuries (n = 45), Ljung et al. (2017)17 provided a detailed description of a
postoperative progressive sitting protocol. At week three, individuals commenced 30 minutes seating in a wheelchair,
three times daily on a pressure redistribution cushion. Duration of sitting increased over the week to a maximum of
two hours, three times daily. In week four, individuals commenced sitting in bed with the legs extended and the hip
angle at 90°, avoiding forward lean. The positioning restrictions were recommended for the first six months following
surgery17 (Level 3). Inclusion of pressure relief maneuvers, which are reported in more detail in the guideline chapter
Repositioning and Early Mobilization, was reported as a component of some rehabilitation protocols23,25 (Level 4).
Sitting should gradually increase in duration if no erythema is noted over pressure points. Skin tolerance to pressure
over the surgical site should be assessed after each period of sitting. Refer to the guideline chapter on Skin and
Tissue Assessment for comprehensive discussion of skin assessment techniques. If healing is slow or other confounding
factors exist (e.g., obesity, multiple pressure injuries, or high level of paralysis) then weight bearing may be delayed
until incisions are completely healed.
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MEASURING PRESSURE INJURY PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE
Introduction
The effectiveness of the implementation of this guideline in preventing and treating pressure injuries is measurable
through well-designed research and/or quality improvement initiatives. These initiatives may rely on some measure
of pressure injury frequency. Measures of pressure injury frequency have typically relied on describing the rates
and proportions of pressure injury incidence and prevalence. Understanding the basic properties of prevalence and
incidence, and how best to use these measures, is essential in evaluating how well the guideline is being implemented.
The most commonly used approaches in measuring pressure injury prevalence or incidence are discussed in the chapter.

Defining Prevalence and Incidence
Prevalence
Pressure injury prevalence is the proportion of individuals within a defined population (e.g., individuals within a
specific geographic region, a facility or a ward) that have a pressure injury within a defined period of time. Prevalence
rates provide insights regarding the burden of pressure injuries and the resources needed to address that burden.
Point prevalence is the number of individuals with a pressure injury at a specific point in time (usually on a specific
day). The pressure injuries may have developed recently or may have been present for an extended period of time. For
inpatients, these pressure injuries may have been present on admission to the facility.1,2
Figure 23.1: Formula for calculating point prevalence

Point prevalence (%)
Number of individuals with pressure injury at a specific point in time
Total number of individuals in the study population at a specific point in time

x 100

Period prevalence is also commonly reported. Period prevalence is the number of individuals who have a pressure
injury over a specified period of time (usually days or weeks). Period prevalence is often used in preference to point
prevalence because of the time it takes to collect data for a pressure injury prevalence study. Like point prevalence,
period prevalence describes all existing pressure injuries rather than just newly acquired pressure injuries. However,
period prevalence identifies pressure injuries present during a specified time period rather than at a specific point
in time. Period prevalence is therefore a combination of prevalent and incident pressure injuries.1,2 When reporting
prevalence determined over a period of time, it should be referred to as period prevalence and the time period should
be specified.

Incidence
Pressure injury incidence is the proportion of pressure injury free individuals that develop a pressure injury over a
specific period of time. Incidence therefore provides an indication of the rate at which new pressure injuries occur
in a specified population. Incidence rates provide insights into the effectiveness of prevention measures; however,
incidence studies are more labor intensive and costly to implement than prevalence studies.
Cumulative incidence is the proportion of a specified population that develops a new pressure injury within a specified
time period (usually weeks or months). In calculating cumulative incidence, a population free of pressure injuries is
identified and then followed for a specified time period, with periodic determinations of the presence of pressure
injuries for each individual.1,2
Figure 23.2: Formula for calculating cumulative incidence

Cumulative incidence (%)
Number of individuals developing pressure injury during a specific time period
Total number of individuals in study population over a specific time period

x 100
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Incidence density is also sometimes used as a measure of pressure injury incidence. In using this measure, the
denominator is not the total number of patients. Instead, the number of patient days of care in the facility or service
is used. This calculation better accounts for length of stay and is particularly useful in long-term care facilities where
individuals may reside for months or years. Incidence density is often described as the number of new pressure injury
cases per 1,000 patient days of care.
Figure 23.3: Formula for calculating incidence density of individuals per time

Incidence density (No. per 1000 patient days)*
Number individuals developing a new pressure injury
Total patient-days without a pressure injury
* If reporting per 1,000 patient days, multiply by 1,000

Facility-acquired Pressure Injuries
Facility-acquired pressure injury (FAPI) rates measure the number of individuals with pressure injuries at a specific
point in time that were acquired within a given facility (also referred to as nosocomial, hospital-acquired [HAPI]
or healthcare-acquired pressure injuries). Unlike point prevalence, this term describes only those individuals with
pressure injuries that were acquired within the facility after admission. Facility-acquired pressure injury rates are often
determined in conjunction with point prevalence. Existing pressure injuries are documented to determine prevalence
rates. Admission documentation is then examined to determine if the pressure injury was present on admission. If not
documented on admission, the pressure injury is considered to be facility-acquired. Facility-acquired pressure injury
rates are often calculated to evaluate the effects of prevention protocols in decreasing the pressure injuries acquired in
the facility without undertaking a more time consuming and expensive incidence study. Examining admission records
to differentiate facility-acquired versus community-acquired pressure injuries as part of a point prevalence study can
provide insights into the burden of pressure injuries, the required resources (prevalence), and the effectiveness of
prevention protocols with the facility (FAPI).
Figure 23.4: Formula for calculating facility-acquired pressure injury rate

Facility-Acquired (%) ¥
(No.individuals with pressure injury at time point)- (No.individuals with pressure injury on admission)
(No.in population at time point)- (No.with pressure injury on admission)

x100

¥ Some FAPI methods include individuals with a pressure injury on admission if they also develop a new pressure injury after admission

An accurate FAPI rate requires an accurate, documented skin assessment on admission to the facility for all individuals in
the defined population in order to exclude pre-existing pressure injuries. The time frame for admission documentation
may vary between studies. Some methodologies for FAPI consider those with a pressure injury present-on-admission
(POA) as a case and exclude those individuals from FAPI calculations, regardless of new additional pressure injuries.
Other methodologies include individuals with POA pressure injuries who develop new pressure injuries following
admission. Variations in methodology should be considered before interpreting the results of any study and especially
when comparing results between studies.1,3

Interpreting Pressure Injury Rates
When interpreting pressure injury prevalence and incidence rates, there is no best approach. Different approaches
tell you something different and will vary depending on the purpose of measurement and the intended use of the
data. Data collected during prevalence and incidence studies is used for a variety of purposes, including to:
•

Estimate disease prevalence

•

Determine resource needs

•

Monitor effectiveness of quality improvement initiatives

•

Benchmark among facilities

•

Report quality indicators to stakeholders

•

Calculate reimbursement rates that are linked to quality indicators.

By necessity, larger databases used for benchmarking within a country or across countries are less granular or detailed
and depend more heavily on medical record documentation than bedside observation. The method developed
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or selected should strive for the best balance of reliability, validity, responsivity to changing rates over time and
practicality, with consideration to the intended use of the data. Pressure injury e-measures that rely on data extracted
from electronic health records (EHRs) are currently being developed; however, reliability and validity concerns have
not been fully addressed.4,5
When used for internal or external benchmarking, consistency in the methods being compared is critical. Rates
determined by different approaches or using different data sources are not comparable. No method is more correct;
however, FAPI rates provide a better indication of the effectiveness of pressure injury prevention programs than raw
prevalence rates. Incidence measures are even more suitable to measure effectiveness. Interpretation of prevalence
and incidence studies is complicated by:1,2,6
•

The method used to calculate pressure injury rates (e.g., prevalence versus incidence versus facility-acquired rates)

•

C
 riteria used to define the population (e.g., clinical setting, type of individual and their pressure injury risk,
inclusion/exclusion criteria)

•

Definitions and classifications used for pressure injuries

•

I nclusion or exclusion of Category/Stage I pressure injuries, deep tissue pressure injuries, unstageable pressure
injuries and medical device related pressure injuries (MDRPIs)

•

S trategies used to determine presence of a pressure injury (e.g., clinical assessment, patient self-report or medical
record review)

•

Accuracy of pressure injury classification and differential diagnosis

•

Methods and time frames used in determining whether a pressure injury was POA

•

Variations in time periods over which studies are conducted

•

Random variation

•

I n some settings, whether the pressure injuries were considered avoidable or unavoidable, and the criteria used to
make that determination.

Experience in both the UK and the US illustrates the hazards of not considering these complicating factors. In the
UK, monitoring of the quality and safety of National Health Service (NHS) Trusts includes several different reporting
systems for pressure injuries. The Safety Thermometer assesses pressure injury prevalence monthly, the Incident
Reporting System is intended to capture new pressure injury incidents, and the Strategic Executive Information System
captures those pressure injuries that are serious incidents. Yet when compared to a pressure injury wound audit
that involved direct examination of patients’ skin, the sensitivity of both the Safety Thermometer and the Incident
Reporting System was around 50%, suggesting that both these measures missed many cases of pressure injuries.7
Among the reasons for poor performance included NHS Trusts varying in their inclusion of MDRPIs, unstageable
pressure injuries, and deep tissue pressure injuries. Differences across the NHS Trusts in the definition of POA was also
an issue8 In the US, government agencies use hospital pressure injury rates in a variety of different programs. The
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services use administrative codes to calculate hospital-acquired pressure injury
rates as part of its Hospital-Acquired Conditions Initiative. This initiative ensures hospitals are not reimbursed for care
of individuals with medical complications. The initiative’s Hospital-Acquired Condition Reduction Program penalizes
hospitals with high complication rates.9 Meanwhile, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality tracks hospitalacquired complications, including pressure injuries, through medical record reviews as part of the Medicare Patient
Safety Monitoring System. When comparing the different data sources, the pressure injury rate calculated from
administrative data was approximately one-twentieth the rate based on medical record data. These international
experiences demonstrate the ongoing issues in interpreting pressure injury rates.

Summary of Prevalence and Incidence Rates
These variations in methodological design and rigor continue to confound analysis of prevalence and incidence
studies. There is a strong need for consistency in design and reporting in order to enable more reliable international
benchmarking. Particularly where the effectiveness of pressure injury prevention programs is being investigated,
facility-acquired pressure injury rates should be reported. Table 23.1 provides indicative data on the prevalence and
incidence rates reported in the literature since 2000 for different clinical settings and/or populations. Where available,
data from recent systematic reviews has been used. Whilst this review included multiple studies and systematic reviews,
a range of values inclusive of all studies is reported below.
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Table 23.1: Ranges of pressure injury prevalence and incidence reported in selected literature
Setting or
Population

Prevalence Rates

Incidence/ FAPI Rates

Acute care

6 to 18.5%10

0%11 to 12%11

Critical care

95% CI: 10.0 to 25.9%12

Aged care
Pediatric care

Operating room

4.1% to 32.2%
13

Primary health care

14

95% CI: 16.9 to 23.8%12
1.9%15 to 59%16

1.75% (95% CI: 1.71 to 1.73)17

General acute care

1.8% to 4.0%

Critical care

32.8%

Mixed settings

0.47% to 7.1%

18

19

—

18

-0.57% to 21.4%18
20

0.25%21 to 27%22

18
18

0.29%19 to 27.7%23
5%24 to 53.4%25

Tubaishat et al. (2015)10 reported a meta-analysis of pressure injury prevalence studies conducted in acute care settings
(excluding studies that reported mixed clinical settings). Ten studies that used the EPUAP Classification System reported
prevalence ranging from 7.8% to 54% when Category/Stage I pressure injuries were included. Prevalence was 3.4% to
20.3% when Category/Stage I pressure injuries were excluded. Eight studies that used the NPUAP Classification System
reported prevalence ranging from 6% to 22% when Category/Stage I pressure injuries were included, and 6% to 11%
excluding Category/Stage I pressure injuries. The researchers combined data from these studies with one additional
study that used the Torrance Classification System to estimate the international pressure injury prevalence rate
reported in Table 23.1. This estimation was based on prevalence rates reported in prospective studies that included
Category/Stage I pressure injuries and in which trained observers conducted skin assessments, with outlier results
removed.10
Chaboyer et al. (2018)12 conducted a meta-analysis of pressure injury data from 10 studies (8,168 individuals) reporting
cumulative incidence and 8 studies (13,144 individuals) reporting pressure injury prevalence. The studies included in
the review were conducted in critical care settings internationally and ranged in methodological quality. The majority
of the studies (70% of the incidence studies and 100% of the prevalence studies) reported that pressure injuries were
identified by skin inspections. When limiting the incidence data analysis to those studies that used skin inspection,
the 95% confidence interval (CI) was 9.4% to 27.5%. When limiting the analysis to studies evaluated as having a low
risk of bias, the 95% CI for cumulative incidence was 6.6% to 36.8% (n = 4 studies, 640 individuals) and 95% CI for
prevalence was 12.2% to 24.5% (n = 5 studies, 4,036 individuals).12
The range of pressure injury prevalence and incidence observed in pediatric populations is somewhat varied according to
the clinical setting, as presented in Table 23.1. Few prevalence and incidence studies conducted in pediatric populations
are reported in the literature; however, two of the more recent surveys have surveyed large populations. Razmus et
al. (2017)20 surveyed 678 pediatric facilities in the US (n = 39,984), reporting FAPI rates of between 0.57% (all settings
combined) to 3.7% (pediatric intensive care unit [PICU]) and 4.6% (rehabilitation settings).20 Montserrat SánchezLorente et al. (2018)17 surveyed 65,359 individuals in Spanish primary health care settings, reporting a prevalence rate
of 1.75% (95% CI 1.71 to 1.73).17 Most studies report that the majority of pressure injuries are Category/Stage I.18,19,22,23
For example, in the study by Curley et al. (2003)22 set in a PICU, 97% of pressure injuries were Category/Stage I or II,
and in the study by de Souza et al. (2017)18 in Brazil, 55% of the pressure injuries were Category/Stage I. However,
the incidence rate of 0.25% that Murdoch et al. (2002)21 reported in a PICU only considered Category/Stage III and
IV pressure injuries. Because the various pressure injuries staging systems used across geographic locations and over
time have varied, direct comparison of prevalence and incidence rates across studies may not be accurate. Across the
studies, there appears to be a consistent trend for younger children to have higher prevalence and incidence rates.
Curley et al. (2003)22 calculated an odds ratio of 1.27 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.57, p = 0.03) of experiencing a pressure injury
compared to a child in an older age group. The exception to this was in the study conducted in primary health care17
in which the 1 to 30 day age range experienced the lowest incidence of all children (0.72% compared with 1.6% in the
9 to 18 year age range).17 For hospitalized children, MDRPIs remain a significant challenge, with one study reporting
as many as 84% of pressure injuries to be associated with a device.23 The guideline chapter on Device Related Pressure
Injuries includes discussion of higher risks for pediatric populations.
In aged care, ranges of both prevalence and incidence remain unchanged since the previous guideline. The largest
most recent study26 was a population-based prevalence study conducted across one geographic region in Japan (n =
37,855 people, 37.7% aged 65 years or older). Prevalence was derived from a mandatory public database containing
records for all individuals receiving community or facility based long term care. The prevalence rate of pressure injuries
was 20.3 per 1,000 population in those aged 65 years or over (95% CI 18.1 to 22.7), and 44.6 per 1,000 population in
those aged 80 years or over (95% CI 39.5 to 50.2). This was substantially higher than that in the population aged 18
to 64 years (9.2 per 1,000 population, 95% CI 39.5 to 50.2), and demonstrates the increasing risk of pressure injuries
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associated with aging.26 Other recent studies27,28 set in aged care have highlighted a higher rate of pressure injuries in
individuals with darker skin. In a database prevalence study in aged care the US (n = 116,460 admissions), prevalence
was 14% overall (excluding Category/Stage I pressure injuries). However, dark skinned individuals had a prevalence
rate 1.7 times higher than light skinned individuals.27 This finding might introduce additional considerations when
making comparisons of pressure injuries prevalence and incidence across geographic regions. The guideline chapter
on Skin and Tissue Assessment discusses assessing darker toned skin.

Undertaking Prevalence and Incidence Studies
Pressure injury prevalence and incidence studies provide valuable data to drive:
•

Quality improvement on a ward/unit and facility level

•

Policy decisions on a national level

•

Research agendas on an international scale.

As discussed in this chapter, significant variations in study methods and methodological rigor limit the value of
prevalence and incidence data in directing quality, policy and future research. The following recommendation and
implementation considerations are based on sound epidemiological principles and are designed to guide greater
consistency and rigor in the design, implementation and reporting of pressure injury prevalence and incidence studies
in clinical settings.
19.1: U
 se a rigorous methodological design and consistent measurement variables when conducting and reporting
pressure injury prevalence and incidence studies.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 ompare results against organizational, national and/or international data sets that used a similar methodology to
develop a clearer understanding of pressure injury prevalence and incidence (Expert opinion).

•

Use FAPI rates rather than prevalence rates to evaluate pressure injury prevention programs (Expert opinion).

•

Present results by pressure injury risk level when reporting prevalence and incidence studies (Expert opinion).

•

I nclude the common anatomical locations of pressure injuries when reporting prevalence and incidence studies
(Expert opinion).

•

Present prevalence and incidence data by the pressure injury Category/Stage. Clearly indicate whether:
o

 ategory/Stage I pressure injuries were included or excluded in the final calculation of prevalence and
C
incidence rates

o

S uspected deep tissue injuries and unstageable pressure injuries were included or excluded in the overall
prevalence and incidence rate and if so, how they were considered (e.g., combined with another Category/
Stage or as a separate designation) (Expert opinion).

•

I nclude mucosal membrane pressure injuries in prevalence and incidence data. However, these pressure injuries
should not be categorized/staged. (Expert opinion).

•

D
 etermine whether pressure injuries were related to devices. Device related pressure injuries should be reported
by Category/Stage (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Prevalence rates include all individuals in the facility/health service with pressure injuries, including those with pressure
injuries that were POA to the health service. Facility-acquired pressure ulcer rates identify individuals with pressure
injuries that developed after admission; therefore, these rates provide a better estimate of the adequacy of pressure
injury preventive care within a given facility. Prospective incidence measures would provide an even more accurate
evaluation of prevention; however, this methodology is often too resource intensive for facilities to implement.
Prevalence and incidence studies should clearly report their methodological design. Attempts should be made to use
a standardized methodology to allow risk adjustment and benchmarking. A rigorous study should include:
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Clear definition of the study population prior to collecting data

•

Provision of surveyor education

•

Establishment of interrater reliability

•

Skin inspections to categorize/stage pressure injuries

•

Two surveyors per skin inspection.

23 PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE

Prevalence rates based on medical record audits or administrative data sources may be less reliable than data obtained
from skin inspections conducted by qualified health professionals.29
A simple description of pressure injury rates within various pressure injury risk levels may help refine quality
improvement initiatives. It allows for more accurate comparison between facilities and may serve as a basis for risk
adjustment. It is useful to distinguish population features that might relate to pressure injury risk (e.g., mean age)
in clinical settings that incorporate varying population profiles (e.g., critical care, aged care and pediatric units). A
description of the population serviced by the facility can also assist in comparison (e.g., specifying the type of ‘aged
care facility’, such as older adults in supported care versus high level aged care).
Reporting results by Category/Stage is critical to a full understanding of pressure injury concerns within a facility.
Reporting pressure injury prevalence by anatomical location (e.g., sacrum, heels and occiput) can assist in identifying
components of a pressure injury prevention program that may require more intensive resources and/or education.
Several authors have noted reassuring declines in overall pressure injury rates yet increases in Category/Stage III and
IV pressure injuries.9,30 When identified, these patterns and trends require a more targeted approach to preventing
more severe pressure injuries.
The term ‘device-related’ describes an etiology rather than the severity of the pressure injury. Device related pressure
injuries should be categorized/staged, with the exception of those occurring on mucosal membranes. Identifying
the related device may provide additional guidance for quality improvement decisions related to selection and use
of devices (see the guideline chapter on Device Related Pressure Injuries for more discussion). Mucosal membrane
pressure injuries should be recorded, but not categorized/staged. Refer to the guideline chapter Classification of
Pressure Injuries for further discussion.
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IMPLEMENTING BEST PRACTICE IN CLINICAL SETTINGS
Introduction
Research associated with pressure injury prevention and treatment has grown exponentially over the past two decades,
as has the commitment by policy developers, educators and healthcare administrators to promote and implement best
practice. However, there is still a gap between research and practice. Knowledge transfer has its own body of research
aimed at exploring effective strategies for translating research evidence into practice. Synthesizing information from
the implementation literature illuminates strategies that have contributed to successful best practice implementation
based on barriers and facilitators described in literature.
Research conducted at a national level has shown that an organization’s ongoing involvement in quality improvement
initiatives is associated with lower pressure injury incidence, although other organizational factors also play a role.13
Lahmann et al. (2010)1 reported that aged care facilities (n = 60) and hospitals (n = 82) in Germany that were
repeatedly involved in national level quality improvement initiatives were more likely to have lower facility-acquired
pressure injuries rates than facilities without a quality improvement program. However, the difference in pressure
injury incidence only reached significance in acute care hospitals that maintained their initiatives for at least three
years (mean 10.2% versus mean 5.2%, p < 0.05).1 In the US, an analysis from the National Database of Nursing Quality
Indicators® (NDNQI®) noted that hospitals that had attained Magnet status1 were more likely to have lower facilityacquired pressure incidence rates than non-Magnet facilities. However, when the work environment of individual
units/wards was considered, the difference was not significant.2 In a study conducted in nursing homes in the US (n =
35 facilities, n = 1,065 nurses), Berlowitz et al. (2003)4 reported that implementation of a quality improvement program
was associated with increased workplace satisfaction for nursing staff (mean improvement of 0.83 on a 5-point scale, p
< 0.001) and increased adoption of clinical guidelines (p < 0.001). These improvements did not translate to adherence
to best practice (p = 0.37) or statistically significant changes in pressure injury incidence (p = 0.19), although there
was a trend toward lower rates.4 Also in the US,3 a retrospective review of hospitals and medical centers (n = 55)
noted that engagement in quality improvement initiatives doubled within the audited facilities over the five-year
period up to 2012. Although this engagement with quality improvement was associated with significant decreases in
facility-acquired pressure injuries, the single greatest factor associated with pressure injury reduction was changes to
funding models occurring over the same time period.3 The findings of these national level studies suggest that at the
organizational level, a quality improvement program designed to facilitate implementation of best practice requires
an innovative workplace culture4 and sustained engagement to achieve stronger results.
This chapter of the guideline includes recommendations on how best an organization can facilitate sustained
implementation of best practice, including facilitators and barriers to this process. The recommendations identify
actions that can be implemented at the organization or professional level. Organizational implementation is a multilevel construct that refers to strategies with a focus on the shared readiness of organization members to implement a
change, and the shared belief in their collective capability to do so. At a professional level, implementation focuses on
strategies that relate to individual professionals. A sound underpinning at both the organizational and professional
level is essential for effective introduction and ongoing promotion of best practice (as outlined in this guideline) in
prevention and treatment of pressure injuries.

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

W
 hat organizational level interventions/quality improvement programs are effective in attaining sustained
pressure injury prevention?

•

W
 hat are the professional and organizational level components of interventions/quality improvement programs
that are effective in attaining sustained pressure injury prevention?

•

W
 hat organizational level factors facilitate or are barriers to implementing best practice in pressure injury
prevention and treatment?
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Assessing Facilitators and Barriers to Best Practice
Before developing a quality improvement plan it is critical to assess the environment in which the plan will be
delivered. This includes identifying strengths within the organization that can be leveraged when introducing the
quality improvement plan, as well as weakness in the organization that could impede effective implementation of
the plan. The research identified the following organizational level factors as the primary issues that can facilitate
practice or create barriers:
•

Staffing characteristics (e.g., the skills mix in the facility)5-14

•

Knowledge15-18 and attitudes19-21 of the organization’s workforce

•

Access to appropriate equipment and resources.12,18,19,22,23

Other barriers may be present that require attention, and the facility may have other strengths that will assist in
guideline implementation. Barriers and facilitators are specific to the organization; therefore, assessment at a local
level is required in order to develop an implementation plan that meets the facility’s needs.
20.1: A
 t an organizational level, assess and maximize workforce characteristics as part of a quality improvement
plan to reduce pressure injury incidence.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
The recommendation to assess and maximize workforce characteristics is underpinned by several studies that provided
evidence that the skills mix (i.e, ratio of registered nurses to licensed/enrolled nurse) and staffing levels contributes
to the pressure injury incidence. Two low quality Level 3 studies5-7 demonstrated that understaffing,7 number of
registered nurses per resident per day6 and number of hours of care by a licensed practical nurse (LPN)5 are prognostic
factors for developing a pressure injury. A low quality Level 3 study,24 and moderate8,9,25 and low quality10 Level
4 studies also demonstrated relationships between workforce characteristics and pressure injury incidence. Higher
pressure injury rates were associated with the organization having with fewer qualified nurses, fewer nursing hours
and lower rates of staff permanency. Two low quality Level 3 studies5,24 and three Level 4 studies11,25,26 showed that
workforce characteristics (including skills mix, number of registered nurse working hours and staff permanency) were
not statistically significantly associated with pressure injury incidence.

Implementation Considerations
•

I ncreasing the number of hours of care provided by qualified nurses might improve implementation of a quality
improvement program and decrease pressure injury incidence6,8,24,25 (Levels 3 and 4).

•

E
 nsure there is a sufficient number of qualified staff to provide consistent, preventive care to individuals at risk of
pressure injuries (Expert opinion). Ensure there is appropriately educated health professionals to provide clinical
leadership in pressure injury prevention and management (see Recommendation 20.9).

Evidence Discussion
Workforce characteristics includes skills mix, staffing levels and workforce permanency. Staffing hours, number of
hours of care provided by qualified (registered/licensed/enrolled) nurses and the level of permanency of staff are
factors that influence pressure injury prevention and treatment that have been identified as a potential barrier to
implementing best practice by health professionals12-14,25,27 (Levels 4 and 5).
Cohort studies have identified some workforce characteristics as prognostic factors for pressure injuries. Patrician et
al. (2017)5 explored the relationship between pressure injuries and variations in nursing care hours in 69 hospitals
in the US. In medical-surgical units, the number of hours of care/patient/day provided by an LPN on day three was
significantly predictive of pressure injury development (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.27, p < 0.01). However, hours of care
provided by a registered nurse (RN) and nursing assistants were not associated with pressure injury rates, and there
were no associations between workforce characteristics and pressure injuries in the critical care units (n = 13) in this
study5 (Level 3). Konetzka et al. (2009)6 used an online survey to assess workforce characteristics in US aged care
facilities (n = 1,366), including skills mix and number of RN hours/resident/day. After adjusting for resident clinical
conditions and facility level factors (e.g., Medicare status), there was a significant decrease in pressure injury prevalence
associated with increased RN hours/resident/day (p < 0.05), but not with overall skills mix (p > 0.05) (Level 3). Hart and
Davis (2011)24 assessed staffing characteristics in five US hospitals and also reported a significant relationship between
pressure injury prevalence and RN hours/patient/day (r = –0.525, p < 0.05), total nursing hours/patient (r = –0.485,
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p < 0.05), and total RN hours staffed by agency nurses (r = 0.586, p = 0.022) (Level 3). Observational studies (Level
4) conducted in nursing homes also suggested that rates of staffing with registered nurses,8 the length of time the
nursing home administrator had been in the role (p<0.05),10 and the length of time the director of nursing had been
in the role (p < 0.05)10 have statistically significant influences on the incidence of pressure injuries. The conflicting
findings from some of these studies may relate to the type of unit (e.g., fewer statistically significant relationships
were established in critical care units).5,24 Further research in this area is required.
20.2: A
 t the organizational level, assess the knowledge health professionals have about pressure injuries to
facilitate implementation of an education program and a quality improvement program.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

20.3: A
 t an organizational level, assess and maximize workforce attitudes and cohesion to facilitate
implementation of a quality improvement program.
(Good Practice Statement)

Evidence Summary
The recommendation to assess staff knowledge to facilitate education and quality improvement programs is supported
by three studies providing high quality Level 1 evidence15 and low quality Level 2 evidence.16,17 In all three studies,15-17
knowledge survey results were used to develop organization-specific education interventions as a component of
multi-faceted quality improvement programs that achieved reductions in pressure injury incidence. Additionally, one
low quality Level 2 study28 that demonstrated significant reduction in pressure injury incidence implemented a multifaceted health professional education program that was based on the results of a knowledge assessment. In addition,
evaluation and maximization of workforce attitudes and cohesion is reflective of best practice.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se tools that have been shown to have good psychometric properties to assess pressure injury knowledge. The
guideline chapter on Health Professional Education provides information on tools used to assess staff knowledge.

•

T
 he Attitude Towards Pressure Ulcer Prevention Instrument (APuP) has good validity in measuring workforce
attitudes towards pressure injury prevention29,30 (Level 5).

•

U
 se the results of organizational level knowledge surveys to develop targeted education initiatives to meet the
knowledge needs of the workforce28 (Level 2).

Evidence Discussion
Knowledge
Assessment of health professionals’ knowledge related to pressure injury prevention and treatment identifies potential
barriers to mitigate, or facilitators to enhance, when introducing education programs or quality improvement programs.
Understanding the knowledge needs of health professionals provides information that assists in the development of
organization-specific education and training initiatives.15,16,28
Knowledge surveys have been used in several quality improvement programs to establish education needs of
the workforce. In a randomized controlled trial (RCT), Beeckman et al. (2013)15 assessed the knowledge of health
professionals using a validated pressure injury knowledge assessment tool to identify knowledge gaps. The results
were used to inform the development of interactive education interventions and a range of other strategies to
improve pressure injury prevention and treatment. Price et al, (2017)28 conducted a pre-intervention knowledge
survey of health professionals working in aged care. The results were used to develop the content for a multi-faceted
education program. After delivery of the targeted education, there was a significant increase in health professional
knowledge and measures of competency, and a significant and sustained reduction in pressure injuries (Level 2).
Antonio and Conrad (2013)16 noted that evaluating staff wound care knowledge using a skills and knowledge
survey provided benchmark data for a quality improvement initiative set in a regional health service. The results
informed the development of organization-specific resources on the wound products available in the organization,
as well as training in best practice pressure injury prevention (Level 2). Baldelli et al. (2008) reported that a staff
knowledge survey on identification of pressure injuries and strategies for their prevention was a first-line initiative
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in a quality improvement program in US hospitals. Establishing that the staff had a low understanding that pressure
injury incidence in the facilities was above national average provided a rationale for the improvement program that
followed17 (Level 2). Although neither of these studies16,17 evaluated the impact of the education programs on staff
knowledge, organizations in both studies experienced a decrease in pressure injury incidence.
The guideline chapter on Health Professional Education includes recommendations on training and education.
Attitudes and cohesion
There is a small volume of evidence that demonstrates a relationship between pressure injury incidence and attitudes
of the workforce.19,20 In an observational study conducted in Finland (n= 66 facilities and 724 nurses), Pekkarinen et
al. (2008)20 assessed the relationships between pressure injury prevalence and nurse perspectives on management
decisions and time pressure in the workplace. A statistically significant association (p = 0.05) between an increase
in pressure injuries and the nurses’ ranking of time pressure within their unit was established.20 (Level 4). However,
Bosch et al. (2011)31 found no relationship between pressure injury rates and organizational culture in nursing homes
and hospitals (n = 61 facilities and n = 460 health professionals) in the Netherlands. Evaluated factors included team
climate and competing values, point prevalence of pressure injuries and evidence-based quality indicators. After
adjusting for confounders, the odds ratio of experiencing a pressure injury ranged from 0.99 to 1.02 for four different
types of organizational cultures (group, developmental, rational and hierarchical)31 (Level 4).
Qualitative studies have noted a focus on collaborative care by health professionals. In a study conducted with medicalsurgical nurses in India (n = 100),19 teamwork and collaboration were identified by the nurses as the most important
facilitator for providing pressure injury prevention19 (Level 5). In long term aged care in Greece, nurses identified
interdisciplinary conflict as a barrier to their practice, and proposed a collaborative approach as being more consistent
with best practice21 (Level 5).
Other studies indicate that nurse attitudes towards pressure injuries are influenced by years of experience in nursing
and knowledge levels,22,32,33 which may explain the conflicting results of the studies above.
20.4: A
 t an organizational level, assess and maximize the availability and quality of equipment and standards for
its use as part of a quality improvement plan to reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence supporting the recommendation comes from one high quality Level 1 study,15 one moderate34 and two low3537
quality Level 2 studies, and additional Level 4 studies.38-40 The studies were conducted in a range of clinical and
geographic locations and all reported quality improvement programs that demonstrated reduction in pressure injury
incidence and/or prevalence after commencement of the program. All the quality improvement programs incorporated
an assessment of equipment and/or products in the facility as a component of the program, including reviewing,
replacing and/or changing procurement arrangements for equipment and/or products. The resources required to
conduct an equipment review were not clear, but in one moderate quality Level 4 study40 that measured compliance,
there was a very high level of delivery of the initiative by health professionals.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 eview availability of and access to support surfaces, and establish protocols for procurement that ensure timely
access for individuals at risk of, or with an existing pressure injury15,40-42 (Levels 1, 2 and 4).

•

R
 eview the equipment available within the facility to ensure appropriate options are available to meet the needs
of special populations, including individuals with obesity, frail older adults, neonates and children (Expert opinion).
More information is available in the guideline chapter Populations with Specific Pressure Injury Related Needs.

•

R
 eview and select medical devices available within the facility based on the devices’ ability to induce the least
degree of damage from the forces of pressure and/or shear43,44 while still achieving their intended function (Levels
2 and 4).

•

R
 eview the product formulary associated with skin and wound care16,34 (Level 2).

Evidence Discussion
Multiple studies15,34-40 indicated that including an evaluation of equipment (e.g., support surfaces, medical devices
and wound care products) and its procurement as a component of a quality improvement initiative is associated
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with reductions in pressure injuries. In a number of studies in which surveys and interviews were conducted,12,19,22,23,27
health professionals identified inappropriate or inadequate equipment as a barrier to implementing best practice. In
contrast, having easy access to equipment was perceived as a facilitator to performing best practice (Level 5). An audit
identified that there was a high level of compliance by health professionals with equipment reviews when introduced
as a component of a quality improvement program40 (Level 4).
Beeckman et al. (2013)15 included an assessment of the availability and quality of pressure injury preventive resources
as part of a multi-faceted approach that was associated with a reduction in pressure injury prevalence in aged care
facilities (7.1% versus 14.6%) (Level 1). Tippet (2009)34 evaluated the support surfaces available within an aged care
facility as part of a quality improvement program that reported sustained reduction in pressure injury prevalence
over four years (Level 2). Sving et al. (2104)18 undertook a review of the facility equipment inventory as part of a
quality improvement program; however this program saw no significant reduction in pressure injuries (8.4% versus
9%, p > 0.05)18 (Level 2). Lower level studies that initiated support surface reviews also reported reduction in pressure
injuries39,40 (Level 4). Reviewing the equipment includes identifying the mattresses, cushions, beddings systems,
chairs and manual handling equipment within the facility that is and is not contributing to optimal pressure injury
prevention. Many of the studies on pressure injury prevention initiatives that led to a reduction in pressure injuries
reported that the equipment available within the facility was changed (e.g., increasing, upgrading or replacing) as a
result of a comprehensive review.35-38 National standards have been developed and approved in the US to test various
support surface characteristics including immersion, envelopment, heat and water vapor dissipation characteristics,
heat and moisture dissipation characteristics, and horizontal stiffness.45,46
In some facilities, access to support surfaces may be limited outside of regular business hours (e.g., if the facility uses
rental/contract equipment). Organizations should review access to support surfaces and develop written guidelines
that identify the fastest way to procure support surfaces when a need is identified outside of business hours (e.g. on
holidays, nights and weekends). Four studies15,40-42 (Levels 1 and 4) reporting on quality improvement programs included
review of support surface procurement arrangements. In these studies, the contracts for acquisition of pressure injury
prevention equipment (primarily support surfaces) was reviewed and optimized, sometimes in conjunction with the
rental contractor.42 All these quality improvement programs reported a sustained reduction in pressure injuries.
Institutions should also review the medical devices in the facility and select devices that will minimize skin damage.
This may include selection of softer, more flexible devices (e.g., tubes and airways)43 or products of different design
and/or sizing35,43,44 (Levels 2 and 4). Reviewing the product formulary also allows the organization to ensure evidencebased wound care treatment is available and sourced in a manner that maximizes ability of health professionals to
implement best practice in chronic wound management16,34 (Level 2).

Quality Improvement Initiatives
20.5: A
 t an organizational level, develop and implement a structured, tailored and multi-faceted quality
improvement program to reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Evidence from two high15,47 and two moderate48,49 quality Level 1 studies indicated that a multi-faceted quality
improvement program is associated with reductions in facility-acquired pressure injuries. This was supported by
17 Level 2 studies16-18,34-37,43,50-58 of high, moderate and low quality; five Level 3 studies3,59-62 of moderate and low
quality and 11 Level 4 studies38-42,44,63-67 of high, moderate and low quality. The studies were conducted in a range of
facilities including acute medical-surgical hospitals, critical/intensive care facilities, nursing homes, community care
and pediatric hospitals. The studies were also delivered in a range of geographic locations including the US, Europe,
the Middle East and the Pan-Pacific. The interventions in all studies included a range of initiatives that were tailored
to the facility and often increased as the quality improvement program continued. Reported effectiveness varies and
is likely contributed to by the baseline pressure injury incidence and factors discussed throughout this chapter. One
high quality economic analysis68 and four lower quality economic analyses41,57,61,69 indicated that the resources required
to implement a quality improvement program are substantial, but lead to cost savings through prevention of pressure
injuries. Qualitative studies indicated that health professionals23,70,71 and individuals and their informal caregivers72
find quality improvement programs to be acceptable.
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Implementation Considerations
•

A
 ssess barriers and facilitators at professional and organizational levels before implementing a pressure injury
prevention program within the organization (see Recommendations 20.1 to 20.4).

Evidence Discussion
Evidence provides support for the introduction of a multi-faceted quality improvement program (often called a
‘bundle’) that addresses the specific needs of the facility for improving pressure injury prevention and treatment.
Most of the successful approaches reported in the literature incorporated strategies at both the professional and
organizational level, suggesting that adopting a multi-faceted approach is an effective strategy that appears to
increase the involvement of health professionals,15 minimize resistance to change,15 and lead to sustained reduction in
facility-acquired pressure injuries.3,15-17,24,34-41,43,44,48-67,71
Selection of specific interventions to include in a multi-faceted pressure injury prevention program should be based on
a thorough evaluation of the barriers and facilitators specific to the organization,15 as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Different approaches are reported in the literature. Chaboyer et al. (2016)47 evaluated a multi-faceted program in
eight hospitals in Australia. The bundle included promoting patient engagement in pressure injury prevention, nurse
education and promotional material. Although there was no statistically significant difference in pressure injury rates
at the patient level compared to standard care (6.1% versus 10.5%, p > 0.05), there was a significant 52% reduction
in hospital-acquired pressure injuries associated with the multi-faceted pressure injury bundle47 (Level 1). Beeckman
et al.’s (2013)15 bundle included a wide range of components at the professional and organizational level aimed at
reducing pressure injuries in nursing homes in Belgium (n = 11 facilities with n = 646 residents). Over the course of the
four-month study, Category/Stage I and greater pressure injury rates decreased from 14.6% to 7.1%. Although nursing
knowledge about pressure injuries did not change, the comprehensive bundle demonstrated a positive impact on the
attitude of health professionals toward pressure injury prevention15 (Level 1). Also set in nursing homes, Rantz et al.
(2012)49 found that introduction to US facilities of a comprehensive bundle that included education, clinical resources
and mentoring was associated with a reduction in pressure injury incidence over a two year period (odds ratio [OR]
1.23, 95% confidence interval 1.00 to 1.51). High staff turn-over was noted to increase the cost of the intervention due
to regular staff education49 (Level 1). Multi-faceted bundles have also been implemented with success in critical care
settings. Tayyib et al. (2015)48 included evidence-based guidelines, education, risk assessment and routine repositioning
in a bundle for Saudi Arabian critical care units. There was a 70% lower likelihood of pressure injuries compared to
prior to the bundle’s introduction (7.14% versus 32.86%, p < 0.001)48 (Level 1).
In addition to these Level 1 studies, a large volume of Level 2,16-18,34-37,43,50-58 Level 3,3,59-62 and Level 438-42,44,63-67 studies
conducted in critical care, acute care, aged care, community care and pediatric care provided evidence that a multifaceted quality improvement program was associated with a significant reduction in pressure injury incidence. These
studies were all conducted at an organizational level and reported reduction in pressure injury incidence or prevalence
that was sustained over at least 12 months. Components that were included in these successful quality improvement
programs are discussed in the recommendations that follow.
The literature on implementing quality improvement programs included one analysis providing high quality evidence.
This study demonstrated that the intervention reported in a Level 1 study by Chaboyer et al. (2016)47 (see above) was
associated with an estimated net monetary benefit of −$2,320 (95% CI −$3,900 to −$1,175) per individual patient
(AUD in 2016).68 In another cost analysis, a program delivered in a hospital in Denmark that achieved a 9.3% reduction
in pressure injuries had an estimated net savings per patient of €38.62 (Euros in 2013).69 A program delivered in 12
US nursing homes achieved a 59% reduction in monthly pressure injury incidence and an approximate cost saving of
$20,800 per 100 residents (USD in 2014).61 Other studies in US and New Zealand also reported moderate and large cost
savings across facilities and health networks.41,57 There is a wide variation in clinical and geographic settings in which
these cost analyses are conducted; however, the evidence consistently reported financial savings over time.
20.6: A
 t an organizational level, engage all key stakeholders in oversight and implementation of the quality
improvement program to reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Key stakeholders include management, health professionals and untrained staff, patients and families/informal
caregivers. The recommendation is underpinned by a high quality Level 1 study that included a partnership between
management and interdisciplinary care staff and promotion of team decision-making into a successful quality
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improvement program49 as well as a low quality Level 2 study that incorporated a regional level steering committee with
management and clinical staff.51 A low quality Level 4 study also showed benefits of a regional oversight committee
that included management and care staff.63 A moderate quality Level 2 study34 and a moderate quality Level 3 study59
both included interdisciplinary team engagement in a quality improvement initiative. Patient engagement in quality
care delivery was a primary focus of a quality initiative reported in a high quality Level 1 study47 and was also a
component of programs reported in Level 216,43 and Level 4 studies.41 In surveys providing indirect evidence,19,22 nursing
staff identify barriers to implementing quality care when the patient individual is unable or unwilling to be involved
in care, suggesting patient engagement is both important and acceptable to health professionals.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 ngage in strategic partnerships at the organization level to develop, implement, promote and evaluate a quality
improvement in pressure injury prevention and treatment49,51,63 (Levels 1, 2 and 4).

•

E
 ngage patients and their families/informal caregivers in pressure injury prevention initiatives, facilitated by
provision of education and information16,41,43,47 (Levels 1, 2 and 4).

•

P
 romote interdisciplinary team decision-making to develop and implement quality improvement in pressure injury
prevention and treatment34,49,59 (Levels 1, 2 and 3).

Evidence Discussion
The evidence suggests that an effective quality improvement program should be underpinned by strong leadership
and should actively engage with managers/administrators, health professionals, patient individuals and informal
caregivers. Strategies used in various studies to achieve engagement at all levels of staffing in the facility, and with
patient stakeholders, are summarized in Table 24.1.
At the managerial level, regional level steering committees were a component of two successful quality improvement
programs, one of which reported a reduction in facility-acquired pressure injuries from 53% to 12% over 16 months63
(Level 3), and the second of which reported a decrease in pressure injuries of 1.37 per 1,000 patient days.51 In both
studies, management from a number of facilities within the same region worked together to develop, implement and
promote a pressure injury prevention program (Levels 2 and 4).
Engaging staff through partnerships with management, and promotion of interdisciplinary involvement was also a
component in a number of quality improvement programs.34,59 Tippet (2009)34 reported a successful quality improvement
program delivered by an interdisciplinary leadership team that included director of nursing and supervisors, as well
as allied health professionals, physicians, wound nurses and the supply clerk (Level 2). Sving et al. (2014)18 reported
engagement of first-line managers with nurses and care staff in regular evaluation of pressure injury prevalence and
the facility-level prevention program18 (Level 2). Set in Australian surgical units, the initiative reported by Burston et
al. (2015)59 consisted of a manager, nurses and allied health professionals working together to lead the introduction
of the quality improvement program (Level 3).
Engaging patient consumers in pressure injury prevention was a key component of numerous successful multi-faceted
interventions.16,41,43,47 In the bundle reported by Chaboyer et al. (2016)47 (Level 1, reported above), three simple evidencebased messages were conveyed to patients and their informal caregivers through face-to-face education, DVDs and
posters to promote their engagement in pressure injury prevention. In addition to a facility-level reduction in pressure
injuries,47 high levels of patient engagement were achieved (>96% of patients received at least one component of
education),73 and patients reported that the personal contact from health professionals and a newfound understanding
of pressure injuries were important in enhancing their engagement72 (Levels 1 and 5).
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Table 24.1: Summary of evidence supporting stakeholder engagement as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Management engagement
Regional level steering committee

US regional hospital network (Level 2)51
US hospital and local inpatient facilities (Level 4)63

Staff engagement
Partnership between management and interdisciplinary care
staff

US nursing homes (Level 1)49
US regional hospital network (Level 2)51
US nursing home (Level 2)34 Australian surgical units (Level 3)59
US hospital and local inpatient facilities (Level 4)63
Acute hospitals in Sweden (Level 2)18

Promotion of team decision-making

US nursing homes (Level 1)49

Patient engagement
Patient engagement in pressure injury prevention

Australian tertiary care hospitals (Level 1)47
Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16

Face-to-face patient education

Australian tertiary care hospitals (Level 1)47

Patient information leaflets

US pediatric hospital (Level 2)43
New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41

20.7: A
 t an organizational level, include evidence-based policies, procedures and protocols and standardized
documentation systems to reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
This recommendation is underpinned by one moderate quality Level 1 study,48 one moderate quality Level 2 study,50
seven low quality Level 2 studies,16,17,35,51,53,54,74 one low quality Level 3 study3 and two low quality Level 4 studies.38,39 All
these studies reported multi-faceted quality improvement programs that included policies, procedures and protocols
that were underpinned by evidence-based guidelines. In one of these studies, nurse-generated care plans based on
evidence were implemented,35 and in another program evidence appraisals were undertaken.38 In all the studies, the
multi-faceted quality improvement program was associated with a reduction in pressure injuries.

Implementation Considerations
•

Use evidence-based clinical guidelines to underpin local policies, procedures and protocols.17,48,50,54 (Levels 1 and 2).

Evidence Discussion
Underpinning a quality improvement program with an evidence-based information system (i.e., policies, procedures,
protocols, information systems and documentation systems) reinforces best practice. Studies reporting programs based
on evidence are summarized in Table 24.2. Four studies17,38,50 reported successful evidence-based pressure injury bundles
that were introduced into critical care settings in Saudi Arabia,48 USA,17,50 and the UK.38 In the study providing the
highest level of evidence supporting this recommendation,48 the introduction of a pressure injury prevention bundle
based on international clinical guidelines was associated with a 70% reduction in the likelihood of a pressure injury
(p < 0.001). The intervention was also associated with significantly fewer Category/Stage I (p = 0.002) and Category II/
Stage II (p = 0.026 pressure injuries compared to standard care48 (Level 1). Other studies in critical care implementing
evidence-based bundles together with other interventions reported large reductions in pressure injury incidence—a
50% reduction in one study17 (Level 2) and 63% reduction in a second study38 (Level 4). A critical care evidence-based
bundle also contributed to an increase in staff adherence to repositioning (p = 0.015) and heel elevation (p < 0.001)50
(Level 2).
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Table 24.2: Summary of evidence for using evidence-based information systems as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Evidence-based clinical guidelines

Saudi Arabian critical care units (Level 1)48
US acute and critical care hospital (Level 2)17
US long term acute care hospital (Level 2)54
US intensive care units (Level 2)50
US acute care hospitals (Level 2)74

Evidence-based pressure injury protocols

US regional hospital network (Level 2)51
Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
US hospitals and medical centers (Level 3)3
US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44
Australian acute and sub-acute units (Level 4)39

International pressure injury staging system

Lebanese medical center (Level 2)53
US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44

Evidence appraisals

UK intensive care units (Level 4)38

Changes to/standardization documentation system

US long term acute care hospital (Level 2)54

(often electronic)

US acute care hospitals (Level 2)35
US long term face facilities (Level 2)52
US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44
US hospital and local inpatient facilities (Level 4)63

Five studies demonstrated effectiveness of evidence-based pressure based injury bundles in acute care settings in
the US,3,51,74 Lebanon53 and Australia39. In analysis of data from 55 tertiary hospitals, Padula et al. (2016)3 noted an
association between the number of evidence-based quality improvement activities and a hospital-acquired pressure
injury rates, although change to funding and coding policies over the same period of time also contributed to decreases
in pressure injuries (Level 3). Another large study in 21 US hospitals noted that introduction of an evidence-based
pressure injury bundle, overseen by a regional committee, led to an average decrease in pressure injury incidence
over four years of 1.37 per 1,000 patient days53 (Level 2). Introduction of the use of a pressure injury classification
system from an evidence-based international guideline was associated with a significant reduction in pressure injuries
(6.63% versus 2.47%, p < 0.01), when combined with electronic reporting and staff education53 (Level 2). Use of
international clinical guidelines to develop a standardized prevention bundle for individuals at extremely high risk of
pressure injuries was associated with a 67% reduction in hospital-acquired pressure injuries over four years in two US
acute care hospitals (pre-intervention 12/1,000 patient days versus post-intervention 0.4/1,000 patient days)74 (Level 2).
Introduction of annual reviews of the way in which the facility translated evidence into practice was associated with
decreases in pressure injury incidence in an acute care setting in Australia39 (Level 4).
In acute and residential care in Australia, Antonio and Conrad (2013)16 implemented evidence-based interventions,
together with leadership initiative and extensive health professional education, leading to a reduction in combined
pressure injury point prevalence from 11% to 3.7% over three years and a bed/day savings’ improvement from $882,740
to $4,427,684 (Australian in 2013) over one year16 (Level 2). In an aged care facility in the US, introduction of protocols
based on a pressure injury guideline led to a reduction in pressure injuries from 41% to 4.2% over 12 months (Level 2).
Standardized documentation
Standardized documentation systems have been included into the facility information system as a part of numerous
multi-faceted quality improvement programs. In a multi-center study conducted in eleven long term aged care
facilities, Horn et al. (2010)52 introduced a standardized, computer documentation system that incorporated weekly
automated electronic reports on completeness of records and identified individuals at high risk of pressure injury
(Level 2). Electronic medical records were commonly used in quality improvement programs to document pressure
injury assessment,35,44,54,63 (Levels 2 and 4), including in conjunction with computerized internal reporting54 (Level 2)
and automated referrals to a wound ostomy and continence nurse (WOCN)35 (Level 2). Standardized documentation
is considered to improve the quality and accuracy of documentation and to promote communication across the
interdisciplinary care team.75
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20.8: A
 t an organizational level, provide clinical decision support tools as part of a quality improvement plan to
reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
This recommendation is underpinned by one high15 and one moderate48 quality Level 1 study, one moderate52 and
three low quality35-37,53 Level 2 studies, two Level three studies60,61 and three Level 4 studies38,41,42. The studies, which
all reported reductions in pressure injuries associated with the introduction of a multi-faceted quality improvement
program, reported the use of computer-generated reports,15,36,37,52 risk assessment decision support protocols,36,37,48,53
and support surface selection algorithms,35 to promote clinical decision-making by individual health professionals and
the multidisciplinary team.

Implementation Considerations
•

Use clinical decision support tools that are aligned with evidence-based guidelines (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider implementing a protocol or algorithm to assist health professionals to select appropriate support surfaces
for the individual35,41,42,60 (Levels 2, 3 and 4).

Evidence Discussion
Algorithms and decision support tools or protocols are used to assist health professionals in their selection of appropriate
care strategies and equipment for preventing and treating pressure injuries. Clinical decision support tools should
be aligned with up-to-date evidence and present a range of management options that assist in decision-making
between the health professional, individual, informal caregiver and interdisciplinary team regarding appropriate
pressure injury prevention and management. Tools might include flow charts, algorithms, reports or other aids, either
in electronic or paper form.76
Such resources have been reported as a component of several successful quality improvement programs (see Table
24.3). More advanced computerized decision support tools are becoming more accessible; however, they are currently
only reported as a component of quality improvement in a small number of implementation studies. In one study,
Beeckman et al. (2013)15 evaluated the effectiveness of an electronic system to support the decision-making of health
professionals developing individual-specific pressure injury prevention programs. The electronic system was part of a
bundle of initiatives introduced in six long term care facilities. There was a significant reduction in Category/Stage I
to IV pressure injuries compared to the control facilities that received only a hard copy of a pressure injury prevention
guideline (7.1% versus 14.6%, p < 0.05) (Level 1). The comprehensive quality improvement program reported by
Bales et al. (2011)36 included a computerized decision support tool for initial assessment of a pressure injury and
development of an appropriate management plan. In this study, the decision support tool was used by a WOCN to
direct clinical care, with a resulting relative reduction in hospital acquired pressure injuries of 12%36,37 (Level 2). In
an aged care setting, a weekly generated report of individuals with incomplete electronic medical records, a highrisk status or abnormal skin observations was successfully used to assist health professionals to identify individuals
requiring prevention plans and follow-up, leading to reduction in pressure injuries52 (Level 2). Additionally, Level
361 and Level 440 studies have described successful quality improvement programs that incorporated computerized
decision support tools.
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Table 24.3: Summary of evidence for decision support tools as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Computerized clinical decision support tools

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
US long term face facilities (Level 2)52
US nursing homes (Level 3)61 Australian hospitals
(Level 4) 40

Risk assessment protocols

Saudi Arabian critical care units (Level 1)48
Lebanese medical center (Level 2)53
US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
UK intensive care units (Level 4)38

Support surface use selection protocol

US acute care hospitals (Level 2)35
Dutch nursing homes (Level 3)60
UK Hospital Trust (Level 4)42
New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41

20.9: P
 rovide clinical leadership in pressure injury prevention and treatment as part of a quality improvement plan
to reduce pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
A large volume of evidence supports the recommendation to provide clinical leadership as a part of a quality
improvement program. A high quality15 and a moderate quality48 Level 1 study both included appointment of a
wound champion as a part of a successful component of a multi-faceted improvement program. A second moderate
quality Level 1 study49 included clinical leadership delivered by an onsite research nurse. Seven low quality Level 2
studies,16,17,35-37,53-55 three Level 3 studies59,60 and three Level 4 studies41,44,65 included clinical leadership from a wound
champion, a clinical nurse educator, an aged care trained nurse, specialist allied health professionals or a wound
care team. The studies were conducted in critical care, acute care, aged care, community care and pediatric care,
providing evidence that including clinical leadership in a quality improvement program is associated with pressure
injury incidence reduction in many clinical settings.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 ngage a wound care champion/coach/clinical educator to provide clinical leadership15-17,35-37,41,48,53,59,60 (Levels 1,2 3
and 4).

•

C
 onsider incorporating referrals to a wound ostomy continence nurse (WOCN) into the organization’s quality
improvement initiative35,50,59 (Level 2).

•

Consider developing a wound care team within the organization54,65 (Level 2 and 4).

Evidence Discussion
Clinical leadership initiatives identified as components of successful quality improvement programs included
identification and delegation of health professionals (usually nurses) with specialized knowledge and skills in pressure
injury prevention and treatment. These health professionals were variably referred to as wound champions, coaches,
clinical educators and clinical specialists, and they took on a range of roles including education, auditing, care
planning and wound care in the quality improvement programs reported in the literature (see Table 24.4). Clinical
leaders were often specifically trained for their roles through certification programs35-37 or national-level competency
programs.36,37,53
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Table 24.4: Summary of evidence for clinical leadership as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Wound champions/coaches

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
Saudi Arabian critical care units (Level 1)48
Lebanese medical center (Level 2)53
US acute care hospitals (Level 2)35
US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
Dutch nursing homes (Level 3)60
New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41

Referral of patient to WOCN/allied health

US acute care hospitals (Level 2)35
US intensive care units (Level 2)50
Australian surgical units (Level 3)59

Clinical nurse educators

Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
US hospital (Level 2)17

Wound care team

US long term acute care hospital (Level 2)54
US aged care facility (Level 4)65

Specialist tracheostomy and respiratory staff members

US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44

Phone and email support from aged care trained nurse

US nursing homes in one State (Level 2)55

Onsite consultation with a research nurse

US nursing homes (Level 1)49

WOCN-generated care planning

US acute care hospitals (Level 2)35
US community hospital (Level 2)36,37

20.10: A
 t a professional level, provide education in pressure injury prevention and treatment as part of a quality
improvement plan to reduce the incidence of pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = A; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
The recommendation is supported by two high quality15,47 and one moderate quality48 Level 1 studies, four moderate
quality34,48,50,57 and five low quality16,17,43,53,54 Level 2 studies and an additional seven Level 4 studies,38-41,44,63,65 all of which
included an education initiative in a quality improvement program that was successful in reducing pressure injury
incidence. Education initiatives included didactic presentations, hands-on/bedside teaching, peer-to-peer teaching
and web-based teaching.

Implementation Considerations
•

E
 ducation programs delivered as a component of a multi-faceted quality improvement program have included
didactic education, competency-based education, bedside/hands-on teaching, peer-to-peer teaching and
e-learning15-17,34,36-41,43,44,47,48,50,53,54,57,63,65 (Levels 1, 2 and 4).

•

C
 onsider mandating pressure injury-related education and recording attendance on the health professional’s
employment record34,36,37,40 (Level 2).

•

For more information on education programs, see the guideline chapter Health Professional Education.

Evidence Discussion
Tailored health professional education was included in most of the quality improvement programs. Education was
provided using a range of delivery methods, including, but not limited to:
•

Didactic/classroom based16-18,44,47,54

•

Bed-side16,17,48,50

•

Peer-peer57

•

Active participation15,53,54

•

Web-based15,39-41,43,44,65

•

Written.15,41,44,47,48,53,63
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Many programs incorporated a range of education delivery methods, increasing accessibility of new information for
health professionals with different learning style preferences. Some studies noted that the education program was
competency-based,16,65 and mandatory attendance and/or recording of attendance in staff records34,40,44 was used in
some studies to encourage compliance. Recommendations on health professional education are discussed in detail in
chapter Health Professional Education. Table 24.5 provides an overview of the different types of education initiatives
reported in the evidence translation research.
Table 24.5: Summary of evidence for education as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Competency based staff education program

Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
US aged care facility (Level 4)65

Education program

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15

(some mandatory and/or recorded on staff record)

Australian tertiary care hospitals (Level 1)47
Saudi Arabian critical care units (Level 1)48
Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
Lebanese medical center (Level 2)53
US hospital (Level 2)17
US long term acute care hospital (Level 2)54
US nursing home (Level 2)34
Acute hospitals in Sweden (Level 2)18
New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41
UK intensive care units (Level 4)38
US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44
US hospital and local inpatient facilities (Level 4)63

Bedside/hands-on teaching

Saudi Arabian critical care units (Level 1)48US intensive care units
(Level 2)50
Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
US hospital (Level 2)17

Peer-peer teaching

US acute care hospitals (Level 2)57

Web-based learning

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
US pediatric hospital (Level 2)43
New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41
US aged care facility (Level 4)65
Australian acute and sub-acute units (Level 4)39
Australian in-patient services (Level 4)40
US pediatric hospital (Level 4)44

20.11:	At an organizational level, regularly monitor, analyze and evaluate performance against quality indicators
for pressure injury prevention and treatment.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
This recommendation is supported by one high quality Level 1 study,15 one moderate quality55 and six low
quality16,17,36,37,51,53,56 Level 2 studies, a Level 3 study62 and two Level 4 studies.39,66,67 The studies reported multi-faceted
quality improvement programs that were associated with reduction in pressure injury incidence and/or prevalence
that included evaluation as one of the program components. Evaluation initiatives reported in the studies included
auditing/surveillance, use of computer-based pressure injury monitoring systems, evaluation of facilitators and barriers
to best practice, engagement of a data analysis team, and daily program evaluation.

Implementation Considerations
•

R
 egularly monitor and analyze facility-acquired pressure injury rates15,16,18,39,51,53,56 (Level 1 and 2). Review the chapter
Measuring Pressure Injury Prevalence and Incidence for related recommendations.
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•

C
 onsider implementing an electronic system to report and track pressure injury incidence and prevalence15,53,56
(Level 1 and 2).

•

Use appropriate quality indicators to monitor pressure injury prevention and treatment55 (Expert opinion).

•

Consider implementing benchmarking to promote continuous quality improvement66,67 (Level 4).

•

Undertake a regular evaluation of the quality improvement initiative18,36,37,39 (Levels 2 and 4).

•

Q
 uality indicators to evaluate implementation of best practice outlined in this clinical guideline are included in the
chapter Quality Indicators for this Guideline.

Evidence Discussion
Many studies reported monitoring facility-acquired pressure injury rates as a method for evaluating the success of
quality improvement programs15-18,36,37,39,51,53,56 (see Table 24.6).
Computer-based monitoring was used in several quality improvement programs.15,53,56,62 In an RCT that demonstrated
sustained reduction in Category/Stage I to IV pressure injuries (7.1% versus 14.6%, p < 0.05) a multi-faceted
intervention that included a computerized monitoring system was implemented. The system allowed staff to enter
the results of clinical audits of pressure injury rates and to undertake computer analysis and presentation of the
facility’s ongoing progress15 (Level 1). Sebastian-Viana et al. (2016)56 used a computer reminder system that enabled
documentation of pressure injuries together with pressure injury risk care initiatives, allowing staff to see automatic
monitoring data whenever the computer was turned on. This initiative was included in a multi-faceted program that
was associated with a relative risk reduction for pressure injuries of 29.4% and a number needed to treat of 33356
(Level 2). Mallah et al. (2014)53 introduced an electronic pressure injury reporting system to support a comprehensive
quality improvement program that led to a relative reduction in pressure injury incidence of 4.16% (p < 0.01).53 Other
computer-based initiatives reported in the literature included a data linkage system that matched nurse and patient
data in a computerized care planning program62 (Level 3) and a web-based quality reporting program that enabled
benchmarking between nursing homes within the same regional network66,67 (Level 4).
A large range of quality indicators, many of which relate to local accreditation processes, are used to monitor pressure
injury care. The chapter Quality Indicators for this Guideline details a set of quality indicators that can be used to audit
organizational performance against the recommendations in this guideline.
Table 24.6: Summary of evidence for ongoing evaluation as an initiative to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Regular auditing/surveillance of pressure injuries

Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
Australian acute and sub-acute units (Level 4)39
Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
US hospitals (Level 2)17
Acute hospitals in Sweden (Level 2)18

Computer-based pressure injury monitoring system

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
Spanish hospital (Level 2)56
Lebanese medical center (Level 2)53

Nurse/patient data linkage in computerized care planning
system

US hospitals (Level 3)62

Quality indicator tracking system

US nursing homes in one State (Level 2)55

Web-based quality reporting for benchmarking

US nursing homes (Level 4)66,67

Daily nurse-led quality rounds

US cardiac wards (Level 2)58

Evaluating facilitators and barriers to best practice

US regional hospital network (Level 2)51
Acute hospitals in Sweden (Level 2)18

Data analysis action team

US regional hospital network (Level 2)51

Annual review of quality program

Australian acute and sub-acute units (Level 4)39

Daily safety update in bedside handover

Australian surgical units (Level 3)59
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20.12: A
 t an organizational level, use feedback and reminder systems to promote the quality improvement
program and its outcomes to stakeholders.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
One high quality Level 1 study,15 one moderate quality and four low quality Level 2 studies,16,17,43,74 and moderate
and low quality Level 359 and Level 436,37,39,41 studies provided evidence supporting this recommendation. The studies
reported on multi-faceted quality improvement programs associated with reduction in pressure injury incidence and/
or prevalence that included initiatives that promoted the program to staff and/or patients and informal caregivers.
Feedback initiatives included brochures and posters, reporting of outcomes, rewards and/or staff recognition for
participation. Reminder systems included visual cues to care staff to implement preventive care.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se brochures/flyers and posters to provide health professionals, individuals and informal caregivers with
information about the organization’s quality improvement initiative36,37,41,42 (Levels 2 and 4).

•

R
 egularly give feedback to stakeholders on the progress and achievements of the organization’s
improvement initiative16,17,39,43 (Level 2 and 4).

•

C
 onsider introducing recognition and rewards to encourage health professionals to actively engage in the
organization’s quality improvement initiative36,37,59 (Level 2 and 3).

•

C
 onsider using reminder systems (e.g. visual or auditory cues) to promote preventive care implementation and
health professionals’ engagement in the organization’s quality improvement initiative 15,74 (Level 1 and 2).

quality

Evidence Discussion
Several successful facility-wide pressure injury prevention programs have included regular (e.g., weekly and/or monthly)
reporting of the program initiatives and/or the pressure injury occurrence to stakeholders through newsletters, posters,
flyers or computer-generated reports.15-17,36,37,39,41-43,59 Table 24.7 summarizes some of the promotional strategies that
were successfully used in quality improvement programs delivered in different clinical contexts.
Reminder systems have also been used to encourage health professionals to implement preventive care. Individuals
assessed as having an extremely high pressure injury risk were identified in the facility with a visual reminder at the
bedside. Combined with a guideline-based preventive care bundle, this reminder initiative was associated with a
67% reduction in hospital-acquired pressure injuries over four years74 (Level 2). Ongoing pressure injury prevention
campaigns that are promoted to all stakeholders on a regular basis could assist in maintaining awareness and vigilance
in implementing best practice.
Table 24.7: Summary of evidence for promoting the initiative as an impetus to reduce pressure injuries
Quality Improvement Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Brochures outlining Care protocol features

New Zealand hospitals (Level 4)41

Reporting of outcomes/improvements

Australian acute and aged care (Level 2)16
US hospital (Level 2)17
US pediatric hospital (Level 2)43
Australian acute and sub-acute units (Level 4)39

Rewards and recognition

US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
Australian surgical units (Level 3)59

Posters

US community hospital (Level 2)36,37
UK Hospital Trust (Level 4)42

Reminders

Belgian nursing homes (Level 1)15
US acute care hospitals (Level 2)74
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HEALTH PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Introduction
Knowledge is an essential component of delivering evidence-based practice. The process of evidence-based care
requires health professionals to access and evaluate evidence, make clinical decisions based on their knowledge
and experience, perform clinical skills with expertise and evaluate outcomes. Each of these stages requires specific
knowledge. In a health world in which the volume of evidence continuously expands at an exponential rate, maintaining
a contemporary knowledge base is critical. In many geographic and professional settings, health professionals are
required to engage in continuous professional development in areas of knowledge consistent with their regular areas
of clinical practice.
A large body of evidence evaluates knowledge levels regarding pressure injuries and their prevention and treatment.
In general, there are mixed findings from descriptive studies that assessed existing knowledge levels of health
professionals (primarily nurses) with respect to pressure injury prevention and treatment. Reported knowledge scores
range from low (score below 50%)1-3 to moderate (score 50 to 79%)4-20 and high (score above 79%).21 Studies reported
significant differences in knowledge based on geographic location,22 levels or type of health professional training,1,12,14,17
and wound certification.21 However, comparing study results is not possible because many different instruments have
been used to conduct knowledge assessments. Furthermore, methodological limitations (e.g., selection bias, the use
of non-validated knowledge assessment tools, and single site data collection) are common.
Attitudes are the principles and beliefs that influence an individual and the way they act. Attitude includes confidence,
trust, value and self-direction.23 Frameworks often identify attitudes as a key component in attaining competency in
tasks both within healthcare and more broadly, thereby suggesting that there is a relationship between knowledge
and attitude.23-26 Beeckman et al. (2010)27 proposed that where a health professional holds positive beliefs about the
potential of their actions to have an impact on pressure injury outcomes, it is more likely that they will engage in that
positive behavior. A small volume of studies has explored this relationship with respect to pressure injury prevention
and management. In one of these studies, Demarré et al. (2012)2 explored the relationship between attitudes to
pressure injuries and the knowledge of nurses and nursing assistants (n = 145) working in nursing homes in Belgium.
Approximately 80% of the participants had more than five years’ experience working in aged care. In this sample, there
was no significant correlation between knowledge of pressure injuries and attitudes towards them, and knowledge
level was not a significant predictor of compliance to best practice. However, both compliance with best practice and
knowledge levels were both very low in this study, with 26.9% of individuals receiving no preventive pressure injury
care, and the mean knowledge score of health professionals being 28.9%.2 Another study8 identified that direct care
health professionals in an acute rehabilitation facility in Saudi Arabia (n = 105) with average knowledge displayed
unsatisfactory attitudes towards pressure injuries; however, there were no significant relationships between attitudes
and either education level or years of clinical experience.8 In contrast, one study5 found there was a significant positive
correlation (p < 0.01) between knowledge and attitudes. However, this study5 was conducted in nursing students with
minimal experience in pressure injury prevention and care.
Other studies have noted a significant relationship between pressure injury knowledge and behavior/skill performance,
suggesting that improving knowledge might have a direct impact on the level of preventive pressure injury care in
which a health professional engages.6,7,28 These studies provide some support for provision of education for health
professionals on pressure injury prevention and treatment. However, the findings indicating that improvements in
knowledge lead to increased implementation of pressure injury prevention and treatment are not supported by
other studies.29 Only a small number of studies have explored the effectiveness of education intervention in achieving
sustained improvement in knowledge or competency, and an even smaller number of studies have explored the
influence of education on reducing the incidence of pressure injuries.
The available evidence on assessing and delivering health education is discussed throughout this chapter. Studies
in which health professional education was one component of a multi-faceted quality improvement program are
discussed in the guideline chapter on Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings. Due to the multi-faceted nature
of quality improvement programs, the specific influence of education cannot be determined. The evidence in this
current chapter focuses specifically on delivery of health professional education programs with a goal of achieving a
sustained improvement in relevant outcome measures.
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Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

W
 hat valid and reliable assessment methods are available to evaluate health professional knowledge of pressure
injury prevention and treatment?

•

W
 hat interventions/programs are effective in attaining sustained improvements in health professional knowledge
of pressure injury prevention and treatment?

•

W
 hat interventions/programs are effective in attaining sustained improvements in health professional competency
in pressure injury prevention and treatment?

Assessing Health Professional Knowledge and Attitudes
21.1: A
 t the organizational level, assess the knowledge health professionals have about pressure injuries to
facilitate implementation of an education program and a quality improvement program.
(Strength of Evidence = B1; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
The recommendation to assess staff knowledge to facilitate education and quality improvement programs is supported
by three studies providing high quality Level 1 evidence30 and low quality Level 2 evidence.31,32 In all three studies,30-32
knowledge survey results were used to develop organization-specific education interventions as a component of
multi-faceted quality improvement programs that achieved reductions in pressure injury incidence. Additionally, one
low quality Level 2 study33 that demonstrated significant reduction in pressure injury incidence implemented a multifaceted health professional education program that was based on the results of a knowledge assessment.

Implementation Considerations
•

U
 se tools that have been shown to have good psychometric properties to assess pressure injury knowledge. Table
25.1 summarizes tools designed to assess knowledge related to pressure injury prevention and treatment.

•

T
 he Attitude Towards Pressure Ulcer Prevention Instrument (APuP) has good validity in measuring workforce
attitudes towards pressure injury prevention34,35 (Indirect evidence).

•

U
 se the results of organizational level knowledge surveys to develop targeted education initiatives to meet the
knowledge needs of the workforce33 (Level 2).

Evidence Discussion
Assessment of health professionals’ knowledge related to pressure injury prevention and management identifies
potential barriers to mitigate or facilitators to enhance when introducing either an education program or a quality
improvement program. Understanding the knowledge needs of health professionals provides information that assists
in the development of organization-specific education and training initiatives.30,31,33
Knowledge surveys have been used in several quality improvement programs to establish education needs of
the workforce. In a randomized controlled trial (RCT), Beeckman et al. (2013)30 assessed the knowledge of health
professionals using a validated pressure injury knowledge assessment tool to identify knowledge gaps. The results
were used to inform the development of interactive education interventions and a range of other strategies to
improve pressure injury prevention and management practice. Price et al. (2017)33 conducted a pre-intervention
knowledge survey of health professionals working in aged care. The results were used to develop the content for a
multi-faceted education program. After delivery of the targeted education, there was a significant increase in health
professional knowledge and measures of competency, and a significant and sustained reduction in pressure injuries.
The guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings includes this recommendation and presents
discussion of health professional knowledge assessment in the context of quality improvement programs.
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Table 25.1: Selection of assessment tools appropriate for assessing knowledge or attitudes
Assessment Tool

Tool characteristics

Psychometric testing
content
validity

test–retest
reliability

26 multiplechoice items in six
themes

α = 0.77

ICC = 0.88

Nurses and nursing students in Belgium
and the Netherlands34

------

ICC =0.69

Students and nurses in Belgium36

(PUKAT 2.0)36

25 multiplechoice items in six
themes

Pieper Pressure Ulcer
Knowledge Test

47 items in three
subscales

α = 0.9137

ICC = 0.9616

Critical care nurses in US37

72 items in three
subscales

α = 0.80

------

Conference attendees in US38

Questionnaire Adherence
to Recommendations for
Preventing Pressure Ulcers
(QARPPU)39

18 items in four
factors

α = 0.89

------

Nurses in Spain39

Attitude towards Pressure
Ulcer Prevention tool

13 items in five
factors

α = 0.79

ICC = 0.88

Nurses and nursing students in Belgium
and the Netherlands27

tool design
Pressure Ulcer Knowledge
Assessment Tool
(PUKAT)34
Pressure Ulcer Knowledge
Assessment Tool 2.0

Modified Turkish version in acute care
nurses16

(PPUKT)16,37
Pieper Zulkowski Pressure
Ulcer Knowledge Assessment
Tool
(PZ-PUKT)38

(APuP)27

Delivery of Health Professional Education
21.2: A
 t an organizational level, develop and implement a multi-faceted education program for pressure injury
prevention and treatment.
(Strength of Evidence = B2; Strength of Recommendation = ↑↑)

Evidence Summary
Three low quality Level 2 studies33,40,41 demonstrated that a multi-faceted education program delivered to health
professionals in a range of clinical and geographic settings was associated with a reduction in pressure injury
incidence for 3 months,41 12 months33 and 24 months.40 Two of the low quality Level 2 studies33,40 demonstrated
sustained improvement in health professional knowledge about pressure injuries for 12 months or longer, and the
fourth low quality study reported improvement in knowledge after three months.41 A Level 5 study also demonstrated
that a multi-faceted pressure injury education program improves knowledge level in the short term.42 Additionally,
all three low quality Level 2 studies33,40,41 reported improvements in a measure of health professional competency
was associated with the education programs, including increased time spent performing pressure injury prevention
skills33,41 and increased performance of risk assessment.33,40 Indirect evidence also showed that the more recently an
education session has been attended by the health professional, the more positive their attitudes are toward pressure
injury prevention and treatment.43 Patient individuals and their informal caregivers have identified the knowledge
levels of their professional caregivers as being of high priority.44

Implementation Considerations
•

I ncorporate a range of teaching styles, training opportunities and resources into a multi-faceted education
program. Table 25.3 outlines components of multifaceted programs that were associated with sustained increase
in health professional knowledge and competency and a decrease in pressure injury incidence33,40-42 (Levels 2 and
5).

•

C
 onsider including a computer-based component of education into a multi-faceted education program (Expert
opinion).
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•

T
 ailor the content of pressure injury prevention and treatment education to the needs of both the health
professional team and the organization. Education program content that was reported as successful in achieving
sustained (at least 12 months) improvement in knowledge and/or competency is discussed in this chapter (Expert
opinion).

•

T
 he chapter on Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings includes extensive discussion regarding the
effectiveness of multi-faceted quality improvement programs that included an educational component in reducing
pressure injuries.

Evidence Discussion
A multi-faceted education program is one in which education is delivered using more than one type of education
delivery method. Four studies33,40-42 presented evidence regarding the effectiveness of multi-faceted education
programs, reporting outcome measures that included health professional knowledge, measures of health professional
competency and, in some studies, pressure injury incidence or prevalence (Levels 2 and 5). Table 25.2 provides an
overview of the studies, including their clinical settings, duration of follow-up and impact of the multi-faceted
education program on different outcome measures.
Table 25.2: Outcomes for multi-faceted pressure injury prevention and treatment education programs

Setting

Follow up
duration

Impact on health
professional
knowledge

Impact on health
professional
competency

Impact on
pressure injury
prevalence

Multi-faceted education
program (Level 2)33

Aged care in
Australia

1 year

Positive

Positive

Positive

Multi-faceted education
program (Level 2)40

Surgery and
emergency rooms
in China

2 years

Positive

Positive

Positive

Multi-faceted education
program (Level 2)41

Aged care in
Hong Kong

3 months

Short term¥
positive

Short term¥
positive

Short term¥
positive

Multifaceted education
program (Level 5)42

Acute hospitals in
Nigeria

3 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

¥ Short term describes outcomes measured at 3 months or earlier

In a study conducted in operating rooms and emergency departments in China,40 a multi-faceted education program
was developed with a goal of decreasing pressure injury incidence. A baseline training questionnaire was completed
primarily by nurses (n = 275). Initiatives were introduced by an education steering committee, including a training
course for individuals who would lead education delivery, training in standardized practices, access to a wound expert
and a knowledge contest to reward successful individuals. This multi-faceted program was associated with an increase
in average score pressure injury knowledge scores (47% baseline versus 81% at 24 months, p<0.001) and significantly
improved use of the Braden Scale for risk assessment. Improvements in knowledge and competency translated to a
significant decrease in pressure injury prevalence at 24 months (from 0.07% to 0.03%)40 (Level 2).
Price et al. (2017)33 undertook a baseline knowledge survey in two aged care facilities in Australia. The results were
used to develop appropriate and targeted education programs for registered nurses and personal care workers. All
clinical staff received ongoing access to a wound expert, online training modules, training in prevalence surveys,
didactic education sessions and written education material appropriate to their employment level. Patient consumer
engagement in the education was achieved through bedside teaching and workshops, and the patients also
received their own written education material and presentations and consumer meetings. To evaluate the program,
clinical staff maintained a diary of their activities and undertook a knowledge test 12 months after the program
commencement. After 12 months, pressure injury prevalence decreased from 12.5% to 6.8% (p = 0.01). Knowledge
levels were significantly increased for both nursing staff (p < 0.01), but unchanged for personal care workers (p =
0.30). The diaries indicated that nursing staff spent significantly more time on wound prevention and care (p < 0.001)
and pressure injury risk assessment (p = 0.01). The number of individuals with a pressure injury prevention plan was
unchanged; however, this was high at baseline, with 93% of prevention plans being documented. Personal care
workers spent more time on wound prevention and care (p < 0.001) and repositioning (p < 0.001)33 (Level 2).
Two additional studies41,42 provided evidence for multi-faceted education programs in decreasing pressure injuries,41,42
improving health professional knowledge41 and improving skills.41 However, these two studies41,42 were only of
three months’ duration; therefore, the sustainability of the education program and the positive outcomes was only
demonstrated in the short term (Levels 2 and 5).
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A range of different education initiatives were used in the multi-faceted education programs (see Table 25.3). These
included different education delivery styles as well as different initiatives to support the education. Because all studies
used a different range of education initiatives it was not possible to identify specific components of the multi-faceted
education programs that may have had greater impact or otherwise. A recent review45 of effective teaching strategies
in nursing skills noted that active and innovative strategies are received in a significantly more positive light by nurse
learners than didactic/traditional lecture-style teaching. Overall, providing a range of different strategies45,46 that
considers the type of skills/knowledge to be transferred, the health professional’s learning style, and practicalities
(e.g., teaching space and time, number of participants and accessibility of teaching resources) is important in the
design of a multi-faceted education program.
Didactic/Traditional Lecture Education Programs
Five studies reported pressure injury prevention and treatment education programs that implemented didactic/
lecture/classroom style education only (see Table 25.4). Only one of these studies47 provided evidence that delivering
an didactic-style education program is associated with a statistically significant decrease in pressure injuries over
time. However, this study was only three months in duration; therefore, could not demonstrate sustainability of the
education program or its results, and the study was also unable to demonstrate impact of the education on knowledge
levels47 (Level 2). Two studies48,49 showed that didactic-style education was associated with short term (6 months49 and
2 months48) increases in health professional knowledge (Levels 2 and 5), and one of the studies also demonstrated
increase in competency demonstrated by improvements in documentation of wound size, exudate and tissue type (but
no improvement in documentation of interventions).48 However, neither of these studies evaluated pressure injury
incidence. A further two studies50,51 showed increases in health professional knowledge immediately after education,
but the positive improvements in knowledge levels were not sustained for the full length of the short (3 months51 and
5 months50) studies (both Level 5).
Table 25.3: Components used in multi-faceted pressure injury prevention and treatment education programs
Type of Education Initiative

Setting and Level of Evidence

Didactic presentations

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33
Acute hospitals in Nigeria (Level 5)42
Aged care in Hong Kong(Level 2)41

Computer-based/online education modules

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33

Written education material

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33
Acute hospitals in Nigeria (Level 5)42

Hands-on/bedside teaching

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33
Emergency and surgery setting in China (Level 2)40
Aged care in Hong Kong (Level 2)41

“Train the Trainer” for individuals delivering education

Emergency and surgery setting in China (Level 2)40

Group work/discussion

Acute hospitals in Nigeria (Level 5)42

Access to education and support from a wound care expert/
champion

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33

Patient consumer facilitation of education

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33

Incentives (e.g. CPD points, awards, rewards)

Aged care in Australia (Level 2)33

Emergency and surgery setting in China (Level 2)40

Emergency and surgery setting in China (Level 2)40
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Table 25.4: Outcomes for didactic/lecture-style pressure injury prevention and treatment education programs

Setting

Follow up
duration

Impact on health
professional
knowledge

Impact on health
professional
competency

Impact on
pressure injury
prevalence

Didactic/lecture-style
program# (Level 2)49

Community
hospital in US

6 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

Didactic/lecture-style
program* (Level 2)47

Aged care in US

3 months

No change

Short term¥
positive

Short term¥
positive

Didactic/lecture-style
program# (Level 5)51

Acute hospitals
in US

3 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

Didactic/lecture-style
program* (Level 5)50

Critical care in
New Zealand

5 months

---

---

Short term¥
positive

---

Not sustained
Short term
positive
Not sustained
Didactic/lecture-style
program* (Level 5)48
#

Long term care
in US

2 months

Short term¥
positive

Compared to computer-based education

¥ Short term describes outcomes measured at 3 months or earlier
* No comparator, change over time

The evidence was insufficient to make any recommendations on education programs that deliver didactic-style
education only. None of these studies were of sufficient length to evaluate a sustained effect of education, and all
the studies had significant methodological limitations, including self-selection of participants into the studies, small
sample sizes, use of non-validated evaluation methods and lack of control for the effect of independent learning.
Further, it is unclear to what extent the education delivery method influences the effectiveness of the education
program. Therefore, the lack of a specific recommendation should not be interpreted as an indication that didacticstyle education is ineffective. Didactic-style education presentation was included in the majority of the multi-faceted
education programs33,41,42 reported earlier in this chapter), suggesting that this style of education may have a positive
impact, especially when reinforced by other education techniques. Additionally, in one study that compared computerbased learning to didactic lecture presentation, health professionals undertaking the didactic-style education reported
higher levels of satisfaction (97.6% vs 93.3%, p = 0.042)49 (Level 2).
Computer-based Education Programs
Four studies49,51-54 reported the implementation of a computer-based education program for improving health
professional pressure injury knowledge. Two of these studies49,51 reported a direct comparison between computerbased education and didactic/classroom style education delivery. The four studies are summarized in Table 25.5. All
of the studies49,51-54 were of short duration (less than six months), therefore no sustained effect of the intervention
was demonstrated, and none evaluated the effect of the intervention on either health professional competency or
pressure injury prevalence. All of the studies49,51-54 reported short term improvements in health professional knowledge.
One comparison study found that there was no significant difference between computer-based and classroom style
education for achieving improvement of knowledge in acute care nurses in US (n = 43).49 The second comparison
study, conducted in nurses (primarily in critical care) in the US (n = 60), reported that computer-based learning was less
effective than traditional classroom based education for improving knowledge.51 However, both these studies were
small and of short duration.49,51
Due to the lack of studies demonstrating that computer-based education programs alone are effective in achieving
significant and sustained improvement in health professional knowledge, no recommendation can be made.
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Table 25.5: Outcomes for computer-based pressure injury prevention and treatment education programs
Setting

Follow up
duration

Impact on health
professional
knowledge

Impact on health
professional
competency

Impact on
pressure injury
prevalence

Computer-based
program# (Level 2)49

Community
hospital in US

6 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

Computer-based
program* (Level 5)52

Acute and aged
care in Norway

3 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

Not sustained
Computer-based
program* (Level 5)53,54

University setting
in Spain

Computer-based
program# (Level 5)51

Acute hospitals
in US

#

Immediate

Short term¥
positive

---

---

3 months

Short term¥
positive

---

---

Compared to didactic/classroom style eduation

¥ Short term describes outcomes measured at 3 months or earlier
* No comparator, change over time

Pressure Injury Education Program Content
There are no studies that directly evaluate the topics and content of education programs. It is acknowledged that
education programs should be evidence-based and reflect best practice, therefore their content should be drawn from
evidence-based guidelines.
Educational programs reported in the literature vary in terms of their content, and many studies did not report the
education program in detail.
A suggested list of topics includes, but is not limited to:46,55
•

Etiology and risk factors for pressure injuries

•

Differential diagnosis and classification of pressure injuries

•

Risk assessment

•

Skin assessment and skin care

•

Nutrition

•

Repositioning, including manual handling and use of equipment

•

Selection and use of support surfaces

•

Pressure injury assessment

•

Wound care (including wound dressing selection)

•

Documentation

•

Importance of an interprofessional approach

•

Working with the individual and their informal caregivers

•

Prevalence and incidence measurement

•

Implementing best practice and quality improvement.

In addition to general pressure injury related education, health professionals should undertake appropriate education
and training before undertaking advanced clinical skills (e.g., debridement). In many geographic and clinical regions,
requirements for additional and or advanced education are mandated. Local guidance on certification, credentialling
and/or training requirements should be reviewed and implemented. Health professionals should also undertake
appropriate education and training before using woundcare products and specialized equipment (e.g., diagnostic
tools and support surfaces).
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QUALITY OF LIFE, SELF-CARE AND EDUCATION
Introduction
Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) refers to an individual’s overall wellbeing and satisfaction in life. Health-related
QoL is associated with mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing, self-perceived health, engagement in health behaviors,
engagement in society and work, financial wellbeing, and environmental factors specific to the individual.1 As noted
in the guideline chapter Supporting Wound Healing, complex factors associated with the individual’s environment,
psychological status, education and social supports all influence pressure injury prevention and treatment.2

Quality of Life
Pressure injuries are negatively associated with all domains of HRQoL3-8.Having a pressure injury has been associated
with significant declines in autonomy,3 security and spiritual wellbeing3 (Level 4). Compared to individuals without a
pressure injury, those with a pressure injury have poorer physical functioning,4,5 poorer psychological functioning,4,5,7
greater levels of depression,4 poorer emotional status4,7 and lower functioning in social roles4 (Level 3). Impaired
HRQoL has been shown to persist after a pressure injury has healed3 (Level 4). Because these studies look at associations,
cause cannot be inferred. For example, it is not known whether the decline in functioning occurs before, after or at
the same time as the pressure injury.
Qualitative studies9-11 have explored the experience of having a pressure injury in more detail. In interviews conducted
with 12 primarily community-based individuals with pressure injuries, Jackson et al. (2017)10 identified loss as having a
significant influence on HRQoL. Major themes identified in this study included loss of mobility and independence, loss
of privacy and dignity, loss of personal control and autonomy and loss of social engagement and preferred activities.
These areas are all noted as being factors that embody the concept of HRQoL,1 and identification of their loss suggests
individuals with pressure injuries experience substantial decline in wellbeing10 (Level 5).
Gorecki et al. (2012)9 explored factors that influenced HRQoL for individuals (n = 30) living with pressure injuries either
in hospital or in the community. Interviews identified that both the way care was experienced, and individual patient
factors influenced HRQoL. Individual factors that were noted as contributing to HRQoL included comorbidities,
coping ability, motivation, health-seeking behavior, knowledge, support, preoccupation with the pressure injury
and beliefs about its cause, financial status and involvement of a partner in care. These factors interacted with the
individuals’ care experiences. Their own adherence to treatment, the experience of hospitalization, inconsistencies in
care, time spent on wound care and satisfaction with care all influenced HRQoL.9 The researchers concluded that these
factors not only directly contribute to pressure injury HRQoL, but also interact with each other, resulting in a complex
relationship between HRQoL and contributory factors (Level 5).
A third qualitative study conducted by Latimer et al. (2014)11 reported interviews from hospitalized individuals (n =
20), one-third of whom had a pressure injury. One of the major themes focused on the individual’s emotions related
to having a pressure injury. Pain, malodor, unpleasant memories, and emotional responses such as fear, anger and
abandonment were noted to be a part of the pressure injury experience. The study also identified factors that influence
engagement in self-care and resourcing pressure injury prevention and treatment as important to the experience of
having a pressure injury. Latimer et al. (2014)11 confirmed the conclusion of Gorecki et al. (2012)9 that the patient
experience of pressure injuries is complex and HRQoL is influenced by a wide range of experiences and the individual’s
response to these.
Noting the complexity of HRQoL,9,11 it would be prudent to promote maximal function in all HRQoL domains (i.e.,
physical, psychological, social and spiritual). However, there was insufficient research on strategies focused on
improving HRQoL explicitly and no specific recommendations have been made. However, the recommendations below
on patient consumer education and promotion of self-care and lifestyle skills are relevant to HRQoL, and some of the
studies12,13 reported the impact of interventions on a measure of HRQoL.

Knowledge Levels
The patient consumer has an important role in pressure ulcer prevention. Knowledge of pressure injuries and
their prevention is important and requires a special emphasis for those at high risk. However, community dwelling
individuals, as well as those with traumatic injury, generally lack information about pressure injuries.14-18 Thietje et
al. (2011)16 explored pressure injury related knowledge development of individuals with a new spinal cord injury
(SCI) over the course of an admission of greater than three months’ duration. Baseline general knowledge about
pressure injuries was poor. However, at discharge 47.2% of the individuals achieved a score on a knowledge test that
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represented having good knowledge (30.4% average and 22.4% poor). The mean increase in knowledge score was
significant over time (mean score 5.44 versus 11.24, (p < 0.001); however, there was a slight fall in knowledge levels
after 30 months (mean score 10.8). The individuals in this study most often identified their rehabilitation physician
as being the most important source of information. Other important sources of information were physiotherapists,
nurses, other health professionals, in-hospital education courses and the internet. Support groups and families were
not considered to be important knowledge sources16 (Level 5). This study highlights the significance that health
professionals play in transferring knowledge to patient consumers outside of formal education programs, but also
notes that the majority of individuals with SCI and at high risk of pressure injuries were discharged with less than
optimal self-care knowledge.

Self-Care Skills
In one qualitative study, individuals with SCI (n = 16) identified the need for empowerment, education and approaches
to coordination of social support as priorities for ongoing management of their condition. The significant themes
included promotion of self-care through facilitating access to appropriate equipment and services within the
community; providing education and support for managing pressure injury risk; and ensuring that the individual and
their caregivers have a realistic perception of the risk of pressure injuries18 (Level 5). These findings were supported
by a second qualitative study in which the need to advocate for one’s self and to balance prevention and lifestyle
concerns were highlighted by participants (n = 19) as important for ongoing care. In this study, providing information
about wound care clinics, community-based resources and consumer support groups, facilitating access to medical
help, and providing education were all considered valuable by individuals19 (Level 5). Both of these studies were
conducted in small samples of community-based individuals with SCI. Although individuals with SCI are at high risk of
pressure injuries and their experiences may be generalizable to other people at risk of pressure injuries, other burdens
of disease are intricately linked to the ability of individuals with SCI to engage in self-care in ways that vary from
individuals without severely debilitating chronic disease.
Ghaisas et al. (2015)20 explored the relationship between lifestyle change and pressure injury healing in another
cohort of individuals with SCI and pressure injuries (n = 25). The individuals were classified as having achieved either
positive, minor or no change in three lifestyle domains: adjusting daily routine, changing the physical environment
and developing an awareness of pressure injury risk in everyday living. The pressure injury status of the individuals
was classified as either improving or worsening. Most of the cohort (n = 19) had a positive classification for both
their pressure injury status and making lifestyle changes. Individuals with worsening pressure injury status were all
classified as having made few or no lifestyle changes. This study20 highlights the significance of being engaged in selfcare and adapting one’s way of living to accommodate pressure injury care. The authors described individuals who
achieved both lifestyle change and improvement in the status of their pressure injuries as being motivated. They were
also noted to have identified personal goals and support to achieve these goals. Positive lifestyle changes had helped
to improve pressure injury healing. However, specific interventions to promote this engagement were not reported or
evaluated in this study20 (Level 3).

Clinical Questions
The clinical questions that guided the development of this chapter were:
•

What are effective strategies for promoting HRQoL for individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries?

•

What are effective strategies for engaging individuals in pressure injury prevention and treatment?

Measuring Quality of Life, Self-Care Skills and Knowledge
22.1: A
 ssess the health-related quality of life, knowledge and self-care skills of individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries to facilitate the development of a pressure injury care plan and education program.
(Good Practice Statement)

Implementation Considerations
•

C
 onsider using a pressure-injury specific assessment tool to measure health-related quality of life (HRQoL),
knowledge and self-care skills when available.21-25 Some generic assessment tools designed for use in individuals in
health settings have also been tested for reliability and validity for use in pressure injury-related care26-28 (Level 4).
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•

C
 onsider all aspects of HRQoL (e.g., physical, psychological, social and spiritual) and their interactions when
conducting an assessment (Expert opinion).

•

U
 se the findings of HRQoL, knowledge and self-care skills to develop an individualized care plan that meets the
individual’s needs (Expert opinion).

•

Assess the knowledge and care skills of informal caregivers to assist in care planning (Expert opinion).

Discussion
Measuring HRQoL, knowledge and self-care skills provides insight into the individual’s needs and is intrinsic to delivering
holistic care. Tracking these outcomes over time provides an indication of the effectiveness and acceptability of
treatment.1 Only a few tools21,25,29 have been developed for assessing HRQoL, knowledge and/or care skills specifically
in individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries. Some generic HRQoL tools have also been evaluated and found to be
reliable and valid when used in populations with or at risk of pressure injuries (see Table 26.1). The available evidence
does not evaluate the impact of these assessments on pressure injury prevention or healing.
Gorecki et al. (2013)29 developed a QoL assessment tool, the PU-QoL, specific to individuals with pressure injuries. The
sample participating in the tool development and initial psychometric testing were based in hospitals, community
centers and a hospice. The PU-QoL measures patient-reported outcomes in domains that were identified as significant
to individuals with pressure injuries in previous studies.9 The tool includes scales that measure symptoms, physical
functioning, psychological well-being and social participation. The research team developed and evaluated a revised
version of their tool in 2018,25 including nine pressure injury specific outcomes measured on three symptom scales and
six function scales. Internal consistency for the sub-scales was good to excellent (α = 0.795 to 0.97)25 (both Level 4).
Kisala et al. (2015)24 and Gélis et al. (2011)30 both reported on the development and psychometric testing of tools for
evaluation of individuals with SCI. The Spinal Cord Injury Quality of Life Pressure Ulcer Scale (SCI-QOL) reported by
Kisala et al. (2015),24 which focuses on HRQoL for individuals with SCI and an existing pressure injury, includes 12 items
relating to the impact of pressure injury symptoms and the influence of pressure injuries on socialization, activity
and work. The tool has good test-retest reliability (intraclass coefficient (ICC) = 0.79, 95% confidence interval [CI]
0.74 to 0.84) (Level 4). The Skin Management Needs Assessment Checklist reported by Gélis et al. (2011)30 includes 12
questions measuring self-care skills related to preventing pressure injuries and other wounds. The tool has excellent
reliability (ICC = 0.899, 95% CI 0.862 to 0.927) and is an easy-to-use, self-administered questionnaire30 (Level 4).
Chaboyer et al. (2017)21 developed the Patient Participation in Pressure Injury Prevention (PPPIP) scale, which measures
self-perceived knowledge, access to information, involvement in decision making and care, satisfaction with care and
involvement of informal caregivers. The tool was developed and tested in individuals in acute hospital care. Internal
consistency was excellent (α = 0.86)21 (Level 4).
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Table 26.1: Knowledge and HRQoL assessment tools tested in individuals with or at high risk of pressure injuries
Tool
Pressure Ulcer
Quality of Life
scale

Tool Type
Pressure
injury specific

Tool Topic
QOL

(PU-QOL and
PUQOL-P)
Spinal Cord Injury
Quality of Life
Pressure Ulcer
Scale

Tool content

Pressure Injury Population Tested In

Ten items (later revised to nine
items) measuring symptoms,
physical functioning, psychological
well-being and social participation
specific to pressure injuries29

Adults in in community settings
(Level 4)29
Adults in a secondary care hospital
setting (Level 4)25

Pressure
injury specific

QOL

Twelve items targeted at
individuals with spinal cord injury
(SCI) measuring psychological state,
comfort, social and work activities24

Adults with SCI in community
settings(Level 4)24

EQ-5D®31

Generic

Health-related
QOL

Five domains measuring mobility,
selfcare, usual activities, pain/
discomfort and anxiety/depression28

Adults with pressure injuries
in acute care and community
settings(Level 4)28

Medical Outcomes
Study (MOS) 36Item Short Form
Health Survey32

Generic

Physical and
mental health

36 items measuring vitality,
physical functioning, pain, health
perceptions, emotional and physical
roles in functioning, social role,
mental health32

Adults with spinal cord injury
and pressure injuries in the
community(Level 4)27

Generic

Physical and
mental health

A shorter version of SF-36

Adults with pressure injuries
in acute care and community
settings(Level 4)28

Pressure
injury specific

Self-care skills

Seven items measuring knowledge,
engagement with staff, receiving
information, family assistance,
acceptability of prevention plan

Hospitalized adults(Level 4)21

Generic

Self-care skills

Thirteen items measuring
knowledge, skills and confidence
for self-management

Individuals with paraplegia in
rehabilitation setting(Level 4)26

Pressure
injury specific

Knowledge

12 items measuring knowledge on
preventing wounds, conducting
skin checks and preventive
behavior35

Individuals with SCI with and
without pressure injuries living in
community(Level 4)30

(SCI-QOL)

(SF-36)
SF-6D33

Patient
Participation in
Pressure Injury
Prevention

Six domains measuring physical
functioning, social functioning, role
limitations, pain, mental health and
vitality28

(PPPIP)
Patient Activation
Measure34
(PAM-score)
Skin Management
Needs Assessment
Checklist (SMnac)
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Engaging Individuals in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment
22.2: P
 rovide pressure injury education, skills training and psychosocial support to individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries.
(Strength of Evidence = C; Strength of Recommendation = ↑)

Evidence Summary
Two high quality,12,36 one moderate quality37,38 and one low quality39,40 Level 1 studies reported the impact of patient
consumer education and lifestyle programs on preventing pressure injuries. One of the studies36 reported fewer
pressure injuries developed compared to a group receiving written education, but the incidence rate was very low
in both groups and follow-up was only eight weeks. A second study39,40 found lower pressure injury recurrence rates
at 24 months in a group of individuals who received an enhanced education program compared to groups receiving
less or no education. Two studies12,37,41 reported no significant reduction in pressure injuries associated with education
interventions compared to usual care, at either six months37,41 follow-up or at 24 months.12 The findings from two
moderate quality Level 1 studies13 and one low quality Level 3 study42 reporting the relationship between patient
consumer education programs and healing of pressure injuries were also mixed. A high quality Level 1 study,36 a low
quality Level 1 study39,40 and a Level 5 study15 indicated that education programs have positive impacts on patient
consumer knowledge levels in the short and long term.15,36 Three high quality12,13,36 and one low quality43 Level 1
studies and indirect evidence44 reported improvements in self-care skills following participation in education and
lifestyle programs for up to 24 months. However, a study with six months’ follow-up showed no effect on self-care
skills for individualized compared to standardized telephone support.41 Quality of life outcomes were reported less
frequently, but findings were also mixed. One high quality Level 1 study13 reported HRQoL improvements associated
with education13 and a second high quality Level 1 study12 finding improvements over time, but these were not
different to usual care.The mixed results reported in these studies could relate to the varied program delivery methods,
content of the programs, duration and intensity of education and follow-up periods, outcome measurement methods
or characteristics of the participants.

Implementation Considerations
•

D
 iscuss prevention and treatment of pressure injuries with the patient consumer and their informal caregivers as a
part of routine care (Expert opinion).

•

P
 romote and facilitate self-management, particularly for individuals with ongoing risk (e.g., individuals with SCI)
(Expert opinion).

•

U
 se and recommend evidence-based education resources. Discuss the use of internet-based education with patient
consumers and their informal caregivers and encourage access to reputable sources of information (Expert opinion).

•

C
 onsider education level, cognitive and psychological status, clinical condition and physical abilities when
determining the most appropriate education and support interventions (Expert opinion).

•

A
 ccess reputable guidance and research18,45-47 on strategies for developing health education material (Expert
opinion).

•

W
 here possible, use multiple education and support delivery methods (e.g., verbal, internet, telephone and
written)12,36,39,40 (Level 1).

•

Engage informal caregivers in education, skills training and psychosocial support interventions39,40 (Level 1).

•

Regularly refresh and reinforce education and skills acquisition (Expert opinion).

Evidence Discussion
Although some studies44,48 supporting this recommendation were conducted in general at-risk populations in tertiary
care, the majority of evidence for education, skills training and psychosocial support is drawn from studies conducted
with individuals with SCI either with or at risk of pressure injuries. These participants have been recruited in the
community, rehabilitation and acute post-surgical settings. Individuals with SCI have a high need for education
and development of care and lifestyle skills due to their ongoing risk of pressure injuries. A number of outcome
measures are of interest. First, a successful education program should demonstrate a sustained improvement in
knowledge of pressure injuries and preventive behavior. Demonstration that acquisition of knowledge and skills
translates to engagement in care through behavioral change is also an important outcome for education programs, as
is demonstration that improvement in knowledge and skills leads to a direct influence on pressure injury prevention
and/or healing. Patient-relevant outcomes (e.g., improved HRQoL) are also important. Table 26.2 outlines the impact
that different education and lifestyle skills programs had on the more widely reported outcome measures.
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Table 26.2: Impact of education and lifestyle skills interventions on outcome measures of significance

Multi-faceted education
program# (Level 1)39,40

Follow up
duration

Impact on QoL

Impact on
knowledge

24 months

---

Positive40

Positive39

Sustained

Sustained

Evidence-based pamphlets#
(Level 5)44

2 days

E-learning program* (Level
5)15

2 weeks

---

---

Impact on self-care
skills

Short term

Impact on pressure
injuries

---

positive¥
---

Short term

---

---

Short term

---

positive¥

Positioning skills training
program# (Level 1)43

1 day

---

---

positive¥

Multi-faceted lifestyle skills
program (Level 1)12

24 months

Sustained positive*

No difference

Sustained
positive*,#

No difference#

Multi-faceted lifestyle-skills
program# (Level 1)36

8 weeks

Short term

Short term

Short term

positive¥

positive¥

positive¥

Telephone-based lifestyle
skills program+ (Level 1)13

12 weeks

---

Short term

Short term

positive¥

positive¥

Telephone-based
(automated) education and
support program+ (Level
1)37,38

6 months

---

---

---

No difference

Telephone-based lifestyle
skills and motivational
interviewing program++
(Level 1)41

6 months

---

---

No difference

No difference

Smoking cessation program#
(Level 3)42

6 months

---

---

---

Short term

No difference

#

---

Short term
positive¥

positive¥

Compared to no education/skills program or standard care; + Compared to written education; ++ compared to standardized education
#

¥ Short term describes outcomes measured at less than 12 months
* No comparator, change over time

When planning and delivering education and skills training consideration should be given to the psychological and
cognitive status of the individual. Many studies excluded participants who had cognitive impairment12,13,36,39,41-44
and/or mental health impariments.36 Guihan et al. (2014)41 noted depression rates of 40% in their study that failed
to demonstrate either high engagement in the intervention or significant improvements in self-care behaviors in
individuals receiving telephone support and motivational interviewing. Psychological status might negatively influence
motivation to implement learned skills, even with regular telephone coaching and support.41 Education level, literacy,
primary language and sensory impairments are just some factors that influence ability to engage in education. These
factors are largely unexplored in relation to pressure injury education for patient consumers.18
Many of the education and lifestyle skills programs reported in the literature12,36,39,40 included more than one
educational component, combining different education activity and methods of delivery. Table 26.3 presents a
summary of strategies reported in the literature that demonstrated a benefit on at least one outcome measure of
significance. The literature and programs are discussed in more detail throughout this chapter.
The development and delivery processes for some of the education material and programs explored in the research is
reported in brief in some studies. Many programs were based on pressure injury clinical guidelines41,44 and literature
reviews.12 Most programs delivered by a trained health professional.12,13,39,41,43 This suggests that content of the programs
was likely to reflect best practice. In a survey of hospitalized adults (n = 51), McInnes et al. (2014)49 explored patient
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perspectives on strategies to prevent pressure injuries, providing some insight on education delivery. The patient
consumers identified strategies to help engage individuals in education, including managing pain, working together,
and providing ongoing education (Level 5). This information underpinned the development of a patient engagement
program that was reported by Chaboyer et al. (2017)21 as a component of a multi-faceted quality improvement
program (see the guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings). A wide body of research and
guidance is available on education principles and effective strategies in designing and delivering patient education.
This guidance is likely to be relevant to the pressure injury field.
No cost-benefit analyses for education and lifestyle programs were identified in the literature. Costs for delivering
one of the multi-faceted programs to individuals with SCI was reported as $5,200 (USD in 2015) per participant. The
program included one-on-one education and lifestyle skills counselling delivered in the individual’s home by a trained
health professional for 12 months, with additional support provided by telephone.12 Costs are likely to vary greatly
based on education format, resources, clinical setting and geographic location.
Education Programs
A multi-faceted pressure injury prevention program conducted in Australian acute and rehabilitation hospitals
included a patient education program designed to promote engagement of individuals in pressure injury prevention.
The program incorporated a digital resource, face-to-face education and posters. There was a significant reduction
in pressure injury incident rate ratio associated with the intervention (IRR = 0.48, 95% CI 0.33 to 0.69, p < 0.0001).48
The program48 included other organizational level and staff-focused interventions that are discussed in detail in the
guideline chapter Implementing Best Practice in Clinical Settings (Level 1). The specific effect of patient education
could not be isolated from other components of the intervention;48 however, this study highlighted the importance
of engaging individuals and their informal caregivers to collaborate with health professionals in addressing pressure
injury prevention.
Rintala et al. (2008)39,40 developed a multi-faceted education program for veterans with SCI and multiple sclerosis
(MS) who were recovering from pressure injury reconstruction surgery. Individuals were assigned to a multi-faceted
education program delivered over four hours plus telephone support and education provided for two years (n =
20), a control group that received a monthly contact with a health professional without education intervention (n
= 11), or to a second control group receiving infrequent support calls to track progress (n = 10). The intervention
group received four, one-hour face-to-face education sessions, monthly structured follow-up, written material and
telephone-based education when required. Their caregivers also received education and training. At the end of the
program, knowledge acquisition was reinforced with a survey and question/answer session. The program received
ongoing reinforcement through monthly telephone surveys that included reminders on positive lifestyle change. At
24 months’ follow-up, significantly fewer individuals in the intervention group had experienced a pressure injury
recurrence than either the monthly contact group or the minimal contact group (33% versus 60% versus 90%, p
= 0.007). Odds ratio (OR) for experiencing a pressure injury recurrence for the intervention group was 0.228 (95%
CI 0.080 to 0.647, p = 0.03)39 (Level 1). Knowledge scores improved significantly over time between admission and
discharge for all groups, but the intervention group showed statistically significantly better improvements (time by
group, F = 4.72, p < 0.04).40 The knowledge tests had not undergone psychometric testing (Level 1).
Two small trials14,15 have evaluated an e-learning program focused on prevention and treatment of pressure injuries.
In two small cohorts of individuals with SCI, completion of the two-week internet-based education program was
associated with improvement in knowledge, with median test scores increasing from 65% to 92.5% in one study,14
and from 80% to 89% in the second study.15 Participants rated the e-learning program positively on generic scales for
evaluating the utility of internet-based resources15 (both Level 5). Translation of knowledge into behavioral change
and reduction in pressure injuries were not measured in these studies.
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Table 26.3: Intervention components that demonstrated a benefit on at least one outcome measure of significance
Type of Education Initiative
Group education sessions

Setting and Level of Evidence
•

 lder men with multiple sclerosis or SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery in US39,40
O
(Levels 1 and 5)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation in Korea36 (Level 1)

•

 lder men with multiple sclerosis or SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery in US39,40
O
(Levels 1 and 5)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation settings in US14,15 (Level 5)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation in Korea36 (Level 1)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation settings in US50 (Level 5)

•

 lder men with multiple sclerosis or SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery in US39,40
O
(Levels 1 and 5)

•

 ommunity-based individuals with SCI and pressure injuries in US42
C
(Level 3)

•

Individuals undergoing surgery in Sweden44 (Level 5)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in US12 (Level 1)

Training informal caregivers

•

 lder men with multiple sclerosis or SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery in US39,40
O
(Levels 1 and 5)

Telephone support and education

•

 lder men with multiple sclerosis or SCI undergoing pressure injury surgery in US39,40
O
(Levels 1 and 5)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in US12 (Level 1)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in Bangladesh51 (Level 1)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in Bangladesh13 (Level 1)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation in Korea36 (Level 1)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in US12 (Level 1)

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation in Korea36 (Level 1)

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in Bangladesh51 (Level 1)

Therapist-consumer matching to
promote rapport

•

Community-based individuals with SCI in US12 (Level 1)

Skills training

•

Individuals with SCI in rehabilitation in Korea36 (Level 1)

•

Hospitalized individuals with SCI in US43 (Level 1)

Computer-based/online education
modules

Written education material

One-on-one education and/or
counselling

A small trial (n = 31)44 set in a surgical ward demonstrated that providing written, evidence-based patient resources
at the bedside was associated with significantly more individuals reporting having received education about pressure
injury risks (13% vs 28%, p = 0.013), causative factors (13% vs 48%, p=0.001) and prevention strategies 14% vs 47%, p
= 0.001). Of the group of individuals to the ward after adoption the education intervention, 46% reported engaging
in preventive behaviors (e.g., regularly changing position and moving in the bed)44 (Level 5).The follow-up was two
days after provision of education material, and the data for self-care engagement relied on self-report. The low level
of implementation by recipients of the advice provided in the written pamphlets suggests that more active methods
of delivering education may be required to change behavior.
Lifestyle Skills Programs
Some studies12,36 have explored interventions that include both education resources and skills training, usually providing
active learning opportunities for participants to promote behavior change. These programs, broadly referred to as
lifestyle skills programs in this guideline, incorporate education, practical skills demonstration and practice (e.g.,
skin checks, positioning and pressure relief maneuvers), psychological support/counselling, and support in accessing
services and social opportunities. These holistic programs are generally delivered using a multi-faceted approach
combining various modes of content delivery to accommodate different learning styles and preferences.
Kim and Cho (2017)36 investigated a multi-faceted self-efficacy program for improving knowledge and self-care and
preventing pressure injuries in individuals with SCI in rehabilitation. The intervention (n = 24) consisted of small
group education, skills training, computer-based education and both face-to-face and telephone-based one-on-one
counselling. The control group (n = 23) received a written education booklet. Outcome measures were self-care
knowledge, self-efficacy, self-care behavior and pressure injury incidence. The one pressure injury that occurred in
this study was in the control group (p = 0.489). Both groups showed statistically significant improvements over time
for knowledge, self-efficacy and self-care. The improvements were greater in the intervention group compared to
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the control group for knowledge (18.83 ± 1.61 versus 15.78 ± 2.50, p = 0.004), self-efficacy (45.21 ± 3.37 versus 41.78
± 4.58, p < 0.001) and self-care behavior (92.29 ± 5.21 versus 77.1 ± 12.81, p < 0.001).36 The follow-up duration was
only eight weeks; therefore, the sustainability of improvements is unclear, and specific content of the program was
not reported (Level 1).
However, a longer study conducted over 24 months failed to demonstrate sustainable improvements in pressure
injury rates associate with a multi-faceted lifestyle-skills program. In a trial conducted in community-based individuals
with SCI who had experienced a full thickness pressure injury in the preceding five years (n = 170),12 individuals
were randomized to receive either a multifaceted lifestyle skills program or usual care (clinic visits for skin checks).
The intervention was based on clinical guidelines and consisted of six modules that included general knowledge,
lifestyle skills, exercises, activities and adaption of information to the individual’s circumstances. The intervention was
delivered by health professionals in the individual’s home over six months, with an additional phase of six months
in which the intervention was tapered. Support was also provided via telephone. At the final 24-month follow-up,
there was no significant difference in the annualized rate of Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries between the
intervention and control groups (0.44 versus 0.39, rate ratio 1.14, 95% CI 0.72 to 1.82, p > 0.05). Participants in both
groups experienced improvements over time in measures of HRQoL, with no significant between-group differences.
No improvements were apparent for measures of pressure injury knowledge in either group.12 However, the lifestyle
intervention was associated with improved performance of preventive behavior over time (p = 0.005), and compared
to the usual care group (p = 0.01) (Level 1).
Telephone-based programs
Telephone-based programs have been explored in more detail in the research;13,37,41,42,51 however, their impact on
preventing pressure injuries is largely unquantifiable. Findings in the research are mixed and limited by methodological
quality of the available evidence and the highly varied programs and geographic settings in which they have been
delivered.
In one trial (n = 158),42 introduction of a smoking cessation program was demonstrated to have a positive influence
on pressure injury healing. Individuals with SCI and pressure injuries were engaged in consultations that included
use of the 5As (i.e., Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist and Arrange) to promote and support smoking cessation. This program
included one-on-one education and provision of written material. More individuals exposed to the program had
ceased smoking within six months compared to a cohort not receiving the program (44% versus 21%, p = 0.03). The
study also showed that individuals who ceased smoking had statistically significantly superior healing outcomes at
six months in terms of number of pressure injuries healed and reduction in pressure injury size compared with neversmokers and continuing smokers.42 Confirmation of smoking cessation was via verbal report and the reliability of selfreport may have influenced the results (Level 3).
Houlihan et al. (2013)37 trialed an automated, voice response telephone-based education and support program
for individuals with SCI. Individuals in the intervention group (n = 71) received education, cognitive behavioral
interventions, screening and referrals to health professionals. The control group (n = 71) received usual care consisting
of an education resource book. After controlling for baseline number of pressure injuries, age and gender, there
was no significant between-group difference at six months in pressure injury prevalence. There were some benefits
demonstrated for depression outcomes, and the researchers noted that the intervention had potential cost-savings,
although a cost-analysis was not presented. The researchers also proposed that an individualized telephone-based
service might provide greater success (Level 1).
However, the research on individualized telephone-based education and support services is mixed.13,41 Arora et al.
(2017)13 conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) to evaluate a multi-faceted telephone-based program for
individuals with SCI and pressure injuries living in the community (n = 120). The intervention consisted of a written
pressure injury prevention pamphlet, weekly individualized phone calls from a health professional for 12 weeks
and engagement of families in education. Advice on equipment, psychosocial support and assistance to develop
weekly goals was provided over the telephone. The control group received only the written education. At 12 weeks’
follow-up, the individualized telephone support group showed significantly greater reduction in pressure injury size
(between group difference 2.3cm2 , 95% CI –0.3 to 4.9; p = 0.008). The intervention group also reported greater
confidence in managing their pressure injury (mean between group difference of 1.7 on a 10-point scale, 95% CI 1.0
to 2.3, p < 0.001) and greater improvements in QoL measured on the EQ-5D (between-group difference of 10.5 on
100-point scale, 95% CI 4.5 to 16.6; p = 0.001) (Level 1).
However, Guihan et al. (2017)41 failed to demonstrate additional benefits of a telephone-based motivational
interviewing plus a skills training group (n = 71) compared to telephone-based education plus group education (n =
72). In this study, individuals with SCI and existing Category/Stage III or IV pressure injuries were randomized to one
of the two groups, both of which received a minimum of four support calls over six months. Over six months, neither
group showed a significant increase in implementation self-care behaviors (p = 0.45). There was also no significant
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between-group difference for percent of self-care behaviors being performed (mean 85.0% ± 15.2% versus 83.0% ±
14.6%, p = 0.41). Difference at six months in pressure injuries described as having worsened was also not statistically
significant (p = 0.86)41 (Level 1).
Guihan et al. (2017)41 reported high feasibility for both interventions reported above (over 80% of support calls were
made in both study groups). However, there was low engagement by participants in the calls in both groups. In the
telephone-based motivational interviewing plus skills training group 36% of participants engaged in all support calls
compared to 22% in the comparator group (p = 0.07)41 (Level 1). This contrasted to the findings of Houlihan et al.
(2013),37 who reported that 78% of participants receiving their automated telephone-based education and support
intervention adhered to the intervention (Level 1). A secondary analysis38 of Houlihan’s (2013)37 trial reported high
levels of satisfaction with the automated telephone service, with 70% of participants rating the intervention as ‘most
useful’. Less than 10% of participants rated the comparator, a written education resource, as useful38 (Level 1). In
a pilot RCT (n = 30), Hossain et al. (2017)51 explored the feasibility of delivering a telephone-based education and
support by a health professional every two weeks for 12 months, followed by monthly for 12 months. The researchers
deemed that the intervention was feasible to deliver to individuals with SCI in Bangladesh, with 87% of support calls
and 100% of home visits being conducted in this study51 (Level 1).
Engaging patient consumers and their informal caregivers in quality improvement programs within facilities is also
significant in preventing facility-acquired pressure injuries. Patient engagement in multi-facet facility-based quality
improvement programs is recommended in this guideline and is discussed in the guideline chapter Implementing Best
Practice in Clinical Settings.

Education Content for Patient Consumers and Informal Caregivers
There was no evidence in which education programs with explicitly different content were compared. Few studies
reported their program content in detail. Topics that were included in education interventions reported in the
literature included:12,13,17,18,40,52
•

Etiology of pressure injuries, including skin anatomy and how pressure injuries form

•

Nutrition and healthy diet choices

•

Healthy lifestyle choices (e.g., alcohol and tobacco use)

•

Hygiene and continence management

•

Pressure redistribution strategies for sitting and lying

•

Skin inspection and skin care

•

Wound care

•

Exercise (appropriate to co-morbidities)

•

Use of wheelchairs

•

Use of cushions and mattresses

•

Equipment maintenance

•

Appropriate clothing and shoes

•

Lifestyle skills (e.g., financial management)

•

Advocacy, self-help, life planning and goals

•

Well-being, social support and coping strategies.

International Survey of Patient Consumer Education Needs
As a part of this guideline development, an international survey of patient consumers and informal caregivers was
undertaken to establish areas of education need. Of the 1,233 respondents (n =383 individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries; n = 850 caring for such an individual), more than 80% rated 14 pressure injury education topics as
being important or very important to receive information on for their care (see Table 26.4). These results suggest that
individuals with or at risk of pressure injuries place a high priority on education and consider a range of pressure
injury related topics to be relevant to their education needs. However, the participants were self-selecting and may
have a high interest in education. Most participants who had experienced or were at risk of a pressure injury (63%)
were aged below 50 years and resided in Asiatic countries (90.86%), which may not be representative of an average
individual with pressure injuries. However, representation from a wide range of countries (n = 16) suggested that
patient consumers and their informal caregivers across the world place similar priority on receiving education on
pressure injury prevention and treatment53,54 (Level 5).
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Table 26.4: Patient consumer rating of importance for pressure injury education topics (n = 383)53,54

No response
(%)

Not at all
important
(%)

Not
important
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Important
(%)

Very
important
(%)

How pressure injury happens

9.66

6.53

1.31

5.48

33.42

43.60

Risk factors

9.92

6.27

0.26

6.53

32.11

44.91

Hospital plans to prevent pressure
injuries

10.44

5.48

0.78

4.44

33.68

45.17

Carers knowing about pressure
injuries

9.66

5.48

0.78

1.57

35.25

47.26

Where to get more information

12.27

5.74

1.57

8.88

35.77

35.77

Diet

10.44

5.48

1.57

10.70

33.94

37.86

Beds and chairs

12.01

5.22

2.87

11.23

35.25

33.42

Positioning

9.92

5.74

2.09

6.01

32.90

43.34

Medical devices

15.14

6.79

2.09

9.14

32.38

34.46

Skin assessment/skin checks

11.75

5.22

1.57

8.88

33.42

39.16

Skin care

12.01

4.96

0.52

3.13

31.33

48.04

Immobile patients

9.40

5.74

1.31

3.66

30.03

49.87

How to help pressure injuries heal

11.75

5.22

0.52

4.96

32.11

45.43

Assessing pressure injuries

11.23

4.96

1.31

6.27

34.46

41.78

Dressings

13.05

5.48

0.78

8.62

31.85

40.21

Pain management

11.23

6.27

0.52

7.57

32.11

42.30
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QUALITY INDICATORS FOR THIS GUIDELINE
Introduction
Quality indicators are used across healthcare to assess, measure, and improve the quality of care delivered to
patient consumers and their families.1,2 The quality indicators presented in this section of the guideline are examples
intended to assist healthcare organizations to implement and monitor the strategies recommended in this clinical
guideline for the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries. The quality indicators have been developed to reflect
recommendations and current best practice outlined in this clinical guideline. The indicators are not intended to be
prescriptive, or to replace other quality indicators in common use. Healthcare organizations that choose to use these
guideline-specific quality indicators may use them in isolation or in addition to other local, national or international
quality indicators.
Continuous quality improvement is a process by which healthcare organizations ensure systematic and intentional
improvement of services to their consumers. Clinical guidelines are developed to improve quality of care through
promotion of the most effective and safe interventions for managing clinical conditions. They provide recommendations
on care that the clinician and healthcare organization can use to deliver quality care, in conjunction with clinical
judgment and the consumer’s personal wishes. Therefore, using clinical guidelines are an efficient, appropriate and
resource-saving approach to derive quality indicators.1
To gain insight into whether the quality of care being delivered reflects the best practice outlined in this clinical
guideline and effectively addresses the individual’s care needs, some form of evaluation is required. Quality indicators
are developed as a measure of care to monitor quality and initiate future improvements.

Quality indicators
Quality indicators measure a range of different indicators of the quality of care delivered within an organization. One
way in which quality indicators can be distinguished is as internal or external indicators. Internal quality indicators
are used by healthcare providers to monitor and improve the outcomes of their care processes. Health professionals
and managers can use these data to investigate where potential problems lie, and how they may be approached.
On the basis of such analyses, care processes may be redesigned, and the indicators can then be used to monitor the
influence of these improvement initiatives. Progress toward meeting internal quality indicators may be maintained
confidentially, or used to benchmark against other organizations. In contrast, external indicators are used by
various stakeholders (e.g., governments, accreditors and consumer organizations) to assess quality of care and costeffectiveness. Comparison of results among organizations provides an indication of performance on a local, national
or international level, and indicates how an organization benchmarks and performs against others. Often external
quality indicators are publicly accessible.
The quality indicators in this chapter are presented using the now commonly accepted categorization developed
by Donabedian (1988)3 that relates to the type of care delivery a given indicator addresses: structure, process or
outcome. Structure indicators are related to attributes of the care setting, including organizational structure, material
resources (e.g., environment, technology and tools), and human resources. These attributes or characteristics of the
clinical setting often provide insight into sustainability of quality improvement initiatives. Process indicators measure
activities and tasks required to implement patient care at the care level (e.g., clinical procedures, documentation
methods and use of clinical tools). Outcome indicators describe the healthcare effects at the individual patient level
(e.g., measurement, prevalence, and incidence).3,4
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➡

to support pressure injury prevention and
treatment.

QI8	A specialized health professional is available

support tools to support pressure injury
prevention and treatment.

QI7	The organization provides clinical decision

the availability and quality of pressure injury
related equipment and standards for its use.

QI6	The quality improvement program addresses

professionals, patients, and caregivers are
involved in the oversight and implementation
of the pressure injury prevention program.

QI5	Organization management, health

in pressure injury prevention and treatment.

QI4	Health professionals receive regular education

on pressure injury prevention and treatment
that reflect current best practice outlined in
this guideline.

QI3	The organization has policies and procedures

multi-faceted pressure injury quality
improvement program in place.

QI2	The organization has a structured, tailored

workforce characteristics (e.g., staffing levels
and skill mix) to assure quality care is in place.

QI1	A plan for assessing appropriate staff

Structure quality indicators

➡

conducted and reported to stakeholders.

QI18 Measurement of pressure injury rates is regularly

injuries (and/or their informal caregiver) receives
information about the prevention and treatment
of pressure injuries, self-care skills training and
psychosocial support.

QI17 Every individual with or at risk of pressure

receives a nutritional screening and when
applicable, a comprehensive nutritional
assessment is conducted, and a nutrition care
plan is documented.

QI16 Every individual at risk of a pressure injury

documented comprehensive pain assessment and
where applicable, a pain treatment plan.

QI15 Every individual with a pressure injury has a

is available for each individual with a pressure
injury.

QI14 An individualized treatment plan and its goal

documented at least weekly to monitor progress
toward healing.

QI13 Pressure injuries are assessed, and the findings are

for individuals with a pressure injury.

QI12 An assessment of the individual is documented

prevention plan is documented, implemented and
modified in response to change in risk status for
every individual with, or risk of pressure injuries.

QI11 An individualized risk-based pressure injury

skin assessment as soon as possible after
admission/transfer and periodically thereafter as
indicated and the assessment is documented in
the medical record.

QI10 Every individual has received a comprehensive

risk as soon as possible after admission/transfer
and periodically thereafter and the assessment is
documented in the medical record.

QI9	Every individual is assessed for pressure injury

Process quality indicators

Figure 27.1: Quality indicators (QI) for pressure injuries based on recommendations and good practice statements in this guideline

did not have a pressure injury on
admission who acquire a pressure
injury during their stay in the
facility (facility-acquired rate).

QI20 Percentage of individuals who

the facility at a specific point in
time with a pressure injury (point
prevalence).

QI19 Percentage of individuals within

Outcome quality indicators
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Structure Quality Indicators
QI 1: A plan for assessing appropriate staff workforce characteristics (e.g., staffing levels and
skill mix) to assure quality care is in place.
Description

The organization has a plan for assuring appropriate staffing levels and staff skill
mix that reflects current best practice.

Question

Does the organization have a plan for appropriate staffing levels and skill mix that
reflects current best practice?

Definition(s)

The organization’s staff workforce plan should reflect the current best practice to
assure quality of care is provided.

Source

Organization.

Measurement level

Organizational.

Rationale

A plan that reflects evidence-based staff workforce levels and skill mix ensures
there is an adequate workforce of appropriately trained care staff to prevent and
treat pressure injuries in accordance with best available evidence.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.1.

QI 2: The organization has a structured, tailored multi-faceted pressure injury quality
improvement program in place.
Description

The organization has a structured, tailored multi-faceted pressure injury quality
improvement program in place.

Question

Does the organization have a tailored multi-faceted (e.g., bundle), pressure injury
quality improvement program in place?

Definition(s)

The organization’s pressure injury quality improvement program includes a
structured, tailored multi-faceted bundle of prevention strategies/interventions
that addresses the specific needs of facility stakeholders.

Source

Organization.

Measurement level

Organizational.

Rationale

A pressure injury prevention program that reflects evidence-based strategies to
address the specific needs of the facility stakeholders to prevent and treat pressure
injuries in accordance with best available evidence.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.5.

QI 3: The organization has policies and procedures on pressure injury prevention and
treatment that reflect the current best practice outlined in this guideline.
Description

The organization has policies and procedures governing the prevention and
treatment of pressure injuries that reflects current best practice and that is relevant
to the clinical setting.

Question

Does the organization have a policy/protocol governing the prevention and
treatment of pressure injuries that reflects current best practice?

Definition(s)

The organization’s policies and procedures governing the prevention and
treatment of pressure injuries should reflect the current best practice outlined in
this international guideline and relevant local requirements.

Source

Organization.

Measurement level

Organizational.

Rationale

Policies and procedures that reflect current best practice in the prevention and
treatment of pressure injuries determine interventions for preventing and treating
pressure injuries and promote care delivery that is in accordance with best available
evidence.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.7.
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QI 4: Health professionals receive regular education in pressure injury prevention and
treatment.
Description

Knowledge and skills of health professionals regarding pressure injury prevention
and treatment must be current. This can be accomplished by providing regular
access to mandatory evidence-based education.

Question

Have all health professionals attended recent evidence-based training in pressure
injury prevention and treatment?

Definition(s)

Education and training refer to evidence-based education in pressure injuries.

Source

Training calendar/health professional records.

Measurement level

Organizational and/or departmental.

Rationale

Receiving mandatory education on a regular basis promotes evidence-based
knowledge and care delivery.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 21.2.

QI 5: Organization management, health professionals, patients, and caregivers are involved in
the oversight and implementation of the pressure injury prevention program.
Description

Management, health professionals, patients, and caregivers are involved in the
oversight and implementation of the pressure injury prevention program.

Question

Are management, health professionals, patients, and caregivers involved in the
oversight and implementation of the pressure injury prevention program?

Definition(s)

Management, health professionals, patients, and caregivers participate in the
development, oversight and implementation of the pressure injury prevention
program.

Source

Organization or department.

Measurement level

Organizational and/or departmental.

Rationale

Engagement of management, interdisciplinary care staff, patients/caregivers and
key stakeholders promotes team-decision making, patient-centered care and
successful quality improvement.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.6.

QI 6: The quality improvement program addresses the availability and quality of pressure
injury related equipment and standards for its use.
Description

A protocol for ensuring availability and allocation of pressure injury related
equipment (e.g., pressure redistribution support surfaces) that are of an appropriate
quality based on a national or international guideline, regulation or standard, must
be available.

Question

Is a protocol for ensuring availability and allocation of pressure injury related
equipment based on a national or international guideline, regulation or standard
available?

Definition(s)

Pressure injury related equipment includes preventive equipment (e.g., pressure
redistribution support surfaces, repositioning devices and wound care supplies)
that is of a quality appropriate for its use based on relevant equipment standards
and testing protocols.

Source

Document management system.

Measurement level

Departmental.

Rationale

Implementation of a quality improvement program will support decision making
related to use of pressure injury related equipment, and equipment of an
appropriate quality will be provided in a timely manner to enable deliver of quality
care.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.4.
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QI 7: The organization provides clinical decision support tools to support pressure injury
prevention.
Description

Clinical decision support tools to guide pressure injury prevention are available to
healthcare staff.

Question

Are clinical decision support tools to guide pressure injury prevention available to
healthcare staff?

Definition(s)

Clinical decision support tools may include computer-generated reports, risk
assessment decision support protocols, support surface algorithms, and other
technology-based tools integrated into the electronic health record.

Source

Document management system.

Measurement level

Departmental.

Rationale

Availability of clinical decision support tools will guide decision making related to
pressure injury prevention best practice.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.8.

QI 8: A specialized health professional is available to support pressure injury prevention and
treatment.
Description

A specialized health professional (i.e., a wound expert clinical leader) is available
to support pressure injury prevention and treatment.

Question

Is a specialized health professional (i.e., a wound expert clinical leader) available
to support pressure injury prevention and treatment?

Definition(s)

Identification and delegation of a wound expert clinical leader to lead and support
pressure injury prevention and treatment.

Source

Organization.

Measurement level

Organizational.

Rationale

Availability of a wound expert clinical leader has been shown to be a key component
in the successful delivery of pressure injury prevention and treatment.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 20.9.

Process Quality Indicators
QI 9: Every individual is assessed for pressure injury risk as soon as possible after admission/
transfer and periodically thereafter and the assessment is documented in the medical record.
Description

The percentage of individuals assessed for risk of developing a pressure injury is
documented as soon as possible following admission or transfer to the healthcare
service and periodically thereafter using a structured approach that considers major
risk factors, a valid and reliable risk assessment instrument, clinical judgment and
is replicable.

Numerator

Number of individuals whose risk for developing a pressure injury is assessed and
documented as soon as possible (i.e., first contact with a health professional, or at
the first visit for those in community care).

Denominator

All admissions of at least 24 hours’ duration.

Definition(s)

The risk for developing a pressure injury is determined using a structured approach
that incorporates assessment of the multiple epidemiological factors that increase
the risk of pressure injury development and clinical judgment.

Inclusion criteria

All admissions of at least 24 hours’ duration.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Assessing the risk of pressure injury on admission facilitates the (timely) application
of individualized preventive measures to reduce the risk of pressure injury.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendations 1.21 to 1.23.
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QI 10: Every individual has received a comprehensive skin assessment as soon as possible after
admission/transfer and periodically thereafter as indicated and the assessment is documented
in the medical record.
Description

The percentage of individuals whose skin is assessed and documented as soon as possible
after admission/transfer to the healthcare service and periodically thereafter.

Numerator

Number of individuals whose skin is assessed and documented as soon as possible after
admission (i.e., first contact with a health professional for inpatients, or at the first visit
for those in community care).

Denominator

All admissions of at least 24 hours’ duration.

Definition(s)

Alterations to skin integrity provide an indication of pressure injury risk. A comprehensive
head-to-toe skin assessment identifies any existing pressure injuries and contributes to a
risk assessment.

Inclusion criteria

All admissions at least 24 hours’ duration.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Assessing the skin on admission facilitates the (timely) application of pressure injury
prevention strategies and appropriate wound care and contributes to the development
of an individualized pressure injury prevention plan.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 2.1.

QI 11: An individualized risk-based pressure injury prevention plan is developed, documented, implemented and
modified in response to change in risk status for every individual at risk of, or with, pressure injuries.
Description

The percentage of individuals at risk of, or with, pressure injuries for whom an
individualized risk-based pressure injury prevention plan has been developed, documented
and implemented. The plan should be modified as risk status worsens or improves.

Numerator

The number of individuals at risk of, or with, pressure injuries for whom an individualized
risk-based pressure injury prevention plan has been developed, documented and
implemented.

Denominator

The number of individuals at risk of, or with, pressure injuries.

Definition(s)

An individualized risk-based pressure injury prevention plan should consider, at a
minimum, the individual’s specific pressure injury risk factors, nutrition, repositioning,
pressure redistribution support surfaces, and topical skin care. The plan should be
consistent with the individual’s goals and wishes. The risks and benefits of pressure injury
prevention should be explained to the individual and/or family so that informed decisions
can be made.

Exclusion criteria

Individuals who have documented consistent informed refusal of preventive care are
excluded.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Developing and implementing individualized preventive measures reduces the risk of
developing a new pressure injury.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 1.24. The guideline chapters Preventive Skin Care, Nutrition in
Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment, Support Surfaces and Repositioning and Early
Mobilization detail appropriate components of a risk-based pressure injury prevention
plan.
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QI 12: An assessment of the individual is documented for individuals with a pressure injury.
Description

The percentage of individuals with a pressure injury for whom there is a documented
comprehensive assessment.

Numerator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury for whom there is a documented
comprehensive assessment.

Denominator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury.

Definition(s)

A comprehensive assessment must meet the criteria as described in Recommendation 10.1
in this guideline.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals with pressure injuries.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

A comprehensive assessment provides information on the individual characteristics (e.g.,
physical status, nutrition, medical/social history, values, care goals, pain, functional
capacity, health related quality of life [HRQoL], self-care skills, and ability to adhere to
prevention/treatment plan) and availability of resources and support that impact on the
health status of the individual and their ability to heal. This underpins development of an
individualized treatment plan that meets the goals of the individual.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 10.1.

QI 13: Pressure injuries are assessed and the findings are documented at least once a week to
monitor progress toward healing.
Description

The percentage of individuals with a pressure injury who have a documented wound
assessment in their record at least once a week.

Numerator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury who have a documented wound
assessment in their record at least once a week.

Denominator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury.

Definition(s)

A pressure injury evaluation consists of:
•

A
 ssessment of pressure injury characteristics as outlined in Recommendation 10.4 to
10.6

•

A
 uniform and consistent method of measuring pressure injury size and surface area
to facilitate meaningful monitoring of the pressure injury healing over time

•

T
 he use of a pressure injury assessment tool that has been tested for validity and
reliability.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals with pressure injuries.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Evaluating healing determines whether treatment is yielding the desired clinical outcome.
If not, reassess the individual, the pressure injury and the plan of care every two weeks.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendations 10.4 to 10.7.
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QI 14: An individualized treatment plan and its goal, is available for each individual with a
pressure injury.
Description

The percentage of individuals with a pressure injury for whom an individualized treatment
plan and its goal has been documented.

Numerator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury for whom an individualized treatment
plan has been documented.

Denominator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury.

Definition(s)

The treatment plan should be developed using a multidisciplinary approach and should
include pressure injury treatment, nutrition, pain management, pressure relief and
redistribution, and education. Treatment goals should be consistent with patient values
and goals.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals with a pressure injury.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Developing individualized treatment plans allows for evidence-based treatment of the
individual and the pressure injury, which supports ongoing evaluation of intervention
effectiveness.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 10.2.

QI 15: Every individual with a pressure injury has a documented comprehensive pain
assessment and where applicable, a pain management plan.
Description

The percentage of individuals with a pressure injury for whom pain assessment and
management plan has been documented.

Numerator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury for whom pain assessment and
management plan has been documented.

Denominator

The number of individuals with a pressure injury.

Definition(s)

A pain assessment is conducted using an appropriate valid and reliable scale that considers
non-verbal expression of pain. An evidence-based treatment plan is developed and
documented for individuals who experience pain.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals with a pressure injury.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Developing an individualized pain management plan promotes comfort and quality of
life.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendations 11.1 to 11.6.
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QI 16: Every individual at risk of a pressure injury receives nutritional screening and when
applicable, a comprehensive nutritional assessment is conducted, and a nutrition care plan is
documented.
Description

The percentage of individuals at increased risk of pressure injuries who receive nutritional
screening and if required, a comprehensive nutrition assessment and plan.

Numerator

The number of individuals at increased risk of a pressure injuries who received nutritional
screening (and assessment and a treatment plan as required).

Denominator

Number of individuals at increased risk of a pressure injury.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals at increased risk of pressure injury.

Source

Medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Nutritional screening for those at risk of pressure injuries results in faster identification
of individual with or at risk of malnutrition who require comprehensive assessment.
Nutritional assessment is associated with more rapid implementation of nutritional
interventions and reduction in pressure injury rates/increased pressure injury healing.

Evidence rationale

See Nutrition in Pressure Injury Prevention and Treatment section of the guideline.

QI 17: Every individual with, or at risk of pressure injuries (and/or their informal caregiver)
receives information about the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries, self-care skills
training and psychosocial support.
Description

The percentage of individuals at increased risk of pressure injuries (and/or caregivers) who
received information on preventing and treating pressure injury, self-care skills training,
and psychosocial support.

Numerator

The number of individuals at increased risk of a pressure injuries (and/or caregivers) who
received information on preventing and treating pressure injury, self-care skills training,
and psychosocial support.

Denominator

Number of individuals at increased risk of a pressure injury.

Inclusion criteria

Individuals at increased risk of pressure injury.

Source

Medical records and/or patient consultation.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Providing individuals with or at risk of a pressure injury with access to evidence-based
education increases knowledge and skills; motivation to engage in self-care; and promotes
the likelihood that appropriate care will be provided. Education delivery may be varied
(verbal, printed or electronic formats, duration and intensity). Patients and their informal
caregivers place a high priority on education and consider a range of pressure injury
related topics to be relevant to their education needs.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation22.2.
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QI 18: Measurement of pressure injury rates is regularly conducted and reported to
stakeholders.
Description

A rigorous and consistent method for measurement of pressure injury rates is regularly
conducted.

Numerator

The number of data collection surveys.

Denominator

The number of months in a year.

Definition(s)

Prevalence and incidence studies should clearly report their methodological design. A
rigorous and standardized methodology should be used to allow risk adjustment and
benchmarking. The results should be communicated to all stakeholders using feedback
loops. The method and frequency of pressure injury monitoring and reporting used
within an organization may vary. Event reporting systems and electronic health recordbased dashboards can provide more immediate feedback. Some evaluation of pressure
injury rates is encouraged on at least a monthly basis.

Exclusion criteria

N/A

Source

Internal and external quality reporting mechanisms (i.e., facility or national benchmarking
data). Facility communication records.

Measurement level

Organization.

Rationale

Pressure injury prevalence and incidence studies provide valuable data to drive quality
improvement, policy decisions on a national level and research agendas on an international
scale.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendations 19.1 and 20.12.

Outcome Quality Indicators
QI 19: Percentage of individuals within the facility at a specific point in time with a pressure
injury (point prevalence).
Description

The percentage of individuals with a pressure injury.

Numerator

The number of individuals at a specific point in time with a pressure injury.

Denominator

The number of individuals in the facility at the specific point in time.

Definition(s)

See the guideline chapter Classification of Pressure Injuries for definitions of Categories/
Stages of pressure injuries.

Exclusion criteria

Exclusions should be clearly reported (e.g., specific departments, such as outpatients or
short-stay surgery, individuals on leave from the facility at the time of audit).

Source

Assessment of individuals using a consistent classification system.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

The prevalence of pressure injuries gives a general indication of the effectiveness of
preventive and treatment strategies for pressure injuries and an estimate of resources
needed to address pressure injury treatment.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 19.1 and the guideline chapter Classification of Pressure Injuries.
Refer to the guideline chapter Measuring Pressure Injury Prevalence and Incidence for
additional methodology considerations.
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QI 20: Percentage of individuals who did not have a pressure injury on admission who acquire a pressure injury during
their stay in the facility (facility-acquired rate).
Description

Percentage of individuals who did not have a pressure injury on admission who acquire a
pressure injury during their stay in the facility.

Numerator

The number of individuals who did not have a pressure injury on admission who acquire
a pressure injury during their stay in the facility.

Denominator

The number of individuals who did not have a pressure injury on admission.

Definition(s)

See the guideline chapter Classification of Pressure Injuries for definitions of Categories/
Stages of pressure injuries.

Exclusion criteria

Exclusions should be clearly reported (e.g., specific departments).

Source

Assessment of individuals using a consistent pressure injury classification system. Clinical
audit provides a more reliable indication of facility-acquired pressure injury rates than
review of medical records.

Measurement level

Patient.

Rationale

Facility-acquired rates provide a clearer indication of the effectiveness of the preventive
measures used for pressure injuries.

Evidence rationale

See Recommendation 19.1 and the guideline chapter Classification of Pressure Injuries.
Refer to the guideline chapter Measuring Pressure Injury Prevalence and Incidence for
additional methodology considerations.
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FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS
Introduction
The literature search underpinning the development of this guideline highlighted the paucity of research investigating
the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries using study designs that are at low risk of bias. Most of the research
appraised in this guideline was at a moderate to high risk of bias. The Guideline Governance Group recommends that
future research in the area of pressure injuries prioritize the areas listed below.

Priorities for Future Research
This list outlines priorities for future research, but it is not a prioritized list.

Research Methods
•

S tandardized approaches to measure and report prevalence and incidence of pressure injuries should be adopted
in order to facilitate national and international benchmarking. See the guideline chapter Measuring Pressure
Injury Prevalence and Incidence for recommendations on approaches to measuring and reporting pressure injury
rates. Standardized approaches to measure and report pressure injury healing should be adopted.

•

C
 onsistent implementation of study designs and processes that are at low risk of bias are required for intervention
trials, including:
o

Correctly powered trials.

o

Use of true randomization, wherever appropriate and possible.

o

Concealed allocation to study groups.

o

Blinding of the following, wherever possible: participants, outcome assessors and data analysts to study

groups and/or outcome measurement.
o

Use of intention-to-treat analysis.

Etiology of Pressure Injuries
•

The concept of skin failure versus pressure injury requires further investigation.

•

A
 n increasing body of evidence suggests that the microclimate at the individual’s skin and the support surface
plays a role in the development of pressure injuries. The importance of these issues and the characteristics of an
optimal microclimate continue to require further research.

•

A
 lthough there is some evidence that high shear forces at the skin surface cause superficial injuries and high
pressure is responsible for wounds in deeper tissue layers, further investigation into the precise mechanisms by
which damage occurs when skin is loaded is required.

•

T
 here is a substantial knowledge base regarding skeletal muscle and skin; however, there is a paucity of knowledge
regarding the mechanical properties and damage thresholds of adipose tissue. This area continues to be one for
further research.

•

T
 he role of the occlusion of lymph vessels, its relationship to tissue edema and influence on pressure injury
development is an area that warrants future research.

•

F urther guidance on concerns over the potentially unavoidable nature of some pressure injuries is strongly
recommended.

Risk Assessment and Early Detection
•

A
 s sensor technology has become more sophisticated, cost effective and easy to use, and the ability to integrate
this technology into clothing, wound dressings and linen has developed, it is worthwhile investigating new
opportunities for risk assessment, early detection and screening of individuals.

•

A
 s technology is becoming more accessible, there is a necessity to explore which biophysical and biochemical
markers are the target markers for this risk screening. Fundamental research is needed using in vitro and in vivo
model systems as well as pre-clinical studies with human volunteers. This area has progressed since the 2014
guideline, but future exploration is warranted.

•

T
 he role of the following factors as a risk for pressure injuries is under-explored in the current evidence base:
having an existing pressure injury, presence of moisture, deficits of oxygenation and perfusion, impaired sensory
perception, age, laboratory blood tests and nutritional status.
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•

T
 he role of pain as a risk factor or early indicator for pressure injury development warrants future research. In
consensus studies, 76.92% of Australian participating experts1 and 76.92% of European participating experts2
rated pain as a prognostic factor for pressure injuries as a high priority for future research.

•

T
 here is minimal good quality research investigating the effectiveness of formal risk assessment tools in identifying
individuals at risk of pressure injuries. Investigation into, and development of, risk screening and assessment tools
that incorporate newer research on factors that are associated with increased pressure injury risk is warranted.

•

T
 here is a paucity of high quality evidence on pressure injuries occurring during surgery. More research is needed on
frequency of pressure injury incidence and risk factors (e.g., specific diagnoses, length of surgery and positioning)
during surgery.

•

F rom the perspective of pressure injury experts participating in a consensus study, 92.31% of the Australia
participants1 and 69.23% of European participants2 rated a meta-analysis of studies investigating risk factors in
adult sub-populations (e.g. individuals in operating room or neonates) as a priority for pressure injury research.

Skin and Tissue Assessment
•

A
 lthough there have been recent advances on the role of sub-epidermal moisture (SEM) measurement in assessing
the skin and tissues, more research is needed in this area. Research on the differing threshold that might apply to
SEM measurements taken at different anatomical locations would assist clinicians in interpreting SEM measurement
results.3 High quality studies with larger sample sizes are still required to establish the psychometric properties
of SEM measurement devices and to investigate potential impact of comorbidities that influence edema and/or
inflammation (e.g., cardiac failure).3

•

G
 iven the potential benefits of being able to more accurately identify individuals at high risk of pressure injuries
(and with early tissue injury) and adapt their management accordingly, research on methods to assess skin
temperature and thermography are a high priority. More research is needed in larger samples that include younger
participants and individuals with dark skin, and research evaluating interrater reliability and validity of different
methods is needed. Research on assessing skin and tissue for pressure injury risk in neonates is very limited and
could be explored more comprehensively, including the use of different assessment devices as noted above. From
the perspective of pressure injury experts participating in a consensus study, 69.23% of Australian participants1 and
100% of European participants2 rated strategies to assess the skin and tissues as a research priority.

Preventive Care
•

T
 he body of research on the role of skin hygiene and continence management in preventing pressure injuries is
small and is a future research priority. More research is needed in larger samples, and exploration of interventions
for younger participants (e.g., neonates and children) is warranted.

•

T
 he body of research on the role of low co-efficient fabrics in preventing pressure injuries is small and is a future
research priority.

•

T
 here is a need for further good quality research studies on the use of prophylactic dressings, including comparative
studies between dressing types and exploration on the use of prophylactic dressings in special populations (e.g.,
neonates). In consensus studies with pressure injury experts, 69.23% of participants from Australia1 and 53.85%
of participants from Europe2 rated comparisons between different types of prophylactic dressings to be a research
priority. Additionally, 84.62% of Australian participants 1 and 61.54% of participants from Europe2 considered the
efficacy and cost-effectiveness of using prophylactic dressing in populations and clinical settings other than critical
care as being a high research priority. However, since these consensus studies were conducted, some evidence on
use of prophylactic dressings in aged care has become available. Research on the use of prophylactic dressings in
the operating room, with neonates and in community settings remains limited.

Nutrition
•

T
 here is minimal research on the effectiveness of conducting nutritional screening in reducing pressure injuries.
Direct relationships are difficult to establish as screening leads to implementation of nutritional interventions. Few
studies have measured the psychometric properties of nutritional screening tools in individuals with or at risk of
pressure injuries, except in older adults. A focus on nutrition screening in neonates and children is warranted.

•

T
 here is currently a paucity of research on the role of energy and protein supplementation in prevention of
pressure injuries. Further research could investigate the use of supplementation in populations considered at
high risk of pressure injuries. In consensus studies, 53.85% of pressure injury expert participants in Australia1 and
Europe2 rated efficacy of high calorie and protein intake in preventing pressure injuries as an area of research with
high priority.
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•

T
 he role of multivitamin and arginine supplementation in pressure injury prevention and healing requires further
research. In consensus studies, almost 70% of participating pressure injury experts in both Australia1 and Europe2
considered the role of other nutritional supplements (e.g., arginine) in preventing pressure injuries or promoting
healing as being a research priority.

•

N
 utritional requirements for preventing pressure injuries in neonates and children has not been explored in
scientific studies. This area has been rated as a high research priority by 46.15% of Australian pressure injury
participants1 and 76.92% of experts in Europe2 who participated in consensus studies. Research could focus on
establishing the efficacy of nutritional interventions and providing guidance on optimal nutritional regimens to
promote chronic wound healing in neonates and children.

•

N
 utritional screening, assessment and treatment for individuals with obesity who are at risk of, or who have a
pressure injury has not been explored. Future research in this area is a high priority.

Repositioning and Early Mobilization
•

A
 fundamental way in which health professionals contribute to the prevention and treatment of pressure injuries
is by repositioning those individuals who are unable to reposition independently. Although repositioning is a
practice with good validity, there are a limited number of clinical trials that have examined its effect. It is important
to undertake robust research investigating the most effective repositioning regimens, in combination with the
various pressure redistribution support surfaces commonly used in clinical practice today. These studies should
consider specific patient populations (e.g., older adults and neonates) and should report outcome measures of
significance for patient consumers (e.g., sleep, pain and comfort) alongside pressure injury incidence and healing.
In consensus studies, 61.54% of pressure injury expert participants in Australia1 and 76.92% of pressure injury
expert participants in Europe2 rated effectiveness of repositioning regimens in all populations (e.g., acute care,
older adults and neonates) as an area of research with high priority.

•

A
 lthough there is a high incidence and prevalence of heel pressure injuries, they have been the direct focus
of very few studies. Research is needed to examine whether heel elevation strategies are more effective when
matched to a specific individual’s characteristics (e.g., duration and level of immobility and frequency and force of
leg movement). In consensus studies, 76.92% of participating pressure injury experts in Australia1 and in Europe2
considered studies exploring heel pressure off-loading and shear reduction strategies to be a research priority.

•

S trategies for relieving pressure while seated are an area that has received very minimal research, particularly in
older, immobile adults for whom pressure relief maneuvers may be more difficult to perform. In consensus studies,
53.8% of pressure injury expert participants in Australia1 and 84.62% of pressure injury expert participants in
Europe2 rated optimal pressure relief lift protocols as an area of research with high priority.

•

I t is well-established that mobile individuals are at low risk of pressure injuries and generally will not require
repositioning assistance. Future research is required on accurate methods to assess mobility in the context of
pressure injury risk.

Support Surfaces
•

R
 esearch on the effectiveness of pressure redistribution surfaces for individuals with obesity with, or at risk of
pressure injuries is required. In consensus studies, pressure injury experts in Australia1 and Europe2 rated strategies
to reduce pressure injuries in individuals with obesity as an area of research with high priority. In an international
consensus process, 86% of participants rated efficacy of support surfaces as a top priority for wound research.4

•

T
 here is little evidence on pressure injury prevention in the seated population. In consensus studies, 46.15% of
pressure injury expert participants in Australia1 and 84.62% of pressure injury expert participants in Europe2 rated
effectiveness of various seating selections (chairs and cushions) in individuals with spinal cord injury as a priority
for future pressure injury research.

•

F urther robust studies should be undertaken to evaluate use of natural sheepskin as a support surface in pressure
injury prevention.

Device Related Pressure Injuries
•

R
 esearch on preventing device related pressure injuries is required. In consensus studies, 76.92% of pressure injury
expert participants in Australia1 and 76.92% of pressure injury expert participants in Europe2 rated strategies
to prevent and treat medical device related pressure injuries (MDRPIs) as an area of research with high priority.
There is limited high quality evidence on qualities of medical devices that might influence pressure injury rates,
or considerations to make when selecting medical devices to reduce pressure injury rates. Evidence on specific
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qualities of medical devices that are associated with medical device related pressure injuries could inform the
future design of medical devices.

Pain Management
•

A
 solid evidence base on the experience of pain on the individual with the pressure injury has been documented.
Further research on the most effective pharmacological and non-pharmacological strategies to manage pain
associated with pressure injuries is required.

•

R
 esearch on patient consumer care goals identified that pain management is a care goal for 46.5% of individuals
with or at risk of a pressure injury, and for 35.9% of their informal caregivers.5 Strategies to ensure health
professionals address pain associated with pressure injuries are an imperative.

Biophysical Agents
•

T
 he role of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in healing pressure injuries has had minimal exploration using robust
research designs and appropriate outcome measures. Research on a potential role of this therapy is suggested.

•

T
 he effectiveness of phototherapy and laser therapy, and the selection of individuals for whom these therapies are
likely to have a clinical effective outcome require further investigation using robust study designs and appropriate
outcome measures.

•

A
 lthough recent research has commenced exploration of the topic, further research on the role of electrical
stimulation of the muscles of individuals with spinal cord injury in order to create involuntary movement that
relieves pressure and alters the loading characteristics of muscle is warranted based on the pilot trials reported in
this guideline.

Promoting Healing and Managing Infection and Biofilms
•

T
 he impact of antibiotic resistant bacteria on the healing of chronic wounds, and strategies to reduce the unnecessary
use of antibacterial treatments should be prioritized. This includes the role of topical agents in managing pressure
injuries.

•

M
 inimal robust research has been conducted on best practice for preventing, diagnosing and eradicating biofilm
in pressure injuries and other chronic wounds and this is a priority for ongoing research. Recent advances in this
area are promising and will inform clinical practice.

•

T
 he role of traditional treatments and medicines (e.g., those used by Indigenous groups and Eastern and African
cultures) is under represented in the literature on pressure injuries. There is a strong need for robust research on
traditional interventions.

Education and Engagement
•

F urther research on effective strategies to educate health professionals in pressure injury risk and prevention,
especially in settings in which this clinical area is not a primary focus (e.g., patient transportation services
and emergency departments) is important. In consensus studies, 69.23% of Australian pressure injury expert
participants,1 and 61.54% of European pressure injury expert participants2 rated frequency and content of staff
education for sustained knowledge and best practice as a research priority. Further well-designed studies are
required to determine optimal education program design and delivery.

•

F urther research on educating patient consumers and their informal caregivers, and actively engaging them in care
is warranted. There is limited evidence on strategies to promote self-care skills, and to engage patient consumers
in preventive care in the in-patient setting. Evidence in this area should focus on different strategies that could be
implemented in specific populations (e.g. specific clinical settings and specific patient populations). In consensus
studies 76.92% of participating Australian pressure injury experts1 and 61.54% of participating European pressure
injury experts2 rated research on the frequency and content of consumer education for sustained knowledge and
best practice in pressure injury prevention and treatment as a priority for pressure injury research.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Abrasion: A loss of the epidermis through some mechanical process, such as friction or trauma.
Abscess: A localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue, usually due to an infective process.1
Active support surface: A powered support surface, with the capability to change its load distribution properties, with
or without applied load.2
Acute wound: A surgical or traumatic wound that heals by primary or secondary intention and which proceeds through
an orderly and timely reparative process that results in sustained restoration of anatomical integrity.3
Adjunct therapy: A substance (or therapy) that aids or heightens the action of another therapy, thereby maximizing
prevention or treatment.
Adjuvant therapy: See adjunct therapy.
Albumin: Albumin makes up 60% of total protein in the blood. It decreases with stress, age, and impaired liver
function. Albumin serves to maintain colloid osmotic pressure and as a transport protein for certain ions, hormones,
medications, enzymes, fatty acids, amino acids, and bilirubin. It decreases with over-hydration, stress, infection,
impaired renal function, and liver disease, among other causes. Normal albumin blood level is 3.5 to 5.4 gm/dL.
Normal values may vary depending upon the laboratory performing analysis.
Alginate wound dressing: A highly absorbent, biodegradable dressing derived from non-woven absorptive material
manufactured from seaweed. They are available in sheet and rope form.1
Anasarca: Diffuse, systemic edema arising from an accumulation of fluid in the interstitial space. Anasarca often
occurs in congestive heart failure, liver failure, or renal disease.
Angiogenesis: The process of developing new blood vessels from pre-existing blood vessels within the wound space;
an integral part of wound healing.4
Antibacterial: A term used to encompass antibiotics, antiseptics and disinfectants. A substance that inhibits the growth
of, or eradicates bacteria.5-7
Antibiotic: A natural or synthetic substance administered systemically or topically that has the capacity to destroy or
inhibit bacterial growth.5,6,8
Antimicrobial: A substance that acts directly on a microorganism to destroy bacteria, fungi, spores or viruses and
prevents the development of new growth.9 An antimicrobial is a broad term that includes: antiseptics, disinfectants,
antibiotics and antifungals.
Antiseptic: A substance that kills microorganisms.10
Artificial nutrition: Artificial nutrition is a medical intervention through which nutrition and hydration is delivered by
a route other than oral (i.e., enterally or parenterally) when an individual is unable to take nutrition and hydration
by mouth. Enteral nutrition options include nasogastric tube, nasogastrojejunal tube, percutaneous endoscopic
gastrostomy (PEG) and jejunostomy (PEGJ), as well as other surgical options. Parenteral nutrition option involves
feeding via a peripheral intravenous line or central venous line. Both parenteral and enteral nutrition require the
consent of the individual or his or her family.11-13
Aseptic technique: A wound care technique designed to prevent introduction of new microorganisms into the wound,
and to reduce cross infection risk and uses sterile products and devices.
Surgical aseptic technique: required for complex/ longer wound procedures (i.e. longer than 20 minutes) involving
larger open wounds, multiple wounds, or wounds without entirely visible wound beds. Sterile gloves, non-touch
technique and a critical sterile field are used.7,14
Standard aseptic/clean technique: used for simple wound dressing procedures that are shorter in duration (less
than 20 minutes) and involve few key sites or key parts. Non-sterile gloves can be used, and a non-touch technique
and general aseptic field are used.7,14
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Autolysis: see Debridement.
Avascular: having few or no blood vessels.
Bacterial bioburden: The quantity of microorganisms present (e.g., planktonic bacteria or biofilm). It can be categorized
as:
Contamination: The presence of non-proliferating microbes on the wound surface
health or obvious clinical signs of infection.6,15

9

and with no impairment to

Colonization: The replication of microorganisms on the surface of the wound without invasion into wound tissue
and without host immune response.16 The microbial growth does not impede wound healing.6
Local infection: The presence of bacteria or other microorganisms in sufficient quantity to damage tissue and/or
impair healing. The classic (overt) signs and symptoms of infection include purulent exudates, malodor, erythema,
local warmth, tenderness/pain, edema, and elevated white blood count. Covert signs may also provide early
indicators of local infection including hypergranulation, bleeding friable granulation, epithelial bridging, new or
increasing wound pain, increasing malodor and delayed wound healing.6
Spreading infection: Microbial growth invades the tissue surrounding the wound. Signs include induration with or
without erythema, crepitus, wound dehiscence, lymph gland swelling and malaise.6
Systemic infection: Infection invades the bloodstream and other organs leading to severe sepsis, organ failure,
septic shock and death.6
Barrier film/cream/ointment: Substance or leave-on product used as a protective layer (barrier) to prevent skin
irritation.
Biofilm: Biofilm is an aggregate structure of microbes with genetic diversity that creates behaviours and defences to
produce unique chronic infection. Biofilms are characterised by significant tolerance to antibiotics and biocides whilst
remaining protected from host immunity.6 Biofilms play an important role in maintaining a chronic inflammation state
ultimately leading to the failure to heal of skin wounds.17 Also see Bacterial bioburden.
Biophysical agent: An agent used to deliver a specific treatment substance to a wound, e.g., oxygen, negative pressure
wound therapy, pulsatile lavage with suction, electrical stimulation or whirlpool, among many others.
Blanchable erythema: see Erythema.
Body configuration: The general form and appearance of the individual’s body and body parts. Body configuration
can be influenced by any factor that influences ability to maintain posture and balance, including but not limited to
contractures, spasticity, deformities, amputation and paralysis.
Body mass index (BMI): Defined as an individual’s weight in kilograms divided by the square of his height in meters.
Bolster pad: A pad used as a support.
Bony prominence: A bony elevation or projection on an anatomical structure.1
Bottoming out: The state of support surface deformation beyond critical immersion whereby effective pressure
redistribution is lost.2
Bridging: The presence of strands of tissue across the ulcer bed.
Cadexomer iodine dressing: A dressing consisting of spherical hydrophilic beads of cadexomer-starch that contain
iodine. It is highly absorbent and releases iodine slowly in the wound area. Cadexomer iodine is also available as a
topical cream.
Callus: Reactive hyperkeratosis, usually due to friction and/or pressure, leading to enhanced skin markings.18
Cellulitis (regional infection, spreading infection): Diffuse, spreading infections of skin and soft tissues by a range of
bacterial organisms, most commonly Beta-hemolytic Streptococci and Staphylococcus aureus. The clinical presentation
is dependent not only on the organism but also on the way it invades the tissues.19
Chronic wound: A wound with slow progression through the healing phase; or delayed, interrupted or stalled healing
due to intrinsic and extrinsic factors.6
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Clean technique: A wound care technique that is designed to minimize the number of organisms introduced to a
wound and to reduce the risk of cross infection.20 Wound cleaning is performed using clean, potable water with
either clean or sterile products (depending on local protocols). As most chronic wounds have some level of bacterial
colonization, clean technique is appropriate for most pressure injuries if the host is not compromised or the wound
does not enter a sterile organ or joint.
Clinical judgment: An overarching concept integrating all reasoning tasks and actions performed by health professionals
to describe and assess a health condition of interest.21 It describes the sum of cognitive actions carried out by health
professionals to interpret and synthesize information to derive a diagnosis and management plan for an individual.
Coefficient of friction: A measurement of the amount of friction existing between two surfaces.2
Collagen: The most abundant protein of the dermis, accounting for 70 to 80% of its dry weight; the main supportive
protein of the skin and connective tissue.
Cohen’s kappa (κ): interrater or interrater reliability coefficient.
Collagen matrix wound dressing: A dressing manufactured from bovine, porcine, or avian collagen that has been
shown to reduce the levels of proteases in chronic wounds. It is available in sheets and pads, and as particles and gels.
Composite wound dressing: A dressing that is a combination of two or more types of dressing.
Confidence interval (CI): for a given statistic calculated for a sample of observations (e.g., the mean), the confidence
interval is a range of values around that statistic that are believed to contain, with a certain probability (e.g. 95%),
the true value of that statistic (i.e., the population value).22
Contraction: Pulling together wound edges in the healing process.
Contour seating: A seating product that increases contact area with the body by providing a contour that resembles
the typical human form.
Cover dressing: Dressing used as the top layer to cover other absorbent dressings.
Crepitus: A cracking, crunchy, or popping sensation upon palpation of soft tissue related to underlying gas in the
tissue released by anaerobes; indicative of the presence of air bubbles in the tissue.
Culture: A laboratory test involving the growth of bacteria or other cells in a special growth medium. Cultures are
grown to identify an organism as well as which antibiotics are effective in combating the organism(s).
Cytokine: see Proinflammatory cytokines
Cytotoxic: A substance that damages or kills living cells.
Dead space: An area of tissue loss in a cavity or tract.
Debridement: The removal of devitalized (non-viable) tissue from or adjacent to a wound.5 The process effaces the
wound bed of exudates, detaches bacterial colonies, and allows a stimulatory environment to be established.
Autolytic debridement (autolysis): A highly selective form of slow debridement that occurs naturally in wounds23
and is promoted the use of moisture-retentive dressings.24
Biological debridement (larval therapy): The use of sterile fly larvae to remove devitalized tissue. Larvae are
believed to secrete a proteinase enzyme that degrades necrotic tissue, digests bacteria, and stimulates granulation
tissue.25
Conservative sharp debridement: The removal of devitalized tissue using a sharp instrument (e.g., scalpel, scissors
or curette) without pain or bleeding.1
Enzymatic debridement: The removal of devitalized tissue by applying exogenous proteolytic or fibrinolytic
enzymes.24
Maintenance debridement: Repeated debridement until devitalized (non-viable) tissue is removed from the wound
bed.
Mechanical debridement: Non-selective removal of devitalized tissue by physical forces.24
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Surgical/sharp debridement: rapid wound debridement in which devitalized tissue is removed from the wound
using scalpel and/or scissors under general or local topical anesthetic.
Deep tissue injury (DTI): See Suspected deep tissue injury.
Denuded: Loss of epidermis.
Desiccation: The drying of the wound bed.
Devitalized tissue: Tissue that is devoid of vitality or life (non-viable). It is normally moist, yellow, green, tan, or gray
and may become thick and leathery with dry black or brown eschar.
Dialkylcarbamoyl chloride impregnated (DACC) dressings: employs the principles that some pathogenic microorganisms
are hydrophobic and will bind to a hydrophobic acetate or cotton dressing surface coated with DACC.6
Direct current: A term describing a feature of electrical stimulation, direct current is the continuous, unidirectional
flow of charged particles.
Electrical stimulation: The use of an electrical current to transfer energy controlled by an electrical source. In the
prevention and treatment of pressure injuries, electrical stimulation is used as a wound healing therapy and is
emerging as a therapy to stimulate muscles in individuals who are unable to reposition.
Electromagnetic spectrum (EMS): is an energy source that affects living systems. The EMS comprises infrared (thermal
radiation), ultraviolet light (invisible light), laser (coherent and monochromatic light) and electrical/electromagnetic
stimulation.
Emollient: Cosmetic ingredient remaining on and in the skin surface to retain water within the stratum corneum.
Enhanced food: see Fortified food.
Enteral nutrition: Nutritional support given via a nasogastric, naso-enteral, or percutaneous tube. Enteral nutrition is
used when the gastrointestinal tract is functioning.26
Envelopment: The ability of a support surface to conform, so to fit or mold around irregularities in the body.2
Epibole: A condition that exists when the edges of the top layers of epidermis have rolled down and healing stops.1
Epidermis: The outermost layer of skin.
Epithelialization: The process of becoming covered with or converted to epithelium.
Eschar: Black or brown necrotic, devitalized tissue. The tissue can be loose or firmly adherent and hard, soft, or
somewhat soggy.1
Erythema: Redness of the skin due to dilation of blood vessels.1
Blanchable erythema: An area of reddened skin that temporarily turns white or pale when light pressure is applied
to the skin and reddens when pressure is relieved. Over a pressure site, this is due to a normal hyperemic response.27
Nonblanchable erythema: Skin redness that persists following the application of pressure, usually over a bony
prominence. This is a sign of a Category/Stage I pressure injury. Darkly pigmented skin may not have visible
blanching.
Excoriation: A loss of the epidermis and a portion of the dermis due to scratching or an exogenous injury.18
Extrinsic factors: Originating outside of the body.
Exudate: Fluid extruded from a tissue or capillaries that can include fluid, cells, or cellular debris that has escaped from
blood vessels and been deposited in tissue surfaces. It may contain serum, cellular debris, bacteria, and leukocytes.1,28
Fascia: A sheet or band of fibrous tissue that lies deep below the skin or encloses muscles and various organs of the
body.
Fatigue (of a support surface): The reduced capacity of a surface or its components to perform as specified. This
change may be the result of intended or unintended use and/or prolonged exposure to chemical, thermal, or physical
forces.2
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Fiber methylcellulose wound dressing: Highly absorbent dressing, chemically similar to a hydrocolloid.
Fibroblast: The cells from which connective tissue develops. Fibroblasts proliferate in the deeper parts of a wound and
begin synthesizing small amounts of collagen, which serves as a scaffold for migration of cells and further fibroblast
proliferation.1
Filler dressing: Dressing material used to fill dead space in a wound bed.
Fistula: An abnormal passage from an internal organ to the body surface or between two internal organs.1
Flap: A flap is a surgical relocation of tissue from one part of the body to another part in order to reconstruct a
primary defect. Flaps may be skin flaps, cutaneous flaps or composite flaps. The flap is often cut and rotated to a
neighboring site.
Float: A method used to off-load a body part, such as the heel, of pressure.
Foam wound dressing: A sponge-like polymer dressing that may be impregnated or coated with other materials and
has some absorptive properties. Simple foams wick drainage from the wound bed and move it to the surface of the
dressing. Complex polyurethane foam dressings absorb the fluid, move it throughout the dressing, and retain it. Foam
dressings also allow fluid to evaporate.
Fortified foods: Normal food enriched with specific nutrients, in particular with energy and /or protein, minerals,
vitamins, or trace elements.
Frequent small shifts: Frequent shifts in the position of the individual, which may be only 10° to 15° at a time; a
procedure used to reposition an individual who may be hemodynamically unstable.
Friable: Fragile, easily injured, characteristic of newly healed tissue.
Friction (frictional force): The resistance to motion in a parallel direction relative to the common boundary of two
surfaces.2
Friction blister: A blister within the skin caused by repeated friction.
Full thickness skin loss: Ulceration that extends through the dermis to involve the subcutaneous tissue (Category/
Stage III and IV pressure injuries) and, if a Category/Stage IV pressure injury, extends into the muscle and possibly
down to the bone.
Functionality: This refers to the intended, proper use for which the product was designed.
Functional life span: The designated time period for which a medical device such as support surfaces were designed
and intended to fulfill its original function.
Gauze: A woven dressing, usually made from cotton or synthetic material, that is absorptive and permeable to water,
water vapor, and oxygen. Gauze can be impregnated with petrolatum, antiseptics, or other agents.1
Gelling fiber dressing: Carboxymethyl cellulose or polyvinyl alcohol sun into fibers and manufactured into sheet or
ribbon packing dressings.29
Granulation tissue: The pink/red, moist, shiny tissue that glistens and is composed of new blood vessels, connective
tissue, fibroblasts, and inflammatory cells that fills an open wound when it begins to heal. It typically appears deep
pink or red with an irregular, granular surface.1
Growth factors: Naturally occurring proteins or hormones that stimulate cell growth.
Health related quality of life: Health related quality of life (HRQoL) is an individual’s perceived physical or mental
health.30
Hematoma: Circumscribed, usually palpable hemorrhage into the skin or soft tissues.18
Hemorrhage: Bleeding (may be internal or external).
High specification reactive foam mattress: A high specification reactive foam mattress is one with superior qualities
of immersion, envelopment and microclimate control. Characteristics of reactive foam mattresses that relate to the
qualities of immersion, envelopment and microclimate control include foam type, density, hardness, support factor,
thickness and water vapor permeability. Studies reporting on the effectiveness of reactive foam mattresses generally
provide a limited description of the characteristics of support surfaces used in the research. However, values for these
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characteristics that are currently considered to contribute to a mattress being considered “high specification” are
discussed in the Support Surfaces chapter. Standards and performance measures for reactive foam mattresses continue
to evolve and provide ongoing insight into selection of support surfaces.
Honey impregnated wound dressing: A dressing that produces hydrogen peroxide, contains antioxidants, and
releases anti-inflammatory products. Odor is reduced because the honey produces an alternative product for bacterial
metabolism that yields lactic acid rather than ammonia, amines, and sulfur, which are odorous. Honey must be of
medical-grade.
Host response: The reaction of the individual to the invasion of the microorganism.
Hydrocolloid wound dressing: A flexible dressing containing gel-forming agents, such as sodium carboxymethylcellulose
(NaCMC), pectin and gelatin. In many products, these are combined with elastomers and adhesives and applied to a
carrier (usually polyurethane foam or film) to form an absorbent, self-adhesive, waterproof wafer.1
Hydrogel wound dressing: A water-based, non-adherent gel that contains hydrated hydrophilic polymers, which
produce a moist environment that improves wound healing. The dressing can absorb excess exudates from exuding
wounds but donate moisture to dry, necrotic tissue or slough. The dressing facilitates autolytic debridement.1
Immersion: Penetration (sinking) into a support surface, measured by depth.2
Incidence: Proportion or rate of occurrence of a given medical condition in a population within a specified period of
time.
Incontinence-associated dermatitis (IAD): Irritant contact dermatitis from prolonged contact with urine or feces as a
result of incontinence.31
Induration: Firm texture in the absence of calcification or bone formation.18
Infection: The presence of bacteria or other microorganisms in sufficient quantity to damage tissue or impair healing.
Clinical signs of infection may not be present in the immunocompromised individual or the individual with a chronic
wound. See Bacterial bioburden.
Infrared therapy: Treatment using thermal radiation, a phototherapeutic agent that is part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
Interface pressure: The force per unit area that acts perpendicularly between the body and a support surface. This
parameter is affected by the stiffness of the support surface, the composition of body tissue, and the geometry of the
body being supported.2
Integrated bed system: A bed frame and support surface that are combined into a single unit whereby the surface is
unable to function separately.2
Intertrigo: Intertriginous dermatitis (intertrigo) is a form of irritant contact dermatitis of the skin folds (axillary,
submammary, genitocrural, abdominal apron) caused by repetitive shearing forces of skin on skin. Sweat, other body
fluids, occlusion and obesity all contribute to its development.32
Intrinsic factors: Originating within the body.
Kaplan-Meier survival curves: A curve plot that is generated in a survival analysis. A survival analysis is used to
investigate the amount of time it takes until participants a trial develop a specific clinical outcome or end point (e.g.,
development of a pressure injury).33
Laser: Coherent and monochromatic light, a phototherapeutic agent that is part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Lateral rotation therapy: A feature of a support surface that provides rotation about a longitudinal axis as characterized
by degree of patient turn, duration, and frequency.2
Lift (pressure relief lift): The lifting of oneself or the body from a seated surface to temporarily relieve pressure.
Likert Scale: Bipolar adjectival scale in that the descriptors range from none or little of the attribute at one end to a
lot or the maximal amount at the other. Used in questionnaires or psychological tests.34
Lipido-colloid dressings: Wound dressing comprised of poly-absorbent fibers and a lipido-colloid matrix creating a
gel that aids autolytic debridement or lipido-colloid matrix with nano-oligo saccharide polymers Forms a gel in the
presence of exudate and facilitates protease inhibition.29
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Low air loss: A feature of a support surface that uses a flow of air to assist in managing the heat and humidity
(microclimate) of the skin.2
Maceration of skin: softening and breaking down of skin resulting from prolonged exposure to moisture.
Maggot therapy: see Debridement.
Malnutrition: Malnutrition defined as any nutritional imbalance35 and is synonymous with the term undernutition.
Malodor: An offensive or disagreeable odor.
Matrix metalloprotease (MMP): A cell protein that plays an essential role in wound healing, including contraction of
the wound matrix through the use of myofibroblasts, implementation of angiogenesis, cell migration, remodeling of
scar extracellular matrix (ECM), and removal of damaged ECM.4
Medical grade honey: Honey that is filtered, gamma irradiated and produced under exacting standards of hygiene.
Medical grade sheepskin: A sheepskin that complies with the Australian Standard AS4480.1-1998.5
Microclimate of skin: Temperature, humidity and air flow next to the skin surface.36
Micronutrient: A micronutrient is a chemical element or substance required in very small amounts for normal growth
and development.
Mobility: The ability to move oneself from one position to another.
Multivariable model: a statistical model that has multiple independent variables that investigates the independent
relationships between variables.37
Multivariate model: a statistical model that has two or more dependent or outcome variables, often derived from
longitudinal studies in which outcomes are measured on the same individual multiple times.37
Necrosis: The death of tissue.
Necrotic tissue: Tissue that has died, also called devitalized or non-viable tissue.
Negative-pressure wound therapy (NPWT): A wound treatment modality that promotes healing through the removal
of third space edema, thus enhancing nutrient and oxygen delivery; removal of wound exudates, which is the medium
for bacterial colonization; promotion of granulation tissue; promotion of angiogenesis; and removal of wound
inhibitory factors.
Nutritional supplement: A commercial or other prepared food or beverage that supplements energy, protein,
carbohydrate, and/or fiber.
Odds ratio (OR): The ratio of one odds to another odds, for example, the ratio of the odds of an event in one group
to the odds of an event in another group; an odds ratio of 1.0 indicates no differences between groups.38
Offload: To remove pressure from any area.
Oral nutritional supplement: A commercial or other prepared food or beverage that supplements nutrient and caloric
intake.
Osteomyelitis: The inflammation and infection of bone and bone marrow, usually caused by pathogens that enter the
bone during an injury or surgery.1
Overlay: An additional support surface designed to be placed directly on top of an existing surface.2
P value (p): In statistical testing, the probability that the obtained results are due to chance alone.38
Palliative care: Care focused on holistically supporting the individual for comfort rather than cure, or healing of the
wound, while enhancing the quality of living and dying.39
Pannus: A hanging flap of abdominal tissue in a bariatric individual.
Parenteral nutrition: The provision of macronutrients, vitamins, minerals, electrolytes, and fluids via a central or
peripheral vein that is indicated when the gastrointestinal tract cannot be used for nutritional support. Total parenteral
nutrition (TPN) provides all essential nutrients and is delivered through of central vein.
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Partial thickness skin loss: Skin damage that involves the epidermis and can penetrate into but not through the
dermis. Includes Category/Stage II pressure injuries.
Pearson’s r (r): a measure of the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two metric variables
(correlation).
Periwound: The area immediately adjacent to the wound edge and extending out as far as the tissue color and
consistency changes extend.
pH: A measure on a scale from 0 to 14 of the acidity or alkalinity of an aqueous solution, with 7 being neutral, greater
than 7 is more alkaline and less than 7 is more acidic.
Phagocytosis: The process of the ingestion and digestion of bacteria, cells, necrotic tissue, or debris by white blood
cells.
Phototherapy: An agent that employs energy waves from the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Combinations of these technologies are often used.40
Planktonic bacteria: Free-floating bacteria. Also see Bacterial bioburden.
Pocketing: This occurs when granulation tissue does not grow in a uniform manner across the entire wound or when
healing does not progress from the bottom up to the top of the wound. Pockets can harbor bacteria.
Potable water: Water that is fit for consumption by humans and animals.
Polyhexamethylene biguanide (PHMB): Also known as polyhexanide and polyaminopropyl biguanide, a cationic
polymeric biguanide similar to chlorhexidine that is an antimicrobial agent.29
Polymeric membrane wound dressing: A foam dressing combined with glycerin to soften devitalized tissue in the
ulcer and starch to wick away exudates. The dressing also contains a surfactant that loosens necrotic tissue from the
wound bed.41
Pounds per square inch (PSI): A unit of pressure exerted by a stream of fluid against one square inch of skin or wound
surface.1
Prealbumin: A body protein whose function is to transport thyroxine and complexes with retinol-binding protein for
Vitamin A transport. The normal level is 15 to 36 mg/dL, but it can vary with the laboratory determining the level.
Pressure: The force per unit area exerted perpendicular to the plane of interest.2
Pressure injury: Localized damage to the skin and/or underlying tissue, as a result of pressure or pressure in combination
with shear. Pressure injuries usually occur over a bony prominence but may also be related to a medical device or other
object.
Pressure ulcer: see Pressure injury
Prevalence: The proportion/percentage of individuals in a defined population who have a medical condition at a
specified point in time.
Point pressure injury prevalence: Measures the proportion of a defined population (e.g., individuals in a hospital)
who have a pressure injury at a specific moment in time (e.g., on a specific day).42
Period pressure injury prevalence: Measures the proportion of a defined population (e.g., individuals in a hospital)
who have a pressure ulcer over a period of time (e.g., over a week).
Pressure point: a point on the surface of the body that is sensitive to pressure (e.g., a bony prominence).
Proinflammatory cytokines: A body substance liberated in the presence of inflammation and infection, e.g., interleukin-1
and tumor necrosis factor, which in turn increases the levels of matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), decreases the level of
inhibitors in tissue against the MMPs, and decreases the production of growth factors and fibroblast activity.43 They
play a critical role in regulating the integrated hepatic acute-phase protein response.
Prophylactic dressing: A dressing that is placed onto the skin before any skin damage is evident with a goal of
preventing skin breakdown due to pressure, shear and alternations in the skin’s microclimate. Features such as an
elastic adhesive type (e.g. silicone), the number of dressing layers and their construction, and the size of the selected
dressing all contribute to its ability to protect the skin.44
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Protease: A proteolytic enzyme.
Protein: A complex organic compound made up of chains of amino acid molecules. Proteins are responsible for the
repair of injured tissue, fluid balance, antibody production, cellular function, and hormonal and enzymatic function.
Proteins are a source of building material for muscle and for healing wounds.
Protectant (skin): A substance or product applied externally to the skin to protect it from harmful substances.
Protein-calorie malnutrition: This occurs when both protein and energy intake are insufficient to meet an individual’s
metabolic demands. The wasting and excessive loss of lean body mass resulting from too little energy being supplied
to the body tissue can be reversed solely by the administration of nutrients.45
Proteolytic enzyme: An endogenous substance such as collagenase, elastase, myeloperoxidase, acid hydrolase, and
lysozymes that selectively liquefies and separates necrotic tissue and eschar from healthy tissue.23
Pulsatile lavage: The delivery of irrigation fluid in rapid, discrete pulses via a disposable, battery-powered unit that
delivers variable irrigation pressures with or without concurrent suction. The pulsation of the irrigation fluid may
increase the amount of debris removed. Concurrent suction immediately removes irrigation fluid that has been
contaminated by contact with the wound.1
Pulsed current: A term describing a feature of electrical stimulation, pulsed current is the brief unidirectional
(monophasic pulsed current) or bidirectional (biphasic pulsed current) flow of electrons or ions in which each pulse is
separated by a period with no current flow.
Pulsed electromagnetic field therapy: The delivery of magnetic field to the wound bed with a goal of delivering
therapeutic effect.
Purulent: Containing pus.
Quality indicator: Quality indicators (QIs) are used in assessing the quality of healthcare. Evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines (CPGs) are relevant sources for generating QIs.46
Quality of life: An individualized, qualitative measure of the impact of disease, treatment, and/or disability on the
individual’s ability to lead a fulfilling life.47
Reactive hyperemia: A reddening of the skin caused by blood rushing back into hypoxic tissue after pressure offloading.
Reactive support surface: A powered or non-powered support surface with the capability to change its load distribution
properties only in response to applied load.2
Receiver Operator Curve, Area Under (AUROC): a measure of an overall accuracy of a specific test, with a value
approaching 1.0 indicating a high sensitivity and speciﬁcity.37
Relative risk (risk ratio): The risk of a particular outcome (e.g., a pressure injury) occurring in the presence of a
particular exposure (e.g., a pressure injury prevention program) compared to the risk without the particular exposure.
A RR of 1.0 indicates no difference in outcome risk between exposure and non-exposure.
Reepithelialization: The replacement of the epithelial layers of the tissue.
Reposition: A change in position in the lying or seated individual, with the purpose of relieving or redistributing
pressure and enhancing comfort, undertaken at regular intervals.
Semi-Fowler position: A position in which the individual is supine and the head of the bed is elevated 30°.
Sensitivity: The proportion of individuals with disease or condition who test positive when undergoing a particular
test. Thus, sensitivity indicates how well a particular test detects a specific condition that is actually present.48
Sepsis: A life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host response to infection.49
Seroma: A collection of serum/plasma within a wound.
Shear (shear stress): The force per unit area exerted parallel to the perpendicular plane of interest.2
Silicone wound dressing: A dressing composed of silicone, which is chemically inert and, therefore does not chemically
interact with the wound. It is insoluble in wound exudates. This dressing provides a wound contact layer that can be
removed atraumatically and without pain for the individual.
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Silver impregnated wound dressing: A dressing product impregnated with ionic silver for immediate or sustained
release of silver into the wound bed. Silver provides a barrier to bacterial penetration.50
Silver sulfadiazine: A silver-based, antibacterial agent.
Sinus tract: A course or path of tissue destruction, sometimes called a tunnel, occurring in any direction from the surface
or edge of a wound. It results in dead space with a potential for abscess formation. A sinus can be distinguished from
undermining in that it involves only a small portion of the wound edge whereas undermining involves a significant
portion of the wound edge.1
Skin integrity: Skin integrity is the combination of an intact cutaneous structure and a functional capacity that is high
enough to preserve it.51
Slough: Soft, moist, devitalized (non-viable) tissue. It may be white, yellow, tan, or green, and it may be loose or firmly
adherent.1
Specialty support surface: Specialty support surfaces are support surfaces that have additional technology features
designed to further redistribute pressure, reduce shear and influence the microclimate (e.g., alternating pressure, air
fluidized or loss air loss features).
Specificity: The proportion of individuals without disease or condition who test negative when undergoing a particular
test. Thus, specificity indicates how well a particular test rules out a specific condition when the condition is not
present.48
Standard hospital mattress: A term used to describe the standard mattress provided within a facility and generally
used as the comparative intervention in research trials investigating the effectiveness of pressure redistribution
support surfaces. As such, the qualities of a standard hospital mattress vary according to historical and clinical context
and are rarely reported in detail in clinical trials. In most cases it is assumed that a standard hospital mattress is a nonpowered foam or spring-based mattress.2
Statistical significance: A term indicating that the results from an analysis of sample data are unlikely to have been
the result of chance at a specified level of probability.38
Strain: A measurement of relative deformation.
Stress: Force transferred per unit area.
Support surface: A specialized device for pressure redistribution designed for management of tissue loads, microclimate,
and/or other therapeutic functions. Support surfaces include, but are not limited to, mattresses, integrated bed
systems, mattress replacements or overlays, or seat cushions and seat cushion overlays.2
Surfactant (surface active agent): A substance which lowers the surface tension of the medium in which it is dissolved,
and/or the interfacial tension with other phases, and, accordingly, is positively adsorbed at the liquid/vapour and/or at
other interfaces. The term surfactant is also applied to sparingly soluble substances, which lower the surface tension
of a liquid by spreading spontaneously over its surface.52
Suspected deep tissue injury: Purple or maroon localized area of discolored, intact skin or blood-filled blister due to
damage of underlying soft tissue from pressure and/or shear. The area may be preceded by tissue that is painful, firm,
mushy, boggy, or warmer or cooler than adjacent tissue. Deep tissue injury may be difficult to detect in individuals
with dark skin tones. Evolution may include a thin blister over a dark wound bed. The wound may further evolve and
become covered by thin eschar. Evolution may be rapid exposing additional layers of tissue even with treatment.53
Tensile strength: The maximum force or pressure that can be applied to a wound without causing it to break apart.
Tilt-in-space: A positioning of a seat (usually a wheelchair) that changes the orientation of the body while maintaining
the positioning of the hip, knee and feet at the angles achieved in usual seated position. This contrasts to a recline
position in which the upper torso is angled backward at the hip, leaning the individual backwards.54,55
Tissue-interface layer: The point at which a dressing is in direct contact with the skin (wound bed).
Tissue ischemia: The reduction of oxygen levels to below normal.
Topical antibiotic: See Antibiotic.
Transfer aid: Any agent that aids in transferring an individual (e.g. a sheet, mechanical lift).
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Transparent film dressing: A transparent dressing that is nonabsorptive and polymer-based, making it permeable to
oxygen and water vapor but not to water.1
Transpire: A process through which moisture passes into the atmosphere as water vapour. Ability to transpire is a
characteristic that may be used to describe wound dressing that have a semi-permeable or permeable quality that
allows excess moisture to pass into the atmosphere as vapour.
Tunneling: See Sinus tract.
Turn: The act of changing position.
Ultrasound: A mechanical vibration (acoustic energy) transmitted in a wave formation at frequencies beyond the
upper limit of human hearing. When applied as a therapeutic agent, its vibratory property affects the cells of biologic
tissues. Ultrasound can be used to assess and treat soft tissues.
Ultraviolet light therapy: A form of therapy that uses an invisible lightthat is part of the electromagnetic spectrum
and can be used as a phototherapeutic agent.
Undermining: An area of tissue destruction extending under intact skin along the periphery of a wound commonly
seen in shear injuries. It can be distinguished from a sinus tract in that it involves a significant portion of wound edge.1
Undernutrition: see Malnutrition.
Unintentional weight loss: Gradual, unintended weight loss over time.
Unstable individual: an individual physiologically unstable requiring treatment with invasive modalities such as
mechanical ventilation, vasopressor agents, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, intra-aortic balloon pump, left
ventricular assist device, or continuous renal replacement therapy.56
Pressure injury, ungradable: Pressure injury with full thickness skin loss in which actual depth of the wound is
completely obscured by slough (yellow, tan, gray, green or brown) and/or eschar (tan, brown or black) in the wound
bed. Until enough slough and/or eschar are removed to expose the base of the wound, it is not possible to determine
whether the pressure injury is Category/Stage III or IV.57
Viscoelastic foam (memory foam): A type of porous polymer material which conforms in proportion to the applied
weight. The material exhibits dampened elastic properties when load is applied.2
Wet-to-dry saline gauze dressing: A technique whereby gauze is moistened with normal saline, applied wet to the
wound, and allowed to dry, then removed when adhered to the wound bed. As the dressing is removed, the wound
is non-specifically debrided.1
Whirlpool: A hydrotherapy approach using water with or without additives or saline to stimulate wound healing and
to cleanse and debride chronic wounds.
Wound dressing: A material applied to a wound for a variety of reasons, including promotion of healing, protection,
absorption and drainage of exudate, control of malodor and minimization of pain.
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APPENDIX ONE: GUIDELINE METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The following methodology was used for the development of this edition of the guideline. The methodology
was made available to all stakeholders via a peer reviewed publication,1 and on the guideline website (www.
internationalguideline.com).
The methodology for this edition of the guideline is revised from 2014 to ensure current international standards in
guideline development are addressed and rigorous guideline development is maintained. The guideline continues
to focus on primary evidence, and included a consensus voting process to assign a ‘strength of recommendation’ to
each evidence-based recommendation statement. This process is intended to provide an indication of the confidence
a health professional can have that implementation of the recommendation will promote positive outcomes. The
rating can be used to prioritize interventions. This Appendix provides an abridged overview of the process, further
information (e.g., conflict of interest forms) is available on the guideline website.

Guideline Website
http://www.internationalguideline.com
The guideline website was established to publish documents associated with the Guideline. The Guideline website
is used to disseminate the Quick Reference Guideline, acknowledge sponsors, and publish supportive documents,
updates and statements from the GGG.

Participants in the Guideline Development
All members of the development team were screened for experience, expertise and potential conflicts of interest
through an expression of interest and application process. In the interest of transparency, all contributors to the
guideline were required to identify potential conflicts of interest (COIs) and their approximate value. Potential COIs
were declared and managed based on an adapted version of the Guidelines International Network Principles.2 Conflict
of interest declarations were completed annually in writing and reported to the methodologist whenever a new
conflict arose. The final COI declarations will be published on the guideline website. Participants with a ‘moderate’ to
‘very high’ COI according to Appendix Table 2 in Schünemann et. al. (2015)2 abstained from reviewing and critically
appraising any research in their area of the conflict, and were excluded from group discussions, chapter preparationand
strength of evidence rating.

Member Organizations
This revision of the guideline was overseen by the Member Organizations: European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel
(EPUAP), National Pressure Injury Advisory Panel (NPIAP) and the Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance (PPPIA).

Associate Organizations
Other international not-for-profit pressure injury organizations that share the mission, values and purposes of the
Member Organizations were invited to apply to join the development process through designation as Associate
Organizations. The following organizations were successful:
•

Chinese collaboration of: Chinese Nursing Association and Jiangsu Nursing Association

•

I ndonesian collaboration of: Indonesian Wound Ostomy and Continence Nursing Association and Indonesian
Wound Care Clinician Association

•

Canadian collaboration of: Canadian Association for Enterostomal Therapy and Wounds Canada

•

Japanese Society for Pressure Ulcers

•

Korean Association of Wound Ostomy Continence Nurses

•

Malaysian Society of Wound Care Professionals

•

Philippine Wound Care Society

•

Saudi Chapter of Enterostomal Therapy

•

Taiwan Wound Ostomy and Continence Nurse Association

•

Thai Enterostomal Therapy Society
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•

World Council of Enterostomal Therapists

•

Brazilian Association of Enterostomal Therapists: Wound, Ostomy and Continence Care.

Guideline Governance Group (GGG)
The GGG monitored each step of the guideline development process and manage the guideline dissemination strategy.
Each of the three Member Organizations nominated four representatives each, to form the 12-member GGG. The four
nominated representatives for each member organization appointed a Chair. The GGG members all voted during joint
deliberations, with the majority deciding. Examination of the evidence and consensus building preceded all voting.

Small Working Groups (SWG)
The guideline content was divided into working topic areas and SWGs formed to review the evidence. The SWG
members were selected based on experience and expertise. Representatives of industry were excluded. The SWGs
were formed based on the principle of equal contribution from the Member Organizations and representation from
at least one Associate Organization. Guideline development was an iterative process, with GGG and SWG members
maintaining communication via the methodologist.

Patient Consumers and Their Informal Caregivers
Consumers (patients and caregivers) were invited to engage in the development process. At commencement of
the project, an international survey of consumers was undertaken to establish consumer needs, consumer interest
in outcome measures and inform development of the clinical questions. This process is reported elsewhere in this
methodology summary.

Methodologist
The guideline process was overseen by an experienced guideline methodologist. The methodologist assisted the SWG
members in implementing the documented methodology, appraising and summarizing the new literature, and guided
review and development of recommendations. The methodologist managed the confidential consensus voting process
and COIs. The methodologist provided a link between the GGG and Associate Organizations, and between the GGG
and the SWGs. The methodologist attended GGG and SWG meetings, but did not participate in any voting in meetings
or in the strength of recommendation process

Stakeholders
The process of development was made available to stakeholders on the guideline website. A stakeholder is anyone who
has interest in pressure injuries and wishes to contribute by reading the methodology, search strategies, references
under consideration, and commenting on the draft guideline. Anyone may register as a stakeholder, either as an
individual or as a representative for a society/organization.

Methods
The steps for the guideline development process are delineated briefly below. For simplicity and clarity, the process
is described as linear and sequential; however, the actual process was iterative, with multiple drafts developed and
progressively improved.

Identifying the Evidence
Databases
The GGG identified clinical questions to guide literature searches. To identify the scientific literature on pressure injury
prevention and treatment, several electronic databases were consulted, including:
•

AMED

•

MEDLINE

•

EMBASE

•

Scopus

•

The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews

•

The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials

•

Health Technology Assessment

The search dates for this update were 1st July 2013 through 31st August 2018. Evidence from previous editions of the
guideline has also been retained in this edition.
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Search strategy
A sensitive search strategy was developed and made available on the guideline website. The SWGs conducted
additional focused searches to ensure the full depth and breadth of their topic area has been covered, if requried. All
references retrieved by the electronic literature search were screened by the methodologist based on the inclusion
and exclusion criteria that follows.
General eligibility criteria
•

T
 he articles must be primarily focused on pressure injury prevention, risk assessment, or pressure injury treatment
in human subjects.

•

The articles must have been published in a peer reviewed journal.

•

An abstract should be available.

Inclusion criteria for primary research:
•

The studies should have used one of the following designs:
o

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

o

Prospective controlled clinical trials (CCTs)

o

Prospective cohort studies with a control group

o

Pre-test/post-test studies

o

Retrospective cohort studies

o

Observational studies

o

Cross-sectional studies

o

Survey studies

o

Case-control studies

o

Case series.

•

At least ten subjects must have been included in any case series.

•

S tudies using established qualitative methodologies were considered as appropriate to the clinical question (e.g.,
the individual’s experiences, such as pain).

Inclusion criteria for synthesized research:
•

S ystematic reviews and meta-analyses were only for comparative discussion, clearly delineated as supportive
content in the guideline layout. These sources of evidence were not included in the strength of evidence rating.

•

I dentified systematic reviews and meta-analyses will be screened for eligibility using the AMSTAR 2 tool. For
inclusion, these evidence sources were required to meet all of the critical domains listed in Table 30.1.3

•

SWG members reviewed the original articles cited in systematic reviews and meta-analyses.

•

O
 ther forms of synthesized evidence (e.g. other clinical guidelines) were considered only to support background
discussion, good practice statements or implementation considerations, as required.

Research published in lanugages other than English was screened by evaluating the English abstract. There was no
restriction based on the language. A pool of translators was identified among guideline participants. Publications
were selected for appraisal and data extraction by one translator only when there was a likelihood of providing
unique, high level evidence not available in the current body of evidence.
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Table 30.1: Critical domains for systematic reviews to meet for inclusion (adapted from Shea et. al.3

•

Adequate literature search conducted as per criteria for YES on AMSTAR 2 tool (item 4)

•

S tudies read in full but excluded are individually listed, with justification for excluding each individual study
(Amstar 2, item 7)

•

R
 isk of bias in individual included studies is evaluated as per criteria on AMSTAR 2 tool. This includes assessment
of risk of bias from specific items as per AMSTAR 2 tool. (item 9)

•

A
 ppropriate meta-analytical methods are used as per criteria on AMSTAR 2 tool, with justification for combining
in meta-analysis and use of an appropriate weighting technique and adjustment for heterogeneity when present
(item 11)

•

C
 onsideration is given to risk of bias in individuals studies when interpreting the review results by either including
only RCTs at low risk of bias or if RCTs have a moderate or high risk of bias or non-randomized trials are included,
the impact of this is discussed (Amstar 2 item 13)

•

An assessment is conducted of presence and likely impact of publication bias as per criteria on AMSTAR 2 tool
i.e. for reviews with a quantitative synthesis, graphical or statistical tests for publication bias are performed and
discussed the likelihood and magnitude of impact of publication bias (item 15)

Exclusion criteria:
•

N
 on-systematic literature reviews, narrative papers, opinion, commentary, other clinical guidelines and descriptive
papers. Papers falling into this category were only used only to support background discussion, good practice
statements or implementation considerations, as required.

•

C
 ase series with less than 10 participants.

•

Conference abstracts or o short papers with insufficient detail to enable appraisal.

•

Duplicate reports of research.

•

C
 omputational modeling and other research conducted in non-human subjects, except to support background
discussion.

•

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses not meeting all the critical domains listed in Table 1.

•

Papers without a substantial focus on pressure injury prevention or treatment or risk assessment.

•

Papers in lanugages other than English for which the abstract did not indicate unique, high-level evidence.

Eligibility criteria for research reporting on quality improvement and education
In addition to the criteria outlined above, additional inclusion criteria were:
•

Time series design with at least three outcome measurement time points, with data covering at least 12 months.

•

Project should be institution-wide (i.e., not individual units).

•

Outcomes should be incidence or facility-acquired pressure injury rates.

•

Q
 uality improvement projects should be described in sufficient detail to enable replication (i.e., specific methods
used, barriers and facilitators).

•

Publications before January 2008 were not considered, unless identified as seminal by the SWG or GGG.

Eligibility criteria for research reporting on pressure injuries risk factors
In the 2014 guideline, a systematic review by Coleman et al. (2013)4 was used as a basis for literature selection to identify
patient characteristics that increase the probability of pressure injury development. This review was supplemented
by a search extended to literature published up to 31st August 2018 for the 2019 edition. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria applied by Coleman et. al. (2013)4 are applied to all literature:
Inclusion criteria:
•

Primary research

•

Adult patients (aged ≥ 18 years)

•

Outcome was the development of a new pressure injury

•	Prospective cohort, retrospective record review (where the risk factor preceeded the pressure injury) or controlled
trials
•

Length of follow-up at least three days, with the exception of operating room studies

•

Outcome clearly defined as Category/Stage I or greater pressure injury or equivalent

•

Multivariable analyses undertaken to identify factors affecting pressure injury outcome

•

The unit of analysis was the individual patient.
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Exclusion criteria:
•

Cross-sectional, case-study, patient recall or self-report, analysis of general practitioner records.

•

Duplicate publication of a patient dataset

•	Cohort studies (prospective and record reviews) in which more than 20% of the study sample were excluded from
analysis for reasons including withdrawal, death, loss to follow-up and missing records
•	Controlled trials in which these minimum criteria did not apply: randomised allocation to treatment and intention
to treat analyses.

Evaluating the Evidence
The methodological quality of each study was evaluated by two reviewers. Where large discrepancy of opinion was
noted (such that the paper’s overall quality was rated differently by the two reviewers), a third reviewer evaluated
the paper.
The methodological quality of each study was assessed using methodology checklists. Evaluation of study quality
focused on the study internal and external validity of the studies. The following broad quality criteria was considered:
internal validity; clear and appropriate research question(s); selection of subjects; allocation; baseline comparability;
outcomes; blinding; confounding factors; statistical analysis; overall assessment of the study; and potential bias.
Specific critical appraisal tools were used for different research designs, and these tools are described in more detail
in the full methodology report available on the guideline website.
Each criterion on critical appraisal checklists was assessed as being met, not met not reported/unclear, or not applicable.
Unless alternate methods were stated on specific tools, studies will be described as high, moderate, or low quality
using the following criteria:
•

High quality studies: fully meeting at least 80% of applicable criteria

•

Moderate quality studies: fully meet at least 70% of applicable criteria

•

Low quality studies: did not fully meet at least 70% of applicable criteria.

Appraisal of methodological quality for risk factor research
Coleman et. al. (2013)4 used an assessment framework based upon guidelines for assessing quality and risk of bias in
prognostic studies and methodological considerations in the analysis, meta-analysis and publication of observational
studies. Because this guideline built on Coleman et al.’s4 review, evidence was appraised using the same methods,
which evaluated the following factors:
•

Baseline study sample (i.e. individuals entering the study) dequately described for key characteristics

•

C
 lear definition or description of the risk factor measured (e.g., including dose, level, duration of exposure and
clear specification of the method of measurement)

•

Continuous variables used or appropriate (i.e., not data-dependent) cut-points for continuous data.

•

Risk factor measurement valid and reliable

•

Adequate proportion of sample had complete data for risk factors

•

R
 ange of potential risk factors measured (i.e., key variables in conceptual model; potential confounders accounted
for in study design)

•

R
 ange of potential risk factors are accounted for in the analysis (i.e., appropriate the adjustment, potential
confounders accounted for in analysis)

•

Appropriate imputation

•

No selective reporting.

In addition, specific consideration was given to the following quality domain:
•

Is there sufficient number of events (rule of thumb: more than 10 events per risk factor)?

•

Is there sufficient presentation of data to assess the adequacy of method and analysis?

•

Is the strategy for model building (i.e., inclusion of variables) appropriate and based upon a conceptual framework?

•

Is the selected model adequate for the design?
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Table 30.2: Relationship between appraisal criteria and quality domains for risk factor studies (From Coleman, used with permission)

CRITERIA 1-8

QUALITY DOMAINS 1-4
1. Is there

2. Is there

3. Is the strategy for

4. Is the

sufficient

sufficient

model building (i.e.,

selected

number of

presentation of

inclusion of variables)

model

events (rule of

data to assess

appropriate

adequate

thumb: more

the adequacy

and based upon

for the

than 10 events

of method and

a conceptual

design?

per risk factor)?

analysis?

framework?

1.The baseline study sample is adequately described for
key characteristics.

X

2. A clear definition/ description of the risk factor
measured is provided and a clear definition/ description
of how the risk factor was measured is provided

X

X

3. Continuous variables used or appropriate (i.e. not
data-dependent) cut-points for continuous data.

X

X

4.An adequate proportion of sample has complete data
for risk factors.

X

X

X

5.Range of potential risk factors are measured

X

X

6.Range of potential risk factors are accounted for in
the analysis

X

X

X

X

X

X

7.Appropriate imputation
8.No selective reporting

X

X

Each of the above four quality domains were assessed as being met (yes/no/partial/unsure) using the criteria as outlined
in Table 30.2. Studies will be classified as high, moderate, low and very low quality using the following criteria:
•

High quality studies: ‘yes’ for all quality domains

•

Moderate quality studies: ‘yes’ for quality domain 1 and at for least two other quality domains

•

Low quality studies: ‘no’ for criteria 1 and ‘no’ or ‘partial yes’ for two other quality domains

•

Very low quality studies: ‘no’ for criteria 1 and ‘no’ or ‘partial yes’ for all three remaining quality domains

Level of evidence
The ‘level of evidence’ for individual intervention studies will be noted for each study containing direct evidence,
using a classification system adapted from The Joanna Briggs Institute5,6 (see Table 30.3).
Levels of evidence are typically applied to intervention studies (e.g., RCTs, CCTs or case series studies) because these
studies are regarded as important knowledge sources for clinical decision making. However, there are many more
study designs (e.g., epidemiological or descriptive studies) that provide valuable evidence to guide practice yet cannot
be classified with an intervention-based level of evidence system.
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5,6

Level 1

Experimental Designs
• Randomized trial

Level 2

Quasi-experimental design
• Prospectively controlled study design
• Pre-test post-test or historic/retrospective control group study

Level 3

Observational-analytical designs
• Cohort study with or without control group
• Case-controlled study

Level 4

Observational-descriptive studies (no control)
• Observational study with no control group
• Cross-sectional study
• Case series (n=10+)

Level 5

Indirect evidence: studies in normal human subjects, human subjects with other types of chronic
wounds, laboratory studies using animals, or computational models

Studies on diagnostic and prognostic validity of pressure injury risk and classification form an important body of
knowledge that were appraised independently from intervention studies. Diagnostic accuracy studies are studies in
which results of index tests are compared with results from reference standards at the same point in time.7 Therefore,
cross-sectional designs are needed to establish the concurrent existence of both index test and reference standard
results. Most studies in pressure injury risk research are not diagnostic accuracy studies according to this widely
agreed upon definition, because the measured pressure injury risk is often compared with subsequent pressure injury
occurrence. These designs resemble those of prognostic studies or diagnostic accuracy studies with imperfect reference
standards.8
Comparable to different phases of intervention research, phases of diagnostic and prognostic research can also be
distinguished. In diagnostic research, Phase I and II studies focus on differentiation between individuals with the target
from those without. Phase III studies are typical diagnostic accuracy studies whereas phase IV research investigates the
clinical impact of diagnostic procedures.9 Prognostic studies are comparable with diagnostic accuracy studies with the
difference that, based on factors or diagnostic cues, future events are predicted. These types of studies are typically
used to develop prognostic models. Prognostic models (e.g., pressure injury risk assessment tool scores) are used to
predict the probability of future events in individuals or groups.10
Test accuracy and validity estimates are only surrogate measures for clinical effectiveness.11 The clinical effectiveness
of diagnostic test procedures can only be adequately investigated by diagnostic RCTs.12,13 In case of diagnostic or
prognostic RCTs the described level of evidence hierarchy of intervention studies is used. Corresponding ‘level of
evidence’ hierarchies for diagnostic and prognostic accuracy have been proposed12,14 and have been adopted by the
GGG since the 2014 guideline edition (see Tables 30.4 and 30.5).
Table 30.4: Adapted levels of evidence for diagnostic studies12,14

Level 1

Individual high quality (cross sectional) studies according to the quality assessment tools with
consistently applied reference standard and blinding among consecutive persons.

Level 2

Non-consecutive studies or studies without consistently applied reference standards.

Level 3

Case-control studies or poor or non-independent reference standard.

Level 4

Mechanism-based reasoning, study of diagnostic yield (no reference standard). Low and moderate
quality cross sectional studies.

Table 30.5: Adapted levels of evidence for prognostic studies

12,14

Level 1

A prospective cohort study.

Level 2

Analysis of prognostic factors amongst persons in a single arm of a randomized controlled trial.

Level 3

Case-series or case-control studies, or low quality prognostic cohort study, or retrospective cohort
study.
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Data Extraction
The full papers of included references were obtained and made available to SWGs on a web-based platform. A data
extraction template was used to extract relevant data from individual papers, including study design; participant
description; study groups and interventions; outcome measures; length of follow up; study results; limitations and
general comments. Data extraction tables were completed by one reviewer and checked by at least one additional
reviewer. The GGG reviewed 20% of data extraction tables and established a high level of accuracy. Evidence tables
from previous guideline editions were made available to SWGs to ensure the full body of scientific literature was
compiled and reviewed.

Terminology and Product Names
Terminology to describe pressure injuries is varied across geographic jurisdictions and, in some regions, across
professional boundaries. Terminology describing both a pressure injury, and the severity of a pressure injury has been
adapted in many geographic regions and is considered to be an ongoing area of evolution. For clarity, consistent
terminology was required throughought this document. In the absence of a single, validated classification system,
the GGG voted at the outset of the development of this edition of the guideline to use the term ‘pressure injury’ and
to use the classification terminology that was internationally agreed on and published in the International EPUAP/
NPUAP Pressure Ulcer Classification System (2014).15 A crosswalk of classification systems is available in the guideline
to assist health professionals in converting terminology to the recognized system in their jurisdiction.
The term ‘individual’ was selected to describe the patient, client, resident, or person with a pressure injury or at risk
for a pressure injury.
The terms ‘health professional’ and ‘interprofessional team’ were selected for use when referring to health professionals
and non-professional healthcare workers providing formal healthcare services to the individual. The disciplines of
professionals/healthcare workers performing a given service may vary from country to country based on the laws and
regulations governing healthcare providers.
The term ‘informal caregiver’ was selected to describe people providing care to the individual outside the context of
formal healthcare services. This generally refers to family members and friends.
The guideline does not endorse or be seen to endorse the use of any specific products, manufacturers, services or
companies. Consistent with best practice in developing clinical guidelines, brand/product names have not been used in
recommendation statements or the discussion.16,17 Where available, generic names or product classifications was used.
The guideline includes descriptions of the features of products that may relate to their effectiveness (or otherwise)
when reported in study results. Descriptions of products used in the appraised research was used in reporting because
this is what has been presented in the peer reviewed evidence. More information was sought from the manufacturer’s
product information as required. In evidence tables, product names were used to describe intervention and control
products used in a specific trial on the first time the product/s was referenced.

Drafting and Revising Recommendations
Each SWG formulated conclusions about the body of evidence available to address each clinical question. These
conclusions were based on the evidence tables, critical appraisals and levels of evidence. The process was facilitated
using an adapted evidence-to-decision framework18,19 that was finalized by the GGG. An evidence-to-decision
framework presents a summary of the evidence, together with the relative pros and cons for an intervention. The
evidence-to-decision framework guided the development of recommendations addressing the clinical questions and
allowed a concise summary of the evidence underpinning each recommendation. The SWGs evaluated the volume
and consistency of evidence, the probability of benefits and harms, and additional evaluations that would be used
to assign strengths of recommendation (see Assigning Strength of Recommendation Ratings). Evidence-to-decision
frameworks were used to summarize evidence underpinning recommendations based on prognostic or diagnostic
studies; however, the evaluation of probability of benefits and harms was not relevant. Other evaluations, used to
assign ‘Strength of Recommendation’, were made.
A first draft of recommendations was developed by the SWGs and/or the methodologist. The GGG reviewed the draft
recommendations, making revisions as necessary. To ensure uniformity and internal consistency in the final guideline,
the GGG applied the following guidance:
•

E
 ach recommendation should start with a direct action verb and be a simple, short, direct, declarative statement,
free of jargon

•

R
 ecommendation statements should be broad recommendations on clinical practice (e.g., broad, directive
statements). Additional subsequent statements with more detail (e.g., how, when or how often) that support
recommendations could be included as implemetation considerations
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•

Recommendations should be specific and unambiguous

•

When available from the evidence, information on health benefits, side effects and risks should be provided.

The GGG reviewed all recommendations to ensure the wording of the recommendations accurately translates
available research into best practice while being sensitive to the many different individual cultures and professional
standards represented among the international audience for these guidelines. This will additionally be reviewed by
the Consumer SWG.

Assigning Strength of Evidence Ratings
The SWGs summarized the evidence supporting each recommendation. An explicit link between the recommendation and
supporting evidence was expected. ‘Strength of evidence’ ratings were assigned to recommendations. This rating identifies the strength of cumulative body of evidence supporting each recommendation. Table 30.6 outlines the strength of
evidence rating system (adapted from NHMRC methodology).20
Table 30.6: Strength of evidence rating for each recommendation (adapted from NHMRC)

20

A

• More than one high quality Level I study providing direct evidence
• Consistent body of evidence

B1

• Level 1 studies of moderate or low quality providing direct evidence
• Level 2 studies of high or moderate quality providing direct evidence
• Most studies have consistent outcomes and inconsistencies can be explained

B2

• Level 2 studies of low quality providing direct evidence
• Level 3 or 4 studies (regardless of quality) providing direct evidence
• Most studies have consistent outcomes and inconsistencies can be explained

C

• Level 5 studies (indirect evidence) e.g., studies in normal human subjects, humans with other types
of chronic wounds, animal models
• A body of evidence with inconsistencies that cannot be explained, reflecting genuine uncertainty
surrounding the topic

Good
practice
statement

• Statements by the GGG that are not supported by a body of evidence as listed above but
considered significant for clinical practice.

The strengths and limitations of this body of evidence was clearly described. All recommendations with a ‘strength
of evidence’ rating required an explicit evidence summary (justification). For ‘strength of evidence’ rating A or B (1
or 2), the evidence summary required one or more studies conducted with human subjects with or at risk of pressure
injuries. The ‘level of evidence’ for each study and its quality rating was identified in the evidence summary.
An attempt had been made to explicitly identify evidence gaps. The systematic searches identified indirect evidence
from studies of normal subjects, studies with intermediate or surrogate outcomes, studies of humans with other
types of chronic wounds, and animal studies. Indirect evidence was used to support ‘strength of evidence C’ ratings
or good practice statements. A clarification was made for ‘Strength of evidence’ (SoE) of C regarding whether the
recommendation was supported by:
•

SOE C: indirect evidence from studies of normal subjects

•

SOE C: studies with intermediate or surrogate outcomes

•

SOE C: studies of humans with other types of chronic wounds, and animal studies or other basic bench research.

In the absence of adequate evidence, a good practice statement was made for clinical practice areas considered very
important. Good practice statements were made when they were perceived by the GGG to be necessary. A good practice
statement is designed to should assist health professionals to take appropriate actions in areas of uncertainty.21 Good
practice statements were based on expert opinion, supported by other evidence-based clinical guidelines or other
types of research that did not meet the criteria for an evidence-based recommendation. Appropriate referencing was
used to support good practice statements.
The ‘strength of evidence’ supporting the recommendation is not the same as the ‘strength of the recommendation’.
For example, there may be no RCTs in individuals with pressure injuries evaluating commonly implemented practices.
Therefore, a recommendation may have a relatively low ‘strength of evidence’ supporting the recommendation, yet
the recommendation may be strongly recommended in many clinical situations based on evidence from studies of
other types of chronic wounds, proof of principle from basic science research, and/or expert opinion.
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Stakeholder Review Process
After developing recommendations and good practice statements, implementations and the chapter discussion,
stakeholder feedback was sought. A register of stakeholders who had specifically indicated their interest by completing
their details at the guideline website were invited to participate. This register contained over 1,200 known interested
stakeholders. In addition, the stakeholder review process was advertised through social media by the Partner and
Associate Organizations. The stakeholder review process was also available to any person or organization who was
interested to participate.
The guideline website contained the evidence-to-decision fraemwrosk and full chapters for stakeholder review.
The majority of guideline content was available for content from stakeholders for four weeks (four chapters were
available for only seven days due to time constraints). A total of 699 independent stakeholders (either individuals or
representing organizations) accessed the guideline chapters and made comments or voted on whether they agreed
with the recommendations in each chapter. Stakeholders were also given opportunity to identify any research meeting
the eligibility criteria that may have been missed in the searches.
Comments from the stakeholder feedback process were reviewed by the GGG, and when applicable were also reviewed
by the SWG members. Changes to the guideline content were made when the stakeholder feedback warranted
changes or clarification.

Assigning Strength of Recommendation Ratings
As previously discussed, ‘strength of evidence’ ratings identify the strength of cumulative evidence supporting the
recommendation. In contrast, ‘strength of recommendation’ ratings require a different analysis. The evidence-based
recommendations are rated based on their importance and their potential to improve individual patient outcomes.
The good practice statements were not given a strength of recommendation, consistent with current best practice in
guideline development.21
The ‘strength of recommendation’ is the extent to which a health professional can be confident that adherence to
the recommendation will do more good than harm.

The rating is not necessarily related to the strength of internal or external evidence. The overall aim is to help health
professionals to prioritize interventions. The following points have been be considered:18,19,22-24
•

T
 he balance between benefits and harms. The larger the difference between both, the higher the likelihood
for giving a strong recommendation. However, this consideration is not applicable to prognostic and diagnostic
recommendations

•

T
 he overall quality of evidence across all studies upon which the recommendation is based. The higher the quality,
the higher the likelihood that a strong recommendation is warranted

•

T
 ranslation of the evidence into practice in specific clinical settings or uncertainty of baseline risk in the populations
of interest

•

T
 he higher the financial costs of an intervention, the greater the resources consumed, the lower the likelihood that
a strong recommendation is warranted, unless cost effectiveness can be demonstrated

•

The acceptability of the intervention to stakeholders, including patient consumers and health professionals

•

The priority that patient consumers place on the outcomes the recommendation will achieve.

All SWG and the GGG members were invited to take part in the consensus voting process, each voting on every
recommendation in the guideline. The consensus voting process was conducted on a prupose-built website platform,
with each team member provided with a unique identification. The participants were required to confirm their
understanding of the procedure before commencing. The voting criteria were were made using an adapted GRADE
grid18,19,22-24 (See Table 30.7). The process was facilitated using the evidence-to-decision framework18,19 that was
finalized by the GGG. For each recommendation to be evaluated, voters were presented with a tabulated summary of
the evidence relevant to the following questions:19
Derived from the reviewed evidence:
•

How substantial are the desirable anticipated effects?
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•

How substantial are the undesirable anticipated effects?

•

What is the overall certainty of the evidence of effects?

•

Does the balance between desirable and undesirable effects favor the intervention or the comparison?

•

How substantial are the resource requirements (costs)?

Derived from the reviewed evidence, input from SWG responsible for relevant chapter and stakeholder review:
•

Is the intervention feasible to implement?

Derived from the reviewed evidence, with input from the consumer survey conducted as a part of the guideline
development:
•

I s there important uncertainty about or variability in how much patient consumers and their informal caregivers
value the main outcomes?

•

Is the intervention acceptable to patient consumers and their informal caregivers?

•

Is the intervention feasible for patient consumers and their informal caregivers?

Table 30.7: Five types of recommendations18,19,22-24

Recommendation

Symbol

Do it: Strong
recommendation for an
intervention
(We recommend offering
this option)

↑↑

Don’t do it: Strong
recommendation against
an intervention
(We recommend against
offering this option)

↓↓

Probably do it: Conditional
recommendation for using
an intervention
(We suggest offering this
option)
Probably don’t
do it: Conditional
recommendation against
using an intervention
(We suggest not offering
this option)
No specific
recommendation:
Conditional
recommendation for either
the intervention or the
comparison
(We make no suggestion
on offering this option)

↑

↓

↔

Description

Implications

Indicates a judgment
that most well
informed people
would make.

For patient consumers—Most people would want
the recommended course of action and only a
small proportion would not.
For health professionals—Most people should
receive the intervention. If health professionals
choose not to follow the recommendation, they
should document their rationale.
For quality monitors—Adherence to this
recommendation could be used as a quality
criterion or performance indicator.

Indicates a judgment
that a majority of
well informed people
would make, but a
substantial minority
would not.

Trade-offs between
risk and benefit
unclear or lack of
agreement between
voting participants.

For patient consumers—Most people would want
the suggested course of action, but many would
not.
For health professionals —Examine, and be
prepared to discuss, the evidence with patients,
as well as their values and preferences.
For quality monitors—Clinicians’ discussion
and consideration of pros and cons of the
intervention, and documentation of discussion,
could be used as a quality indicator.
The advantages and disadvantages are
equivalent; and/or the target population has
not been identified; and/or there is insufficient
evidence on which to formulate a ‘strength of
recommendation’.

After reviewing the evidence-to-decision framework, voters were asked to select a ‘strength of recommendation’ rating
from the options presented in Table 7 (or to abstain from voting, with reason provided). Votes were recorded and
calculated using a software program designed for the purpose. Rules were determined based on previous applications
of this consensus voting process (ie., 2014 voting), and a desire to obtain significant consensus. Determination of the
final ‘strength of recommendation’ was made according to the following rules:
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•

T
 o achieve a strong positive (do it) or strong negative (don’t do it) recommendation, 100% of votes must be cast
in the same direction (positive or negative), with at least 70% voting for a strong recommendation, and 0% voting
in the opposite direction

•

T
 o achieve a weak positive (probably do it) or weak negative (probably don’t do it) recommendation, at least 70%
of votes must cast in the same direction (positive or negative), and less than 20% voting in the opposite direction

•

Any other combination of voting results in ‘no specific recommendation’.

Implementation Considerations and Quality Indicators
An implementation consideration is a suggestion on how to implement the core recommendations in the guideline that
aim to provide guidance on clinical questions. Implementation considerations may describe how, when, where, who or
how often to implement a recommended practice, or may identify core principles to consider when implementing the
recommendation. Implementation considerations cover supplemental information considered pertinent to practice
and are supported by level 1 to 5 evidence, other clinical guidance resources or consensus of the SWG and/or GGG.
Additionally, quality indicators that could be used to monitor the implementation of this guideline have been
developed. A wide range of clinical indicators are currently used around the world as part of ongoing health service
accreditation programs, international benchmarking projects and at local levels for monitoring ongoing quality
improvement. The quality indicators have been designed to monitor the specific recommendations for practice that
are included in this guideline. They were selected based on expert opinion on their intrinsic value as an indicator
of quality care for prevention and treatment of pressure injuries, with consideration to practicalities of ongoing
auditing. The indicators are proposed for use in health facilities/services in addition to other quality indicators as a
measure of effectiveness in implementing the guideline locally.

Consumer Engagement in the Guideline
Consumer engagement is recognized as a requirement for high quality, international clinical guidelines.25-28 In the
context of this Guideline, consumer engagement refers to involvement in guideline development from the following
groups:
•

Patient consumers (i.e. individuals with or at risk of a pressure injury)

•

Informal caregivers (i.e. individuals caring in an informal capacity such as family members or friends)

•

Consumer stakeholders (i.e. professional consumer representatives).

Recognising international standards, the goals of consumer engagement in this guideline development process were
to:29
•

Promote the relevance of recommendations and guideline content to patient consumers

•

Promote patient consumer values and preferences

•

Acknowledge and respond to the needs of specific populations groups

•

Evaluate and respond to consumer education/information needs

•

Promote consumer awareness of the guideline.

The primary audience of the guideline is health professionals, academics and organizations/facilities, and the content
and terminology are appropriate to this audience. Input from patient consumers sought to provide guidance on
the development of companion resources for the guideline, including topics for region-specific patient consumer
education.
The Guideline Governance Group (GGG) recognizes the diverse range of barriers guideline development teams face in
promoting consumer engagement. The literature identifies a wide range of barriers to consumer engagement,26,28,29
including discrepancies between health professional experts and consumer perspectives regarding topics of interest;
difficulty integrating consumer opinion into recommendation development; consumer recruitment and retention
issues; limitations in consumer understanding of technical terminology; time and financial constraints; resistence to
change; feelings of being undervalued; and cultural (e.g. language), health (e.g. sensory impairment) and physical
(e.g. lack of internet) barriers.
The GGG considered the above factors in developing a consumer engagement strategy. Strategies to promote consumer
engagement were developed based on recommendations on the literature on promoting consumer engagement.26,28-30
Consumer engagement strategies were developed for each of the guideline steps26 (see Table 30.8).
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26,28-30

Guideline step

Processes to promote patient engagement

Recruitment

•

Information about the guideline development process will be publicly available.

•

Both patient consumers and consumer stakeholders will be eligible and invited to participate.

•

Diverse patient consumers will be encouraged by recruiting in all countries involved in the
guideline development.

•

Diverse health professionals will be recruited to promote consideration of the needs of diverse
patient consumers.

Preparation

•

Patient consumers will receive background information about the guideline and goals of consumer participation.

Logisitics

•

Methods for providing opportunity for patient consumer contribution are pre-identified in this
protocol.

•

The methodologist will co-ordinate consumer engagement (e.g. send invitations, administer
survey, collect written feedback, etc.).

•

Contribution from patient consumers will be sought in an online survey, with consideration to
simplicity in language, questions, methods of response and time to complete the survey.

•

Updates on the guideline development process are published on the International Guideline
website.

Consumer Survey
At commencement of the project, an international survey of consumers was undertaken to establish consumer
needs, consumer interest in outcome measures and inform development of the clinical questions. Broad consumer
input will be sought, with a goal of collecting information from consumers in all geographic regions participating
in the guideline. Consumers were recruited to complete the consumer survey and/or to register as a stakeholder for
the stakeholder review process. Consumer engagement was invited through website invitations, social media and
invitations to consumer stakeholder groups known to GGG members in all geographic regions.
The consumer survey received ethics approval from the Australian National University Human Research Eithics
Committee (HREC Protocol 2018/066) and the methodology and findings will be published independent to the
guideline. Presentation of the results has already been publically made at relevant international conferences.31,32
In brief, the consumer survey was made available from 24 April 2018 to 30 October 2018 at a purpose-built website.
The survey was presented in simple language and translated into lanugages other than English by the SWG translators.
The onnline survey explored:
•

Topics of patient priority

•

Relevance of clinical questions to patient needs

•

Patient care goals and education needs

•

Invitation to register as stakeholder.

The survey achieved participation from 1,233 patient consumers (n = 383) and informal caregivers (n = 850) from
27 countries. Information collected via the survey was to review and revise the clinical questions, to contribute
to the evidence-to decision-framework evaluations and will be used to develop priorities for consumer education
material. The consumer survey results also informed specific recommendations, particularly surrounding care goals
and education needs.

Guideline Monitoring and Updates
The GGG will continue to monitor guideline implementation after the guideline is published, encouraging translation
of the guideline into non-English languages for maximum dissemination. The 2009 Quick Reference Guide was
translated into 17 different languages, the 2014 full guideline was translated into two different languages and the
Quick Reference Guide was translated into 11 different languages.
The GGG will continue to monitor the pressure injury literature after the 2019 guideline has been published. This is
an ongoing process in the interim between published guideline editions and seeks to prepare for the next guideline
edition, as well as identify any pertinent advances of knowledge. In case of the latter, the GGG publish statements on
the guideline website to clarfy interpretation of the guideline in the context of important new knowledge. The next
published revision of this guideline is planned for 2024.
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